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TAC MEETING 1

City of Chico
Stormwater Resource Plan
TAC Meeting 1 Meeting Minutes

Date:

April 25, 2017

Attendees:
Name

Initials

Affiliation

Angela Spain

AS

City of Chico

Richard Burgi

RB

City of Chico

Matt Thompson

MT

City of Chico

Eric Gustafson

EG

City of Chico

Skyler Lipski

SL

City of Chico

Tom Fossum

TF

Butte County

Doug Moore

DM

West Yost

Millie Cowley-Crawford

MCC

West Yost

Richard Perrelli

RP

Chico State

Debbie Spangler

DS

DWR, ND

Erick Burres

EB

SWRCB

Susan Mason

SM

Public, Friends of
Comanche Creek

Timmarie Hamill

TH

Public, The Stream Team

Presentation began at 1:36 pm. Doug Moore presenting.
MT:

Asked who designated HUCs (on watershed maps). Noted that in the west, the sheds
are unreliable because the topography is too flat.

VN:

Asked if the county should change their boundaries in the IRWMP to match the City’s
watershed boundaries.

DM:

Replied that it is not necessary for the County to change boundaries.

MT:

Is there a problem if local storm drains to another subwatershed?
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DM:

We can change subshed boundaries, if needed, without impacting the definition of the
area covered by the SWRP.

MCC:

Confirmed that external boundaries are the most important in terms of defining what
the SWRP covers and completing the justification delivery to the State.

RB:

With regard to potential projects, asked whether it makes sense to include IRWMP
projects since the SWRP is submitted back to IRWM anyway.

DM:

Indicated that we should include them. The priorities might be different, but any
potential project should be reflected.

VN:

Indicated that the projects in the IRWMP had to meet a different criteria: “Does it meet
the goal of IRWMP”?

RP:

Confirming whether or not the City or County want projects with a long-term O&M
component.

DM:

Not sure if City and County want long-term O&M responsibilities for any given project.
They will take on O&M for their projects. Other advocates may support projects or other
funding may be available.

DM:

Regarding EC/WV, Doug noted that everyone should fix the scoring for flood control
to match the previous slide value.

VN:

Where did the benefits on table come from?

DM:

Benefits came from the Guidelines.

RB:

Asked where EC/WV came from.

DM:

Said it came from the West Yost proposal.

RP:

Asked about whether potential projects to address MS4 would be appropriate. Chico
State is a non-traditional MS4 that complies with multiple programs and has high
outreach and education goals.

VN:

Commented that SGMA is another potential area where a project may help address
multiple programs and multiple goals.

MT:

Commented on the Teichert Pond area is a potential project. An old quarry from the
freeway raise collects residential/commercial property drainage – it’s not designated as
a detention pond. Need to add trash capture at inflow and work at outfall of LLC. Other
addition features may need to be added to reduce homeless camps and clearing of
underbrush.

RB:

Asked about a 200-year compliance with the Urban Levees criteria of SB 5.

TF:

Commented that a 200-year flood is discussed in the CVFPP Mid and Upper Sac River
Regional Flood Management Plan. Projects include Mud Creek, Rock Creek and Keifer
2
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Slough and that the County has obtained small community funds to try to address some
of these issues with a study.
EB:

Noted that it is important when reaching out to the public to make sure the term
“Potential” projects is used and to alphabetize the projects to avoid confusion that would
suggest any projects have already been given a priority.

RB:

Levee repairs are needed at Mud Creek LS. Need to raise levees for ULOP.

MT:

Large subbasins need to retrofitted for trash and infiltration (potential water quality,
flood, recharge benefits).
5 mile recreation area headwaters come from the canyon. There is gravel deposition that
reduces channel capacity. Dredging permits are required. Telemetry could be added at
BCC/Lindo gates and Bypass and the project could have a recreation benefit as well.
Telemetry is needed upstream for greater warning times.
Detention basins are not encouraged in the BCC shed. The peak hits about 8 to 16 hours
after a storm passes – water needs to drain from urban areas at the start of the hydrograph
to make room for the peak. Would that put us at a disadvantage to compete because of
a non-traditional hydrograph?

DM:

No, as long as benefits are there and a project meets criteria, it can be considered.

VN:

Informed the group that Christine Buck is the contact for gage information.

MT:

Lindo diversion gage has no telemetry. Asked about SDMP, mentioned it has lots of
benefits.

DM:

Agreed with MT about SDMP.

TF:

Agreed that SDMP would have many benefits.

EG:

Other benefits are trash, flood control, many outfall improvements, list goes on and on.

DM:

Asked if RP has any CSU projects

RP:

Answered DM that some professors have ideas and have been doing work in the shed.

AS:

Noted that we need to also reach out to Habitat for Love Chapmen contacts

MT:

BCC Ecological Preserve also needs to be invited to be a stakeholder

RB:

SDMP should be considered for a project.

RP:

For the evaluation criteria, should CEQA/permitting needs be a criteria?

DM:

Indicated that yes, it has a significant impact on cost and ability to implement.

MT:

H, M, L would be good levels to rate permitting.
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MCC:

Asked for a list of outreach methods used by TAC members.

Group:











PW Counter
Facebook
Nextdoor?
Butte County monthly newsletter
Radio PSA – Millie should send a script to Angela
Website
Libraries
Public parks
Utility bills
Fleet Feet shoe store

SM:

Suggested Arundo Donax removal in the LLC channel for flood control benefits, as well
as Yellow Flag Iris removal on Comanche Creek.

EB:

Concurred that Paseo Campaneros has trash from Fair Street Detention Basin, where
there is a large gate but no small trash capture. Issues are private property, transients,
dams (private) and ag diversion.

TF:

There are large property owners: M & T, Llano Seco who need to be involved.
Comanche is a conveyance for them from Butte Creek water on the right and Ranch on
the west side of town – the water is shared. Stakeholder on the water right is Les
Harringer with M&T.

VN:

Says Melind family has many potential stakeholders, will get in contact with them.

EB:

Said East Comanche Creek has lots of issues.

TH:

Asked if there will be a way to submit potential projects in writing.

DM:

Answered that, yes you will be able to submit in writing.

MCC:

There will be a way to submit on the website, but it’s not built yet. It’s in progress.

TH:

Schools in the area have several LID projects – 9 campuses. More schools means more
education. LID projects with Prop 84 grants can do more residential outreach for
pesticide reduction. Also, need USGS gages. Golf courses do not have low flow/high
flow. Rose Avenue has no published data. Environmental education/outreach is needed
to promote trash education.

TH:

Is Comanche Creek included in the SWRP?

DM:

Answered, yes Comanche Creek is in.

TH:

Asked if anyone is taking minutes.
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MCC:

Answered, yes, I am taking minutes.

TH:

Key stakeholders need to be included on the TAC or it will be difficult for public to
provide feedback. TH called people to invite them to the meetings. Would like to see
more input from the public. It’s good for people to start at the beginning of the process.
However, it is difficult to engage the public.

MT:

Suggested charrettes for the public meeting – stations around the room with different
concepts; small group discussions.

TH:

Indicated that she will do outreach on her own, as well.

RP:

Asked how much money is available and is there a match?

DM:

Answered RP, $184K; City 50% match.

DM:

$80M for 2018 value round 2 implementation grants.

VN:

Indicated there is also IRWM money.

TF:

There is also flood money, DWR food protection money.

TH:

SWRP includes public involvement in implementation, is that a requirement of the plan
or a benefit of the plan?

MT:

Answered TH, public involvement is a benefit.

VN:

Indicated that she can provide IRWM Contacts for DACs including Katie Burdick,
NSV; and Liz Manfield, Mountain

MCC:

Will send VN an email to request contacts

5
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Storm Water Resource
Planning Grant Technical
Advisory Committee
Kickoff Meeting
April 25, 2017

Welcome
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
I.
J.
K.

Introductions
SWRP Goals & Objectives
SWRP Process Overview
Roles & Responsibilities
Schedule Review and Key Milestones
Watershed Priorities
Initial Projects
Initial Project Screening Criteria
Evaluation Criteria and Weighting Values
Data Collection & Data Availability
Next Steps

A. Introductions

Kickoff Meeting
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B. SWRP Goals & Objectives
• Identify & prioritize projects within the
watersheds that capture and reuse
stormwater
• Projects have multiple benefits
• Greatest benefit to the watersheds &
public
• Must assign and quantify benefits of each
• TAC proposes priorities

• Include Stakeholder & Public Input
• Position projects for future funding

C. SWRP Process Overview

Focus of
the TAC

• Watershed identification & description
• Water quality compliance
• Organization, coordination & collaboration
• Quantitative methods for projects
• Identification & prioritization of projects
• Implementation strategy & schedule
• Education, outreach, public participation

C. SWRP Process Overview
Up to 50 Initial Projects
Screening

Up to 16
Remaining Projects
Evaluation

Ranked
List

Kickoff Meeting
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C. SWRP Process Overview

C. SWRP Process Overview

D. Roles & Responsibilities
State Water Board

Regional Water
Board

PM: West Yost
Decision‐Making: TAC
Contract: City
Stakeholders

Kickoff Meeting

Public
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D. Roles & Responsibilities
Technical Advisory Committee:
Member Agency
Butte County DPW
Chico State
City of Chico
City of Chico
City of Chico
City of Chico
State Water Board
State Water Board
DWR Northern Dist.
Butte County RCD
Tehama RCD

Main TAC Contact
Tom Fossum
Richard Perrelli
Matt Thompson
Richard Burgi
Erik Gustafson
Skyler Lipski
Erick Burres
Brandon Davison
Debbie Spangler
Sarah Reynolds
Ryan Sale

• Propose Projects
• Approve Process
• Assign Project
Benefits
• Weight Watershed
Priorities
• Review & Comment
on Work Products
• Assist in
Engagement

E. Schedule & Key
Milestones
• Contract Deadlines
• Council Deadlines & City Approvals
Deliverable
Contract Deadline Planned Delivery
Schedule
NTP+30 days
5/16/2017
TAC Membership
April, 2017
4/25/2017
Stakeholder Outreach Plan
April, 2017
4/28/2017
Data Gap Analysis
April, 2017
5/16/2017
Planning Area Description
April, 2017
5/24/2017
Outline
July 31, 2017
5/26/2017
Water Quality Approach
July, 2017
6/22/2017
Results of Analysis TM
October, 2017
10/31/2017
Draft Implementation Strategy
10/3/2017
Admin Draft
January 31, 2018
11/14/2017
Public Draft
March, 2018
1/15/2018
Design Plans
March, 2018
2/26/2018
Comment List
March, 2018
2/26/2018
Final Draft SWRP
May, 2018
4/10/2018
Final SWRP
June 30, 2018
5/1/2018

F. Overview of Watershed
Priorities
• Compliance with Trash
Amendment
• Other Water Quality
Issues
• Water Supply
• Flood Reduction
• Environmental
Restoration
• Community
Enhancements

Kickoff Meeting
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G. Initial Projects
• Discussion with City
• Chico SDMP
• Trash Capture

• IRWMP
• Butte County DW&RC Environmental
Monitoring Program
• Kids & Watershed Stewardship
• Town of Paradise Wastewater System
• North Sac Valley Regional WQ Assessment
• K-12 Watershed Education
• CSU Chico Research WQ Assessments
• Deer Creek WS Conservancy Salmon Mural

• Others?

H. Screening Criteria
• Screening Criteria to Consider:
•
•
•
•

Meets SWRP Requirements
Total Cost Limit
Available & Suitable Public Land
Project Proponent for O&M (Could add
points in analysis instead)
• Available Information to Support Analysis

I. Evaluation Criteria and
Weighting Values
• Evaluation Criteria:
• Informed by watershed priorities
• What do we need to know to locate the
most effective projects

Evaluation Criteria (EC)
Parcel Land Use Type
Impervious Area (%)
Parcel Size of Tributary Shed
(acres)
Hydrologic Soil Group
Slope (%)
Proximity to Flood Prone
Channel (miles)
Contains WQ Risk Areas

Kickoff Meeting
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I. Evaluation Criteria and
Weighting Values
• Criteria Score (0-10):
• For each Evaluation Criteria, what is a
reasonable range of values that reflects the
world of projects?
• Normalize the range to set scoring cutoffs
• Yes/no or Non-quantitative answers
Range1‐2
of Volumes 3‐4

0

Schools/Golf
Courses
50‐60

450

Parcel Land Use Type
400
Impervious Area (%)

‐‐
< 40

‐‐
40 ‐ 50

5‐6

7‐8

9‐10

Public Buildings
60‐70

Parking Lots
70‐80

Park/Open Space
80‐100

350
300
250
200
150
100
50
0
0

2

4

6

8

10

12

I. Evaluation Criteria and
Weighting Values
• Weighting Value (0-10):
• Informed by watershed priorities
• How important is an evaluation criteria?

Evaluation Criteria (EC)

Weighting Value (WV)

Parcel Land Use Type
Impervious Area (%)

5
5

Parcel Size of Tributary Shed
(acres)
Hydrologic Soil Group
Slope (%)

3
2
8

Proximity to Flood Prone
Channel (miles)
Contains WQ Risk Areas
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I. Evaluation Criteria and
Weighting Values
• Evaluation Criteria and Weighted Values for “location-based”
scoring of potential new sites

0

1‐2

3‐4

5‐6

7‐8

9‐10

Parcel Land Use Type
Impervious Area (%)

‐‐
< 40

‐‐
40 ‐ 50

Schools/Golf
Courses
50‐60

Public Buildings
60‐70

Parking Lots
70‐80

Park/Open Space
80‐100

Parcel Size of Tributary Shed
(acres)
Hydrologic Soil Group
Slope (%)

< 0.5
‐‐
> 5.0

0.5‐1.0
D
4.0‐5.0

1.0‐2.0
Unknown
3.0‐4.0

2.0‐3.0
C
2.0‐3.0

3.0‐4.0
B
1.0‐2.0

> 4.0
A
< 1.0

Not in Sub‐basin
None

>3
‐‐

‐‐

1.0‐3.0
Low

‐‐

< 1.0
High

Currently Planned by City or Co‐
Located with City Project
Drains to TMDL Water
Above Groundwater Basin
Augments Water Supply
WQ source control

No
No
No
No
No

‐‐
‐‐
‐‐
‐‐
‐‐

‐‐
‐‐
Yes
‐‐
‐‐

‐‐
‐‐
‐‐
‐‐
‐‐

‐‐
‐‐
‐‐
‐‐
‐‐

Yes
Yes
‐‐
Yes
Yes

Reestablished Natural Hydrology
Creates/Enhances Habitat
Community Enhancement

No
No
No

‐‐
‐‐
‐‐

‐‐
‐‐
‐‐

‐‐
‐‐
‐‐

‐‐
‐‐
‐‐

Yes
Yes
Yes

Proximity to Flood Prone Channel
(miles)
Contains WQ Risk Areas

"Safe Routes to School" Program
Priority Land Uses for Trash
Capture

Kickoff Meeting

Weighting
Value
(WV)

Criteria Score (CS)*

Evaluation Criteria
(EC)

No

None

‐‐
Schools/
Stadiums/Utility
Roads

‐‐

‐‐

‐‐

Yes

‐‐

Mixed
Urban/Public
Transport

High Density
Residential

Industrial/
Commercial
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I. Evaluation Criteria and
Weighting Values
• Evaluation Criteria and Weighted Values for projects
Weighting
Value (WV)
0‐10

Criteria Score (CS)*

Evaluation
Criteria (EC)
0

1‐2

3‐4

5‐6

7‐8

9‐10

Water Quality Indices
TMDL Load Reduction
(lb/year)
303 (d) Load Reduction
(lb/year)
Other Pollutant Reduction
(lb/year)
Coliform Load Reduction
(MPN/year)
Trash Capture Projection
(lb/yr)
Removes Other
Pollutant
Removes 303 (d) Removes TMDL
Water Supply Indices

Qualitative Assessment
Water Supply Volume (ac‐
ft/yr)
Reduced water use in
Landscape (acres)

Qualitative Assessment

0
No infiltration or
reuse

< 0.5

0.5‐1.0

1.0‐2.0

Reduced
Landscaping
Flood Reduction Indices

2.0‐3.0

>3.0
Capture/
Treatment or
Capture/ Reuse

Volume of Captured Runoff
(cu‐ft/yr)
Number of Repetitive Loss
Properties Affected

Qualitative Assessment

No local/
downstream
flooding

Minor
downstream
flooding
Environmental Enhancement Indices

Major
downstream
flooding

Urban Green Space Creation
(sq‐ft)

I. Evaluation Criteria and
Weighting Values
• Possible Additional Scoring Criteria
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Geographical diversity
Reasonable assurance analysis
Permitting requirements/environmental impact
Cost, including annual O&M
If a quantitative measure is used
If a project was pre-identified in a plan
Project located in a priority area of the shed
Primary Beneficiary is a DAC
Primary Beneficiary is a Tribe
Number of collaborating agencies
Existing funding plan/reliability of future funding
Preliminary design completed
Funding pre-identified
Addresses climate change

J. Data Collection
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

GIS (need more)
UWMP
Sewer Master Plan
IRWMP
2016 Groundwater Status Report
BCC Watershed Existing Conditions Report
2002 LCC Watershed Existing Conditions
Report
• 2007-2009 Strategic Plan for BCC
• Information on DACs

Kickoff Meeting
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K. Next Steps
• TAC, Start Now
• Submit project descriptions and data
• Identify priorities for watersheds
• Comment on ECs, CSs, and WVs

• TAC, Next Meeting
• Initial Project Screening Criteria
• Synthesize Public input on WV and EC
• Screen Projects to 16 for evaluation

• PM Team
•
•
•
•
•

Complete Outreach Plan
Initiate public outreach
Stakeholder/public meeting 1
Compile list of initial projects & solicit data & references
Send invites for SharePoint site file sharing

• Scheduling?

K. Nest Steps - Outreach
Strategies
• Website(s)
• Content management
•
•
•
•
•

Map
Links to SWRP Guidelines and Checklist
General Information
Public Input Schedule
Email for questions and submittals

• Scheduling & Coordination

• Newspapers
• Existing relationships/routine submittals
• Costs

• Fliers (where to place)
• Other Outreach Methods

Thank you!

Kickoff Meeting
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TAC MEETING 2

Meeting Summary
TAC Meeting #2
5/30/2017
Client:
Project:
Subject:
Meeting Date/Time:
Location:

City of Chico
SWRP
SWRP Technical Advisory Committee Meeting #2
5/24/2017 at 1:30-3:30 pm
City Council Chambers, 421 Main Street Chico, CA

INVITED ATTENDEES*:

Present
Y/N
N

TAC Member
Y/N
N

Name

Representing

Brandon Davison

Water Boards

Y

Y

Erick Burres

Water Boards

N

Y

Thomas Fossum

Butte County, Department of Public Works

N

Y

Debbie Spangler

DWR

N

Y

Ryan Sale

Tehama County Resource Conservation District

Y

Y

Richard Perrelli

CSU Chico

Y

Y

Skyler Lipski

City

Y

N

Angela Spain

City

N

Y

Sarah Reynolds

Butte County Resource Conservation District

Y

Y

Rich Burgi

City

Y

Y

Matt Thompson

City

Y

N

Natalie Muradian

WY

N

N

Millie Crawford

WY

Y

N

Doug Moore

WY

Email

*Public participation is welcome; members of public also attended the majority of the meeting, see attached sign in
sheet.

DISCUSSION TOPICS:
 Purpose of TAC Meeting #2:
o Summarize results of Public Meeting 1.
o Vote on Draft Screening Criteria that will be used to refine the projects submitted
down to a list of 16 projects.
o Discuss evaluation criteria that will be used to define the benefits of each project.
o Discuss weighting values that will be used to prioritize the projects.
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Summary of Public Meeting 1
o Erick Burres concerned that 10 attendees from the public was not effective public
participation. Erick also wanted copies of the Grant Application, the grant
contract between the State and the City, and the contract between West Yost and
the City. Erick noted that the SWRP page was difficult to find from the City’s
web site, but could be found from a general Google search.


City (Angela Spain) clarified all the ways in which outreach was being
performed, including:


Calling individuals in stakeholder organizations to inform them of
the project, and invite them to be involved.



Distribute flyers in public places, including City Hall, the Public
Library, Chico Area Recreation & Park District (CARD) office,
and at Thursday Night Farmer’s Market.
A meeting notice was sent out in a e-flyer to all the Chico Unified
School District (CUSD) registered parents.
We sent the notice to LOVE Chapman and Butte County Housing
Authority, who said they would distribute the notice.
The website is listed on the City’s home page as well as the storm
water management page and keepchicoclean.org.
Notification on Facebook
An ad was placed in the Chico Enterprise-Record
An ad was placed in the Chico News and Review
Hmong interpreter emailed the notice (translated into Hmong) to
her point of contacts.
Put notifications up on the City website.










o Timmarie Hamill (public participant) commented that the
announcement was only up on the City’s front page website
for a couple of days.
o City (Matt Thompson) clarified that they do not have
control over the main page website, but they would try to
get links to the SWRP page added on the City water and
sewer pages and listed in places that are more intuitive and
easier to access.




Put notifications up on the City Facebook.



We had both a Spanish and Hmong interpreter at the meeting.



Matt Thompson clarified that we are not done gathering public opinion
and we will continue to do our best to reach out to the public and gather
their input.

Concern from Public - Scheduling (Timmarie Hamill, public participant): After
initial screening is performed, those who submitted projects should have time to
refine their projects and resubmit them to better meet the screening criteria,
coordinate with other project submitters to potentially combine smaller projects, and
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produce quality project submittals. It was suggested that additional public facilitation
methods be used.
o Concern echoed by Erick: He would advise adding at least two weeks between the
TAC Meeting 3 and Public Meeting #2 to allow the public enough time to
comment and provide input.
o This concern was addressed by delaying Public Meeting #2 to allow public time
to review and revise their projects after the initial screening is presented at TAC
Meeting #3.
o A new date for the Public and Stakeholder Meeting #2 will be scheduled (date
TBD, but probably in mid- to late July).
o Results of future TAC Meeting #3 will be sent out and posted so public can
access list of screened projects as soon as possible.
o Incorporate a three-week comment period after Public Meeting #2 for the public
to provide comments and re-submit projects as necessary.
o Screening Criteria from TAC Meeting #2 (this meeting) should be published
online so the public can review the draft criteria and better prepare projects.


Concern from Public (Timmarie Hamill, public participant) – This plan is not just a
list of projects, it is a plan that will direct how the stormwater will be managed in
the future.
o Erick Burres agreed.
o Matt Thompson and Doug Moore clarified that this plan is a living document and
will likely be updated periodically. Doug suggested an update every five years,
but the frequency has yet to be determined.
o Timmarie expressed concern that updating a plan every five years is
too infrequent.



Discussion on Draft Initial Project Screening Criteria:
o Matt Thompson clarified that if a project doesn’t have the following criteria they
won’t make it to the top 16 list.


Two main benefits, and one additional benefit.



Located within the BCC/LCC watershed.

o Matt Thompson asked: Should state mandates be an item? Like complying with
trash amendments?


Doug clarified that state mandated projects would be included in the last
screening criteria, implementability.

o Public Land evaluation criteria should be a High/Medium/Low scale, to allow
projects on privately owned land (comment from Public Participant,
Timmarie Hamill).
o TAC agreed, and voted to accept the Draft Initial Project Screening Criteria,
including the change of Public Lands from Yes/No to High/Medium/Low.


Yes – Unanimous.
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Discussion on Evaluation Criteria:
o Erick stated that the project evaluations need to be science based.
o Water Quality:


Add bioassessments as an evaluation criteria. This could be estimated on a
High/Medium/Low scale.



Plan and Projects should address pollutants of concern in the watershed, so
these need to be considered.





Double check priority pollutants from the 303(d) list are correct.



Chloropyrifros may be a concern.



Mercury is not from the City, so the City can’t solve or reduce
this pollutant.

The City’s MS4 permit has a monitoring plan for Big Chico Creek.


City recently submitted a Quality Assurance Project Plan for
monitoring sediment and pesticides.

o Water Supply


Question: Matt Thompson asked what conjunctive use would mean.
Response: Doug answered that when groundwater and surface water are
both used depending on the need, what’s available, and the quality of
both waters.



Erick described a conjunctive use project that allow banking of water to
improve environmental flows.

o Flood Management


City had two sanitary sewer overflows in winter 2016/2017, but they were
not storm related.



City had two cases of flooding in winter 2016/2017.



FEMA mapping shows flooding in certain areas, including some in
Disadvantaged Communities.



Clarify that Protection of Houses and Businesses does not specifically
mean that the floodplain has to be reduced, it could mean removal of
houses and businesses from the floodplain. (For example, Erick worked on
a project that purchased land from a mobile home park included in a flood
plain, and relocated the mobile home park to a new area).



Add an evaluation criteria for enhancement of natural floodplains to
improve conveyance.



Rich Burgi submitted several Mud River flood control projects that are not
in the list of project yet.

o Environment


Change the evaluation criteria for greenhouse gas (carbon) capture to
Increase/Decrease/Neutral.
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Projects that sequester carbon should evaluate on a long-term
basis, not short term (i.e. projects that mow grass cannot be
considered carbon sequestration).



Change the evaluation criteria of greenhouse gas to
Increase/Decrease/Neutral.



Change the name of “Instream Flows” to “Environmental Flows,” so it
covers both aquatic connections, wetland and floodplain connections,
vernal pools.

o Community





Add Environmental Justice as an evaluation criteria.



Add Disadvantaged Communities as an evaluation criteria. Also, consider
using Disadvantaged Communities as a screening criteria.



Add Public Health, with Improved/Worse/Neutral.



Consider adding a project that removes the mosquito prone pools on
Lindo Channel.

Discussion on Weighting Values:
o Concern expressed that not enough members of the public have filled out this
form and expressed their values.


This concern will be addressed by providing an online form accessible on
the Chico SWRP website that will allow public to fill out their values.


Consider Google Forms, Survey Monkey, or some sort of tracking
via IP address to make sure that only one survey is filled out
per person.

o TAC members who had not yet filled out a Weighting Values Scoring form were
asked to fill out a form, which was then included in the Weighting Values
Averaging and Totaling spreadsheet.
o Concern from Matt Thompson: How does project feasibility get included in the
overall analysis? For example, if projects scores well in various benefit
categories, but is not very feasible, how does that get reconciled in the analysis?


This will be addressed in the Implementability evaluation criteria.

o All the community suggested benefits or values would be included as an
Evaluation Criteria under the appropriate State Guidelines Main
Benefits categories.


Each community suggested benefit or value can be included in multiple
categories, for example, public education could be included under
Community, Environment, Flood Management, Stormwater Quality, and
Water Supply.
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ACTION ITEM LOG:
No.

Subject
Project List
Contract between
City and State Water
Board
Minutes from TAC
Meeting 1
Schedule a new
Public Meeting 2
date
Keeping public
updated,
transparency
Weighting Values

Updating City
Website
Upcoming
Submittals

ACTION ITEM LOG
Action
Party
Update and email out project list West Yost
to attendees
Email Grant Contract to Erick
Angela Spain
Burres (Done as of 5/25/17)
Send minutes to Erick (and make
sure others received them as
well)
West Yost to coordinate with
City to reschedule Public
Meeting 2
Find an easy an intuitive way to
post results of TAC meetings,
initial screening criteria, and
project lists online
Create Google form (or some
other poll) so public can submit
their stormwater values online
Add links to City website so
SWRP page is easy and intuitive
to access
Prepare Water Quality TM based
on TAC 2 (this meeting)
discussion of evaluation criteria.

Date
5/26/2017

Status

5/26/2017

West Yost

5/30/2017

West Yost

5/30/17

West Yost
and City

6/2/2017

West Yost

6/2/2017

City

6/2/2017

West Yost

6/14/217

Update maps based on the
evaluation criteria discussion
(including 303(d) maps)

DECISION LOG:
No.
1
2

Subject
Draft
Screening
Criteria

Decision
Accepted by the
TAC, with minor
changes.

Schedule

Public Meeting 2 will
be delayed to
accommodate
public’s request for
more time. A
comment period will
be open for 3 weeks
following the Public
Meeting 2.
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TAC

Cost

Notes

This will put the project
~2 months behind
schedule. West Yost will
contact Water Board to
find out if applications for
Round 2 Implementation
Grants will be delayed
past Spring 2018.

5/30/2017

City of Chico Stormwater Resource Plan

5/24/2017

Stormwater
Resource Plan
May 24, 2017

Agenda
•
•
•
•

Introductions
Process Overview
Public Meeting 1 Review
Initial Projects and Screening Criteria
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Summarize submitted projects
Additional projects
Group projects in SWRP Projects as appropriate
Review draft screening criteria
Add/modify screening criteria
Adopt draft screening criteria
Screen to 16 SWRP projects

• SWRP Evaluation Criteria
• Weighting Values
•
•
•
•

Review data from public/stakeholder meeting 1
Complete forms
Update summary table
Adopt draft weighting values

• Schedule
• Other Items

Introductions
Big Chico Creek

TAC Meeting 2

1

City of Chico Stormwater Resource Plan

5/24/2017

SWRP Process Overview
Up to 50 Initial Projects
Screening

Initial Projects Screening Criteria
16 SWRP Projects
Evaluation Using Community Values

Evaluation Criteria + Weighting Values
Prioritized
Projects

City Selects
Project Grant
Funding

Public and Stakeholder
Meeting 1
• Attendance: 10
• Values Forms Submitted: 7
• Projects Submitted:
• 1 project form received
• 9 possible projects from listening to discussions
• 8 other items/locations from listening to
discussions

• General Discussion
• Not enough time for public and stakeholders to
prepare
• Not enough time for public and stakeholders to
submit projects

Reminder: SWRP Process Overview
Up to 50 Initial Projects
Screening

16 SWRP Projects
Evaluation Using Community Values

Prioritize Projects with Weighting Values
Prioritized
Projects

Project Grant
Funding

TAC Meeting 2
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5/24/2017

Weighting Values (Handout)
Table 1. Summary of SWRP Project Ranking Weighting Values
State Guideline Main Benefits

Total

Average

1. Community

6

10

7

7

10

10

5

55

7.9

2. Environment

10

10

Values by Respondent
10

8

10

10

7

65

9.3

3. Flood Management

9

3

6

6

6

9

6

45

6.4

4. Stormwater Quality

8

7

9

7

10

10

10

61

8.7

5. Water Supply

7

4

8

5

5

9

8

46

6.6

Community Suggested Benefits or Values
6. Public awareness of storm water BMPs (a value and a program)

10

10

10.0

7. Public process in developing SWRP & implementing projects

10

10

10.0

8. Collaboration with existing storm water efforts

10

10

10.0

9. Links to citizen monitoring efforts & other watershed protection efforts
for E & O (education and outreach?) & monitoring project effectiveness

10

10

10.0

9

9.0

10. Public education (a value and a project)

NV

9

11. Updating the City's stormwater plan to make it proactive (a project)

NV

NV

12. Regular cleanups (a value and a project/program)

NV

NV

NV

7

7.0

10

10.0

8

8.0

NV

13. Housing homeless (a value and a project/program)
14. Mosquito & vector control

7

15. Native study area (benefit is native habitat) - Teichert Ponds (a
project)

10

16. Sediment & erosion control/stream bank stabilization (a value and
project/program)

8

17. Neighborhood beautification

8

8.0

NV: No value provided by the respondent.

Reminder: SWRP Process Overview
Up to 50 Initial Projects
Screening

Initial Projects Screening Criteria
16 SWRP Projects
Evaluation Using Community Values

Prioritized
Projects

Project Grant
Funding

Initial Projects and Screening Criteria
• Initial Projects
•
•
•
•

Submitted projects (Handout)
Submit additional projects today or on-line
Group projects into SWRP Projects as appropriate
Continue to accept project suggestions and incorporate
them into SWRP project as long as possible

• Screen to 16 SWRP projects

Wildlife Habitat and Water Supply (Groundwater Recharge)

TAC Meeting 2
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Project Submittal
• Submit Online – http://bit.ly/ChicoSWRP
• Link - “Stormwater Resource
Plan website”

• Link - “click here” at the
bottom of the page

Initial Projects Screening
Criteria (Handout)
• Benefits: Minimum of 2 Primary and 1 Additional
• Location: Must be in the BCC/LCC Watershed
• Publicly Owned Land: Should be on publicly
owned land
• Project Sponsor: Must have a sponsor for capital
and O&M costs
• Costs/Affordability: Should be affordable to
construct, maintain, and/or implement
• Implementability: Environmental Impacts,
compliance with laws and regulations,
complexity, community support/opposition

Initial Projects Screening Criteria
(Screening Criteria Handout)
• Benefits: Minimum of 2 Primary and 1 Additional

Yes No

• Location: Must be in the BCC/LCC Watershed

Yes No

• Publicly Owned Land: Should be on publicly
owned land

Yes No

• Project Sponsor: Must have a sponsor for capital
and O&M costs

Yes No

• Costs/Affordability: Should be affordable to
construct, maintain, and/or implement

High Medium Low

• Implementability: Environmental Impacts,
compliance with laws and regulations,
complexity, community support/opposition

High Medium Low

Discussion

TAC Meeting 2

TAC Approval
(Vote)
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Reminder: SWRP Process Overview
Up to 50 Initial Projects
Screening

16 SWRP Projects
Evaluation Using Community Values

Evaluation Criteria for SWRP Projects
Prioritized
Projects

Project Grant
Funding

SWRP Evaluation Criteria – Water Quality
• Priority Pollutants (lbs/yr or af/yr)
•
•
•
•
•

Mercury
Diuron (pesticide)
DDT (pesticide)
Dieldrin (pesticide)
PCBs

Vallejo Storm Drain
Maintenance Hole

• Trash (lbs/year)
• Sediment (lbs/year or af/yr)
• Increased Infiltration (af/yr)
• Other?

SWRP Evaluation Criteria – Water Supply
• Water supply reliability (improved, not improved)
• Conjunctive Use (improved, not improved)
• Water conservation (af/yr)
• Groundwater recharge (af/yr)
• Recycled water use (af/yr)
Permeable
Pavers, Safeway,
• Storm runoff direct use (af/yr)
Carmichael
• Other?

TAC Meeting 2
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SWRP Evaluation Criteria – Flood Management
• Floodplain reduction (houses/businesses protected)
• Reduction of flood risk-life and safety (high, medium,
low)
• Decrease peak runoff (high, medium, low)
• Sanitary Sewer Overflow Reduction (acres of urban
floodplain reduction)
Alamo Creek,
Vacaville, CA
• Other?

SWRP Evaluation Criteria - Environment
• Created / Improved Wetland Habitat (acres)
• Created / Improved Riparian Habitat (acres)
• Instream Flow (Increase or decrease)
• Energy Use (high, medium, low)
• Green House Gas (high, medium, low)
• Restore Natural Hydrograph (high, medium, low)
• Water Temperature (high, medium, low)

Bio-Retention, Seasons
Senior Apartments, Elk
Grove

SWRP Evaluation Criteria - Community
• Created / Improved Public Use / Recreation (acres)
• Public Education (high, medium, low)
• Community Involvement (high, medium, low)
• Employment Opportunities (high, medium, low)
• Other?

Other SWRP
Evaluation Criteria to
be Added as Needed
(Example Mosquito
and Vector Control)

TAC Meeting 2
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Reminder: SWRP Process Overview
Up to 50 Initial Projects
Screening

16 SWRP Projects
Evaluation Using Community Values

Prioritize Projects with Weighting Values
Prioritized
Projects

Project Grant
Funding

Weighting Values
Switch to Excel
Table 1. Summary of SWRP Project Ranking Weighting Values
State Guideline Main Benefits

Total

Average

1. Community

6

10

7

7

10

10

5

55

7.9

2. Environment

10

10

Values by Respondent
10

8

10

10

7

65

9.3

3. Flood Management

9

3

6

6

6

9

6

45

6.4

4. Stormwater Quality

8

7

9

7

10

10

10

61

8.7

5. Water Supply

7

4

8

5

5

9

8

46

6.6

6. Public awareness of storm water BMPs (a value and a program)

10

10

10.0

7. Public process in developing SWRP & implementing projects

10

10

10.0

8. Collaboration with existing storm water efforts

10

10

10.0

9. Links to citizen monitoring efforts & other watershed protection efforts
for E & O (education and outreach?) & monitoring project effectiveness

10

10

10.0

9

9.0
NV

Community Suggested Benefits or Values

10. Public education (a value and a project)

NV

9

11. Updating the City's stormwater plan to make it proactive (a project)

NV

NV

12. Regular cleanups (a value and a project/program)

NV

NV

NV

7

7.0

10

10.0

8

8.0

13. Housing homeless (a value and a project/program)
14. Mosquito & vector control
15. Native study area (benefit is native habitat) - Teichert Ponds (a
project)

7
10

16. Sediment & erosion control/stream bank stabilization (a value and
project/program)

8

17. Neighborhood beautification

8

8.0

NV: No value provided by the respondent.

Weighting
Values
(Handout)
Tabulate
Data
TAC Approval
(Vote)

TAC Meeting 2
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Schedule
-TAC Meeting 1: 4/25/17 – Done
-Public and Stakeholder Meeting 1: 5/17/17- Done
-TAC Meeting 2: 5/24/17 - Done Today
-TAC Meeting 3: 6/14/17
-Public and Stakeholder Meeting 2: 6/19/17
-TAC Meeting 4: 10/11/17
-Public and Stakeholder Meeting 3: 1/24/18
-TAC Meeting 5 2/28/18

• TAC Meetings at 1:30 pm
• Public and Stakeholder
Meetings at 6:00 pm

Questions or Comments
Required Disclosure Statement
Funding has been provided in full or in part through an agreement with the State Water
Resources Control Board using funds from Proposition 1. The contents of this document do not
necessarily reflect the views and policies of the foregoing, nor does the mention of trade
names or commercial products constitute endorsement or recommendation for use.
This work product is part of Task 6.0 of Agreement No. D1612613.

SWRP Watersheds

TAC Meeting 2
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TAC MEETING 3

Meeting Summary
TAC Meeting #3
6/14/2017
Client:
Project:
Subject:
Meeting Date/Time:
Location:

City of Chico
SWRP
SWRP Technical Advisory Committee Meeting #3
6/15/2017, at 1:30-3:30 pm
City Council Chambers, 421 Main Street Chico, CA

INVITED ATTENDEES*:
Present
Y/N
N

TAC Member
Y/N
N

Name

Representing

Brandon Davison

Water Boards (Contract Manager)

N

Y

Erick Burres

Water Boards

N

Y

Thomas Fossum

Butte County, Department of Public Works

Y

Y

Debbie Spangler

DWR

N

Y

Ryan Sale

Tehama County Resource Conservation District

Y

Y

Richard Perrelli

CSU Chico

N

Y

Skyler Lipski

City

N

N

Angela Spain

City

N

Y

Sarah Reynolds

Butte County Resource Conservation District

Y

Y

Rich Burgi

City

Y

Y

Matt Thompson

City

Y

N

Natalie Muradian

WY

N

N

Millie Crawford

WY

Y

N

Doug Moore

WY

Email

*Public participation is welcome; one member of public and one city employee also attended the meeting, see
attached sign in sheet.

DISCUSSION TOPICS:
 Purpose of TAC Meeting #3:
o Review DRAFT results from the initial screening of projects.
o Review revised results of Weighting Values based on input from TAC 2.
o Review evaluation criteria methodology.
o Schedule Update.


Review DRAFT results from the initial screening of projects
o Although many criteria were used to rank the projects, there were certain criteria
that needed to have a “yes” designation to become a SWRP project. The criteria
that screened out most projects was the “Project Sponsor” criteria.
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Sponsorship was defined as having an agency or organization that would
be willing to commit funding to the project.



The City used the following criteria to determining if they would sponsor
a project:





Are there already funds available for the project (for example,
Project 40)?



Are funds available through grants that are already in process?



Is the project/effort required by the State (for example, Project I)?

Concerns about the Project Sponsorship criteria (Timmarie Hamill, public
participant):


It is hard (if not impossible) for organizations, such as the
StreamTeam, to sponsor projects (i.e. provide funds). So even
though the project may be included in the finalized SWRP, there is
no way that their projects will ever be implemented because their
organizations can’t usually apply for State grants.



Is there a way the City can count “match” funds by collaborating
with community groups?



If the City has to follow their prioritized list for sponsoring
projects, how will they also collaborate with community groups?



Timmarie was concerned that BEC’s projects were chosen, but not
the StreamTeam’s projects.



CSU Chico was listed as a potential sponsor for a project
submitted by StreamTeam. Rich Perrelli said he would need to talk
to the university faculty and staff to see what they are willing to
sponsor/fund.



Butte County or CUSD schools were listed as a potential sponsor
for a project for a project submitted by StreamTeam. Timmarie
said Julie Kistle had agreed to be a partner for the project, so West
Yost said they could reach out to her to see if the schools would be
willing to be a sponsor.

o Concern about Public Lands: It seemed like some projects were given a Medium
rating for public lands when they should have a High rating. The City clarified the
property lines of creeks, including:


Most of Little Chico Creek is private (the State has an easement for
maintenance but the City does not)



Comanche Creek is private (except the section of Comanche Creek from
Midway to Otterson, which is public land)



City owns Lindo Channel



Chico State property goes to the Ordinary High Water Mark of Big Chico
Creek. City and Chico State own storm drains and storm drain outfalls
within campus.
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o Concern about Low Impact Development (LID) projects and guidelines:
Timmarie was concerned about implementing LID projects. The City responded
that they have guidelines already in place for implementing LID for new
construction. City may also be able to leverage funds from other locations in the
future (such as the gas tax) for LID projects.
o It was emphasized that even though only the projects that met the screening
criteria will be evaluated and prioritized further, all projects submitted will remain
in the SWRP, and thus eligible for future grant funding.
o Clarifications on the initial screening project spreadsheet:


Many of the criteria used high/medium/low designations to rank projects.
High = good, while low = bad for all criteria. (i.e. for Affordability, high =
affordable, while low = not affordable/very expensive)



The letters in the last column of the spreadsheet indicate that the project
was included in a Group/Consolidated project at the end of the spreadsheet



Doug and City emphasized that this spreadsheet is a DRAFT

o TAC decided to adopt DRAFT screened project list for presentation at Public
Meeting 2.
o Now that the DRAFT initial list of projects have been created, the screening
criteria is known, and the City’s priorities for sponsoring projects is known, this is
the time to review and revise projects, and figure out how to fit pieces of projects
into the large projects the City has already decided to sponsor. Please provide
comments to the swrp@chicoca.gov email or call Civil Engineer Matt Thompson
at (530) 879-6959.
o Timmarie concerned that no one reached out to her about her projects.
o Timmarie will identify relevant projects that the StreamTeam can do or help
develop. Doug and Debbie suggested that the project revisions be specific and not
include so many items that they will require the development of a program to
decide how to proceed.


Weighting Values:
o Weighting values will be used to give weight to different evaluation criteria,
based on the community’s values.
o As discussed at the TAC Meeting 2, the comments provided by the public were
separated into either evaluation criteria or were turned into initial projects.
o Concerns about the weighting values:


Rich Perelli was concerned about not enough input from the public and
that we don’t want the SWRP to be rejected due to inadequate public
input.




Matt Thompson clarified that we have been trying to gather public
opinion, including at Public Meeting 1 and at the TAC meeting 2.

Timmarie Hammill: The public opinion form is still not available online
for anyone to fill out.
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o Resolution: The weighting values were not adopted at this meeting. A form will
be posted online as well as made available at the Public Meeting 2 to continue
gathering more public opinion. The list will remain as is – no option will be
provided for write-in answers.


Evaluation Criteria Methodology:
o Natalie commented on minor errors that will be corrected in future drafts.



Schedule Update:
o Public Meeting 2 shifted to 7/19/2017, and time added for public review before
and after meeting.



Public Concerns:
o The Round 2 Implementation Grants are going to be competitive, therefore, we
want to have projects that will check all the boxes that the State will be looking
for.

ACTION ITEM LOG:
No.

Subject
Project List
Contract between
City and State Water
Board
Minutes from TAC
Meeting 1
Schedule a new
Public Meeting 2
date
Keeping public
updated,
transparency
Weighting Values

Updating City
Website
Upcoming
Submittals

ACTION ITEM LOG
Action
Party
Update and email out project list West Yost
to attendees
Email Grant Contract to Erick
Angela
Burres (Done as of 5/25/17)
Spain
Send minutes to Erick (and make
sure others received them as
well)
West Yost to coordinate with
City to reschedule Public
Meeting 2
Find an easy an intuitive way to
post results of TAC meetings,
initial screening criteria, and
project lists online
Create Google form (or some
other poll) so public can submit
their stormwater values online
Add links to City website so
SWRP page is easy and intuitive
to access
Prepare Water Quality TM based
on TAC 2 (this meeting)
discussion of evaluation criteria.

Date
5/26/2017

Status
Complete

5/26/2017

Complete

West Yost

5/30/2017

Complete

West Yost

5/30/17

West Yost
and City

6/2/2017

In
Progress,
see below

West Yost

6/2/2017
6/16/2017

In Progress

City

6/2/2017

Complete

West Yost

6/14/217

TM
updated,
maps need
updating

Complete

Update maps based on the
evaluation criteria discussion
(including 303(d) maps)
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ACTION ITEM LOG
Action
Party
Determine if school district will
West Yost
sponsor Initial Project 36
(Angela to
provide
contact info)
Project Sponsors
Determine if CSU Chico will
Rich Perrelli
sponsor Initial Project 30
West Yost
Initial Project List
Revise the initial project
screening list (the one with green
shading) to indicate each SWRP
Project that would include Public
Outreach, Education, and
Involvement.
Multiple Benefits
Update the Multiple Benefits
West Yost
Evaluation TM
Evaluation TM, provide to City.
City to post on website.
Updating City
Check City website and see what West Yost
Website
other work products should be
posted, email a set of work
products to Angela to post
Note: Items marked as Complete will be removed from the next Action Item list.
No.

Subject
Project Sponsors

Date
6/14/2017

Status
In Progress

7/14/2017

In Progress

6/19/2017

In Progress

6/19/2017

In Progress

6/19/2017

In Progress

DECISION LOG:
No.

DECISION LOG
Date
Party
5/24/2017 TAC

Subject
Draft
Screening
Criteria

Decision
Accepted by the
TAC, with minor
changes.

2

Schedule

Public Meeting 2 will
be delayed to
accommodate
public’s request for
more time. A
comment period will
be open for 3 weeks
following the Public
Meeting 2.

5/24/2017

TAC

3

Draft
Initial
Project
Screening
List

The draft list was
adopted by the TAC
subject to adding
notes regarding
which projects should
include some sort of
Public
Outreach/Education

6/14/2017

TAC

1
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Cost

Notes

This will put the
project ~2 months
behind schedule.
West Yost will
contact Water
Board to find out if
applications for
Round 2
Implementation
Grants will be
delayed past Spring
2018.

6/19/2017

No.
4

Subject
Weighting
Values

Decision
The weighting values
list was approved
subject to putting the
Weighting Values
form online to gather
more public opinion
until the end of
Public Meeting 2
review period.
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Notes

6/19/2017

City of Chico Storm water Resource Plan

5/24/2017

Storm water
Resource Plan
TAC Meeting 3
June 14, 2017

Agenda
• Introductions (1:35)
• Useful Web Sites (1:40)
• Initial Projects and Screening Results (2:15)
•
•
•
•
•

Screening Criteria – Adopted at TAC 2
Summary of submitted projects
Grouped/consolidated projects
Screened to 23 SWRP projects
Need to screen to 16 SWRP projects

• Weighting Values – Continued from TAC Meeting 2 (2:35)
• Review data from public/stakeholder meeting 1 and TAC 2
• Recommended weighting values
• Adopt weighting values

• SWRP Project Multiple Benefit Evaluation Criteria and
Ranking Methodology – Continued from TAC 2 (2:55)
• Schedule Update (3:00)
• Other Items (3:10)

Introductions (1:35)
Big Chico Creek

TAC Meeting 2

1

City of Chico Storm water Resource Plan

5/24/2017

NM12

Useful Web Sites (1:40)
City SWRP Web Site for Public
http://www.chico.ca.us/building_development_
services/sewer/StormWaterResourcePlan.asp
General Information
Public / Stakeholder Meeting Minutes
Public / Stakeholder Meeting Materials
Submit Initial Projects
Email questions / comments / etc.

West Yost SharePoint Site for TAC
https://westyost.sharepoint.com/sites/portal/755/1
0‐17‐01/SitePages/TAC.aspx
Meeting Materials
Work Products
Schedule

Reminder: SWRP Process Overview
Up to 50 Initial Projects
Screening

Initial Projects Screening Criteria
16 SWRP Projects
Evaluation Using Community Values

Prioritized
Projects

Project Grant
Funding

Initial Projects and Screening Results (2:15)
• Screening Criteria – Adopted at TAC 2 (5/30/17 Letter)
• Submitted projects (Table 1 of 6/9/17 Letter)
• Grouped/consolidated projects (Table 2 of 6/9/17 Letter)
• Screened to 23 SWRP projects
• Need to screen to 16 SWRP project

• Adopt draft set of 16 SWRP Projects
Wildlife Habitat and Water Supply (Groundwater Recharge)

TAC Meeting 2
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SWRP Process Overview
Up to 50 Initial Projects
Screening

16 SWRP Projects
Evaluation Using Community Values

Evaluation Criteria + Weighting Values
Prioritized
Projects

Project Grant
Funding

Weighting Values (6/6/17 Letter) (2:35)
Table 1. Summary of SWRP Benefit Weighting Values for Project Ranking
Benefits / Values

Values by Respondent

Average

Resolution of TAC and Public Values Input

State Guideline Main Benefits
1. Community

6

10

7

7

10

10

5

2

8

8

8

6

4

7.0

2. Environment

10

10

10

8

10

10

7

2

8

10

9

7

8

8.4

10

6

6

9

6

10

6

7

9

4. Storm Water Quality

8

7

9

7

10

10

10

10

8

8

10

10

6

8.7

5. Water Supply

3. Flood Management

7

9

4

3

8

6

5

5

9

8

8

6

5

9

8

5

3

6.7

6.9

9

Public, Stakeholder, and TAC Suggested Benefits
A. Public awareness of storm water BMPs (a value and/or a program?)

10

5

6

7

7.4

Combine into "Public education, outreach, and involvement" under each State
Category

B. Public process in developing SWRP & implementing projects

10

4

7

0

5.3

Combine into "Public education, outreach, and involvement" under each State
Category

C. Collaboration with existing storm water efforts

10

2

0

7

D. Links to citizen monitoring efforts & other watershed protection
efforts for E & O (education and outreach?) & monitoring project
effectiveness

10

Combine into "Public education, outreach, and involvement" under each State
Category

8.0

Combine education and outreach part of this into "Public education, outreach, and
involvement" under each State Category. Create "Water Quality Monitoring and
Assessment" Evaluation Criteria under the Storm Water Quality State category. Add
a "Storm Water Monitoring and Assessment" initial project/program.

10

7

4

10

8

7.6

Combine into "Public education, outreach, and involvement" under each State
Category

NV

7

0

10

5.7

Convert to an initial project

NV

8

9

5

7.3

NV

F. Updating the City's storm water plan to make it proactive (a
project?)
G. Regular cleanups (a value and/or a project/program?)

9

H. Housing homeless (a value and/or a project/program?)
7

J. Native study area (benefit is native habitat) ‐ Teichert Ponds (a
project?)

4.8

5

E. Public education (a value and/or a project?)

I. Mosquito & vector control

5

10

7

9

5

8

7

4

5

9

8

K. Sediment & erosion control/stream bank stabilization (a value and
/or project/program?)

8

10

9

9

L. Neighborhood beautification

8

9

8

8

7

4

Convert to an initial project (program)

7.0

Include as an evaluation criteria under the Community category

6.0

Include as an evaluation criteria under the Community category

8.0

Evaluate native habitat under the wetlands and riparian habitat ECs under the
Environment category. Include Teichert Ponds as in initial project.

9.0

Include "Sediment and Erosion" as an Evaluation Criteria in the Storm water Quality
category

8.3

Include "Neighborhood Beautification" as an Evaluation Criteria in the Storm water
Quality category

M. Policies and Regulations

2

2.0

Convert to a project to update the City's storm water policies and regulations

N. Assessment and Monitoring

1

1.0

Combine with the monitoring part of Item D above

NV: No value provided by the respondent.

Weighting Values (6/6/17 Letter) (2:35)
Table 2. Revised and Recommended SWRP Benefit Weighting Values for Project Ranking
Benefits / Values

Values by Respondent

Average

State Guideline Main Benefits
1. Community

6

10

7

7

10

10

2. Environment

10

10

3. Flood Management

9

3

4. Storm water Quality

8

5. Water Supply

7

5

10

8

10

10

7

6

6

6

9

6

7

9

7

10

10

10

4

8

5

5

9

8

2

8

8

8

6

4

2

8

10

9

7

8

10

10

6

7

9

3

7.0

6.9

10

8

8

10

10

6

8.7

8

6

5

9

8

5

6.7

8.4

Public, Stakeholder, and TAC Suggested Benefits
A. Public awareness of storm water BMPs (a value and/or a program?)

10

B. Public process in developing SWRP & implementing projects

10

C. Collaboration with existing storm water efforts

10

E. Public education (a value and/or a project?)

9

D1. Education and Outreach

9

10
Public education, outreach, and involvement (average of five above)

D2. Links to citizen monitoring efforts & other watershed protection efforts for education and outreach

5

6

7

7

0

2

0

7

4

10

8

5

10

7

8.0

4

6.6

5.8

7.4

5

10

5

10

7

7

9

5

4

NV

10

9

10

9

7.4
5.3
5

4.8
7

7

8.0

N. Assessment and Monitoring

1
Water quality monitoring and assessment (average of two above)

10

H. Housing homeless
I. Mosquito & vector control

7

K. Sediment & erosion control/stream bank stabilization
L. Neighborhood beautification
J1. Native habitat (include in wetland and riparian habitat ECs)

10

7.6

1

1.0
6.6
7.0

8

7

4

8

10

9

9

4

6.0
9.0

8

9

8

8

8.3

5

9

8

8.0

NV: No value provided by the respondent.
Create Initial Projects
F. Updating the City's storm water plan (to make it proactive)
G. Routine Community Creek Clean Up Project (Program)
D3. Storm Water Monitoring and Assessment Project (program)

Adopt Weighting Values

J2. Teichert Ponds Project
M. Update the City's storm water policies and regulations
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SWRP Process Overview
Up to 50 Initial Projects
Screening

16 SWRP Projects
Evaluation Using Community Values

Evaluation Criteria + Weighting Values
Prioritized
Projects

Project Grant
Funding

SWRP Project Evaluation Criteria and
Ranking Methodology (6/9/17 TM) (2:55)
• Table 1. SWRP Project
Evaluation Criteria, Metrics, Point
Allocations, and Weighting
Values Trash (lbs/year)
• Table 2. SWRP Project
Evaluations

Vallejo Storm Drain
Maintenance Hole

Alamo Creek,
Vacaville, CA

Adopt draft Evaluation Criteria
and Ranking Methodology

Schedule Update (3:00)
TAC Meeting 1: 4/25/17 – Done
Public and Stakeholder Meeting 1: 5/17/17- Done
TAC Meeting 2: 5/24/17 – Done
TAC Meeting 3: 6/14/17 – Done Today
Public and Stakeholder Pre-meeting Review Period - 6/19/17 to 7/19/17
Public and Stakeholder Meeting 2: 6/19/17 7/19/17
Public and Stakeholder Post-meeting Review Period - 7/19/17 to 8/9/17
TAC Meeting 4: 10/11/17 Thursday,10/12/17
Public and Stakeholder Pre-meeting Review Period – 10/23/17 to 11/13/17
Public and Stakeholder Meeting 3: 1/24/18 11/13/17
Public and Stakeholder Post-meeting Review Period – 11/13/17 to 12/4/17
TAC Meeting 5: 2/28/18 4/25/2018

• TAC Meetings at 1:30 pm
• Public and Stakeholder Meetings at 6:00
pm

TAC Meeting 2
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Other Items
Questions or Comments
(3:10)

Required Disclosure Statement
Funding has been provided in full or in part through an agreement with the State Water
Resources Control Board using funds from Proposition 1. The contents of this document do not
necessarily reflect the views and policies of the foregoing, nor does the mention of trade
names or commercial products constitute endorsement or recommendation for use.
This work product is part of Task 6.0 of Agreement No. D1612613.
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TAC MEETING 4

Meeting Summary
TAC Meeting #4
1/9/2018
Client:
Project:
Subject:
Meeting Date/Time:
Location:

City of Chico
SWRP
SWRP Technical Advisory Committee Meeting #4
1/4/2018, at 1:30‐3:30 pm
City Council Chambers, 421 Main Street Chico, CA

ATTENDEES:
Name

Representing

Erick Burres

Water Board, TAC

Thomas Fossum (on the phone)

Butte County, Department of Public Works, TAC

Erik Gustafson

City, TAC

Skyler Lipski

City, TAC

Rich Burgi

City, TAC

Matt Thompson

City, TAC

Robin McCollum

Stream Team, Public

Les Heringer

M & T Ranch, Public

Dick Cory

Teichert Ponds, Public

Angela Spain

City, Public

Kelly Allen

City, Public

Natalie Muradian

Consultant

Doug Moore

Consultant

DISCUSSION TOPICS:
Note: The discussion provided below represents summaries of comments provided at the meeting, and
are not direct quotes.
Goal of TAC Meeting #4:


Present response to comments from public review period extending from November 10,
2017 to December 13, 2017.



The TAC needs to select one of four Initial Project Screening options:
— Option 1 ‐ Adopt the Initial Project Screening described in Response to Comments on
Initial Project Screening, dated November 9, 2017.
— Option 2 ‐ Adopt the Initial Project Screening described in Response to Comments on
Initial Project Screening, dated November 9, 2017, but with the minor modifications
identified in the Response to Comments (RTC) table.
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— Option 3 ‐ Adopt the Initial Project Screening described in Response to Comments on
Initial Project Screening, dated November 9, 2017, but with the other/additional
modifications identified during TAC meeting 4.
— Option 4 ‐ Direct the SWRP Project Team to revise the Initial Project Screening based on
other groupings and/or screening criteria. In this case, an additional TAC meeting will be
needed to adopt the Initial Project Screening. Also, it will be difficult to have project
applications ready for the next Proposition 1 Grant cycle.
TAC Question and Answer Session:


What does 30% design mean?
— 30% design represent a preliminary design. 100% design presents a set of documents a
contractor could take and build. We are only doing a 30% design to be ready for a grant
application. A 100% design will be completed if grant funding is received.



Erick Burres didn’t agree with the process that was used to facilitate the groupings of
projects. The project proponent was not consulted during the grouping, and therefore,
opportunities for collaboration with other projects and increasing project benefits could
have been missed.
— Doug Moore: The groupings were done to move as many projects forward as possible.
Many projects as initially submitted, did not have sponsors, and therefore, would not
have been considered at all. This way, many of the projects could move forward in the
SWRP development.
— Erick Burres: That’s fine, but the project proponent should have been contacted if their
projects were grouped.



The project information provided was not sufficient for the TAC to effectively evaluate the
projects. For example, the affordability ratings that were provided in the screening need
backup.
— Doug Moore: Affordability for each project was estimated relative to other projects.
— Erick Burres: This is not acceptable because some projects may have a huge benefit for a
small cost, while other projects may have a huge cost, but not much benefit.
— Doug Moore: That’s true. This phase was only the screening, and a more detailed cost
analysis will be done in a future phase of the SWRP development. Regardless, most of
the projects were grouped and are included in a grouped SWRP project.

Public Question and Answer Session:


Robin McCollum: Public was not prepared for the level of specificity required for the SWRP.
— Erick Burres: How can public be involved in future project evaluations?
— Doug Moore: SWRP project team will decide when to contact project proponents based
on the project and information needed.
— Erick Burres: Recommends that each project proponent be contacted.
— Matt Thompson: A conference call could potentially be set up per project to include
proponents of grouped projects.



Les Heringer, who farms on M& T Ranch, had several concerns, listed below:
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— The adequacy of the existing stormwater facilities and the hydrologic assumptions on
which the facilities were designed is not being reviewed or updated as part of the SWRP.
— The City’s SWRP, grant funded, is intended to produce a list of projects that meet
certain goals as outlined in the SWRP guidelines. The SWRP will not in the short term
alleviate immediate downstream concerns of existing flood risk.
— The amount of flood risk that exists now due to existing and planned development is not
addressed by the SWRP.
— Scoring criteria for projects does not alleviate any obligation to manage existing
downstream flood risk.
— The city should immediately update its policies and regulations to address flood risk
from existing and proposed development. The SWRP it would appear is being used by
the city to avoid updating its Storm Water Master Plan.
— Flood risk is immediate, the SWRP is multi‐year and doesn’t address concerns in real
time and may never result in addressing downstream flood risk.
— Comanche Creek has a small channel and may not be able to handle all the high flood
flow events the future holds with present and potential development in the SE Chico
Corridor. FEMA map shows Comanche Creek staying within its banks until just east of
Dayton Road and from there spreading out and covering a very large area west of Chico.
— It has been 30 years plus since a storm water master plan for the city has been
evaluated. A new one needs to be undertaken or at the very least fact check the original
one’s assumptions against today’s conditions to ensure it is still relevant.




Doug Moore: We responded to the comment about extending the flood study
downstream as far as applicable to evaluate downstream impacts in the Response
to Comments Table, this update is reflected in Project O.
Matt Thompson: The City is trying to use the SWRP process to update the City’s
storm drainage master plan in the future, see Project P. This is an update to the
City’s storm water management plans and policies.

— Les Heringer: Previously spoken with the City about helping get gauges installed to
monitor the system’s behavior for large flood events. Is the City interested in helping
with the gauges?




Doug Moore: Project O includes evaluating the flood control system, and installing
gauges in Project O is recommended as part of the RTC log.
Erick Burres: Check out Project O and provide feedback on if you think what’s
included in the project will meet your expectations.
Les Heringer: I will check out project O.

— Erick Burres: As an aside, I have heard about some projects that have used trail cams to
help document flood water rise – it’s a relatively low‐cost way to provide monitoring. It
could be an option for this project.
— Les Heringer: Who’s sponsoring Project O and Project P?



Doug Moore: The City is sponsoring both projects.

Dick Corey: What’s currently happening to Teichert Ponds is detrimental to the ponds. The
original plan for the ponds was to build a bypass around the wetland to the stormwater
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pond, but now stormwater is discharged into the wetlands, not the stormwater pond. As a
result, nutrients are discharged into the ponds, and silting is a big problem. Teichert Ponds is
supposed to be used for nature, recreation, and detention, but because of the nutrient and
sediment issues, only seems to be providing the benefit of detention. A project designed in
2008 proposed separating two of the ponds. These design documents already exist, and
could act as a 30% design. Improving Teichert Ponds would be an asset to the surrounding
neighborhoods, and would draw attention to illegal encampments, which is a good thing
because it would bring the issue into the public spotlight. Teichert Ponds could also be used
for education and outreach as it would be a great place for school field trips. Teichert Ponds
also provides habitat, a benefit for the environment.
— Doug Moore: multiple submittals were received on Teichert Ponds (it was the project
that received the second most public comments and submittals) and this project is
moving forward into the next phase of the evaluation.
— Dick: Can the engineers provide an update to the cost estimate?


Robin McCollum: Head cutting occurs in Sycamore channel, which deposits sediment in
Sycamore Creek at Cohasset Road. Is this a project which can be included in the SWRP?
— Doug Moore: we have several projects that address this area, including the Big Chico
Creek 21st Century Management Plan and the 5 Mile and Lindo Channel Diversion Study
and Improvements.
— Robin McCollum: What is the Big Chico Creek 21st Century Management Plan?
— Doug Moore: This is a compreshenive plan for how to manage Big Chico Creek, including
gravel/sediment deposition, habitat enhancement, and flood control.
— Matt Thompson: this plan came from having many years of experience with requests for
fixing small problems, and realizing these problems are all intertwined – therefore
wanting to have a plan to address the issues in a holistic manner.
— Erick Burres: Leveraging County Service Area 24 funds is listed as a part of the Big Chico
Creek 21st Century Management project. What are County Service Area 24 funds?


Matt Thompson: County Service Area (CSA) 24 was created to maintain
infrastructure built by the Army Corps.

— Les Heringer: What does “multi‐faceted holistic program” mean in Project O?


Doug Moore: The holistic approach is to address the many intertwined issues that
occur in watersheds, including gravel and sediment deposition, erosion, habitat,
water quality, flood management, etc.



Doug Moore: To clarify, the type of projects that received the most public support were trash
control projects. Teichert Ponds received the second‐most project submissions and comments.



Erick Burres: What is the City going to do considering the new MS4 unfunded mandates that
came out two weeks ago?
— Matt Thompson: The City is going to wait and see what happens with Senate Bill 231
before making any decisions.
— Erick Burres: How is the SWRP going to help the City meet its MS4 requirements?


Erik Gustafson: Project G covers the MS4 requirements
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Doug Moore: Project I covers the Trash Amendment requirements
Erick Burres: Rapid Trash Assessments not only help identify trash, but also help
increase education and outreach regarding trash.

Voting


Doug Moore: Are there any proposed tweakings to the projects?
— Response: No response



Vote on Options for Projects
— Motion by Erik Gustafson to select Option 2: Adopt the initial project screening
described in Response to Comments on Initial Project Screening, dated November 9,
2017, but with the minor modifications identified in the RTC table.
— Second to the motion, by Matt Thompson
— Unanimous vote for Option 2, Option 2 is selected



Vote on Options for Response to Comments
— Motion by Matt Thompson to select Option 1: Adopt the Response to Comments As is
— Second to the Motion, by Skyler Lipski
— Five votes in support, one vote opposed – Option 1 is selected

DECISION LOG:
DECISION LOG
No.

Subject

1

Vote on
Projects

2

Vote on
RTC Log

Decision

Date

Party

Cost

Adopt the initial
project screening
described in
Response to
Comments on Initial
Project Screening,
dated November 9,
2017, but with the
minor modifications
identified in the RTC
table
Adopt the Response
to Comments As is

1/4/2018

TAC

N/A

1/4/2018

TAC

N/A

Notes

ACTION ITEM LOG:
ACTION ITEM LOG
No.

Subject
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Date

Status

1/10/2018

City of Chico Storm Water Resource Plan

1/4/2018

Storm Water
Resource Plan
TAC Meeting 4
January 4, 2018

Agenda
•
•
•
•
•
•

Introductions
SWRP Process
Address TAC Questions and Comments
Public Comments (5 min per person)
TAC Selects an Option
Schedule Update

Introductions
Big Chico Creek
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Agenda
•
•
•
•
•
•

Introductions
SWRP Process
Address TAC Questions and Comments
Public Comments (5 min per person)
TAC Selects an Option
Schedule Update

Identify storm water issues
and opportunities in
watershed
Identify Initial Projects
(storm water and dry
weather capture projects)
Screen Initial Projects to
16 SWRP Projects

TAC
Meeting 4

Evaluate how SWRP
Projects meet State’s
benefits
Rank and prioritize SWRP
Projects based on community’s
prioritized benefits

SWRP Process
Overview

TAC
Meeting 5

Select 3 projects for
30% design

TAC
Meeting 5

Create SWRP Report

Agenda
•
•
•
•
•
•

TAC Meeting 4

Introductions
SWRP Process
Address TAC Questions and Comments
Public Comments (5 min per person)
TAC Selects an Option
Schedule Update
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Introduce Options for Projects
Option 1

Adopt the Initial Project Screening described in Response to
Comments on Initial Project Screening, dated November 9,
2017.

Option 2

Adopt the Initial Project Screening described in Response to
Comments on Initial Project Screening, dated November 9,
2017, but with the minor modifications identified in the RTC
table.

Option 3

Adopt the Initial Project Screening described in Response to
Comments on Initial Project Screening, dated November 9,
2017, but with the other/additional modifications identified
during TAC meeting 4.

Option 4

Direct the SWRP Project Team to revise the Initial Project
Screening based on other groupings and/or screening
criteria. In this case, an additional TAC meeting will be
needed to adopt the Initial Project Screening.

Introduce Options for Response To
Comments
Option 1

Adopt the Response to Comments as is

Option 2

Adopt the Response to Comments with revisions
identified during TAC Meeting 4

Address TAC Questions and
Comments on RTC Table

TAC Meeting 4
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Agenda
•
•
•
•
•
•

Introductions
SWRP Process
Address TAC Questions and Comments
Public Comments (5 min per person)
TAC Selects an Option
Schedule Update

Public Comments
(5 min per person)

Agenda
•
•
•
•
•
•

TAC Meeting 4

Introductions
SWRP Process
Address TAC Questions and Comments
Public Comments (3 min per person)
TAC Selects an Option
Schedule Update
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TAC to Vote on Options for Projects
Option 1

Adopt the Initial Project Screening described in Response to
Comments on Initial Project Screening, dated November 9,
2017.

Option 2

Adopt the Initial Project Screening described in Response to
Comments on Initial Project Screening, dated November 9,
2017, but with the minor modifications identified in the RTC
table.

Option 3

Adopt the Initial Project Screening described in Response to
Comments on Initial Project Screening, dated November 9,
2017, but with the other/additional modifications identified
during TAC meeting 4.

Option 4

Direct the SWRP Project Team to revise the Initial Project
Screening based on other groupings and/or screening
criteria. In this case, an additional TAC meeting will be
needed to adopt the Initial Project Screening.

TAC to Vote on Options for Response to
Comments
Option 1

Adopt the Response to Comments as is

Option 2

Adopt the Response to Comments with revisions
identified during TAC Meeting 4

Agenda
•
•
•
•
•
•

TAC Meeting 4

Introductions
SWRP Process
Address TAC Questions and Comments
Public Comments (5 min per person)
TAC Selects an Option
Schedule Update
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Schedule - Review
Schedule Item

Date

State Contract Executed
Detailed Project Schedule
TAC Meeting 1 (Discuss SWRP goals, objectives, process, & projects)
Public/Stakeholder Meeting 1 (Request projects)
Initial Project Submittals (IPS) by Public

3/20/2017
4/19/2017
4/25/2017
5/17/2017
5/17/2017- 5/24/2017

TAC Meeting 2 (Discuss screening criteria, evaluation criteria)
Draft of IPS sent to TAC

5/24/2017
6/14/17

TAC Meeting 3 (Discuss IPS, evaluation method)

6/14/2017

IPS published for public review
Public Review Period

6/19/17
6/19/2017-8/9/2017

Public Review of Water Quality TM

7/7/2017- 8/2/2017

Public and Stakeholder Meeting 2 (Discuss screened projects)
Revised IPS and response to comments published for public review
Public Review Period
Draft revised IPS and response to comments published for public review
Additional Discussions with Public
Revised IPS published for public and TAC review
Public Review Period

7/19/2017
8/29/2017
8/29/2017 – 9/5/2017
9/8/2017
9/8/2017-10/12/2017
11/9/2017
11/10/2017-12/13/2017

Public and Stakeholder Meeting 3 (Discuss revised screened projects)
Revised IPS and response to comments recommended to TAC

11/29/2017
12/21/2017

TAC Meeting 4

1/4/2018

Schedule – What’s Next?
Proposed
Date

Schedule Item
TAC Meeting 4
Evaluate benefits of SWRP Projects
Prioritize SWRP Projects
TAC Meeting 5 – Approve project prioritization
and Select 3 Projects for 30% Design
Final Conceptual Design of 3 Projects
Final Draft SWRP and Self Certification
City Council adopts SWRP
NSV IRWM Adopts SWRP
All work complete

State
Contract
Critical Due
Date

1/4/2018
3/8/2018
3/15/2018
3/29/2018
7/2/2018
9/4/2018
10/2/2018
11/5/2018
11/5/2018

March 2018
6/30/2018

8/31/2018

Other Items
Questions or Comments

Required Disclosure Statement
Funding has been provided in full or in part through an agreement with the State Water
Resources Control Board using funds from Proposition 1. The contents of this document do not
necessarily reflect the views and policies of the foregoing, nor does the mention of trade
names or commercial products constitute endorsement or recommendation for use.
This work product is part of Task 6.0 of Agreement No. D1612613.
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Useful Web Sites
City SWRP Web Site for Public
http://www.chico.ca.us/building_development_
services/sewer/StormWaterResourcePlan.asp
General Information
Public / Stakeholder Meeting Minutes
Public / Stakeholder Meeting Materials
Submit Initial Projects
Email questions / comments / etc.

West Yost SharePoint Site for TAC
https://westyost.sharepoint.com/sites/portal/755/1
0‐17‐01/SitePages/TAC.aspx
Meeting Materials
Work Products
Schedule
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Meeting Summary
TAC Meeting #5
5/3/2018
Client:
Project:
Subject:
Meeting Date/Time:
Location:

City of Chico
SWRP
SWRP Technical Advisory Committee Meeting #5
5/3/2018, at 1:30-3:30 pm
City Council Room 1, 421 Main Street Chico, CA

ATTENDEES:
Name

Representing

Erik Gustafson

City, TAC

Skyler Lipski

City, TAC

Rich Burgi

City, TAC

Matt Thompson

City, TAC

Mike Alonzo

CSU Chico, TAC

Timmarie Hamill

Stream Team

Natalie Carter

Butte Environmental Council

Jay Lowe

Consultant, North Star Engineering

Jake Sivertson

Consultant, North Star

Brandon Davison

State Water Board, Grant Manager

Steve Breedlove

Earthshed Solutions

Stephanie Ladwig-Cooper

Earthshed Solutions

Robin McCollum

Stream Team

John Adams

Chico First, Public

Angela Spain

City, Public

Natalie Muradian

Consultant, West Yost Associates

Doug Moore

Consultant, West Yost Associates

DISCUSSION TOPICS:

Note: The discussion provided below represents summaries of comments provided at the meeting,
and are not quotes.
Please see attached slides for the key discussion items. The presentation agenda is provided below.


Major Goals for this Meeting



SWRP Process



Project Descriptions



Project Evaluations
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Project Rankings



Implementation Strategy



Public Comments (5 min per person)



TAC Actions



Schedule Update

PUBLIC COMMENTS
Butte Environmental Council

1. Lumping projects into planning projects overlook some implementation projects.
a. Response: The implementation plan/schedule is a wish-list of projects.
b. Response: Only 16 (and now 17) projects could be evaluated in further detail to
meet the requirements of the Contract. In order to not leave out any projects, the
Project Team had to group projects. Projects were grouped by watershed, although
implementation projects that had individual sponsors were considered separately.
2. Projects that have been identified as actual implementation projects are small and will not
have a large impact on the watershed. Are these the types of projects we want to design,
especially since this SWRP was supposed to address holistic watershed management?
3. There has to be a better way to group implementation projects, so all implementation
projects could be evaluated.
4. Why have the large management plans such as the Big Chico Creek 21st Century
Management Plans been pushed so far out in the future, when actual implementation
projects will result from the development of the plan, and these implementation projects
will be what happens in the watershed?
a. The implementation schedule had to consider implementing projects that helped
the sponsors meet regulatory requirements first. After regulatory requirements are
met, other plans can be developed. Because the cost of developing plans is so high,
the development of plans needs to be staggered.
Earthshed Solutions

1. How set in stone are the project descriptions? Can we modify these today?
a. Response: Yes, these can be modified today.
b. Revise the project description to include phasing. Phase 1 would be the construction
of the swales and curb cuts. Phase 2 would be the construction of paths and planting
of vegetation.
c. Replace “mycoremediation” or “fungus” with “soil biology” (a more general term
that encompasses more processes).
2. Does the cost estimate for Project 85 include native plantings?
a. Response:The cost estimate for plantings is covered under the general construction
contingency cost.
3. There’s still a lot of ambiguity in the process. This is true for the State as well.
4. This is a project that can be carried out by grass root organizations and volunteers and
without the bureaucracy of government and without spending a lot of money.
5. Earthshed Solutions can fundraise more money than $500 if necessary, given more time
and knowing the phasing of the project.
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6. If City can waive traffic fee, that would help save a lot of money.
a. Response:Maybe the more expensive portions of the project could be included in
the grant application.
7. The parking lot project is a ridiculous amount of money and that money can be much better
spent on a project that has a much larger impact, i.e. affordable housing developments.
Stream Team

1. Project Descriptions
a. Implementation projects haven’t been full described and have been cherry picked.
b. There is not a uniform description of education and outreach in each project.
Project O has the best descriptions of education and outreach.
Response: This description can be used for the other descriptions of
education and outreach in the other projects.
c. Water quality descriptions are not uniform. Specifically, they should say that citizen
monitoring should be used to monitor water quality.
d. The word “utilize” should be used instead of “identify” when referring to existing
watershed groups. This downplays the work that existing watershed groups has
already done.
i. Response: A plan does not “utilize.” A plan would “identify” and/or
development of plan can “collaborate with.” The intent of this section is to
work with existing watershed groups. The text will be revised to something
similar to “The plan will identify and coordinate with local groups...”
e. Implementation projects are overlooked. For example, the Residential Pesticide
Reduction Program is an example of an implementation project.
i. Response: The residential pesticide reduction program is incorporated into
every management plan through the education and outreach portion.
f. The Grape Way and Bidwell Avenue project should include Bidwell Avenue.
i. Response: The initial project submittal included Bidwell Avenue, and
consequently Bidwell Avenue was included in the Project Description.
g. Who on the TAC reviewed what was submitted for the Response to Comments?
h. Cost summary for Project 77 is totally invalid and arbitrary. CUSD has not
committed to $1.5 million.
i. Response: The cost summary for Project 77 was developed using
engineering judgement and engineering methods for developing cost
estimates that cover LID projects at 25 campuses. It does not include
savings from use of volunteer labor.
2. Project Evaluations: Will all the data that went into developing the project evaluations be
published? The spreadsheets that have all that information need to be published. The
numbers that were provided in Table 5-1 (the results of the project evaluation) could be
totally made up.
3. Recommended Projects for 30% Design
a. Green Streets at the Dorothy Johnson Center
b. Green Streets at Humboldt Road
c. Green Streets in Chapman Mulberry that coordinate with Project 85
d. Cal Park Medians (turn into bioswales and direct runoff from the streets)
e. An implementation project in Big Chico Creek (preferably Green Streets)
f. Some sort of trash reduction
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Butte Environmental Council

1. The information provided is too much for the public to review.
2. Disappointed that not everyone on the TAC reviewed the public comments submitted
March 30, 2018.
TAC ACTIONS



Vote on Project Descriptions



— Motion by Matt Thompson to revise project descriptions to incorporate project
clarity and uniformity, then adopt.
— Second by Skyler Lipski
The motion was approved unanimously Vote on Project Evaluations



— Motion by Rich Burgi to adopt the evaluation since the project team put a lot of
thought and time in developing this approach.
— Second to the motion, by Matt Thompson
— The motion was approved unanimously.
Vote on Implementation Strategy



— Motion by Matt Thompson to adopt the implementation strategy with minor
modifications
— Second to the Motion, by Skyler Lipski
— The motion was approved unanimously
Vote to Select 3 Conceptual Projects
— We should respect the project ranking
— The projects included in the plans are underrepresented in terms of points since
they’re not actual projects, but will result in projects.
— Chico schools will have a further reaching affect than the parking lot project.
— Motion by Matt Thompson to select Projects 77, 65, and 85 for the three 30%
designs, second by Rich Burgi.
— The motion was approved unanimously.
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DECISION LOG:
DECISION LOG
No.

Subject

1

Vote
on
Project
Description
s

2

3

4

Decision

Make minor
project
description edits
for clarity and
consistency.
Vote
on Adopt
Project
Evaluations as is
Evaluations
Vote
on Adopt
implementa implementation
-tion
strategy with
strategy
minor
modifications
30% design Select Projects 77,
projects
65, and 85 for
design
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Date

Party

Cost

5/3/2018

TAC

N/A

5/3/2018

TAC

N/A

5/3/2018

TAC

N/A

5/3/2018

TAC

N/A
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Implementation Strategy
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TAC Actions
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Major Goals
• Identify any project description updates
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• Vote to adopt the implementation plan
• Identify 3 projects for 30% design
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Planning SWRP Projects

Project 16 & 68: Channel Stabilization and
Hydrologic Floodplains on Streams
• Project Intent
• Restore/enhance creek banks and hydrologic
floodplains

• Project Elements
• Provide structural erosion control
• Revegetate stream segments and small floodplain
areas with native vegetation
• Acquire “buffer” property along streams

Project 33: Mud and Rock Creek
Flood Protection Project
• Project Intent
• Implement LID features to manage urban runoff in the
Mud Creek and Rock Creek watersheds
• Evaluate flooding solutions in this watershed

• Project Elements
• Implement low impact development techniques and
water quality best management practices
• Public outreach, education, and involvement related to
storm water and other issues
• Citizen based storm water monitoring
• Implement vegetation management
• Implement LID and green streets demo projects
• Provide green infrastructure jobs training

TAC Meeting 5
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Project 44: 5 Mile and Lindo Channel
Diversion Study and Improvements
• Project Intent
• Balance flows between Lindo Channel, Big Chico
Creek, and Mud/Sycamore Creek to decrease
scour, provide flood protection, and improve habitat

• Project Elements
• Create a hydraulic model of the Big Chico Creek
system and the diversion
• Review effectiveness of current gate settings, and
adjust gates as needed

Project 59: Routine Community
Creek Clean Up Project
• Project Intent
• Continue the City’s efforts to bring the community
together to remove trash from the creeks and
educate the community about habitat and
stormwater

• Project Elements
• Organize annual community creek clean up events
to clean litter and trash from the creeks, and
wetland and riparian habitat
• Community outreach and education

Project 73: Bidwell and Grape Way Stormwater
Protection and Restoration Project

• Project Intent
• Reduce runoff around Grape Way and urban runoff
around Bidwell Avenue and improve water quality in Big
Chico Creek

• Project Elements
• Implement green infrastructure to reduce runoff and
encourage groundwater recharge
Install set back levees
Remove invasive plants and plant native species
Stabilize stream bank and reduce bank erosion
Restore floodplain functions, and
Implement green jobs training and stormwater outreach
and education plan

•
•
•
•
•
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Project 77: Low Impact Development and
Green Infrastructure Implementation
Program for Butte County Schools
• Project Intent
• Reduce runoff and improve runoff quality to assist
the CUSD and BCOE schools in meeting existing
storm water management goals

• Project Elements
• Construct demonstration projects
• Integrate LID practices into maintenance and
design standards
• Integrate a storm water educational program into
after-school programs

Project G: Storm Water Monitoring for
Compliance with MS4 Permit
• Project Intent
• Continue the City's storm water monitoring activities
as needed to meet the requirements of the MS4
permit

• Project Elements
• Continue monitoring program

Project I: Trash Reduction Master
Plan and Specific Projects
• Project Intent
• Find the most effective places and nonstructural
techniques to capture trash and to meet the State’s
trash requirements

• Project Elements
• Develop a Trash Reduction Master Plan
• Implement specific trash capture projects at
Teichert Ponds, Fair Street Detention Basin, and
Meyers and Otterson Industrial Parks

TAC Meeting 5
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Install a connector pipe
screen or hydrodynamic
separator.

Meyers
Street
Industrial
Park

5/3/2018

Otterson
Drive
Industrial
Park

Install a trash capture
device, a connector pipe
screen, or hydrodynamic
separator.

Project M: Big Chico Creek 21st
Century Management Plan
• Project Intent
• Manage the Big Chico Creek watershed as a holistic system

• Project Elements
• Fully assess the flood management system using modern
analysis techniques
• Optimize recreational opportunities
• Include LID where feasible
• Identify and correct erosion problems and reduce sediment in
creek due to erosion
• Create regional detention where needed
• Restore ecosystem
• Reduce storm water impacts from illegal encampments near
creeks
• Maximize the use of County Service Area 24 funds

Potential Implementation Projects
• Erosion on the creek bank near CARD's water well on BCC at Hooker
Oak Park
• A solution for this problem has been designed; implementation could be part of a
future storm water grant application.

• Lindo Channel Infiltration Enhancement
• Use the city-owned area of upstream of the Madrone bike bridge for storm water
infiltration

• Lindo Channel Enhancement
• Re-do access roads into to channel to make it easier to haul out debris from illegal
camp cleanups.
• Identify areas where camping and associated camp cleanups regularly occur and
reduce camping at those locations

• Sycamore Bypass
• Improve outdoor recreational opportunities for residents by completing the planned
bike path along the Bypass
• Provide educational signage and materials to the homeowners associations to
discourage yard waste and trash dumping into the Bypass.

• Storm water detention in Lower Bidwell Park
• Grassy Swales in Bidwell Park
• Provide natural treatment and some minor detention, along with infiltration.

TAC Meeting 5
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Project N: Little Chico Creek 21st
Century Management Plan
• Project Intent
• Manage the Little Chico Creek watershed as a holistic
system

• Project Elements
• Fully assess the flood management system using
modern analysis techniques
• Optimize recreational opportunities
• Include LID where feasible
• Identify and correct erosion problems and reduce
sediment in creek due to erosion
• Create regional detention where needed
• Restore ecosystem
• Reduce storm water impacts from illegal encampments
near water bodies

Project O: Comanche Creek
Management Program
• Project Intent
• Manage the Comanche Creek watershed as a holistic system

• Project Elements
• Fully assess the flood management system, diversions, and
water level controls using modern analysis techniques
• Assess existing runoff flows and mitigate for increased flows due
to development
• Optimize recreational opportunities
• Restore ecosystem
• Include LID where feasible, including water quality LIDs
• Create regional detention where needed
• Encourage alternative transportation for employees of
businesses in this area
• Remove and reduce trash
• Reduce storm water impacts from illegal encampments near
water bodies

Install an in-line trash
capture device in
Crouch Ditch.
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Project P: Update the City’s Storm
Water Plans and Policies
• Project Intent
• Update the City’s stormwater plans and policies to
include more low impact development, and a
holistic approach to storm water management

• Project Elements
• Identify what water quality improvements and
facilities are needed, how the improvements should
be sized, what process is to be used for achieving
approval of the storm water quality improvements
and facilities by the City, and identification of storm
water quality development impact fees
• Develop a Green Streets program

Potential Implementation Projects
• Green streets around the City
• Green streets in Cal Park
• Pilot projects and training sessions to educate
residents and landscapers to reduce runoff
pollution
• LID projects around the City

Project Q: Teichert Ponds
Improvement Project
• Project Intent
• Assess Teichert Ponds to improve flood control, water quality, and
trash reduction, enhance recreation and habitat, and provide
opportunities for the community to be involved

• Project Elements
• Address silt buildup, remove the major invasive plant species, improve outfall
screening, and optimize the operations and maintenance of Ponds 1, 2, and 3
Fix flooding on the northern, dirt roadway
Improve access for control of invasive plants and for trash cleanup
Construct a walking trail on the east side of the Ponds and connect bike path
Limit illegal camping to reduce trash buildup
Implement LID and green streets to reduce runoff carried to pond
Collaborate with existing citizen monitoring to track project effectiveness and to
provide related public stormwater education and outreach

•
•
•
•
•
•
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Teichert Ponds
Watershed
Bruce Road

Install trash
capture device

E 20th Street

Project R: Fair Street Detention
Basin Improvement Project
• Project Intent
• Assess Fair Street Detention Basins to achieve desired flood control,
improvements to water quality and trash reduction, and enhance
recreation and habitat

• Project Elements
•
•
•
•

Remove vegetation to limit illegal camping (trash buildup)
Improve paths/roads around pond
Improve outfall screening to reduce buildup and flooding
Repair BD Ditch to reduce flooding

E 20th St

Fair Street
Detention
Basin Subshed

Install trash
capture device

Skyway

Fair Street
Detention Basins
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Implementation SWRP Projects

Project 40: Parking Lot 4
Rehabilitation #50019
• Project Intent
• Reduce urban runoff by replacing impervious area
with pervious pavement

• Project Elements
• Replace the existing deteriorated asphalt paving at
Parking Lot 4 with permeable pavement or pavers

Project 40: Parking Lot 4
Rehabilitation #50019

Remove existing
pavement and replace
with pervious pavement.
Grade site to drain to rain
gardens.

TAC Meeting 5
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Project 65: Laxon South Bioswale
• Project Intent
• Direct water into an infiltration bioswale to reduce
flooding, and improve infiltration and water quality

• Project Elements
• Construct a bioswale and catchment system into
campus to allow for infiltration and filtration of
stormwater runoff.
• Improve existing storm drain infrastructure
• Shape and grade site to collect water
• Install boulders, cobble and appropriate plant
material to slow runoff velocity and allow for further
infiltration and filtration

Project 85: Chapman Mulberry
Rain Garden
• Project Intent
• Capture and infiltrate urban runoff
• Beautify the open space for nearby residents
• Serve as a demonstration garden for water-wise
native landscaping

• Project Elements
• Intercept nonpoint pollution using curb cuts and
infiltrate stormwater in basins mulched with
appropriate species of fungus for mycoremediation

TAC Meeting 5
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Discuss project description
following public comment
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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TAC Prioritization of Benefit Categories
Benefit Categories

TAC Prioritization

State Guideline Main Benefits
Water Quality

8.8

Water Supply

8.3

Flood Management

7.8

Environment

8.0

Community

6.7

Public, Stakeholder, and TAC Suggested Benefits
Public education, outreach, and involvement

7.7

Water quality monitoring and assessment

7.6

Housing homeless

5.6

Mosquito & vector control

5.5

Sediment & erosion control/stream bank stabilization

8.3

Neighborhood beautification

6.7

Native habitat (include in wetland and riparian habitat)

7.7

TAC Prioritization Points = Maximum Points Possible for Each Evaluation Criteria
Adopted at TAC Meeting 3

Project Evaluations
Table 5-1. SWRP Project Evaluations

G: Storm Water
Monitoring for
compliance with
MS4 permit

0.1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

None

0.0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

8.80

0

0

0

0

132.2

0.7

0

0

0

0

324.1

1.8

0

0

1554.0

8.8

25.3

0.1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

8.80

0

0

0

0

132.2

0.7

0

0

0

0

324.1

1.8

0

0

1554.0

8.8

25.3

0.1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

4.1E-05

0

1.0E-04

0

4.8E-04

8.8

7.8E-06

Water Supply Benefit
Category

Evaluation
Points

25.3

0.0

- Increased
Infiltration
- Water quality
monitoring and
asses sment

Evaluation
Result

8.8

None

- Total Nitrogen

Evaluation
Points

1554.0

0

- Total Phosphorus

Evaluation
Result

Low

0

0

0

Evaluation
Points

0

0

0.0

1.8

Evaluation
Result

5.87

1.8

None

0

Evaluation
Points

Medium

324.1

0

0

Evaluation
Result

5.87

Low

0

0

0

Evaluation
Points

Medium

0

0

0

0.7

Evaluation
Result

5.87

0

0

0

0

Evaluation
Points

Medium

0

0

0.0

0

Evaluation
Result

2.93

0

0.7

None

0

Evaluation
Points

Low

2.9

132.2

0

8.80

Evaluation
Result

5.87

Low

0

0

0

Evaluation
Points

Medium

0

0

0

2.9

Evaluation
Result

Evaluation
Points

8.80

0

0

0

8.80

None, Low,
Medium, High

lbs/year of
sediment (TSS)
rem oved
None, Medium ,
High
lbs/year of
- DDT (303(d) List
sediment (TSS)
Pollutant)
rem oved
lbs/year of
- Dieldrin (303(d) List
sediment (TSS)
Pollutant)
rem oved
- PCBs (303(d) List
lb/year of PCBs
Pollutant)
rem oved
- Chlorpyrifos (MS4
None, Low,
Pollutant)
Medium, High
- Diazinon (MS4
None, Low,
Pollutant)
Medium, High
lbs/year of trash
- Tras h
removed
lbs/year of
- Sediment
sediment (TSS)
rem oved
- Pathogens and
MPN/year of fecal
bacteria
coliform rem oved
- Heavy Metals
lbs/year of heavy
(cadm ium , copper,
metals removed
lead, and zinc)
- Oils and grease
lb/year of PAHs
(polyaromatic
removed
hydrocarbons)

Evaluation
Points

Evaluation
Result

High

0

0

8.80

None, Low
Medium, High

Evaluation
Result

Evaluation
Points

5.87

0

8.80

- Diuron (303(d) List
Pollutant)

Evaluation Criteria
Water Quality Benefit
Category (All projects
evaluated)
- Im prove Aquatic
Organism Health
(Bioasses sment)

Evaluation
Points

Evaluation
Result

Medium

8.80

- Mercury (303(d) List
Pollutant)

(from Table 2

Evaluation
of Weighting
Result Units or Values Letter,
Rating
9/7/2017)

Evaluation
Result

Evaluation
Points

R: Fair Street
Detention Basin
Improvement
Project

Evaluation
Result

Q: Teichert Ponds
Improvement
Project

Evaluation
Points

P: Updating the
I: Trash Reduction M: Big Chico Creek
N: Little Chico
O: Comanche
City's Stormwater
Master Plan and
21st Century
Creek 21st Century Creek Management
Planning and
Specific
Management and Management Plan
Program and
Policies and
Implementation
Implementation and Implementation Implementation
Implementation
Projects
Projects
Projects
Projects
Projects

Evaluation
Result

85: Chapman
Mulberry Rain
Garden

Evaluation
Points

73: Bidwell
77: Revised LID and
Avenue/Grape Way Green Infrastructure
Stormwater
Implementation
Protection and
Program for Butte
Restoration Project
County Schools

Evaluation
Result

65: Laxson South
Bioswale

Evaluation
Points

59: Routine
Community Creek
Clean Up Project

Evaluation
Result

44: 5 Mile and
Lindo Channel
Diversion
Structures Study

Evaluation
Points

16 and 68: Channel
Stabilization and
Hydrologic
33: Mud and Rock 40: Parking Lot 4
Rehabilitation
Floodplains on
Creek Flood
#50019
Streams
Protection Project
Evaluation
Result

Maximum
Points
Possible

High

8.80

Medium

5.87

Medium

5.87

High

8.80

High

8.80

High

8.80

High

8.80

High

8.80

High

8.80

Medium

5.87

2.9

Medium

5.9

0.1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
0

8.80

0

0

0

0

None

0.0

0

0

0

0

None

0.0

0

0

None

0.0

None

0.0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

8.80

0

0

0

0

None

0.0

0

0

0

0

None

0.0

0

0

None

0.0

None

0.0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

8.80

0

0

0

0

0

0.0

0

0

0

0

0

0.0

0

0

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0

1099

1.8

0

0

0

0

3619

5.9

0

0

3664

5.9

5425

8.8

8.30

0

0

0

0

132.24

0.7

0

0

0

0

324.07

1.7

0

0

1554.00

8.3

25.27

0.1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

8.80

0

0

0

0

6.2E+10

1.2

0

0

0

0

1.5E+11

2.8

0

0

4.6E+11

8.8

1.2E+10

0.2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

8.80

0

0

0

0

1.72

0.5

0

0

0

0

4.47

1.2

0

0

31.50

8.8

0.33

0.1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

8.80

0

0

0

0

0.03

0.2

0

0

0

0

0.09

0.6

0

0

1.23

8.8

0.01

0.1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

lb/year of Nitrogen
removed

8.80

0

0

0

0

1.71

0.2

0

0

0

0

5.49

0.6

0

0

80.60

8.8

0.33

0.0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

lb/year of
Phosphorus
rem oved

8.80

0

0

0

0

0.41

0.2

0

0

0

0

1.23

0.7

0

0

15.71

8.8

0.08

0.0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

acre-feet/year

8.80

0

0

0

0

1.15

4.0

0

0

0

0

2.53

8.8

0

0

0.00

0.0

0.22

0.8

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

None

0

0

Medium

5.1

5.1

None

Medium

5.53

None

0.00

Low

2.77

None, Low,
Medium, High

7.60

Total Points

156.70

Norm alized Score

100.00

None, Low
Medium, High

8.30

0

0

Medium

5.53

5.87

8.80

4

0.0

0

0

None

0.00

18.79

6

2.93

12
Low

2.77

5.87

2

0

0

Low

2.77

37.7

4

Medium

5.87

24

104.30

4

5.53

0.0

0

0

None

0.00

13.68

67
Medium

2.77

0

5.87

9
Low

0

0

0

Medium

5.53

10.58

4

0.00

0

0

Medium

5.53

8.80

7
None

0

0

8.80

6

0

14.67

6

0

0

0

8.80

9
Medium

High

8.30

0

14.74

6

5.53

0
14.67

9
None

0

9

0.00

None

0.00

Evaluations and Ranking were Performed per the
Multiple Benefits TM (Adopted at TAC Meeting 3)

Project Evaluation Results
Benefit
Category

Project
16/68

Project
33

Project
40

Project
44

Project
59

Project
65

Project
73

Project
77

Project
85

Water
Quality

4

6

12

2

4

24

4

67

9

Water
Supply

10

10

38

0

0

30

5

29

27

Flood
Manage‐
ment

7

20

37

20

7

63

13

37

37

Environ‐
mental

5.3

5.3

37.3

5.3

5.3

37.3

53

45

37.4

Community

3.1

9.3

58.2

0

6.2

58.2

3.1

70.7

79.5

Final Score

31.4

33.3

273.6

210.5

TAC Meeting 5

52.8

204

30.3

25

234
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Project Evaluation Results, Continued
Project G Project I Project M Project N Project O

Project P

Project Q

Project R

Benefit Category

Water Quality

4

7

6

6

9

6

9

9

Water Supply

0

0

10

10

10

14

0

0

Flood
Management

0

0

20

20

20

20

13

13

Environmental

4

13

13

13

13

8

13

8

Community

3.1

9.3

9.3

9.3

9.3

6.2

9.3

3.1

Final Score

11.1

28.6

57

57

60.8

54.5

44.6

34.2

Agenda
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Major Goals for this Meeting
SWRP Process
Project Descriptions
Project Evaluations
Project Rankings
Implementation Strategy
Public Comments (5 min per person)
TAC Actions
Schedule Update

Project Ranking
Ranking

Project Title

Total
Normalized
Points

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

77: Revised LID and Green Infrastructure Implementation Program for Butte County Schools
65: Laxson South Bioswale
85: Chapman Mulberry Rain Garden
40: Parking Lot 4 Rehabilitation #50019
O: Comanche Creek Management Program and Implementation Projects
M: Big Chico Creek 21st Century Management and Implementation Projects
N: Little Chico Creek 21st Century Management Plan and Implementation Projects
P: Updating the City's Storm Water Planning and Policies and Implementation Projects
33: Mud and Rock Creek Flood Protection Project
Q: Teichert Ponds Improvement Project
R: Fair Street Detention Basin Improvement Project
73: Bidwell Avenue/Grape Way Storm Water Protection and Restoration Project
16 and 68: Channel Stabilization and Hydrologic Floodplains on Streams
44: 5 Mile and Lindo Channel Diversion Structures Study
I: Trash Reduction Master Plan and Specific Implementation Projects
59: Routine Community Creek Clean Up Project
G: Storm Water Monitoring for compliance with MS4 permit

273.6
234.0
210.5
203.8
60.8
57.0
57.0
54.5
52.8
44.6
34.2
33.3
31.4
30.3
28.6
25.0
11.0

TAC Meeting 5
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Vote on evaluations and
ranking following public
comment

Agenda
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Major Goals for this Meeting
SWRP Process
Project Descriptions
Project Evaluations
Project Rankings
Implementation Strategy
Public Comments (5 min per person)
TAC Actions
Schedule Update

Project Sponsors by Agency
SWRP Project

City of Chico

Project 16 and 68
Project 33
Project 40
Project 44
Project 59
Project 65
Project 73
Project 77

Yes

Chico Unified
School District

California State
University,
Chico
Stream Team

Other

Yes*
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Grape Way Farm
Yes

Project 85

Earthshed
Solutions

Project G
Yes
Project I
Yes
Project M
Yes
Yes
Project N
Yes
Yes
Project O
Yes
Project P
Yes
Yes
Project Q
Yes
Project R
Yes
* Project 33 doesn’t have a sponsor for the plan, only for future implementation projects

TAC Meeting 5
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Project Costs
Annual O&M
Total Capital Cost, Costs, dollars per
year
dollars
500,000
0
661,100
0
665,500
2,800
99,000
0
0
9,800
186,000
26,000
623,700
11,200
3,031,300
30,000

SWRP Project
Project 16 and 68
Project 33
Project 40
Project 44
Project 59
Project 65
Project 73
Project 77

15,000

11,200

Project G

Project 85

0

39,000

Project I
Project M
Project N
Project O
Project P
Project Q
Project R
TOTAL

95,400
683,000
516,000
446,000
330,800
224,210
174,900
$8,252,000

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
$130,000

Funds Available by Agency
Table 6‐3. Capital Funding Summary
Estimated Future Capital Funding by Year, dollars
2018
2019
2020
2021
$80,000
$89,000
$0
$0
$0 $162,500 $162,500
$0
$0
$93,000
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$500
$0
Total
$80,000 $344,500 $163,000
$0

Agency / Organization
City of Chico
Chico Unified School District
California State University, Chico
Stream Team
Earthshed Solutions

Table 6‐4. Annual Operations and Maintenance Funding Summary
Estimated Future O&M Funding by Year, dollars
2018
2019
2020
2021
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$2,000
$2,000
$2,000
$0
$2,000
$2,000
$2,000
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
Total
$0
$4,000
$4,000
$4,000

Agency / Organization
City of Chico
Chico Unified School District
California State University, Chico
Stream Team
Earthshed Solutions

Stream Team and Earthshed Solutions can Generate Significant Volunteer Labor
Effort for Project Implementation

Implementation Schedule
SWRP Project

Planning Costs

Construction
Costs

2018

2019

2020

$121,000

$544,500

2021

2022

2023

2024

2025

2026

2027

2028

2029

2030

2031

2032

2033

2034

2035

City of Chico
Capital Costs
Project 59: Routine Community Creek Clean Up
Project (Program)

$0

$0

Project G: Storm Water Monitoring for compliance
with MS4 permit

$0

$0

Project I: Trash Reduction Master Plan and Specific
Implementation Projects

$95,400

$0

Project 40: Parking Lot #4 Rehabilitation, Project
50019

$121,000

$544,500

Project Q: Teichert Ponds Improvement Project

$224,210

$0

$95,400

$224,210

Project R: Fair Street Detention Basin Improvement
Project

$174,900

$0

Project N: Little Chico Creek 21st Century
Management Plan

$516,000

$0

$516,000

Project O: Comanche Creek Management Plan

$446,000

$0

$446,000

Project 44: 5 Mile and Lindo Channel Diversion
Structures Study

$99,000

$0

Project M: Big Chico Creek 21 st Century
Management Plan

$683,000

$0

Project 16 and 68: Channel Stabilization and Create
Hydrologic Floodplains on Stream s

$500,000

$0

Project P: Updating the City’s Storm water Master
Plan and Policies

$330,800

$0

$174,900

$99,000
$683,000
$500,000
$330,800

Total Capital Costs

$830,800

$0

$95,400

$121,000

Available Capital Funds

--

--

$80,000

$89,000

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

Grants and Loans Needed

--

--

$15,400

$32,000

$544,500

$544,500

$224,210

$224,210

$0

$0

$174,900

$174,900

$962,000

$962,000

$0

$0

$0

$0

$99,000

$99,000

$683,000

$683,000

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$500,000

$500,000

$0

$0

$0

$0

$330,800

$330,800

Implementation schedule subject to change based on funding availability,
changes in watershed, changes to agency priorities, etc.
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Implementation Strategy - Summary
77: LID for Schools
65: Laxon Bioswale
40: Parking Lot

2018

2020

R: Fair Street
Basins

2022

2024

73. Grape Way SW
Protection
44: Diversion Study

2026

O: CC Mgmt Plan
I: Trash MP
Q: Teichert N: LCC 21st
59: Clean‐ups
Ponds
Mgmt Plan
G: MS4
85: Chapman
Monitoring Mulberry Rain
Garden

2028

16/68: Stream
Stabilization

2030

2032

M: BCC 21st
Mgmt Plan

2034

P. Updating
City SW
Standards

Vote on implementation
strategy following public
comment

Agenda
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

TAC Meeting 5

Major Goals for this Meeting
SWRP Process
Project Descriptions
Project Evaluations
Project Rankings
Implementation Strategy
Public Comments (5 min per person)
TAC Actions
Schedule Update
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Previous Comments from Public
• Prioritize projects that include or target the
following projects types:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Trash removal
Teichert Ponds Projects
Public education and outreach
Build on partnerships with existing watershed groups
and on previous storm water efforts that have been
established in the community
Project that include opportunities for public involvement
Chapman Mulberry Projects
Illegal camping
Comanche Creek and Little Chico Creek Flood Control
Study

Public Comment Period

Agenda
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

TAC Meeting 5

Major Goals for this Meeting
SWRP Process
Project Descriptions
Project Evaluations
Project Rankings
Implementation Strategy
Public Comments (5 min per person)
TAC Actions
Schedule Update
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TAC Action - Project Descriptions
• Draft project descriptions published February 28
and March 16.
• Review period started on February 28 and
continued to March 30.
• At least 2 week review period for all projects

• TAC received comment log April 3, 2018
• Final project descriptions published April 6, 2018

• Are there any changes to project
descriptions?

TAC Action - Adopt project evaluations
and ranking
1.
2.
3.

Adopt as is
Adopt with minor modifications
Reject and use new approach

TAC Action - Adopt implementation
strategy and schedule
1.
2.
3.

TAC Meeting 5

Adopt as is
Adopt with minor modifications
Reject and use new approach
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TAC selection of 3
implementation projects for
30 percent design

Project Ranking
Ranking

Project Title

Total
Normalized
Points

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

77: Revised LID and Green Infrastructure Implementation Program for Butte County Schools
65: Laxson South Bioswale
85: Chapman Mulberry Rain Garden
40: Parking Lot 4 Rehabilitation #50019
O: Comanche Creek Management Program and Implementation Projects
M: Big Chico Creek 21st Century Management and Implementation Projects
N: Little Chico Creek 21st Century Management Plan and Implementation Projects
P: Updating the City's Storm Water Planning and Policies and Implementation Projects
33: Mud and Rock Creek Flood Protection Project
Q: Teichert Ponds Improvement Project
R: Fair Street Detention Basin Improvement Project
73: Bidwell Avenue/Grape Way Storm Water Protection and Restoration Project
16 and 68: Channel Stabilization and Hydrologic Floodplains on Streams
44: 5 Mile and Lindo Channel Diversion Structures Study
I: Trash Reduction Master Plan and Specific Implementation Projects
59: Routine Community Creek Clean Up Project
G: Storm Water Monitoring for compliance with MS4 permit

273.6
234.0
210.5
203.8
60.8
57.0
57.0
54.5
52.8
44.6
34.2
33.3
31.4
30.3
28.6
25.0
11.0

Potential Implementation Projects
• Project 77: LID projects at CUSD (273.6 Points)
• Project 65: Laxon South bioswale (234.0 Points)
• Project 85: Chapman Mulberry
z Rain Garden (210.5 Points)
• Project 40: Parking Lot 4 (203.8 Points)

This project can transition to an
implementation project if CUSD
already knows which campus they
want to work on first.

• Project O: Trash capture at Crouch Ditch (60.8 Points)
• Project M: Erosion on the creek bank near CARD's water well on BCC at Hooker Oak Park (57.0 Points)
• Project M: Lindo Channel infiltration enhancement (57.0 Points)
• Project M: Lindo Channel enhancement (improve debris removal) (57.0 Points)
• Project M: Sycamore Bypass (recreation and education) (57.0 Points)
• Project M: Storm water detention in Lower Bidwell Park (57.0 Points)
• Project M: Grassy swales in Bidwell Park (57.0 Points)
• Project P: Green streets around the City (54.5 Points)
• Project P: Green streets in Cal Park (54.5 Points)
• Project P: LID projects around the City (54.5 Points)
• Project Q: Trash Capture at Teichert Ponds (44.6 Points)
• Project Q: Teichert Ponds Improvements (44.6 Points)
• Project R: Trash Capture at Fair Street Detention Basin (34.2 Points)
• Project I: Trash Capture at Meyers Industrial Park (28.6 Points)
• Project I: Trash Capture at Otterson Industrial Park (28.6 Points)

TAC Meeting 5
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Agenda
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Major Goals for this Meeting
SWRP Process
Project Descriptions
Project Evaluations
Project Rankings
Implementation Strategy
Public Comments (5 min per person)
TAC Actions
Schedule Update

Schedule Update
Schedule Item

Due Date

TAC Meeting 5 – Approve Project Evaluation/Ranking
and Select 3 Projects for 30% Design
Admin Draft SWRP to TAC
TAC/State Completes Review of Admin Draft SWRP
Draft SWRP Published for Public Review
Draft 30% Design of 3 Projects
Public Completes Review of Public Draft SWRP
Final Draft SWRP to TAC/State
Final SWRP to TAC/State
City Council Adopts SWRP
NSV IRWM Adopts SWRP

Responsibility

5/3/2018

TAC

5/24/2018
6/7/2018
6/28/2018
7/2/2018
7/19/2018
8/16/2018
9/4/2018
10/30/2018
10/30/2018

Project Team
TAC/State
Project Team
Project Team
Public
Project Team
Project Team
City
City

Other Items
Questions or Comments

Required Disclosure Statement:
Funding has been provided in full or in part through an agreement with the State Water
Resources Control Board using funds from Proposition 1. The contents of this document do not
necessarily reflect the views and policies of the foregoing, nor does the mention of trade
names or commercial products constitute endorsement or recommendation for use.
This work product is part of Task 6.0 of Agreement No. D1612613.
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APPENDIX 2C
A Summary of the Advertisements, Contacts, Meeting Attendance, and
Meeting Summary, for Outreach Events and Community Involvement

Outreach Summary for Public/Stakeholder Meeting #1
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Chico News and Review Ad – Ran from 5/11 – 5/17
Chico ER Ad – Ran on 5/10
Website – City of Chico Home Page, Specific SWRP Page, and Storm Water Management Page
Website – Meeting and link to SWRP page on Keepchicoclean.org home page
Flyers – City Hall, Butte County Library – Chico, CARD – Posted 5/8
Emails – Stakeholder List
Email – Love Chapman Group, Butte Housing Authority
E‐Flyer – Chico Unified School District – Sent out to all registered parents of the school system
(5/13/17)
Facebook – City of Chico Public Works Page ‐ Posted on 5/5/17, Pinned to the top of the
Facebook page on 6/13 (should be there until we tell him to unpin it)
Flyers translated to Hmong and Spanish
Hmong and Spanish translators available at meeting as well as whisper mikes.
Handed out flyers at the Saturday Morning Farmer’s Market and the Thursday Night Market
(5/13 and 5/11).
KRCR Community Events Calendar – Added to the Calendar to be on TV.

City of Chico Storm Water Resource Plan
Public Outreach Meeting #1
5/17/2017 6:00-8:00 pm
Council chambers, 421 Main Street, Chico

ATTENDEES:
The meeting was hosted by the City of Chico (City), with facilitation by West Yost Associates
(West Yost) staff, as noted below, with members of the Public and stakeholder groups in
attendance.
Name
Angela Spain

Representing
City

Rich Burgi

City

Matt Thompson

City

Natalie Muradian

West Yost

Doug Moore

West Yost

Millicent Cowley-Crawford

West Yost

Bill Cornelius

Mechoopda Tribe

Joe Gleason

Stream Team

Susan Mason

Public

Kamie Loeser

Northstar

Lise Smith-Peters
Angel Gomez

Friends of Bidwell Park
Butte Environmental Council

Timmarie Hammill

Stream Team

Mike Cook

River Partners

Robin McCollum
Dick Cory

Rock Creek Reclamation District
Teichert Ponds Restoration Foundation

DISCUSSION TOPICS:
 West Yost Associates (Consultant) and City of Chico (City) went over the purpose of
the meeting and provided some background on the project. See attached slides for the
presentation.
o Purpose of meeting:



— Gain input from the public on how the community prioritizes the benefits from
stormwater projects, and
— Gather ideas on potential stormwater projects
The consultant and the City discussed Initial Project Submittals. All ideas for
potential storm water projects will be included in the Storm Water Resource Plan
(SWRP). Projects do not need to be fully developed or designed at this point, and can
just be ideas.
— City/Consultant would prefer project ideas be submitted as soon as possible so the
process of evaluating projects can begin.
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▪



The Consultant requested project ideas be submitted as soon as possible,
preferably prior to 5/24/17.
▪ Project ideas can be submitted at any time during the SWRP process, but there
may not be time to evaluate projects that are submitted late.
▪ Submit projects using the online form on the City’s SWRP website or in
person during the meeting.
▪ Projects that are submitted now in a draft form can (and will) be refined as the
SWRP process progresses.
— Several members of the Public had concerns that this quick deadline does not
allow enough time to develop the best ideas and that the timing shows lack of
interest in public opinion.
▪ Consultant clarified that projects don’t have to be fully fleshed-out, and can be
submitted regardless of details
▪ Consultant/City clarified that the reason the timeline is so tight is due to the
coordination with the State. The Contract with the State took time to finalize
and there is an application due for Prop 1 Storm Water Grant Program
Implementation Funds in Spring of 2018.
A discussion on prioritization of projects that satisfy SWRP requirements took place.
— Projects will be evaluated based on whether they have multiple benefits, how well
they provide these benefits, and whether they meet criteria for the SWRP
— Projects will also be evaluated on funding available for implementation
▪ Project costs need to be realistic in order for the project to get selected
▪ SWRP will include an Implementation Plan that evaluates cost of projects that
make it through the screening.
— Consultant clarified that watersheds were defined using the hydrologic unit
watersheds provided by the State
— Consultant clarified that this SWRP program is funded by a State Planning Grant
o There was a discussion on the future use of the SWRP
— A member of the public asked whether the City will be obligated to implement
SWRP projects if funding is not received in Prop 1 Implementation Funds of
Spring 2018
▪ The City indicated that projects in the SWRP do not have to be implemented,
but watersheds will need a SWRP to get funding from the State.
▪ If funds aren’t won during the Prop 1 Implementation Funds in Spring 2018,
City plans on still using the SWRP as way to be competitive for future State
funding.
o Funding:
— In order to get Prop 1 Implementation Grants, matching funds are required
— Match funds are available through a variety of sources, but proponents must be
careful not to double dip, matching a State grant with other State funding.
— There is currently legislation being discussed to allow storm water to become a
“utility,” so rates could be charged, similar to water and sewer utilities. Any funds
collected through this path would be considered match funds.
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— Question: How is stormwater currently funded?
▪ City doesn’t have storm water funding
▪ County has service areas that are funded for maintaining levees
▪ Storm drain funding has been created by special community districts
▪ Most existing systems funded by general fund and gas tax
— A recommendation was made by the public that the City solicit other partners to
provide matching funds, such as Cal Water.
▪ The City indicated that Cal Water has been invited to participate as part of
SWRP
▪ The City indicated that some County service areas have been able to provide
matching funds for previous grants.
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Stormwater
Resource Plan
May 17, 2017

Agenda
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Introduce Project Staff
SWRP Purpose and Goals
Watershed
SWRP Process
Schedule
Initial Projects
Community’s Stormwater Values
5 Minute Break
Topic Sessions
• Initial Projects
• Community Stormwater Values

Introduce Project Staff
• Matt Thompson
• Rich Burgi
• Angela Spain
• Millie Cowley-Crawford
• Natalie Muradian
• Doug Moore

Public/Stakeholder Meeting

1
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SWRP Watersheds

SWRP Purpose
Big Chico Creek

SWRP Goals
Pollutant Removal

Flood Prevention

Public/Stakeholder Meeting
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SWRP Goals
Wildlife Habitat and Water Supply (Groundwater Recharge)

Community
R u sBenefits
s i a n R i v e r Wate rs h e d A s s o c i at i o n

SWRP Goals
• Protect Big Chico Creek and Little Chico
Creek Watersheds
• Protect Stormwater Quality from Trash
and Pollutants
• Utilize Stormwater as a Resource
• Water Supply
• Environment and Habitat

• Community
• Recreation
• Open Spaces
• Employment

SWRP Process Overview
Up to 50 Initial Projects
Screening

16 SWRP Projects
Evaluation Using Community Values

Prioritized
Projects

Project Grant
Funding

Public/Stakeholder Meeting
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Schedule
• Public and Stakeholder Meeting 1
• Identify Initial Projects
• Learn about the Community’s Stormwater
Values

• Public and Stakeholder Meeting 2 - June 19,
2017
•
•
•
•

Summarize Initial Projects and Screening
Summarize Community Values
Identify 16 SWRP Projects
Seek Public and Stakeholder Feedback

Schedule
• Review the Public Draft SWRP – December
20, 2017-January 24, 2018
• Public and Stakeholder Meeting 3 - Jan 24,
2018
• Summarize SWRP Project Prioritization
• Identify the Three Projects for Grant Funding
• Seek Public and Stakeholder Feedback

• City Council Adoption – Tentative April 17,
2018

Initial Projects
• Examples Include:
• Trash Capture

• Water Quality
Treatment Wetlands

• Groundwater Recharge
• Detention Basin/Park
• Your Ideas

Public/Stakeholder Meeting
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Initial Projects
• Criteria for a project to be included:

Initial Projects
• Submit Online – http://bit.ly/ChicoSWRP
• Link - “Stormwater Resource
Plan website”

• Link - “click here” at the
bottom of the page

Initial Projects
• Requested Information
Includes:
• About the project
•
•
•
•

What?
Where?
Possible Benefits?
References?

• About you – Optional

• Submit today

• Email Questions to swrp@chicoca.gov

Public/Stakeholder Meeting
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H. Community Stormwater
Values
• Review the
State Identified
Benefits
• Add Your Ideas
for Stormwater
Values and
Benefits
• Rank the
Values and
Benefits

Agenda
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Introduce Project Staff
SWRP Purpose and Goals
Watershed
SWRP Process
Schedule
Initial Projects
Community’s Stormwater Values

• 5 Minute Break
• Topic Sessions
• Initial Projects
• Community Stormwater Values

Questions or Comments
Required Disclosure Statement
Funding has been provided in full or in part through an agreement with the State Water
Resources Control Board using funds from Proposition 1. The contents of this document do not
necessarily reflect the views and policies of the foregoing, nor does the mention of trade
names or commercial products constitute endorsement or recommendation for use.
This work product is part of Task 6.0 of Agreement No. D1612613.
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Outreach Summary for Stakeholder Meeting #2 – July 19th, 2017
1. Press Release – 6/27/17 – Sent to All‐City Emails, All‐ City Council, Media – Chico Enterprise
Record, Chico News & Review, KPAY/KHSL Radio, KNVN/KHSL TV, KALF/KFMF, KIXE/KCHO, KZFR,
KBQB/KCEQ/KRQR/KTHU, and KRCR TV.
2. Chico News and Review insert article – July 13 – July 20, 2017 (pg. 12)
3. Chico News and Review Calendar Submittal – 6/26/17
4. Chico ER Article – 6/29/17
5. Website – City of Chico ‐ Home Page, Specific SWRP Page, and Storm Water Management Page –
Posted 6/16/17
6. Website – Keepchicoclean.org – Meeting and link to SWRP on website home page – 6/16/17
7. Flyers – City Hall, Butte County Library, Chico Natural Foods, S&S Produce – Posted 7/5/17
8. Emails – Stakeholder/Public List – 'tfossum@buttecounty.net'; rperrelli@csuchico.edu;
'jkistle@chicousd.org'; Scott.Zaitz@waterboards.ca.gov; 'pbonacich@calwater.com';
'tracy.mcreynolds@wildlife.ca.gov'; Debbie.Spangler@water.ca.gov;
'natalie.carter@becnet.org'; 'bc‐rcd@carcd.org'; 'timmariehamill@gmail.com';
'ewedemeyer@co.shasta.ca.us'; 'rteubert@tcpw.ca.gov'; 'tzeller@chicorec.com';
'mit@mechoopda‐nsn.gov'; 'sierra@spi‐ind.com'; 'ryansale@sbcglobal.net';
erick.burres@waterboards.ca.gov; 'msmith‐peters@csuchico.edu'; 'dunlaplegal@yahoo.com';
'mcook@riverpartners.org'; 'vince@kkxx.net'; 'jaull@csuchico.edu'; 'loganmeline@gmail.com';
'smason908@gmail.com'; 'rockcreek5556@yahoo.com'; 'gary@hignell.com';
'lesheringer@gmail.com'; 'wcornelius@mechoopda‐nsn.gov'; 'joe.gleason@delallo.com';
'kloeser@northstareng.com'; 'watershed@becnet.org'; 'robinmccollum@sbcglobal.net';
'ubangarang@yahoo.com'; sachiitagaki@kennedyjenks.com; ksicke@ycfcwcd.org;
JenniferLau@kennedyjenks.com; pminasian@minasianlaw.com; NReese@mechoopda‐nsn.gov;
Davison, Brandon@Waterboards <Brandon.Davison@waterboards.ca.gov>;
brin@tehamacountyrcd.org; ryan@tehamacountyrcd.org – 6/23/17
9. Emails – TAC Members – 6/23/17
10. Email – Love Chapman Group, Butte Housing Authority – 6/29/17
11. Email – Forest Ranch Community Center and Forest Ranch Post – 6/27/17
12. Facebook – City of Chico Public Works Page – Posted on 6/28/17 (pinned to the top of the page)
13. NextDoor Event Posted – 6/30/17
14. Flyers translated to Hmong and Spanish
15. Handed out flyers at the Thursday Night Market – 6/29/17, 7/6/17 (available on table 7/13/17)
16. KRCR Community Events Calendar – Added to the Calendar to be on TV – 6/23/17 (request
submitted)

City of Chico Storm Water Resource Plan
Public Outreach Meeting #2 Summary
7/19/2017 6:00-8:00 pm
Council chambers, 421 Main Street, Chico

ATTENDEES:
The meeting was hosted by the City of Chico (City), with facilitation by West Yost Associates
(West Yost, consultant) staff, as noted below, with members of the Public and stakeholder
groups in attendance.

Dick Cory

Name

Representing
Teichert Ponds

Rich Burgi

City

Skyler Lipski

City

Natalie Muradian

West Yost

Doug Moore

West Yost

Clary Slocum

California Nevada Cement Association
(CNCA)

Angel Gomez

Butte Environmental Council (BEC)

Susan Mason

Public

Jay Lowe

Northstar Engineering

Les Heringer

M & T Ranch

Natalie Carter

Butte Environmental Council

Timmarie Hammill

Stream Team

S. Breedlove

EarthShed Solutions

Robin Collow

Stream Team

Sarah Lee

Public

DISCUSSION TOPICS:
West Yost Associates went over the purpose of the meeting and provided some background on
the project. See meeting agenda and slides for the presentation. The following bullets summarize
public comments and questions, and the City’s/consultants responses.


Can the public comment on screening criteria?



— Comments can be provided on the screening criteria.
Can projects be submitted after August 9?



— Projects can be submitted at any point, but after August 9, they will be included in
the Initial Project List, but will not be included in the screening process.
Will the public’s comments be tracked and will the public be allowed to comment on
the finalized SWRP project list?
— Yes. Comments will be tracked in a log, and the comments, consultant’s response,
and finalized SWRP project list will be published several days after August 9 (the
closing of public comments). An email will be sent out once the comments and
responses are published. The public will be allowed one week from the date the
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email is sent out to review the comments, responses, and provide any new
comments.
Further explain sponsorship and operations and maintenance (O&M) requirements for
the screening process. If a volunteer organization wants to sponsor a project, can they
do so?
— Projects need funding to be sustainable. For projects to be implemented, there
needs to be a source of capital funds as well as O&M costs.
— Project sponsors can include agencies and organizations (large or small) that have
the capital funds to sponsor and maintain a project. If the project will cost
hundreds of dollars, the sponsor should have access to hundreds of dollars. If the
project will cost millions of dollars, the sponsor should have access to millions of
dollars.
— If a volunteer organization would like to sponsor a project, they absolutely can do
so if they have the funds. For example, if a volunteer organization wants to
implement a very low cost solution for infiltrating runoff, and can do so via the
organizational structure they already have in place, they can be sponsors of that
project. If a volunteer organization wants to construct a massive multi-milliondollar detention basin, and has the funds to do so (either now or in the future),
then they can count as sponsors. However, if the volunteer organization does not
(or will never) have the capital and annual O&M funds, then they cannot be a
project sponsor.
— Organizations can identify themselves as a sponsor if they have the funds.
Will this plan address funding mechanisms for those who do not have the means to
collect funds to implement projects? How will projects get funded if there are no
more grants?
— The SWRP document will include an implementation plan for the ranked and
prioritized 16 SWRP projects. The implementation plan will identify ways
projects can be funded, either through grants or funding based on input from the
project’s sponsor.
Will the City revise the Storm Water Management Plan and re-prioritize their plan
based on this SWRP and the project’s listed in the SWRP. How will the SWRP and
the City’s Storm Water Management Plan be linked?
— The City has not yet looked this far ahead.
Are projects being selected without watershed objectives known and identified? How
does this make sense?
— Watershed objectives are being provided by the community, through the
community values survey. For example, if the community highly values flood
protection, then projects that provide more flood protection will be ranked and
prioritized higher than projects that don’t provide any flood protection.
— Specific water quality issues are being taken into account and the
strategies/projects used that can potentially address those issues are discussed in a
Water Quality Tech Memo, accessible on the City’s website.
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— Each project will be evaluated for how well it meets each benefit (benefits are
related to the objectives).
— See Follow Up document for more discussion on the SWRP objectives.
Will results from the community survey be weighted? For example, should
organizations that represents multiple people be given more weighting than just one
person’s value survey?
— We understand your concern. We will need to get input from the TAC on how
they want to handle this.
— See Follow Up document for results of the TAC discussion.
Can someone submit multiple value forms? In other words, can the ballot box be
stuffed?
— Potentially, yes. We are not requiring individuals to put their names on their
responses in order to make it easier to submit a response.
— We are operating on the Honor Code that people will submit just one form.
— We are accepting submissions online, so we know who has been sending in
survey results that way.
— We are accepting survey results from individuals who attend public meetings.
The original form asked for a “ranking” and now this new form is asking for a
“scoring.” Does that affect the results?
— We will need to follow up on this.
— See Follow Up Document for more discussion on ranking versus scoring.
If someone wanted to score each of the categories as a 10, could they do so? If this is
the case, what is the point of this exercise? Won’t everyone rank everything as a 10?



— The reason we went with a scoring system rather than a ranking system was to
give individuals flexibility to provide additional benefits in the original survey.
— To clarify, most people do not rank everything as a 10. Some people rank multiple
categories as a 10, but no one has given anything the same value across the board.
Are the TAC meetings open to the public?



— Yes. The public is welcome to attend TAC meetings and participate in
discussions. Only the TAC members vote.
Will projects be evaluated quantitatively?



— Yes. Once the SWRP projects have been selected, how well each project meets
the evaluation criteria will be estimated.
Comment on Table 1 and 2 of the Technical Memo called “Initial Projects and Initial
Project Screening” the location of the recommended project says “Bidwell Park (if
this doesn’t already exist.” What does this comment mean? If it is unsure why the
location even exists, why was this project selected?
— This note was intended to refer to the grassy swale in Bidwell Park
— See Follow Up document for an explanation of this comment.
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Required Disclosure Statement
Funding has been provided in full or in part through an agreement with the State Water
Resources Control Board using funds from Proposition 1. The contents of this document do not
necessarily reflect the views and policies of the foregoing, nor does the mention of trade names
or commercial products constitute endorsement or recommendation for use.
This work product is part of Task 6.0 of Agreement No. D1612613.
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City of Chico Storm Water Resource Plan
Public Outreach Meeting #2 Follow Up
(July 26, 2017)
This document provides follow up and clarification on some of the Public Meeting 2 comments
and concerns.
CONCERN 1:

There was a concern that the SWRP preparation is being rushed and adequate time has not been
allowed for public and stakeholder input.
Response:
The City has a Contract with the State that includes a project schedule with both “Estimated” Due
Dates and “Critical” Due Dates. The State’s contract manager has said that the Estimated Due
Dates may be adjusted easily, but the Critical Due Dates are very difficult to adjust and should be
achieved if possible. The project scope of work and schedule from the State Contract are attached,
and some important due dates and deadlines are discussed below:


Critical Due Date – Administrative Draft SWRP and Self-Certification Checklist:
January 31, 2018. This due date means the initial version of the complete SWRP
(including all SWRP project evaluations, prioritization, ranking, and scheduling must
be complete by January 31, 2018 (about 6 months from now).



Estimated Due Date – Preliminary (30%) Design Plans: March 2018. Although this is
an Estimated Due Date, these Preliminary Designs must be complete in time to serve
as the basis for grant applications for Proposition 1 Round 2 Implementation Grants
currently scheduled for Spring 2018.



Critical Due Date – Final Project Summary: June 30, 2018. This means everything,
including the prioritization of projects, the public review of the SWRP, adoption of
the SWRP by the North Sacramento Valley Integrated Watershed Management Plan
Group and by the City Council must be complete before June 30, 2018.

The SWRP is being prepared to meet these due dates. The schedule has already been modified
once to allow for more time for public input (delaying Public Meeting 2 and incorporating more
public review time before and after Public Meeting 2).
CONCERN 2:

How can projects be identified until objectives of Chico’s SWRP are identified? The community
should be involved in the identification of the objectives. The public isn’t being allowed to provide
adequate input. There were some concerns during the Public Meeting 2 about objectives being
defined simultaneously as projects are being selected.
Response:
Task 2.2 of the State Contract assigns the task of defining goals and objectives to the Technical
Advisory Committee (TAC). Nevertheless, preparation of the Chico SWRP has and is including
the public in this process through:

1
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Conducting the TAC meetings as Workshops and allowing members of the public to
participate in the TAC meeting discussions. However, only TAC members vote at the
TAC meetings.



Conducting three public and stakeholder meetings versus two stakeholder meetings
and one public meeting as required in the Contract (see Task 6.1.3).



Preparing a Community Storm Water Values form, on which the public can provide
their input about how they value the State’s five Benefit Categories (Community,
Environment, Flood Management, Water Supply, and Water Quality). The public was
allowed to enter their own additional benefits and values, and the communityidentified benefits and values have been evaluated and included in a revised version
of the form.

Documentation of the community’s values helps define the objectives of the SWRP. Additionally,
the community’s values will be used in the ranking and prioritization of the SWRP projects.
Because the schedule for the SWRP is short, it is necessary to perform several tasks simultaneously
rather than sequentially. Consequently, the following major tasks are happening concurrently:


Solicitation of public input



Identification and submission of Initial Projects for inclusion in the SWRP



Collection of the TAC, stakeholder, and public’s Storm Water Values forms

Also, when implemented, many of the Initial Projects that have been submitted so far will include
significant public engagement and involvement. At the request of the public, Initial Projects that
include a Public Outreach, Education, or Involvement component were specifically identified in
the Initial Project Screening. Based on the preliminary screening, 12 out of 16 of the projects
identified as potential SWRP projects will include future public outreach, education, or
involvement.
CONCERN 3:

Shouldn’t the purpose of the SWRP be more than just identifying projects to be funded through
future grants?
Response:
The State Contract with the City of Chico and the SWRP Guidelines partially define the purpose
of the SWRP as the identification, evaluation, and implementation of projects. The State Contract
identified multiple tasks and subtasks regarding project identification, evaluation, and
implementation (Tasks 4.4, 4.4.2, 4.5, 4.5.1, 4.5.2, 4.5.3, 4.6, 4.6.1, 4.6.2, and 5.1). The SWRP
development process is following these task requirements very closely. Tasks 6.1, 6.1.1, 6.1.2,
6.1.3, 6.2 identify the requirements for stakeholder and public involvement in the SWRP
development. Tasks 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3 specify the requirements for establishing a TAC. The SWRP
development process is closely following or exceeding these requirements, as described above.
Using the State Contract tasks as a guide, the majority of the SWRP development effort is to be
expended on identifying and evaluating projects. Additionally, one of the main purposes of the
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stakeholder and public outreach (Task 6.1.3) is to identify and submit projects for inclusion in the
SWRP. The State’s SWRP Guidelines (2015) also focus primarily on identifying projects.
CONCERN 4:

Will results from the Community be Weighted? For example, should organizations that represent
multiple people submit one survey and should that survey be given more weighting than an
individual person’s survey?
Response:
This question was presented to the TAC members by email. The following bullets summarize the
TAC’s responses:


Membership verification – we would need to determine and verify how many people
each survey submitted represents. This would greatly complicate the survey process.



Fairness would demand that the City, the County, the University, and other
organizations all be weighted according to their constituency. For example, if a City
Council member (an elected official) filled out the survey, would their form be
weighted as representing the entire City population (estimated at about 91,000 in 2016)?



It would make more sense for the organization to contact their members and have
them complete the survey individually.

Consequently, no weighting of forms will be included in the evaluation of Community Storm
Water Values. Members of an organization can submit forms as individuals.
CONCERN 5:

“Ranking” versus “Scoring” of Community Values
Response:
The concern was brought up during the meeting that the original community survey form used the
term “ranking,” while the revised survey form uses the term “scoring.” There was the concern that
this would affect the survey results.
Of the forms submitted so far, it appears that only one survey “ranked” their storm water values.
Every other survey appears to have “scored” their storm water values. This change will not have a
significant impact on the results. Butte Environmental Council, the group that ranked rather than
scored results, may re-submit their form. Going forward, the term “scored” will be used.
CONCERN 6:

Project 19 in Tables 1 and 2 of the letter called “Initial Projects and Initial Project Screening”
included in the location “Bidwell Park (if this doesn’t already exist).” What does the comment “if
this doesn’t already exist” mean and why did the City decide to sponsor it?
Response:
The comment was written in the Location column in error and should have been written in the
Project Description column. The project is a grassy swale in Bidwell Park. The project was
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originally developed in the 1997 Amendment to the 1987 Storm Drain Master Plan. Because this
amendment was produced in 1997, it was unclear if this swale had already been constructed, which
resulted in the inclusion of the note “if this doesn’t already exist.” The City has confirmed this
grassy swale in Bidwell Park has not yet been constructed. The note “if this doesn’t already exist”
will be removed in the final version of Tables 1 and 2.
CONCERN 7:

Extended Public Review Period for the Initial Project Screening
Response:
As discussed in the public meeting, an additional week will be provided for the public to review
and comment on the revised, screened project list. Again, this is being done to provide an
additional opportunity for the public to provide input on the SWRP development.
Required Disclosure Statement
Funding has been provided in full or in part through an agreement with the State Water
Resources Control Board using funds from Proposition 1. The contents of this document do not
necessarily reflect the views and policies of the foregoing, nor does the mention of trade names
or commercial products constitute endorsement or recommendation for use.
This work product is part of Task 6.0 of Agreement No. D1612613.
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Contract Schedule

Contract Scope of Work

City of Chico Storm Water Resource Plan

7/19/2017

Storm Water
Resource Plan
Public Meeting 2
July 19, 2017

What is a Storm Water
Resource Plan?
• Watershed-based approach to manage
storm water
• A requirement from State in order to get
funding for storm water projects
• Storm water projects have multiple
benefits

Goals for Public Meeting 2

Public Meeting 2

Goal 1

• Present screening criteria for
projects and get public input on
draft selected SWRP projects

Goal 2

• Describe how we will prioritize
selected SWRP projects
(evaluation methodology)

Goal 3

• Gain an understanding of
community values

1

City of Chico Storm Water Resource Plan

7/19/2017

Public Meeting 2 Road Map

Goal 1:
Screening
Criteria and
Project List

Goal 1:
Break into
small groups
for
discussions

Present Goal 2:
Methodology

Present
Goal 3:
Community
Values

Goal 2 and
3: Public
discussion

6:00 ‐ 6:15

6:15 – 6:45

6:45‐7:00

7:00 – 7:15

7:15 – 8:00

Useful Web Sites
City SWRP Web Site for Public
http://www.chico.ca.us/building_development_services/sewer/Stor
mWaterResourcePlan.asp
General Information
Public / Stakeholder Meeting Minutes
Public / Stakeholder Meeting Materials
Submit Initial Projects
Submit Weighting Values
Review Work Products
Email questions / comments / etc.

Goal 1:
Screening

Goal 2:
Methodology

Goal 3:
Values

SWRP Process Overview
Initial Projects Submitted by
Public
Initial ProjectsScreening
Screening Criteria
16 SWRP Projects
Evaluation Using Community Values

Prioritized
Projects
Project Grant
Funding

Public Meeting 2
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City of Chico Storm Water Resource Plan

Goal 1:
Screening

Goal 2:
Methodology

7/19/2017

Goal 3:
Values

Initial Project Screening Criteria
Projects
Submitted by
Public

Screening
Criteria

•From SWRP
Guidelines

•Results shown
in Table 1 of
Screening
•Adopted at TAC Results letter
Meeting
5/24/17
•64 projects
submitted
•Summarized in
Initial Projects
Screening
Criteria letter

Goal 1:
Screening

Goal 2:
Methodology

Group/
Consolidate
Projects

•Results of
groupings
shown in Table
2 of Screening
Results letter

Draft List of
Screened
SWRP projects

Public
Input

•64 project
screened to 18
projects

•Public review
period 6/19/17‐
8/9/17

•Adopted as
Draft by TAC
6/15/17

•Public Meeting 2

Finalize
Screening

•Finalized after
8/9/2017

Goal 3:
Values

Initial Project Screening Criteria
• Benefits: Minimum of 2 Primary and 1 Additional

Yes No

• Location: Must be in the BCC/LCC Watershed

Yes No

• Publicly Owned Land: Should be on publicly owned land
• Project Sponsor: Must have a sponsor for capital and
O&M costs

High Medium Low
Yes No

• Affordability: Should be affordable to construct, maintain,
and/or implement

High Medium Low

• Implementability: Environmental Impacts, compliance
with laws and regulations, complexity, community
support/opposition

High Medium Low

Goal 1:
Screening

Goal 2:
Methodology

Goal 3:
Values

Initial Project Screening Criteria
• Initial Project Sponsors - Stats
Chico Unified
School District
(1)

Chico State (1)

City of Chico
(16)

Public Meeting 2
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City of Chico Storm Water Resource Plan

Goal 1:
Screening

Goal 2:
Methodology

7/19/2017

Goal 3:
Values

Initial Project Screening Criteria
• City sponsorship priorities:
• Are there already funds available for the project?
• Are funds available through grants that are already
in process?
• Is the project/effort required to meet State or
Federal regulations?

Public Meeting 2 Road Map

Present
Goal 1:
Screening
Criteria and
Project List

Goal 1:
Break into
small groups
for
discussions

Present Goal 2:
Methodology

Present
Goal 3:
Community
Values

Goal 2 and
3: Public
discussion

6:00 ‐ 6:15

6:15 – 6:45

6:45‐7:00

7:00 – 7:15

7:15 – 8:00

Public Discussion Time

Public Meeting 2 Road Map

Present
Goal 1:
Screening
Criteria and
Project List

Goal 1:
Break into
small groups
for
discussions

Present Goal 2:
Methodology

Present
Goal 3:
Community
Values

Goal 2 and
3: Public
discussion

6:00 ‐ 6:15

6:15 – 6:45

6:45‐7:00

7:00 – 7:15

7:15 – 8:00

After the 16 SWRP projects
have been identified, then
what?

Public Meeting 2
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City of Chico Storm Water Resource Plan

Goal 1:
Screening

Goal 2:
Methodology

7/19/2017

Goal 3:
Values

SWRP Process Overview
Initial Projects Submitted by
Public
Screening

16 SWRP Projects
Evaluation Using Community Values

Evaluation Criteria + Weighting Values
Prioritized
Projects
Project Grant
Funding

Goal 1:
Screening

Goal 2:
Methodology

Goal 3:
Values

SWRP Project Evaluation
Methodology Overview
• Benefits
• Water quality
• Water supply
• Flood Management
• Environment
• Community
(Multiple categories under each benefit)

• Each category will receive 0 – 10 points
• Those points will be weighted based on
community values

Goal 1:
Screening

Goal 2:
Methodology

Goal 3:
Values

For example:

Public Meeting 2
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City of Chico Storm Water Resource Plan

Goal 1:
Screening

Goal 2:
Methodology

7/19/2017

Goal 3:
Values

Weighting
Values come
from the
Community
Survey

Goal 1:
Screening

Goal 2:
Methodology

Goal 3:
Values

Evaluation Methodology
• See Table 1 in Technical Memo - Water
Quality and Multiple Benefits Evaluation
Methodology
• Table 1 has all the categories that will
be evaluated for each project

Public Meeting 2 Road Map

Present
Goal 1:
Screening
Criteria and
Project List

Goal 1:
Break into
small groups
for
discussions

Present Goal 2:
Methodology

Present
Goal 3:
Community
Values

Goal 2 and
3: Public
discussion

6:00 ‐ 6:15

6:15 – 6:45

6:45‐7:00

7:00 – 7:15

7:15 – 8:00

Community Values

Public Meeting 2
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City of Chico Storm Water Resource Plan

Goal 1:
Screening

Goal 2:
Methodology

Goal 3:
Values

7/19/2017

Community Values
• 13 responses received

Original Form

New Form

New form includes the
suggested additional
community values

Original form asked for input on
additional community values

Goal 1:
Screening

Goal 2:
Methodology

Goal 3:
Values

Access the survey on
the City’s website
http://bit.ly/2t4ljr6
Please fill out entire
survey if you have
not already done so
Please fill out
bottom section if
you have not already
done so

Goal 1:
Screening

Goal 2:
Methodology

Goal 3:
Values

These values will be
revised based on
updated community
input and finalized
after 8/9/2017

Public Meeting 2
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Schedule Update
Activity

Planned

Public and Stakeholder Review Period

Revised
6/19/17 to 8/9/17

Public and Stakeholder Meeting 2

6/19/17

7/19/17

TAC Meeting 4

10/11/17

10/12/17

Public and Stakeholder Review Period

10/23/17 to 12/4/17

Public Stakeholder Meeting 3

1/24/18

11/13/17

TAC Meeting 5

2/28/18

4/25/18

• TAC Meetings at 1:30 pm
• Public and Stakeholder Meetings at 6:00
pm

Other Items
Questions or Comments

Required Disclosure Statement
Funding has been provided in full or in part through an agreement with the State Water
Resources Control Board using funds from Proposition 1. The contents of this document do not
necessarily reflect the views and policies of the foregoing, nor does the mention of trade
names or commercial products constitute endorsement or recommendation for use.
This work product is part of Task 6.0 of Agreement No. D1612613.

SWRP Watersheds
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Outreach for Stakeholder Meeting #3 – November 29th, 2017
1. Press Release – 11/16/17 – Sent to All‐City Emails, All‐ City Council, Media – Chico Enterprise
Record, Chico News & Review, KPAY/KHSL Radio, KNVN/KHSL TV, KALF/KFMF, KIXE/KCHO, KZFR,
KBQB/KCEQ/KRQR/KTHU, and KRCR TV.
2. Website – City of Chico ‐ Home Page, Specific SWRP Page, Stakeholder and Public Meeting Page,
SWRP Schedule Page, and Storm Water Management Page – Posted 11/9/17
3. Website – Keepchicoclean.org – Meeting and link to SWRP on website home page – 11/28/17
4. Flyers – City Hall‐ 1st floor, City Hall – Building Counter, City Hall – internal bulletin boards, Butte
County Library, Chico Natural Foods, Butte College – Chico Center, Cal Java, Kona’s, Tin Roof
Bakery, Upper Crust Bakery, Pita Pit – 11/17/17
5. Emails – Stakeholder/Public List – 'tfossum@buttecounty.net'; 'rperrelli@csuchico.edu';
'jkistle@chicousd.org'; 'Scott.Zaitz@waterboards.ca.gov'; 'pbonacich@calwater.com';
'tracy.mcreynolds@wildlife.ca.gov'; 'Debbie.Spangler@water.ca.gov';
'natalie.carter@becnet.org'; 'bc‐rcd@carcd.org'; 'timmariehamill@gmail.com';
'ewedemeyer@co.shasta.ca.us'; 'rteubert@tcpw.ca.gov'; 'tzeller@chicorec.com';
'mit@mechoopda‐nsn.gov'; 'sierra@spi‐ind.com'; 'erick.burres@waterboards.ca.gov'; 'msmith‐
peters@csuchico.edu'; 'dunlaplegal@yahoo.com'; 'mcook@riverpartners.org'; 'vince@kkxx.net';
'jaull@csuchico.edu'; 'loganmeline@gmail.com'; 'smason908@gmail.com';
'rockcreekreclamation@aol.com'; 'gary@hignell.com'; 'lesheringer@gmail.com';
'wcornelius@mechoopda‐nsn.gov'; 'joe.gleason@delallo.com'; 'kloeser@northstareng.com';
'watershed@becnet.org'; 'robinmccollum@sbcglobal.net'; 'ubangarang@yahoo.com';
'sachiitagaki@kennedyjenks.com'; 'ksicke@ycfcwcd.org'; 'JenniferLau@kennedyjenks.com';
'pminasian@minasianlaw.com'; 'clay.slocum@cncement.org'; 'jlowe@northstareng.com';
'ryanrsale@sbcglobal.net'; 'erick.burres@waterboards.ca.gov'; 'bc‐rcd@carcd.org';
'Scott.McReynolds@water.ca.gov'; 'erik.gustafson@chicoca.gov'; 'skyler.lipski@chicoca.gov' –
11/9/17
6. Emails – TAC Members – 11/9/17
7. Email – Love Chapman Group – 11/9/17
8. Email ‐ Butte Housing Authority – 11/20/17
9. Email –Forest Ranch Post – 11/20/17
10. NextDoor Event Posted – 11/17/17
11. KRCR Community Events Calendar – Added to the Calendar to be on TV – 11/9/17 (request
submitted)
12. PeachTree – Chico Unified School District e‐flyer to all registered parents – 11‐17‐17

NEWS RELEASE
City of Chico
www.ci.chico.ca.us
November 16, 2017
Public Meeting Regarding Development of a Storm Water Resource Plan for
Big Chico Creek and Little Chico Creek Watersheds
The City of Chico is working on the development of a grant-funded Storm Water Resources Plan
(SWRP) for the Big Chico Creek and Little Chico Creek Watersheds. The purpose of the SWRP is to improve
the use of storm water as a resource and protect storm water quality by “bringing to the top” those multi-benefit
projects that can best meet the identified priorities for the watersheds. Qualifying projects will provide benefits
to water quality, water supply, flood management, the environment, and the community.
The SWRP must satisfy the requirements of Senate Bill 985 and follow the State Water Board SWRP
guidelines in order to establish the City’s eligibility to receive future State grant funds for storm water and
dry-weather-runoff capture projects. The outcome of the SWRP is to identify projects that are eligible for statewide grant funding opportunities to achieve watershed goals. The City and other participants plan to apply for
Proposition 1 Implementation Grant Funds from the State Water Resources Control Board’s Storm Water Grant
Program in 2018 for some of the projects identified in the SWRP.
How the Public Can Get Involved. The City has hosted two public meetings to discuss the SWRP and
provide an opportunity for the public to comment on watershed priorities, suggest storm water projects to be
evaluated, and consider the prioritization of the projects for future implementation. A third meeting will be held
November 29 from 6:00 p.m. until 8:00 p.m. at the City of Chico’s Council Chambers located at 421 Main
Street. The purpose of the November 29 meeting will be to discuss the projects submitted by the public and
stakeholders.
For more information, please email swrp@chicoca.gov or visit the City’s SWRP website at
http://www.chico.ca.us/building_development_services/sewer/storm_water_management.asp or
http://bit.ly/ChicoSWRP
Distribution:
All Council & All City (via email)
All Media (via fax)
BEC (via email)
City Website

City of Chico Storm Water Resource Plan
Public Outreach Meeting #3 Summary
11/29/2017 6:00-8:00 pm
Council chambers, 421 Main Street, Chico

ATTENDEES:
The meeting was hosted by the City of Chico (City), with facilitation by West Yost Associates
(West Yost, consultant) staff, as noted below, with members of the Public and stakeholder
groups in attendance.
Name
Timmarie Hammill

Representing
Stream Team

Katalina Santamaria

Public

Shelly Rogers

Public

Angela Spain

City of Chico

Matt Thompson

City of Chico

Rich Burgi

City of Chico

Natalie Muradian

West Yost

Doug Moore

West Yost

DISCUSSION TOPICS:
The goal of the Chico Storm Water Resource Plan Public Meeting 3 was to review the projects
that were selected as SWRP projects for further evaluation. For each project:


The project title was given,



The project intent was summarized,



Key project elements were summarized, and



The public/stakeholders had the opportunity to provide comments and questions.

See the meeting slides for details.
The following summarizes public comments and questions, and the City’s/consultants responses.
These comments, along with any comments received within the review period ending December
13, 2017, will be presented to and addressed by the Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) at the
next TAC meeting. The next TAC meeting will be held January 4, 2018. See the City’s website
for details on upcoming meetings.
“SWRP 2 Mud and Rock Creek Flood Protection Project.”
 Questions and Comments: This project was rated low for implementability and was not
included because it was outside the City’s Sphere of Influence. Is this correct? Rock
Creek floods and can back up sewer systems. Is this really the best project? Should this
project have a high implantability rating, since it’s outside of the City Sphere of Influence
and neighbors might implement the project? The Stream Team indicated that some of
their previous comments may have interpreted the implementability rating backwards
(i.e. high implementability meant hard to implement). If the TAC wanted to pull this
project out for 30% design, could they do so?
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o This project is being carried forward as a SWRP project.
o The project was rated medium for implementability since the project description
is vague and contains a wide variety of projects. We were not able to take one
aspect of the project and say that the one aspect it is easy to do. We needed to
look at the project as a whole.
o Implementability refers to the project complexity, whether it meets existing
regulations and requirements, community support/opposition, etc. The fact that
it’s outside the City’s Sphere of Influence and neighbors would be implementing
the project does not affect the implementability of the project.
o Note: A rating of high implementability means the project is easily implemented,
while a rating of low implementability means the project has a lot of complexity
and is not easily implemented.
o If the TAC wanted to pull this project out for 30% design, they could do so.
o This comment will be brought to the TAC.
“SWRP 3 5 Mile and Lindo Channel Diversion Study and Improvements”
 Questions and comments: does this project involve getting the USGS gauge up to date?
o This project involves adjusting the diversion gates to balance flows between
Lindo Channel and Sycamore Creed/Mud Creek.
“SWRP 4 Routine Community Creek Clean Up Project.”
 Questions and Comments: There are a lot of other projects that include trash cleanup.
Why were those projects not grouped with this project? Should the trash clean up
elements from other projects be pulled out of their original projects and lumped into this
project?
o The other projects that include trash capture were not grouped with this project
because those projects incorporate a wide variety of other project elements, not
just trash capture.
o This comment will be brought to the TAC.
“SWRP 5 Bidwell and Grape Way Stormwater Protection and Restoration Project.”
 Questions and Comments: Has anyone contacted this landowner? It’s possible that there
is a lot of streambank restoration needed around this area.
o When the project moves into the Evaluation Phase, the project team can reach out
to project sponsors to get a better idea of project details.
 Stream Team commented that they could reach out the landowner again.
o This comment will be brought to the TAC.
“SWPR 6 Low Impact Development and Green Infrastructure Implementation Program for Butte
County Schools.”
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Questions and Comments: This project should be a partnership between the school
system and the City. There are already demo gardens and green infrastructure being
constructed at schools. The schools have a DROPS grant. The City and School system
should sponsor these projects together.
o This comment will be brought to the TAC.

“SWRP 7 Storm Water Monitoring for Compliance with MS4 Permit”
 Questions and comments: Can this be grouped with all the city’s other monitoring
projects?
o This project does not preclude other projects from having monitoring.
o This comment will be brought to the TAC.
“SWRP 9 Big Chico Creek 21st Century Management.”
 Questions and comments: How is this project different from SWRP 3? Should SWRP 3
be included within SWRP 9? This project contains many elements. Can smaller project
elements be pulled out from within this large umbrella project?
o SWRP 3 is a specific project, but can be included within SWRP 9.
o Yes, the TAC may choose to pull smaller project elements out from this big
umbrella project for a variety of reasons, including if funding becomes available.
o This comment will be brought to the TAC.
“SWRP 14 Fair Street Detention Basin Improvement Project.”
 Questions and Comments: This project does not appear to address the input water from
the upstream watershed to the Fair Street Detention Basin, including the commercial
areas, like Walmart and Kohl’s. This project should address the dry weather runoff from
irrigation. Maybe LID can be constructed upstream.
o Maybe commercial services can be added as sponsors to this project.
o This comment will be brought to the TAC.
“SRWP 15 Parking Lot 4 Rehabilitation #50019.”
 There may be issues with Parking Lot 5, a similar project – hopefully these design issues
will be considered during this design.
o This comment will be brought to the TAC.
“SWRP 17 Chapman Mulberry Rain Garden”
 Will this project only treat the water that falls on this site? There was a broader project
that was suggested for the Chapman area. The broader project may be a better project
because it includes more elements. Maybe the Chapman area could have multiple
demonstration projects implemented.
o This project was identified as a single implementation project because it was very
specific and has a sponsor.
n\c\755\10-17-01\WP\15\Public Outreach Mtg 1
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o This comment will be brought to the TAC.
The Stream Team commented that whoever sponsored this project will need to go after
Prop 1 grant funding themselves. Prop 1 applications are tricky and this would be
difficult.
o Projects were not evaluated based on the sponsor’s qualifications to apply for
Prop 1 funding.
o In addition, this project was identified as being very low cost, and would likely be
implemented by volunteers, making Prop 1 funding less of a necessity.
Good demonstration projects include the project at 16th and D Streets. Demonstration
projects that weren’t as effective include the projects at the Fire Station and Parking
Lot 5.

General comments and questions:
 Were these projects listed in any particular order?
o No.
 What is the meaning of TAC?
o TAC stands for Technical Advisory Committee, the group guiding the plan.
 Comments on Trash:
o One public member was in favor of any projects that made it easier or removed
barriers for citizens to pick up trash. Some barriers to picking up trash include
where to dispose of the trash collected, providing a 48-hour notice, and having
law enforcement back up.
o There is concern that the full capture trash systems identified by the State and for
potential use by the City will not be good enough. Will these systems allow water
to flow through the trash until the trash is removed?
o One of the responses in the “Response to Comments” document said education
and outreach is not required for the City’s proposed approach to the State’s Trash
Amendments. Is the City not going to do education and outreach to reduce trash?
There needs to be education and outreach for reducing trash.
 To clarify, the approach the City has decided to take (Track 1) does not
require the City to perform outreach and education. However, the City’s
approach does not preclude outreach and education from occurring.
 Are the 3 projects that get selected to apply for grant funding guaranteed funds?
o No, they are not.
 If there are only three implementation projects, then have you already picked the three
projects to apply for grant funding for the TAC?
o No, since the TAC could pick pieces from any of the projects.


So, smaller, implementation projects can be pulled out of the large planning projects?
o Yes, potentially. This question (and all others) will be brought up at the next TAC
meeting.
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o However, projects will evaluated during the evaluation process as they are. Then
the results of the evaluation will go to the TAC, which then has the opportunity to
pull pieces of planning projects.
How should the public provide comments?
o You can email city staff, swrp@chicoca.gov
o The website is
http://www.chico.ca.us/building_development_services/sewer/StormWaterResour
cePlan.asp
Stream Team is unhappy with communication and how many people are here.
o Public outreach included newspapers articles, Facebook posts, posts on Next
Door, and emails to interested individuals.
Stream Team commented that there were no criteria stated on what projects should
include.
o This statement is not correct, since criteria for screening and for what projects
should include were published.
Stream Team commented that they wished they could’ve used the $400,000 that was used
to produce this plan for implementing actual projects instead of producing this plan.
Stream Team commented that when they wrote the original grant application for this
plan, the current process being used is not what they envisioned.
Stream Team commented that it is very hard for them to understand the handouts and
guessed that the TAC doesn’t understand the handouts either.
What are the overall objectives and goals of this plan? The Stream Team said they
haven’t seen any goals or objectives.
o The TAC and the community participated in the community priority surveys to set
the goals and objectives for this plan.
 Stream Team commented that the public was not really involved in this
survey process.
 There were 32 surveys, 5 of which were from the TAC, the rest were from
the public. The values from these surveys will be used to prioritize the
projects based on the benefits the projects provide after the projects are
evaluated in the next phase of the SWRP process.
o These are policy questions that need to be addressed by City Council.
There should be implementation projects for citizen groups like Stream Team.
How were these projects weighted?
o The projects have not been weighted yet, they have only been screened. The
projects will be weighted during the evaluation, which is the next step in the
SWRP process.
Stream Team commented that the projects they submitted were conceptual ideas, which
are now being judged as too vague.
Stream Team commented that they want this plan to be a guide for the City to use
o This SWRP will be incorporated into a master plan eventually
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Stream Team commented that the SWRP is a placeholder for projects.
o Every project that was submitted will be included in the SWRP.
Stream Team commented that people keep coming to them to ask questions about SWRP.
Stream Team tells them to go to the City.
What can the Stream Team do that the City would fund the group? They have been
collecting baseline water quality data.
Stream Team worked with Linda Herman on Parking Lot 5, which is not a perfect
project. It’s important to learn why this project is not working effectively.

Required Disclosure Statement
Funding has been provided in full or in part through an agreement with the State Water
Resources Control Board using funds from Proposition 1. The contents of this document do not
necessarily reflect the views and policies of the foregoing, nor does the mention of trade names
or commercial products constitute endorsement or recommendation for use.
This work product is part of Task 6.0 of Agreement No. D1612613.
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City of Chico Storm Water Resource Plan

11/29/2017

Storm Water
Resource Plan
Public Meeting 3
November 29, 2017

Goals for Public Meeting 3
• Reminder of SWRP purpose
• Present the screened projects
• Review schedule

Reminder: What is the Purpose
of Preparing a SWRP?
• Watershed-based approach to manage
storm water as a resource
• A requirement from State in order to get
funding for storm water projects
• Storm water projects should have
multiple benefits

Public Meeting 3
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Reminder: Where are we in the
SWRP Process?
Initial Projects Submitted by
Public
Initial Project Screening

17 SWRP Projects
Evaluation Using Community Values

Prioritized
Projects
Project Grant
Funding

Initial Project Breakdown
• Total SWRP Projects = 17
• Planning Project, Study, or
Activity
• 14 projects

• Implementation Projects
• 3 projects

• Questions and Comments will
be addressed by TAC

Planning SWRP Projects

Public Meeting 3
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SWRP 1: Channel Stabilization and
Hydrologic Floodplains on Streams
(Initial Projects 16 and 68)

• Project Intent
• Restore/enhance creek banks and hydrologic
floodplains

• Project Elements
• Provide structural erosion control
• Revegetate stream segments and small floodplain
areas with native vegetation
• Acquire “buffer” property along streams

SWRP 2: Mud and Rock Creek Flood
Protection Project (Initial Project 33)
• Project Intent
• Implement LID features to manage urban runoff in the
Mud Creek and Rock Creek watersheds

• Project Elements
• Implement low impact development techniques and
water quality best management practices
• Public outreach, education, and involvement related to
storm water and other issues
• Citizen based storm water monitoring
• Implement vegetation management
• Implement LID and green streets demo projects
• Provide green infrastructure jobs training

SWRP 3: 5 Mile and Lindo Channel
Diversion Study and Improvements
(Initial Project 44)

• Project Intent
• Balance flows between Lindo Channel, Big Chico
Creek, and Mud/Sycamore Creek to decrease
scour, provide flood protection, and improve habitat

• Project Elements
• Create a hydraulic model of the diversion
• Review effectiveness of current gate settings, and
adjust gates as needed

Public Meeting 3
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SWRP 4: Routine Community Creek
Clean Up Project (Initial Project 59)
• Project Intent
• Continue the City’s efforts to bring the community
together to remove trash from the creeks and
educate the community about habitat and
stormwater

• Project Elements
• Organize annual community creek clean up events
to clean litter and trash from the creeks, and
wetland and riparian habitat
• Community outreach and education

SWRP 5: Bidwell and Grape Way
Stormwater Protection and
Restoration Project (Initial Project 73)
• Project Intent
• Reduce runoff around Grape Way and urban runoff
around Bidwell Avenue and improve water quality in Big
Chico Creek

• Project Elements
• Implement green infrastructure to reduce runoff and
encourage groundwater recharge
Install set back levees
Remove invasive plants and plant native species
Stabilize stream bank and reduce bank erosion
Restore floodplain functions, and
Implement green jobs training and stormwater outreach
and education plan

•
•
•
•
•

SWRP 6: Low Impact Development and
Green Infrastructure Implementation
Program for Butte County Schools
(Initial Project 77)

• Project Intent
• Reduce runoff and improve runoff quality to assist
the CUSD and BCOE schools in meeting existing
storm water management goals

• Project Elements
• Construct demonstration projects
• Integrate LID practices into maintenance and
design standards
• Integrate a storm water educational program into
after-school programs

Public Meeting 3
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SWRP 7: Storm Water Monitoring for
Compliance with MS4 Permit (Initial
Project G)

• Project Intent
• Continue the City's storm water monitoring activities
as needed to meet the requirements of the MS4
permit

• Project Elements
• Continue monitoring program

SWRP 8: Trash Reduction Master
Plan and Specific Projects (Initial Project I)
• Project Intent
• Find the most effective places to capture trash to
meet the State’s trash requirements

• Project Elements
• Develop a Trash Reduction Master Plan
• Implement specific trash capture projects at
Teichert Ponds, Fair Street Detention Basin, and
Meyers and Otterson Industrial Parks

SWRP 9: Big Chico Creek 21st
Century Management (Initial Project M)
• Project Intent
• Manage the Big Chico Creek watershed as a holistic system

• Project Elements
• Fully assess the flood management system using modern
analysis techniques
• Optimize recreational opportunities
• Include LID where feasible
• Identify and correct erosion problems and reduce sediment in
creek due to erosion
• Create regional detention where needed
• Restore ecosystem
• Reduce storm water impacts from homeless encampments
near creeks
• Maximize the use of County Service Area 24 funds

Public Meeting 3
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SWRP 10: Little Chico Creek 21st
Century Management (Initial Project N)
• Project Intent
• Manage the Little Chico Creek watershed as a holistic
system

• Project Elements
• Fully assess the flood management system using
modern analysis techniques
• Optimize recreational opportunities
• Include LID where feasible
• Identify and correct erosion problems and reduce
sediment in creek due to erosion
• Create regional detention where needed
• Restore ecosystem
• Reduce storm water impacts from homeless
encampments near water bodies

SWRP 11: Comanche Creek
Management Program (Initial Project O)
• Project Intent
• Manage the Comanche Creek watershed as a holistic system

• Project Elements
• Fully assess the flood management system, diversions, and
water level controls using modern analysis techniques
• Assess existing runoff flows and mitigate for increased flows due
to development
• Optimize recreational opportunities
• Restore ecosystem
• Include LID where feasible, including water quality LIDs
• Create regional detention where needed
• Encourage alternative transportation for employees of
businesses in this area
• Remove and reduce trash
• Reduce storm water impacts from homeless encampments near
water bodies

SWRP 12: Update the City’s Storm
Water Plans and Policies (Initial Project P)
• Project Intent
• Update the City’s stormwater plans and policies to
include more low impact development, and a
holistic approach to storm water management

• Project Elements
• Identify what water quality improvements and
facilities are needed, how the improvements should
be sized, what process is to be used for achieving
approval of the storm water quality improvements
and facilities by the City, and identification of storm
water quality development impact fees
• Develop a Green Streets program

Public Meeting 3
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SWRP 13: Teichert Ponds
Improvement Project (Initial Project Q)
• Project Intent
• Assess Teichert Ponds to improve flood control, water quality, and
trash reduction, enhance recreation and habitat, and provide
opportunities for the community to be involved

• Project Elements
• Address silt buildup, remove the major invasive plant species, improve outfall
screening, and optimize the operations and maintenance of Ponds 1, 2, and 3
Fix flooding on the northern, dirt roadway
Improve access for control of invasive plants and for trash cleanup
Construct a walking trail on the east side of the Ponds and connect bike path
Limit illegal encampment to reduce trash buildup
Implement LID and green streets to reduce runoff carried to pond
Collaborate with existing citizen monitoring to track project effectiveness and to
provide related public stormwater education and outreach

•
•
•
•
•
•

SWRP 14: Fair Street Detention Basin
Improvement Project (Initial Project R)
• Project Intent
• Assess Fair Street Detention Basins to achieve desired flood control,
improvements to water quality and trash reduction, and enhance
recreation and habitat

• Project Elements
•
•
•
•

Remove vegetation to limit illegal encampments (trash buildup)
Improve paths/roads around pond
Improve outfall screening to reduce buildup and flooding
Repair BD Ditch to reduce flooding

Implementation SWRP Projects

Public Meeting 3
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SWRP 14: Parking Lot 4
Rehabilitation #50019 (Initial Project 40)
• Project Intent
• Reduce urban runoff by replacing impervious area
with pervious pavement

• Project Elements
• Replace the existing deteriorated asphalt paving at
Parking Lot 4 with permeable pavement or pavers

Public Meeting 3
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SWRP 15: Laxon South Bioswale
(Initial Project 65)

• Project Intent
• Direct water into an infiltration bioswale to reduce
flooding, and improve infiltration and water quality

• Project Elements
• Construct a bioswale and catchment system into
campus to allow for infiltration and filtration of
stormwater runoff.
• Improve existing storm drain infrastructure
• Shape and grade site to collect water
• Install boulders, cobble and appropriate plant
material to slow runoff velocity and allow for further
infiltration and filtration

Public Meeting 3
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SWRP 17: Chapman Mulberry
Rain Garden (Initial Project 85)
• Project Intent
• Capture and infiltrate urban runoff
• Beautify the open space for nearby residents
• Serve as a demonstration garden for water-wise
native landscaping

• Project Elements
• Intercept nonpoint pollution using curb cuts and
infiltrate stormwater in basins mulched with
appropriate species of fungus for mycoremediation

Public Meeting 3
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Schedule Update
Activity

Planned

Revised

Public Stakeholder Meeting 3

1/24/18

11/29/17

Public and Stakeholder Review Period

11/10/17 ‐ 12/13/17

TAC Meeting 4

10/11/17

1/4/18

TAC Meeting 5

2/28/18

4/25/18

• TAC Meetings at 1:30 pm
• Public and Stakeholder Meetings at 6:00 pm

Other Items
Questions or Comments

Required Disclosure Statement
Funding has been provided in full or in part through an agreement with the State Water
Resources Control Board using funds from Proposition 1. The contents of this document do not
necessarily reflect the views and policies of the foregoing, nor does the mention of trade
names or commercial products constitute endorsement or recommendation for use.
This work product is part of Task 6.0 of Agreement No. D1612613.
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APPENDIX 2D
Comments and Response to Comments for
Outreach Events and Community Involvement

COMMENT RESPONSE FORM
Client:
Project:
Submittal:
Prepared By:
Date:
ID

1

REVIEWER

Robin
McCollum

Project

City of Chico
Chico SWRP
Project Description Review Period, Ending 3/30/2018
Natalie Muradian and Doug Moore
3/30/2018
COMMENT

45‐ The 5 Mile Diversion consists of 2 dams and an overflow weir. The gates on the dams are to be fully
open from October 15 until April 15 in accordance with the Operation and Maintenance Manual. The dam
on Big Chico Creek has 4 slide gates that pass a maximum of 1,500 cfs. The dam on Lindo Channel (Sandy
Gulch) has 7 gates and culverts that pass ,6500 cfs. The Ogee Weir passes 8,500 cfs to accommodate the
balance of 16,000 cfs design flow.
In the January 1997 flood event the 5 Mile headworks passed in excess of 20,000 cfs according to the DWR
M (BCC Northern District. Water was observed only 6 inches below the levee top at the Big Chico dam. Any
21st Mgt) operation of the gates not in accordance with the Manual would be unwise.
The dams are usually jammed with logs that should be cleared expeditiously as flows can increase rapidly
due to the flashy characteristics of the watershed when impacted by Atmospheric Rivers. Trash racks
designed to intercept logs and not impede flow, that can be cleaned quickly between storms, should be
built upstream of the dams. Also some arrangement should be made, such as a seasonal lease, so that a
large excavator with a wrist and grapple (like a logging Skidder) can be stationed in advance to clear the
gates during high water.

RESPONSE

ACTION

The plan is recommending evaluation and modeling of the system (gates, dams, weirs)
and working with USACE and DWR to determine if the flows have changed from the Include
Information in
original flows and/or to determine what’s not working currently, and if a new set of
the Project
operations and maintenance directions may be beneficial.
Description
This information will be added to the Project Description in the SWRP for reference.

Additionally, it has been observed that the riparian forest and brush in the stilling basin has intercepted
many logs while ameliorating erosive flows near the levee.
In the mid 1980’s Butte County Public Works undertook major sediment removal in the stilling basin
upstream of the Lindo Channel dam. Gravel was removed daylighting the concrete sill at the head of Lindo
Channel and establishing a continuous grade to the invert of the Lindo dam barrels. This material was
stockpiled with the intent to place it in the gravel starved streams below the dams.
In the 1/1/97 flood a shoal formed mid‐channel above the sill and continuing downstream for 150 yds
reaching an elevation nearly level with the adjacent levee. An NRCS grant funded partial removal of the
shoal to near its current elevation. The sill was not exposed. Removal of this sediment build‐up would be a
cost effective way to move toward the mandated 200 year flood protection.
The levee between Big Chico and Lindo is the most critical flood control infrastructure for Chico. Vegetation
that ameliorates erosive flows and protects the aforementioned levee should continue to be maintained.
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Client:
Project:
Submittal:
Prepared By:
Date:
ID

REVIEWER

Project

City of Chico
Chico SWRP
Project Description Review Period, Ending 3/30/2018
Natalie Muradian and Doug Moore
3/30/2018
COMMENT

RESPONSE
This information will be added to the Project Description in the SWRP for reference.

ACTION

Sycamore Diversion Channel to Cohasset Road Bridge.
From the time it was built Sycamore Diversion Channel (SDC) initial flows eroded all loose material, carried
it downstream and deposited it at the Cohasset Road bridge and in channel just downstream. That deposit
compromised channel capacity so badly that the adjacent left bank levee experienced one of 2 greatest
freeboard incursions in the entire system during the 1997 flood.

2

Robin
McCollum

DWR was/is responsible to maintain flow in the channel and so undertook clearing the sediment. Because
of perennial drainage from nearby development a substantial wetland habitat had grown.
M (BCC Big Chico Creek Watershed Alliance and myself negotiated with DWR to restore the channel to as built
21st Mgt) configuration with design features that move sediment through during low flows. The habitat was restored
for its benefits as well as to prevent scour during high flows.

Include
Information in
the Project
Description

The source of the sediment is up Sycamore Creek where the Sycamore Diversion Channel (10,000 cfs) blasts
perpendicularly into South Sycamore Creek (500 cfs). It’s a flaw in US Army Corps Engineers design, that
they’ve denied, but DWR is left to design a grade control structure that they’ve promised to build. If it is not
done soon the work below Cohasset Rd bridge will be buried as large flows over the Ogee Weir tear through
the sandstone and deliver sand below Cohasset Rd bridge. Non erodible material should be put in the
channel, by some design, to stop the head‐cut originating at the confluence of the Diversion Channel and
South Sycamore Creek.

3

Les
Heringer

4

BEC/
Stream
Team
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Project N Project descriptions are fine as is.
and Project Will there be financial assistance available to upgrade the flow gage west of Crouch Ave on Comanche Creek
O
to measure flood flows as part of the study?
It is our understanding that the SWRP project descriptions are intended to provide a summary description
of the seventeen (17) SWRP projects, including enough detail to capture the management elements
described in the projects listed in the final screened initial project list. With regards to the project
descriptions it is important for the project descriptions to capture the full intent, and identify all
implementation projects and strategies identified in each initial project included in the final project
description.
All projects
Please consider expanding the section “Initial Projects Included” for each project description to include a
brief summary, and identify implementation projects for each initial project included (i.e. river friendly
handbook, pesticide and landscape overwatering campaigns, trash surveys, citizen monitoring, etc.). This
would ensure that the details of each submission are more available for review, prioritization and decision
making.

The point of the SWRP is to make projects eligible to compete for grant funding from
the State. If the study is successful at obtaining a grant, then the flow gage would be
included.
The SWRP Project Descriptions are intended to capture the intent of the initial
projects that were submitted, and are not necessarily a summary of every element of
the included Initial Projects.
The full Initial Project Descriptions will be documented and included in the SWRP for
reference.

No action
required

Include full
Initial Project
Description in
the SWRP
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City of Chico
Chico SWRP
Project Description Review Period, Ending 3/30/2018
Natalie Muradian and Doug Moore
3/30/2018
COMMENT

RESPONSE
The descriptions, headings, and sections were developed from a single template, but
were customized for each project. The SWRP Project Descriptions are intended to
Please consider creating more uniform descriptions, headings and sections across all project descriptions, as
capture the intent of the initial projects that were submitted, and are not necessarily
All projects well as ensuring that the full intent of the initial projects are captured to allow for effective comparison and
a summary of every element of the included Initial Projects. The full Initial Project
evaluation.
Descriptions will be documented and included in the SWRP for reference.
Please consider revising the “education and outreach” section in each project description to include the
development of an education and outreach plan (and budget) to utilize existing local storm water and
watershed efforts to implement the SWRP project outreach. This will ensure that every effort is made to
keep the community engaged in the City’s efforts to improve local water quality. It will also meet the intent
All projects
of the initial project submissions and ensure that the required public involvement and implementation
components of the SWRP are met.

Please consider revising the “water quality” sections to clearly identify the intent to utilize existing
watershed protection groups, such as Butte Environmental Council, The Stream Team, and others to
provide education and outreach on water quality and utilize existing citizen monitoring efforts to evaluate
All projects
the efficacy of the projects for improving water quality. The current description does not capture the
elements submitted in initial projects to integrate existing water quality efforts (as is required by the SWRP).
The current project descriptions emphasize evaluation rather than utilization.

Include full
Initial Project
Description in
the SWRP

The education and outreach sections that are included for most of the planning
projects will evaluate improvements to existing education and outreach programs.
We will revise the current descriptions to also include the preparation of an education
Revise project
and outreach plan that will utilize existing local storm water organizations (such as
descriptions
BEC and Stream Team), which will include establishing an education and outreach
budget. The plan and budget will be based on the community's needs at the time the
SWRP project is implemented.
Water Quality will be included in education and outreach sections. The water quality
section already includes the use of citizen monitoring to evalute efficacy of projects
for improving water quality, but we will double‐check applicable project descrtipions
and add it in if not.
The full Initial Project Descriptions will be documented and included in the SWRP for
reference when the projects are implemented.

The full Initial Project Descriptions will be documented and included in the SWRP for
Please consider revising the “watershed and locations” section to specifically include locations as described reference.
All projects
in the initial projects (i.e. Dorothy Johnson Center, Lindo Channel by Chico Nut, etc.).

As you prepare to rank, prioritize and select projects for design please consider that the current storm
water values were established using a system that involved rating, rather than ranking community storm
water values. Had participants ranked, rather than rated the values each participant would have had to
All projects weight and truly prioritize storm water values. The data resulting from the values survey that was
conducted does not effectively identify the community’s priorities as many values were assigned equal
ratings by survey participants. The decision to develop these projects further should be made based on
measurable outcomes rather than these value ratings.

ACTION

This issue was addressed in the SWRP Weighting Values letter published 9/7/2017,
including "Concerns were expressed that scoring [versus ranking] does not force
participants to prioritize their values, potentially reducing the statistical significance of
the survey. For example, scoring would allow someone to give every category the
highest (or lowest) score possible. The scoring method was selected to allow
participants to convey their preferences accurately, rather than forcing participants to
select artificial priorities to meet the survey requirements. For example, if a
participant valued stormwater quality and flood control as both very important,
scoring would allow both categories to be scored equally. In addition, ranking does
not allow the participant to communicate how much they value one category over
another. Therefore, the decision was made to use the scoring method."

Revise project
descriptions

Include full
Initial Project
Descriptions in
the SWRP

No action
required
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City of Chico
Chico SWRP
Project Description Review Period, Ending 3/30/2018
Natalie Muradian and Doug Moore
3/30/2018
COMMENT

RESPONSE
Generic projects, such as Green Streets and LID demonstration projects, while great
project ideas, require advance planning and therefore are considered planning
Please consider identifying implementation projects submitted in initial projects that were included in the projects.
Project descriptions already include outreach and education programs for pesticides
“Big Chico Creek 21st Century Management Plan”, “Trash Reduction Master Plan and Specific
Implementation Projects”, “Updating the City's Storm Water Planning and Policies and Implementation
and overwatering.
All projects
Projects”, and others for 30% design (i.e. river friendly handbook, green streets project, LID demonstration Trash surveys may or may not be needed for compliance with the Trash Amendments,
but will be implemented if needed.
projects for education and training, pesticide and landscape overwatering campaigns, trash surveys,
Trash cleanups and education campaigns are already included as part of part of
cleanups and education campaigns, etc.).
Project P (which includes Project F ‐ Storm Water Public Outreach, Education, and
Involvement Program).
The full Initial Project Descriptions will be documented and included in the SWRP. The
A number of implementation projects have been included in plans, while others have been identified as
TAC can select individual elements of SWRP projects for the 30% design phase of the
standalone projects. Clearly identifying all implementation projects within each plan would allow for these
SWRP.
All projects projects to be considered for standalone projects or combined with complimentary projects maximizing
potential outcomes. This would also allow for TAC review and consideration of all implementation projects
initially submitted when selecting projects for 30% design.
When selecting projects for 30% design please consider prioritizing implementation projects that include
public involvement, build on partnerships with existing watershed groups and on previous storm water
All projects
efforts that have been established in the community. This will facilitate maximized outcomes from the
SWRP.

This information can be included in the project description, so the information is
The term “holistic” gives me pause because it suggests that some are still considering putting Keefer Slough
available when the SWRP Project is implemented.
flows into Mud Creek. The USACE Flood Control Study (2000) considered this plan and rejected it because
Mud Creek and the Chico Mud and Sycamore system is at or above capacity now. The gravel pit near Dusty
Robin
Project 33 Lane is not available for detention as it fills with hyporheic flows when Mud Creek is full. I can attest to
McCollum
these facts having observed them during my flood fight efforts in the January 1997 flood event.

Regarding Rock Creek and Keefer Slough there are several problems.
1. At Hagenridge Rd., north of Keefer Rd., Keefer Slough originates from Rock Creek. Since the 1997 flood

14

This comment will be provided to the TAC.

Robin
Project 33 event the dominant flow has moved into Keefer Slough where there is insufficient capacity causing frequent
McCollum

flooding along its banks east and west of Hwy 99.
If Hagenridge Rd. was raised as an earthen dam with large culverts the flow split between Keefer Slough and
Rock Creek could apportioned appropriately for the respective channels.
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ACTION

No action
required

No action
required

Provide
comment to
TAC

Revise project
description

This information will be included in the project description, so the information is
available when the SWRP Project is implemented.
Revise project
description
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15

Robin
capacity with 5,000 cfs according to the USACE 2000 study. Further, the study showed that Sand Creek,
Project 33
which joins Rock Creek just above Hwy 99, adds another 5,000 cfs at its peak. It is only coincidence that the
McCollum

COMMENT
Regarding Rock Creek and Keefer Slough there are several problems.

RESPONSE
This information will be included in the project description, so the information is
available when the SWRP Project is implemented.

ACTION

2. Rock Creek cannot contain additional flows from Keefer because the levees downstream in Nord are at

16

17

18

19

20

levees west of Hwy 99 have not received 10,000 cfs, double their capacity, in recent events. There is a
current proposal from Rock Creek Reclamation District to detain flows on Sand Creek to help with this
problem.
Regarding Rock Creek and Keefer Slough there are several problems.
3. Keefer Slough presently carries excess flows from Rock Creek, but there is minor flooding east of Hwy 99
Robin
Project 33 and currently substantial overland flooding through the orchards near Nord.
McCollum
Keefer Slough needs channel improvements including widening, minor levees, increased flood plain access
and off stream detention east of Hwy 99.
Regarding Rock Creek and Keefer Slough there are several problems.
4. West of Hwy 99 the orchards can handle, even benefit from, some short term inundation. Improved and
coordinated small scale multiple channels could be built that would minimize inundation periods and
Robin
prevent excessive depths at critical locations. One such channel, just east of Nord, is partially constructed
Project 33
running south from the confluence of Rock Creek and Keefer Slough. It is a one sided levee intended to
McCollum
carry 2,500 cfs if the Keefer Slough levee were to fail at the confluence or east there of. These flows pond
against the Union Pacific Railroad and then pass through to meet the backwater of the Sacramento River.
Regarding Rock Creek and Keefer Slough there are several problems.
5. Rock Creek left bank levee east of Hwy 99 to Garner Ln. needs to be raised slightly and uniformly
Robin
Project 33 constructed to some reasonable standard. West of Hwy 99 the levees reach capacity more often than every
McCollum
5 years (5‐year event). These should be set back, one side or the other, an additional 50 ft. westward to the
Union Pacific tracks.
Our design has been revised after we finally had the opportunity to conduct a more thorough site
evaluation with designers more experienced with earthworks and managing water. To emphasize, we are
NOT moving water but freeing it to enter the land where it can infiltrate. There is considerable natural
Steve
Project 85 topographical variation and we intend to utilize existing basins (as evidenced through observation and as
Breedlove
indicated by the distribution of Plantago and Rumex species). These existing variations will reduce total
equipment time, and will make an attractive series of basins.

Revise project
description

We will revise the project description to include evaluations of needed channel
improvements including widening, minor levees, increased flood plain access and off
stream detention east of Hwy 99. This information will be included in the project
description, so the information is available when the SWRP Project is implemented.
We will revise the project description to include evaluations of using ag lands as
detention areas, and channels to minimize flooding. This information will be included
in the project description, so the information is available when the SWRP Project is
implemented.

We will revise the project description to include evaluations of modifying the levee
system at Rock Creek to Garner Lane. This information will be included in the project
description, so the information is available when the SWRP Project is implemented.

Revise project
description

Revise project
description

We will revise the project description to include use of the existing topography in the
project description.

We will revise the project description to include five curb cuts.
We would make several (five tentatively, depending on utility pole setbacks) curb cuts in the low spots in
the gutter where water slows and pools and these cuts will only remove the riser and not the curb footing
Steve
Project 85 and can be accomplished using a rotary hammer and concrete saw. To maintain ADA accessibility, our inlets
Breedlove
and outlets will be wide enough to provide a gentle slope and our paths will simply cross this channel.
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Chico SWRP
Project Description Review Period, Ending 3/30/2018
Natalie Muradian and Doug Moore
3/30/2018

Project

COMMENT
RESPONSE
These curb cuts would then open to a level sill for further slowing water and allowing solid waste to settle We will revise the project description to include this comment in the project
out before continuing into the basins at a slope no greater than 1%. Based on the high point in the
description.
collection area (the intersection of Mulberry and 12th) and our gentle slope (essential for infiltration and
erosion prevention), we will not need to excavate more than six inches below the lowest curb sill. With the
Steve
Project 85 area available for infiltration and the soils as indicated in the UC Davis Soil Web, we do not expect water to
Breedlove
leave the site, nor fail to infiltrate in 48 hours preventing mosquito issues. However, our series of basins
slowing, spreading and sinking water will connect to a curb cut outlet just above the storm drain on the
Southwest edge of the site to compensate for extreme events.
We will revise the project description to include this comment in the project
Implementing the project will be somewhat straight forward. The entire site design intends to minimize
labor and equipment use taking advantage of existing slopes and topographical variation. We ask the City
description.
waive the cost of lane closure and curb cutting permits and consider making equipment available. We
estimate we will need one day or less to survey and prepare the site. We will need one day with one lane
closed on both Pine and Cypress (we would do this work on a weekend to minimize disruption to the
Steve
arterial road) to make the cuts and run a backhoe and bobcat. After cutting the channels and modifying the
Project 85
existing basins to add capacity, volunteers with hand tools would do sculpting work. The third day would be
Breedlove
planting and mulching. We estimate our total equipment time will be less than 18 hours. Excess soil will be
used to shape the trail and create a level area in the shade of the pine trees on the western edge which can
be used in the future to make a picnic area, and we intend to include space in the rain garden landscape
design to facilitate later installation of public art.
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January 9, 2018

Project No.: 755-10-17-01.007
SENT VIA: EMAIL

Chico SWRP Technical Advisory Committee
City of Chico
411 Main Street
Chico CA, 95928
SUBJECT:

City of Chico Storm Water Resource Plan — Response to Comments Received During
Initial Project Screening Review Period 11/10/2017- 12/13/2017. Revised
January 8, 2018.

Dear Technical Advisory Committee (TAC):
The attached table presents the response to comments (RTC) on the Initial Project Screening
received during the review period of November 10, 2017 to December 13, 2017. The attached RTC
table presents comments as submitted in the column titled “Comment” and recommendations for
TAC action in the column titled “Staff Recommendations.” The column titled “TAC Action” was
filled in following TAC Meeting 4 on January 4, 2018. All responses in the attached RTC table
were adopted by the TAC at TAC Meeting 4.
Several issues appeared in the comments multiple times, so a more detailed discussion on these
topics is provided below.
STATUS OF SWRP DEVELOPMENT

There are six steps to the SWRP development, as identified below:
1. Prioritize the State-Identified Benefits. Benefits were prioritized by surveying the
TAC and community. These prioritized benefits (water supply, water quality, flood
management, environment, and community) define the goals and objectives for the
SWRP. For example, the highest rated benefit was water quality. This benefit is
essentially the same as a goal or objective of "improving water quality." Projects that
improve water quality will therefore help achieve this goal. In addition, having goals
that support the State's benefits (goals) is beneficial for meeting future
funding requirements.
2. Identify Initial Projects by identifying proposed projects in existing plans and
requesting projects from the public, stakeholders, and TAC.
3. Group, consolidate, and screen Initial Projects using a qualitative process to identify
16 SWRP projects that will be evaluated further.
4. Evaluate the 16 SWRP Projects to estimate the benefits of each project.
5. Prioritize the 16 SWRP Projects based on their benefits and the prioritization of the
State-Identified Benefits.
6. Select three projects for 30% design.
2020 Research Park Drive, Suite 100

Davis, CA 95618

Phone 530 756-5905

Fax 530 756-5991

westyost.com

Chico SWRP Technical Advisory Committee
January 9, 2018
Page 2
With the TAC adoption of the Initial Project Screening, Step 3 in the SWRP development process
is complete. The screening process was finalized based on the TAC recommendations during TAC
Meeting 4. The next steps in the SWRP development, Steps 4 and 5, include developing more
detailed project descriptions of the 16 SWRP Projects and the evaluation and prioritization of the
16 SWRP projects. The results of the evaluation and prioritization should address many of the
questions contained in the attached RTC table.
DEFINITIONS

Several terms used throughout the RTC log in the “Staff Recommendation” columns are defined
below. The terms used in the “Comment” column do not always follow these definitions.
•

“Implementation Project” - refers to a project that can move quickly into design and
construction, and is potentially eligible for Proposition 1 funding in Summer 2018.

•

“Initial Project” - A project that was submitted during Step 2 (above).

•

“Planning Project” or “Plans” – refers to a project that will take a significant amount
of planning or studies to progress to design and construction, or program
implementation. Plans are not eligible for Proposition 1 funding in Summer 2018.

•

“Program” – refers to an on-going activity, but will not lead to design and
construction of a storm water facility. Programs include projects that are education
and outreach events, monitoring, creek clean-ups, etc.

•

“Project” – a generic term used to refer to a project included in the SWRP.

•

“SWRP Project” – A project that was identified in Step 3 (above) to be evaluated
further in Step 4 (above).

PROJECT GROUPINGS

A total of 85 Initial Projects were submitted by the TAC, public, and stakeholders. However, the
scope of the Contract between the City and the Consultant limits the evaluation to 16 SWRP
Projects. The 85 projects are currently grouped and consolidated into 17 projects, which will be
evaluated further, exceeding the scope of work.
There were several concerns with how projects were grouped. Initial Projects were grouped so that
as many Initial Projects as possible would move forward in the SWRP development and as few
Initial Projects as possible would be excluded from further evaluation. The Initial Projects that
would require a significant amount of planning prior to design or construction were consolidated
into Planning Projects based on the project location, purpose, or intent.
Another concern was with the selection of projects that are eligible for the 30% design in a future
phase of the SWRP development. Only three projects were identified as stand-alone
Implementation Projects. As Implementation Projects are the only types of projects eligible for
moving forward to the 30% design, there were concerns that the TAC had already decided which
projects it wanted to select for the 30% design. Although only three projects have been identified
as standalone Implementation Projects, the TAC can pull Implementation Projects out of the larger
project categories as applicable. There has been no TAC or other decisions on what three projects
will move forward into the 30% design.
2020 Research Park Drive, Suite 100

Davis, CA 95618

Phone 530 756-5905

Fax 530 756-5991
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GOALS FOR TAC MEETING 4

There were two goals for TAC Meeting 4. The first goal was for the TAC to select either:
•

Option 1 - Adopt the Initial Project Screening described in Response to Comments on
Initial Project Screening, dated November 9, 2017.

•

Option 2 -Adopt the Initial Project Screening described in Response to Comments on
Initial Project Screening, dated November 9, 2017, but with the minor modifications
identified in the RTC table.

•

Option 3 - Adopt the Initial Project Screening described in Response to Comments on
Initial Project Screening, dated November 9, 2017, but with the other/additional
modifications identified during TAC meeting 4.

•

Option 4 - Direct the SWRP Project Team to revise the Initial Project Screening
based on other groupings and/or screening criteria. In this case, an additional TAC
meeting will be needed to adopt the Initial Project Screening.

The second goal was for the TAC to select either:
•

Option 1 - Adopt the Response to Comments in Table 1.

•

Option 2 -Adopt the Response to Comments in Table 1 with revisions identified
during TAC Meeting 4.

During TAC Meeting 4 on January 4, 2018, the TAC voted to approve Option 2 - Adopt the Initial
Project Screening described in Response to Comments on Initial Project Screening, dated
November 9, 2017, but with the minor modifications identified in the attached response to
comments table (Table 1). The TAC also voted to approve Option 1 - Adopt the Response to
Comments in Table 1.
DISCLOSURE STATEMENT

Funding has been provided in full or in part through an agreement with the State Water Resources
Control Board, using funds from Proposition 1. The contents of this document do not necessarily
reflect the views and policies of the foregoing, nor does the mention of trade names or commercial
products constitute endorsement or recommendation for use.
This letter is part of the work product for Task 4.5 of Grant Agreement No. D1612613 between
the City of Chico and the California State Water Resource Control Board.
Please contact me at (530) 792-3275 or dmoore@westyost.com with any questions or comments.
Sincerely,
WEST YOST ASSOCIATES
Douglas T. Moore
Engineering Manager,
RCE #58122
DTM:lh
2020 Research Park Drive, Suite 100

Davis, CA 95618

Phone 530 756-5905

Fax 530 756-5991

westyost.com

COMMENT

Please prioritize SWRP project #4, #8, and #13.

7

It is recommended that this comment be used by the TAC during the
SWRP Project prioritization process in the next phase of the SWRP
development.
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It is recommended that this comment be used by the TAC during the
Please prioritize the SWRP projects that deal with trash removal from our creeks and
SWRP Project prioritization process in the next phase of the SWRP
waterways.
development.
12

It is recommended that this comment be used by the TAC during the
SWRP Project prioritization process in the next phase of the SWRP
development.

Please prioritize SWRP projects #4, #8, and #13.

Please prioritize the SWRP projects that deal with trash removal from our creeks and It is recommended that this comment be used by the TAC during the
waterways. I am part of the group Chico First, and during our cleanups we see the
SWRP Project prioritization process in the next phase of the SWRP
most appalling amount of trash in our community waterways. The refuse can include development.
dirty needles, human feces, active meth lab equipment (homemade), mattresses and
much more.
It is vital that this egregious situation be addressed as this is a very real healthcare
risk when biohazards are in direct contact with our waterways.
Thanks you.
SWRP Projects 4, 8, and 13 have been identified as SWRP Projects and
therefore, will move forward to the next phase of the SWRP
development, the evaluation and prioritization of projects.

Please prioritize SWRP projects #4, #8, and #13. Thank you.

SWRP Projects 4, 8, and 13 have been identified as SWRP Projects and
therefore, will move forward to the next phase of the SWRP
development, the evaluation and prioritization of projects.

11

10

9

SWRP Projects 4, 8, and 13 have been identified as SWRP Projects and
therefore, will move forward to the next phase of the SWRP
development, the evaluation and prioritization of projects.

It is recommended that this comment be used by the TAC during the
SWRP Project prioritization process in the next phase of the SWRP
development.

SWRP Projects 4, 8, and 13 have been identified as SWRP Projects and
therefore, will move forward to the next phase of the SWRP
development, the evaluation and prioritization of projects.

It is recommended that this comment be used by the TAC during the
SWRP Project prioritization process in the next phase of the SWRP
development.

Concerned citizen here! I would like to encourage you to prioritize SWRP project # 4,
#8 and #13 please!
It is recommended that this comment be used by the TAC during the
SWRP Project prioritization process in the next phase of the SWRP
development.

Please prioritize SWRP project #4, #8, and #13.

8

It is recommended that this comment be used by the TAC during the
SWRP Project prioritization process in the next phase of the SWRP
development.

It is recommended that this comment be used by the TAC during the
SWRP Project prioritization process in the next phase of the SWRP
development.

It is recommended that this comment be used by the TAC during the
Please prioritize the SWRP projects that deal with the trash removal from our creeks
SWRP Project prioritization process in the next phase of the SWRP
& waterways
development.
SWRP Projects 4, 8, and 13 have been identified as SWRP Projects and
therefore, will move forward to the next phase of the SWRP
development, the evaluation and prioritization of SWRP Projects.

Prioritize trash removal, camping, toxic waste in Chico waterways

Please prioritize projects #4, #8 and #13.

Please prioritize the SWRP projects that deal with trash removal from our creeks and It is recommended that this comment be used by the TAC during the
waterways. I help out in documenting various clean up efforts by a group of
SWRP Project prioritization process in the next phase of the SWRP
community volunteers. The problem is immense, ongoing and far beyond our
development.
capabilities based on the number of homeless existing in our community. We need
help to keep our city clean.
Please put this project as a priority.
SWRP Projects 4, 8, and 13 have been identified as SWRP Projects and
therefore, will move forward to the next phase of the SWRP
development, the evaluation and prioritization of projects.

Staff Recommendation
‐SWRP Projects have not yet been prioritized.
‐ Project 59 has been identified as a SWRP Project
After reviewing the potential projects for priority funding, I’d like to see #1 priority
‐The projects that are identified as SWRP Projects during Public
go to:
“Project 59: Routine Community Creek Clean up Project (Program)”
Meeting 3 will move forward to the next phase of the SWRP
development, which is the evaluation and prioritization of projects.
‐SWRP Projects will be evaluated in more detail, and then prioritized.
We need to show all in our community that we take pride and care about our
‐It is recommended that the next phase of the SWRP development be
greenways as a focal part of the quality of life for this town, and involve as many of
the others in the community in the process. Please help empower this community to implemented
take action

12/20/2017, Revised 1/8/2018
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18

The responses adequately addressed the comments. It is
recommended that additional responses not be prepared.

No financial models or cost benefits analyses were performed on these
Initial Projects yet. The affordability is an estimate of how affordable
Initial Projects are relative to each other. This rating is preliminary and
qualitative. In the next phase of the SWRP development, costs will be
developed and benefits identified, but a formal CBA is not in the scope
of this work. It is recommended that the next phase of SWRP
development be performed.

Initial Project descriptions were submitted by the
public/stakeholders/TAC. They were only edited when they were too
long to fit in an Excel row ‐ and in that case, the reader was directed to
an un‐edited attachment. Many projects do not have a location
specified, so they can't be mapped. In the next phase of the project,
SWRP Projects will be edited in more detail and mapped.

An Excel file can be provided to the TAC prior to TAC meeting 4. No
TAC approval required.

It is recommended that issue of stream gauges be included in SWRP
Project O.

SWRP Project O is a Management Plan for Comanche Creek. As part of
this Plan, an update to the stormwater plan for Comanche Creek
watershed will be prepared.

It is recommended that the Comanche Creek Study be extended
further downstream to a logical terminus.

23
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TAC Request #2 Project 23 ‐ Trash Capture Devices: Please clarify the affordability
and implement ability rating. There is no mention of maintenance and upkeep? Is
low affordability due to purchase of trash capture devices, or cost of operations and
maintenance???

22

Projects have already been grouped in a logical manner. For the
selection of the three projects for 30% design, the TAC can select
individual SWRP Projects, or they can select elements out of SWRP
projects; therefore, it is recommended that the projects not be re‐
grouped.
Affordability is low because of the initial capital cost of trash capture
devices and the cost of operations and maintenance. Implementability
is High because the City is required to do trash capture, so doing this
project would help the City meet State requirements. In addition, many
trash capture devices are not difficult or complex to implement and
use.

Detailed project descriptions will be developed once the TAC has
selected SWRP Projects to be considered further. The detailed project
descriptions will be used in the next phase of the SWRP development
Projects to be considered for by the TAC for further evaluation, ranking, and
prioritization. – Provide entire project proposal so that these tasks can be completed. for evaluation, ranking, and prioritization. It is recommended that the
next phase of SWRP development be performed.

Response to Comment – Additional details are needed regarding all of the contents
related to each response to comments of a proposed project.

TAC Request #1 Combine all trash related projects, regardless of whether they
include education and trash reduction elements and/or full trash capture devices.
Consolidate “I” to include all trash capture and reduction efforts ‐ despite City
selection of Track 1 without public input ‐ (projects 2, 14, 23, 59, 60, 80, 83).
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Estimated Affordability Evaluation (High, Medium, Low) – How were these scores
determined? There is no discussion of how these projects’ costs were generated or
evaluated. Financial Models and CBA’s (cost benefit analysis) should be made
available.

Project Description – The descriptions contained in this column should be more
detailed. A map pinpointing the location of the proposed projects should also
accompany this document. Don’t use acronyms, size of project, volume of water to
be treated…

Les is working with DWR to re‐establish gauges on little Chico and Comanche Creeks ‐
would the city like to help?

It is requested that the City complete an update to or prepare a new stormwater
master plan as the existing plan is more than 30 years old.

Why does the Comanche Creek study stop at Dayton Road? The study should
continue all the way to and past Crouch Avenue. The risk of flooding certainly
extends beyond Dayton Road.

As new development occurs in the Comanche Creek watershed, downstream
property owners will continue to see increases in flood flows.

I did not know about the Nov 29 stakeholder meeting. I would have attended. Thank It is recommended that this comment be used by the TAC during the
you for adding the Comanche Creek Flood Control Study to the SWRP. It is very
SWRP Project prioritization process in the next phase of the SWRP
important this is selected and completed. We are flying blind as is the City of Chico
development.
on the potential of flooding from Comanche Creek from all new and upcoming
development.
New development is required to mitigate potenital increased flooding.
[Letter from Les Heringer, 12/13/17, paraphrased below]

Please consider this grant application of highest priority.

Furthermore, the benefits to those working at the Chico Mall and nationhood
residences exceeds that of the already well‐funded Comanche Creek greenway site.
The potential of this "urban oasis" as a nature study area and passive recreation site
is tremendous. The homeless certainly have realized it!

Silting and cattail growth are exacerbating at such an alarming rate that the ponds
are becoming unhealthy bogs. This silting rate is probably equal to that of the One
Mile swimming pool where numerous truckloads of silt were removed last year.

Please provide a better, more readable document, for TAC members to use. A copy
of the EXCEL file would be preferable.
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Staff Recommendation
It is recommended that this comment be used by the TAC during the
SWRP Project prioritization process in the next phase of the SWRP
development.

It is recommended that this comment be used by the TAC during the
SWRP Project prioritization process in the next phase of the SWRP
After reading today's (12‐13‐'17) Enterprise‐Record article on the various storm
development.
water management plan grant applications, I find none more urgent of completion
than the Teichert Ponds Storm Water Treatment and Restoration Plan. Plans were
completed in 2008 and have since remained on the shelf".
These plans, completed at a cost of nearly done half a million dollars, call for
separation of storm water inflow between ponds number 2 and 3. This would permit
cleaning and removal of contaminants and waste. One pond would function for
water detention while the other would be cleaned.

There are simple and effective means and methods to eliminate or reduce the
referenced waste from the Channel. Please note, all of my comment should be
applied to all other creeks/channels in the watershed. Please add additional
descriptions to the combined list to adequately address the opportunity to advance
further in the review process, as you find necessary. Any help is greatly appreciated.

The amount of waste observed in the short distance between bridges is obviously
NOT under control and in my opinion, an ongoing illicit discharge if it were not
removed. This is one of the worst instances of non‐point source discharge
imaginable with respect to how direct the transport to the Sacramento River during
storm events or including infiltration.

After reviewing the September initial projects descriptions, and combined list, I feel
it’s necessary to include my comment. I live proximate to the south bank of the
Lindo Channel, in the vicinity between 99 bridge and Holley bridge. The past year I
have observed significant quantities (~>100 CY) of solid and liquid waste, both
hazardous and non‐hazardous type, located within the channel, clearly in the
waterline/flowline and abandoned or illegally placed, subject to contact during storm
water events.

COMMENT
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Staff Recommendation

No questions are asked, and no action is requested.

The project was not included as a SWRP Project initially because
the City selected Track 1 for meeting the Trash Amendments
requirements from the State, which does not require education
and outreach. However, education and outreach is not precluded
from being performed, and therefore, it is recommended that
Initial Project 80 be included in Initial Project "I".

The portion of Initial Project 60 that was combined into "I" was
trash interception. The portion of Initial Project 60 that was
combined into "R" was the repair of the BD ditch to reduce
flooding.

It is recommended that "and Implementation Projects" can be
added to project titles.

TAC Request #9: Many “Projects” (almost all of the ones we submitted) have
been combined into the letter categories as “Plans” although they are not
plans at all, and are instead implementation projects. The justification was
given that the concept ideas were too vague, and/or too complicated and will
require further planning. We believe this grouping was not justified, and that
one remedy to this situation could be to include the words “and
Implementation Projects” in the letter category titles and descriptions where
they have been lumped.

However, before many of these projects can be designed and
constructed, significant additional planning work must occur.
Therefore, it is also recommended that these projects still be
evaluated as Plans, but Implementation Projects can be pulled
out for selection of 30% design by the TAC.

It is recommended that this comment be used by the TAC during
the SWRP Project prioritization process.

Projects have already been grouped in a logical manner. For the
selection of the three projects for 30% design, the TAC can select
individual SWRP Projects, or they can select elements out of SWRP
Projects; therefore, it is recommended that the projects not be re‐
grouped.

It is recommended that this comment be used by the TAC during
the SWRP Project prioritization process in the future as well as
during the selection of the projects for 30% design after the
future prioritization process is complete.

The three projects for 30% Designs have not yet been selected.
For the selection of the three projects for 30% design, the TAC
can select individual SWRP Projects, or they can select elements
out of SWRP Projects.

TAC Request #8: Inclusion of action based education and outreach in any and
all stormwater runoff reduction and water quality improvement projects
(cleanups, restoration, LID demonstration/implementation and effectiveness
monitoring)

All concept projects that were submitted that are located in this DAC
neighborhood (Chapman Mulberry) should be combined and an evaluation of
the suggested concept ideas further developed to the 30% design level
including green streets, rain gardens, and other LID demo projects. Projects
85 and 72 combined (and 81, which provided concept ideas that although
were presented to target a City‐wide approach, could be further developed to
target only the Chapman Mulberry neighborhood). There may be others on
the list that target that neighborhood that should also be included in the
evaluation of their merits and in determining which elements would be best
to further develop for a the 30% design phase and Prop. 1 funding cycle. [See
attachment A for further detail.]

3. Projects hat included opportunities for public involvementenefits the City’s
stormwater program goals).Stormwater projects targeting the Big Chico
Creek Watershed
o LID Implementation projects
o Sediment / Erosion control projects
o Flood Management
o Trash Capture and Reduction Projects (beyond the Track I requirements)

2. Chapman Mulberry Projects. [See attachment A for further descriptions.]

1. Public education and outreach elements included in all three projects
selected. [See attachment A for further descriptions.]

TAC Request #7: There are only three projects that will be selected for further
development (30% designs) for possible Prop 1 funding as part of this SWRP
grant project. We would like the TAC to support projects for further
development and the 30% designs that include or target the following project
types and goals including:

The project submittals received at both public meetings 1 and 2
do not include a submittal from Robin McCollum. The one
submittal received at Public Meeting 1 was from Dick Cory on
People attending the public meetings were asked to provide suggestions of
Teichert Ponds. No submittals were received during Public
projects. Did those projects get included in the list? For example, I followed Meeting 2, though an idea was brought up and later submitted
up with Robin McCollum, who suggested two projects during the May
online by Earthshed Solutions. Robin McCollum submitted one
meeting (and possibly again at the July meeting?): 1) Floodplain
project online called "Multiple Off‐Stream Detention/Wetland
Enhancement Project on Little Chico Creek located between Bruce Road and Basins".
99, and 2) Sycamore Bypass Remedial Grade Control and Sediment
Mitigation Project focused on mimicking natural channel functions to reduce It is recommended that no further action is taken.
the need for ongoing maintenance

TAC Request #6: Please include projects mentioned and/or submitted by the
public during public meetings on the SWRP list.

SWRP, combined into Q, Trash reduction structures combined into I, includes POEI*

Project 83 ‐ Teichert Pond Water Quality Improvement Project
Implement trash reduction outreach campaign, trash and water quality surveys, install trash reduction
structures in the inlets and outlets associated with Teichert Pond, initiate invasive plant removal projects
and replant appropriate natives, initiate a homeless
encampment reduction plan, collaborate with existing citizen monitoring to track project effectiveness
and to provide related public stormwater education and outreach (target DACs, schools, businesses
contributing runoff to Teichert Pond), green job training to assist with project implementation, develop
outreach and education plan with roles for interested community organizations, connect bike path,
initiate outdoor classroom curriculum linked with project objectives, LID implementation and green
streets retrofit to reduce runoff carried to pond, improve wildlife and riparian habitat, recreation
opportunities, picnic areas, walking/biking paths, informational signage, etc.

TAC Request #5: Please combine Project 80 in with the other trash related projects.

Why was this project dropped since July?

There was little or no community input in the selection of Track 1 trash amendment
method.

If Track 1, because the City selected Track 1, the SWRP should not exclude all other
trash collection methods or education related efforts such as cleanups, trash
recycling coupons, education, etc. t

Project 80 ‐ Revised City of Chico Long‐term Trash Reduction Project.

TAC Request #4 Project 60 ‐ Fair Street Detention Ponds: Please clarify which
portions of Project 60 were combined in to “I” or “R”

separate SWRP (City provide < $2K support), and BEC supports combining this
project). “The City currently funds this type of program, and keeping it as a separate
program allows it to be evaluated independently of the many other elements that
are included in the combined/grouped projects. Keeping it separate allows it to be
funded separately from the other aspects of the combined/grouped projects.
Affordability is medium because the project represents a reoccurring annual cost”

As mentioned in the comment, this project is already being
TAC Request #3 Project 59 ‐ Routine Community Creek Clean up Project: Please
funded by the City and is an on‐going project. It is kept separate
combine this project in with the other trash related projects. The following is the
from other projects for which funding is not yet available. It is
response the City provided as to why this relatively small project was pulled out as a recommended that this project remain a separate project.

COMMENT
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• Implement LID demo projects in neighborhood types (type refers to
drainage issue‐ Ceres has shallow water table, etc., but there are definite
issues that are specific to certain neighborhoods which could be targeted and
selected based on known problem areas throughout the City) to provide
training opportunities and replicable examples for neighbors to mimic. Target
LID methods that best reduce pesticide and landscape irrigation runoff.
• Implement LID demonstration and Green Streets projects targeting City‐
owned properties and median and sidewalk strips, roadway curb cuts to
vegetated plots and infiltration trenches, pervious sidewalks and gutter pans,
downspout disconnects to cisterns for recycling and use by community
gardens, integrate safe walking and biking transportation pathways into LID
project designs, etc.
• Implement “Green Jobs in Your Community” Training Program coordinating
with existing work training programs (CCC’s, CAVE) and utilize hands‐on
training workshops to implement LID project elements to save costs.
• Include pesticide and overwatering campaigns targeting DACs and
implementation of LID demo projects.

Project 78 Landscape Water Conservation and Pesticide Reduction Project ‐
see attachment for detail on what the project should be combined with:
The concept project idea contained a long list of project ideas. Please
evaluate the project based on the merits of the ideas suggested and refer to
the title for the overall concept idea for a better understanding of the intent
of the project, which was to develop a project to reduce landscape irrigation
and pesticide runoff form occurring.
With a little bit of discussion, exact locations and target neighborhoods could
be easily identified, and demo projects constructed to train residents and
others (landscapers) of the practices they can implement to reduce runoff
pollution. Dry weather outfall monitoring supports the need for reducing
landscape runoff. The affordability should be ranked High (cheap) and
implementability as low (very feasible) based on developing projects that do
not require huge engineering or construction budgets. An example of a
similar project was recently constructed at LID demo projects such as the
16th and D (funded through Prop 84). The smallness or expansiveness of the
ideas presented should be discussed and further evaluated before lumping
the entire idea as a plan.

Specific projects that we believe should not be lumped as plans and could
either be combined with other stand‐alone SWRP projects and/or listed as a
separate SWRP project include:

Project 74 combined with Project 20 combined:
remove all of the project details, which were intended to be concept ideas
that we included in most of our suggested project ideas, and instead focus on
the title of the project , “CAL Park Green Streets Project,” which indicates
what the main focus of the concept project and location referred too, and
could be further developed along with Project 20 to target Cal Park.

Projects 80 combined with Project 85 (projects are definitely related and
would enhance outcomes and the entities have expressed willingness to
combine and/or partner in targeting LID implementation projects for the
Chapman neighborhood)
Specific projects that we believe should not be lumped as plans and could
either be combined with other stand‐alone SWRP projects and/or listed as a
separate SWRP project include:

Specific projects that we believe should not be lumped as plans and could
either be combined with other stand‐alone SWRP projects and/or listed as a
separate SWRP project include:

Initial Projects were evaluated as submitted. It is recommended
that no additional actions implemented.

Projects have already been grouped in a logical manner. For the
selection of the three projects for 30% design, the TAC can select
individual SWRP Projects, or they can select elements out of
SWRP Projects; therefore, it is recommended that the projects
not be re‐grouped.

If these two projects were combined, they would still remain a
Plan since identifying the best and most cost effective locations
will require preparation of a plan. To implement Green Streets,
the City would need a Green Streets Master Plan to guide their
project selection and process. Since Chico does not yet have a
Green Streets Master Plan, developing a plan would be the first
step to getting green streets implemented. Developing a Green
Streets Master Plan is included in SWRP Project P.

Initial Projects were evaluated as submitted.

Initial Project 74 (Cal Park Green Streets Project) and Initial
Project 20 (Green Streets and Parking Lots).

It is recommended that these projects not be combined.

Initial Project 80 is the trash reduction master plan which is not
directly related to Initial Project 85 (Chapman Mulberry Rain
Garden), which is an implementation project at a specific
location.

It is recommended that the next phase of the SWRP
development be implemented.

Project submitters will be contacted as needed in the next phase
of the SWRP development.

Also, Stream Team was provided specific comments on August 4,
2017 with suggestions on how to revise projects. Stream Team
has had opportunities to meet with City staff to discuss projects.
A copy of the guidance/suggestions is provided in Attachment B.

Staff Recommendation

The consultant/City will be contacting people about their SWRP
Projects during the evaluation phase of the SWRP development.
Since this is still only the screening, no contacts have been made.

COMMENT

TAC Request #10: We also request that the lumped projects (that are not
plans) be evaluated as separate projects for further development and for
possible selection of the 30% design phase and Prop 1 funding (either
individually, or in combination with other projects where combining several
project elements would enhance fundability and outcomes). There has been
ample time for the consultant and/or the City to discuss ideas the public
submitted that they found vague, and or confusing, but we have not received
any communications regarding this issue. It was our understanding was that
the ideas submitted were concept ideas only, and there was not format
suggested on length of project description of breadth of activities suggested,
and apologize for the long list of ideas, but contest the ideas should now be
lumped as plans. We would appreciate that the merits of the conceptual
ideas be evaluated. There are many elements that can be easily
implemented and others that could be lumped, but lumping all of the projects
does not seem fair.
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COMMENT

Staff Recommendation

Projects have already been grouped in a logical manner. For the
selection of the three projects for 30% design, the TAC can select
individual SWRP Projects, or they can select elements out of
SWRP Projects; therefore, it is recommended that the projects
not be re‐grouped.

This project was lumped into the Big Chico Creek Management
Plan because 1) it falls under the category of managing flood
flows. These potential locations for detention basins can not be
evaluated without taking into account the system as a whole ‐
and therefore, should be part of the larger Management Plan.
Since constructing detention basins is an expensive undertaking,
the City wants to find the most efficient and cost effective
locations for detention. 2) This project would require a drainage
study to evaluate the size needed for the detention basins.

Projects have already been grouped in a logical manner. For the
selection of the three projects for 30% design, the TAC can select
individual SWRP Projects, or they can select elements out of
SWRP Projects; therefore, it is recommended that the projects
not be re‐grouped.

This project is one of many erosion projects that could possible
be funded. A plan will be used to identify the most cost effective
and efficient locations where erosion control is needed,
therefore, it is recommended that this project remain a plan.

Projects have already been grouped in a logical manner. For the
selection of the three projects for 30% design, the TAC can select
individual SWRP Projects, or they can select elements out of
SWRP Projects; therefore, it is recommended that the projects
not be re‐grouped.

To identify if infiltration is feasible in this location and to identify
and prioritize the best locations for infiltration, a study will be
needed.
Therefore, it is recommended that this project remain a plan,
and not be re‐grouped.
This should be an implementation project:
Planning studies will be needed to determine locations and
Project 9 ‐ Lindo Channel nonpoint pollution
impacts of swales. The trash capture master plan will be used to
identify the most cost effective and efficient locations of trash
Re‐do access roads into to channel to make it easier to haul out debris from
homeless camp cleanups. Identify areas where camping and associated camp capture devices, therefore, it is recommended that this project
remain a Plan.
cleanups regularly occur and develop and implement solutions to reduce
camping at those locations (e.g.
elevating vegetation, regular monitoring, etc.).
Add trash filter at Chico Nut storm water drain
Add bioswales to storm water outlets from Manzanita to Esplanade, where
stream channel is wide enough to accommodate.

This should be an implementation project:
Project 8 ‐ Lindo Channel Infiltration enhancement
Use the city‐owned area of upstream of the Madrone bike bridge for storm
water infiltra on

This should be an implementation project:
Project 5 ‐Big Chico Creek storm water detention
Create a storm water detention area in Lower Bidwell Park just west of the
east most parking area off Peterson Memorial Drive. This area has previously
flooded (i.e. Scout's Island) and has the capacity to occasionally detain
enough water to reduce downstream
flooding without affecting any major infrastructure such as Petersen Dr.
Consider making a small detention basin on the right (north) bank of BCC just
downstream of the Vallombrosa Bridge. This is part of the city‐owned Lost
Park area. Currently several north side properties closer to the Esplanade
Bridge as well as the south side of Lost Park experience flood water
conditions during high water events. Correcting a scour problem at Big Chico
Creek's Vallombrosa Bridge is listed in the city's Capital Projects plan.
Incorporate this fix into a grant proposal as an in‐kind match.
SWRP, combined into M

• Is this a maintenance project, resulting from pumping? Are maintenance
projects eligible for Prop 1 funding?

This should be an implementation project:
Project 4 ‐ Big Chico Creek bank erosion
The creek bank just a few feet away from CARD's water well on BCC at
Hooker Oak Park is eroding. A solution for this problem has been designed;
implementation could be part of a future storm water grant application.
SWRP, combined into M, includes POEI*

Comments on the Projects that should be Implementation Projects are listed
below [in rows 39 ‐ 50]

Separate Projects and Plans included in M ‐ BIG CHICO CREEK and evaluate
each separately even if still grouped as M. Also, please select project group M
for 30% development and select projects for further development based on
the evaluation of the projects that were lumped. Need TO IDENTIFY GOALS
AND OBJECTIVES ^^^^ TO GROUP and evaluate grouped PROJECTS, right?

Initial Project 26: Bidwell Park and Greenway Integrated Storm
Water, Ground Water Recharge, and Recycled Water Project
and Initial Project 71: Bidwell Park Stormwater Management
Project (Green Infrastructure‐LIDs, Floodplain Improvement, and
Project 71 and 26 combined (the project elements do not require permits and Ground Water Recharge)
if selected for further development could be deemed fundable by Prop 1.) We
believe it would be feasible for the City and Parks Department to select one
Initial Projects were evaluated as submitted.
or more exact locations for further developing including at least one of the
stormwater related concept ideas presented in this project and including the These projects will require studies to be able to implement
ed outreach related ideas.
effectively and cost efficiently, therefore, it is recommended they
remain Plans.
List of Conceptal Elements that could be further developed trageting work in
Bidwell Park for SW related projects:
For the selection of the three projects for 30% design, the TAC
[See the attachment A for details.]
can select individual SWRP Projects, or they can select elements
out of SWRP Projects; therefore, it is recommended that the
projects not be re‐grouped.

Specific projects that we believe should not be lumped as plans and could
either be combined with other stand‐alone SWRP projects and/or listed as a
separate SWRP project include:

• Develop a Waterwise and Habitat “River Friendly Landscape Guide” specific
to Butte County including the following principles: install local native species,
nurture the soil (compost on site), reduce yard waste to landfill, conserve
water, conserve energy, protect water quality (decrease pesticide use), and
create wildlife habitat.
• Implement a Rainscapes Reward ‐ Incentive program to provide rebates
implementing green infrastructure and turf removal projects to capture and
treat stormwater onsite.
• Update or integrate existing creek‐side and street tree handbooks.
• Link existing citizen monitoring and stormwater / watershed protection
efforts with City Stormwater Management Program objectives to facilitate
public involvement, leverage previous State funding for stormwater projects
and programs, utilize existing baseline water quality data, and empower
continued community group involvement by ensuring they have a role in
assisting with outreach and education, project implementation, and project
effectiveness monitoring. These groups represent key‐stakeholders and can
facilitate their involvement to improve overall project outcomes.
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COMMENT

Staff Recommendation

Therefore, it is recommended that this project remain a Plan,
and not be re‐grouped.

• Multiple opportunities throughout bidwell park to enhance stormwater
treatment and infiltration using swales, and other strategies without the need
for permits.
This should be an implementation project:
Project 41 ‐ Improve Lindo Channel
Remove vegetation, debris, rock, silt, repair outfalls, and reestablish channel
capacity to reduce flooding and erosion of public infrastructure. Include a
bikeway to increase public open space.

TAC Request #14: Project 44 clarification on “SWRP 3 5 Mile and Lindo
Channel Diversion Study and Improvements”
• Are there any planned modification of channel gravels, soils, or other
depositions affecting current flows to the diversion gates? If so, permitting
may be required, impac ng the project's aﬀordability and implementability

This comment will be taken into account when developing
project descriptions in the next phase of the SWRP development.

As part of the next phase of the SWRP development, it is
recommended that the City/Consultant contact Rock Creek
Reclamation District, DWR, and the County about specific
projects they are planning, designing, and/or implementing.

To identify the most efficient and effective locations for
identifying removal of invasive species and developing a plan to
continue to address invasive species, a study will be needed.
Therefore, it is recommended that these projects remain part of
a Plan, and not be re‐grouped.

This should be an implementation project:
From Project K ‐ Habitat Improvement Plan and Specific Projects
‐ Remove invasive yellow flag iris from Comanche Creek
‐ Arundo removal from Little Chico Creek (develop a management plan and
conduct
TAC Request #13: Project 33 Mud Rock Creek Reclamation Project
Affordability could be high (cheap), depending on the concept idea elements
selected for further development. Implementability could also be High (easy)
depending on the concept ideas selected for further development. I believe it
would be prudent to contact Rock Creek Reclamation District, DWR, or the
County to determine if there are any feasible projects that could be further
developed in the Rock Mud areas. The Rock Creek Reclamation District is
focusing their work from Hwy 99‐ to the river implementing 1‐sides levee
projects diverting water from Nord, and redirects to lands in specific areas so
landowners can grade their lands accordingly to reduce flooding issues.
County is working on a flood control study for Nord (County, DWR, FEMA
study), and a study upstream including Keefir Rd. developments, which could
easily benefit from simple small LID projects. Keefir slough and the capacity to
infilatrate flood waters could be enhanced. County and DWR have a project
to study flood protection needs including Haggenridge Rd and the bifurcation
of Keefir slough and rock.

Therefore, it is recommended that these projects remain part of
a Plan, and not be re‐grouped.

To identify the most efficient and effective locations for
identifying and correcting erosion problems, how to manage
gravel, and where to install flow gauges, multiple studies will be
needed.

Manage gravel deposition at Five Mile and assure proper gravel migration
downstream.
‐ ‐ Identify and correct erosion problems.
‐ Install flow gages throughout creek (particularly in the upper watershed) to
improve upon the availability and reliability of real‐time

This should be an implementation project:
From Project A ‐ Big Chico Creek and Mud Creek Watershed Wide Flood
Control, Urban Drainage, Habitat, Public Open Space/Recreation
Management Plan:

Therefore, it is recommended that these projects remain part of
a Plan, and not be re‐grouped.

Projects were evaluated as submitted. To identify the most
efficient and effective locations for the many project elements
included in this project, multiple studies will be needed.

Therefore, it is recommended that these projects remain part of
a Plan, and not be re‐grouped.

2a) A study will be required to prioritize where repairs and
realignments are needed and to identify hot spots.
3b) This is an Program, not an Implementation Project
4) This is an Program, not an Implementation Project
6) This is an Program, not an Implementation Project

This should be an implementation project:
Project 70 ‐ Lindo Channel Stormwater Infiltration and Floodplain
Enhancement Project ‐ need to separate projects concepts from plan:
2a) Repair damaged outfalls: Add bioswale areas below outfalls: Re‐grade /
realign outfalls: Install trash reduction structures: target "hot spots"
(Mangrove to Esplanade),
3b) Schedule regular creek clean‐up
4) Reduce urban landscape irrigation runoff
6) Project Effectiveness Monitoring
This should be an implementation project:
Project 76 ‐ Revised Little Chico Creek, Lindo Channel, Mud/Rock Creek
Arundo/Broom Removal and LID Implementation Project

A study will be needed to identify locations of fish blockages,
how they should be addressed, and the impacts of removing any
dams/blockages. Therefore, it is recommended that this project
remain a Plan, and not be re‐grouped.

This should be an implementation project:
Project 53 ‐ Urban Riparian Restoration
Community Creek Cleanups
Annual Bidwell Park and Chico Creeks Cleanup (September)
Regular neighborhood cleanups
Invasive species removal (i.e. Arundo) in Little Chico Creek.
Removal of anadromous fish migration blockages (i.e.. rouge dams but

A study will be needed to identify where
vegetation/debris/rocks/silt need to be removed and where
repairs are needed. To re‐establish capacity, a study is needed to
identify how much flooding needs to be reduced, and how that
should be achieved. Therefore, it is recommended that this
project remain a Plan, and not be re‐grouped.

There are many locations where swales could be implemented,
therefore, a study would be required to identify effective and
cost efficient locations, which means a plan will be needed
before design/construction can occur.

The "improving recreational opportunities" element of this
project is not directly storm water related, and therefore, should
be implemented in conjunction with other storm water projects
in the same area. If is recommended that this project should
remain part of M.

This project is related to water quality through the trash
reduction measures mentioned.

This should be an implementation project:
Project 19 ‐ Grassy Swale in Bidwell Park
Install grassy swale in Bidwell Park to provide natural treatment and some
minor detention, along with infiltration

• Is this a water quality project? ‐ “Provide educational signage and materials
to the homeowners associations to discourage yard waste and trash dumping
into the Bypass.” ‐ to Project I (POEI)

This should be an implementation project:
Project 12 ‐ Mitigating new impacts to Sycamore Bypass
There are several large new residential subdivisions to the south of Sycamore
Bypass. Improve outdoor recreational opportunities for these residents by
completing the planned bike path along the Bypass to connect to the Floral
Ave bike path and by creating well designed paths into the Bypass area
(instead of letting each user create his/her own path). Provide educational
signage and materials to the homeowners associations to discourage yard
waste and trash dumping into the Bypass.
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Comment clarification: The comment was regarding the evaluation process
of projects and the way they were “lumped” as “Plans”, sometimes if they
were judged as vague or contained too long of a conceptual list of projects.
Because the directions for submitting projects was unclear on the depth (or
length) of the project descriptions, some concepts submitted were very brief,
while others included a more developed list of concept project elements. All
of the projects with a more developed list of concept project ideas were
lumped as plans, although the ideas are for projects. The concern was that
those implementation project ideas would no longer be considered for
further development, or for separate evaluation and/or selection as one of
the three projects that will be developed for possible Prop. 1 funding. City
staff responded, “bring this up to the TAC”.

Comment clarification: The Stream Team expressed concerns regarding the
lack of public outreach and facilitation being provided by the City to
encourage and assist the public in participating in the development of the
SWRP, and stated that the SWRP will be the guide for the City and entities
interested in stormwater protection efforts, including prioritization of
projects that will be implemented and include public involvement. Matt
Thompson responded, “at least we got three members of the public to
attend, Yuba City only got one”, which was discouraging, and did not address
the issue. I also mentioned that I had contacted the Enterprise Record (ER)
and News and Review (N&R), on the morning of the meeting to see if they
were sending a reporter, and received no response from News and Review,
but the ER said they were not aware of this project at all, and with such short
notice they could not send a reporter to the meeting.

Comment clarification: This point was not discussed at the meeting, but if the
City pre‐screened the list, doesn’t the TAC still need to approve that list
before moving forward with the evaluations? Also, doesn’t the TAC need to
review and consider the comments received during the public review period
before approving the list? How will the TAC identify the projects that have
been lumped? Will the City provide a list of the current project groupings
with all of the various projects listed under that grouping? It is difficult to
refer back to the various pages of the list and the project descriptions have
changed as each version of the list has been updated. Also, the grouped plans
contain on‐the‐ground implementation projects that have been lumped as
plans, which is not correct. The reasoning for grouping projects seems
arbitrary.

Comment clarification: Project 80 was previously grouped into category I, but
has been omitted from that group and instead is listed as an initial project
with the justification that because Track 1 does not require education and
outreach to reduce trash loading it was not grouped. All trash related
projects should be grouped and not be omitted because they include trash
reduction ideas.
Comment clarification: The consultant explained that the City has pre‐
screened all of the submitted projects and has identified the concept ideas as
either “projects” or lumped them into a “plan” under one of the 14 letter
categories. There are 3 projects and 14 plans identified on the pre‐screened
list. Because the current SWRP grant includes funding to further develop only
three of the “projects” to the 30% design level in order to prepare for
applying for Prop. 1 funding, it seemed the decision on which projects to
move forward had been made, since only 3 projects had been identified on
the list. Also, because the other concept ideas submitted were all lumped as
“plans”, there was a concern that they would no longer be evaluated further
in the SWRP process even though they are “projects” and not “plans”.

“SWRP 17 Chapman Mulberry Rain Garden”
Comment clarification: There are 2 or more projects targeting the Chapman
Mulberry neighborhood with related project goals (implementing LIDs and
rain gardens to treat runoff). Combining these projects as other similar
projects have been, would not circumvent either entity from paying for the
project themselves, seeking grant funding on their own, or collaborating.
Also, because the SWRP will only evaluate 17 projects, allowing the two
projects to be combined would facilitate evaluations of the merits of both
concept ideas targeting the Chapman neighborhood. The comment about
“good demo projects” was meant to infer that although small turf removal
projects are valuable, they do not have as great an outcome on water quality
as those that treat runoﬀ from streets and parking lots.

For the selection of the three projects for 30% design, the TAC
can select individual SWRP projects, or they can select elements
out of SWRP projects; therefore, it is recommended that the
projects not be re‐grouped.

When a project contained multiple projects elements that would
require development of plans, the project was considered a Plan.
Suggestions on how to revise projects were communicated to
Steam Team. See Attachment B.

Public/Stakeholder meeting #3 – 11/29/17
‐ Press Release sent out – 11/16/17
‐ Individual and group emails ‐ See Attachment C

Public/Stakeholder meeting #2 – 7/19/17
‐Press Release sent out 6/27/17
‐ Chico News and Review picked up the meeting as an eco event
– week of July 13, 2017
‐ Chico ER wrote an article, 6/29/17
‐ Individual and group emails ‐ See Attachment C

Public/Stakeholder meeting #1 – 5/17/17
‐Chico News and Review ad – week of May 11, 2017
‐ Chico ER ad – 5/10/17
‐ Individual and group emails ‐ See Attachment C

Projects have already been grouped in a logical manner. Projects
that have been lumped into plans will require significant
additional work prior to implementing the projects.
For the selection of the three projects for 30% design, the TAC
can select individual SWRP Projects, or they can select elements
out of SWRP Projects; therefore, it is recommended that the
projects not be re‐grouped.

Project descriptions have not changed. Project descriptions are
taken directly from what was submitted (unless it was too long,
then an attachment is referenced).

The TAC will identify projects that have been lumped using the
table. An updated list could be provided for the grouped plans.

The TAC will be reviewing the comments received during the
review period and will be making decisions on how the
comments will be addressed.

It is recommended that no additional action be taken.

The three projects for 30% design have not yet been selected yet.
Selection of these three projects will be done by the TAC after
the evaluation is complete. For the selection of the three projects
for 30% design, the TAC can select individual SWRP Projects, or
they can select elements out of SWRP Projects.

See comment above in Row 26 ‐ it is recommended that Initial
Project 80 be included in Initial Project "I".

Projects have already been grouped in a logical manner. For the
selection of the three projects for 30% design, the TAC can select
individual SWRP Projects, or they can select elements out of
SWRP Projects; therefore, it is recommended that the projects
not be re‐grouped.

Question? Why does the header on the meeting summary document include There appeared to be an issue with the document. The header on
the City of Vacaville? What other Cities is West Yost assisting in the
the wesbite has been fixed. No TAC approval is required.
preparation of an SWRP? Yuba, Sonoma, Vacaville, and Chico?

Clarifications and suggestions on what projects descriptions
should include were sent to Stream Team when project revisions
were being accepted, see Attachment B.

Project submitters will be contacted during the next phase of the
SWRP development to further develop project descriptions.

Staff Recommendation

Projects have already been rated for affordability and
implementability, and questions and comments on the ratings
have been addressed. It is recommended that projects not be re‐
rated.

COMMENT

TAC Request #15: Please re‐evaluate the current ranking (affordability,
implementabiliy) on the projects we submitted (I will need help from the City,
consultant or TAC to be sure the project numbers we submitted are identified
for this purpose, as the list is confusing and I am unable to ensure I can find all
of the project numbers). As we have tried to express, the projects are
conceptual ideas, and the Project titles best describe the intent for ranking
purposes. Project locations if missing need feedback from City for example
on exact locations the City would support implementing projects in Bidwell
Park, in City neighborhoods, and streets. We have not been contacted by
anyone to clarify ideas we presented that were deemed vague, or to discuss
exact locations, which we thought would occur. This may sound like an
excuse, that I have been unable to provide feedback in a more meaningful
way, but the process has not included any facilitation or discussion of the
specific ideas of most projects that have been submitted, and instead we
have been provided with lists to evaluate, which has been difficult.
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The Contact is clear regarding the process for facilitating public
involvement, and it has been followed.

Facilitate the organization, coordination, and collaboration among
stakeholders including existing storm water programs, the Chico
Unified School District, and disadvantaged communities and provide
opportunities for general public participation and education
throughout development of the SWRP.
6.1.1 Prepare a stakeholder outreach, education, and engagement plan
and submit to the Grant Manager for review and approval. This has
been completed.
6.1 .2 Develop and distribute public media items including press
releases, flyers, maps, and website updates to solicit stakeholder
involvement. Submit public media items, maps, and screen captures of
web pages items to the Grant Manager. This is done every time there
is a public meeting. More advertising has been done than what is
required by the Contact.
6.1.3 Conduct a minimum of two (2) stakeholder meetings and one (1)
public outreach meeting for interested stakeholders over the course of
development of the SWRP. At a minimum, one of the outreach
meetings shall be conducted prior to Item 4.5 and include a request for
stakeholders to propose multi‐benefit storm water management
projects. Three public/stakeholder meetings have been conducted,
and projects have been requested and received from the public.

The Contract with the State says the following regarding public
outreach and involvement:

The City has an old stormwater management plan was prepared
for an MS4 covering the years 2003‐2008. The plan was prepared
based on regulations at the time, and since regulations have
changed, is no longer applicable.

Comment clarification: The City has an existing stormwater management
plan, and the comment was intended to reiterate the SWRP being developed
would be more useful if it supported the City’s stormwater program goals. It
is unclear why the City Council would need to make new policy when the City
already has a stormwater plan in place with required goals and objectives that
need to be met.

Comment clarification: The comment intended to bring up the issue that the
City has received previous stormwater related grants (nearly 4 million), and
that the SWRP and prioritization of implementation projects should build on
those previous efforts including continuing existing stormwater and
watershed protection efforts that are being sustained by The Stream Team,
BEC, and others who are dedicated to assisting the City in meeting their MS4
permit mandates

BEC and Stream Team expressed interest in having their survey
responses be weighted to represent their entire organization
during Public Meeting 2 on 7/19/17. The TAC decided that if
organizations wanted to send the responses to their entire
constituency, they were welcome to do so, but survey responses
would not be weighted. This information was sent out to the
community on 7/26/17. The public review period ended
8/9/2017, which allowed 2 weeks for BEC and Stream Team to
send the survey out to their organizations.

Comment clarification: Concerns regarding the small number of survey
responses and the confusion with the ranking and scoring process were
provided during the July public meeting as well as submitted in writing by
BEC. Both BEC and The Stream Team offered to re‐circulate the survey to the
public via their email lists to gather more responses, but the City decided to
move ahead with the 32 responses, as representing the stormwater values of
nearly 80K residents.

Noted. It is recommended that no additional action be taken.

The City's goals, in the context of the SWRP, for managing
stormwater are being addressed in part by the community
values, as prioritized from the community surveys. These
community values are essentially goals. For example, the highest
rated benefit was water quality. This benefit is essentially the
same as a goal or objective of "improving water quality." Projects
that improve water quality will therefore help achieve this goal.
In addition, having goals that support the State's current benefits
(goals) is beneficial for meeting future funding requirements.

The community and TAC provided input on the overall goals and
objectives through the prioritization of the State‐Identified‐
Benefits, including water quality, water supply, flood
management, environment, and the community.
Additionally, TAC and community members had the opportunity
to identify other benefits that are important to them. A total of
32 TAC and public provided input on the benefits.

Comment clarification: The comment was intended to reiterate that the plan
will not be very useful unless it supports the City’s stormwater program goals
and objectives, which have not been made clear when prioritizing the SWRP
projects.

Comment clarification: Handouts are printed in very small type, subsequent
We apologize for the technical issues with the media. To clarify,
reiterations of the project lists do not group combined projects in sequence, one member of the public suggested moving forward using only
and the responses to comments are not specific and don’t necessarily address the handouts.
the concerns. There were also technical issues with the slide show early in the
meeting presentation, and the public was asked to review the handout,
printed in very small type and was hard to read.

Comment clarification: The grant awarded was very clear regarding the
process that would be used to facilitate public involvement, which has not
been followed.

Staff Recommendation

The amount of budget available for public outreach is $70k. This
budget is being spent per the State Contract.

COMMENT

Comment clarification: This comment was intended to draw attention to the
fact that $400K is being paid to West Yost to develop this plan ($200K
contributed by the City, and $200K from the State Water Board, including
nearly $9OK to facilitate public involvement). There were 2 members of the
public that had not attended a previous meeting this was meant to express
our concern at the amount of money being spent on this plan. It was not
meant to imply that The Stream Team wanted the $400K, but instead that a
substantial amount of money is being spent, and it might have been more
beneficial for protecting water quality to implement solutions instead of just
developing a list to satisfy the requirements for Prop. 1 funding.
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This concern was previously addressed in the follow up response
for Public Meeting 2. "The State Contract with the City of Chico
and the SWRP Guidelines partially define the purpose of the
SWRP as the identification, evaluation, and implementation of
projects....Using the State Contract tasks as a guide, the majority
of the SWRP development effort is to be expended on identifying
and evaluating projects. Additionally, one of the main purposes
of the stakeholder and public outreach (Task 6.1.3 of the State
Contract) is to identify and submit projects for inclusion in the
SWRP. The State’s SWRP Guidelines (2015) also focus primarily
on identifying projects. "
It is recommended that no additional action be taken.

Comment clarification: The SWRP was intended to develop a plan to guide
stormwater management for the entire Big Chico Creek watershed, and was
not intended to be just a list of projects, to satisfy the requirements for Prop
.1 funding.

The TAC will make the selection of the three projects after the
evaluation and prioritization process. For the selection of the
three projects for 30% design, the TAC can select individual
SWRP projects, or they can select elements out of SWRP
projects; therefore, it is recommended that the projects not be
re‐grouped.
Individuals will be contacted during the next phase of the SWRP
development to further develop project descriptions.
It is recommended that no additional action be taken.

It is recommended that no additional action be taken.

Award of past grants does not guarantee the potential for
awards of future grants, nor would it reduce the required match
expenses.
The City's stormwater program goals are defined furst by the
General Plan, and second by the requiremnts of the MS4 and
General Construction Perits. All projects in the SWRP must
conform to the General Plan. Staff places a priority on projects
that that support permit compliance.

It is recommended that the projects not be re‐grouped.

Yes, the TAC may choose to pull smaller project elements out
from SWRP Project 9 for a variety of reasons, including if funding
becomes available.

Projects have already been grouped in a logical manner. For the
selection of the three projects for 30% design, the TAC can select
individual SWRP Projects, or they can select elements out of
SWRP Projects; therefore, it is recommended that the projects
not be re‐grouped.
SWRP Project 3 (5 Mile and Lindo Channel Diversion Study and
Improvements) is a plan that can be completed much more
quickly than SWRP 9. SWRP 3 requires study, then adjustment of
gates. No extensive channel construction or permitting would be
required. SWRP 9 is a large project that includes multiple studies,
implementation of which would require significant
permitting/design/construction efforts.

Smaller implementation projects can be pulled out of the large planning
projects?
Green cell indicates a change is recommended.

“SRWP 15 Parking Lot 4 Rehabilitation #50019.” There may be issues with
Parking Lot 5, a similar project – hopefully these design issues will be
considered during this design.
“SWRP 17 Chapman Mulberry Rain Garden” Will this project only treat the
water that falls on this site? There was a broader project that was suggested
for the Chapman area. The broader project may be a better project because it
includes more elements. Maybe the Chapman area could have multiple
demonstration projects implemented.

The projects have already been grouped in a logical manner. For
the selection of the three projects for 30% design, the TAC can
select individual SWRP Projects, or they can select elements out
of SWRP Projects; therefore, it is recommended that the projects
not be re‐grouped.
The TAC can pull small Implementation Projects out from larger
Planning Projects.

This project will not treat only water that falls on this site. Curb
cuts will allow runoff from the street to enter the site.

It is recommended that this comment be taken into account
during preparation of the project description.

“SWRP 14 Fair Street Detention Basin Improvement Project.” ‐ This project
The involvement of the privately owned land is up to the owners
does not appear to address the input water from the upstream watershed to to decide. Property owners can be consulted at an appropriate
the Fair Street Detention Basin, including the commercial areas, like Walmart point during project development.
and Kohl’s. This project should address the dry weather runoff from irrigation.
Maybe LID can be constructed upstream.

“SWRP 9 Big Chico Creek 21st Century Management.” How is this project
different from SWRP 3? Should SWRP 3 be included within SWRP 9? This
project contains many elements. Can smaller project elements be pulled out
from within this large umbrella project?

“SWRP 7 Storm Water Monitoring for Compliance with MS4 Permit” Can this
be grouped with all the city’s other monitoring projects?

“SWRP 6 Low Impact Development and Green Infrastructure Implementation The School District is the sponsor for this project. The City chose
Program for Butte County Schools” ‐ This project should be a partnership
not to co‐sponsor projects that would be constructed on School
between the school system and the City. There are already demo gardens and District property. It is recommended that no action be taken.
green infrastructure being constructed at schools. The schools have a DROPS
grant. The City and School system should sponsor these projects together.

"SWRP 5 Bidwell and Grape Way Stormwater Protection and Restoration
Project" ‐ Has anyone contacted this landowner? It’s possible that there is a
lot of streambank restoration needed around this area.

"SWRP 2 Mud and Rock Creek Flood Protection Project" ‐ If the TAC wanted
to pull this project out for 30% design, could they do so?

Comment clarification: The intent of the comment was to request that the
City identify the projects submitted that support the City’s stormwater
program goals, that they would continue to support and possibly include in
the projects selected to be further developed for Prop. 1 funding. The Stream
Team’s stormwater efforts have been funded directly by the grants the City
has received to support their stormwater program efforts (nearly $4 million).
Leveraging previous funding and building on work completed through
previous grants would enhance the City’s chances for receiving Prop. 1
funding. This would also reduce the out‐of‐pocket match expenses the City
would need to contribute, while building and supporting existing storm water
efforts.

Comment clarification: We do our best to answer their questions and then
Noted. It is recommended that no additional action be taken.
refer them to the SWRP website and provide them with the City staff contact
info.

It is a goal of staff to combine the SWRP with the Storm Drain
Master Plan and Nexus, MS4 and General Construction Permit
requirements, etc. into an all encompassing document that is full
compliant with the General Plan. In so much as this is major
policy initiative, Council direct staff regarding the timing.

When will this SWRP will be incorporated the City's master plan?

It is recommended that no additional action be taken.

Staff Recommendation

Projects were evaluated as submitted. Many of the concept ideas
were identified as "Plans," not "Implementation Projects"
because they contained multiple project elements that were
vague and would require planning before projects would be
implemented.

COMMENT

Comment clarification: Many projects have been lumped as “plans”, although
the concept ideas suggested are implementation “projects”. Grouping all
projects that have multiple ideas and judging them as “vague” does not
capture the intent of the submittals, and circumvents those projects from
being evaluated. This issue of how the projects were grouped was discussed
at a meeting between BEC, The Stream Team and City staff in July, after
learning that Matt Thompson had grouped the projects himself. Our
concerns were that it would be difficult to evaluate projects if they are now
considered plans, and that we wanted the projects separated for evaluation.
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Attachment A

Attachment A
Date: 12-13-17
From: The Stream Team
Subject: SWRP list review
Dear TAC members,
Please find the list below with questions for the TAC regarding the SWRP list. I apologize for
the organization of our questions. It has been a difficult process to review the projects with zero
facilitation. I did however meet and discuss the list with Natalie (BEC), and we spent 3 hours
during that meeting working out some detailed feedback. Many of the comments and requests
below stem from those discussions. I am unable to attend the TAC meeting to answer any
questions you may have, but please take the time to email me if you can. I will be available by
phone as well through December 27th, and would appreciate the opportunity to clarify further my
comments and questions.
Respectfully,
Timmarie Hamill
530 342-6620
TAC Request #1: Combine all trash related projects, regardless of whether they include
education and trash reduction elements and/or full trash capture devices. Consolidate “I” to
include all trash capture and reduction efforts - despite City selection of Track 1 without
public input - (projects 2, 14, 23, 59, 60, 80, 83).

Category I:
Project I: Trash Reduction Master Plan and Specific Projects, including:
Implement specific trash capture projects at Teichert ponds, Fair Street Detention Basin, and
Meyers and Otterson Industrial Parks
Project 2 - Teichert Ponds Improvement Project
Reconstruction of inlet to provide capture of trash, suspended solids, hydrocarbons, etc.
Reconstruction of outlet to Little Chico Creek to provide control, accessibility, and
maintainability. Vegetation management to eradicate non-native plants and help manage
illegal camping.
SWRP, combined into Q, Trash filtering component combined into I, includes
POEI*
Project 14 - Teichert Ponds vegetation, trash and public access
Remove the major invasive plant species: parrot's feather, tree of heaven, Himalayan
blackberry, Chinese tallow tree, pyracantha and arundo (1-2 small stands).
The dirt roadway on the north side floods almost every winter. Solve this problem.
Finish removing the chain link fencing around Pond 1 to improve access for invasive
plant control and trash cleanup.
Construct a walking trail on the east side of the Ponds to improve public access and
reduce undesirable behavior (camping, encroachments by east side neighbors, yard
waste dumping). Homeless camping is a major problem here; however, most of the
camps are outside of the storm water area so they don 't directly affect the amount of
trash going into Little Chico Creek.
Improve trash filtering on major east side storm water inlet and add filter on south inlet.

SWRP, combined into Q, Trash filtering component combined into I, includes
POEI*
Project 23 - Trash Capture Devices
Use City's land use map and storm water system map to locate and size trash capture
devices. These trash capture devices can be implemented along with other modifications
to detention basins, including grassy swales, infiltration trenches, rock infiltration wells,
and low flow/dry weather runoff infiltration facilities.
LOW - affordability
HIGH – implementability
TAC Request #2: Please clarify the affordability and implement ability rating. There is no
mention of maintenance and upkeep? Is low affordability due to purchase of trash capture
devices, or cost of operations and maintenance???

Project 59
“SWRP 4 Routine Community Creek Clean Up Project.”
This program includes organizing annual community creek clean up events. The events
should include a morning of cleaning litter and trash from the creeks and associated
wetland and riparian habitat. After the clean up there should be a community outreach
and education event and barbecue.
TAC Request #3: Please combine this project in with the other trash related projects. The
following is the response the City provided as to why this relatively small project was pulled out
as a separate SWRP (City provide < $2K support), and BEC supports combining this project).
“The City currently funds this type of program, and keeping it as a separate program allows it to
be evaluated independently of the many other elements that are included in the
combined/grouped projects. Keeping it separate allows it to be funded separately from the other
aspects of the combined/grouped projects. Affordability is medium because the project
represents a reoccurring annual cost”
Project 60 - Fair Street Detention Ponds
Trash Interception at the Fair Street Detention Ponds including BD Ditch Repairs to
reduce flooding
SWRP, combined into R, Trash Interception component combined into I, includes
POEI*
TAC Request # 4: Please clarify which portions of Project 60 were combined in to “I” or
“R” ?
Project 80 PREVIOUSLY PROJECT 28 - Related/Grouped/Consolidated - F,G,H,I,K -

Stakeholder/Public Outreach Meeting #2 - July 19, 2017, now listed as
80 (initial project)
Revised City of Chico Long-term Trash Reduction Project
Project elements are mostly incentive and educational and not trash structures: landfill
coupons, curbside pick-up of large household items, prescription drugs and hazardous
household waste recycling, free yard waste drop off, compost green-waste on-site
campaigns, creek clean-ups, monitoring trash levels.
The City has selected Track 1 as their method for meeting the Trash Amendments,
and therefore, many of these measures will not be needed to meet the State's Trash
Amendment requirements. Projects M, N, O, and Q may include trash capture as an
element within those projects, but trash capture is not the focus of those projects.
Affordability has been changed to low. Implementability remains medium because the
project has many elements, the actions needed to implement the elements will have to
be determined, and the elements will have to be prioritized.





If Track 1, because the City selected Track 1, the SWRP should not
exclude all other trash collection methods or education related efforts
such as cleanups, trash recycling coupons, education, etc. t
There was little or no community input in the selection of Track 1 trash
amendment method.
Why was this project dropped since July?

TAC Request #5: Please combine Project 80 in with the other trash related projects.

Project 83 - Teichert Pond Water Quality Improvement Project
Implement trash reduction outreach campaign, trash and water quality surveys, install
trash reduction structures in the inlets and outlets associated with Teichert Pond, initiate
invasive plant removal projects and replant appropriate natives, initiate a homeless
encampment reduction plan, collaborate with existing citizen monitoring to track project
effectiveness and to provide related public stormwater education and outreach (target
DACs, schools, businesses contributing runoff to Teichert Pond), green job training to
assist with project implementation, develop outreach and education plan with roles for
interested community organizations, connect bike path, initiate outdoor classroom
curriculum linked with project objectives, LID implementation and green streets retrofit to
reduce runoff carried to pond, improve wildlife and riparian habitat, recreation
opportunities, picnic areas, walking/biking paths, informational signage, etc.
SWRP, combined into Q, Trash reduction structures combined into I, includes
POEI*

TAC Request #6: Please include projects mentioned and/or submitted by the public
during public meetings on the SWRP list.
People attending the public meetings were asked to provide suggestions of projects.
Did those projects get included in the list? For example, I followed up with Robin
McCollum, who suggested two projects during the May meeting (and possibly again at
the July meeting?): 1) Floodplain Enhancement Project on Little Chico Creek located
between Bruce Road and 99, and 2) Sycamore Bypass Remedial Grade Control and
Sediment Mitigation Project focused on mimicking natural channel functions to reduce
the need for ongoing maintenance.

TAC Request #7: There are only three projects that will be selected for further
development (30% designs) for possible Prop 1 funding as part of this SWRP grant
project. We would like the TAC to support projects for further development and the 30%
designs that include or target the following project types and goals including:
1. Public education and outreach elements included in all three projects selected. Many
projects were submitted that included education oriented actions and elements, which
could be teased out to fit with any implementation project developed for the 30% design
phase and Prop. 1 funding. This would allow the concept ideas provided by the
community to be included. The list of elements to include could be flushed out during
the evaluation process and further development of the implementation project selected.
The specific ed elements included could be based on how they support the City’s oveall
stormwater efforts, build on the existing and ongoing community efforts that have been
initiated through previous stormwater grants and other related ongoing City efforts, and
that are appropriate to facilitate public involvement in the implementation project being
further developed for Prop. 1 funding. This would not only support our communities
values and involvement in the City’s stormwater efforts, but would also increase the
amount of in-match available to reduce out-of-pocket expenses associated with the
project being further developed. It would also increase public awareness of the benefits

of stormwater management and solutions (BMPs). We would like to see the specific ed
related concepts included to focus on actual actions citizens can implement ( LID
implementation demo projects, habitat enhancements and erosion controls (veg work),
trash reduction related projects, creek clean-ups, water-wise landscaping etc., and
project effectiveness monitoring by existing citizen monitors). The Stream Team and
BEC will commit to providing a suggested list of ed-items teased from the concept
projects that they believe are related once the TAC selects the 3 projects for further
development. They will then facilitate further communications with the public entities
interested in providing related ed elements and provide feedback so the consultant and
City developing the selected projects can determine which ed-items they believe would
be most appropriate.
2.
Chapman Mulberry projects (all concept projects that were submitted that are
located in this DAC neighborhood should be combined and an evaluation of the
suggested concept ideas further developed to the 30% design level including green
streets, rain gardens, and other LID demo projects. Projects 85 and 72 combined (and
81, which provided concept ideas that although were presented to target a City-wide
approach, could be further developed to target only the Chapman Mulberry
neighborhood). There may be others on the list that target that neighborhood that
should also be included in the evaluation of their merits and in determining which
elements would be best to further develop for a the 30% design phase and Prop. 1
funding cycle. There is a real opportunity here for Prop. 1 funding if the concepts
provided in the above mentioned projects (and others as related) were further developed
and the objectives combined into a cohesive project targeting the Chapman/Mulberry
(DAC) neighborhood. Although the suggested project sites included the “triangle
property”, Chapman Elementary neighborhood, Dorothy Johnson Center and Humboldt
Park (and adjacent roads, sidewalks, etc), with the City’s help, additional or alternative
sites within that neighborhood could be determined. A project of this sort could be
developed to specifically target this DAC neighborhood for implementing LID
demonstration projects, which could also support the City’s overall stormwater program
goals (or a few of the specific goals could be identified that this project could achieve),
while also supporting the community groups with the desire and capacity to involve the
public in implementing LID demonstration projects. The 30% design level funding could
assist in developing specific site plans for 3 different project types including easy curb
cuts, and adjacent green street plans to infiltrate street runoff, a rain garden plan for the
triangle project, and plans for LID practices (downspout disconnects, rain gardens,
bioswlaes, etc) using the Dorothy Johnsen Center / or Humboldt Park (and adjacent
street improvements) as the demo site location.
3.
Projects hat included opportunities for public involvementenefits the City’s
stormwater program goals).Stormwater projects targeting the Big Chico Creek
Watershed
o LID Implementation projects
o Sediment / Erosion control projects
o Flood Management
o Trash Capture and Reduction Projects (beyond the Track I requirements)

TAC Request # 8: Inclusion of action based education and outreach in any and all
stormwater runoff reduction and water quality improvement projects (cleanups, restoration,
LID demonstration/implementation and effectiveness monitoring)

TAC Request #9: Many “Projects” (almost all of the ones we submitted) have been
combined into the letter categories as “Plans” although they are not plans at all, and are
instead implementation projects. The justification was given that the concept ideas were too
vague, and/or too complicated and will require further planning. We believe this grouping
was not justified, and that one remedy to this situation could be to include the words “and
Implementation Projects” in the letter category titles and descriptions where they have been
lumped.
TAC Request #10: We also request that the lumped projects t(hat are not plans) be
evaluated as separate projects for further development and for possible selection of the 30%
design phase and Prop 1 funding (either individually, or in combination with other projects
where combining several project elements would enhance fundability and outcomes).
There has been ample time for the consultant and/or the City to discuss ideas the public
submitted that they found vague, and or confusing, but we have not received any
communications regarding this issue. It was our understanding was that the ideas
submitted were concept ideas only, and there was not format suggested on length of project
description of breadth of activities suggested, and apologize for the long list of ideas, but
contest the ideas should now be lumped as plans. We would appreciate that the merits of
the conceptual ideas be evaluated. There are many elements that can be easily
implemented and others that could be lumped, but lumping all of the projects does not seem
fair.
TAC Request # 11:
Specific projects that we believe should not be lumped as plans and could either be
combined with other stand-alone SWRP projects and/or listed as a separate SWRP project
include:
Projects 80 combined with Project 85 (projects are definitely related and would enhance
outcomes and the entities have expressed willingness to combine and/or partner in targeting
LID implementation projects for the Chapman neighborhood).
Project 74 combined with Project 20 combined
remove all of the project details, which were intended to be concept ideas that we
included in most of our suggested project ideas, and instead focus on the title of the
project , “CAL Park Green Streets Project,” which indicates what the main focus of the
concept project and location referred too, and could be further developed along with
Project 20 to target Cal Park.
Project 78 Landscape Water Conservation and Pesticide Reduction Project
The concept project idea contained a long list of project ideas. Please evaluate the
project based on the merits of the ideas suggested and refer to the title for the overall
concept idea for a better understanding of the intent of the project, which was to develop
a project to reduce landscape irrigation and pesticide runoff form occurring. With a little
bit of discussion, exact locations and target neighborhoods could be easily identified,
and demo projects constructed to train residents and others (landscapers) of the
practices they can implement to reduce runoff pollution. Dry weather outfall monitoring
supports the need for reducing landscape runoff. The affordability should be ranked
High (cheap) and implementability as low (very feasible) based on developing projects
that do not require huge engineering or construction budgets. An example of a similar
project was recently constructed at LID demo projects such as the 16th and D (funded

through Prop 84). The smallness or expansiveness of the ideas presented should be
discussed and further evaluated before lumping the entire idea as a plan.
Below is a summary of the concept project ideas we believe should be evaluated:













Implement LID demo projects in neighborhood types (type refers to drainage
issue- Ceres has shallow water table, etc, but there are definite issues that are
specific to certain neighborhoods which could be targeted and selected based on
known problem areas throughout the City) to provide training opportunities and
replicable examples for neighbors to mimic. Target LID methods that best reduce
pesticide and landscape irrigation runoff.
Implement LID demonstration and Green Streets projects targeting City-owned
properties and median and sidewalk strips, roadway curb cuts to vegetated plots
and infiltration trenches, pervious sidewalks and gutter pans, downspout
disconnects to cisterns for recycling and use by community gardens, integrate
safe walking and biking transportation pathways into LID project designs, etc.
Implement “Green Jobs in Your Community” Training Program coordinating with
existing work training programs (CCC’s, CAVE) and utilize hands-on training
workshops to implement LID project elements to save costs.
Include pesticide and overwatering campaigns targeting DACs and
implementation of LID demo projects.
Develop a Waterwise and Habitat “River Friendly Landscape Guide” specific to
Butte County including the following principles: install local native species,
nurture the soil (compost on site), reduce yard waste to landfill, conserve water,
conserve energy, protect water quality (decrease pesticide use), and create
wildlife habitat.
Implement a Rainscapes Reward - Incentive program to provide rebates
implementing green infrastructure and turf removal projects to capture and treat
stormwater onsite.
Update or integrate existing creek-side and street tree handbooks.
Link existing citizen monitoring and stormwater / watershed protection efforts with
City Stormwater Management Program objectives to facilitate public involvement,
leverage previous State funding for stormwater projects and programs, utilize
existing baseline water quality data, and empower continued community group
involvement by ensuring they have a role in assisting with outreach and
education, project implementation, and project effectiveness monitoring. These
groups represent key-stakeholders and can facilitate their involvement to improve
overall project outcomes.

Project 71 and 26 combined (the project elements do not require permits and if selected for
further development could be deemed fundable by Prop 1.) We believe it would be feasible
for the City and Parks Department to select one or more exact locations for further
developing including at least one of the stormwater related concept ideas presented in this
project and including the ed outreach related ideas.
Here is a summary of the laundry list of conceptual elements we included that could be
further developed targeting work in Bidwell Park for stormwater related projects: 1)

Natural drainage improvement and enhancing the capacity of natural drainage

areas to improve stormwater infiltration (conceptual idea was based on the
Prop 84 crister bioaswale and lost park improvements that did not require
permits and were implemented relatively cheaply); 2) Enhance the capacity of
natural drainage channels carrying stormwater runoff to waterways to improve
infiltration and reduce erosion and the pollutants carried with the sediment
ending up in the creek by removing invasive plants, installing natives, removing
debris and deposition, and repairing or resizing culverts (under walking
pathways) Concept project idea based on Prop 84 Crister Bioswale and Lost
Park projects that did not require permits and were implemented cheaply; 3)
Reduce bank erosion where intensive recreational uses (and fallen trees in
channel) are causing erosion and sedimentation (rope swing swim areas, bike
jumps, creek crossings). Install signage to inform the public about the impacts
of their actions on water quality. 4) Improve public transport pathways. Repair
walking and biking trails, and dirt roads adjacent or near waterways to reduce
erosion; 5) Green job training targeting DACs and CCC’s. Integrate training
workshops and work sessions to assist with implementing project elements to
reduce costs and provide hands-on learning to improve employment
opportunities. Include CAVE/ Team Team/Nature Center/CSU Chico internship
collaboration program; 6) Trash reduction structures (full and partial capture)
and trash reduction outreach campaigns; 6) Community engagement and
stormwater education. LID demonstration projects will target participation and
benefits for DACs, tribes, schools, existing community stormwater efforts, and
the City’s Park volunteer program; 7) Opportunities for the public to participate
in LID design, implementation and effectiveness monitoring will be provided.
Include park volunteer/stormwater outreach coordinator position; 8) Stormwater
Education. Combine Clean Water Science Ambassador and Clean Creeks in
the Classroom efforts to offer outdoor stormwater education classrooms (STEM
and NGSS curriculum) in parks and greenways located within walking distance
of most schools.
TAC Request # 12: Separate Projects and Plans included in M - BIG CHICO
CREEK and evaluate each separately even if still grouped as M. Also, please select
project group M for 30% development and select projects for further development
based on the evaluation of the projects that were lumped. Need TO IDENTIFY
GOALS AND OBJECTIVES ^^^^ TO GROUP and evaluate grouped PROJECTS, right?

Below is a summary of the projects lumped into category M: Brown are plans and
green are projects, and questions are in yellow.
PLAN
PROJECT
TAC Question in Yellow
Project 1 - 21st Century - Management Program: Big Chico Creek and Mud Creek
Watershed.

The proposed project is to develop and implement a multifaceted, holistic program to
manage the flood protection system of diversions
and levees from Five Mile Recreation Area in Chico to the Sacramento River.
Project 4 - Big Chico Creek bank erosion
The creek bank just a few feet away from CARD's water well on BCC at Hooker Oak
Park is eroding. A solution for this problem has been designed; implementation could be
part of a future storm water grant application.
SWRP, combined into M, includes POEI*


Is this a maintenance project, resulting from pumping? Are maintenance
projects eligible for Prop 1 funding?

Project 5 -Big Chico Creek storm water detention
Create a storm water detention area in Lower Bidwell Park just west of the east most
parking area off Peterson Memorial Drive. This area has previously flooded (i.e. Scout's
Island) and has the capacity to occasionally detain enough water to reduce downstream
flooding without affecting any major infrastructure such as Petersen Dr. Consider making
a small detention basin on the right (north) bank of BCC just downstream of the
Vallombrosa Bridge. This is part of the city-owned Lost Park area. Currently several
north side properties closer to the Esplanade Bridge as well as the south side of Lost
Park experience flood water conditions during high water events. Correcting a scour
problem at Big Chico Creek's Vallombrosa Bridge is listed in the city's Capital
Projects plan. Incorporate this fix into a grant proposal as an in-kind match.
SWRP, combined into M
Project 8 - Lindo Channel Infiltration enhancement
Use the city-owned area of upstream of the Madrone bike bridge for storm water
infiltration
SWRP, combined into M,includes POEI*
Project 9 - Lindo Channel nonpoint pollution
Re-do access roads into to channel to make it easier to haul out debris from homeless
camp cleanups. Identify areas where camping and associated camp cleanups regularly
occur and develop and implement solutions to reduce camping at those locations (e.g.
elevating vegetation, regular monitoring, etc.).
Add trash filter at Chico Nut storm water drain
Add bioswales to storm water outlets from Manzanita to Esplanade, where stream
channel is wide enough to accommodate.
SWRP, combined into M, includes POEI*
Project 12 - Mitigating new impacts to Sycamore Bypass
There are several large new residential subdivisions to the south of Sycamore Bypass.
Improve outdoor recreational opportunities for these residents by completing the planned
bike path along the Bypass to connect to the Floral Ave bike path and by creating well
designed paths into the Bypass area (instead of letting each user create his/her own
path). Provide educational signage and materials to the homeowners associations to
discourage yard waste and trash dumping into the Bypass.
SWRP, combined into M, includes POEI*



Is this a water quality project? - “Provide educational signage and materials to
the homeowners associations to discourage yard waste and trash dumping into
the Bypass.” - to Project I (POEI)

Project 19 - Grassy Swale in Bidwell Park
Install grassy swale in Bidwell Park to provide natural treatment and some minor
detention, along with infiltration
SWRP, combined into M, includes POEI*
 Multiple opportunities throughout bidwell park to enhance stormwater treatment
and infiltration using swales, and other strategies without the need for permits.
Project 41 - Improve Lindo Channel
Remove vegetation, debris, rock, silt, repair outfalls, and reestablish channel capacity to
reduce flooding and erosion of public infrastructure. Include a bikeway to increase public
open space.
SWRP, combined into M, includes POEI*
Project 45 - Big Chico Creek and Lindo Channel Diversions Study and
Improvements
Project 46 - Lindo Channel Management Plan
Project 48 - Sycamore and Mud Creek Flood Control
A combination of sediment and vegetation management projects are needed at various
locations throughout Mud and Sycamore Creeks to maintain the existing design capacity
of the system: the construction of grade control structures would in theory stabilize the
slope of the channel upstream of Cohasset Road and downstream of the Diversion
Channel.
Project 50 - Early Flood Warning System
Project 52 - Upper Watershed
Project 53 - Urban Riparian Restoration
Community Creek Cleanups
Annual Bidwell Park and Chico Creeks Cleanup (September)
Regular neighborhood cleanups
Invasive species removal (i.e. Arundo) in Little Chico Creek.
Removal of anadromous fish migration blockages (i.e.. rouge dams but
SWRP, combined into M, includes POEI*
Project 54 - Big Chico Creek West of Nord Ave.
Project 55 - Erosion Management/Prevention
Project 64 - Upper Park Road Improvements - Erosion Control
Project 70 - Lindo Channel Stormwater Infiltration and Floodplain Enhancement
Project - need to separate projects concepts from plan
1) Floodplain restoration

2) Enhance storm drain system
a) Repair damaged outfalls: Add bioswale areas below outfalls: Re-grade / realign
outfalls: Install trash reduction structures: target "hot spots" (Mangrove to Esplanade),
3) Reduce homeless encampments b) Schedule regular creek clean-up
4) Reduce urban landscape irrigation runoff
5) Enhance Recreational Opportunities 6) Project Effectiveness Monitoring Project 75 - Revised Chico State University LID Implementation and Stream
Habitat Enhancement Project
Implement green infrastructure, remove invasive plants, plant native species, bioswales
for stormwater treatment, stream bank stabilization and reduce bank erosion, restore
floodplain functions, improve walking and biking trails, implement green jobs training,
trash reduction structures, outreach and education. See attachment for more details.
SWRP, combined into M, includes POEI*
Project 76 - Revised Little Chico Creek, Lindo Channel, Mud/Rock Creek
Arundo/Broom Removal and LID Implementation Project
Project 79 - Revised Five Mile, Lindo Channel, and Sycamore Flood Diversion
Stormwater Treatment and Habitat Enhancement Project
Project A - Big Chico Creek and Mud Creek Watershed Wide Flood Control, Urban
Drainage, Habitat, Public Open Space/Recreation Management Plan
The proposed project is to develop and implement a multifaceted, holistic program to Manage gravel deposition at Five Mile and assure proper gravel migration downstream.
- - Identify and correct erosion problems.
- Install flow gages throughout creek (particularly in the upper watershed) to improve
upon the availability and reliability of real-time
Project D - Creek Bank and Bed Stabilization Plan and Specific Projects,
Project E - Homeless Camping Reduction Program
Develop a program (or continue and improve current efforts) to help reduce storm water
impacts from homeless encampment along
creek, detention basins, bridges, and other areas where water quality is impacted.
SWRP, combined into M, N, O, P, and Q
Project K - Habitat Improvement Plan and Specific Projects
Develop a Habitat Improvement Plan and Specific Projects, including:
- Remove invasive yellow flag iris from Comanche Creek
- Arundo removal from Little Chico Creek (develop a management plan and conduct

TAC Request # 13: Project 33 Mud Rock Creek Reclamation Project
Affordability could be high (cheap), depending on the concept idea elements selected for further
development. Implementability could also be High (easy) depending on the concept ideas
selected for further development. I believe it would be prudent to contact Rock Creek

Reclamation District, DWR, or the County to determine if there are any feasible projects that
could be further developed in the Rock Mud areas. The Rock Creek Reclamation District is
focusing their work from Hwy 99- to the river implementing 1-sides levee projects diverting water
from Nord, and redirects to lands in specific areas so landowners can grade their lands
accordingly to reduce flooding issues. County is working on a flood control study for Nord
(County, DWR, FEMA study), and a study upstream including Keefir Rd. developments, which
could easily benefit from simple small LID projects. Keefir slough and the capacity to infilatrate
flood waters could be enhanced. County and DWR have a project to study flood protection
needs including Haggenridge Rd and the bifurcation of Keefir slough and rock.

TAC Request #14: Project 44 clarification on “SWRP 3 5 Mile and Lindo Channel
Diversion Study and Improvements”
• Are there any planned modification of channel gravels, soils, or other depositions affecting
current flows to the diversion gates? If so, permitting may be required, impacting the project's
affordability and implementability

TAC Request #15: Please re-evaluate the current ranking (affordability, implementabiliy) on the projects we
submitted (I will need help from the City, consultant or TAC to be sure the project numbers we submitted are
identified for this purpose, as the list is confusing and I am unable to ensure I can find all of the project numbers).
As we have tried to express, the projects are conceptual ideas, and the Project titles best describe the intent for
ranking purposes. Project locations if missing need feedback from City for example on exact locations the City
would support implementing projects in Bidwell Park, in City neighborhoods, and streets. We have not been
contacted by anyone to clarify ideas we presented that were deemed vague, or to discuss exact locations, which we
thought would occur. This may sound like an excuse, that I have been unable to provide feedback in a more
meaningful way, but the process has not included any facilitation or discussion of the specific ideas of most projects
that have been submitted, and instead we have been provided with lists to evaluate, which has been difficult.

Attachment B

Attachment B 1
Project Proponent
CA Urban Streams Alliance-The Stream Team
2
Potential
Partners

City of Chico, Park Watch, SWRCB CWT, CSU Chico, Butte and Tehama Counties,
BCAG, River Partners, FOBP, BEC, school districts (CUSD/BCOE), Waterkeepers
Alliance, Cal Park Homeowners Association, CHIP, Habitat for Humanity, Love
Chapman, Market For Green Infrastructure, CA State Parks, Forest Ranch, Butte
Meadows, SPI, Forest Service, Mechoopda, Mosquito Abatement, Health clubs,
Community Event Coordinators, Utilities, Calwater, and others.
Project Title
3
Bidwell Park and Greenway Integrated Stormwater,
Ground Water Recharge, and
Recycled Water Project

Project Description
4
The proposed
roposed Project (Project) will implement
Low Impact Development (LID) practices
designed to improve the capacity of natural drainage areas to reduce urban runoff from
entering Chico’s Creeks and ultimately the Sacramento River.
5
proposed Project will integrate LID practices into park management practices, and
The
State
park infrastructure design standards to assist the City in meeting State-mandated
Municipal Stormwater Permit (MS4) requirements. In addition, the Project will
6
encourage
collaborations among existing stormwater protection efforts, and neighboring
MS4 entities (i.e. CSU Chico, Chico Unified School District, and other local jurisdictions)
seeking to align individual stormwater program objectives, share resources, develop
consistent public messaging, and identify cost-saving opportunities.
7
Stormwater
management, groundwater recharge and recycled water projects integrated
multi
into Bidwell Park and other greenway management efforts will provide a multi-benefit
clean water project that will improve water quality while also restoring natural resources.
Natural channels, riparian habitat and intermittent wetlands (including benefits for
endemic Vernal Pools) will be enhanced or established to improve opportunities for
integrated stormwater management with multi-benefit outcomes.

Goals and Objectives
The Project’s goals are to maintain and restore pre-development hydrology at Project
sites and improve water quality in the Sacramento River by managing urban runoff at its
source.
Project objectives will:

Summary of Comments on Bidwell Park and Greenway LID
Implementation and Groundwater Re charge Project
Page: 1
Number: 1

Author: nmuradian Subject: Text Box

Date: 12/21/2017 9:29:52 AM

Attachment B
Number: 2
Author: dmoore
Subject: Comment on Text Date: 8/3/2017 10:42:59 AM -07'00'
Have any of these potential partners been contacted? Have any agreed to partner on this project? Will they help fund this project. It would be a
much stronger if you can say which have actually agreed to be partners and contribute capital and/or O&M funding.
Number: 3
Author: dmoore
Subject: Comment on Text Date: 8/3/2017 4:17:50 PM -07'00'
To me this sounds like three projects, each of which is a large undertaking in and of itself. For example, a meaningful recycled water project
includes major modifications of the City's wastewater treatment plant, revisions to the City's wastewater permit, major new piping throughout
the City, and a financial evaluation to determine if the capital and O&M investments are appropriate. Implementing recycled water is a huge
effort. What does groundwater recharge mean in this project? Does it mean construction of permanent pools of water within the park? Is is
just a benefit for grassy swales at the storm drain outles?
Number: 4
Author: dmoore
Subject: Comment on Text Date: 8/3/2017 4:42:52 PM -07'00'
This is vague. It will require preparation of a "Park Water Quality Plan" or a Park LID Plan. Somehow it has to be determined where LID practices
will be implemented. Perhaps the project should be "Prepare a Bidwell Park Water Quality Plan" that will identify specific parking lots that could
be retrofit to runoff into a grassy swales and will identify specific storm drains that could be day-lighted. Or even better identify three specific
parking lots and three specific storm drains.
Number: 5
Author: dmoore
Subject: Comment on Text Date: 8/3/2017 4:19:10 PM -07'00'
This could be a single project by itself to revise City's standards to include LID in park management and design standards.
Number: 6
Author: dmoore
Subject: Comment on Text Date: 8/3/2017 4:21:39 PM -07'00'
This is vague. How are these activities encouraged. What specific things will be done. A project needs to be specific enough that a person could
reasonably know what is to be done to implement the project.
Number: 7
Author: dmoore
Subject: Comment on Text Date: 8/3/2017 4:26:08 PM -07'00'
These are benefits of implementation of project elements. But again, this does not describe a specific project.

!
!
!
!
!

!
!
!
!

1
Integrate
LID practices into Bidwell Park and Greenway drainage improvement
projects to demonstr
demonstrate and educate to the community the importance of stormwater
management and the benefits of LID-based solutions.
Reduce stormwater volume and pollutant loading in stormwater runoff.
Implement LID project objectives to satisfy MS4 permit requirements.
2
City funds allocated for scheduled maintenance and repair to integrate LID
Leverage
practices that would not otherwise be possible.
3
Conduct
public outreach and training that raises understanding of sources of runoff
pollution and use of BMPs to prevent water pollution targeting City staff, DACs,
schools, and neighboring MS4 entities. This effort will also compliment and assist
the City’s Park volunteer efforts in leading public work sessions to enhance habitat
and park infrastructure.
4
Link
existing citizen monitoring and storm water efforts with City Stormwater
Management objectives to facilitate public involvement, leve
leverage previous State
funding, and utilize existing
ng baseline water quality data.
5
Improve
public health and reduce obesity.
6
Improve
employment opportunities.
Improve fish and wildlife and vernal pool and wetland habitat.

Purpose and Need:
The water quality in Chico’s Creeks continues to decline as a result of urban
development and increasing stormwater runoff. Known constituents of concern include
trash, nutrients, fecal bacteria, household chemicals, pesticides and herbicides, oil,
grease, and other hydrocarbons, heavy metals, mercury, and landscape irrigation
runoff.
Sources of stormwater contamination are directly related to urbanization and the large
percentage of urban land covered with impervious surfaces (roads, sidewalks,
driveways, and parking lots), which have caused increased volume and velocity of
surface runoff. Applying the methodology for calculating impervious surface coefficients,
23% of Chico’s 21,000 acres are paved (OEHHA, 2010). The Center for Watershed
tection (2003) assumes stream water quality declines when impervious surfaces
Protection
7
exceed ten percent. Thirteen
years of monthly watershed assessment data exists for
Big Chico Creek supporting this claim, indicating aquatic invertebrate species decline,
and elevated bacteria, turbidity, temperature, and trash levels.
Project Elements (Capture-Retention)
1) Storm drain improvement. Retrofit storm drains with pervious pipe, move outfalls
away from the creek and install bioswails to allow a portion of the runoff to leach
into the ground prior to reaching waterways. Currently most outfalls empty
runoff directly into the creeks at the banks edge without no pretreatment.
8
age improvement. Enhance
2) Natural drainage
the capacity of natural drainage
channels carrying stormwater runoff to waterways to improve infiltration and
reduce erosion and the pollutants carried with the sediment ending up in the
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Subject: Comment on Text Date: 8/3/2017 4:44:18 PM -07'00'
Be specific, how will this be done? For example will signs be added at the parking lots and swales?
Number: 2
Author: dmoore
Subject: Comment on Text Date: 8/4/2017 2:06:09 PM -07'00'
Unless the City has agreed to use its funds for this project, this text should be deleted. It is inappropriate to assume financial support.
Number: 3
Author: dmoore
Subject: Comment on Text
This sounds like a complete second project or program.
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Number: 4
Author: dmoore
Subject: Comment on Text Date: 8/3/2017 4:49:39 PM -07'00'
Tis sounds like a complete third project or program. If this project was sponsored and selected for implementation, what would the
implementing agency do? Would they work toward planning and constructing LID in bidwell parks? Would they work toward outreach and
training? Would they work toward water quality monitoring?
Number: 5
Author: dmoore
Subject: Comment on Text Date: 8/3/2017 4:50:41 PM -07'00'
If this is listed as a benefit, how would it actually be accomplished the the elements of the project?
Number: 6
Author: dmoore
Subject: Comment on Text Date: 8/3/2017 4:56:30 PM -07'00'
Again, how wold this actually be accomplished? Would it be short term construction jobs? Would it require the City to add a new staff position?
Would it require the City to add a new staff position to manage the outreach and monitoring?
Number: 7
Author: dmoore
Subject: Comment on Text Date: 8/3/2017 5:08:01 PM -07'00'
This is good. It helps provide the justification of for implementing LID project in Bidwell Park.
Number: 8
Author: dmoore
Subject: Comment on Text Date: 8/3/2017 5:14:04 PM -07'00'
"Enhance the capacity" seems introduce another major project goal of enlarging natural channels to improve conveyance capacity. Is this a
flood control project. This requires extensive engineering to determine how large channels need to be to achieve the correct design capacity.

3)

4)
5)

6)
7)

8)

9)

creek, 1by removing invasive plants, installi
installing natives, removing debris and
deposition, and repairing or resizing culverts.
2
Reduce
bank erosion. Repair and stabilize creek banks where intensive
recreational uses (and fallen trees in channel) are causing erosion and
sedimentation (rope swing swim areas, bike jumps, creek crossings). Install
signage to inform the public about the impacts of their actions on water quality.
3
Improve
public transport pathways. Repair walking and biking trails, and dirt
roads adjacent or near waterways to reduce erosion.
4
Green
job training targeting DACs and CCC’s. Integrate training workshops and
work sessions to assist with implementing project elements to reduce costs and
provide hands
hands-on
on learning to improve employment opportunities. Include CAVE/
Team Team/Nature Center/CSU
nter/CSU Chico internship collaboration program.
5
Trash reduction structures (full and partial capture) and outreach campaigns.
6
Community
engagement and stormwater education. LID demonstration projects
will target participation and benefits for DACs, tribes, schools, existing community
stormwater efforts, and the City’s Park volunteer program. Opportunities for the
public to participate in LID design, implementation and effectiveness monitoring
will be provided. Include park volunteer/stormwater outreach coordinator position.
7
Stormwater
Education. Combine Clean Water Science Ambassador and Clean
Creeks in the Classroom efforts to offer outdoor stormwater education
classrooms (STEM and NGSS curriculum) in parks and greenways located within
walking distance of most schools.
Implement a Stormwater Outreach and Education Plan that identifies a role for
existing community groups involved in stormwater and watershed protection
efforts. Link this plan with the City’s stormwater program goals and utilize these
groups to provide public outreach and education, stormwater education in
schools (combine the efforts of the Clean Creeks in the Classroom and Clean
Water Science Ambassador programs), public involvement in LID project
implementation, and to track project effectiveness. Include a long-term budget
plan to continue these efforts beyond this project including enumeration of
community Match hours generated by community groups that can be associated
to the City’s stormwater protection efforts.

Treatment Volumes
The Project will implement LID practices to treat and/or reduce stormwater runoff
originating from both residential, commercial, and park landscapes.
The approximate quantity and origin of the stormwater flows to be treated and/or
captured by each Project Area is estimated in the following Table*.
Project Element

Runoff Source

Contributing Treatment
Runoff Area Area

Volume
Treated

Storm drain and
improvements

Parking lots, streets,
sidewalks, residential,

400 acres

80%

TBD
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Author: dmoore
Subject: Comment on Text Date: 8/3/2017 5:17:33 PM -07'00'
This sounds like another entire projects and program. Again, this would be a major project by itself. It would require evaluations of where do
you remove invasive plants first, where do you install native plans first, what debris. This all could require years to permit and implement. It is an
entire project/program by itself.
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Author: dmoore
Subject: Comment on Text Date: 8/3/2017 5:18:57 PM -07'00'
Yet again, this is an entire program by itself. Could be linked with the item directly above.
Number: 3
Author: dmoore
Subject: Comment on Text
Yet again, this is an entire program by itself.
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Number: 4
Author: dmoore
Subject: Comment on Text Date: 8/3/2017 5:20:40 PM -07'00'
Again, job training is an entire program by itself, and is not a function the City would lead. Who would be the sponsor?
Number: 5
Author: dmoore
Subject: Comment on Text Date: 8/3/2017 5:24:09 PM -07'00'
Again, trash reduction is an entire project/program by itself, and it will require preparation of an entire plan by the City to determine where to
implement trash capture, what facilities to construct, when to construct, etc. Implementing trash capture is very complex and will require time to
develop the right approach. If you have a few specific locations in mind, submit them as a separate initial project, but be specific and don't
include lots of other project elements.
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Author: dmoore
Subject: Comment on Text Date: 8/3/2017 5:25:10 PM -07'00'
See comments above. This is vague and does not describe specific items that can be done.
Number: 7
Author: dmoore
Subject: Comment on Text Date: 8/3/2017 5:26:39 PM -07'00'
I think the classroom education could be an entire program by itself.

commercial, dirt roads
and trails
Improve natural Parking lots, streets,
100 acres
TBD
80%
drainage
sidewalks, residential,
channels
commercial, dirt roads
and trails
Reduce bank
Parking lots, streets,
20 miles
TBD
80%
erosion
sidewalks, residential,
commercial, dirt roads
and trails
Improve Public Parking lots, streets,
20 miles
TBD
80%
transport
sidewalks, residential,
pathways
commercial, dirt roads
and trails
Green Jobs
Parking lots, streets,
Entire
TBD
80%
sidewalks, residential, watersheds
commercial, dirt roads
and trails
Trash reduction Parking lots, streets,
Entire
TBD
80%
sidewalks, residential, watersheds
commercial, dirt roads
and trails
Community
Parking lots, streets,
Entire
TBD
80%
engagement
sidewalks, residential, Watersheds
commercial, dirt roads
and trails
STEM and
Parking lots, streets,
Entire
TBD
80%
Stormwater
sidewalks, residential, Watersheds
outdoor
commercial, dirt roads
classroom
and trails
* Drainage areas and treatment volumes will be calculated using the equations
recommended in the California Storm Water Best Management Practices Handbook
and SWRCB LID Sizing Tool for determining the unit basin storage volume to achieve
80 percent or more volume treatment

Project Location
•
•
•
•

Projects are located in Bidwell Park and Greenways within the Big Chico Creek,
Little Chico Creek and Comanche Creek drainage basins.
Projects target DAC neighborhoods and schools.
Demo project locations selected to provide high visibility for public and Green Job
training.
Locations selected to target hot spots for erosion/trash

Project Approach

1
Implement
LID practices to retain as much stormwater as possible on site, disconnect
stormwater collections systems by providing setbacks for outfalls to provide
infiltration/treatment opportunities (pervious pipe, bioswales) prior to delivering runoff to
receiving waters. In addition, LID practices with multiple benefits including preventing
erosion and nutrient runoff to improve aquatic habitat, recreation, employment training
targeting DACs, public health, public education, transport pathways, etc will be included.
Consideration regarding the relative ease of integrating the various LID practices into
existing park landscapes and infrastructure, and targeting benefits for DACs will also be
considered.
2
The
Project will implement the following LID practices: pervious pavements and
sidewalks, bioswales, vegetated trenches, infiltration leach fields, habitat restoration, dirt
road and trail improvements, and restore riparian habitat and stream channel functions
to reduce runoff pollution.

Cost comparisons, and long
long-term maintenance issues will also be considered, and
appropriate LID practices determined to be best suited for the Chico area.
Specific Project site locations will be determined based on reviewing illicit discharge
information noted in the City’s outfall survey reports, soils maps, information gathered
during visual site inspections, consultations with City staff, feasibility of implementing
LID practices to significantly reduce runoff and pollutant loading, the proximity
proxim to an
urban waterway and disadvantaged neighborhood and schools,, and the
appropriateness of the site location to serve as a demo or LID educational tool for
training the public, City staff, and for Green Jobs employment training.

Other Outcomes:
3
flooding
" Reduced
" Increased groundwater recharge
" Increased stormwater capture, treatment, and reuse
" Improved public health
" Increased employment opportunities
" Increased public understanding of benefits of stormwater management and LIDs
" Increased
ased opportunities for schools and stormwater education
" Increased public walking and biking transport pathways (public health)
" Improved natural habitat (endangered fish and wildlife, vernal pools, oak
woodlands, wetlands, springs, seeps)
" Reduced trash and other runoff pollutants
" Increased collaborations amongst community groups and City in stormwater
management
" Improved water quality
" Improved Water Supply
4
More
Implementation project ideas:
" Reduce flooding by reconnecting floodplains (Similar to Verbena Fields project).
" Improve storm drain conveyance system by moving outfalls away from creek
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These are all great goals, but they do not define a specific project.
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These are great goals, but nothing is specific. It starts to sound like "Do everything, and do it everywhere." A person tasked with implementing
this submitted project would not know where to spend their energy or what their specific goal is.
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Again, this seems to say "Do everything and do it everywhere"
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Number: 4
Author: dmoore
Subject: Comment on Text Date: 8/3/2017 5:44:59 PM -07'00'
All of these are great ideas, but make the project so diverse that it is not a single project is actually many projects and programs. Ask yourself,
"does this project submittal provide enough specific guidance that a person could know how to implement it?

"
"
"
"

"

"
"

"

"
"
"
"

"

"
"

banks and “day-lighting” sections through detention swales, wetlands and
pervious pipe.
Capture or redirecting runoff from park buildings, roads, and other infrastructure
to park landscaping.
Reduce erosion from bike and walking paths by decommissioning or repairing
trails adjacent to waterways.
Replace culverts blocking runoff infiltration pathways to reduce nuisance water,
pathogens and nutrient loading in receiving waters to meet TMDL requirements.
Enhance or restore wetland areas, seeps and springs, to treat runoff. Also, runoff
through meadows making connections to vernal pools. Improve Oak woodland
regeneration by removing turf so trees are not being watered during summer
months or move trails so they are not being trampled.
Implement City-wide (or county-wide) trash reduction plan (install full and partial
capture structures, and implement ed/outreach campaign targeting homeless
camps, public parks, events and centers (require use of recycled materials and
reusable water bottle filling stations).
Install water bottle filling stations in parks, and baseball/soccer fields.
Expand outdoor learning opportunities for schools by identifying and improving
infrastructure for outdoor learning classrooms (beyond the nature center). Link
objectives of Clean Water Ambassador Program, Clean Creeks in the
Classroom, Adopt-a-Picnic-Spot programs to include focused and collaborative
stormwater education utilizing parks as outdoor classrooms.
Provide checklists and training for Park Watch, Stream Team, and other park
volunteers to document trash hot-spots, and wet weather trail and road erosion
(modeled on the Urban Tides Initiative program in SoCal, and SWRCB CWT
rapid trash assessment methodology).
Increase volunteer workforce opportunities to remove invasive plants and plant
natives and to implement and maintain stormwater treatment project areas.
Also integrate Stream Team’s rapid trash assessment.
Integrate Green Jobs training utilizing existing community stormwater groups to
train volunteers in LID implementation and maintenance practices (and project
effectiveness monitoring).
Utilize CCC’s, target DACs, and integrate Clean Water Business Partners and
other existing stormwater training programs into Green Jobs training project.
Utilize stormwater treatment project areas as training tools to provide hands-on
learning work sessions and training events to improve employment opportunities
and reduce project implementation costs.
Improve and add trails to connect transportation corridors between downtown
areas and schools to encourage safe walking and biking pathways between
residential neighborhoods and commercial downtown areas including integrating
sitting areas for relaxing in nature (improved public health).
Repair vita-health exercise circuit in park, and host events and provide maps to
highlight use of this public health improvement infrastructure. Coordinate with
Health Clubs to expand use and offer Yoga, running races, etc.
Reduce pesticide and landscape overwatering by targeting LID workshops for
DAC neighborhoods and schools and offer tours and training for them to learn

about stormwater projects in the parks. Training will include practices they can
implement on their own residential landscapes.
" Reduce runoff pollution by installing stormwater treatment bioswales, wetlands,
and LID practices throughout parks and greenways to capture, reuse, and treat
runoff.
" Reduce pathogens in runoff by implementing LID practices in park and
greenways to protect beneficial uses of receiving waters for water recreation
(swimming).
Consistent project plans
The Project will assist the City in addressing eight key elements of the City’s 2013 MS4
permit, including: E.7, E.8, E.8, E.9, E.10, E.11, E.13, E.15
1
1)
The City of Chico has an updated General Plan that (BMP) Manual. Through this
project LID practices and design standards that are most cost-effective will be
integrated into BMP Manual and any pertinent stormwater ordinances.

2) The City of Chico Climate Action Plan includes elements to protect water quality and
conserve energy and includes LID practices.
3) An existing citizen-monitoring program maintains 13 years of baseline water quality
data including, habitat, and bioassessment data. Data monitoring stations are also
located appropriately to detect improving water quality associated with implementing
LID practices implemented through this Project.
4) Soils maps, and building plans are available for each Project site, which can be used
to confirm existing site conditions and selection of appropriate LID practices.
2
5) The City has urban forest plan being developed, which
will reduce greenhouse gas
emissions.

Additional relative plans
City Plans: General Plan, MS4 Permit, BMP Handbook/Best Practices Manual, Keep
Chico Clean and Storm Water Management and Education Plan, Post Construction
Standards Plan, Erosion and Sediment Control Plan, Economic Development Plan
Residential and Green Building Codes, Parkway, Parkstrip Conversion Guidelines, Park
volunteer program, neighborhood plans (chapman/mulberry, etc), medical waste and
disposal plan, leaf pickup and compost program, Chico Tree Guide, Street Tree
Municipal Code, Tree Preservation regulations and standards, Neighborhood Planting
Lists, Bidwell Park Master Management Plan and EIR, Don't Plant a Pest, Sustainable
indicators report, Sustainability/Climate Action Plan, Urban Forest Plan, and others.
State Plans: SWAMP, NSV IRWM, Water Efficient Landscape Ordinance (AB 1881),
CA Green Infrastructure Plan, California Water Code, Prop. 1, and more.
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Again, this could be a project by itself, called "Update City standards and Regulations to include and promote storm water protection and LID"
Number: 2
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Again, this seems to introduce an entire now program. The City could prepare an entire City -Wide master plan on how to reduce greenhouse
gasses. IT could occupy one or two full time City staff. Implementation could cost millions of dollars.

Federal Plans: Clean Water Act and all related plans.

Attachment C

Outreach for Stakeholder Meeting #1
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Chico News and Review Ad – Ran from 5/11 – 5/17
Chico ER Ad – Ran on 5/10
Website – City of Chico Home Page, Specific SWRP Page, and Storm Water Management Page
Website – Meeting and link to SWRP page on Keepchicoclean.org home page
Flyers – City Hall, Butte County Library – Chico, CARD – Posted 5/8
Emails – Stakeholder List
Email – Love Chapman Group, Butte Housing Authority
E‐Flyer – Chico Unified School District – Sent out to all registered parents of the school system
(5/13/17)
Facebook – City of Chico Public Works Page ‐ Posted on 5/5/17, Pinned to the top of the
Facebook page on 6/13 (should be there until we tell him to unpin it)
Flyers translated to Hmong and Spanish
Hmong and Spanish translators available at meeting as well as whisper mikes.
Handed out flyers at the Saturday Morning Farmer’s Market and the Thursday Night Market
(5/13 and 5/11).
KRCR Community Events Calendar – Added to the Calendar to be on TV.

Outreach for Stakeholder Meeting #2 – July 19th, 2017
1. Press Release – 6/27/17 – Sent to All‐City Emails, All‐ City Council, Media – Chico Enterprise
Record, Chico News & Review, KPAY/KHSL Radio, KNVN/KHSL TV, KALF/KFMF, KIXE/KCHO, KZFR,
KBQB/KCEQ/KRQR/KTHU, and KRCR TV.
2. Chico News and Review insert article – July 13 – July 20, 2017 (pg. 12)
3. Chico News and Review Calendar Submittal – 6/26/17
4. Chico ER Article – 6/29/17
5. Website – City of Chico ‐ Home Page, Specific SWRP Page, and Storm Water Management Page –
Posted 6/16/17
6. Website – Keepchicoclean.org – Meeting and link to SWRP on website home page – 6/16/17
7. Flyers – City Hall, Butte County Library, Chico Natural Foods, S&S Produce – Posted 7/5/17
8. Emails – Stakeholder/Public List – 'tfossum@buttecounty.net'; rperrelli@csuchico.edu;
'jkistle@chicousd.org'; Scott.Zaitz@waterboards.ca.gov; 'pbonacich@calwater.com';
'tracy.mcreynolds@wildlife.ca.gov'; Debbie.Spangler@water.ca.gov;
'natalie.carter@becnet.org'; 'bc‐rcd@carcd.org'; 'timmariehamill@gmail.com';
'ewedemeyer@co.shasta.ca.us'; 'rteubert@tcpw.ca.gov'; 'tzeller@chicorec.com';
'mit@mechoopda‐nsn.gov'; 'sierra@spi‐ind.com'; 'ryansale@sbcglobal.net';
erick.burres@waterboards.ca.gov; 'msmith‐peters@csuchico.edu'; 'dunlaplegal@yahoo.com';
'mcook@riverpartners.org'; 'vince@kkxx.net'; 'jaull@csuchico.edu'; 'loganmeline@gmail.com';
'smason908@gmail.com'; 'rockcreek5556@yahoo.com'; 'gary@hignell.com';
'lesheringer@gmail.com'; 'wcornelius@mechoopda‐nsn.gov'; 'joe.gleason@delallo.com';
'kloeser@northstareng.com'; 'watershed@becnet.org'; 'robinmccollum@sbcglobal.net';
'ubangarang@yahoo.com'; sachiitagaki@kennedyjenks.com; ksicke@ycfcwcd.org;
JenniferLau@kennedyjenks.com; pminasian@minasianlaw.com; NReese@mechoopda‐nsn.gov;
Davison, Brandon@Waterboards <Brandon.Davison@waterboards.ca.gov>;
brin@tehamacountyrcd.org; ryan@tehamacountyrcd.org – 6/23/17
9. Emails – TAC Members – 6/23/17
10. Email – Love Chapman Group, Butte Housing Authority – 6/29/17
11. Email – Forest Ranch Community Center and Forest Ranch Post – 6/27/17
12. Facebook – City of Chico Public Works Page – Posted on 6/28/17 (pinned to the top of the page)
13. NextDoor Event Posted – 6/30/17
14. Flyers translated to Hmong and Spanish
15. Handed out flyers at the Thursday Night Market – 6/29/17, 7/6/17 (available on table 7/13/17)
16. KRCR Community Events Calendar – Added to the Calendar to be on TV – 6/23/17 (request
submitted)

Outreach for Stakeholder Meeting #3 – November 29th, 2017
1. Press Release – 11/16/17 – Sent to All‐City Emails, All‐ City Council, Media – Chico Enterprise
Record, Chico News & Review, KPAY/KHSL Radio, KNVN/KHSL TV, KALF/KFMF, KIXE/KCHO, KZFR,
KBQB/KCEQ/KRQR/KTHU, and KRCR TV.
2. Website – City of Chico ‐ Home Page, Specific SWRP Page, Stakeholder and Public Meeting Page,
SWRP Schedule Page, and Storm Water Management Page – Posted 11/9/17
3. Website – Keepchicoclean.org – Meeting and link to SWRP on website home page – 11/28/17
4. Flyers – City Hall‐ 1st floor, City Hall – Building Counter, City Hall – internal bulletin boards, Butte
County Library, Chico Natural Foods, Butte College – Chico Center, Cal Java, Kona’s, Tin Roof
Bakery, Upper Crust Bakery, Pita Pit – 11/17/17
5. Emails – Stakeholder/Public List – 'tfossum@buttecounty.net'; 'rperrelli@csuchico.edu';
'jkistle@chicousd.org'; 'Scott.Zaitz@waterboards.ca.gov'; 'pbonacich@calwater.com';
'tracy.mcreynolds@wildlife.ca.gov'; 'Debbie.Spangler@water.ca.gov';
'natalie.carter@becnet.org'; 'bc‐rcd@carcd.org'; 'timmariehamill@gmail.com';
'ewedemeyer@co.shasta.ca.us'; 'rteubert@tcpw.ca.gov'; 'tzeller@chicorec.com';
'mit@mechoopda‐nsn.gov'; 'sierra@spi‐ind.com'; 'erick.burres@waterboards.ca.gov'; 'msmith‐
peters@csuchico.edu'; 'dunlaplegal@yahoo.com'; 'mcook@riverpartners.org'; 'vince@kkxx.net';
'jaull@csuchico.edu'; 'loganmeline@gmail.com'; 'smason908@gmail.com';
'rockcreekreclamation@aol.com'; 'gary@hignell.com'; 'lesheringer@gmail.com';
'wcornelius@mechoopda‐nsn.gov'; 'joe.gleason@delallo.com'; 'kloeser@northstareng.com';
'watershed@becnet.org'; 'robinmccollum@sbcglobal.net'; 'ubangarang@yahoo.com';
'sachiitagaki@kennedyjenks.com'; 'ksicke@ycfcwcd.org'; 'JenniferLau@kennedyjenks.com';
'pminasian@minasianlaw.com'; 'clay.slocum@cncement.org'; 'jlowe@northstareng.com';
'ryanrsale@sbcglobal.net'; 'erick.burres@waterboards.ca.gov'; 'bc‐rcd@carcd.org';
'Scott.McReynolds@water.ca.gov'; 'erik.gustafson@chicoca.gov'; 'skyler.lipski@chicoca.gov' –
11/9/17
6. Emails – TAC Members – 11/9/17
7. Email – Love Chapman Group – 11/9/17
8. Email ‐ Butte Housing Authority – 11/20/17
9. Email –Forest Ranch Post – 11/20/17
10. NextDoor Event Posted – 11/17/17
11. KRCR Community Events Calendar – Added to the Calendar to be on TV – 11/9/17 (request
submitted)
12. PeachTree – Chico Unified School District e‐flyer to all registered parents – 11‐17‐17

November 9, 2017

Project No.: 755-10-17-01.007
SENT VIA: EMAIL

Ms. Angela Spain
City of Chico
411 Main Street
Chico CA 95928
SUBJECT:

City of Chico Storm Water Resource Plan—Response to Comments on Initial
Project Screening

Dear Ms. Spain:
The attached table presents the response to comments received on September 8th, 2017 on the Big
Chico Creek and Little Chico Creek Storm Water Resource Plan (SWRP) Initial Project Screening.
This response to comments should be posted on the City’s SWRP website for review by the public,
the Technical Advisory Committee, and any other interested parties.
DISCLOSURE STATEMENT

Funding has been provided in full or in part through an agreement with the State Water Resources
Control Board, using funds from Proposition 1. The contents of this document do not necessarily
reflect the views and policies of the foregoing, nor does the mention of trade names or commercial
products constitute endorsement or recommendation for use.
This letter is part of the work product for Task 4.5 of Grant Agreement No. D1612613 between
the City of Chico and the California State Water Resource Control Board.
Please contact me at (530) 792-3275 or dmoore@westyost.com with any questions or comments.
Sincerely,
WEST YOST ASSOCIATES
Douglas T. Moore
Engineering Manager
RCE #58122
DTM:lh

2020 Research Park Drive, Suite 100

Davis, CA 95618

Phone 530 756-5905

Fax 530 756-5991

westyost.com

Table 1. Comments and Responses on the Intial Project Screening

Project
Number or
Letter

Title of
Recommended
Project
21st Century
Management
Program: Big Chico
Creek and Mud Creek
Watershed.

1

2

Publicly
Owned Land
Evaluation
(High,
Project Description
Medium, Low)
Medium
The proposed project is to develop and implement a multifaceted, holistic program to manage the flood protection system of diversions
and levees from Five Mile Recreation Area in Chico to the Sacramento River. The goals of the project would be to:
-Ensure the integrity of the flood control system.
-Fully assess the system using modern analysis techniques and increased data, and assure that the system can protect the urban area
while considering possible climatic changes.
-Manage gravel deposition at Five Mile and assure proper gravel migration downstream.
-Develop management strategies that maximize benefits to salmon populations.
-Coordinate with the Bicycle Plan.
-Optimize recreational opportunities.
-Identify opportunities to enhance riparian habitat, with an emphasis on endangered species such as the Sacramento Valley Longhorned Beetle.
-Ensure system provides 200-yr level of protection per State regulations.
-Maximize the use of County Service Area 24 funds.

Teichert Ponds
Reconstruction of inlet to provide capture of trash, suspended solids, hydrocarbons, etc. Reconstruction of outlet to Little Chico Creek
Improvement Project to provide control, accessibility, and maintainability. Vegetation management to eradicate non-native plants and help manage illegal
camping.

Project
Sponsor
Evaluation*
(Yes, No)
Yes, City of
Chico

Estimated
Affordability
Evaluation
High, Medium,
Low
Medium

Implementability
Evaluation
(High, Medium,
Low)
High

Evaluate as a SWRP
Project or Retain as an
Initial Project (note A)
(SWRP or Initial)
SWRP, combined into M

Comments Received from Stream
Team

High

Yes, City of
Chico

Low

Medium

Medium

Yes, City of
Chico

Medium

High

SWRP, combined into N

Big Chico Creek bank The creek bank just a few feet away from CARD's water well on BCC at Hooker Oak Park is eroding. A solution for this problem has
erosion
been designed; implementation could be part of a future storm water grant application.

High

Yes, City of
Chico

Medium

Low

Big Chico Creek storm Create a storm water detention area in Lower Bidwell Park just west of the east most parking area off Peterson Memorial Drive. This
water detention
area has previously flooded (i.e. Scout's Island) and has the capacity to occasionally detain enough water to reduce downstream
flooding without affecting any major infrastructure such as Petersen Dr.

High

No

Low

Medium

SWRP, combined into M, Affordability could be low depending on
includes POEI*
the site. Implementability is High.
Small revegetation projects can be
identified and implemented cheaply by
the public, for example Lost Park.
POEI
SWRP, combined into M Implentability is High. Similar to Project
71.

Medium

No

Medium

Medium

SWRP, combined into O

High

No

Medium

Medium

SWRP, combined into O

Use the city-owned area of upstream of the Madrone bike bridge for storm water infiltration

High

Yes, City of
Chico

Medium

Medium

SWRP, combined into M, Implementability is High
includes POEI*

Re-do access roads into to channel to make it easier to haul out debris from homeless camp cleanups. Identify areas where camping
and associated camp cleanups regularly occur and develop and implement solutions to reduce camping at those locations (e.g.
elevating vegetation, regular monitoring, etc.).

High

No

Medium

High

SWRP, combined into M,
includes POEI*

Medium

No

Medium

Medium

SWRP, combined into N,
includes POEI*

21st Century
Management
Program: Little Chico
Creek to Butte Creek
Diversion.
3

The proposed project is to develop and implement a multifaceted, holistic program to manage the flood protection system of diversions
and levees from Little Chico Creek to Butte Creek. The goals of the project would be to:
- Ensure the integrity of the flood control system.
- Fully assess the system using modern analysis techniques and increased data, and assure that the system can protect the urban
area while considering possible climatic changes.
- Identify improvements required to achieve FEMA certification.
- Coordinate with the Bicycle Plan.
- Optimize recreational opportunities.
- Identify opportunities to enhance riparian habitat, with an emphasis on endangered species such as the Sacramento Valley Longhorned Beetle.
- Ensure system provides 200-yr level of protection per State regulations.

4

SWRP, combined into Q, Duplicate on list under both (Q and I).
Trash filtering component Public land is High.
combined into I, includes
POEI*

Response to Comment

In the original file provided to Stream Team, there was no duplication of Project 2. The Publicly Owned Land rating has now been changed to high.

This project is a bank stabilization project at a specific location. The comment appears to be addressing the project as if the project was general erosion stabilization located at
many undefined locations. Revegetation itself is relatively low cost, but can only occur after high cost stabilization work, so therefore, affordability has been changed to medium
for this specific project at this specific location. Implementability was listed as low because this project will require several permits to be acquired from the CDFW, the USACE,
and the RWQCB. POEI is already listed for this project.

Implementability was listed as medium because these two detention basin projects will require hydrologic and hydraulic modeling to determine the level of flood protection that
would be achieved and to determine if the flood protection justifies the costs of the basins. Also, the basins and the erosion stabilization will require several permits to be acquired
from the CDFW, the USACE, and the RWQCB, and approval from the Bidwell Park and Playground Commission. This project does not appear to be similar to Project 71.

Consider making a small detention basin on the right (north) bank of BCC just downstream of the Vallombrosa Bridge. This is part of
the city-owned Lost Park area. Currently several north side properties closer to the Esplanade Bridge as well as the south side of Lost
Park experience flood water conditions during high water events.

5

Correcting a scour problem at Big Chico Creek's Vallombrosa Bridge is listed in the city's Capital Projects plan. Incorporate this fix into
a grant proposal as an in-kind match.
Comanche Creek flow Develop a plan to remove invasive yellow flag iris from CC. This plant spreads via seeds and rhizomes and, by filling the stream bed
improvements
with plants, widens the stream bed, causing bank erosion and flooding (especially at Paseo Campaneros) The upstream-most
infestation is at Neighborhood Church. Downstream-most location is unknown. Starting area for removal could be at CCG, with
outreach to upstream and downstream property owners to educate them about the problem and provide solutions.
6
Survey CC starting at the Fair St. Detention Basin to identify obstacles in the creek and develop a plan to remove them. Reduce silt
buildup in CC through the residential and business area from the Detention Basin outlet to Midway. Reduce silt entering CC via the
Basin.
Comanche Creek
water quality

Provide better trash filtering at outlet from Fair St. Detention basin into CC. Provide filtering of storm water runoff at northwest outlet
at Midway Bridge and at outlets at Valine and Wrex. Provide filtering of storm water runoff from Hegan Lane Business Park (outlet
into CC is west of CCG, pollutants are probably mostly hydrocarbons from the large amount of impervious surfaces of parking lot and
street parking). Encourage alternative transportation for employees of businesses in this area, as currently all of Otterson Dr. is used
by employee parking for Build.com.
Develop a working relationship with M&T Ranch to coordinate communications about their control of the water level in CC with creek
cleanups and other in-stream activities. Develop a better understanding of when they reduce water flows and plan in-stream activities
based on this information. Provide real-time online information about water flow diversion into Comanche Creek (CC) at Phelan Dam
to help with trash removal efforts downstream, especially at Comanche Creek Greenway (CCG).

7

Convert southwest outlet at Midway Bridge into a bioswale.
Much of CC's trash comes from homeless camps under the Midway Bridge and upstream to the bike bridge. Provide fencing to make
it more difficult for campers to bring large items to their camp sites and consider ways to reduce the desirability of camping under
these bridges and nearby. Eliminate creekside camping sites at CCG wherever possible.

8

Lindo Channel
infiltration
enhancement
Lindo Channel
nonpoint pollution

9

Implementability was changed to medium (rather than high) because construction in the Lindo Channel will require several permits to be acquired from the CDFW, the USACE,
and the RWQCB.

Add trash filter at Chico Nut storm water drain
Add bioswales to storm water outlets from Manzanita to Esplanade, where stream channel is wide enough to accommodate.
Little Chico Creek
flooding problems

Due to the increase in impervious surfaces (e.g. East 8th St road reconstruction project) downstream of the Little Chico Creek (LCC)
diversion into Butte Creek at the Stilson Canyon diversion, the diversion point needs to be recalibrated.
Provide infiltration area on city property just downstream of the diversion. Consider using the city's Linear Parks and Greenways Fund
to purchase the small amount of open space land in this area that's not already owned by the city so that this infiltration area can be
maximized. Look at the many other city-owned properties along the creek for other infiltration opportunities.

10

Consider using the city-owned former RDA property north of the Boucher St. bridge into a storm water infiltration area. The creek bank
is low in that area and the property is already subject to occasional flooding.
LCC's carrying capacity has been reduced by excessive growth of invasive plants and tree-falls that block storm water flows. Develop
a plan in coordination with DWR to identify the worst areas and provide ongoing maintenance to keep them clear. Also, provide a
mechanism for residents to report new problems to the appropriate agency.
Correcting a scour problem at LCC's Walnut St Bridge is listed in the city's Capital Projects plan. Incorporate this fix into a grant
proposal as an in-kind match.
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Table 1. Comments and Responses on the Intial Project Screening

Project
Number or
Letter

Title of
Recommended
Project
Little Chico Creek
water quality

Project Description
For the last several years, the city has been treating arundo donax on city properties along LCC and removing it using volunteer labor
(1100+ hours of volunteer work so far, plus other donations for associated removal costs). Continue this process, work with other
public agencies that also own LCC creek bank property (e.g. Butte County Housing Authority, Chico Unified School District) to help
remove their arundo and develop a protocol for private property owners who wish to remove their arundo. As needed, work with the
Chico Fire Dept. to develop regulations requiring arundo removal, as a fire hazard. Work with USDA's Natural Resources Conservation
Service, which has offered to help property owners downstream of the Chico city limits also remove their arundo.

Publicly
Owned Land
Evaluation
(High,
Medium, Low)
High

Project
Sponsor
Evaluation*
(Yes, No)
No

Estimated
Affordability
Evaluation
High, Medium,
Low
High

Implementability
Evaluation
(High, Medium,
Low)
Medium

Evaluate as a SWRP
Project or Retain as an
Initial Project (note A)
(SWRP or Initial)
SWRP, combined into N,
includes POEI*

SWRP, combined into M,
includes POEI*

Comments Received from Stream
Team

Response to Comment

Identify areas along LCC where creek bank erosion is a significant problem (e.g. the left bank downstream of the Chestnut St. Bridge)
and develop solutions to reduce future erosion in these areas).
Consider possible future impacts should the Chapmantown annexation result in additional storm water entering LCC.

11

Homeless camps in LCC are likely the largest source of trash within the creek. The longer a camp remains, the more trash and large
items accumulate at the camp, complicating the eventual cleanup. A more transparent system for citizens to report camps is needed
and additional resources to provide the move-out notifications, cleanups and hauling of the trash. Vegetation removal would help
reduce camping in some locations, heavy-duty fencing at bridges is another way to reduce creek access.
Also, because there are so many easy access points along the creek, there's a lot of household trash dumping and of large items such
as mattresses and couches. Love Chapman has helped to alleviate this problem by offering an annual cleanup day, with free hauling
of large items to the pickup location and drop-off of trash, recycling, and vegetation. Other creekside neighborhoods could offer
similar services, with BEC or another NGO being paid to organize events.

12

Mitigating new
There are several large new residential subdivisions to the south of Sycamore Bypass. Improve outdoor recreational opportunities for
impacts to Sycamore these residents by completing the planned bike path along the Bypass to connect to the Floral Ave bike path and by creating wellBypass
designed paths into the Bypass area (instead of letting each user create his/her own path). Provide educational signage and materials
to the homeowners associations to discourage yard waste and trash dumping into the Bypass.

High

Yes, City of
Chico

High

High

High

Yes, City of
Chico

Medium

Medium

SWRP, combined into Q, Implementability is High. Why yes for
includes POEI*
public land instead of High?

Publicly owned land was changed to High. Implementability was changed to medium (rather than high) because construction in at Teichert Ponds will require several permits to
be acquired from the CDFW, the USACE, and the RWQCB.

High

Yes, City of
Chico

High

Medium

SWRP, combined into Q, Implementability is High. Why yes for
Trash filtering component public land instead of High?
combined into I, includes
POEI*

Publicly owned land was changed to High. Implementability was changed to medium (rather than high) because construction in at Teichert Ponds will require several permits to
be acquired from the CDFW, the USACE, and the RWQCB.

Medium

Yes, City of
Chico

Medium

Medium

SWRP, combined into P Why O and not P or M?

This project was not combined into project O. This project was already combined into Project P.

Channel Stabilization Provide structural erosion at outfalls, along bridges and structures, major bends in waterways, revegetate various stream segments,
acquire property along streams to allow for a "buffer" zone. This will meet the Water Quality benefits as well as riparian enhancement.

Medium

Yes, City of
Chico

Medium

Medium

SWRP, combined with 68

Detention Basins on Construct detention basins per the 1997 Amendment to SDMP, but include storm water wetlands, or community parks as appropriate.
Comanche Creek

Medium

Yes, City of
Chico

Low

Low

SWRP, combined into O

Detention Basins on The Project will provide flood control along little Chico Creek per the SDMP, but will have water quality wetlands or community park as
Little Chico Creek appropriate.

Medium

Yes, City of
Chico

Low

Low

SWRP, combined into N

Install grassy swale in Bidwell Park to provide natural treatment and some minor detention, along with infiltration

High

Yes, City of
Chico

Medium

Low

SWRP, combined into M, Not a flood project, Implementability is Flood control was not listed as a benefit of this project. This project includes general implementation of grassy swales in Bidwell Park. It does not identify specific locations where
includes POEI*
High Afforability is low. Project not
grassy swales would be implemented. Consequently, before actual swales are constructed, a plan will need to be developed to select the best and most affordable locations. This
plan.
project was included in Project M because Project M includes LID where feasible. Also, this project will require several permits to be acquired from the CDFW, the USACE, and/or
the RWQCB, and approval from the Bidwell Park and Playground Commission. Consequently, Implementability was listed as low. Affordability was listed as medium because the
planning and permitting will will be expensive, but after the planning and permitting are completed, the grassy swales may be relatively inexpensive.

Street segments and parking lots could be retrofitted into green streets or green parking lots using vegetated swales, vegetated buffer
strips, bioretention planters, and mechanical treatment systems

High

Yes, City of
Chico

Low

Medium

SWRP, combined into P, Combine w/20, 25, 82, 74 (and/or letter This project includes general implementation of Green Street and Green Parking Lots. It does not identify specific locations where Green Streets and Green Parking Lots would be
includes POEI*
N)
implemented. Consequently, before actual Green Streets and Parking Lots would be constructed, a plan will need to be developed to select the best and most affordable
locations. This project was combined with Project P because Project P includes development of a plan to identify the best locations for Green Streets and parking lots. It was not
included in Project N because Project N is only for Little Chico Creek, and this project would evaluate the use of Green Streets and Parking lots on a City-wide basis. It was not
included in Project 20 because this project is Project 20. This project was not included in Project 25 because Project 25 was revised and replaced by Project 81. This project was
not included in Project 82 because Project 82 is four specific projects previously inlcuded in the NSV IRWMP, and this project was not included in the NSV IRWMP.

Make City Corp Yards The City/County Corporation Yards could be evaluated for implementation of best management practices such as grassy swales,
Storm Water Friendly infiltration trenches, rock
infiltration wells and other water quality treatment and low flow/dry weather runoff infiltration facilities.

High

Yes, City of
Chico

Medium

High

SWRP, combined into N
(Includes POEI*)

Outreach and
Establish a stream maintenance inspection and monitoring program, include trash and debris removal, exotic plant eradication,
Maintenance of Parks revegetation and stream bank repair and maintenance. Could lean heavily on volunteers.

High

Yes, City of
Chico

Medium

High

SWRP, combined into P, Implementability is High
includes POEI*

Medium

Yes, City of
Chico

Low

High

SWRP, combined into I,
includes POEI*

Medium

Yes, Stream
Team

Low

Medium

Medium

No

Low

Medium

Teichert Ponds
retention basins
13

14

15

16

Reroute the small east side storm drains so that they don't dump directly into Pond 1.
Remove the silt buildup in the ponds and its associated contaminants.
Separate Pond 1 (freshwater) from Ponds 2-3 and rework Ponds 2 and 3 so that Pond 2 can be periodically drained and cleaned.
Work with the Butte County Mosquito and Vector Control District to develop a plan that will reduce the need for mosquito control.

Teichert Ponds
Remove the major invasive plant species: parrot's feather, tree of heaven, Himalayan blackberry, Chinese tallow tree, pyracantha and
vegetation, trash and arundo (1-2 small stands).
public access
The dirt roadway on the north side floods almost every winter. Solve this problem.
Finish removing the chain link fencing around Pond 1 to improve access for invasive plant control and trash cleanup.
Construct a walking trail on the east side of the Ponds to improve public access and reduce undesirable behavior (camping,
encroachments by east side neighbors, yard waste dumping). Homeless camping is a major problem here; however, most of the
camps are outside of the storm water area so they don 't directly affect the amount of trash going into Little Chico Creek.
Improve trash filtering on major east side storm water inlet and add filter on south inlet.
Bank Slope Reduction Many of the rural roadside ditches and agricultural drainage channels have overly-steep banks, which leads to bank erosion, deposition
and Stabilization
of sediment in the channel, and damage to public roads, maintenance roads and farmland. Bank segments with severe bank erosion
could be identified and evaluated for bank slope reduction. Potential stabilization methods that could be evaluated include slope
reduction, vegetation with deep rooted native California grasses, and/or stabilization with articulated block pavers.

17

18

Grassy Swale in
Bidwell Park
19

Green Streets and
Parking Lots
20

21

Implementability was changed to high because some aspects of this project can easily be implemented. However, stream bank repair and maintenance activities could require
several permits to be acquired from the CDFW, the USACE, and the RWQCB, and for the stream bank repair and maintenance the implementability would be medium.

22

23

24

Trash Capture
Devices

Use City's land use map and storm water system map to locate and size trash capture devices. These trash capture devices can be
implemented along with other modifications to detention basins, including grassy swales, infiltration trenches, rock infiltration wells,
and low flow/dry weather runoff infiltration facilities.
Waterwise and Habitat Project includes:
and River Friendly - Implementation of low impact development techniques and water quality best management practices.
Landscape Program - Public outreach, education, and involvement related to storm water and other issues.
- Citizen based storm water monitoring.
See detailed project description provided in Attachment A.
Chico Green Streets
and Low Impact
Development
Implementation
Project

Project includes:
- Implementation of low impact development techniques and water quality best management practices.
- Public outreach, education, and involvement related to storm water and other issues.
- Citizen based storm water monitoring.
See detailed project description provided in Attachment A.

SWRP, combined into P, Sponsor is yes (Stream Team).
includes POEI*
Affordability is low. Implementability is
High. Why not group as you did with
other projects under a letter (M, N)?
Also has PEOI.

The sponsorship has been changed to Stream Team. The project is already listed with low affordability. Implementability remains medium because the project description is
vague and includes many different objectives and prioritizing the objectives will be needed. Developing specific actions to implement the various objectives will also have to be
developed and evaluated. Each one of the objectives essentially constitutes an entire project/program by itself. This project has now been grouped with Project P, and POEI has
now been added.

Initial

25
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Project
Number or
Letter

26

Title of
Recommended
Project
Bidwell Park and
Greenway Integrated
Storm Water, Ground
Water Recharge, and
Recycled Water
Project
Cal Park Green
Streets Project

Project Description
Project includes:
- Implementation of low impact development techniques and water quality best management practices.
- Public outreach, education, and involvement related to storm water and other issues.
- Citizen based storm water monitoring.
See detailed project description provided in Attachment A.

Publicly
Owned Land
Evaluation
(High,
Medium, Low)
Medium

Project
Sponsor
Evaluation*
(Yes, No)
Yes, City of
Chico

Estimated
Affordability
Evaluation
High, Medium,
Low
Low

Implementability
Evaluation
(High, Medium,
Low)
Medium

Evaluate as a SWRP
Project or Retain as an
Initial Project (note A)
Comments Received from Stream
(SWRP or Initial)
Team
Response to Comment
SWRP, combined with Implementability is High. Combine
Project 26 is now combined with Project 71, and both projects are combined into Project P. Project is not combined with Project M, because Projects 26 and 71 have many
Project 71 into P, includes w/71 and is it P (SW master plan) or M aspects (some listed below) that are beyond what is included in Project M, which is focused on just Big Chico Creek. Implementability remains medium because the project
POEI*
(21st plan)
description is vague and includes many different objectives and prioritizing the objectives will be needed. Developing specific actions to implement the various objectives will also
have to be developed and evaluated. Each one of the objectives essentially constitutes an entire project/program by itself.

Project includes:
- Implementation of low impact development techniques and water quality best management practices.
- Public outreach, education, and involvement related to storm water and other issues.
- Citizen based storm water monitoring.
See detailed project description provided in Attachment A.

Medium

No

Low

Medium

Initial

City of Chico Long- Project includes:
term Trash Reduction - Implementation of low impact development techniques and water quality best management practices.
Project
- Public outreach, education, and involvement related to storm water and other issues.
- Citizen based storm water monitoring.
See detailed project description provided in Attachment A.

Medium

No

Low

Medium

Initial

LID Technical Design Project includes:
Manual and
- Implementation of low impact development techniques and water quality best management practices.
Demonstration Project - Public outreach, education, and involvement related to storm water and other issues.
- Citizen based storm water monitoring.
See detailed project description provided in Attachment A.

Medium

Yes, City of
Chico

Low

Medium

SWRP, combined into P,
includes POEI*

Chico State University
LID Implementation
and Stream Habitat
Enhancement Project

Project includes:
- Implementation of low impact development techniques and water quality best management practices.
- Public outreach, education, and involvement related to storm water and other issues.
- Citizen based storm water monitoring.
See detailed project description provided in Attachment A.

Medium

No

Low

Medium

Initial

Five Mile, Lindo
Channel, and
Sycamore Flood
Diversion Storm
Water Treatment and
Habitat Enhancement
Project

Project includes:
- Implementation of low impact development techniques and water quality best management practices.
- Public outreach, education, and involvement related to storm water and other issues.
- Citizen based storm water monitoring.
See detailed project description provided in Attachment A.

Medium

No

Low

Medium

Initial

Chapman/Mulberry
Neighborhood Green
Infrastructure and
Natural Storm Water
Treatment Project

Project includes:
- Implementation of low impact development techniques and water quality best management practices.
- Public outreach, education, and involvement related to storm water and other issues.
- Citizen based storm water monitoring.
See detailed project description provided in Attachment A.

Medium

No

Low

Medium

Initial

Mud and Rock Creek Project includes:
Flood Protection
- Implementation of low impact development techniques and water quality best management practices.
Project
- Public outreach, education, and involvement related to storm water and other issues.
- Citizen based storm water monitoring.
See detailed project description provided in Attachment A.

Medium

Yes, Stream
Team

Low

Medium

SWRP, includes POEI*

27

28

29

30

31

32

33
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Why is this project not grouped?
Sponsor is yes, as either Mud Creek
Recalamation District (Robin
McCullum?) or Stream Team, or why
not City? How was Affordability and
Implementability evaluated?

This project is a standalone project because the vast majority of Mud and Rock Creek Watersheds are outside the City and the City's Sphere of Influence. The sponsorship has
been changed to Stream Team. Implementability remains medium and affordability remains low because the project description is vague and includes many different objectives
and prioritizing the objectives and will be needed. Developing specific actions to implement the various objectives will also have to be developed and evaluated.

City of Chico
SWRP

Table 1. Comments and Responses on the Intial Project Screening

Project
Number or
Letter

34

Title of
Recommended
Project
Little Chico Creek,
Lindo channel,
Mud/Rock Creek
Arundo/Broom
Removal and LID
Implementation
Project

35

Flood Detention Pond
(Comanche, Fair
Street, Home Depot,
Teichert)
Enhancement and LID
Implementation
Project

Project Description
Project includes:
- Implementation of low impact development techniques and water quality best management practices.
- Public outreach, education, and involvement related to storm water and other issues.
- Citizen based storm water monitoring.
See detailed project description provided in Attachment A.

Publicly
Owned Land
Evaluation
(High,
Medium, Low)
Medium

Project
Sponsor
Evaluation*
(Yes, No)
No

Estimated
Affordability
Evaluation
High, Medium,
Low
Low

Implementability
Evaluation
(High, Medium,
Low)
Medium

Evaluate as a SWRP
Project or Retain as an
Initial Project (note A)
(SWRP or Initial)
Initial

Project includes:
- Implementation of low impact development techniques and water quality best management practices.
- Public outreach, education, and involvement related to storm water and other issues.
- Citizen based storm water monitoring.
See detailed project description provided in Attachment A.

Medium

Yes, City of
Chico

Low

Medium

Low Impact
Development and
Green Infrastructure
Implementation
Program for Butte
County Schools

Project includes:
- Implementation of low impact development techniques and water quality best management practices on specific school sites.
- Public outreach, education, and involvement related to storm water and other issues.
- Citizen based storm water monitoring.
See detailed project description provided in Attachment A.

Medium

Yes, Chico
Unified
School
District

Low

Medium

City of Chico storm
water capture and
reuse project

Project includes:
- Implementation of low impact development techniques and water quality best management practices.
- Public outreach, education, and involvement related to storm water and other issues.
- Citizen based storm water monitoring.
See detailed project description provided in Attachment A.

Medium

Yes, City of
Chico

Low

Medium

Urban Landscape
Water Conservation
and Pesticide
Reduction Project

Project includes:
- Implementation of low impact development techniques and water quality best management practices.
- Public outreach, education, and involvement related to storm water and other issues.
- Citizen based storm water monitoring.
See detailed project description provided in Attachment A.

Medium

No

Low

Medium

Initial

NSV IRWM Projects
(submitted by CA
Urban Streams
Alliance-The Stream
Team)

Project includes:
- Implementation of low impact development techniques and water quality best management practices.
- Public outreach, education, and involvement related to storm water and other issues.
- Citizen based storm water monitoring.
See detailed project description provided in Attachment A.

Medium

No

Low

Medium

Initial

High

Yes, City of
Chico

Medium

High

SWRP, includes POEI*

Comments Received from Stream
Team

SWRP, combined into O, Grouping w/O or R? Similar projects:
Teichert Ponds combined 35, 43, 60
into Project Q, includes
POEI*

Response to Comment

Project is already combined with Project O. Teichert Pond is now combined into Project Q. Project R is specific to the Fair Street Detention Basin, whereas this project includes
several other basins. Projects 43 and 60 are specific to the Fair Street Detention Basin, so they were grouped into Project R.

Initial

36

37

SWRP, combined into P, Why not group under M, N, O, Q? This
includes POEI*
is intended to be an implementation
project (vegetation managmen, LID
demos, trash reduction actions, etc. )
but the update was accidently not
uploaded. Targets Big Chico/Little
Chico creek. Implementability is High.

Project M is specific to Big Chico Creek.
Project N is specific to Little Chico Creek.
Project O is specific to Comanche Creek.
Project Q is specific to Teichert Ponds.
This project includes implementation of LID at unspecified locations, consequently, it was grouped with Project P, which is a City-wide update of storm water planning and policies.
Project P also incudes developing LID implementation, creek clean ups, water quality monitoring, and many other types of projects and programs. This is not an implementation
project because it does not identify specific locations for project implementation. It identified general goals to be achieved throughout the watershed, including LID
implementation, public outreach and training, increasing employment opportunities, green job training, and linking citizen monitoring with the City Storm Water Management
Program. These are mostly programs, not implementation projects. Implementability remains medium because the project description is not specific and includes many different
objectives and prioritizing the objectives will be needed. Developing specific actions to implement the various objectives will also have to be developed and evaluated. Each one
of the objectives essentially constitutes an entire project/program by itself.

38

39

Parking Lot 4
Replacement of existing deteriorated asphalt paving with permeable pavement or pavers.
Rehabilitation #50019
40

Improve Lindo
Channel

Remove vegetation, debris, rock, silt, repair outfalls, and reestablish channel capacity to reduce flooding and erosion of public
infrastructure. Include a bikeway to increase public open space.

High

Yes, City of
Chico

Medium

Medium

SWRP, combined into M, Affordability could be low depending on This project does not identify specific locations or projects. Affordability at specific sites could be low, medium , or high; consequently, Affordability was give a medium rating.
the site. Implementability is High.
Implementability at specific sites could be low, medium , or high; consequently, the Implementability is now changed to medium. POEI is now added.
includes POEI*
Small revegetation projects can be
identified and implemented cheaply by
the public, for example Lost Park.
POEI

Teichert Ponds
Improvement

Remove vegetation, limit illegal encampment to reduce trash buildup, improve paths/roads round the pond. Improve outfall screening
to reducing buildup and flooding.

High

Yes, City of
Chico

Medium

Medium

SWRP, combined into Q, Affordability and impemtability
includes POEI*
rankings, how were they evaluated?

41

42
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The Implementability and Affordability ratings were evaluated relative to other projects. This project received medium ratings because it is for a specific site, but the specific
improvements are not defined. Many of the project elements will require several permits to be acquired from the CDFW, the USACE, and the RWQCB.

City of Chico
SWRP

Table 1. Comments and Responses on the Intial Project Screening

Project
Number or
Letter
43

44

45

46

47

48

49

50

51

Title of
Recommended
Project
Project Description
Fair Street Detention Remove vegetation to limit illegal encampments (trash buildup), improve paths/roads around pond. Improve outfall screening to
Basin Improvements reduce buildup and flooding.

Publicly
Owned Land
Evaluation
(High,
Medium, Low)
High

Project
Sponsor
Evaluation*
(Yes, No)
Yes, City of
Chico

Estimated
Affordability
Evaluation
High, Medium,
Low
Medium

Implementability
Evaluation
(High, Medium,
Low)
Medium

Evaluate as a SWRP
Project or Retain as an
Initial Project (note A)
Comments Received from Stream
(SWRP or Initial)
Team
SWRP, combined into R, Grouping w/O or R? Similar projects:
includes POEI*
35, 43, 60

Response to Comment
Project is already combined with Project R since Project R is specific to the Fair Street Detention Basin. Projects 43 and 60 are specific to the Fair Street Detention Basin, so they
were also grouped into Project R. Project 35 includes several detention basins, is not specific to a single basin, and consequently was grouped into Project O which covers several
detention basins. Many of the project elements will require several permits to be acquired from the CDFW, the USACE, and the RWQCB.

Review effectiveness of current gate settings, adjust as needed. This past year, we visually observed a lot of capacity in
Mud/Sycamore Creek, when Big Chico Creek and Lindo Channel were running so high that localized flooding developed. Balancing of
flows could decrease scour, provide flood protection, and improve habitat.
Evaluate the current capacities of the Big Chico Creek Gates, the Lindo Channel Gates, and the Sycamore Weir in relation to the
Sycamore Pool capacity and water surface elevations. Consider the establishment of a regular sediment removal process and
implementation of a routine maintenance agreement between the City/County and DWR.

High

Yes, City of
Chico

Medium

High

SWRP

High

Yes, City of
Chico

Medium

High

SWRP, combined into M

Establish a long term management plan for Lindo Channel in order to re-establish the channel capacity back to its original design and
to ensure the occurrence of regular maintenance. Consider need for flood control easement for managing vegetation growth and
debris buildup, and limiting flow distribution issues. Study the capacity of Mud Creek to evaluate the potential to re-route flows.

High

Yes, City of
Chico

Medium

High

SWRP, combined into M Implementability is High (plan)

Medical Waste
Providing medical waste drop off points would decrease the amount of leftover medication that gets flushed in toilets and thus
Program for unused discharged to WWTPs. WWTPs struggle to remove these medications so they get discharged in WWTP effluent to the creeks.
medicine

High

No

Medium

High

Sycamore and Mud A combination of sediment and vegetation management projects are needed at various locations throughout Mud and Sycamore
Creek Flood Control Creeks to maintain the existing design capacity of the system: the construction of grade control structures would in theory stabilize the
slope of the channel upstream of Cohasset Road and downstream of the Diversion Channel. The structures could also act as sediment
catchments to allow for the removal of excess sediment and to prevent the transport of additional sediment downstream where it
negatively affects other parts of the system. Benefits include reducing long term O&M costs and reducing adverse environmental
impacts to the system.
Sheep Hollow Off- An off-stream area may provide for the detention of peak flood flows along Sycamore Creek. There may be potential to reduce flood
stream Storage Area risk by removing or notching the right bank levee to allow high water to flow into the right overbank area in the open space area
located just south of the Chico Municipal Airport, behind the right bank levee of Sheep Hollow near the confluence with Sycamore
Creek. This potential enhancement is strictly conceptual at this stage and further evaluation is needed to confirm its feasibility, and to
evaluate whether or not the open space area is needed for interior drainage.
Early Flood Warning Upstream gages to improve upon the availability and reliability of real-time flow data upstream along Big Chico Creek, allowing more
System
lead time for local responders to prepare for and manage a high flow event. The warning system could include water level sensors
and telemeters to transmit flood information so that any abnormally large inflows and/or issues with debris on the gate structures could
be noticed immediately.
Identification and
Groundwater recharge could help with water supply reliability, increase infiltration and provide treatment, and provide habitat
Evaluation of
(depending on how projects are implemented). The ability to recharge groundwater using various methods needs to be investigated.
Groundwater
Recharge

High

Yes, City of
Chico

Low

Low

Low

No

Low

Medium

Initial

Yes

Yes, City of
Chico

High

High

SWRP, combined into M,
includes POEI*

Medium

Yes, City of
Chico

Medium

Medium

SWRP, combined into P Why affordability ranked as low?

Medium

Yes, City of
Chico

Low

Medium

SWRP, combined into M

Yes

Yes, City of
Chico

Medium

Medium

SWRP, combined into M,
includes POEI*

Medium

Yes, City of
Chico

Low

Medium

SWRP, combined into M,
includes POEI*

High

Yes, City of
Chico

High

High

SWRP, combined into M,
includes POEI*

Utilize diversion channels for groundwater recharge/storm water infiltration.
Biofilters before diversion channels drain to creeks (i.e. Little Chico creek diversion to Butte creek)
Public education about watersheds, water systems and water quality.

High

No

Medium

Medium

SWRP, combined into P, Why not grouped? Why not City
includes POEI*
sponsor?

This project has now been grouped into Project P, which is sponsored by the City.

-Major storm water basin restoration (i.e. Teichert Ponds Restoration Project - 2009 ) to mitigate polluted runoff that drains to the
creeks.
-Biofilters before water drains to waterways.
-Public education about watersheds, water systems and water quality.

High

No

Medium

Medium

SWRP, combined into P, Why not grouped? City sponsor?
includes POEI*

This project has now been grouped into Project P, which is sponsored by the City.

Updating the City's Update the City's storm water master plan to make it proactive. This update would include developing computer models of the City's
storm water plan (to drainage system that are capable of modeling water quality. It would include evaluating drainage and flood control, implementation of
make it proactive) low impact development, water quality best management practices, and would include programs like creek clean ups, water quality
monitoring, and habitat enhancement, etc. It would include opportunities to use storm water for landscape irrigation or other uses. It
should have a public education element too. A goal should be to address hydromodification from development.

High

Yes, City of
Chico

Medium

High

SWRP, combined into P, Affordability is low. PEOI?
includes POEI*

Although this is a plan, a City-wide storm water master plan will be expensive to prepare. PEOI was added to the project.

Routine Community This program includes organizing annual community creek clean up events. The events should include a morning of cleaning litter
Creek Clean Up
and trash from the creeks and associated wetland and riparian habitat. After the clean up there should be a community outreach and
Project (Program) education event and barbecue.

High

Yes, City of
Chico

Medium

High

Fair Street Detention Trash Interception at the Fair Street Detention Ponds including BD Ditch Repairs to reduce flooding
Ponds

High

Yes, City of
Chico

Medium

Medium

Improve the Teichert Ponds by removing non-native vegetation and improving the pond hydraulics and water quality.

High

Yes, City of
Chico

Medium

Medium

Trash collection at Meyers Industrial Park and Otterson Business Park to benefit Comanche Creek. Potential to combine this project
with improvement of Comanche Creek bike lanes/paths.

High

Yes, City of
Chico

Medium

Medium

Update the City's development standards to clearly identify what water quality improvements and facilities are needed, how the
improvements should be sized, what process is to be used for achieving approval of the storm water quality improvements and
facilities by the City, and identification of storm water quality development impact fees. The project should also identify what the
annual O&M costs are for the improvements and facilities, estimate the annual O&M costs, and identify a method like establishment of
a water quality zone of benefit or community facilities district that results in monthly storm water fees being paid by new development.
Additionally, regulations and policies for the existing City should be established or updated, and a funding mechanism for generating
storm water funds from the existing City areas should be evaluated, hopefully leading to a secure O&M funding source.

High

Yes, City of
Chico

Low

High

5 Mile and Lindo
Channel Diversion
Structures Study
Big Chico Creek and
Lindo Channel
Diversions Study and
Improvements
Lindo Channel
Management Plan

Upper Watershed

-Ecosystem restoration
-Improving groundwater recharge/storm water infiltration (i.e. wetland enhancement/creation)
-Public education about watersheds, water systems and water quality.

Initial

Why not grouped under M or P? Why
stand-alond SWRP project?

This project could be grouped under Project M. However, this project would address one specific element of the range of potential projects that Project M covers, specifically
improving flood control by adjusting the existing gate settings. There is also a potential funding opportunity through Community Service Area 24. Consequently, this was kept as a
separate project so it could be evaluated independently of the much larger Project M.

Implementability of the study is now rated high.

Why grouped as stand-alone SWRP
This project is not a storm water project and therefore was retained as an Initial Project.
project instead of grouped under M, N,
O, Q, (or P) ? Affordability is Low.

SWRP, combined into M Why was affordability and
implementability ranked as low?

Why not grouped?

The vegetation management portion of the project are relatively affordable and implementable. However, the construction of grade control structures in the creek would be very
difficult to permit and construct (implementation) and would be very expensive.

This project was not grouped because it is a well-defined, specific project.

Affordability is changed to medium.

52
***This project recommendation is the result of a collaborative brains

Urban Riparian
Restoration

53

54

Community Creek Cleanups
Annual Bidwell Park and Chico Creeks Cleanup (September)
Regular neighborhood cleanups
Invasive species removal (i.e. Arundo) in Little Chico Creek.
Removal of anadromous fish migration blockages (i.e.. rouge dams but
Big Chico Creek West -Ecosystem restoration
of Nord Ave.
-Improving groundwater recharge/storm water infiltration (i.e. wetland enhancement/creation)
-Public education about watersheds, water systems and water quality.
***This project recommendation is the result of a collaborative brain

55

Erosion
Upper Park Road erosion control/mitigation
Management/Preventi Biofilters before water enters creeks to reduce sediment in creek due to erosion from cyclists and runners on trails near the creeks.
on
Identify and prioritize erosion hot spots to reduce sediments in creek
Diversion Channels

56

Storm Water
Detention Basins
57

58

59

60

61

62

Teichert Ponds
Project
Meyers Industrial
Park, Otterson
Business Park
Update the City's
storm water policies
and regulations

63
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SWRP, includes POEI*

Why grouped as separate SWRP
project instead of combined like other
projects w/ M (or P)? Affordability is
Low.
SWRP, combined into R, Grouping w/O or R? Similar projects:
Trash Interception
35, 43, 60
component combined into
I, includes POEI*
SWRP, combined into Q, Affordability and impemtability
includes POEI*
rankings, how were they evaluated?
SWRP, combined into O, Why not O w/comanche detention
includes POEI*
basins?
SWRP, combined into P Affordability is low.

5 of 11

The City currently funds this type of program, and keeping it as a separate program allows it to be evaluated independently of the many other elements that are included in the
combined/grouped projects. Keeping it separate allows it to be funded separately from the other aspects of the combined/grouped projects. Affordability is medium because the
project represents a reoccurring annual cost.
Project is already combined with Project R since Project R is specific to the Fair Street Detention Basin. Projects 43 is specific to the Fair Street Detention Basin, so it was also
grouped into Project R. Project 35 includes several detention basins, is not specific to a single basin, and consequently was grouped into Project O which covers several detention
basins.
The Implementability and Affordability ratings were evaluated relative to other projects. This project received medium ratings because it is for a specific site, but the specific
improvements are not defined.
The City-wide trash planning and implementation aspect of this project was changed to be combined into Project O. This Project involves planning and implementation of specific
improvements at the Meyers Industrial Park and Otterson Business Park detention basins and therefore would fit into other projects currently being designed within the Comanche
Creek watershed. The bike paths aspect of this project also fits into Project O.
This project rating was changed to a low affordability because updating the City's storm water policies will be a very extensive update and will be a long process.

City of Chico
SWRP

Table 1. Comments and Responses on the Intial Project Screening

Project
Number or
Letter

64

Title of
Recommended
Project
Upper Park Road
Improvements Erosion Control

Laxson South
Bioswale

65

Project Description
Improvement of Upper Bidwell Park Road to reduce erosion into Big Chico Creek and to improve access to Upper Bidwell Park.

Publicly
Owned Land
Evaluation
(High,
Medium, Low)
High

Project
Sponsor
Evaluation*
(Yes, No)
Yes, City of
Chico

Estimated
Affordability
Evaluation
High, Medium,
Low
Medium

Implementability
Evaluation
(High, Medium,
Low)
Medium

Evaluate as a SWRP
Project or Retain as an
Initial Project (note A)
(SWRP or Initial)
SWRP, combined into M,
includes POEI*

SWRP

Comments Received from Stream
Team

Response to Comment

Why not grouped under letter like other This was kept as an individual project because it is a specific, well defined project. It was submitted and will be funded by CSU Chico. It is a relatively small project, resulting in a
projets? Could also combine with
High Affordability. It will not require significant permitting or generate significant environmental impacts, resulting in a high Implementability.
Project 75 but 75. Why is affordability
and impementability ranked as high?

Medium

Yes, CSU
Chico

High

High

Medium

Yes, City of
Chico

Low

Low

SWRP, combined into P, Implementability is High. Why P
includes POEI*
instead of M? Could go with grassy
swale project and Bidwell Park projects
(71, 19).

This project includes bioswales along all streams where land forms allow, and does not a specify location(s). Implementing this project effectively requires preparation of a plan to
determine bioswale locations and the appropriate sequence for implementing the bioswales. Preparing the plan and implementing bioswales everywhere that land form allows will
be very expensive. Implementability is low because the planning will require time and the implementation of many bioswales will require several permits to be acquired from the
CDFW, the USACE, and the RWQCB. This project was included with Project P because both this project and Project P are City-wide projects, whereas Project M is specific to
Big Chico Creek. Projects 19 and 71 are specific to Bidwell Park, and this is a City-wide project.

High

Yes, City of
Chico

Low

Low

SWRP, combined into Q, Affordability and impemtability
includes POEI*
rankings, how were they evaluated?

The Implementability and Affordability ratings were evaluated relative to other projects. These ratings are now changed to low because the construction aspects of this project will
be expensive and will require several permits to be acquired from the CDFW, the USACE, and/or the RWQCB.

Medium

Yes, City of
Chico

Medium

Medium

SWRP, combined with 16,
includes POEI*

Create channel(s) to intercept peak flows in large basins to mitigate flood risk and erosion as well as enhance recharge and create
wetland for wildlife and public enjoyment.

High

Yes, City of
Chico

Medium

Low

SWRP, combined into N,
includes POEI*

Work with City to develop a plan to prioritize exact locations for channel improvements (city-owned properties and right-of-ways) and
storm drain system improvements (outfall repairs, outfall setbacks w/bioswales, trash reduction structures at outfalls, and inlet filters).
It is also intended to build on the efforts of previous floodplain improvement and stormwater protection grant projects awarded to the
City (Prop. 84, DROPS, Verbena/Bidwell Ave., CUSA) and CUSD (DROPS), including continuing stormwater education, LID
Implementation efforts, and citizen monitoring efforts tracking long-term effects of stormwater management efforts on improving
habitat and water quality. See attachment for more details.

Yes

Yes, City of
Chico

Medium

Low

SWRP, combined into M, Affordability is Medium or could be low Affordability is changed to medium and Implementability is changed to low because project includes construction in the stream channel, which will require several permits to be acquired from the
includes POEI*
depending on site location. PROJECT CDFW, the USACE, and the RWQCB. Project includes general goals, but includes only a few specific project locations. The project includes six suggested project elements with sub elements.
These project elements are general and lack specific locations. Many of the project elements will require several permits to be acquired from the CDFW, the USACE, and the RWQCB. Many of the
has POEI

The proposed project will collect surface runoff from City streets and neighboring parking lots into a bioswale to be constructed at the
N.E. corner of the Arts & Humanities building / S. Laxson Auditorium, where the campus meets the roundabout at W. 1st St. and
Salem St. Currently, the area receives lots of runoff during moderate and heavy rainstorms, which creates flooding of sidewalks. The
flooded areas are safety concerns, and the rainwater has nowhere to go but out into campus. This project would create improved
drainage and catchment for surface runoff, allowing pollutants and fine particulates to settle before entering the storm drain system.
The project will incorporate a bioswale and catchment system into campus to allow for infiltration and filtration of stormwater runoff.
Existing City and Campus storm drain infrastructure will be improved and incorporated to direct water directly into the bioswale, rather
than across sidewalks and into roadways. Shaping & grading of the site for collection of water, along with the installation of boulders,
cobble and appropriate plant material will slow runoff velocity and allow for further infiltration and filtration.

Create Bioswales @ Where there is room between the channel and the borders of the Greenbelt, pull back storm drain outfalls and install Bioswales, with
storm drain outfalls spreading slabs and Energy dissipation before the channel, similar to what was done at Verbena Fields. This can also be done at
locations such as Lost Park.
66

Teichert Ponds
cleansing wetland

Convert some portion of the first pond and the adjacent area to a cleanable settling and trash removing basin and a constructed
wetland to absorb toxins and sediment and to be removed periodically.

Create Hydrologic
Floodplains on
streams

Along streams small floodplains can be constructed and vegetated with natives, as Streaminders has done in the past. Such
opportunities exist along E. Lindo Ave. behind Diamond nut and upstream almost to Mangrove.

67

68

69

Multiple Off-Stream
Detention/Wetland
Basins

Lindo Channel
Stormwater Infiltration
and Floodplain
Enhancement Project

project elements will be expensive to implement. POEI is now added to this project. Because the project is so general and many of the projects elements will be hard to implement and willb be
expensive. The project elements include:
1) Floodplain restoration
a) Hydrologic: reconnect stream to the floodplain and restore natural hydrology;
b) Vegetative: remove invasive species (include herbicide treatment) and replant native plants;
c) Habitat Restoration: reduce bank erosion, improve wildlife habitat, expand width of riparian buffer, strategic grading in channel to form "low flow" channel meander to reduce isolated pools
trapping native fish species and nutrients.
2) Enhance storm drain system
a) Repair damaged outfalls: replace broken conduit, repair pipe seams and gates, stabilize erosion surrounding outfalls
b) Add bioswale areas below outfalls: set outfalls back away from stream banks, realign to allow expanded infiltration areas
c) Re-grade / realign outfalls: to enhance drainage (some outfalls "trap" runoff for long periods of time (weeks/months), accumulating nutrients and pollutants carried to receiving waters during
subsequent rain events.
d) Install trash reduction structures: target "hot spots" (Mangrove to Esplanade), install inlet filters, trash racks, debris cages.
3) Reduce homeless encampmentsa) Increase surveillance
b) Schedule regular creek clean-ups
c) Develop strategy to reduce homeless encampments
4) Reduce urban landscape irrigation runoffa) Provide public education: LID implementation/water conservation and training (target voluntary residential implementation)
b) Clean Water Business Partners: target education and incentive program for businesses located where inlets carry runoff to Lindo Channel (Chico Nut, S&S, LIfescapes, In-Motion Fitness, Nissan,
Holiday Inn, Dennys, etc.) and others where inlets carry water to Lindo Channel.
5) Enhance Recreational Opportunities a) Improve Trails, Bike Paths and Transportation Pathways: Improve existing access points (Manzanita, Madrone, Esplanade, Sheridan, Holly, Esplanade, etc. where rogue trails and access
pathways cause erosion)
b) Improve picnic and sitting areas: Verbena Fields, Madrone, bike path under freeway (cul-de-sacs could allow expanded access).
6) Project Effectiveness Monitoring a) Utilize existing citizen monitoring program to track project effectiveness including water quality and habitat improvements
b) Pre- and post-project trash surveys
c) Pre- and post-project outfall surveys

70

71

Project will implement LID practices designed to improve the capacity of natural drainage areas to infiltrate and treat stormwater runoff
Bidwell Park
throughout Bidwell Park, including green Infrastructure-LIDs, floodplain improvement, and ground water recharge. See attachment for
Stormwater
Management Project more details.
(Green InfrastructureLIDs, Floodplain
Improvement, and
Ground Water
Recharge)

Convert impervious areas into vegetated plots that soak up rainwater to limit urban runoff from entering creeks in disadvantaged
Revised
Chapman/Mulberry communities. See attachment for more details.
Neighborhood Green
Infrastructure and
Natural Stormwater
Treatment Project

High

Yes, City of
Chico

Low

Medium

SWRP, Project 71 is now Implementability is High. Prop 84 grant The project includes 18 suggested project elements. These project elements are general and lack specific locations. Many of the project elements will require several permits to be acquired from the
CDFW, the USACE, and the RWQCB and approval from the Bidwell Park and Playground Commission. Many of the project elements will be very expensive to implement. Because the project is
combined with Project 26, had similar project-low cost, no
so general and many of the projects elements will be hard to implement and expensive. Affordability was rated low and Implementability was rated medium.
and both projects are
environmental permits needed.
combined into Project P,
includes POEI*

Medium

Yes, City of
Chico

Medium

Medium

SWRP, combined into N, Implementability is High Affordability is
includes POEI*
High. Targets DACs, which loweres
match. Also could be combined with
other Mulberry SWRP project.
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This project is general in nature. The project does identify some specific locations as part of a list of many project locations ("Implement LID demonstration projects targeting
Chapman Mulberry neighborhood, the Dorothy Johnson Center, Humboldt Park, Torres and Jesus Center homeless shelters, Chapman Elementary (and 8 other Title I schools),
and other City owned properties"). Identifying the best and most cost effective locations will require preparation of a plan to identify and priortize the locations. Many of the
project elements will be expensive to implement (e.g. day-lighting storm drains through bioswales and pervious piping, outfall setbacks away from creek banks, roadway curb cuts
to vegetated plots and infiltration trenches, pervious sidewalks and gutter pans, downspout disconnects to cisterns for recycling and use by community gardens, integrate safe
walking and biking transportation pathways into LID project designs, etc). Because the project is so general and many of the projects elements will be hard to implement and
expensive, Affordability was rated medium and Implementability was rated medium. The project objectives include:
- Integrate LID practices into Chapman Mulberry Neighborhood
- Reduce stormwater volume and pollutant loading
- Conduct public outreach and training
- Target implementation of LID demonstration projects on City-owned properties within DACs
- Link existing citizen monitoring and stormwater / watershed protection efforts with City Stormwater Management Program
- Implement LID demonstration projects
- Implement vegetation management (Arrundo, Broom, etc.) in waterways
- Implement trash reduction programs
- Implement Green Jobs in Your Community Training Program
- Implement a Stormwater Outreach and Education Plan
This project was not combined with Project 85 because Project 85 is a well defined, specific project that can be evaluated as a stand-alone implementation project.

City of Chico
SWRP

Table 1. Comments and Responses on the Intial Project Screening

Project
Number or
Letter

Title of
Recommended
Project
Project Description
Bidwell/Grape Ave Implement green infrastructure, remove invasive plants, plant native species, bioswales for ground water recharge, stream bank
Stormwater Protection stabilization and reduce bank erosion, restore floodplain functions, and implement green jobs training. See attachment for more
details.
and Restoration
Project

Publicly
Owned Land
Evaluation
(High,
Medium, Low)
High

Estimated
Project
Affordability
Sponsor
Evaluation
Evaluation* High, Medium,
(Yes, No)
Low
Medium
Yes, Grape
Way
Agricultural
Farm.
Brendon
Smith,
916-471-0311

Implementability
Evaluation
(High, Medium,
Low)
High

Evaluate as a SWRP
Project or Retain as an
Initial Project (note A)
(SWRP or Initial)
SWRP

Comments Received from Stream
Team
Implementability is High.
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(Revised) Cal Park Convert impervious areas into vegetated plots that soak up rainwater in Cal Park. See attachment for more details.
Green Streets Project

Medium

Yes, City of
Chico

Medium

Medium

SWRP, combined into N, Why N instead of P or M? Why not
includes POEI*
combine w/project 20?

High

Yes, Stream
Team

Low

Medium

SWRP, combined into M, Why not grouped so it is included as a The CSU Chico TAC member indicated they were going to sponsor Project 65 and would not sponsor this project. Sponsorship was changed to Stream Team. This project
includes POEI*
SWRP project? Spoonsor is yes (ST), description fits the goals of Project M (Big Chico Creek 21st Century Management Plan), so it was changed to be combined into Project M.
and when I talked w/ CSU Chico they
were interested in collaborating.
invasive species remioval and bank
enhacement projects can be
implemented by public, ST, and
students. Implementability is High.
Affordability is low. Could commbine
w/Project 65 or group 65 and 75 under
letter M. Includes PEOI.

Medium

Yes, Stream
Team

Medium

Medium

SWRP, combined into M Why is this not grouped under SWRP
and N
letter (M, N)r? Sponsor is yes (Stream
Team). Affordability is low or medium.
Implementability is Hish.

High

Yes, Chico
Unified
School
District

High

High

High

Yes, Stream
Team

Low

High

Revised Five Mile, This Project will also enhance natural habits and wildlife corridors, and improve the function of an existing flood diversion system in
Lindo Channel, and need of repair to include fully functioning USGS gages, and telemetry. See attachment for more details
Sycamore Flood
Diversion Stormwater
Treatment and Habitat
Enhancement Project

High

Yes, City of
Chico

Medium

Medium

SWRP, combined into M

Revised City of Chico Establish a long-term trash reduction program to achieve outcomes to meet State Trash TMDL and MS4 permit requirements. See
Long-term Trash
attachment for more details
Reduction Project

High

No

Low

Medium

Initial

Revised Chico Green The proposed Project features a long-term approach for integrating LID practices into present and future development design
Streets and Low
standards to assist the City in meeting State-mandated Municipal Stormwater Permit (MS4) requirements. See attachment for details
Impact Development
Implementation
Project

High

Yes, City of
Chico

Low

High

SWRP, combined into P, Why grouped as P (plan) instead of M
includes POEI*
and Q? Implementability is High.
Implementation project not plan (LID
demos, green streets, veg
management, trash reduction
activities). Includes POEI

This project was grouped with P because this project is a City-wide project. Project M is specific to Big Chico Creek. Project Q is specific to Teichert Ponds. Implementability was
changed to high.

The Stream Team Continue existing efforts of The Stream Team to educate and engage community members on how to monitor water quality in local
NSV IRWM Projects watersheds. See attachment for details.

High

Yes, Stream
Team

High

Low

SWRP, combined into P, Why not grouped under SWRP letter?
includes POEI*
Choose M, N. Includes PEOI.
Affordability is low, and
Implementability is High. Sponsor is
yes (Stream Team).

This project includes City-wide education and outreach activities. Consequently, this project has now been grouped into Project P, which covers City-wide activities. Projects M
and N are watershed specific projects, so this project was not grouped under either Project M or N. Affordability has been changed to high. High affordability means the project is
more affordable than low affordability. The sponsorship has been changed to Stream Team.
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Revised Chico State Implement green infrastructure, remove invasive plants, plan native species, bioswales for stormwater treatment, stream bank
University LID
stabilization and reduce bank erosion, restore floodplain functions, improve walking and biking trails, implement green jobs training,
Implementation and trash reduction structures, outreach and education. See attachment for more details.
Stream Habitat
Enhancement Project
75

76

77

78

79

Revised Little Chico
Creek, Lindo Channel,
Mud/Rock Creek
Arundo/Broom
Removal and LID
Implementation
Project
Revised Low Impact
Development and
Green Infrastructure
Implementation
Program for Butte
County Schools

Removing invasive plants, installing natives, removing debris and deposition. See attachment for additional project details.

Project features a long term approach for integrating LID practices into present and future maintenance and landscape design
standards to assist the CUSD and BCOE schools in meeting existing storm water management goals. In addition, the Project will
integrate a cohesive storm water educational program, targeting after-school programs.

Revised Urban
Project features developing a City wide LID design and BMP Manual, implementing demo LID projects, riparian vegetation
Landscape Water management, trash reduction program, develop green jobs training, develop water wise and habitat guide, rain-scapes reward
Conservation and program. See attachment for more details.
Pesticide Reduction
Project

SWRP, includes POEI*
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Existing Projects
- K-12 Watershed Education and Science Ambassador Program
- Regional K-12 Watershed Education
- North Sac. Valley Regional Water Quality Assessment Project 2016 list
- Drought Response and Outreach Program For Schools including LID Implementation Projects
- North Sac. Valley Regional Water Quality Assessment and Education Project

This project was grouped with Project N because they have many aspects in common, and both projects are targeted at Little Chico Creek. Project P is a City-wide project. Project
M is targeted at Big Chico Creek. This project was not grouped with Project 20 because Project 20 includes only green streets and parking lots. This projects includes many more
types of project and programs, including:
- Develop and implement a Citywide/Countywide LID Design and BMP Manual
- Downspout disconnects to cisterns for recycling and use by community gardens
-Implement vegetation management (remove turf and invasive plants and plant natives)
- Implement Chico Trash Reduction program
- Implement Green Jobs in Your Community Training Program
- Implement a Stormwater Outreach and Education Plan

The orignal project submittal listed the City and County as potential sponsors; but, no definite sponsors were identified. The sponsorship has now been changed to Stream Team.
Affordability is now changed to medium because the project will include construction in creeks. Some project elements will require several permits to be acquired from the CDFW,
the USACE, and the RWQCB. This project is now combined into Projects M and N.

Affordability is Low (grant match
Affordability has been changed to high. High Affordability means the project is more affordable than low affordablity. Implementability has been changed to high.
available and targets DACs w/lowered
match requirements). Implementability
is High

The sponsorhisp has been changed to Stream Team. This project has now been combined into Project P, is now a SWRP project, and POEI has been added. Affordability is low
SWRP, combined into P, Sponsor is yes (Stream Team).
includes POEI*
Affordability is low. Implementability is and Implementability is changed to high. Affordability is changed to low because the project has many elements and action needed to implement the elements will have to be
High. Why not grouped under letter as determined and the elements will have to be priortized.
you did with other projects? Could be
listed with each separate watershed
grouping ore choose M. Also has
PEOI.

80

81

Response to Comment
Implementability was changed to high bacause some elements are highly implementable (like Implement a Stormwater Outreach and Education Plan and Creek clean-up at mouth
of Big Chico Creek near canoe launch and CA State Park access). However, many elements of the project will be very difficult to implement, like:
-Retrofit sections of storm drain conduit with pervious pipe; install bioswales below outfalls (consider realigning piping system to allow longer path of infiltration) and
setback/daylight discharge points away from creek edge; repair damaged outfalls (broken conduit, control gates, housing, undercut banks and erosion around housing); install trash
reduction structures and filters at inlets and outlets (below Nord Avenue)
- Reduce bank erosion. Repair and stabilize creek banks along Big Chico Creek below Nord Avenue and near Grape Way causing erosion and sedimentation.
- Enhance ground water recharge. Install setback levees, and bioswales to increase recharge (target Ag properties near Grape Way, and where houses are falling into creek along
Bidwell Avenue)
- Improve and restore floodplain functions. a) Hydrologic: reconnect stream to the floodplain and restore natural hydrology; b) Vegetative: remove invasive species and replant
native plant communities appropriate to the site and condition.
Please be aware that sponsorship entails a commitment by the sponsoring agency/organization of the needed capital funds and operations and maintenance funds. The
sponsoring agency or organization may be asked to provide evidence of ability to fund the project or a fair share of the project if this project is grouped with other projects.
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Why grouped under I instead of M, N,
O, Q? Affordability is Low.
Implementabilty is High. Includes
PEOI. Project elements are mostly
incentive and educational and not trash
structures: landfill coupons, curbside
pick-up of large household items,
prescription drugs and hazardous
household waste recycling, free yard
waste drop off, compost green-waste
on-site campaigns, creek clean-ups,
monitoring trash levels.

The City has selected Track 1 as their method for meeting the Trash Amendments, and therefore, many of these measures will not be needed to meet the State's Trash
Amendment requirements. Projects M, N, O, and Q may include trash capture as an element within those projects, but trash capture is not the focus of those projects. Affordability
has been changed to low. Implementability remains medium because the project has many elements, the actions needed to implement the elements will have to be determined,
and the elements will have to be priortized.

City of Chico
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Table 1. Comments and Responses on the Intial Project Screening

Project
Number or
Letter

83

84

Publicly
Owned Land
Title of
Evaluation
Recommended
(High,
Project
Project Description
Medium, Low)
High
Teichert Pond Water Implement trash reduction outreach campaign, trash and water quality surveys, install trash reduction structures in the inlets and
Quality Improvement outlets associated with Teichert Pond, initiate invasive plant removal projects and replant appropriate natives, initiate a homeless
Project
encampment reduction plan, collaborate with existing citizen monitoring to track project effectiveness and to provide related public
stormwater education and outreach (target DACs, schools, businesses contributing runoff to Teichert Pond), green job training to assist
with project implementation, develop outreach and education plan with roles for interested community organizations, connect bike
path, initiate outdoor classroom curriculum linked with project objectives, LID implementation and green streets retrofit to reduce runoff
carried to pond, improve wildlife and riparian habitat, recreation opportunities, picnic areas, walking/biking paths, informational
signage, etc.
Comanche Creek
The proposed project is to develop and implement a multifaceted, holistic program to manage the flood protection system along
Flood Control Study Comanche Creek from the Little Chico Creek Diversion Channel to Dayton Road. The goals of the project would be to:
- Ensure the integrity of the flood control system.
- Assess existing runoff flows and mitigate for increased flows due to development
- Fully assess the system using modern analysis techniques and increased data, and ensure that the system can protect the urban and
agricultural areas while considering possible climatic changes.
- Identify improvements required to achieve FEMA certification.
- Coordinate with the Bicycle Plan.
- Optimize recreational opportunities.
- Identify opportunities to enhance riparian habitat.
Chapman Mulberry
Rain Garden

85

This project benefits Little Chico Creek by intercepting nonpoint pollution and infiltrating it in basins mulched with appropriate species
of fungus for mycoremediation. This project hopes to be an anchor project by beautifying the open space (052 zoned) for residents
nearby, as well as serve as a demo garden for water-wise Native landscaping.

Project
Sponsor
Evaluation*
(Yes, No)
Yes, City of
Chico

Estimated
Affordability
Evaluation
High, Medium,
Low
Low

Implementability
Evaluation
(High, Medium,
Low)
Medium

Evaluate as a SWRP
Project or Retain as an
Initial Project (note A)
(SWRP or Initial)
SWRP, combined into Q,
Trash reduction structures
combined into I, includes
POEI*

Medium

Yes, City of
Chico

High

High

SWRP, combined into O

High

Yes,
Earthshed
Solutions

High

High

SWRP

Comments Received from Stream
Team
Implementability is High. Citizen
monitoring program w/equipment and
trained volunteers to conduct
monitoring. Includes PEOI.

Why grouped as stand alone SWRP
instead of grouped under a letter like
other projects? Could combine with
project 72 (project proponants are
willing to collaborate).

Response to Comment
Implementability remains low because 1) this project includes elements that will require several permits to be acquired from the CDFW, the USACE, and the RWQCB (including
installing trash reduction structures in the inlets and outlets associated with Teichert Pond), 2) some project elements are general and lack specific loctions (LID implementation
and green streets retrofit to reduce runoff carried to pond). Many of the project elements will be expensive to implement. Citizens can conduct some elements of the project
(monitoring), but citizens will not be able to conduct many elements of the project, incluidng: install trash reduction structures in the inlets and outlets, initiate a homeless
encampment reduction plan, connect bike path, LID implementation and green streets retrofit, walking/biking paths. The project is already listed with POEI.

This project was grouped as a stand-alone project because it is a well defined specific project. In contrast, Project 72 incudes many diverse, general elements. The project
sponsor should be aware that sponsorship entails a commitment by the sponsoring agency/organization of the needed capital funds and operations and maintenance funds. The
sponsoring agency or organization may be asked to provide evidence of ability to fund the project or a fair share of the project if this project is grouped with other projects.

Consolidated/Grouped Projects
Big Chico Creek and
Mud Creek Watershed
Wide Flood Control,
Urban Drainage,
Habitat, Public Open
Space/Recreation
Management Plan

The proposed project is to develop and implement a multifaceted, holistic program to manage the flood protection system of diversions
and levees from Five Mile Recreation Area in Chico to the Sacramento River. The goals of the project would be to:
- Ensure the integrity of the flood control system.
- Fully assess the system using modern analysis techniques and increased data, and assure that the system can protect the urban area
while considering possible climatic changes.
- Manage gravel deposition at Five Mile and assure proper gravel migration downstream.
- Develop management strategies that maximize benefits to salmon populations.
- Coordinate with the Bicycle Plan.
- Optimize recreational opportunities.
- Identify opportunities to enhance riparian and wetland habitat, with an emphasis on endangered species such as the Sacramento
Valley Long-horned Beetle.
- Ensure system provides 200-yr level of protection per State regulations.
- Maximize the use of County Service Area 24 funds.
- Include LID where feasible.
- Identify and correct erosion problems.
- Install flow gages throughout creek (particularly in the upper watershed) to improve upon the availability and reliability of real-time
flow data allowing more lead time for local responders to prepare for and manage a high flow event. The warning system could
include water level sensors and telemeters to transmit flood information so that any abnormally large inflows and/or issues with debris
on the gate structures would generate a alarm.

Medium

Yes, City of
Chico

Medium

High

SWRP, combined into M Why wasn't this grouped? Why not
This project is similar to Project M. However, Project M was preferred over this project. Nevertheless, this project has now been grouped with Project M. Publicly-owned land was
City sponsor? Affordability is low (plan). changed to medium. Although this is a plan, preparing this plan would be expensive, so Affordability was ranked as medium. Sponsorship was changed to Yes, City of Chico.

Little Chico Creek
Watershed Wide
Flood Control, Urban
Drainage, Habitat,
Public Open
Space/Recreation
Management Plan

The proposed project is to develop and implement a multifaceted, holistic program to manage the flood protection system of diversions
and levees from Little Chico Creek to Butte Creek. The goals of the project would be to:
- Ensure the integrity of the flood control system.
- Fully assess the system using modern analysis techniques and increased data, and assure that the system can protect the urban
area while considering possible climatic changes.
- Identify improvements required to achieve FEMA certification.
- Coordinate with the Bicycle Plan.
- Optimize recreational opportunities.
- Identify opportunities to enhance riparian habitat, with an emphasis on endangered species such as the Sacramento Valley Longhorned Beetle.
- Ensure system provides 200-yr level of protection per State regulations.
- Include LID where feasible.
- Identify and correct erosion problems.
- Install flow gages throughout creek (particularly in the upper watershed) to improve upon the availability and reliability of real-time
flow data allowing more lead time for local responders to prepare for and manage a high flow event. The warning system could
include water level sensors and telemeters to transmit flood information so that any abnormally large inflows and/or issues with debris
on the gate structures would generate a alarm.

Medium

Yes, City of
Chico

Medium

High

SWRP, combined into N, Why wasn't this grouped? Why not
includes POEI*
City sponsor?

Update the Teichert Ponds Restoration Project Plan to evaluation and potential implementation of:
- Reduction of homeless impacts to the ponds
- Vegetation management
- Erosion repairs
- Trash Capture, suspended solids capture, water quality treatment of inflows
- Reconstruct the outlet to be able to manage releases
- Reroute the small east side storm drains so that they don't dump directly into Pond 1.
- Remove the silt buildup in the ponds and its associated contaminants.
- Separate Pond 1 (freshwater) from Ponds 2-3 and rework Ponds 2 and 3 so that Pond 2 can be periodically drained and cleaned.
- Work with the Butte County Mosquito and Vector Control District to develop a plan that will reduce the need for mosquito control.
- Remove the major invasive plant species: parrot's feather, tree of heaven, Himalayan blackberry, Chinese tallow tree, pyracantha
and arundo (1-2 small stands).
- The dirt roadway on the north side floods almost every winter. Solve this problem.
- Finish removing the chain link fencing around Pond 1 to improve access for invasive plant control and trash cleanup.
- Construct a walking trail on the east side of the Ponds to improve public access and reduce undesirable behavior (camping,
encroachments by east side neighbors, yard waste dumping). Homeless camping is a major problem here; however, most of the
camps are outside of the storm water area so they don 't directly affect the amount of trash going into Little Chico Creek.
- Improve trash filtering on major east side storm water inlet and add filter on south inlet.

High

Yes, City of
Chico

Medium

High

SWRP, combined into Q Why is affordability and
Affordability and Implementability evaluate different items, and do not not necessarily have the same rating. Some elements of this project are more affordable than others, but
implementability evaluated differently? the affordability rating evalutes the project as a whole. All the Teichert Pond projects were combined into Project Q, Project Q is sponsored by the City. Nevertheless, Sponsorship
Some of the elements (veg removal)
for this project is now changed to Yes, City of Chico. Implementability for this project was already ranked as high.
seem like affordability would be high.
Why not City as sponsor?

Develop a Creek Bank and Bed Stabilization Plan and specific projects, including:
- Left bank downstream of the Chestnut St. Bridge
- Upper Bidwell Park road where runners and bicyclists cause erosion
- Lindo channel pools

Low

Yes, City of
Chico

Medium

High

SWRP, combined into M Why wasn't this grouped? Why not
and N
City sponsor?

Medium

Yes, City of
Chico

Medium

Medium

High

Yes, City of
Chico

Medium

High

A

B

Teichert Ponds

C

D

Creek Bank and Bed
Stabilization Plan and
Specific Projects,
including:
Homeless Camping
Reduction Program

Develop a program (or continue and improve current efforts) to help reduce storm water impacts from homeless encampment along
creek, detention basins, bridges, and other areas where water quality is impacted.

E

F

Storm Water Public Modify the City's existing outreach program to include storm water education, LID/BMP education, trash clean up events. Include
Outreach, Education, activities that engage and involve the public in storm water events.
and Involvement
Program

n\c\755\10-17-01\wp\08\feasibility screening
Last Revised: 10-24-17

This project is similar to Project N. However, Project N was preferred over this project. Nevertheless, this project has now been grouped with Project N. Publicly-owned land was
changed to medium. Although this is a plan, preparing this plan would be expensive, so Affordability was ranked as medium. Sponsorship was changed to Yes, City of Chico.

This grouped project is focused on identifying and repairing erosion problems. Grouped Project M includes this goal for Big Chico Creek and Mud Creek. Grouped Project N
includes this goal for Little Chico Creek. Consequently this grouped project is now grouped with Projects M and N. Sponsorship is now changed to Yes, City of Chico.

SWRP, combined into M, Why not grouped? Implementability is This grouped project is focused on homeless camping reduction and includes all elements of other projects related to homeless impact reduction. Implementability was rated as
N, O, P, and Q
High (plan). Why is publicly owned land medium because homelessness is a complex problem and will be difficult to resolve. Publicly owned land is now changed to medium. This project is now combined into M, N, O,
not yes or no?
P, and Q.

SWRP, combined into P, Why not grouped? Why not City
includes POEI*
sponsor? PEOI.
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This grouped project is focused on Public Outreach, Education, and Involvement. Grouped Project P includes this goal and associated programs. Consequently, this grouped
project is now grouped with Project P. Sponsorship is now changed to Yes, City of Chico.
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Table 1. Comments and Responses on the Intial Project Screening

Project
Number or
Letter

Title of
Recommended
Project
Project Description
Storm Water
Continue the City's storm water monitoring activities as needed to meet the requirements of the MS4 permit.
Monitoring for
compliance with MS4
permit

Publicly
Owned Land
Evaluation
(High,
Medium, Low)
High

Project
Sponsor
Evaluation*
(Yes, No)
Yes, City of
Chico

Estimated
Affordability
Evaluation
High, Medium,
Low
High

Implementability
Evaluation
(High, Medium,
Low)
High

Evaluate as a SWRP
Project or Retain as an
Initial Project (note A)
(SWRP or Initial)
SWRP

G

Develop a Low Impact Development and Water Quality Best Management Practices Management Plan and Implement Specific
Projects, including:
- Hagen Lane Business Park outlet filtering
- Valine outlet filtering
- Wrex outlet filtering
- Midway Bridge northwest outlet filtering
- RDA property north of the Boucher St. Bridge for storm water infiltration
- Bidwell Park Enhancements
- Green street and parking lot retrofits
- City and County Corp. Yard retrofits
- Demonstration projects for public
- City of Chico LID and BMP Design Manual
- Target LID to disadvantaged communities
The program would identify specific LID projects and activities to be implements over a 25-year time period using a rational approach
that provides the greatest potential benefits and is affordable and fundable by the City.

Medium

Yes, City of
Chico

Low

Medium

Implement specific trash capture projects at Teichert ponds, Fair Street Detention Basin, and Meyers and Otterson Industrial Parks

Medium

Yes, City of
Chico

Low

Medium

Detention Basin
Develop a Detention Basin Implementation and Modification Plan and specific projects including:
Implementation and - Fair Street Detention Basin
Modification Plan

Medium

Yes, City of
Chico

Low

Medium

SWRP, combined into O, Why not grouped with other detention
N, R, includes POEI*
basisn projects? Implementability is
High (plan).

Habitat Improvement Develop a Habitat Improvement Plan and Specific Projects, including:
Plan and Specific
- Remove invasive yellow flag iris from Comanche Creek
Projects
- Arundo removal from Little Chico Creek (develop a management plan and conduct removal projects)

Medium

Yes, City of
Chico

Low

Medium

SWRP, combined into M Why not grouped? Implementability is The goals and project elements from this project were included in Projects M and N. Consequenlty, this project is now grouped with Projects M and N. Sponsorship has been
and N
High (plan). Why is publicly owned land changed to Yes, City of Chico. The Publicly Owned Land rating was change to medium.
not yes or no?

Energy Conservation Develop a program to help reduce energy use and greenhouse gas production. Also includes sequestering greenhouse gases through
and Greenhouse Gas tree planting and other means.
Reduction Program

Medium

No

Low

Medium

Initial

Big Chico Creek 21st The proposed project is to develop and implement a multifaceted, holistic program to manage the flood protection system of diversions
Century Management and levees from Five Mile Recreation Area in Chico to the Sacramento River. The goals of the project would be to:
- Ensure the integrity of the flood control system: Fully assess the system using modern analysis techniques and increased data, and
assure that the system can protect the urban area while considering possible climatic changes; review settings of diversion structures.
Balance flows to decrease scour, improve flood protection, and improve habitat; Ensure system provides 200-yr level of protection per
State regulations; Evaluate expanding floodplain; Install flow gages, water level sensors, and telemeters to transmit flood information
so that any abnormally large inflows and/or issues with debris on the gate structures would generate an alarm.
- Optimize recreational opportunities; Coordinate with the Bicycle Plan; i.e. complete the planned bike path along the Bypass to
connect to the Floral Ave bike path
- Maximize the use of County Service Area 24 funds.
- Include LID where feasible: Improve GW recharge and stormwater infiltration in upper watershed, Infiltration in Lindo Channel,
Bidwell Park SW Management: Infiltration, grassy swales,
- Identify and correct erosion problems: Biofilters before water enters creeks to reduce sediment in creek due to erosion from cyclists
and runners; Improve Upper Bidwell Park Road to reduce erosion in BCC and improve access to the Park; Erosion at Hooker Oak Park
- Detention Basins: Create detention area in Lower Bidwell Park just west of the east most parking area off Peterson Memorial Drive;
Create small detention basin on the right (north) bank of BCC just downstream of the Vallombrosa Bridge (part of the city-owned Lost
Park area).
- Restore ecosystem: Manage gravel and sediment deposition at Five Mile and assure proper gravel migration downstream;
Community Creek cleanups; invasive species removal; removal of fish migration blockages; Identify opportunities to enhance riparian
and wetland habitat, with an emphasis on endangered species such as the Sacramento Valley Long-horned Beetle. Remove invasive
plants, install native plants, and remove debris and deposition.
-Develop a program (or continue and improve current efforts) to help reduce storm water impacts from homeless encampment along
creek, detention basins, bridges, and other areas where water quality is impacted.

Medium

Yes, City of
Chico

Medium

High

SWRP, includes POEI*

Low Impact
Development and
Water Quality Best
Management
Practices
Management Plan and
Specific Projects
H

I

Comments Received from Stream
Team
Response to Comment
Why not grouped under a letter? Why This project is a stand-alone project because it entails monitoring that is necessary for the City MS4 permit compliance. This project is currently funded and is ongoing.
stand alone SWRP project? Why Yes Consequently, grouping this project with other projects is not necessary. The Publicly Owned Land evaluation was changed to High. This on-going program is very affordable in
comparison to other projects. The affordability rating is based on a qualitative assessment of the cost of the project or program relative to the other projects or programs.
instead of High for public land?
Affordability is low/medium (based on
current monitoring requirements). How
were costs ranked (<$50K-low, >
$100K-high, etc.)? Implementability is
High (QAPP /MP exists, and citizen
monitoring program w/equipment and
trained monitors).

Trash Reduction
Master Plan and
Specific Projects,
including:

SWRP, combined into P, Why not grouped? Sponsor is City.
Grouped Project P includes this project's goals and associated program. Consequently, this grouped project is not needed. However, because this project lists several specific
includes POEI*
Affordability is low. Implementability is projects, this project is now grouped with Project P and the sponsor is the City of Chico. Implementability is medium because this project includes development of a plan of how to
High. Public land-yes or no?
implement LID over the next 25 year. Some of the LID projects will likely be difficult to implement. The Publicly Owned Land rating was changed to medium because some of the
LID project may be on private property.

SWRP, includes POEI*

Develop a Trash Reduction Master Plan and Specific Projects: The master plan would identify specific trash reduction projects and
activities to be implemented over a 20-year time period that meets the requirements of the Trash Amendments and uses a rational
approach that provides the greatest potential benefits and is affordable and fundable by the City.

Why listed as stand alone SWRP
This project is not grouped with Project I because this project is Project I. The three projects that are focused primarily on trash capture include Projects 23, 80, and I.
instead of grouped under letter I? Why Affordability is ranked as low for all three of these projects. There are other project that inlcude trash capture as an element of the project, and affordability for those projects was
is affordability ranked low for some
evaluated for the project as a whole, not specifically for the trash capture element of the project.
trash projects and high for others?

J

K

The other detention basin projects were grouped as follows:
- Project O covering Comanche Creek includes detention basin projects 17, 35, and 62.
- Project N covering Little Chico Creek includes detention basin projects 18 and 69.
- Project R covering just the Fair Street Detention Basin includes projects 43 and 60.
Consequently, this project covering the detention basins as a group is now grouped with these other projects as appropriate. Sponsorship was change to Yes, City of Chico.
Implementability for this project was rated as medium because a study will be needed to determine the specific improvements needed at each basin and to priortize the
improvements.

- Restoration projects in the upper watershed
- Restoration projects in the City
Why not grouped? Implementability is Energy conservation and greenhouse gas reduction represent a program that is much larger than just stormwater. Consequently, it would be better for this program to be
High (plan). Why is publicly owned land implemented by another City department, by the County, by the State of California, or by the Federal Government. Therefore, this project was not sponsored by the City, and
not yes or no?
remains an Initial Project. The Publicly Owned Land rating was change to medium.

L

M

n\c\755\10-17-01\wp\08\feasibility screening
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Yes, Stream
Team
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Why grouped as stand alone SWRP
project instead of grouped under a
letter (M, etc.)? How were affordability
and implementability rankings
determined?

This project is not a stand-alone project, it is a grouped project. This project was not grouped with Project M because this project is Project M. Because this project constitutes a
large planning/study project, it was rated as medium for affordability and high for implementability.
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Table 1. Comments and Responses on the Intial Project Screening

Project
Number or
Letter

N

O

P

Publicly
Owned Land
Project
Title of
Evaluation
Sponsor
Recommended
(High,
Evaluation*
Project
Project Description
Medium, Low)
(Yes, No)
Medium
Yes, City of
Little Chico Creek 21st The proposed project is to develop and implement a multifaceted, holistic program to manage the flood protection system of diversions
Chico
Century Management and levees from Little Chico Creek to Butte Creek. The goals of the project would be to:
- Ensure the integrity of the flood control system.
Yes, Stream
- Recalibrate LCC diversions into Butte Creek
Team
- Fully assess the system using modern analysis techniques and increased data, and assure that the system can protect the urban
area while considering possible climatic changes.
- Identify improvements required to achieve FEMA certification.
- Coordinate with the Bicycle Plan.
- Optimize recreational opportunities.
- Identify opportunities to enhance riparian habitat, with an emphasis on endangered species such as the Sacramento Valley Longhorned Beetle.
- Ensure system provides 200-yr level of protection per State regulations.
- Include LID where feasible.
- Evaluate City corp yards
- Evaluate Chaptman/Mulberry neighborhoods
- Cal Park Green Streets
- Identify and correct erosion problems.
- Install flow gages throughout creek (particularly in the upper watershed) to improve upon the availability and reliability of real-time
flow data allowing more lead time for local responders to prepare for and manage a high flow event. The warning system could
include water level sensors and telemeters to transmit flood information so that any abnormally large inflows and/or issues with debris
on the gate structures would generate a alarm.
- Create channel(s) to intercept peak flows in large basins to mitigate flood risk and erosion as well as enhance recharge and create
wetland for wildlife and public enjoyment.
-Develop a program (or continue and improve current efforts) to help reduce storm water impacts from homeless encampment along
creek, detention basins, bridges, and other areas where water quality is impacted.
Comanche Creek
- The proposed project is to develop and implement a multifaceted, holistic program to manage the flood protection system along
Management Program Comanche Creek from the Little Chico Creek Diversion Channel to Dayton Road. The goals of the project would be to:
- Ensure the integrity of the flood control system.
- Assess existing runoff flows and mitigate for increased flows due to development
- Fully assess the system using modern analysis techniques and increased data, and ensure that the system can protect the urban and
agricultural areas while considering possible climatic changes.
- Identify improvements required to achieve FEMA certification.
- Optimize recreational opportunities and Coordinate with the Bicycle Plan.
- Identify opportunities to enhance riparian habitat.
- Identify where LID projects can be implemented, i.e. convert southwest outlet at Midway Bridge into a bioswale.
- Construct detention basins per the 1997 SDMP amendment
- Improve bike paths around Comanche Creeks
- Encourage alternative transportation for employees of businesses in this area, as currently all of Otterson Dr. is used by employee
parking for Build.com.
- Quality
-Provide filtering of stormwater runoff at northwest outlet at Midway Bridge and at outlets at Valine and Wrex.
-Provide filtering of stormwater runoff from Hegan Lane Business Park (outlet into CC is west of CCG, pollutants are probably
mostly hydrocarbons from the large amount of impervious surfaces of parking lot and street parking).
- Remove and reduce trash
- Gain a better understanding of Comanche Creek water levels and operations
-Develop a working relationship with M&T Ranch to coordinate communications about their control of the water level in CC with
creek cleanups and other in-stream activities.
- Develop a better understanding of when they reduce water flows and plan in-stream activities based on this information.
-Provide real-time online information about water flow diversion into Comanche Creek (CC) at Phelan Dam to help with trash
removal efforts downstream, especially at Comanche Creek Greenway (CCG).
-Enhance CC operations
- Remove invasive vegetation
-Reduce silt buildup in CC
- Reduce silt entering CC from Fair Street Detention Basin
-Develop a program (or continue and improve current efforts) to help reduce storm water impacts from homeless encampment
along creek, detention basins, bridges, and other areas where water quality is impacted.
Updating the City's - Update City's SW policies and regulations to include developing computer models of the City's drainage system that are capable of
stormwater planning modeling water quality. It would include evaluating drainage and flood control, implementation of low impact development, water
and policies
quality best management practices, and would include programs like creek clean ups, water quality monitoring, and habitat
enhancement, etc. It would include opportunities to use storm water for landscape irrigation or other uses. It should have a public
education element too. A goal should be to address hydromodification from development.
- Update the City's development standards to clearly identify what water quality improvements and facilities are needed, how the
improvements should be sized, what process is to be used for achieving approval of the storm water quality improvements and
facilities by the City, and identification of storm water quality development impact fees. The project should also identify what the
annual O&M costs are for the improvements and facilities, estimate the annual O&M costs, and identify a method like establishment of
a water quality zone of benefit or community facilities district that results in monthly storm water fees being paid by new development.
Additionally, regulations and policies for the existing City should be established or updated, and a funding mechanism for generating
storm water funds from the existing City areas should be evaluated, hopefully leading to a secure O&M funding source.
- Identify where channel stabilization and riparian habitat enhancement is needed
- Establish a stream maintenance inspection and monitoring program, include trash and debris removal, exotic plant eradication,
revegetation and stream bank repair and maintenance. Could lean heavily on volunteers.
- Develop stormwater capture and reuse plan
- Identify and evaluate groundwater recharge
- Identify street segments and parking lots that can be retrofitted into green streets or green parking lots using vegetated swales,
vegetated buffer strips, bioretention planters, and mechanical treatment systems
- Evaluate where LID is needed, including Bidwell Park
- Where there is room between the channel and the borders of the Greenbelt pull back storm Drain outfalls and install Bioswales, with
spreading slabs and Energy dissipation before the channel.
- Create Hydrologic Floodplains on streams
- Bank Slope Reduction and Stabilization in ag and rural areas
- Develop a water-wise and river-friendly landscape program
-Develop a program (or continue and improve current efforts) to help reduce storm water impacts from homeless encampment along
creek, detention basins, bridges, and other areas where water quality is impacted.
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Estimated
Affordability
Evaluation
High, Medium,
Low
Medium

Implementability
Evaluation
(High, Medium,
Low)
High

Evaluate as a SWRP
Project or Retain as an
Initial Project (note A)
(SWRP or Initial)
SWRP

Comments Received from Stream
Team
Why grouped as stand alone SWRP
project instead of grouped under a
letter (M, etc.)? How were affordability
and implementability rankings
determined?

Response to Comment
This project is not a stand-alone project, it is a grouped project. This project was not grouped with Project M because this project is related to Little Chico Creek and Project M is
related to Big Chico Creek. Because this project constitutes a large planning/study project, it was rated as medium for affordability and high for implementability.

Medium

Yes, City of
Chico

Medium

High

SWRP

Why grouped as stand alone SWRP
project instead of grouped under a
letter (M, etc.)? How were affordability
and implementability rankings
determined?

This project is not a stand-alone project, it is a grouped project. This project was not grouped with Project M because this project is related to City-wide draiange issues and
problems, and Project M is related to Big Chico Creek. Because this project constitutes a large planning/study project, it was rated as medium for affordability and high for
implementability.

Medium

Yes, City of
Chico,

Medium

High

SWRP

Why grouped as stand alone SWRP
project instead of grouped under a
letter (M, etc.)? How were affordability
and implementability rankings
determined?

This project is not a stand-alone project, it is a grouped project. This project was not grouped with Project M because this project is related to City-wide draiange issues and
problems, and Project M is related to Big Chico Creek. Because this project constitutes a large planning/study project, it was rated as medium for affordability and high for
implementability.

Yes, Stream
Team
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Table 1. Comments and Responses on the Intial Project Screening

Project
Number or
Letter

Q

R

Publicly
Owned Land
Title of
Evaluation
Recommended
(High,
Project
Project Description
Medium, Low)
High
Teichert Ponds
Pond Improvements
Improvement Project Reroute the small east side storm drains so that they don't dump directly into Pond 1.
Remove the silt buildup in the ponds and its associated contaminants.
Separate Pond 1 (freshwater) from Ponds 2-3 and rework Ponds 2 and 3 so that Pond 2 can be periodically drained and cleaned. Work
with the Butte County Mosquito and Vector Control District to develop a plan that will reduce the need for mosquito control.
Remove the major invasive plant species: parrot's feather, tree of heaven, Himalayan blackberry, Chinese tallow tree, pyracantha and
arundo (1-2 small stands).
Improve outfall screening to reducing buildup and flooding.
Convert some portion of the first pond and the adjacent area to a cleanable settling and trash removing basin and a constructed
wetland to absorb toxins and sediment and to be removed periodically.
Site Improvements
The dirt roadway on the north side floods almost every winter. Solve this problem.
Finish removing the chain link fencing around Pond 1 to improve access for invasive plant control and trash cleanup.
Construct a walking trail on the east side of the Ponds to improve public access and reduce undesirable behavior (camping,
encroachments by east side neighbors, yard waste dumping).
limit illegal encampment to reduce trash buildup
connect bike path,
LID implementation and green streets retrofit to reduce runoff carried to pond
Community Outreach/Education
Implement trash reduction outreach campaign and trash and water quality surveys
collaborate with existing citizen monitoring to track project effectiveness and to provide related public stormwater education and
outreach (target DACs, schools, businesses contributing runoff to Teichert Pond),
green job training to assist with project implementation,
develop outreach and education plan with roles for interested community organizations,
initiate outdoor classroom curriculum linked with project objectives
Develop a program (or continue and improve current efforts) to help reduce storm water impacts from homeless encampment along
creek, detention basins, bridges, and other areas where water quality is impacted.
Fair Street Detention Remove vegetation to limit illegal encampments (trash buildup),
Basin Improvement Improve paths/roads around pond.
Project
Improve outfall screening to reduce buildup and flooding.
BD Ditch Repairs to reduce flooding

Note: For "initial" rated projects, see related grouped/consolidated projects at bottom of this table (lettered projects).
* POEI = Public outreach, education, and involvement

High

Project
Sponsor
Evaluation*
(Yes, No)
Yes, City of
Chico

Yes, City of
Chico

Estimated
Affordability
Evaluation
High, Medium,
Low
Low

Implementability
Evaluation
(High, Medium,
Low)
Low

Evaluate as a SWRP
Project or Retain as an
Initial Project (note A)
(SWRP or Initial)
SWRP

Low

Low

SWRP

Comments Received from Stream
Team
Why grouped as stand alone SWRP
project instead of grouped under a
letter (M, etc.)? How were affordability
and implementability rankings
determined?

Why grouped as stand alone SWRP
project instead of grouped under a
letter (M, etc.)? How were affordability
and implementability rankings
determined?

Response to Comment
This project is not a stand-alone project, it is a grouped project. This project was not grouped with Project M because this project is related to Techert Ponds, and Project M is
related to Big Chico Creek. Construction of many project elements will be expensive, so Affordability was rated low. Many of the project elements will require several permits to
be acquired from the CDFW, the USACE, and the RWQCB, so Implementability was rated low.

This project is not a stand-alone project, it is a grouped project. This project was not grouped with Project M because this project is related to the Fair Street Detention Basin, and
Project M is related to Big Chico Creek. This project was rated with a low Affordability because the construction elements of this project will be difficult and expensive to
implement. Because this project will require significant permitting effort (the BD ditch work), it was rated with low Implementability.

Total Number of SWRP Projects
101
Number of Projects Identified as Initial Projects:
14
Number of Projects Identified as SWRP Projects:
87
Number of SWRP Projects when Projects are Combined as Described Above:
18
Projects that Include Public, Outreach, Education, or Involvement:
55
Specific SWRP Projects 16 & 68, 33, 40, 44, 47,

59, 65, 73, 77, 85, G, I,
M, N, O, P, Q, R
*Project sponsorship includes a commitment of the project's required capital and annual operations and maintenance funding.
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APPENDIX 4A
Full Project Descriptions of Submitted Initial Projects

Project Proponent
CA Urban Streams Alliance-The Stream Team
Potential Partners
City of Chico, Cal Park Homeowners Association, Public Utilities, SWRCB CWT, CSU
Chico, Butte and Tehama Counties, BCAG, River Partners, FOBP, BEC, school districts
(CUSD/BCOE), Waterkeepers Alliance, Love Chapman, Market For Green
Infrastructure, CA State Parks, Forest Ranch, Butte Meadows, SPI, Forest Service,
Mechoopda, Mosquito Abatement, Calwater, and others.
Project Title
Waterwise and Habitat “River Friendly Landscape Program”
Proposed Project
The proposed (Project) will implement Low Impact Development (LID) practices
designed to improve the capacity of natural drainage areas to reduce urban runoff from
entering Chico’s Creeks and ultimately the Sacramento River.
The proposed Project will integrate LID practices into landscape design and
maintenance practices, to reduce irrigation and stormwater runoff from urban
landscapes to assist the City in meeting State-mandated Municipal Stormwater Permit
(MS4) requirements. In addition, the Project will encourage collaborations among
existing stormwater protection efforts, and neighboring MS4 entities (i.e. CSU Chico,
Chico Unified School District, and other local jurisdictions) seeking to align individual
stormwater program objectives, share resources, develop consistent public messaging,
and identify cost-saving opportunities.
Goals and Objectives:
The Project’s goals are to maintain and restore pre-development hydrology at Project
sites and improve water quality in the Sacramento River by managing urban runoff at its
source.
Project objectives will:
 Integrate LID practices into drainage improvement projects to demonstrate and
educate the community on the importance of stormwater management and the
benefits of LID-based solutions. Integrate LID practices into commercial and
residential landscape designs to conserve water, reduce pesticide runoff, and to
demonstrate and educate to the community about the importance of stormwater
management and the benefits of LID-based solutions.
 Reduce stormwater volume and pollutant loading in stormwater runoff.
 Link LID project objectives to satisfy MS4 permit requirements and to leverage City

















funds allocated for scheduled maintenance and repair to integrate LID practices that
would not otherwise be possible.
Conduct public outreach and training that raises understanding of sources of runoff
pollution and use of BMPs to prevent water pollution.
Increase employment opportunities for DACs and tribes by providing LID and green
infrastructure job training and certification workshops utilizing LID demo projects as
training tools. Coordinate with CCC’s to provide hands-on job training during LID
implementation to reduce project costs.
Develop a Waterwise and Habitat “River Friendly Landscape Guide” specific to Butte
County including the following principles: install local native species, nurture the soil
(compost on site), reduce yard waste to landfill, conserve water, conserve energy,
protect water quality (decrease pesticide use), and create wildlife habitat.
Implement a Rainscapes Reward - Incentive program to provide rebates
implementing green infrastructure and turf removal projects to capture and treat
stormwater onsite.
Include environmentally friendly landscape practices for landscape professionals
and residents.
Update or integrate existing creek-side and street tree handbooks.
Link existing citizen monitoring and stormwater / watershed protection efforts with
City Stormwater Management Program objectives to facilitate public involvement,
leverage previous State funding for stormwater projects and programs, utilize
existing baseline water quality data, and empower continued community group
involvement by ensuring they have a role in assisting with outreach and education,
project implementation, and project effectiveness monitoring. These groups
represent key-stakeholders and can facilitate their involvement to improve overall
project outcomes.
Implement a Stormwater Outreach and Education Plan that identifies a role for
existing community groups involved in stormwater and watershed protection efforts.
Link this plan with the City’s stormwater program goals and utilize these groups to
provide public outreach and education, stormwater education in schools (combine
the efforts of the Clean Creeks in the Classroom and Clean Water Science
Ambassador programs), public involvement in LID project implementation, and to
track project effectiveness. Include a long-term budget plan to continue these efforts
beyond this project including enumeration of community Match hours generated by
community groups that can be associated to the City’s stormwater protection efforts.
Improve public health and reduce obesity.
Improve employment opportunities.
Improve fish and wildlife and vernal pool and wetland habitat.

Purpose and Need:
The water quality in Chico’s Creeks are declining as a result of urban development and
increasing stormwater runoff. Known constituents of concern include trash, nutrients,
fecal bacteria, household chemicals, pesticides and herbicides, oil, grease, and other
hydrocarbons, heavy metals, mercury, and landscape irrigation runoff.

Project Elements: (Capture-Retention)
1) Develop and implement a Citywide/Countywide LID Design and BMP Manual,
and Landscape planning and design practices and manuals (“Maintaining Green
Infrastructure through proper landscape maintenance”). Include specific chapters
or manuals targeting specific neighborhoods and commercial areas with different
water quality issues (shallow ground water, etc.). Include generic plans for each
type of LID.
2) Implement LID demo projects in each neighborhood type to provide training
opportunities and replicable examples.
3) Develop River Friendly Landscape Guide and provide training for residents, city
staff, and landscape professionals. Include LID demo projects to utilize as
training tools.
4) Establish Rainscapes and LID Implementation Reward - Incentive program.
Target DAC neighborhoods (Chapman Mulberry), neighborhoods with flooding
and drainage issues (north Chico and PV drainages) and California Park.
5) Implement LID demonstration and Green Streets projects targeting City-owned
properties. Include a variety of examples of LID practices, such as “day-lighting”
storm drains through bioswales and pervious piping, outfall setbacks away from
creek banks, roadway curb cuts to vegetated plots and infiltration trenches,
pervious sidewalks and gutter pans, downspout disconnects to cisterns for
recycling and use by community gardens, integrate safe walking and biking
transportation pathways into LID project designs, etc.
6) Implement riparian vegetation management to improve habitat and water quality,
reduce flooding, recharge ground water, decrease heat island effects (GHG) and
fire hazards (remove Arrundo), increase recreation potential, and improve public
health and well-being (research shows being in nature improves health and wellbeing).
7) Implement Chico Trash Reduction program to reduce runoff pollution and trash
dumped in waterways, such as landfill coupons and curbside pick-up of large
household items (couches, carpets, refrigerators, tires, etc), prescription drug
and hazardous household waste recycling campaigns, free yard waste drop-of
sites, compost green-waste on-site campaigns, lake and creek clean-ups, etc.
8) Implement “Green Jobs in Your Community” Training Program (Maintaining
Green Infrastructure and Stormwater Systems Certification Training Program).
Target DACs, CCC’s and other existing work training programs and utilize handson training workshops to implement LID project elements to save costs.
Integrate Clean Water Business Partners into this effort.
9) Implement a Stormwater Outreach and Education Plan that identifies a role for
existing community groups involved in stormwater and watershed protection
efforts. Link this plan with the City’s stormwater program goals and utilize these
groups to provide public outreach and education, stormwater education in
schools (combine the efforts of the Clean Creeks in the Classroom and Clean
Water Science Ambassador programs), public involvement in LID project
implementation, and to track project effectiveness. Include a long-term budget
plan to continue these efforts beyond this project including enumeration of

community Match hours generated by community groups that can be associated
to the City’s stormwater protection efforts.
Treatment Volumes:
The Project will implement LID practices to treat and/or reduce stormwater runoff
originating from both residential, commercial, and public buildings and centers.
The approximate quantity and origin of the stormwater flows to be treated and/or
captured will be determined.
Project locations:
•
•

Project is located within the Big Chico Creek, Little Chico Creek and Comanche
Creek drainage basins.
Targets DAC neighborhoods, parks and greenways, and City-owned properties.

Project Approach:
Implement LID practices to retain as much stormwater as possible on site by
implementing LID practices aimed at reducing landscape related runoff and associated
pollutants.
The Project will implement the following LID practices: pervious surfaces, bioswales,
vegetated trenches, downspout disconnects, infiltration leach fields, rain barrels and
cisterns, efficient irrigation, and drought tolerant and native species.
Cost comparisons, and long-term maintenance issues will be considered, and
appropriate LID practices determined to be best suited for the Chico area.
Specific Project site locations will be determined based on reviewing illicit discharge
information noted in the City’s outfall survey reports, soils maps, information gathered
during visual site inspections, consultations with City staff, feasibility of implementing
LID practices to significantly reduce runoff and pollutant loading, the proximity to an
urban waterway, disadvantaged neighborhood, and the appropriateness of the site
location for educating the public and City staff.
Consistent project plans:
The Project will assist the City in addressing eight key elements of the City’s 2013 MS4
permit, including: E.7, E.8, E.8, E.9, E.10, E.11, E.13, E.15
Existing studies supporting the feasibility of the Project include:
1) The City of Chico has an updated General Plan that addresses stormwater runoff and
is updating the associated Best Management Practices (BMP) Manual to include design
standards for LID practices. Through this project the City will implement LID practices,

which will form the basis for promoting and prioritizing LID design standards that are
most cost-effective into the updated BMP Manual and stormwater ordinances.
2) The City of Chico Water Pollution Control Plant has effluent data that can be used to
understand whether constituents of concern (chloropyrifos and diazinon) have the
potential to pass through treatment and be discharged into the Sacramento River. This
data can also be used to indicate project effectiveness in reducing these constituents.
3) The City of Chico Climate Action Plan includes elements to protect water quality and
conserve energy and includes LID practices.
4) An existing citizen-monitoring program maintains ten years of baseline water quality
data including, habitat, and bioassessment data. Data monitoring station are also
located appropriately to detect improving water quality associated with implementing
LID practices implemented through this Project.
5) Soils maps, and building plans are available for each Project site, which can be used
to confirm existing site conditions and selection of appropriate LID practices that will be
most effective based on existing site conditions. For example, original construction
plans are available for Project 1 (Parking Lot LID Retrofit) showing existing grades, and
depths of impervious pavement and road base to be excavated and replaced with
pervious pavement and infiltration leach fields.
6) Historical monitoring well data exists for comparing pre and post Project outcomes.
Additional relative plans
City Plans: General Plan, MS4 Permit, BMP Handbook/Best Practices Manual, Keep
Chico Clean and Storm Water Management and Education Plan, Post Construction
Standards Plan, Erosion and Sediment Control Plan, Economic Development Plan
Residential and Green Building Codes, Parkway, Parkstrip Conversion Guidelines, Park
volunteer program, neighborhood plans (chapman/mulberry, etc), medical waste and
disposal plan, leaf pickup and compost program, Chico Tree Guide, Street Tree
Municipal Code, Tree Preservation regulations and standards, Neighborhood Planting
Lists, Bidwell Park Master Management Plan and EIR, Don't Plant a Pest, Sustainable
indicators report, Sustainability/Climate Action Plan, Urban Forest Plan, and others.
State Plans: SWAMP, NSV IRWM, Water Efficient Landscape Ordinance (AB 1881),
CA Green Infrastructure Plan, California Water Code, Prop. 1, and more.
Federal Plans: Clean Water Act and all related plans.

Project Proponent
CA Urban Streams Alliance-The Stream Team
Potential Partners
City of Chico, Park Watch, SWRCB CWT, CSU Chico, Butte and Tehama Counties,
BCAG, River Partners, FOBP, BEC, school districts (CUSD/BCOE), Waterkeepers
Alliance, Cal Park Homeowners Association, CHIP, Habitat for Humanity, Love
Chapman, Market For Green Infrastructure, CA State Parks, Forest Ranch, Butte
Meadows, SPI, Forest Service, Mechoopda, Mosquito Abatement, Health clubs,
Community Event Coordinators, Utilities, Calwater, and others.
Project Title
Bidwell Park and Greenway Integrated Stormwater, Ground Water Recharge, and
Recycled Water Project
Project Description
The proposed Project (Project) will implement Low Impact Development (LID) practices
designed to improve the capacity of natural drainage areas to reduce urban runoff from
entering Chico’s Creeks and ultimately the Sacramento River.
The proposed Project will integrate LID practices into park management practices, and
park infrastructure design standards to assist the City in meeting State-mandated
Municipal Stormwater Permit (MS4) requirements. In addition, the Project will
encourage collaborations among existing stormwater protection efforts, and neighboring
MS4 entities (i.e. CSU Chico, Chico Unified School District, and other local jurisdictions)
seeking to align individual stormwater program objectives, share resources, develop
consistent public messaging, and identify cost-saving opportunities.
Stormwater management, groundwater recharge and recycled water projects integrated
into Bidwell Park and other greenway management efforts will provide a multi-benefit
clean water project that will improve water quality while also restoring natural resources.
Natural channels, riparian habitat and intermittent wetlands (including benefits for
endemic Vernal Pools) will be enhanced or established to improve opportunities for
integrated stormwater management with multi-benefit outcomes.
Goals and Objectives
The Project’s goals are to maintain and restore pre-development hydrology at Project
sites and improve water quality in the Sacramento River by managing urban runoff at its
source.
Project objectives will:












Integrate LID practices into Bidwell Park and Greenway drainage improvement
projects to demonstrate and educate to the community the importance of stormwater
management and the benefits of LID-based solutions.
Reduce stormwater volume and pollutant loading in stormwater runoff.
Implement LID project objectives to satisfy MS4 permit requirements.
Leverage City funds allocated for scheduled maintenance and repair to integrate LID
practices that would not otherwise be possible.
Conduct public outreach and training that raises understanding of sources of runoff
pollution and use of BMPs to prevent water pollution targeting City staff, DACs,
schools, and neighboring MS4 entities. This effort will also compliment and assist
the City’s Park volunteer efforts in leading public work sessions to enhance habitat
and park infrastructure.
Link existing citizen monitoring and storm water efforts with City Stormwater
Management objectives to facilitate public involvement, leverage previous State
funding, and utilize existing baseline water quality data.
Improve public health and reduce obesity.
Improve employment opportunities.
Improve fish and wildlife and vernal pool and wetland habitat.

Purpose and Need:
The water quality in Chico’s Creeks continues to decline as a result of urban
development and increasing stormwater runoff. Known constituents of concern include
trash, nutrients, fecal bacteria, household chemicals, pesticides and herbicides, oil,
grease, and other hydrocarbons, heavy metals, mercury, and landscape irrigation
runoff.
Sources of stormwater contamination are directly related to urbanization and the large
percentage of urban land covered with impervious surfaces (roads, sidewalks,
driveways, and parking lots), which have caused increased volume and velocity of
surface runoff. Applying the methodology for calculating impervious surface coefficients,
23% of Chico’s 21,000 acres are paved (OEHHA, 2010). The Center for Watershed
Protection (2003) assumes stream water quality declines when impervious surfaces
exceed ten percent. Thirteen years of monthly watershed assessment data exists for
Big Chico Creek supporting this claim, indicating aquatic invertebrate species decline,
and elevated bacteria, turbidity, temperature, and trash levels.
Project Elements (Capture-Retention)
1) Storm drain improvement. Retrofit storm drains with pervious pipe, move outfalls
away from the creek and install bioswails to allow a portion of the runoff to leach
into the ground prior to reaching waterways. Currently most outfalls empty
runoff directly into the creeks at the banks edge without no pretreatment.
2) Natural drainage improvement. Enhance the capacity of natural drainage
channels carrying stormwater runoff to waterways to improve infiltration and
reduce erosion and the pollutants carried with the sediment ending up in the

3)

4)
5)

6)
7)

8)

9)

creek, by removing invasive plants, installing natives, removing debris and
deposition, and repairing or resizing culverts.
Reduce bank erosion. Repair and stabilize creek banks where intensive
recreational uses (and fallen trees in channel) are causing erosion and
sedimentation (rope swing swim areas, bike jumps, creek crossings). Install
signage to inform the public about the impacts of their actions on water quality.
Improve public transport pathways. Repair walking and biking trails, and dirt
roads adjacent or near waterways to reduce erosion.
Green job training targeting DACs and CCC’s. Integrate training workshops and
work sessions to assist with implementing project elements to reduce costs and
provide hands-on learning to improve employment opportunities. Include CAVE/
Team Team/Nature Center/CSU Chico internship collaboration program.
Trash reduction structures (full and partial capture) and outreach campaigns.
Community engagement and stormwater education. LID demonstration projects
will target participation and benefits for DACs, tribes, schools, existing community
stormwater efforts, and the City’s Park volunteer program. Opportunities for the
public to participate in LID design, implementation and effectiveness monitoring
will be provided. Include park volunteer/stormwater outreach coordinator position.
Stormwater Education. Combine Clean Water Science Ambassador and Clean
Creeks in the Classroom efforts to offer outdoor stormwater education
classrooms (STEM and NGSS curriculum) in parks and greenways located within
walking distance of most schools.
Implement a Stormwater Outreach and Education Plan that identifies a role for
existing community groups involved in stormwater and watershed protection
efforts. Link this plan with the City’s stormwater program goals and utilize these
groups to provide public outreach and education, stormwater education in
schools (combine the efforts of the Clean Creeks in the Classroom and Clean
Water Science Ambassador programs), public involvement in LID project
implementation, and to track project effectiveness. Include a long-term budget
plan to continue these efforts beyond this project including enumeration of
community Match hours generated by community groups that can be associated
to the City’s stormwater protection efforts.

Treatment Volumes
The Project will implement LID practices to treat and/or reduce stormwater runoff
originating from both residential, commercial, and park landscapes.
The approximate quantity and origin of the stormwater flows to be treated and/or
captured by each Project Area is estimated in the following Table*.
Project Element

Runoff Source

Contributing Treatment
Runoff Area Area

Volume
Treated

Storm drain and
improvements

Parking lots, streets,
sidewalks, residential,

400 acres

80%

TBD

commercial, dirt roads
and trails
Improve natural Parking lots, streets,
100 acres
TBD
80%
drainage
sidewalks, residential,
channels
commercial, dirt roads
and trails
Reduce bank
Parking lots, streets,
20 miles
TBD
80%
erosion
sidewalks, residential,
commercial, dirt roads
and trails
Improve Public Parking lots, streets,
20 miles
TBD
80%
transport
sidewalks, residential,
pathways
commercial, dirt roads
and trails
Green Jobs
Parking lots, streets,
Entire
TBD
80%
sidewalks, residential, watersheds
commercial, dirt roads
and trails
Trash reduction Parking lots, streets,
Entire
TBD
80%
sidewalks, residential, watersheds
commercial, dirt roads
and trails
Community
Parking lots, streets,
Entire
TBD
80%
engagement
sidewalks, residential, Watersheds
commercial, dirt roads
and trails
STEM and
Parking lots, streets,
Entire
TBD
80%
Stormwater
sidewalks, residential, Watersheds
outdoor
commercial, dirt roads
classroom
and trails
* Drainage areas and treatment volumes will be calculated using the equations
recommended in the California Storm Water Best Management Practices Handbook
and SWRCB LID Sizing Tool for determining the unit basin storage volume to achieve
80 percent or more volume treatment
Project Location
•
•
•
•

Projects are located in Bidwell Park and Greenways within the Big Chico Creek,
Little Chico Creek and Comanche Creek drainage basins.
Projects target DAC neighborhoods and schools.
Demo project locations selected to provide high visibility for public and Green Job
training.
Locations selected to target hot spots for erosion/trash

Project Approach

Implement LID practices to retain as much stormwater as possible on site, disconnect
stormwater collections systems by providing setbacks for outfalls to provide
infiltration/treatment opportunities (pervious pipe, bioswales) prior to delivering runoff to
receiving waters. In addition, LID practices with multiple benefits including preventing
erosion and nutrient runoff to improve aquatic habitat, recreation, employment training
targeting DACs, public health, public education, transport pathways, etc will be included.
Consideration regarding the relative ease of integrating the various LID practices into
existing park landscapes and infrastructure, and targeting benefits for DACs will also be
considered.
The Project will implement the following LID practices: pervious pavements and
sidewalks, bioswales, vegetated trenches, infiltration leach fields, habitat restoration, dirt
road and trail improvements, and restore riparian habitat and stream channel functions
to reduce runoff pollution.
Cost comparisons, and long-term maintenance issues will also be considered, and
appropriate LID practices determined to be best suited for the Chico area.
Specific Project site locations will be determined based on reviewing illicit discharge
information noted in the City’s outfall survey reports, soils maps, information gathered
during visual site inspections, consultations with City staff, feasibility of implementing
LID practices to significantly reduce runoff and pollutant loading, the proximity to an
urban waterway and disadvantaged neighborhood and schools, and the
appropriateness of the site location to serve as a demo or LID educational tool for
training the public, City staff, and for Green Jobs employment training.
Other Outcomes:
 Reduced flooding
 Increased groundwater recharge
 Increased stormwater capture, treatment, and reuse
 Improved public health
 Increased employment opportunities
 Increased public understanding of benefits of stormwater management and LIDs
 Increased opportunities for schools and stormwater education
 Increased public walking and biking transport pathways (public health)
 Improved natural habitat (endangered fish and wildlife, vernal pools, oak
woodlands, wetlands, springs, seeps)
 Reduced trash and other runoff pollutants
 Increased collaborations amongst community groups and City in stormwater
management
 Improved water quality
 Improved Water Supply
More Implementation project ideas:
 Reduce flooding by reconnecting floodplains (Similar to Verbena Fields project).
 Improve storm drain conveyance system by moving outfalls away from creek























banks and “day-lighting” sections through detention swales, wetlands and
pervious pipe.
Capture or redirecting runoff from park buildings, roads, and other infrastructure
to park landscaping.
Reduce erosion from bike and walking paths by decommissioning or repairing
trails adjacent to waterways.
Replace culverts blocking runoff infiltration pathways to reduce nuisance water,
pathogens and nutrient loading in receiving waters to meet TMDL requirements.
Enhance or restore wetland areas, seeps and springs, to treat runoff. Also, runoff
through meadows making connections to vernal pools. Improve Oak woodland
regeneration by removing turf so trees are not being watered during summer
months or move trails so they are not being trampled.
Implement City-wide (or county-wide) trash reduction plan (install full and partial
capture structures, and implement ed/outreach campaign targeting homeless
camps, public parks, events and centers (require use of recycled materials and
reusable water bottle filling stations).
Install water bottle filling stations in parks, and baseball/soccer fields.
Expand outdoor learning opportunities for schools by identifying and improving
infrastructure for outdoor learning classrooms (beyond the nature center). Link
objectives of Clean Water Ambassador Program, Clean Creeks in the
Classroom, Adopt-a-Picnic-Spot programs to include focused and collaborative
stormwater education utilizing parks as outdoor classrooms.
Provide checklists and training for Park Watch, Stream Team, and other park
volunteers to document trash hot-spots, and wet weather trail and road erosion
(modeled on the Urban Tides Initiative program in SoCal, and SWRCB CWT
rapid trash assessment methodology).
Increase volunteer workforce opportunities to remove invasive plants and plant
natives and to implement and maintain stormwater treatment project areas.
Also integrate Stream Team’s rapid trash assessment.
Integrate Green Jobs training utilizing existing community stormwater groups to
train volunteers in LID implementation and maintenance practices (and project
effectiveness monitoring).
Utilize CCC’s, target DACs, and integrate Clean Water Business Partners and
other existing stormwater training programs into Green Jobs training project.
Utilize stormwater treatment project areas as training tools to provide hands-on
learning work sessions and training events to improve employment opportunities
and reduce project implementation costs.
Improve and add trails to connect transportation corridors between downtown
areas and schools to encourage safe walking and biking pathways between
residential neighborhoods and commercial downtown areas including integrating
sitting areas for relaxing in nature (improved public health).
Repair vita-health exercise circuit in park, and host events and provide maps to
highlight use of this public health improvement infrastructure. Coordinate with
Health Clubs to expand use and offer Yoga, running races, etc.
Reduce pesticide and landscape overwatering by targeting LID workshops for
DAC neighborhoods and schools and offer tours and training for them to learn

about stormwater projects in the parks. Training will include practices they can
implement on their own residential landscapes.
 Reduce runoff pollution by installing stormwater treatment bioswales, wetlands,
and LID practices throughout parks and greenways to capture, reuse, and treat
runoff.
 Reduce pathogens in runoff by implementing LID practices in park and
greenways to protect beneficial uses of receiving waters for water recreation
(swimming).
Consistent project plans
The Project will assist the City in addressing eight key elements of the City’s 2013 MS4
permit, including: E.7, E.8, E.8, E.9, E.10, E.11, E.13, E.15
1) The City of Chico has an updated General Plan that (BMP) Manual. Through this
project LID practices and design standards that are most cost-effective will be
integrated into BMP Manual and any pertinent stormwater ordinances.
2) The City of Chico Climate Action Plan includes elements to protect water quality and
conserve energy and includes LID practices.
3) An existing citizen-monitoring program maintains 13 years of baseline water quality
data including, habitat, and bioassessment data. Data monitoring stations are also
located appropriately to detect improving water quality associated with implementing
LID practices implemented through this Project.
4) Soils maps, and building plans are available for each Project site, which can be used
to confirm existing site conditions and selection of appropriate LID practices.
5) The City has urban forest plan being developed, which will reduce greenhouse gas
emissions.
Additional relative plans
City Plans: General Plan, MS4 Permit, BMP Handbook/Best Practices Manual, Keep
Chico Clean and Storm Water Management and Education Plan, Post Construction
Standards Plan, Erosion and Sediment Control Plan, Economic Development Plan
Residential and Green Building Codes, Parkway, Parkstrip Conversion Guidelines, Park
volunteer program, neighborhood plans (chapman/mulberry, etc), medical waste and
disposal plan, leaf pickup and compost program, Chico Tree Guide, Street Tree
Municipal Code, Tree Preservation regulations and standards, Neighborhood Planting
Lists, Bidwell Park Master Management Plan and EIR, Don't Plant a Pest, Sustainable
indicators report, Sustainability/Climate Action Plan, Urban Forest Plan, and others.
State Plans: SWAMP, NSV IRWM, Water Efficient Landscape Ordinance (AB 1881),
CA Green Infrastructure Plan, California Water Code, Prop. 1, and more.

Federal Plans: Clean Water Act and all related plans.

Project Proponent
CA Urban Streams Alliance-The Stream Team
Potential Partners
City of Chico, Waste Management and other trash companies, DWR, Rock Creek
Reclamation District, SWRCB CWT, CSU Chico, Butte and Tehama Counties, BCAG,
River Partners, FOBP, BEC, school districts (CUSD/BCOE), Waterkeepers Alliance,
Love Chapman, Market For Green Infrastructure, CA State Parks, Forest Ranch, Butte
Meadows, SPI, Forest Service, Calwater, Mechoopda, and others.
Project Title
City of Chico Long-term Trash Reduction Project
Project Description
Proposed Project (Project) will implement Low Impact Development (LID) practices
designed to convert impervious areas into vegetated plots that soak up rainwater to limit
urban runoff from entering Chico’s Creeks and ultimately the Sacramento River.
Trash and litter are a pervasive problem in California. Controlling trash is a priority,
because trash adversely affects our use of California’s waterways. Trash impacts
aquatic life in streams, rivers, and the ocean as well as terrestrial species in adjacent
riparian and shore areas. Trash, particularly plastics, persists for years. It concentrates
organic toxins, entangles and ensnares wildlife, and disrupts feeding when animals
mistake plastic for food and ingest it. Additionally, trash creates aesthetic impacts,
impairing our ability to enjoy our waterways (SWRCB, 2017).

Goals and Objectives
The Project’s goals are to maintain and restore pre-development hydrology at Project
sites and improve water quality in the Sacramento River by managing urban runoff at its
source.
Project objectives will:
 Establish a long-term trash reduction program to achieve outcomes to meet State
Trash TMDL and MS4 permit requirements.
 Integrate LID practices into drainage improvement projects to demonstrate and
educate the community on the importance of stormwater management and the
benefits of LID-based solutions and reducing trash, which is a pollutant impacting
water quality.
 Reduce stormwater volume and pollutant loading in stormwater runoff.
 Increase employment opportunities for DACs and tribes by providing LID and green



infrastructure job training and certification workshops utilizing LID demo projects as
training tools. Coordinate with CCC’s to provide hands-on job training during LID
implementation to reduce project costs.
Link existing citizen monitoring and stormwater / watershed protection efforts with
City Stormwater Management Program objectives to facilitate public involvement,
leverage previous State funding for stormwater projects and programs, utilize
existing baseline water quality data, and empower continued community group
involvement by ensuring they have a role in assisting with outreach and education,
project implementation, and project effectiveness monitoring. These groups
represent key-stakeholders and can facilitate their involvement to improve overall
project outcomes.

Purpose and Need
The water quality in Chico’s Creeks are declining as a result of urban development and
increasing stormwater runoff. Known constituents of concern include trash, nutrients,
fecal bacteria, household chemicals, pesticides and herbicides, oil, grease, and other
hydrocarbons, heavy metals, mercury, and landscape irrigation runoff.
Sources of stormwater contamination are directly related to urbanization and the large
percentage of urban land covered with impervious surfaces (roads, sidewalks,
driveways, and parking lots), which have caused increased volume and velocity of
surface runoff. Applying the methodology for calculating impervious surface coefficients,
23% of Chico’s 21,000 acres are paved (OEHHA, 2010). The Center for Watershed
Protection (2003) assumes stream water quality declines when impervious surfaces
exceed ten percent. Ten years of monthly watershed assessment data exists for Big
Chico Creek supporting this claim, indicating aquatic invertebrate species decline, and
elevated bacteria, turbidity, temperature, and trash levels.
Project Elements: (Capture-Retention)
1) Develop and implement a Citywide/Countywide LID Design and BMP Manual
(“Maintaining Green Infrastructure through proper landscape maintenance”).
2) Implement LID demonstration and Green Streets projects targeting City-owned
properties. Include a variety of examples of LID practices, such as “day-lighting”
storm drains through bioswales and pervious piping, outfall setbacks away from
creek banks, roadway curb cuts to vegetated plots and infiltration trenches,
pervious sidewalks and gutter pans, downspout disconnects to cisterns for
recycling and use by community gardens, integrate safe walking and biking
transportation pathways into LID project designs, etc.
3) Implement riparian vegetation management to improve habitat and water quality,
reduce flooding, decrease heat island effects (GHG) and fire hazards (remove
Arrundo), increase recreation potential, and improve public health and well-being
(research shows being in nature improves health and well-being).
4) Implement Chico Trash Reduction program to reduce runoff pollution and trash
dumped in waterways, such as landfill coupons and curbside pick-up of large

household items (couches, carpets, refrigerators, tires, etc), prescription drug
and hazardous household waste recycling campaigns, free yard waste drop-of
sites, compost green-waste on-site campaigns, lake and creek clean-ups, etc.
specific elements include: a) ID and map trash hot spots (visual assessments); b)
ID sources of trash (Trash Generation characterized by category-commercial,
industrial, residential, schools, parks, other and Trash Loading- how much is
entering receiving waters); c) delineate and prioritize trash management areas;
d) ID and select trash control measures (full and partial capture devices, and
community engagement (cig but ashtrays outside businesses, reduce single use
products, anti-littering campaigns, illegal dumping ordinances, etc), ; e) develop
method for tracking progress in reducing trash levels (CWT trash surveys, water
quality monitoring); f) implement control measures; g) access progress in
reducing trash; h) modify management areas of reprioritize to address problems.
5) Implement “Green Jobs in Your Community” Training Program (Maintaining
Green Infrastructure and Stormwater Systems Certification Training Program).
Target DACs, CCC’s and other existing work training programs and utilize handson training workshops to implement LID project elements to save costs.
Integrate Clean Water Business Partners into this effort.
6) Implement a Stormwater Outreach and Education Plan that identifies a role for
existing community groups involved in stormwater and watershed protection
efforts. Link this plan with the City’s stormwater program goals and utilize these
groups to provide public outreach and education, stormwater education in
schools (combine the efforts of the Clean Creeks in the Classroom and Clean
Water Science Ambassador programs), public involvement in LID project
implementation, and to track project effectiveness. Include a long-term budget
plan to continue these efforts beyond this project including enumeration of
community Match hours generated by community groups that can be associated
to the City’s stormwater protection efforts.
Treatment Volumes
The Project will implement LID practices to treat and/or reduce stormwater runoff
originating from both residential and commercial landscapes throughout the City.
The approximate quantity and origin of the stormwater flows to be treated and/or
captured by each Project Area will need to be determined.
Project locations:
•
•

The project is located in Big Chico, Little Chico, and Comanche creek
watersheds.
Targets DACs, schools, and public parks and greenways.

Project Approach:
One of the most promising improvements to how we develop land is the implementation

of LID practices to retain as much stormwater as possible on site and disconnect
impervious surfaces from flowing directly into stormwater collections systems providing
an opportunity for infiltration, filtration, and capture and reuse. The Project’s approach
was based on this understanding, and the efficacy of specific LID practices, which have
been documented, in previous studies (EPA, 2000; Coffman, 2002; NRDC, 1999) to
achieve desired Project goals. For example, reducing pesticide runoff is a desired
Project goal, thus an appropriate LID practice (rain gardens/vegetated trenches,
downspout disconnects) will be implemented to slow and redirect flows to infiltration or
bioretention cells to allow the vegetation to trap up to 90% of the pesticide runoff
(Moore, 2001). In addition, LID practices that provide other benefits including
preventing erosion and nutrient runoff to improve aquatic habitat were selected.
Consideration regarding the relative ease of integrating the various LID practices into
existing urban landscapes, including residential areas, parking lots, buildings, and
streets was also considered.
The Project will implement the following LID practices: pervious pavements and
sidewalks, bioswales, vegetated trenches, infiltration leach fields, rain gardens to allow
for infiltration and filtration; downspout disconnects directing flows to recharge areas,
rain gardens, and vegetated buffer strips; rain barrels to capture and reuse rain water;
restoration to restore riparian habitat and stream channel functions; xeriscape
landscaping to reduce water consumption, use of pesticides, and firescaping.
Specific Project sites will be selected based on reviewing illicit discharge information
noted in the City’s outfall survey reports, soils maps, information gathered during visual
site inspections, consultations with City staff and construction consultants, the feasibility
of implementing LID practices to significantly reduce runoff and pollutant loading, the
proximity to an urban waterway and disadvantaged neighborhood, and the
appropriateness of the site location for educating the public.
Consistent project plans
The Project will assist the City in addressing eight key elements of the City’s 2013 MS4
permit, including: E.7, E.8, E.8, E.9, E.10, E.11, E.13, E.15
1) The City of Chico has an updated General Plan that (BMP) Manual. Through this
project LID practices and design standards that are most cost-effective will be
integrated into BMP Manual and any pertinent stormwater ordinances.
2) The City of Chico Climate Action Plan includes elements to protect water quality and
conserve energy and includes LID practices.
3) An existing citizen-monitoring program maintains 13 years of baseline water quality
data including, habitat, and bioassessment data. Data monitoring stations are also
located appropriately to detect improving water quality associated with implementing
LID practices implemented through this Project.

4) Soils maps, and building plans are available for each Project site, which can be used
to confirm existing site conditions and selection of appropriate LID practices.
5) The City has urban forest plan being developed, which will reduce greenhouse gas
emissions.
Additional relative plans
City Plans: General Plan, MS4 Permit, BMP Handbook/Best Practices Manual, Keep
Chico Clean and Storm Water Management and Education Plan, Post Construction
Standards Plan, Erosion and Sediment Control Plan, Economic Development Plan
Residential and Green Building Codes, Parkway, Parkstrip Conversion Guidelines, Park
volunteer program, neighborhood plans (chapman/mulberry, etc), medical waste and
disposal plan, leaf pickup and compost program, Chico Tree Guide, Street Tree
Municipal Code, Tree Preservation regulations and standards, Neighborhood Planting
Lists, Bidwell Park Master Management Plan and EIR, Don't Plant a Pest, Sustainable
indicators report, Sustainability/Climate Action Plan, Urban Forest Plan, and others.
State Plans: SWAMP, NSV IRWM, Water Efficient Landscape Ordinance (AB 1881),
CA Green Infrastructure Plan, California Water Code, Prop. 1, and more.
Federal Plans: Clean Water Act and all related plans.
Lists, Bidwell Park Master Management Plan and EIR, Don't Plant a Pest, Sustainable
indicators report, Sustainability/Climate Action Plan, Urban Forest Plan, and others.
State Plans: SWAMP, NSV IRWM, Water Efficient Landscape Ordinance (AB 1881),
CA Green Infrastructure Plan, California Water Code, Prop. 1, and more.
Federal Plans: Clean Water Act and all related plans.

Project Proponent
CA Urban Streams Alliance-The Stream Team
Potential Partners
City of Chico, Park Watch, SWRCB CWT, CSU Chico, Butte and Tehama Counties,
BCAG, River Partners, FOBP, BEC, school districts (CUSD/BCOE), Waterkeepers
Alliance, Cal Park Homeowners Association, CHIP, Habitat for Humanity, Love
Chapman, Market For Green Infrastructure, CA State Parks, Forest Ranch, Butte
Meadows, SPI, Forest Service, Mechoopda, Mosquito Abatement, Health clubs,
Community Event Coordinators, Utilities, Calwater, and others.
Project Title
LID Technical Design Manual and Demonstration Project
Proposed Project (Project) will implement Low Impact Development (LID) practices
designed to convert impervious areas into vegetated plots that soak up rainwater to limit
urban runoff from entering Chico’s Creeks and ultimately the Sacramento River.
The proposed Project features a long-term approach for integrating LID practices into
present and future development design standards to assist the City in meeting Statemandated Municipal Stormwater Permit (MS4) requirements. In addition, the Project will
encourage collaborations among existing stormwater protection efforts, and neighboring
MS4 entities (i.e. CSU Chico, Chico Unified School District, and other local jurisdictions)
seeking to align individual stormwater program objectives, share resources, develop
consistent public messaging, and identify cost-saving opportunities.
Goals and Objectives
The Project’s goals are to maintain and restore pre-development hydrology at Project
sites and improve water quality in the Sacramento River by managing urban runoff at its
source.
Project objectives will:
 Integrate LID practices into drainage improvement projects to demonstrate and
educate the community on the importance of stormwater management and the
benefits of LID-based solutions.
 Reduce stormwater volume and pollutant loading in stormwater runoff.
 Implement LID project objectives to satisfy MS4 permit requirements.
 Leverage City funds allocated for scheduled maintenance and repair to integrate LID
practices that would not otherwise be possible.
 Conduct public outreach and training that raises understanding of sources of runoff
pollution and use of BMPs to prevent water pollution targeting City staff, DACs,
schools, and neighboring MS4 entities.






Link existing citizen monitoring and storm water efforts with City Stormwater
Management objectives to facilitate public involvement, leverage previous State
funding, and utilize existing baseline water quality data.
Improve public health and reduce obesity.
Improve employment opportunities.
Improve fish and wildlife and vernal pool and wetland habitat.

Purpose and Need
The water quality in Chico’s Creeks are declining as a result of urban development and
increasing stormwater runoff. Known constituents of concern include trash, nutrients,
fecal bacteria, household chemicals, pesticides and herbicides, oil, grease, and other
hydrocarbons, heavy metals, mercury, and landscape irrigation runoff.
Sources of stormwater contamination are directly related to urbanization and the large
percentage of urban land covered with impervious surfaces (roads, sidewalks,
driveways, and parking lots), which have caused increased volume and velocity of
surface runoff. Applying the methodology for calculating impervious surface coefficients,
23% of Chico’s 21,000 acres are paved (OEHHA, 2010). The Center for Watershed
Protection (2003) assumes stream water quality declines when impervious surfaces
exceed ten percent. Ten years of monthly watershed assessment data exists for Big
Chico Creek supporting this claim, indicating aquatic invertebrate species decline, and
elevated bacteria, turbidity, temperature, and trash levels.
Project Elements: (Capture-Retention)
1) Develop and implement a Citywide/Countywide LID Design and BMP Manual,
and Landscape planning and design practices and manuals (“Maintaining Green
Infrastructure through proper landscape maintenance”). Include specific chapters
or manuals targeting specific neighborhoods and commercial areas with different
water quality issues (shallow ground water, etc.). Include generic plans for each
type of LID. Include designs for schools.
2) Implement LID demo projects in each neighborhood type to provide training
opportunities and replicable examples.
3) Implement LID demonstration and Green Streets projects targeting City-owned
properties. Include a variety of examples of LID practices, such as “day-lighting”
storm drains through bioswales and pervious piping, outfall setbacks away from
creek banks, roadway curb cuts to vegetated plots and infiltration trenches,
pervious sidewalks and gutter pans, downspout disconnects to cisterns for
recycling and use by community gardens, integrate safe walking and biking
transportation pathways into LID project designs, etc.
4) Implement riparian vegetation management to improve habitat and water quality,
reduce flooding, decrease heat island effects (GHG) and fire hazards (remove
Arrundo), increase recreation potential, and improve public health and well-being
(research shows being in nature improves health and well-being).

5) Implement Chico Trash Reduction program to reduce runoff pollution and trash
dumped in waterways, such as landfill coupons and curbside pick-up of large
household items (couches, carpets, refrigerators, tires, etc), prescription drug
and hazardous household waste recycling campaigns, free yard waste drop-of
sites, compost green-waste on-site campaigns, lake and creek clean-ups, etc.
6) Implement “Green Jobs in Your Community” Training Program (Maintaining
Green Infrastructure and Stormwater Systems Certification Training Program).
Target DACs, CCC’s and other existing work training programs and utilize handson training workshops to implement LID project elements to save costs.
Integrate Clean Water Business Partners into this effort.
7) Include pesticide and overwatering campaigns targeting DACs and
implementation of LID demo projects.
8) Develop a Waterwise and Habitat “River Friendly Landscape Guide” specific to
Butte County including the following principles: install local native species,
nurture the soil (compost on site), reduce yard waste to landfill, conserve water,
conserve energy, protect water quality (decrease pesticide use), and create
wildlife habitat.
9) Implement a Rainscapes Reward - Incentive program to provide rebates
implementing green infrastructure and turf removal projects to capture and treat
stormwater onsite.
10) Include environmentally friendly landscape practices for landscape professionals
and residents.
11) Update or integrate existing creek-side and street tree handbooks.
12) Link existing citizen monitoring and stormwater / watershed protection efforts with
City Stormwater Management Program objectives to facilitate public involvement,
leverage previous State funding for stormwater projects and programs, utilize
existing baseline water quality data, and empower continued community group
involvement by ensuring they have a role in assisting with outreach and
education, project implementation, and project effectiveness monitoring. These
groups represent key-stakeholders and can facilitate their involvement to improve
overall project outcomes.
13) Implement a Stormwater Outreach and Education Plan that identifies a role for
existing community groups involved in stormwater and watershed protection
efforts. Link this plan with the City’s stormwater program goals and utilize these
groups to provide public outreach and education, stormwater education in
schools (combine the efforts of the Clean Creeks in the Classroom and Clean
Water Science Ambassador programs), public involvement in LID project
implementation, and to track project effectiveness. Include a long-term budget
plan to continue these efforts beyond this project including enumeration of
community Match hours generated by community groups that can be associated
to the City’s stormwater protection efforts.
Treatment Volumes:
The Project will implement LID practices to treat and/or reduce stormwater runoff
originating from both residential and commercial landscapes throughout the City.

The approximate quantity and origin of the stormwater flows to be treated and/or
captured by each Project Area will need to be determined.
Drainage areas and treatment volumes will be calculated using the equations
recommended in the California Storm Water Best Management Practices Handbook
and SWRCB LID Sizing Tool for determining the unit basin storage volume to achieve
80 percent or more volume treatment.
Project locations:
•
•
•

Entire City of Chico and will target DAC neighborhoods (Chapman Mulberry) and
commercial (Hagen Lane) and public properties.
Butte County Schools
Big Chico Creek, Little Chico Creek, and Comanche Creek watersheds.

Project Approach:
One of the most promising improvements to how we develop land is the implementation
of LID practices to retain as much stormwater as possible on site and disconnect
impervious surfaces from flowing directly into stormwater collections systems providing
an opportunity for infiltration, filtration, and capture and reuse. The Project’s approach
was based on this understanding, and the efficacy of specific LID practices, which have
been documented, in previous studies (EPA, 2000; Coffman, 2002; NRDC, 1999) to
achieve desired Project goals. For example, reducing pesticide runoff is a desired
Project goal, thus an appropriate LID practice (rain gardens/vegetated trenches,
downspout disconnects) will be implemented to slow and redirect flows to infiltration or
bioretention cells to allow the vegetation to trap up to 90% of the pesticide runoff
(Moore, 2001). In addition, LID practices that provide other benefits including
preventing erosion and nutrient runoff to improve aquatic habitat were selected.
Consideration regarding the relative ease of integrating the various LID practices into
existing urban landscapes, including residential areas, parking lots, buildings, and
streets was also considered.
The Project will implement the following LID practices: pervious pavements and
sidewalks, bioswales, vegetated trenches, infiltration leach fields, rain gardens to allow
for infiltration and filtration; downspout disconnects directing flows to recharge areas,
rain gardens, and vegetated buffer strips; rain barrels to capture and reuse rain water;
restoration to restore riparian habitat and stream channel functions; xeriscape
landscaping to reduce water consumption, use of pesticides, and firescaping.
Specific Project sites will be selected based on reviewing illicit discharge information
noted in the City’s outfall survey reports, soils maps, information gathered during visual
site inspections, consultations with City staff and construction consultants, the feasibility
of implementing LID practices to significantly reduce runoff and pollutant loading, the
proximity to an urban waterway and disadvantaged neighborhood, and the

appropriateness of the site location for educating the public.
Consistent project plans
The Project will assist the City in addressing eight key elements of the City’s 2013 MS4
permit, including: E.7, E.8, E.8, E.9, E.10, E.11, E.13, E.15
1) The City of Chico has an updated General Plan that (BMP) Manual. Through this
project LID practices and design standards that are most cost-effective will be
integrated into BMP Manual and any pertinent stormwater ordinances.
2) The City of Chico Climate Action Plan includes elements to protect water quality and
conserve energy and includes LID practices.
3) An existing citizen-monitoring program maintains 13 years of baseline water quality
data including, habitat, and bioassessment data. Data monitoring stations are also
located appropriately to detect improving water quality associated with implementing
LID practices implemented through this Project.
4) Soils maps, and building plans are available for each Project site, which can be used
to confirm existing site conditions and selection of appropriate LID practices.
5) The City has urban forest plan being developed, which will reduce greenhouse gas
emissions.
Additional relative plans
City Plans: General Plan, MS4 Permit, BMP Handbook/Best Practices Manual, Keep
Chico Clean and Storm Water Management and Education Plan, Post Construction
Standards Plan, Erosion and Sediment Control Plan, Economic Development Plan
Residential and Green Building Codes, Parkway, Parkstrip Conversion Guidelines, Park
volunteer program, neighborhood plans (chapman/mulberry, etc), medical waste and
disposal plan, leaf pickup and compost program, Chico Tree Guide, Street Tree
Municipal Code, Tree Preservation regulations and standards, Neighborhood Planting
Lists, Bidwell Park Master Management Plan and EIR, Don't Plant a Pest, Sustainable
indicators report, Sustainability/Climate Action Plan, Urban Forest Plan, and others.
State Plans: SWAMP, NSV IRWM, Water Efficient Landscape Ordinance (AB 1881),
CA Green Infrastructure Plan, California Water Code, Prop. 1, and more.
Federal Plans: Clean Water Act and all related plans.

Project Proponent
CA Urban Streams Alliance-The Stream Team
Potential Partners
City of Chico, Rock Creek Reclamation District, SWRCB CWT, CSU Chico, Butte and
Tehama Counties, BCAG, River Partners, FOBP, BEC, school districts (CUSD/BCOE),
Waterkeepers Alliance, Love Chapman, Market For Green Infrastructure, CA State
Parks, Forest Ranch, Butte Meadows, SPI, Forest Service, Calwater, Mechoopda, and
others.
Project Title
Mud and Rock Creek Flood Protection Project
Project Description
Proposed Project (Project) will implement Low Impact Development (LID) practices
designed to convert impervious areas into vegetated plots that soak up rainwater to limit
urban runoff from entering Chico’s Creeks and ultimately the Sacramento River.
Goals and Objectives
The Project’s goals are to maintain and restore pre-development hydrology at Project
sites and improve water quality in the Sacramento River by managing urban runoff at its
source.
Project objectives will:
 Integrate LID practices into Mud Rock Creek drainage improvement projects to
demonstrate and educate to the community about the importance of stormwater
management and the benefits of LID-based solutions.
 Reduce stormwater volume and pollutant loading in stormwater runoff.
 Link project objectives with City MS4 permit requirements to leverage City funds
allocated for scheduled maintenance and repair to integrate LID practices that would
not otherwise be possible.
 Conduct public outreach and training that raises understanding of sources of runoff
pollution and use of BMPs to prevent water pollution targeting City staff, DACs,
schools, and neighboring MS4 entities.
 Target implementation of LID demonstration projects on public properties within Mud
Rock Creek drainages.
 Increase employment opportunities for DACs and tribes by providing LID and green
infrastructure job training and certification workshops utilizing LID demo projects as
training tools.
 Coordinate with CCC’s to provide hands-on job training in LID implementation
practices and to reduce project costs.



Link existing citizen monitoring and stormwater / watershed protection efforts with
City Stormwater Management Program objectives to facilitate public involvement,
leverage previous State funding for stormwater projects and programs, utilize
existing baseline water quality data, and empower continued community group
involvement by ensuring they have a role in assisting with outreach and education,
project implementation, and project effectiveness monitoring. These groups
represent key-stakeholders and can facilitate their involvement to improve overall
project outcomes.

Purpose and Need:
The water quality in Chico’s Creeks are declining as a result of urban development and
increasing stormwater runoff. Known constituents of concern include trash, nutrients,
fecal bacteria, household chemicals, pesticides and herbicides, oil, grease, and other
hydrocarbons, heavy metals, mercury, and landscape irrigation runoff.
Sources of stormwater contamination are directly related to urbanization and the large
percentage of urban land covered with impervious surfaces (roads, sidewalks,
driveways, and parking lots), which have caused increased volume and velocity of
surface runoff. Applying the methodology for calculating impervious surface coefficients,
23% of Chico’s 21,000 acres are paved (OEHHA, 2010). The Center for Watershed
Protection (2003) assumes stream water quality declines when impervious surfaces
exceed ten percent. Ten years of monthly watershed assessment data exists for Big
Chico Creek supporting this claim, indicating aquatic invertebrate species decline, and
elevated bacteria, turbidity, temperature, and trash levels.
Mud and Rock Creek drainages have flooding issues that can be addressed by utilizing
LID practices. The City of Nord regularly floods, and improving habitat and creating offchannel detention areas can improve the capacity of Mud and Rock creek watersheds
to reduce flooding as well as runoff pollution.
Flooding issues in some of these neighborhoods results in backing up raw sewage into
houses, and prevents access to homes at creek-crossings. There is also orchard land
adjacent to Mud/Rock Creek that are eroding as well as roads, bridges, and levees that
are in need of repair.
Project Elements: (Capture-Retention)
1) Develop and implement a Citywide/Countywide LID Design and BMP Manual
(“Maintaining Green Infrastructure through proper landscape maintenance”).
Include a specific guide for Mud/Rock Creek watersheds targeting residential,
agricultural, and commercial landscapes.
2) Implement LID and Green Streets demonstration projects targeting residential
and commercial landscapes within Rock and Mud Creek Watersheds. Include a
variety of examples of LID practices, such as “day-lighting” storm drains through
bioswales and pervious piping, outfall setbacks away from creek banks, roadway
curb cuts to vegetated plots and infiltration trenches, pervious sidewalks and

gutter pans, downspout disconnects to cisterns for recycling and use by
community gardens, integrate safe walking and biking transportation pathways
into LID project designs, etc.
3) Implement vegetation management in Mud and Rock creek to improve habitat
and water quality, reduce flooding, heat island effects (GHG) and fire hazards,
increase recreation potential, improve public health, and improve wildlife
corridors between Mud/Rock and Sacramento watersheds. Target improving
habitat for wildlife corridors, and capacity for off-channel storage during rain
events.
4) Implement “Green Jobs in Your Community” Training Program (Maintaining
Green Infrastructure and Stormwater Systems Certification Training Program).
Target DACs, CCC’s and other existing work training programs and utilize
training workshops to implement LID project elements to save costs.
5) Implement a Stormwater Outreach and Education Plan that identifies a role for
existing community groups involved in stormwater and watershed protection
efforts. Link this plan with the City’s stormwater program goals and utilize these
groups to provide public outreach and education, stormwater education in
schools (combine the efforts of the Clean Creeks in the Classroom and Clean
Water Science Ambassador programs), public involvement in LID project
implementation, and to track project effectiveness. Include a long-term budget
plan to continue these efforts beyond this project including enumeration of
community Match hours generated by community groups that can be associated
to the City’s stormwater protection efforts.
Treatment Volumes:
The Project will implement LID practices to treat and/or reduce stormwater runoff
originating from both residential and commercial landscapes throughout the City.
The approximate quantity and origin of the stormwater flows to be treated and/or
captured by each Project Area is depicted in the following Table*.
Project Element

Runoff Source

Contributing Treatment
Pervious
Area
Area
(acres)
(acres)

Volume
Treated

Rock Mud
Creek LID
Implementation
Manual
LID Demo and
Green Streets
Project
Vegetation
Management
Green Jobs

Commercial,
residential

100

TBD

80%

Commercial,
residential

10

TBD

80%

Commercial,
residential
Commercial,

10

TBD

80%

60

TBD

80%

Stormwater
Outreach and
Education Plan

residential
Commercial,
residential

60

TBD

80%

* Drainage areas and treatment volumes will be calculated using the equations
recommended in the California Storm Water Best Management Practices Handbook
and SWRCB LID Sizing Tool for determining the unit basin storage volume to achieve
80 percent or more volume treatment.
Project locations:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mud Rock Creek Reclamation District and Mud/Rock Creek watersheds
Airport Neighborhood commercial roads, parking lots and buildings (including
renovating Airport Building and parking lot).
Mud and Rock Creek Residential Neighborhoods targeting creek-side neighbors
Nord School
Orchard buffer strips and riparian habitat improvements (reduce pesticide and
erosion runoff)
Off channel stormwater detention areas (to reduce flooding)

Project Approach:
One of the most promising improvements to how we develop land is the implementation
of LID practices to retain as much stormwater as possible on site and disconnect
impervious surfaces from flowing directly into stormwater collections systems providing
an opportunity for infiltration, filtration, and capture and reuse. The Project’s approach
was based on this understanding, and the efficacy of specific LID practices, which have
been documented, in previous studies (EPA, 2000; Coffman, 2002; NRDC, 1999) to
achieve desired Project goals. For example, reducing pesticide runoff is a desired
Project goal, thus an appropriate LID practice (rain gardens/vegetated trenches,
downspout disconnects) will be implemented to slow and redirect flows to infiltration or
bioretention cells to allow the vegetation to trap up to 90% of the pesticide runoff
(Moore, 2001). In addition, LID practices that provide other benefits including
preventing erosion and nutrient runoff to improve aquatic habitat were selected.
Consideration regarding the relative ease of integrating the various LID practices into
existing urban landscapes, including residential areas, parking lots, buildings, and
streets was also considered.
The Project will implement the following LID practices: pervious pavements and
sidewalks, bioswales, vegetated trenches, infiltration leach fields, rain gardens to allow
for infiltration and filtration; downspout disconnects directing flows to recharge areas,
rain gardens, and vegetated buffer strips; rain barrels to capture and reuse rain water;
restoration to restore riparian habitat and stream channel functions; xeriscape
landscaping to reduce water consumption, use of pesticides, and firescaping.

Specific Project sites will be selected based on reviewing illicit discharge information
noted in the City’s outfall survey reports, soils maps, information gathered during visual
site inspections, consultations with City and County staff and Rock Creek Reclamation
District, the feasibility of implementing LID practices to significantly reduce runoff and
pollutant loading, the proximity to a waterway and disadvantaged neighborhood, and the
appropriateness of the site location for educating the public.
Consistent project plans
The Project will assist the City in addressing eight key elements of the City’s 2013 MS4
permit, including: E.7, E.8, E.8, E.9, E.10, E.11, E.13, E.15
1) The City of Chico has an updated General Plan that (BMP) Manual. Through this
project LID practices and design standards that are most cost-effective will be
integrated into BMP Manual and any pertinent stormwater ordinances.
2) The City of Chico Climate Action Plan includes elements to protect water quality and
conserve energy and includes LID practices.
3) An existing citizen-monitoring program maintains 13 years of baseline water quality
data including, habitat, and bioassessment data. Data monitoring stations are also
located appropriately to detect improving water quality associated with implementing
LID practices implemented through this Project.
4) Soils maps, and building plans are available for each Project site, which can be used
to confirm existing site conditions and selection of appropriate LID practices.
5) The City has urban forest plan being developed, which will reduce greenhouse gas
emissions.
Additional relative plans
Rock Creek Reclamation District Plans, Sacramento Watershed Flood Improvement
Plan
City Plans: General Plan, MS4 Permit, BMP Handbook/Best Practices Manual, Keep
Chico Clean and Storm Water Management and Education Plan, Post Construction
Standards Plan, Erosion and Sediment Control Plan, Economic Development Plan
Residential and Green Building Codes, Parkway, Parkstrip Conversion Guidelines, Park
volunteer program, neighborhood plans (chapman/mulberry, etc), medical waste and
disposal plan, leaf pickup and compost program, Chico Tree Guide, Street Tree
Municipal Code, Tree Preservation regulations and standards, Neighborhood Planting
Lists, Bidwell Park Master Management Plan and EIR, Don't Plant a Pest, Sustainable
indicators report, Sustainability/Climate Action Plan, Urban Forest Plan, and others.

State Plans: SWAMP, NSV IRWM, Water Efficient Landscape Ordinance (AB 1881),
CA Green Infrastructure Plan, California Water Code, Prop. 1, and more.
Federal Plans: Clean Water Act and all related plans.
Lists, Bidwell Park Master Management Plan and EIR, Don't Plant a Pest, Sustainable
indicators report, Sustainability/Climate Action Plan, Urban Forest Plan, and others.
State Plans: SWAMP, NSV IRWM, Water Efficient Landscape Ordinance (AB 1881),
CA Green Infrastructure Plan, California Water Code, Prop. 1, and more.
Federal Plans: Clean Water Act and all related plans.

Project Proponent
CA Urban Streams Alliance-The Stream Team
Potential Partners
City of Chico, Park Watch, Cal Park Homeowners Association, SWRCB CWT, CSU
Chico, Butte and Tehama Counties, BCAG, River Partners, FOBP, BEC, school districts
(CUSD/BCOE), Waterkeepers Alliance, Love Chapman, Market For Green
Infrastructure, CA State Parks, Forest Ranch, Butte Meadows, SPI, Forest Service,
Mechoopda, Mosquito Abatement, Health clubs, Community Event Coordinators, and
others.
Project Title
Flood Detention Pond (Comanche, Fair Street, Home Depot, Teichert) Enhancement
and LID Implementation Project
Teichert Pond Trash Reduction and Little Chico Creek LID Implementation Project
Project Description
Proposed Project (Project) will implement Low Impact Development (LID) practices
designed to convert impervious areas into vegetated plots that soak up rainwater to limit
urban runoff from entering Chico’s Creeks and ultimately the Sacramento River.
Project focus will implement LID practices to reduce runoff directed to detention ponds,
increase detention, infiltration and treatment of pollutants, and capture and remove
pollutants at detention pond inlets and outlets prior to discharging to receiving waters.
Goals and Objectives
The Project’s goals are to maintain and restore pre-development hydrology at Project
sites and improve water quality in the Sacramento River by managing urban runoff at its
source.
Project objectives will:
 Integrate LID practices into drainage improvement projects to demonstrate and
educate to the community the importance of stormwater management and the
benefits of LID-based solutions.
 Reduce stormwater volume and pollutant loading in stormwater runoff.
 Implement LID project objectives to satisfy MS4 permit requirements.
 Leverage City funds allocated for scheduled maintenance and repair to integrate LID
practices that would not otherwise be possible.
 Conduct public outreach and training that raises understanding of sources of runoff
pollution and use of BMPs to prevent water pollution targeting City staff, DACs,
schools, and neighboring MS4 entities. This effort will also compliment and assist






the City’s Park volunteer efforts in leading public work sessions to enhance habitat
and park infrastructure.
Link existing citizen monitoring and storm water efforts with City Stormwater
Management objectives to facilitate public involvement, leverage previous State
funding, and utilize existing baseline water quality data.
Improve public health and reduce obesity.
Improve employment opportunities.
Improve fish and wildlife and vernal pool and wetland habitat.

Purpose and Need:
The water quality in Chico’s Creeks are declining as a result of urban development and
increasing stormwater runoff. Known constituents of concern include trash, nutrients,
fecal bacteria, household chemicals, pesticides and herbicides, oil, grease, and other
hydrocarbons, heavy metals, mercury, and landscape irrigation runoff.
Sources of stormwater contamination are directly related to urbanization and the large
percentage of urban land covered with impervious surfaces (roads, sidewalks,
driveways, and parking lots), which have caused increased volume and velocity of
surface runoff. Applying the methodology for calculating impervious surface coefficients,
23% of Chico’s 21,000 acres are paved (OEHHA, 2010). The Center for Watershed
Protection (2003) assumes stream water quality declines when impervious surfaces
exceed ten percent. Ten years of monthly watershed assessment data exists for Big
Chico Creek supporting this claim, indicating aquatic invertebrate species decline, and
elevated bacteria, turbidity, temperature, and trash levels.
Project Elements: (Capture-Retention)
1) LID Design Manual for commercial and residential areas to reduce runoff carried
to detention ponds.
2) Storm drain improvement. Retrofit storm drains with pervious pipe, move outfalls
away from the creek and install bioswails to allow a portion of the runoff to leach
into the ground prior to reaching waterways and detention ponds. Currently
most outfalls empty runoff directly into the creeks at the banks edge without
pretreatment.
3) Natural drainage improvement. Enhance the capacity of natural drainage
channels carrying stormwater runoff to waterways to improve infiltration and
reduce erosion and the pollutants carried with the sediment ending up in the
detention ponds and receiving waters, by removing invasive plants, installing
natives, removing debris and deposition, and repairing or resizing culverts.
4) Integrate public transport pathway improvements into LID projects. Repair
walking and biking trails, and dirt roads adjacent or near waterways to reduce
erosion carried to detention ponds.
5) Green job training targeting DACs and CCC’s. Integrate training workshops and
work sessions to assist with implementing project elements to reduce costs and
provide hands-on learning to improve employment opportunities. Include CAVE/
Team Team/Nature Center/CSU Chico internship collaboration program.

6) IncludeTrash reduction structures (full and partial capture) and outreach
campaigns.
7) Community engagement and stormwater education. LID demonstration projects
will target participation and benefits for DACs, tribes, schools, existing community
stormwater efforts, and the City’s Park volunteer program. Opportunities for the
public to participate in LID design, implementation and effectiveness monitoring
will be provided. Include park volunteer/stormwater outreach coordinator position.
8) Stormwater Education. Combine Clean Water Science Ambassador and Clean
Creeks in the Classroom efforts to offer outdoor stormwater education
classrooms (STEM and NGSS curriculum) in parks and greenways located within
walking distance of most schools.
9) Implement a Stormwater Outreach and Education Plan that identifies a role for
existing community groups involved in stormwater and watershed protection
efforts. Link this plan with the City’s stormwater program goals and utilize these
groups to provide public outreach and education, stormwater education in
schools (combine the efforts of the Clean Creeks in the Classroom and Clean
Water Science Ambassador programs), public involvement in LID project
implementation, and to track project effectiveness. Include a long-term budget
plan to continue these efforts beyond this project including enumeration of
community Match hours generated by community groups that can be associated
to the City’s stormwater protection efforts.
Treatment Volumes:
The Project will implement LID practices to treat and/or reduce stormwater runoff
originating from both residential and commercial landscapes throughout the City.
The approximate quantity and origin of the stormwater flows to be treated and/or
captured by each Project Area will need to be determined.
Drainage areas and treatment volumes will be calculated using the equations
recommended in the California Storm Water Best Management Practices Handbook
and SWRCB LID Sizing Tool for determining the unit basin storage volume to achieve
80 percent or more volume treatment.
Project locations:
•
•

Projects are located in Big Chico, Little Chico and Comanche watersheds.
Target retrofitting and improving existing detention ponds.

Project Approach:
One of the most promising improvements to how we develop land is the implementation
of LID practices to retain as much stormwater as possible on site and disconnect
impervious surfaces from flowing directly into stormwater collections systems providing
an opportunity for infiltration, filtration, and capture and reuse. The Project’s approach

was based on this understanding, and the efficacy of specific LID practices, which have
been documented, in previous studies (EPA, 2000; Coffman, 2002; NRDC, 1999) to
achieve desired Project goals. For example, reducing pesticide runoff is a desired
Project goal, thus an appropriate LID practice (rain gardens/vegetated trenches,
downspout disconnects) will be implemented to slow and redirect flows to infiltration or
bioretention cells to allow the vegetation to trap up to 90% of the pesticide runoff
(Moore, 2001). In addition, LID practices that provide other benefits including
preventing erosion and nutrient runoff to improve aquatic habitat were selected.
Consideration regarding the relative ease of integrating the various LID practices into
existing urban landscapes, including residential areas, parking lots, buildings, and
streets was also considered.
The Project will implement the following LID practices: pervious pavements and
sidewalks, bioswales, vegetated trenches, infiltration leach fields, rain gardens to allow
for infiltration and filtration; downspout disconnects directing flows to recharge areas,
rain gardens, and vegetated buffer strips; rain barrels to capture and reuse rain water;
restoration to restore riparian habitat and stream channel functions; xeriscape
landscaping to reduce water consumption, use of pesticides, and firescaping.
Specific Project sites will be selected based on reviewing illicit discharge information
noted in the City’s outfall survey reports, soils maps, information gathered during visual
site inspections, consultations with City staff and construction consultants, the feasibility
of implementing LID practices to significantly reduce runoff and pollutant loading, the
proximity to an urban waterway and disadvantaged neighborhood, and the
appropriateness of the site location for educating the public.
Consistent project plans
The Project will assist the City in addressing eight key elements of the City’s 2013 MS4
permit, including: E.7, E.8, E.8, E.9, E.10, E.11, E.13, E.15
1) The City of Chico has an updated General Plan that (BMP) Manual. Through this
project LID practices and design standards that are most cost-effective will be
integrated into BMP Manual and any pertinent stormwater ordinances.
2) The City of Chico Climate Action Plan includes elements to protect water quality and
conserve energy and includes LID practices.
3) An existing citizen-monitoring program maintains 13 years of baseline water quality
data including, habitat, and bioassessment data. Data monitoring stations are also
located appropriately to detect improving water quality associated with implementing
LID practices implemented through this Project.
4) Soils maps, and building plans are available for each Project site, which can be used
to confirm existing site conditions and selection of appropriate LID practices.

5) The City has urban forest plan being developed, which will reduce greenhouse gas
emissions.
Additional relative plans
City Plans: General Plan, MS4 Permit, BMP Handbook/Best Practices Manual, Keep
Chico Clean and Storm Water Management and Education Plan, Post Construction
Standards Plan, Erosion and Sediment Control Plan, Economic Development Plan
Residential and Green Building Codes, Parkway, Parkstrip Conversion Guidelines, Park
volunteer program, neighborhood plans (chapman/mulberry, etc), medical waste and
disposal plan, leaf pickup and compost program, Chico Tree Guide, Street Tree
Municipal Code, Tree Preservation regulations and standards, Neighborhood Planting
Lists, Bidwell Park Master Management Plan and EIR, Don't Plant a Pest, Sustainable
indicators report, Sustainability/Climate Action Plan, Urban Forest Plan, and others.
State Plans: SWAMP, NSV IRWM, Water Efficient Landscape Ordinance (AB 1881),
CA Green Infrastructure Plan, California Water Code, Prop. 1, and more.
Federal Plans: Clean Water Act and all related plans.
Lists, Bidwell Park Master Management Plan and EIR, Don't Plant a Pest, Sustainable
indicators report, Sustainability/Climate Action Plan, Urban Forest Plan, and others.
State Plans: SWAMP, NSV IRWM, Water Efficient Landscape Ordinance (AB 1881),
CA Green Infrastructure Plan, California Water Code, Prop. 1, and more.
Federal Plans: Clean Water Act and all related plans.

Stormwater Resource Plan Proposal
Project Proponents
CSU, Chico State; Facilities Management and Services and Environmental Health & Safety
Potential Partners
City of Chico, CSU Chico State University Advancement
Project Title
Laxson South Bioswale
Project Description
The proposed project will collect surface runoff from City streets and neighboring parking lots into a bioswale.
This site is located at the N.E. corner of the Arts & Humanities building / S. Laxson Auditorium, where the
campus meets the roundabout at W. 1st St. and Salem St. Currently, the area receives lots of runoff during
moderate and heavy rainstorms, which creates flooding of sidewalks. The flooded areas are safety concerns,
and the rainwater has nowhere to go but out into campus. This project would create improved drainage and
catchment for surface runoff, allowing pollutants and fine particulates to settle and allow water to infiltrate
back into the ground.
Goals and Objectives
The project goals are: to improve stormwater collection and percolation into the water table; reduce
pollutants entering local waterways, eliminate the flooding of accessible pathways, eliminate the potential for
landscape damage and cleanup due to flooding. Additionally, an educational component will be involved,
incorporating signage that inform visitors of the function and purpose & benefits of the bioswale.
Project Objectives will:


Integrate new drainage and stormwater capture systems along 1st St. as it runs through campus.



Reduce stormwater volume and pollutant loading from stormwater runoff by pre‐treating the water
prior to entering storm drains.



Allow Chico State academic programs to sample runoff water and conduct outdoor labs focused on
reducing urban runoff, stormwater retention & filtration, plant materials and landscape elements that
aid in pollutant filtration.



Provide an educational opportunity to the community with the inclusion of informative signage.



Link existing City and Campus infrastructure for a more efficient runoff collection & filtration system.
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Improve fish and wildlife habitat downstream of the collection site.

Purpose and Need:
Chico State has an obligation to manage stormwater runoff. The integration of the campus with the City has
resulted in less‐than desirable drainage situations, where large amounts of runoff enter the campus at the W.
1st St. and Salem roundabout. The runoff water can contain any combination of trash, excess nutrients, oil,
grease, other hydrocarbons and chemicals, bodily fluids, fecal bacteria.
Stormwater pollution is closely related to large portions of impervious surfaces constructed from asphalt and
concrete, such as driveways, roadways, sidewalks, and parking lots. The area at the intersection of W. 1st St.
and Salem contains all of these impervious surfaces. The parking lot at the Bidwell Presbyterian Church runs
off into the sidewalk along 1st St., out into the roadway & roundabout and sidewalk along campus, which then
sheets into campus and floods sidewalks, driveways, a drop‐off zone, all which head toward a small storm‐
drain inlet that leads to the creek.
Project Elements: (Capture, Retention & Education)
Storm drain improvement


Add a new drain inlet in the lawn area at the S. side of Laxson Auditorium and tie it into existing
drainage to the west. The new drain inlet will be located within the proposed bioswale feature.



Drainage along the sidewalk of W. 1st St. and Salem roundabout to be improved and tied‐into the
proposed bioswale feature.

Natural drainage improvement


Minor shaping and grading of the lawn area at the S. side of Laxson is needed to create a collection
area for runoff not collected by storm drains.



Cistern/Catch Basin installation



Catch basin are to be installed in the bioswale, ahead of the storm drain inlet to allow more water to
infiltrate into the ground

Sampling area


For academic purposes, two sampling areas would be incorporated. The first would be up stream (near
the church parking lot & sidewalk) to take ‘before’ samples, and the second would be at the end of the
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bioswale, nearest the storm drain inlet to allow for comparison samples which can show the
effectiveness of the system.
Landscape features


Boulders, cobble, and appropriate plant material will be incorporated to slow down the flow of water
and to further filter the runoff water prior to entering the water table or storm drain system.

Educational signage


In order to reach‐out and engage the campus community and campus visitors, signage would be
included that explains the need to manage stormwater in a responsible manner, and how bioswales
and similar features can be incorporated in commercial and residential sites to help clean runoff before
entering waterways.

Treatment Volumes:
The project will implement LID practices to treat and/or reduce stormwater runoff originating from
commercial landscape, parking lots & roadways at the intersection of W. 1st St. and Salem St.
The approximate quantity and exact origin of the stormwater flows to be treated and/or captured at the
Project Area will need to be determined.
Drainage areas and treatment volumes will be calculated using the equations recommended in the California
tor mater Best Management Practices Handbook and SWRCB LID Sizing Tool for determining the unit basin
storage volume to achieve 80 percent of more volume treatment.
Project Location
The project site is the lawn area to the S. of Laxson Auditorium & N.E. corner of the Arts and Humanities
building, adjacent to the roundabout at W. 1st St. and Salem St.
Project Approach
The project will incorporate a bioswale and catchment system into campus to allow for infiltration and
filtration of stormwater runoff. Existing City and Campus storm drain infrastructure will be improved and
incorporated to direct water directly into the bioswale, rather than across sidewalks and into roadways.
Shaping & grading of the site for collection of water, along with the installation of boulders, cobble and
appropriate plant material will slow runoff velocity and allow for further infiltration and filtration.
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Consistent Project Plans
The Project will assist the City in addressing eight key elements of the City’s 2013 MS4 permit, including: E.7,
E.8, E.8, E.9, E.10, E.11, E.13, E.15
1) The City of Chico has an updated General Plan that (BMP) Manual. Through this project LID practices and
design standards that are most cost‐effective will be integrated into BMP Manual and any pertinent
stormwater ordinances.
2) The City of Chico Climate Action Plan includes elements to protect water quality and conserve energy and
includes LID practices.
3) An existing citizen‐monitoring program maintains 13 years of baseline water quality data including, habitat,
and bioassessment data. Data monitoring stations are also located appropriately to detect improving water
quality associated with implementing LID practices implemented through this Project.
4) Soils maps, and building plans are available for each Project site, which can be used to confirm existing site
conditions and selection of appropriate LID practices.
5) The City has urban forest plan being developed, which will reduce greenhouse gas emissions.
Additional relative plans
City Plans: General Plan, MS4 Permit, BMP Handbook/Best Practices Manual, Keep Chico Clean and Storm
Water Management and Education Plan, Post Construction Standards Plan, Erosion and Sediment Control
Plan, Economic Development Plan Residential and Green Building Codes, Parkway, Parkstrip Conversion
Guidelines, Park volunteer program, neighborhood plans (chapman/mulberry, etc), medical waste and
disposal plan, leaf pickup and compost program, Chico Tree Guide, Street Tree Municipal Code, Tree
Preservation regulations and standards, Neighborhood Planting Lists, Bidwell Park Master Management Plan
and EIR, Don't Plant a Pest, Sustainable indicators report, Sustainability/Climate Action Plan, Urban Forest
Plan, and others.
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State Plans: SWAMP, NSV IRWM, Water Efficient Landscape Ordinance (AB 1881), CA Green Infrastructure
Plan, California Water Code, Prop. 1, and more.
Federal Plans: Clean Water Act and all related plans.
Lists, Bidwell Park Master Management Plan and EIR, Don't Plant a Pest, Sustainable indicators report,
Sustainability/Climate Action Plan, Urban Forest Plan, and others.
State Plans: SWAMP, NSV IRWM, Water Efficient Landscape Ordinance (AB 1881), CA Green Infrastructure
Plan, California Water Code, Prop. 1, and more.
Federal Plans: Clean Water Act and all related plans.
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Project Proponent
CA Urban Streams Alliance-The Stream Team
Potential Partners
City of Chico, Park Watch, SWRCB CWT, CSU Chico, Butte and Tehama Counties,
BCAG, River Partners, FOBP, BEC, school districts (CUSD/BCOE), Waterkeepers
Alliance, Cal Park Homeowners Association, CHIP, Habitat for Humanity, Love
Chapman, Market For Green Infrastructure, CA State Parks, Forest Ranch, Butte
Meadows, SPI, Forest Service, Mechoopda, Mosquito Abatement, Health clubs,
Community Event Coordinators, Utilities, Calwater, and others.
Project Title
NSV IRWMP projects:
2015 list
- K-12 Watershed Education and Science Ambassador Program
- Regional K-12 Watershed Education
- North Sac. Valley Regional Water Quality Assessment Project
2016 list
- Drought Response and Outreach Program For Schools including LID
Implementation Projects
- North Sac. Valley Regional Water Quality Assessment and Education Project
Project Description
The proposed Project (Project) will implement Low Impact Development (LID) practices
designed to improve the capacity of natural drainage areas to reduce urban runoff from
entering Chico’s Creeks and ultimately the Sacramento River.
The proposed project is a summary of projects included in the NSV IRWM. All Projects
include all of the same objectives as the City SWRP. Full proposals can be provided
upon request. The following is a combined summary of the project descriptions:
Projects will leverage collaborative resources and local knowledge to gain efficiency in
implementing projects to achieve water resource management goals. Proposed project
concepts are targeted for work within Butte, Glenn, and Tehama County watersheds,
but can be easily adapted to compliment projects in other NSV IRWMP watersheds.
Objectives: Demonstrate the benefits of leveraging citizen involvement and knowledge
to accomplish low-cost watershed assessments and ecosystem restoration;
Demonstrate the role collaborative watershed stewardship actions can play in helping
achieve federal, state, and local resource management objectives

Utilizing a multi pronged approach, which engages community members in citizen
monitoring and ecosystem enhancement projects, compiles and analyses data
collected, and provides information and education to promote understanding and
community action related to protecting watershed health.
Project Support: This project is supported by schools, stormwater programs, resource
managers, and DAC community groups within Butte county The Stream Team has a
17-year track record and maintains existing partnerships to support implementation of
stormwater enhancement projects and associated educational programs as proposed.
Supports municipal stormwater permits, flood management plans, Sacramento River
Basin Management Plans, New Generation Science Standards, Science Math and
engineering and Technology (STEM), Environmental Education Initiative, State Ambient
Monitoring Plan (SWAMP) and Urban Greening strategies:
- Reducing flood risk by reducing the number and intensity of flash flood events reducing
volume and speed of stormwater runoff, decreasing erosion, and pollutant loading.
- Increase water conservation using native and drought tolerant species, rain barrels, etc.
- Improve water quality by reducing urban runoff volume and pollutant loading using
LIDs.
- Capture stormwater for use of augmentaion of local water supplies by directing runoff
to planted areas on school campuses.
- Restoring aquatic habitat by reducing the amount of stormwater reaching waterways
helping to maintain natural stream channel functions and habitat.
- Increase awareness of sustainability by supporting water quality improvements,
consistent with MS4 permits and 2030 General Plan and the State 2020 Climate Action
Plans.
- Reduce carbon dioxide emissions or address climate change, and reduce energy
consumption by creating pocket-like parks and greenways in DAC communities.
Project Elements:
Assess water quality in Butte County watersheds using trained volunteers.
Continue existing efforts of The Stream Team to educate and engage community
members on how to monitor water quality in local watersheds. Conduct monitoring at
regular intervals at locations described in an associated Monitoring Plan (MP) and
Quality Assurance Project Plan (QAPP)
Provide data to fill in spatial and temporal data gaps. Increase data for better
representation in project waterways.
Reduce non-point source pollutants in project waterways.
Implement Low Impact Development (LID) projects, trash removal events, reduce
residential landscape irrigation runoff, implement Science Ambassador program.

Implement ecosystem enhancements.
Facilitate effective stewardship training and opportunities for volunteers to assist with
invasive plant removal, riparian, forest, wetland fish habitat restoration.
Share data, present data, and host interpretation workshops.
Public education and outreach.
Outreach materials (fact sheets, flyers, reports, GIS maps, web posting).
Supports municipal stormwater permits, flood management plans, Sacramento River
Basin Management Plans, New Generation Science Standards, Science Math and
engineering and Technology (STEM), Environmental Education Initiative, State Ambient
Monitoring Plan (SWAMP) and Urban Greening strategy.
- Reducing flood risk by reducing the number and intensity of flash flood events
reducing volume and speed of stormwater runoff, decreasing erosion, and pollutant
loading.
- Increase water conservation using native and drought tolerant species, rain barrels,
etc.
- Improve water quality by reducing urban runoff volume and pollutant loading using
LIDs.
- Capture stormwater for use of augmentaion of local water supplies by directing
runoff to planted areas on school campuses.
- Restoring aquatic habitat by reducing the amount of stormwater reaching
waterways helping to maintain natural stream channel functions and habitat.
- Increase awareness of sustainability by supporting water quality improvements,
consistent with MS4 permits and 2030 General Plan and the State 2020 Climate
Action Plans.
- Reduce carbon dioxide emissions or address climate change, and reduce energy
consumption by creating pocket-like parks and greenways in DAC communities.
Goals and Objectives
The Project’s goals are to maintain and restore pre-development hydrology at Project
sites and improve water quality in the Sacramento River by managing urban runoff at its
source.
Project objectives will:
 Integrate LID practices into drainage improvement projects to demonstrate and
educate the community on the importance of stormwater management and the
benefits of LID-based solutions.
 Reduce stormwater volume and pollutant loading in stormwater runoff.
 Implement LID project objectives to satisfy MS4 permit requirements.
 Leverage City funds allocated for scheduled maintenance and repair to integrate LID
practices that would not otherwise be possible.







Conduct public outreach and training that raises understanding of sources of runoff
pollution and use of BMPs to prevent water pollution targeting City staff, DACs,
schools, and neighboring MS4 entities.
Link existing citizen monitoring and storm water efforts with City Stormwater
Management objectives to facilitate public involvement, leverage previous State
funding, and utilize existing baseline water quality data.
Improve public health and reduce obesity.
Improve employment opportunities.
Improve fish and wildlife and vernal pool and wetland habitat.

Purpose and Need
The water quality in Chico’s Creeks are declining as a result of urban development and
increasing stormwater runoff. Known constituents of concern include trash, nutrients,
fecal bacteria, household chemicals, pesticides and herbicides, oil, grease, and other
hydrocarbons, heavy metals, mercury, and landscape irrigation runoff.
Sources of stormwater contamination are directly related to urbanization and the large
percentage of urban land covered with impervious surfaces (roads, sidewalks,
driveways, and parking lots), which have caused increased volume and velocity of
surface runoff. Applying the methodology for calculating impervious surface coefficients,
23% of Chico’s 21,000 acres are paved (OEHHA, 2010). The Center for Watershed
Protection (2003) assumes stream water quality declines when impervious surfaces
exceed ten percent. Ten years of monthly watershed assessment data exists for Big
Chico Creek supporting this claim, indicating aquatic invertebrate species decline, and
elevated bacteria, turbidity, temperature, and trash levels.
Project Elements: (Capture-Retention)
• Develop and implement a Citywide/Countywide LID Design and BMP Manual,
and Landscape planning and design practices and manuals (“Maintaining Green
Infrastructure through proper landscape maintenance”). Include specific chapters
or manuals targeting specific neighborhoods and commercial areas with different
water quality issues (shallow ground water, etc.). Include generic plans for each
type of LID. Include designs for schools.
• Implement LID demo projects in each neighborhood type to provide training
opportunities and replicable examples. Target LID methods to reduce pesticide
and landscape irrigation runoff.
• Implement LID demonstration and Green Streets projects targeting City-owned
properties. Include a variety of examples of LID practices, such as “day-lighting”
storm drains through bioswales and pervious piping, outfall setbacks away from
creek banks, roadway curb cuts to vegetated plots and infiltration trenches,
pervious sidewalks and gutter pans, downspout disconnects to cisterns for
recycling and use by community gardens, integrate safe walking and biking
transportation pathways into LID project designs, etc.
• Implement riparian vegetation management to improve habitat and water quality,
reduce flooding, decrease heat island effects (GHG) and fire hazards (remove
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Arrundo), increase recreation potential, and improve public health and well-being
(research shows being in nature improves health and well-being).
Implement Chico Trash Reduction program to reduce runoff pollution and trash
dumped in waterways, such as landfill coupons and curbside pick-up of large
household items (couches, carpets, refrigerators, tires, etc), prescription drug
and hazardous household waste recycling campaigns, free yard waste drop-of
sites, compost green-waste on-site campaigns, lake and creek clean-ups, etc.
Implement “Green Jobs in Your Community” Training Program (Maintaining
Green Infrastructure and Stormwater Systems Certification Training Program).
Target DACs, CCC’s and other existing work training programs and utilize handson training workshops to implement LID project elements to save costs.
Integrate Clean Water Business Partners into this effort.
Include pesticide and overwatering campaigns targeting DACs and
implementation of LID demo projects.
Develop a Waterwise and Habitat “River Friendly Landscape Guide” specific to
Butte County including the following principles: install local native species,
nurture the soil (compost on site), reduce yard waste to landfill, conserve water,
conserve energy, protect water quality (decrease pesticide use), and create
wildlife habitat.
Implement a Rainscapes Reward - Incentive program to provide rebates
implementing green infrastructure and turf removal projects to capture and treat
stormwater onsite.
Include environmentally friendly landscape practices for landscape professionals
and residents.
Update or integrate existing creek-side and street tree handbooks.
Link existing citizen monitoring and stormwater / watershed protection efforts with
City Stormwater Management Program objectives to facilitate public involvement,
leverage previous State funding for stormwater projects and programs, utilize
existing baseline water quality data, and empower continued community group
involvement by ensuring they have a role in assisting with outreach and
education, project implementation, and project effectiveness monitoring. These
groups represent key-stakeholders and can facilitate their involvement to improve
overall project outcomes.
Implement a Stormwater Outreach and Education Plan that identifies a role for
existing community groups involved in stormwater and watershed protection
efforts. Link this plan with the City’s stormwater program goals and utilize these
groups to provide public outreach and education, stormwater education in
schools (combine the efforts of the Clean Creeks in the Classroom and Clean
Water Science Ambassador programs), public involvement in LID project
implementation, and to track project effectiveness. Include a long-term budget
plan to continue these efforts beyond this project including enumeration of
community Match hours generated by community groups that can be associated
to the City’s stormwater protection efforts.

Treatment Volumes

The Project will implement LID practices to treat and/or reduce stormwater runoff
originating from both residential and commercial landscapes throughout the City.
The approximate quantity and origin of the stormwater flows to be treated and/or
captured by each Project Area will need to be determined.
Drainage areas and treatment volumes will be calculated using the equations
recommended in the California Storm Water Best Management Practices Handbook
and SWRCB LID Sizing Tool for determining the unit basin storage volume to achieve
80 percent or more volume treatment.
Project locations
•
•
•

Butte County and City of Chico
Butte County Schools
Big Chico Creek, Little Chico Creek, and Comanche Creek watersheds.

Project Approach
One of the most promising improvements to how we develop land is the implementation
of LID practices to retain as much stormwater as possible on site and disconnect
impervious surfaces from flowing directly into stormwater collections systems providing
an opportunity for infiltration, filtration, and capture and reuse. The Project’s approach
was based on this understanding, and the efficacy of specific LID practices, which have
been documented, in previous studies (EPA, 2000; Coffman, 2002; NRDC, 1999) to
achieve desired Project goals. For example, reducing pesticide runoff is a desired
Project goal, thus an appropriate LID practice (rain gardens/vegetated trenches,
downspout disconnects) will be implemented to slow and redirect flows to infiltration or
bioretention cells to allow the vegetation to trap up to 90% of the pesticide runoff
(Moore, 2001). In addition, LID practices that provide other benefits including
preventing erosion and nutrient runoff to improve aquatic habitat were selected.
Consideration regarding the relative ease of integrating the various LID practices into
existing urban landscapes, including residential areas, parking lots, buildings, and
streets was also considered.
The Project will implement the following LID practices: pervious pavements and
sidewalks, bioswales, vegetated trenches, infiltration leach fields, rain gardens to allow
for infiltration and filtration; downspout disconnects directing flows to recharge areas,
rain gardens, and vegetated buffer strips; rain barrels to capture and reuse rain water;
restoration to restore riparian habitat and stream channel functions; xeriscape
landscaping to reduce water consumption, use of pesticides, and firescaping.
Specific Project sites will be selected based on reviewing illicit discharge information
noted in the City’s outfall survey reports, soils maps, information gathered during visual
site inspections, consultations with City staff and construction consultants, the feasibility
of implementing LID practices to significantly reduce runoff and pollutant loading, the

proximity to an urban waterway and disadvantaged neighborhood, and the
appropriateness of the site location for educating the public.
Consistent project plans
The Project will assist the City in addressing eight key elements of the City’s 2013 MS4
permit, including: E.7, E.8, E.8, E.9, E.10, E.11, E.13, E.15
1) The City of Chico has an updated General Plan that (BMP) Manual. Through this
project LID practices and design standards that are most cost-effective will be
integrated into BMP Manual and any pertinent stormwater ordinances.
2) The City of Chico Climate Action Plan includes elements to protect water quality and
conserve energy and includes LID practices.
3) An existing citizen-monitoring program maintains 13 years of baseline water quality
data including, habitat, and bioassessment data. Data monitoring stations are also
located appropriately to detect improving water quality associated with implementing
LID practices implemented through this Project.
4) Soils maps, and building plans are available for each Project site, which can be used
to confirm existing site conditions and selection of appropriate LID practices.
5) The City has urban forest plan being developed, which will reduce greenhouse gas
emissions.
Additional relative plans
City Plans: General Plan, MS4 Permit, BMP Handbook/Best Practices Manual, Keep
Chico Clean and Storm Water Management and Education Plan, Post Construction
Standards Plan, Erosion and Sediment Control Plan, Economic Development Plan
Residential and Green Building Codes, Parkway, Parkstrip Conversion Guidelines, Park
volunteer program, neighborhood plans (chapman/mulberry, etc), medical waste and
disposal plan, leaf pickup and compost program, Chico Tree Guide, Street Tree
Municipal Code, Tree Preservation regulations and standards, Neighborhood Planting
Lists, Bidwell Park Master Management Plan and EIR, Don't Plant a Pest, Sustainable
indicators report, Sustainability/Climate Action Plan, Urban Forest Plan, and others.
State Plans: SWAMP, NSV IRWM, Water Efficient Landscape Ordinance (AB 1881),
CA Green Infrastructure Plan, California Water Code, Prop. 1, and more.
Federal Plans: Clean Water Act and all related plans.
Lists, Bidwell Park Master Management Plan and EIR, Don't Plant a Pest, Sustainable
indicators report, Sustainability/Climate Action Plan, Urban Forest Plan, and others.

State Plans: SWAMP, NSV IRWM, Water Efficient Landscape Ordinance (AB 1881),
CA Green Infrastructure Plan, California Water Code, Prop. 1, and more.
Federal Plans: Clean Water Act and all related plans.

Lindo Channel Stormwater Infiltration and Floodplain Enhancement Project
Proposed Project (Project) will implement Low Impact Development (LID) practices designed to
maximize stormwater infiltration and treatment capacity including:
1) Floodplain restoration a) Hydrologic: reconnect stream to the floodplain and restore natural hydrology; b) Vegetative: remove
invasive species (include herbicide treatment) and replant native plants;
c) Habitat Restoration: reduce bank erosion, improve wildlife habitat, expand width of riparian buffer,
strategic grading in channel to form "low flow" channel meander to reduce isolated pools trapping
native fish species and nutrients.
2) Enhance storm drain system
a) Repair damaged outfalls: replace broken conduit, repair pipe seams and gates, stabilize erosion
surrounding outfalls
b) Add bioswale areas below outfalls: set outfalls back away from stream banks, realign to allow
expanded infiltration areas
c) Re-grade / realign outfalls: to enhance drainage (some outfalls "trap" runoff for long periods of time
(weeks/months), accumulating nutrients and pollutants carried to receiving waters during subsequent
rain events.
d) Install trash reduction structures: target "hot spots" (Mangrove to Esplanade), install inlet filters,
trash racks, debris cages.
3) Reduce homeless encampmentsa) Increase surveillance
b) Schedule regular creek clean-ups
c) Develop strategy to reduce homeless encampments
4) Reduce urban landscape irrigation runoffa) Provide public education: LID implementation/water conservation and training (target voluntary
residential implementation)
b) Clean Water Business Partners: target education and incentive program for businesses located where
inlets carry runoff to Lindo Channel (Chico Nut, S&S, LIfescapes, In-Motion Fitness, Nissan, Holiday Inn,
Dennys, etc.) and others where inlets carry water to Lindo Channel.
5) Enhance Recreational Opportunities a) Improve Trails, Bike Paths and Transportation Pathways: Improve existing access points (Manzanita,
Madrone, Esplanade, Sheridan, Holly, Esplanade, etc. where rogue trails and access pathways cause
erosion)
b) Improve picnic and sitting areas: Verbena Fields, Madrone, bike path under freeway (cul -de-sacs
could allow expanded access).
6) Project Effectiveness Monitoring a) Utilize existing citizen monitoring program to track project effectiveness including water quality and
habitat improvements
b) Pre and post project trash surveys
c) Pre and post project outfall surveys
This project seeks a collaboration with the City of Chico (sponsor?) to prioritize exact locations for
channel improvements (city-owned properties and right-of-ways) and stormdrain system improvements
(outfall repairs, outfall setbacks w/bioswales, trash reduction structures at outfalls, and inlet filters). It is
also intended to build on the efforts of previous floodplain improvement and stormwater protection
grant projects awarded to the City (Prop. 84, DROPS, Verbena/Bidwell Ave., CUSA) and CUSD (DROPS),

including continuing stormwater education, LID Implementation efforts, and citizen monitoring efforts
tracking long-term effects of stormwater management efforts on improving habitat and water quality.

Bidwell Park Stormwater Management Project (Green Infrastructure-LIDs, Floodplain
Improvement, and Ground Water Recharge)
The proposed Project (Project) will integrate stormwater management with Bidwell Park management
efforts. Project will implement LID practices designed to improve the capacity of natural drainage areas
to infiltrate and treat stormwater runoff.
Goals and Objectives
The Project goals are to maintain and restore pre-development hydrology and improve water quality in
the Sacramento River by managing urban runoff at its source.
Project objectives will:
-Integrate LID practices into Bidwell Park and Greenway drainage improvement projects to demonstrate
and educate to the community the importance of stormwater management and the benefits of LIDbased solutions.
-Reduce stormwater volume, pollutant loading, and flooding.
-Leverage funds allocated for scheduled maintenance and repair to integrate LID practices that would
not otherwise be possible.
- Conduct public outreach and training that raises understanding of sources of runoff pollution and use
of BMPs to prevent water pollution targeting City staff, DACs, schools, and residents living adjacent to
Park.
- Assist City Park volunteer efforts in leading public work sessions to enhance habitat and park
infrastructure (associated w/project implementation/maintenance).
- Link with existing citizen monitoring and stormwater education efforts to improve outcomes of
stormwater management, facilitate public involvement, leverage previous State funding, utilize existing
baseline water quality data, and to track project effectiveness.
- Improve public health and reduce obesity.
- Improve employment opportunities.
- Improve fish and wildlife and vernal pool and wetland habitat.
Suggested Project elements include: (Capture-Retention)
1)Improve storm drain conveyance system. Retrofit sections of storm drain conduit with pervious pipe;
install bioswales below outfalls (consider realigning piping system to allow longer path of infi ltration)
and setback/daylight discharge points away from creek edge; repair damaged outfalls (broken conduit,
control gates, housing, undercut banks and erosion around housing); install trash reduction structures
and filters at inlets and outlets (such as Mangrove Safeway parking lot, CARD).
2)Natural drainage improvement. Enhance the capacity of natural drainage channels carrying
stormwater runoff. Improve infiltration and reduce erosion and the pollutants carried with the sediment
ending up in the creek, by removing invasive plants, installing natives, removing debris and deposition,
and repairing or resizing culverts. Re-grade natural bioswales/drainage channels where deposition has
reduced channel capacity and pockets nuisance water (mosquitoes) sometimes for weeks after rains,
which then is carried during subsequent rains directly to creek (nutrients); realign culverts under paths
that block runoff from spreading between channels (bisected by paths).
3)Reduce bank erosion. Repair and stabilize creek banks where intensive recreational uses (and fallen
trees in channel) are causing erosion and sedimentation (rope swing swim areas, bike jumps , creek
crossings, golf course).

4)Enhance ground water recharge. Enhance wetlands and seeps in upper-park where the Tuscan aquifer
is recharged. Install bioswales to increase recharge.
5)Enhance or restore wetland areas, seeps and springs, to treat runoff. Also, runoff through meadows
making connections to vernal pools (Wildwood Park). Improve Oak woodland regeneration by removing
turf so trees are not being watered during summer months or move trails so they are not being
trampled.
6)Repair/relocate bike paths and roads to reduce erosion and improve transportation pathways (lower,
middle and upper park roads and trails). Increase signage, enforce separation of biking and walking
trails (Yahi trail), close trails/roads during rain events, integrate trails repair with stream bank
improvement, oak woodland regeneration, endurance course repair projects.
7)Implement LID management practices in Bidwell Park infrastructure. Trails, paths, picnic areas, parking
lots, sport fields, and buildings (replace impervious w/pervious, capture runoff and reuse for irrigation
(golf course, Card Center, Nature Center, Hooker Oak Park).
8)Improve and restore floodplain functions. a) Hydrologic: reconnect stream to the floodplain and
restore natural hydrology; b) Vegetative: remove invasive species and replant native plant communities
appropriate to the site and condition; c) Habitat Restoration: Install structures to improve wildlife
habitat (bird boxes, etc.). Habitat is also gained through re-planting native plant communities.
9)Green job training targeting DACs and CCC's. Integrate Clean Water Business Partners and other
existing stormwater training programs into Green Jobs training project. Utilize stormwater treatment
project areas as training tools to provide hands-on learning work sessions and training events to
improve employment opportunities and reduce project implementation costs. Increase volunteer
resources to assist in park maintenance and stormwater implementation projects. Include CAVE/ Stream
Team/Nature Center/BEC/CSU Chico internship program.
10) Reduce nutrient loading targeting Sycamore Pool. Install swim diaper dispensers, repair/increase #
of showers, informational signage, pet waste bag stations, trashcans, etc. Consider revising creek
bottom scrubbing plan at Sycamore Pool to reduce downstream sedimentation and harm to fish
displaced during cleaning events. Initiate trash reduction campaigns, creek clean-ups and homeless
encampment reduction plan.
11) Community engagement. Encourage collaborations among existing stormwater protection efforts
(i.e. CSU Chico, CUSD, BCOE, City of Chico, The Stream Team, and other interested community groups)
seeking to align individual stormwater program objectives, share resources, develop consistent public
messaging, and identify cost-saving opportunities.
12) Hire park rangers/volunteer and stormwater outreach coordinator positions.
13) Stormwater Education. Combine Clean Water Science Ambassador and Clean Creeks in the
Classroom efforts to offer outdoor stormwater education classrooms (STEM and NGSS curriculum) in
parks and greenways located within walking distance of most schools.
14) Implement a Stormwater Outreach and Education Plan. Designate a role for existing community
groups involved in stormwater and watershed protection efforts. Link this plan with the City's
stormwater program goals and utilize these groups to provide public outreach and education,
stormwater education in schools (combine the efforts of the Clean Creeks in the Classroom and Clean
Water Science Ambassador programs), public involvement in LID project implementation, and to track
project effectiveness. Include a long-term budget plan to continue these efforts beyond this project
including enumeration of community Match hours generated by community groups that can be
associated to the City's stormwater protection efforts.
15) Provide checklists and training for Park Watch, Stream Team, and other park volunteers to
document trash hot-spots, and wet weather trail and road erosion (modeled on the Urban Tides
Initiative program in SoCal, and SWRCB CWT rapid trash assessment methodology).
16) Install water bottle filling stations in parks, and baseball/soccer fields.

17) Repair vita-health exercise circuit in park, and host events and provide maps to highlight use of this
public health improvement infrastructure and stormwater projects.
18) Reduce pesticide and landscape overwatering by targeting LID workshops for DAC neighborhoods,
schools and offer tours and training to learn about stormwater projects in the parks. Training will
include practices they can implement on their own residential landscapes.
Purpose and Need:
The water quality in Chico's Creeks continues to decline as a result of urban development and increasing
stormwater runoff. Known constituents of concern include trash, nutrients, fecal bacteria, household
chemicals, pesticides and herbicides, oil, grease, and other hydrocarbons, heavy metals, mercury, and
landscape irrigation runoff.
Sources of stormwater contamination are directly related to urbanization and the large percentage of
urban land covered with impervious surfaces (roads, sidewalks, driveways, and parking lots), which have
caused increased volume and velocity of surface runoff. Seventeen years of monthly watershed
assessment data exists for Big Chico Creek supporting this claim, indicating aquatic invertebrate species
decline, and elevated bacteria, turbidity, temperature, and trash levels.
Project Location
Projects are located in Bidwell Park and Greenways within the Big Chico Creek, drainage basins.
- Projects target DAC neighborhoods and schools.
- Demo project locations selected to provide high visibility for public and Green Job training.
- Locations selected to target hot spots for erosion/trash/infiltration channel and storm drain system
improvements/wetland and habitat protection/public education.
Specific Project site locations will be determined based on reviewing illicit discharge information noted
in the City's outfall survey reports, soils maps, information gathered during visual site inspections,
consultations with City staff, feasibility of implementing LID practices to significantly reduce runoff and
pollutant loading, the proximity to an urban waterway and disadvantaged neighborhood and schools,
and the appropriateness of the site location to serve as a demo or LID educational tool for training the
public, City staff, and for Green Jobs employment training.

Consistent project plans:
The Project will assist the City in addressing eight key elements of the City ’s 2013 MS4 permit, including:
E.7, E.8, E.8, E.9, E.10, E.11, E.13, E.15 1)
The City of Chico has an updated General Plan that (BMP) Manual. Through this project LID practices
and design standards that are most cost-effective will be integrated into BMP Manual and any pertinent
stormwater ordinances.
2) The City of Chico Climate Action Plan includes elements to protect water quality and conserve energy
and includes LID practices.
3) An existing citizen-monitoring program maintains 13 years of baseline water quality data including,
habitat, and bioassessment data. Data monitoring stations are also located appropriately to detect
improving water quality associated with implementing LID practices implemented through this Project.
4) Soils maps, and building plans are available for each Project site, which can be used to confirm
existing site conditions and selection of appropriate LID practices.

5) The City has urban forest plan being developed, which will reduce greenhouse gas emissions.
Additional relative plans City Plans: General Plan, MS4 Permit, BMP Handbook/Best Practices Manual,
Keep Chico Clean and Storm Water Management and Education Plan, Post Construction Standards
Plan, Erosion and Sediment Control Plan, Economic Development Plan Residential and Green Building
Codes, Parkway, Parkstrip Conversion Guidelines, Park volunteer program, neighborhood plans
(chapman/mulberry, etc), medical waste and disposal plan, leaf pickup and compost program, Chico Tree
Guide, Street Tree Municipal Code, Tree Preservation regulations and standards, Neighborhood Planting
Lists, Bidwell Park Master Management Plan and EIR, Don't Plant a Pest, Sustainable indicators report,
Sustainability/Climate Action Plan, Urban Forest Plan, and others. State Plans: SWAMP, NSV IRWM,
Water Efficient Landscape Ordinance (AB 1881), CA Green Infrastructure Plan, California Water Code,
Prop. 1, and more. Federal Plans: Clean Water Act and all related plans.

Revised Chapman/Mulberry Neighborhood Green Infrastructure and Natural
Stormwater Treatment Project
Project Proponent
CA Urban Streams Alliance-The Stream Team
Potential Sponsors: City of Chico collaboration
Potential Partners
City of Chico, SWRCB CWT, CSU Chico, River Partners, FOBP, BEC, school districts (CUSD/BCOE),
Waterkeepers Alliance, Love Chapman, Market For Green Infrastructure, CA State Parks, Mechoopda,
and others.
Project Description
Proposed Project (Project) will implement Low Impact Development (LID) practices designed to convert
impervious areas into vegetated plots that soak up rainwater to limit urban runoff from entering Chico's
Creeks and ultimately the Sacramento River.
Goals and Objectives
The Project goals are to maintain and restore pre-development hydrology at Project sites and improve
water quality in the Sacramento River by managing urban runoff at its source.
Project objectives will:
- Integrate LID practices into Chapman Mulberry Neighborhood drainage improvement projects to
demonstrate and educate to the community about the importance of stormwater management and the
benefits of LID-based solutions.
-Reduce stormwater volume and pollutant loading in stormwater runoff from project neighborhoods.
-Link project objectives with City MS4 permit requirements to leverage City funds allocated for
scheduled maintenance and repair to integrate LID practices that would not otherwise be possible.
- Conduct public outreach and training that raises understanding of sources of runoff pollution and use
of BMPs to prevent water pollution targeting City staff, DACs, schools, and neighboring MS4 entities.
- Target implementation of LID demonstration projects on City-owned properties within DACs (such as
the Dorothy Johnson Center).
- Link existing citizen monitoring and stormwater / watershed protection efforts with City Stormwater
Management Program objectives to facilitate public involvement, leverage previous State funding for
stormwater projects and programs, utilize existing baseline water quality data, and empower continued
community group involvement by ensuring they have a role in assisting with outreach and education,
project implementation, and project effectiveness monitoring. These groups represen t keystakeholders and can facilitate their involvement to improve overall project outcomes.
- Implement LID demonstration projects targeting Chapman Mulberry neighborhood, the Dorothy
Johnson Center, Humboldt Park, Torres and Jesus Center homeless shelte rs, Chapman Elementary (and
8 other Title I schools), and other City owned properties. Include a variety of examples of LID practices,
such as day-lighting storm drains through bioswales and pervious piping, outfall setbacks away from
creek banks, roadway curb cuts to vegetated plots and infiltration trenches, pervious sidewalks and

gutter pans, downspout disconnects to cisterns for recycling and use by community gardens, integrate
safe walking and biking transportation pathways into LID project designs, e tc.
-Implement vegetation management (Arrundo, Broom, etc.) in waterways to improve habitat and water
quality, reduce flooding, heat island effects (GHG) and fire hazards, increase recreation potential,
improve public health and well-being (research shows being in nature improves health and well -being).
Target Little Chico, greenways, and Teichert Ponds.
- Implement trash reduction programs to reduce runoff pollution and trash dumped in waterways, such
as landfill coupons and curbside pick-up of large household items (couches, carpets, refrigerators, tires,
etc), prescription drug and hazardous household waste recycling campaigns, free yard waste drop -of
sites, compost green-waste on-site campaigns, creek clean-ups, etc.
- Implement Green Jobs in Your Community Training Program (Maintaining Green Infrastructure and
Stormwater Systems Certification Training Program). Target DACs, CCCs and other existing work training
programs and utilize training workshops to implement LID project elements to save costs.
-Implement a Stormwater Outreach and Education Plan that identifies a role for existing community
groups involved in stormwater and watershed protection efforts. Link this plan with the City's
stormwater program goals and utilize these groups to provide public outreach and education,
stormwater education in schools (combine the efforts of the Clean Creeks in the Classroom and Clean
Water Science Ambassador programs), public involvement in LID project implementation, and to track
project effectiveness. Include a long-term budget plan to continue these efforts beyond this project
including enumeration of community Match hours generated by community groups that can be
associated to the City's stormwater protection efforts.
Project locations:
Chapman Mulberry Neighborhood, Dorothy Johnson Center, Chapman School, Teichert Pond, Little
Chico Creek public right of ways/city-owned parcels
Reference Docs:
The Project will assist the City in addressing eight key elements of the City’s 2013 MS4 permit, including:
E.7, E.8, E.8, E.9, E.10, E.11, E.13, E.15 1) The City of Chico has an updated General Plan that (BMP)
Manual. Through this project LID practices and design standards that are most cost-effective will be
integrated into BMP Manual and any pertinent stormwater ordinances. 2) The City of Chico Climate
Action Plan includes elements to protect water quality and conserve energy and includes LID practices.
3) An existing citizen-monitoring program maintains 13 years of baseline water quality data including,
habitat, and bioassessment data. Data monitoring stations are also located appropriately to detect
improving water quality associated with implementing LID practices implemented through this Project.
4) Soils maps, and building plans are available for each Project site, which can be used to conf irm
existing site conditions and selection of appropriate LID practices. 5) The City has urban forest plan
being developed, which will reduce greenhouse gas emissions.

Bidwell/Grape Ave Stormwater Protection and Restoration Project
Project Ideas Submitted by:
CA Urban Streams Alliance-The Stream Team (Stream Team)
Project Sponsor: City of Chico / County / Grape Way Agricultural Farm (Brenden Smith-property owner)
Identified Partners:
City of Chico, Stream Team, SWRCB CWT, CSU Chico, River Partners, FOBP, BEC, School Districts
(CUSD/BCOE), Waterkeepers Alliance, CA State Parks, Mechoopda, Department of Fish and Wildlife, and
landowner.
Project Description
The Project goals are to maintain and restore pre-development hydrology and improve water quality in
the Sacramento River by managing urban runoff at its source.
Project objectives will:
-Integrate LID practices into drainage improvement projects (targeting Bidwell Ave, Grape Way) to
demonstrate and educate to the community the importance of stormwater management and the
benefits of LID-based solutions.
- Reduce stormwater volume, pollutant loading, and flooding.
- Leverage funds allocated for scheduled maintenance and repair to integrate LID practices that would
not otherwise be possible.
- Conduct public outreach and training that raises understanding of sources of runoff pollution and use
of BMPs to prevent water pollution targeting City staff, DACs, schools, and residents living adjacent to
Bidwell Ave, Grape Way.
- Link with existing citizen monitoring and stormwater education efforts to improve outcomes of
stormwater management, facilitate public involvement, leverage previous State funding, utilize existing
baseline water quality data, and to track project effectiveness.
- Improve employment opportunities.
- Improve fish and wildlife and vernal pool and wetland habitat.
Specific Project elements include:
1) Improve storm drain conveyance system. Retrofit sections of storm drain conduit with pervious pipe;
install bioswales below outfalls (consider realigning piping system to allow longer path of infiltration)
and setback/daylight discharge points away from creek edge; repair damaged outfalls (broken condu it,
control gates, housing, undercut banks and erosion around housing); install trash reduction structures
and filters at inlets and outlets (below Nord Ave.)
2)Natural drainage improvement. Enhance the capacity of natural drainage areas carrying stormwate r
runoff. Improve infiltration and reduce erosion and the pollutants carried with the sediment ending up
in the creek, by removing invasive plants, installing natives, removing debris and deposition.
3)Reduce bank erosion. Repair and stabilize creek banks along Big Chico Creek below Nord Ave and near
Grape Way causing erosion and sedimentation.

4)Enhance ground water recharge. Install setback levees, and bioswales to increase recharge (target Ag
properties near Grape Way, and where houses are falling into creek along Bidwell Ave.)
5) Improve and restore floodplain functions. a) Hydrologic: reconnect stream to the floodplain and
restore natural hydrology; b) Vegetative: remove invasive species and replant native plant communities
appropriate to the site and condition; c) Habitat Restoration: Install structures to improve wildlife
habitat (bird boxes, etc.). Habitat is also gained through re-planting native plant communities.
6) Green job training targeting DACs and CCCs. Integrate Clean Water Business Partners and other
existing stormwater training programs into Green Jobs training project. Utilize stormwater treatment
project areas as training tools to provide hands-on learning work sessions and training events to
improve employment opportunities and reduce project implementation costs. Increase volunteer
resources to assist in park maintenance and stormwater implementation projects. Include CAVE/ Stream
Team/Nature Center/BEC/CSU Chico internship program.
7) Implement a Stormwater Outreach and Education Plan. Designate a role for existing community
groups involved in stormwater and watershed protection efforts. Link this plan with the City
stormwater program goals and utilize these groups to provide public outreach and education,
stormwater education in schools (combine the efforts of the Clean Creeks in the Classroom and Clean
Water Science Ambassador programs), public involvement in LID project implementation, and to track
project effectiveness. Include a long-term budget plan to continue these efforts beyond this project
including enumeration of community Match hours generated by community groups that can be
associated to the City stormwater protection efforts.
8) Creek clean-up at mouth of Big Chico Creek near canoe launch and CA State Park access. Will require
excavator to remove large amount of trash (tires, appliances, etc.).

Reference Documents
The Project will assist the City in addressing eight key elements of the City ’s 2013 MS4 permit, including:
E.7, E.8, E.8, E.9, E.10, E.11, E.13, E.15 1) The City of Chico has an updated General Plan that (BMP)
Manual. Through this project LID practices and design standards that are most cost -effective will be
integrated into BMP Manual and any pertinent stormwater ordinances. 2) The City of Chico Cl imate
Action Plan includes elements to protect water quality and conserve energy and includes LID practices.
3) An existing citizen-monitoring program maintains 13 years of baseline water quality data including,
habitat, and bioassessment data. Data monitoring stations are also located appropriately to detect
improving water quality associated with implementing LID practices implemented through this Project. 4)
Soils maps, and building plans are available for each Project site, which can be used to confi rm existing
site conditions and selection of appropriate LID practices. 5) The City has urban forest plan being
developed, which will reduce greenhouse gas emissions. Additional relative plans City Plans: General
Plan, MS4 Permit, BMP Handbook/Best Practices Manual, Keep Chico Clean and Storm Water
Management and Education Plan, Post Construction Standards Plan, Erosion and Sediment Control
Plan, Economic Development Plan Residential and Green Building Codes, Parkway, Parkstrip
Conversion Guidelines, Park volunteer program, neighborhood plans (chapman/mulberry, etc), medical
waste and disposal plan, leaf pickup and compost program, Chico Tree Guide, Street Tree Municipal
Code, Tree Preservation regulations and standards, Neighborhood Planting Lists, Bidwell Park Master
Management Plan and EIR, Don't Plant a Pest, Sustainable indicators report, Sustainability/Climate
Action Plan, Urban Forest Plan, and others. State Plans: SWAMP, NSV IRWM, Water Efficient
Landscape Ordinance (AB 1881), CA Green Infrastructure Plan, California Water Code, Prop. 1, and
more. Federal Plans: Clean Water Act and all related plans.

(Revised) Cal Park Green Streets Project
Project Proponent
CA Urban Streams Alliance-The Stream Team
Potential Sponsors: City of Chico, The Stream Team, Cal Park collaboration
Potential Partners
City of Chico, Park Watch, SWRCB CWT, CSU Chico, River Partners, FOBP, BEC, school districts
(CUSD/BCOE), Waterkeepers Alliance, Cal Park Homeowners Association, Market For Green
Infrastructure, CA State Parks, Calwater, and others.
Project Title
Cal Park Green Streets Project
Project Description
Proposed Project (Project) will implement Low Impact Development (LID) practices designed to convert
impervious areas into vegetated plots that soak up rainwater to limit urban runoff from entering Chico
Creeks and ultimately the Sacramento River.
Goals and Objectives
The Project goals are to maintain and restore pre-development hydrology at Project sites and improve
water quality in the Sacramento River by managing urban runoff at its source.
Project objectives will:
-Integrate LID practices into California Park drainage improvement projects and homeowners
association management efforts to demonstrate and educate residents about the importance of
stormwater management and the benefits of LID-based solutions.
- Reduce stormwater volume and pollutant loading in stormwater runoff.
- Link project objectives with City MS4 permit requirements to leverage City funds allocated for
scheduled maintenance and repair to integrate LID practices that would not otherwise be possible.
- Conduct public outreach and training that raises understanding of sources of runoff poll ution and use
of BMPs to prevent water pollution.
- Target implementation of LID demonstration projects on City-owned properties (roadways, sidewalk
tree strips, and open areas) within California Park neighborhoods.
- Increase employment opportunities for DACs and tribes by providing LID and green infrastructure job
training and certification workshops utilizing LID demo projects as training tools. Coordinate with CCCs
to provide hands-on job training during LID implementation to reduce project costs.
- Link existing citizen monitoring and stormwater / watershed protection efforts with City Stormwater
Management Program objectives to facilitate public involvement, leverage previous State funding for
stormwater projects and programs, utilize existing baseline water quality data, and empower continued
community group involvement by ensuring they have a role in assisting with outreach and education,

project implementation, and project effectiveness monitoring. These groups represent key stakeholders and can facilitate their involvement to improve overall project outcomes.
-Improve public health and reduce obesity.
- Improve employment opportunities.
- Improve fish and wildlife and vernal pool and wetland habitat.
Project Elements: (Capture-Retention)
1)Develop and implement a Citywide/Countywide LID Design and BMP Manual (Maintaining Green
Infrastructure through proper landscape maintenance). Include a Cal Park LID Implementation Manual.
2)Implement LID demonstration and Green Streets projects targeting Cal ifornia Park neighborhood (and
Murphy Commons, March Junior High). Include a variety of examples of LID practices, such as, day lighting storm drains through bioswales and pervious piping, outfall setbacks away from creek banks,
roadway curb cuts to vegetated plots and infiltration trenches, pervious sidewalks and gutter pans,
downspout disconnects to cisterns for recycling and use by community gardens, integrate safe walking
and biking transportation pathways into LID project designs, etc
3)Implement vegetation management (remove turf and invasive plants and plant natives) around the
neighborhood lake and open space system to improve habitat and water quality, reduce flooding,
decrease heat island effects (GHG) and fire hazards, increase recreation potential, and improve public
health and well-being (research shows being in nature improves health and well -being).
4)Implement Chico Trash Reduction program to reduce runoff pollution and trash dumped in
waterways, such as landfill coupons and curbside pick-up of large household items (couches, carpets,
refrigerators, tires, etc), prescription drug and hazardous household waste recycling campaigns, free
yard waste drop-of sites, compost green-waste on-site campaigns, lake and creek clean-ups, etc.
5Implement Green Jobs in Your Community Training Program (Maintaining Green Infrastructure and
Stormwater Systems Certification Training Program). Target DACs, CCCs and other existing work training
programs and utilize training workshops to implement LID project elements to save costs.
6)Implement a Stormwater Outreach and Education Plan that identifies a role for existing community
groups involved in stormwater and watershed protection efforts. Link this plan with the City’s
stormwater program goals and utilize these groups to provide public outreach and education,
stormwater education in schools (combine the efforts of the Clean Creeks in the Classroom and Clean
Water Science Ambassador programs), public involvement in LID project implementation, and to track
project effectiveness. Include a long-term budget plan to continue these efforts beyond this project
including enumeration of community Match hours generated by community groups that can be
associated to the City stormwater protection efforts.
Project locations:
California Park neighborhood
California Park lakes and open spaces
Little Chico Creek
Marsh Junior High
Murphy Commons Low-income housing and community garden
Bike and walking paths along Little Chico Creek and within Cal Park

Project References
The Project will assist the City in addressing eight key elements of the City ’s 2013 MS4 permit, including:
E.7, E.8, E.8, E.9, E.10, E.11, E.13, E.15 1) The City of Chico has an updated General Plan that (BMP)
Manual. Through this project LID practices and design standards that are most cost-effective will be
integrated into BMP Manual and any pertinent stormwater ordinances. 2) The City of Chico Climate
Action Plan includes elements to protect water quality and conserve energy and includes LID practices.
3) An existing citizen-monitoring program maintains 13 years of baseline water quality data including,
habitat, and bioassessment data. Data monitoring stations are also located appropriately to detect
improving water quality associated with implementing LID practices implemented through this Project. 4)
Soils maps, and building plans are available for each Project site, which can be used to confirm existing
site conditions and selection of appropriate LID practices. 5) The City has urban forest plan being
developed, which will reduce greenhouse gas emissions. Additional relative plans City Plans: General
Plan, MS4 Permit, BMP Handbook/Best Practices Manual, Keep Chico Clean and Storm Water
Management and Education Plan, Post Construction Standards Plan, Erosion and Sediment Control
Plan, Economic Development Plan Residential and Green Building Codes, Parkway, Parkstrip
Conversion Guidelines, Park volunteer program, neighborhood plans (chapman/mulberry, etc), medical
waste and disposal plan, leaf pickup and compost program, Chico Tree Guide, Street Tree Municipal
Code, Tree Preservation regulations and standards, Neighborhood Planting Lists, Bidwell Park Master
Management Plan and EIR, Don't Plant a Pest, Sustainable indicators report, Sustainability/Climate
Action Plan, Urban Forest Plan, and others. State Plans: SWAMP, NSV IRWM, Water Efficient
Landscape Ordinance (AB 1881), CA Green Infrastructure Plan, California Water Code, Prop. 1, and
more. Federal Plans: Clean Water Act and all related plans. Lists, Bidwell Park Master Management
Plan and EIR, Don't Plant a Pest, Sustainable indicators report, Sustainability/Climate Action Plan,
Urban Forest Plan, and others. State Plans: SWAMP, NSV IRWM, Water Efficient Landscape Ordinanc e
(AB 1881), CA Green Infrastructure Plan, California Water Code, Prop. 1, and more. Federal Plans:
Clean Water Act and all related plans.

Revised Chico State University LID Implementation and Stream Habitat
Enhancement Project
Project Proponent
CA Urban Streams Alliance-The Stream Team
Potential Project Sponsors: CSU Chico, City of Chico, CA State Parks
Potential Partners
City of Chico, Park Watch, SWRCB CWT, CSU Chico, Butte and Tehama Counties, BCAG, River Partners,
FOBP, BEC, school districts (CUSD/BCOE), Waterkeepers Alliance, Cal Park Homeowners Association,
CHIP, Habitat for Humanity, Love Chapman, Market For Green Infrastructure, CA State Parks, Forest
Ranch, Butte Meadows, SPI, Forest Service, Mechoopda, Mosquito Abatement, Health clubs, Community
Event Coordinators, Utilities, Calwater, and others.
Project Title
Chico State University LID Implementation and Stream Habitat Enhancement Project
Goals and Objectives
The Project goals are to maintain and restore pre-development hydrology at Project sites and improve
water quality in the Sacramento River by managing urban runoff at its source.
Project objectives will:
-Integrate LID practices into drainage improvement projects to demonstrate and educate to the
community the importance of stormwater management and the benefits of LID-based solutions.
-Reduce stormwater volume and pollutant loading in stormwater runoff.
- Implement LID project objectives to satisfy MS4 permit requirements.
- Leverage City/CSU Chico funds allocated for scheduled maintenance and repair projects to integrate
LID practices that would not otherwise be possible.
-Conduct public outreach and training that raises understanding of sources of runoff pollution and use of
BMPs to prevent water pollution.
- Link existing citizen monitoring and storm water efforts with existing Stormwater Management
objectives to facilitate public involvement, leverage previous State funding, and utilize existing baseline
water quality data.
- Improve public health and reduce obesity.
-Improve employment opportunities.
-Improve fish and wildlife and vernal pool and wetland habitat.
Project Elements: (Capture-Retention)
1)Storm drain improvement. Retrofit storm drains with pervious pipe, move outfalls away from the
creek and install bioswales to allow a portion of the runoff to leach into the ground prior to reaching
waterways. Currently most outfalls empty runoff directly into the creeks at the banks edge without no
pretreatment.

2)Natural drainage improvement. Enhance the capacity of natural drainage channels carrying
stormwater runoff to waterways to improve infiltration and reduce erosion and the pollutants carried
with the sediment ending up in the creek, by removing invasive plants, installing natives, removing
debris and deposition, and repairing or resizing culverts.
3)Reduce bank erosion. Repair and stabilize creek banks where intensive recreational uses (and fallen
trees in channel) are causing erosion and sedimentation (rope swing swim areas, bike jumps, creek
crossings). Install signage to inform the public about the impacts of their actions on water quality.
4)Improve public transport pathways. Repair walking and biking trails, and dirt roads adjacent or near
waterways to reduce erosion.
5)Green job training targeting DACs and CCCs. Integrate training workshops and work sessions to assist
with implementing project elements to reduce costs and provide hands-on learning to improve
employment opportunities. Include CAVE/ Team Team/Nature Center/CSU Chico internship
collaboration program.
6)Trash reduction structures (full and partial capture) and outreach campaigns.
7)Community engagement and stormwater education. LID demonstration projects will target
participation and benefits for DACs, tribes, schools, existing community stormwater efforts, and the City
Park volunteer program. Opportunities for the public to participate in LID design, implementation and
effectiveness monitoring will be provided. Include park volunteer/stormwater outreach coordinator
position.
8)Stormwater Education. Combine Clean Water Science Ambassador and Clean Creeks in the Classroom
efforts to offer outdoor stormwater education classrooms (STEM and NGSS curriculum) in parks and
greenways located within walking distance of most schools.
9)Implement a Stormwater Outreach and Education Plan that identifies a role for existing community
groups involved in stormwater and watershed protection efforts. Link this plan with the City's
stormwater program goals and utilize these groups to provide public outreach and education,
stormwater education in schools (combine the efforts of the Clean Creeks i n the Classroom and Clean
Water Science Ambassador programs), public involvement in LID project implementation, and to track
project effectiveness. Include a long-term budget plan to continue these efforts beyond this project
including enumeration of community Match hours generated by community groups that can be
associated to the City's stormwater protection efforts.
10) Natural drainage improvement. Enhance the capacity of natural drainage channels carrying
stormwater runoff. Improve infiltration and reduce erosion and the pollutants carried with the sediment
ending up in the creek, by removing invasive plants, installing natives, removing debris and deposition,
and repairing or resizing culverts.
11)Reduce bank erosion. Repair and stabilize creek banks causing erosion and sedimentation (near
Warner).
Project locations:
Project is located in Big Chico Creek watershed and along creek reaches adjacent to the CSU Chico
Campus.
Reference Documents
City’s 2013 MS4 permit, including: E.7, E.8, E.8, E.9, E.10, E.11, E.13, E.15 1) The City of Chico has an
updated General Plan that (BMP) Manual. Through this project LID practices and design standards that
are most cost-effective will be integrated into BMP Manual and any pertinent stormwater ordinances. 2)
The City of Chico Climate Action Plan includes elements to protect water quality and conserve energy
and includes LID practices. 3) An existing citizen-monitoring program maintains 13 years of baseline
water quality data including, habitat, and bioassessment data. Data monitoring stations are also located

appropriately to detect improving water quality associated with implementing LID practices implemented
through this Project. 4) Soils maps, and building plans are available for each Project site, whic h can be
used to confirm existing site conditions and selection of appropriate LID practices. 5) The City has urban
forest plan being developed, which will reduce greenhouse gas emissions. Additional relative plans City
Plans: General Plan, MS4 Permit, BMP Handbook/Best Practices Manual, Keep Chico Clean and Storm
Water Management and Education Plan, Post Construction Standards Plan, Erosion and Sediment
Control Plan, Economic Development Plan Residential and Green Building Codes, Parkway, Parkstrip
Conversion Guidelines, Park volunteer program, neighborhood plans (chapman/mulberry, etc), medical
waste and disposal plan, leaf pickup and compost program, Chico Tree Guide, Street Tree Municipal
Code, Tree Preservation regulations and standards, Neighborhood Planting Lists, Bidwell Park Master
Management Plan and EIR, Don't Plant a Pest, Sustainable indicators report, Sustainability/Climate
Action Plan, Urban Forest Plan, and others. State Plans: SWAMP, NSV IRWM, Water Efficient
Landscape Ordinance (AB 1881), CA Green Infrastructure Plan, California Water Code, Prop. 1, and
more. Federal Plans: Clean Water Act and all related plans.

Revised Little Chico Creek, Lindo Channel, Mud/Rock Creek Arundo/Broom Removal and LID
Implementation Project

Target removal of Arundo and broom in Little Chico Creek, Mud/Rock creeks, and Lindo Channel.
Potential Sponsors: County, City of Chico
Goals and Objectives
The Project goals are to maintain and restore pre-development hydrology at Project sites and improve
water quality in the Sacramento River by managing urban runoff at its source.
Project objectives will:
- Reduce stormwater volume and pollutant loading in stormwater runoff.
-Remove invasive Arundo and Broom.
-Link existing citizen monitoring and storm water management efforts to facilitate public involvement,
and track project effectiveness.
-Improve public health and reduce obesity.
-Improve employment opportunities.
-Improve fish and wildlife and vernal pool and wetland habitat.
-Reduce fire hazard.
Project Elements: (Capture-Retention)
1)Natural drainage improvement. Enhance the capacity of natural drainage channels carrying
stormwater runoff to waterways to improve infiltration and reduce erosion and the pollutants carried
with the sediment ending up in the creek, by removing invasive plants, installing natives, removing
debris and deposition.
2)Green job training targeting DACs and CCCs. Integrate training workshops and work sessions to assist
with implementing project elements to reduce costs and provide hands-on learning to improve
employment opportunities. Include CAVE/ Stream Team/Nature Center/CSU Chico internship
collaboration program.
3)Community engagement and stormwater education. Combine Clean Water Science Ambassador and
Clean Creeks in the Classroom efforts to offer outdoor stormwater education classrooms (STEM and
NGSS curriculum) in parks and greenways located within walking distance of most schools.
4)Implement a Stormwater Outreach and Education Plan that identifies a role for existing community
groups involved in stormwater and watershed protection efforts. Link this plan with the City
stormwater program goals and utilize these groups to provide public outreach and education,
stormwater education in schools (combine the efforts of the Clean Creeks in the Classroom and Clean
Water Science Ambassador programs), public involvement in LID project implementati on, and to track
project effectiveness. Include a long-term budget plan to continue these efforts beyond this project
including enumeration of community Match hours generated by community groups that can be
associated to the City stormwater protection efforts.
5) Include community park improvements and connecting transport pathways when feasible. Humboldt
Park, etc.

Revised Low Impact Development and Green Infrastructure Implementation Program for
Butte County Schools
Project Proponent
CA Urban Streams Alliance-The Stream Team
Project Sponsor: CUSD/BCOE
Potential Partners
City of Chico, SWRCB CWT, CSU Chico, FOBP, BEC, school districts (CUSD/BCOE), Waterkeepers Alliance,
Love Chapman, Market For Green Infrastructure, CA State Parks, Mechoopda, Mosquito Abatement,
Utilities, Calwater, and others.
Project Description
The proposed Project (Project) will implement Low Impact Development (LID) practices designed to
improve the capacity of natural drainage areas to reduce urban runoff from entering Chico Creeks and
ultimately the Sacramento River.
The Project features a long-term approach for integrating LID practices into present and future
maintenance and landscape design standards to assist the CUSD and BCOE schools in meeting existing
storm water management goals. In addition, the Project will integrate a cohesive storm water
educational program, targeting after-school programs.
Collaborations will be promoted with neighboring School Districts, community organizations, and
municipal storm water programs seeking to align storm water protection efforts, share resources,
identify cost-saving opportunities, and to develop consistent public messaging and understanding
regarding storm water issues and solutions. This project builds on an existing DROPS grant (Prop. 84).
Project Goals, Objectives and Outcomes
Project goals: 1) maintain and restore pre-development hydrology; 2) improve water quality by limiting
urban based pollution carried in stormwater runoff; 3) encourage use of LID practices for managing
urban runoff.
Project objectives: 1) construct LID demonstration projects to educate students and their families on the
importance of stormwater management and LID-based solutions; 2) reduce volume and pollution in
stormwater runoff; 3) leverage CUSD funds allocated for scheduled maintenance and repair to integrate
LID practices; 4) Link existing citizen monitoring program efforts to assist with project implementation,
facilitate public involvement, leverage previous funding, and utilize existing baseline watershed data
which tracks water quality; 5) Integrate stormwater education in existing after-school programs; 6)
Target DAC schools and neighborhoods.
Project outcomes include: 1) improved habitat and water quality through effective stormwater
management; 2) increased public knowledge of storm water management best practices and LID
strategies through integrated stormwater education.

Project Integration
Schools Built Environment: LID strategies will be integrated into staff training events through project site
tours; Landscape design and maintenance plans; Facility inspection checklist to identify and prioritize LID
practices to correct, and/or to reduce operation and maintenance costs.
Stormwater Education
Project education will be integrated into CUSD/BCOE afterschool program curriculum and will include
opportunities for students and their families to participate in Project implementation and monitoring.
Curriculum units will include: watershed ecology; stormwater issues and LID solutions; hands -on Project
implementation; and Project site effectiveness monitoring.
Project Elements: (Capture-Retention)
1)Integrate LID practices into CUSD and BCOE landscape planning and design practices and manuals.
2)Implement LID demonstration projects on each project school. Develop River Friendly Landscape
Guide and provide training for residents, city staff, and landscape professionals.
3)Utilize LID demonstration projects as outdoor STEM learning classrooms.
4)Engage families and the community in developing and implementing LID projects on each campus, and
include workshops providing a River Friendly LID Landscape and Habitat guide to residents to implement
stormwater BMPs on residential landscapes.
5)Implement a Stormwater Outreach and Education Plan that identifies a role for existing community
groups involved in stormwater and watershed protection efforts. Link this plan with the City
stormwater program goals and utilize these groups to provide public outreach and education,
stormwater education in schools (combine the efforts of the Clean Creeks in the Classroom and Clean
Water Science Ambassador programs), public involvement in LID project implementation, and to track
project effectiveness. Include a long-term budget plan to continue these efforts beyond this project
including enumeration of community Match hours generated by community groups that can be
associated to the City stormwater protection efforts.
6)Implement Green Jobs in Your Community Training Program (Maintaining Green Infrastructure and
Stormwater Systems Certification Training Program). Target DACs, CCC and other existing work training
programs and utilize hands-on training workshops to implement LID project elements to save costs.
Integrate Clean Water Business Partners into this effort.
7) Install water bottle filling stations on each campus.
Project Location
The Project is located in the Big Chico Creek, Lille Chico Creek, and includes 25 schools.
Technical reports for each project school have been developed through a previous SWRCB Technical
grant. The reports include project designs, treatment volumes, discharge maps, etc. with enough detail to
be provided in a Prop. 1 grant, including budgets, PAEP, QAPP, MP, and all. Project will assist the City
in addressing eight key elements of the City’s 2013 MS4 permit, including: E.7, E.8, E.8, E.9, E.10, E.11,
E.13, E.15 1) The City of Chico has an updated General Plan that (BMP) Manual. Through this project
LID practices and design standards that are most cost-effective will be integrated into BMP Manual and
any pertinent stormwater ordinances. 2) The City of Chico Climat e Action Plan includes elements to
protect water quality and conserve energy and includes LID practices. 3) An existing citizen-monitoring
program maintains 13 years of baseline water quality data including, habitat, and bioassessment data.

Data monitoring stations are also located appropriately to detect improving water quality associated with
implementing LID practices implemented through this Project. 4) Soils maps, and building plans are
available for each Project site, which can be used to confirm existing site conditions and selection of
appropriate LID practices. 5) The City has urban forest plan being developed, which will reduce
greenhouse gas emissions. Additional relative plans City Plans: General Plan, MS4 Permit, BMP
Handbook/Best Practices Manual, Keep Chico Clean and Storm Water Management and Education Plan,
Post Construction Standards Plan, Erosion and Sediment Control Plan, Economic Development Plan
Residential and Green Building Codes, Parkway, Parkstrip Conversion Guidelines, Park volunteer
program, neighborhood plans (chapman/mulberry, etc), medical waste and disposal plan, leaf pickup and
compost program, Chico Tree Guide, Street Tree Municipal Code, Tree Preservation regulations and
standards, Neighborhood Planting Lists, Bidwell Park Master Management Plan and EIR, Don't Plant a
Pest, Sustainable indicators report, Sustainability/Climate Action Plan, Urban Forest Plan, and others.
State Plans: SWAMP, NSV IRWM, Water Efficient Landscape Ordinance (AB 1881), CA Green
Infrastructure Plan, California Water Code, Prop. 1, and more. Federal Plans: Clean Water Act and all
related plans.

Revised Urban Landscape Water Conservation and Pesticide Reduction Project
Project Proponent
CA Urban Streams Alliance-The Stream Team
Potential Partners
City of Chico, SWRCB CWT, CSU Chico, Butte and Tehama Counties, BCAG, River Partners, FOBP, BEC,
school districts (CUSD/BCOE), Waterkeepers Alliance, Cal Park Homeowners Association, CHIP, Habitat
for Humanity, Love Chapman, Market For Green Infrastructure, CA State Parks, Forest Ranch, Butte
Meadows, SPI, Forest Service, Mechoopda, Mosquito Abatement, Health clubs, Community Event
Coordinators, Utilities, Calwater, and others.
Project Description
The proposed Project (Project) will implement Low Impact Development (LID) practices designed to
improve the capacity of natural drainage areas to reduce urban runoff from entering Chico Creeks and
ultimately the Sacramento River.
Goals and Objectives
The Project goals are to maintain and restore pre-development hydrology at Project sites and improve
water quality in the Sacramento River by managing urban runoff at its source.
Project objectives will:
-Integrate LID practices into drainage improvement projects to demonstrate and educate the
community on the importance of stormwater management and the benefits of LID-based solutions.
-Reduce stormwater volume and pollutant loading in stormwater runoff.
-Implement LID project objectives to satisfy MS4 permit requirements.
-Leverage City funds allocated for scheduled maintenance and repair to integrate LID practices that
would not otherwise be possible.
-Conduct public outreach and training that raises understanding of sources of runoff pollution and use of
BMPs to prevent water pollution targeting City staff, DACs, schools, and neighboring MS4 entities.
-Link existing citizen monitoring and storm water efforts with City Stormwater Management objectives
to facilitate public involvement, leverage previous State funding, and utilize existing baseline water
quality data.
-Improve public health and reduce obesity.
-Improve employment opportunities.
-Improve fish and wildlife and vernal pool and wetland habitat.
Purpose and Need
The water quality in Chico Creeks are declining as a result of urban development and increasing
stormwater runoff. Known constituents of concern include trash, nutrients, fecal bacteria, household
chemicals, pesticides and herbicides, oil, grease, and other hydrocarbons, heavy metals, mercury, and
landscape irrigation runoff.

Sources of stormwater contamination are directly related to urbanization and the large percentage of
urban land covered with impervious surfaces (roads, sidewalks, driveways, and parking lots), which have
caused increased volume and velocity of surface runoff. Applying the methodology for calculating
impervious surface coefficients, 23% of Chico’s 21,000 acres are paved (OEHHA, 2010). The Center for
Watershed Protection (2003) assumes stream water quality declines when impervious surfaces exceed
ten percent. Ten years of monthly watershed assessment data exists for Big Chico Creek supporting this
claim, indicating aquatic invertebrate species decline, and elevated bacteria, turbidity, temperature, and
trash levels.
Project Elements: (Capture-Retention)
-Develop and implement a Citywide/Countywide LID Design and BMP Manual, and Landscape planning
and design practices and manuals (Maintaining Green Infrastructure through proper landscape
maintenance). Include specific chapters or manuals targeting specific neighborhoods and commercial
areas with different water quality issues (shallow ground water, etc.). Include generic plans for each
type of LID. Include designs for schools.
-Implement LID demo projects in each neighborhood type to provide training opportunities and
replicable examples. Target LID methods to reduce pesticide and landscape irrigation runoff.
-Implement LID demonstration and Green Streets projects targeting City-owned properties. Include a
variety of examples of LID practices, such as, day-lighting storm drains through bioswales and pervious
piping, outfall setbacks away from creek banks, roadway curb cuts to vegetated plots and infiltration
trenches, pervious sidewalks and gutter pans, downspout disconnects to cisterns for re cycling and use
by community gardens, integrate safe walking and biking transportation pathways into LID project
designs, etc.
-Implement riparian vegetation management to improve habitat and water quality, reduce flooding,
decrease heat island effects (GHG) and fire hazards (remove Arrundo), increase recreation potential, and
improve public health and well-being (research shows being in nature improves health and well -being).
-Implement Chico Trash Reduction program to reduce runoff pollution and trash dumped in waterways,
such as landfill coupons and curbside pick-up of large household items (couches, carpets, refrigerators,
tires, etc), prescription drug and hazardous household waste recycling campaigns, free yard waste drop of sites, compost green-waste on-site campaigns, lake and creek clean-ups, etc.
-Implement Green Jobs in Your Community Training Program (Maintaining Green Infrastructure and
Stormwater Systems Certification Training Program). Target DACs, CCCs and other existing work training
programs and utilize hands-on training workshops to implement LID project elements to save costs.
Integrate Clean Water Business Partners into this effort.
-Include pesticide and overwatering campaigns targeting DACs and implementation of LID demo
projects.
-Develop a Waterwise and Habitat River Friendly Landscape Guide specific to Butte County including the
following principles: install local native species, nurture the soil (compost on site), reduce yard waste to
landfill, conserve water, conserve energy, protect water quality (decrease pesticide use), and create
wildlife habitat.
-Implement a Rainscapes Reward - Incentive program to provide rebates implementing green
infrastructure and turf removal projects to capture and treat stormwater onsite.
-Include environmentally friendly landscape practices for landscape professionals and residents.
-Update or integrate existing creek-side and street tree handbooks.
-Link existing citizen monitoring and stormwater / watershed protection efforts with City Stormwater
Management Program objectives to facilitate public involvement, leverage previous State funding for
stormwater projects and programs, utilize existing baseline water quality data, and empower continued

community group involvement by ensuring they have a role in assisting with outreach and education,
project implementation, and project effectiveness monitoring. These groups represent key stakeholders and can facilitate their involvement to improve overall project outcomes.
-Implement a Stormwater Outreach and Education Plan that identifies a role for existing community
groups involved in stormwater and watershed protection efforts. Link this plan with the City
stormwater program goals and utilize these groups to provide public outreach and educatio n,
stormwater education in schools (combine the efforts of the Clean Creeks in the Classroom and Clean
Water Science Ambassador programs), public involvement in LID project implementation, and to track
project effectiveness. Include a long-term budget plan to continue these efforts beyond this project
including enumeration of community Match hours generated by community groups that can be
associated to the City stormwater protection efforts.
Project locations
Entire City of Chico and will target DAC neighborhoods (Chapman Mulberry) and commercial (Hagen
Lane) and public properties.
Butte County Schools
Big Chico Creek, Little Chico Creek watersheds.
Project Approach
One of the most promising improvements to how we develop land is the implementation of LID
practices to retain as much stormwater as possible on site and disconnect impervious surfaces from
flowing directly into stormwater collections systems providing an opportunity for infiltration, filtration,
and capture and reuse. The Project approach was based on this understanding, and the efficacy of
specific LID practices, which have been documented, in previous studies (EPA, 2000; Coffman, 2002;
NRDC, 1999) to achieve desired Project goals. For example, reducing pesticide runoff is a desired Project
goal, thus an appropriate LID practice (rain gardens/vegetated trenches, downspout disconnects) will be
implemented to slow and redirect flows to infiltration or biore tention cells to allow the vegetation to
trap up to 90% of the pesticide runoff (Moore, 2001). In addition, LID practices that provide other
benefits including preventing erosion and nutrient runoff to improve aquatic habitat were selected.
Consideration regarding the relative ease of integrating the various LID practices into existing urban
landscapes, including residential areas, parking lots, buildings, and streets was also considered.
The Project will implement the following LID practices: pervious pavements and sidewalks, bioswales,
vegetated trenches, infiltration leach fields, rain gardens to allow for infiltration and filtration;
downspout disconnects directing flows to recharge areas, rain gardens, and vegetated buffer strips; rain
barrels to capture and reuse rain water; restoration to restore riparian habitat and stream channel
functions; xeriscape landscaping to reduce water consumption, use of pesticides, and firescaping.
Specific Project sites will be selected based on reviewing illicit di scharge information noted in the City
outfall survey reports, soils maps, information gathered during visual site inspections, consultations with
City staff and construction consultants, the feasibility of implementing LID practices to significantly
reduce runoff and pollutant loading, the proximity to an urban waterway and disadvantaged
neighborhood, and the appropriateness of the site location for educating the public.

Reference Documents
City’s 2013 MS4 permit, including: E.7, E.8, E.8, E.9, E.10, E.11, E.13, E.15 1) The City of Chico has an
updated General Plan that (BMP) Manual. Through this project LID practices and design standards that
are most cost-effective will be integrated into BMP Manual and any pertinent stormwater ordinances.
2) The City of Chico Climate Action Plan includes elements to protect water quality and conserve energy
and includes LID practices. 3) An existing citizen-monitoring program maintains 13 years of baseline
water quality data including, habitat, and bioassessment data. Data monitoring stations are also located
appropriately to detect improving water quality associated with implementing LID practices
implemented through this Project. 4) Soils maps, and building plans are available for each Project site,
which can be used to confirm existing site conditions and selection of appropriate LID practices. 5) The
City has urban forest plan being developed, which will reduce greenhouse gas emissions. Additional
relative plans City Plans: General Plan, MS4 Permit, BMP Handbook/Best Practices Manual, Keep Chico
Clean and Storm Water Management and Education Plan, Post Construction Standards Plan, Erosion and
Sediment Control Plan, Economic Development Plan Residential and Green Building Codes, Parkway,
Parkstrip Conversion Guidelines, Park volunteer program, neighborhood plans (chapman/mulberry, etc),
medical waste and disposal plan, leaf pickup and compost program, Chico Tree Guide, Street Tree
Municipal Code, Tree Preservation regulations and standards, Neighborhood Planting Lists, Bidwell Park
Master Management Plan and EIR, Don't Plant a Pest, Sustainable indicators report,
Sustainability/Climate Action Plan, Urban Forest Plan, and others. State Plans: SWAMP, NSV IRWM,
Water Efficient Landscape Ordinance (AB 1881), CA Green Infrastructure Plan, California Water Code,
Prop. 1, and more. Federal Plans: Clean Water Act and all related plans. Lists, Bidwell Park Master
Management Plan and EIR, Don't Plant a Pest, Sustainable indicators report, Sustainability/Climate
Action Plan, Urban Forest Plan, and others. State Plans: SWAMP, NSV IRWM, Water Efficient Landscape
Ordinance (AB 1881), CA Green Infrastructure Plan, California Water Code, Prop. 1, and more. Federal
Plans: Clean Water Act and all related plans.

Revised Five Mile, Lindo Channel, and Sycamore Flood Diversion Stormwater Treatment
and Habitat Enhancement Project
Project Proponent
CA Urban Streams Alliance-The Stream Team
Potential Partners
City of Chico, DWR, Rock Creek Reclamation District, SWRCB CWT, CSU Chico, Butte and Tehama
Counties, BCAG, River Partners, FOBP, BEC, school districts (CUSD/BCOE), Waterkeepers Alliance, Love
Chapman, Market For Green Infrastructure, CA State Parks, Forest Ranch, Butte Meadows, SPI, Forest
Service, Calwater, Mechoopda, and others.
Project Title
Five Mile, Lindo Channel, and Sycamore Flood Diversion Stormwater Treatment and Habitat
Enhancement Project
Project
Proposed Project (Project) will implement Low Impact Development (LID) practices designed to prevent
or reduce urban runoff from entering Chico's Creeks and ultimately the Sacramento River. This Project
will also enhance natural habits and wildlife corridors, and improve the function of an existing flood
diversion system in need of repair to include fully functioning USGS gages, and telemetry.
Goals and Objectives
The Project goals are to maintain and restore pre-development hydrology at Project sites and improve
water quality in the Sacramento River by managing urban runoff at its source.
Project objectives will:
-Integrate LID practices into drainage improvement projects to demonstrate and educate the
community on the importance of stormwater management and the benefits of LID-based solutions.
-Reduce stormwater volume and pollutant loading in stormwater runoff.
-Link LID project objectives to satisfy MS4 permit requirements and to leverage City funds allocated for
scheduled maintenance and repair to integrate LID practices that would not otherwise be possible.
-Conduct public outreach and training that raises understanding of sources of runoff pollution and use of
BMPs to prevent water pollution.
-Increase employment opportunities for DACs and tribes by providing LID and green infrastructure job
training and certification workshops utilizing LID demo projects as training tools. Coordinate with CCCs
to provide hands-on job training during LID implementation to reduce project costs.
-Link existing citizen monitoring and stormwater / watershed protection efforts with City Stormwater
Management Program objectives to facilitate public involvement, leverage previous State funding for
stormwater projects and programs, utilize existing baseline water quality data, and empower continued
community group involvement by ensuring they have a role in assisting with outreach and education,

project implementation, and project effectiveness monitoring. These groups represent keystakeholders and can facilitate their involvement to improve overall project outcomes.
-Improve public health and reduce obesity.
-Improve employment opportunities.
-Improve fish and wildlife and vernal pool and wetland habitat.
Project Elements: (Capture-Retention)
1)Improve flood system function through the development of a maintenance agreement between DWR,
County and City to remove deposited gravels, trim and remove vegetation in channels targeting invasive
plants, and install or repair real-time USGS gages, continuous monitoring equipment (flow, pH, temp,
Do, Turbidity, etc.) and telemetry. Coordinate with DWR and citizen monitoring efforts to reduce costs
for maintaining USGS real-time gages including equipment calibration and maintenance requirements
(weekly cleaning of turbidity meters during rain events, flow calibration curves, etc.).
2)Implement floodplain connection projects (similar to Verbena Fields) in Lindo, Sycamore, and
Mud/Rock Creek Channels.
3)Implement habitat improvements with stormwater treatment to enhance wetlands, seeps, springs,
and vernal pool habitats.
4)Include trails and public transport pathways and exercise opportunities into stormwater treatment
projects.
5)Include wildlife corridors and connections between foothills, stream channels and Sacramento River.
5)Include trash reduction strategies in high traffic or hot-spot areas.
7)Implement Green Jobs in Your Community Training Program (Maintaining Green Infrastructure and
Stormwater Systems Certification Training Program). Target DACs, CCCs and other existing work training
programs and utilize hands-on training workshops to implement LID project elements to save costs.
Integrate Clean Water Business Partners into this effort. Target training work sessi ons on improving
knowledge and skills in habitat restoration practices to improve Lindo and Sycamore flood diversion
capacity.
8)Implement a Stormwater Outreach and Education Plan that identifies a role for existing community
groups involved in stormwater and watershed protection efforts. Link this plan with the City's
stormwater program goals and utilize these groups to provide public outreach and education,
stormwater education in schools (combine the efforts of the Clean Creeks in the Classroom and Cle an
Water Science Ambassador programs), public involvement in LID project implementation, and to track
project effectiveness. Include a long-term budget plan to continue these efforts beyond this project
including enumeration of community Match hours generated by community groups that can be
associated to the City’s stormwater protection efforts.
Project locations
Big Chico, Mud Creeks
Five Mile / Lindo Channel / Sycamore Flood Diversion Channel
Title 1 Schools
City of Chico and/or Butte County
Reference Documents
City’s 2013 MS4 permit, including: E.7, E.8, E.8, E.9, E.10, E.11, E.13, E.15 1) The City of Chico has an
updated General Plan that (BMP) Manual. Through this project LID practices and design standards that
are most cost-effective will be integrated into BMP Manual and any pertinent stormwater ordinances. 2)
The City of Chico Climate Action Plan includes elements to protect water quality and conserve energy

and includes LID practices. 3) An existing citizen-monitoring program maintains 13 years of baseline
water quality data including, habitat, and bioassessment data. Data monitoring stations are also located
appropriately to detect improving water quality associated with implementing LID practices implemented
through this Project. 4) Soils maps, and building plans are available for each Project site, which can be
used to confirm existing site conditions and selection of appropriate LID practices. 5) The City has urban
forest plan being developed, which will reduce greenhouse gas emissions. Additional relative plans City
Plans: General Plan, MS4 Permit, BMP Handbook/Best Practices Manual, Keep Chico Clean and Storm
Water Management and Education Plan, Post Construction Standards Plan, Erosion and Sediment
Control Plan, Economic Development Plan Residential and Green Building Codes, Parkway, Parkstrip
Conversion Guidelines, Park volunteer program, neighborhood plans (chapman/mulberry, etc), medical
waste and disposal plan, leaf pickup and compost program, Chico Tree Guide, Street Tree Municipal
Code, Tree Preservation regulations and standards, Neighborhood Planting Lists, Bidwell Park Master
Management Plan and EIR, Don't Plant a Pest, Sustainable indicators report, Sustainability/Climate
Action Plan, Urban Forest Plan, and others. State Plans: SWAMP, NSV IRWM, Water Efficient
Landscape Ordinance (AB 1881), CA Green Infrastructure Plan, California Water Code, Prop. 1, and
more. Federal Plans: Clean Water Act and all related plans. Lists, Bidwell Park Master Management
Plan and EIR, Don't Plant a Pest, Sustainable indicators report, Sustainability/Climate Action Plan,
Urban Forest Plan, and others. State Plans: SWAMP, NSV IRWM, Water Efficient Landscape Ordinance
(AB 1881), CA Green Infrastructure Plan, California Water Code, Prop. 1, and more. Federal Plans:
Clean Water Act and all related plans.

Revised City of Chico Long-term Trash Reduction Project
Project Proponent
CA Urban Streams Alliance-The Stream Team
Potential Project Sponsor (City of Chico)
Potential Partners
City of Chico, Waste Management and other trash companies, DWR, Rock Creek Reclamation District,
SWRCB CWT, CSU Chico, Butte and Tehama Counties, BCAG, River Partners, FOBP, BEC, school
districts (CUSD/BCOE), Waterkeepers Alliance, Love Chapman, Market For Green Infrastructure, CA
State Parks, Forest Ranch, Butte Meadows, SPI, Forest Service, Calwater, Mechoopda, and others.
Project Description
Trash and litter are a pervasive problem in California. Controlling trash is a priority, because trash
adversely affects our use of California's waterways. Trash impacts aquatic life in streams, rivers, and the
ocean as well as terrestrial species in adjacent riparian and shore areas. Trash, particularly plastics,
persists for years. It concentrates organic toxins, entangles and ensnares wildlife, and disrupts feeding
when animals mistake plastic for food and ingest it. Additionally, trash creates aesthetic impacts,
impairing our ability to enjoy our waterways (SWRCB, 2017).
Goals and Objectives
The Project goals are to maintain and restore pre-development hydrology at Project sites and improve
water quality in the Sacramento River by managing urban runoff at its source.
Project objectives will:
-Establish a long-term trash reduction program to achieve outcomes to meet State Trash TMDL and MS4
permit requirements.
-Integrate LID practices into drainage improvement projects to demonstrate and educate the community
on the importance of stormwater management and the benefits of LID-based solutions and reducing
trash, which is a pollutant impacting water quality.
-Reduce stormwater volume and pollutant loading in stormwater runoff.
-Increase employment opportunities for DACs and tribes by providing LID and green infrastructure job
training and certification workshops utilizing LID demo projects as training tools. Coordinate with CCC‚
Äôs to provide hands-on job training during LID implementation to reduce project costs.
-Link existing citizen monitoring and stormwater / watershed protection efforts with City Stormwater
Management Program objectives to facilitate public involvement, leverage previous State funding for
stormwater projects and programs, utilize existing baseline water quality data, and empower continued
community group involvement by ensuring they have a role in assisting with outreach and education,
project implementation, and project effectiveness monitoring. These groups represent key -stakeholders
and can facilitate their involvement to improve overall project outcomes.
Project Elements: (Capture-Retention)
1)Develop and implement a Citywide/Countywide LID Design and BMP Manual (Maintaining Green
Infrastructure through proper landscape maintenance).
2)Implement LID demonstration and Green Streets projects targeting Cit y-owned properties. Include a
variety of examples of LID practices, such as, day-lighting storm drains through bioswales and pervious
piping, outfall setbacks away from creek banks, roadway curb cuts to vegetated plots and infiltration
trenches, pervious sidewalks and gutter pans, downspout disconnects to cisterns for recycling and use by

community gardens, integrate safe walking and biking transportation pathways into LID project designs,
etc.
3)Implement riparian vegetation management to improve habitat and water quality, reduce flooding,
decrease heat island effects (GHG) and fire hazards (remove Arrundo), increase recreation potential, and
improve public health and well-being (research shows being in nature improves health and well-being).
4)Implement Chico Trash Reduction program to reduce runoff pollution and trash dumped in waterways,
such as landfill coupons and curbside pick-up of large household items (couches, carpets, refrigerators,
tires, etc), prescription drug and hazardous household waste recycling campaigns, free yard waste dropof sites, compost green-waste on-site campaigns, lake and creek clean-ups, etc. specific elements
include: a) ID and map trash hot spots (visual assessments); b) ID sources of trash (Trash Generation
characterized by category-commercial, industrial, residential, schools, parks, other and Trash Loadinghow much is entering receiving waters); c) delineate and prioritize trash management areas; d) ID and
select trash control measures (full and partial capture devices, and community engagement (cig but
ashtrays outside businesses, reduce single use products, anti-littering campaigns, illegal dumping
ordinances, etc); e) develop method for tracking progress in reducing trash levels (CWT trash surveys,
water quality monitoring); f) implement control measures; g) access progress in reducing trash; h) modify
management areas of reprioritize to address problems.
5)Implement Green Jobs in Your Community Training Program (Maintaining Green Infrastructure and
Stormwater Systems Certification Training Program). Target DACs, CCCs and other existing work training
programs and utilize hands-on training workshops to implement LID project elements to save costs.
Integrate Clean Water Business Partners into this effort.
6)Implement a Stormwater Outreach and Education Plan that identifies a role for existing community
groups involved in stormwater and watershed protection efforts. Link this plan with the City's stormwater
program goals and utilize these groups to provide public outreach and education, stormwater education in
schools (combine the efforts of the Clean Creeks in the Classroom and Clean Water Science
Ambassador programs), public involvement in LID project implementation, and to track project
effectiveness. Include a long-term budget plan to continue these efforts beyond this project including
enumeration of community Match hours generated by community groups that can be associated to the
City's stormwater protection efforts.
Reference Documents
City’s 2013 MS4 permit, including: E.7, E.8, E.8, E.9, E.10, E.11, E.13, E.15 1) The City of Chico has an
updated General Plan that (BMP) Manual. Through this project LID practices and design standards that
are most cost-effective will be integrated into BMP Manual and any pertinent stormwater ordinances. 2)
The City of Chico Climate Action Plan includes elements to protect water quality and conserve energy
and includes LID practices. 3) An existing citizen-monitoring program maintains 13 years of baseline
water quality data including, habitat, and bioassessment data. Data monitoring stations are also located
appropriately to detect improving water quality associated with implementing LID practices implemented
through this Project. 4) Soils maps, and building plans are available for each Project site, which can be
used to confirm existing site conditions and selection of appropriate LID practices. 5) The City has urban
forest plan being developed, which will reduce greenhouse gas emissions. Additional relative plans City
Plans: General Plan, MS4 Permit, BMP Handbook/Best Practices Manual, Keep Chico Clean and Storm
Water Management and Education Plan, Post Construction Standards Plan, Erosion and Sediment
Control Plan, Economic Development Plan Residential and Green Building Codes, Parkway, Parkstrip
Conversion Guidelines, Park volunteer program, neighborhood plans (chapman/mulberry, etc), medical
waste and disposal plan, leaf pickup and compost program, Chico Tree Guide, Street Tree Municipal
Code, Tree Preservation regulations and standards, Neighborhood Planting Lists, Bidwell Park Master
Management Plan and EIR, Don't Plant a Pest, Sustainable indicators report, Sustainability/Climate
Action Plan, Urban Forest Plan, and others. State Plans: SWAMP, NSV IRWM, Water E fficient
Landscape Ordinance (AB 1881), CA Green Infrastructure Plan, California Water Code, Prop. 1, and
more. Federal Plans: Clean Water Act and all related plans. Lists, Bidwell Park Master Management
Plan and EIR, Don't Plant a Pest, Sustainable indicators report, Sustainability/Climate Action Plan,
Urban Forest Plan, and others. State Plans: SWAMP, NSV IRWM, Water Efficient Landscape Ordinance
(AB 1881), CA Green Infrastructure Plan, California Water Code, Prop. 1, and more. Federal Plans:
Clean Water Act and all related plans.

Revised Chico Green Streets and Low Impact Development Implementation Project

Project Proponent
CA Urban Streams Alliance-The Stream Team
Potential Sponsor (City of Chico)
Potential Partners
City of Chico, Public Utilities, SWRCB CWT, CSU Chico, Rock Creek Reclamation District, Butte and
Tehama Counties, BCAG, River Partners, FOBP, BEC, school districts (CUSD/BCOE), Waterkeepers
Alliance, Love Chapman, Market For Green Infrastructure, CA State Parks, Forest Ranch, Butte Meadows,
SPI, Forest Service, Calwater, Mechoopda, and others.
Project Description
Proposed Project (Project) will implement Low Impact Development (LID) practices designed to convert
impervious areas into vegetated plots that soak up rainwater to limit urban runoff from entering Chico's
Creeks and ultimately the Sacramento River.
The proposed Project features a long-term approach for integrating LID practices into present and future
development design standards to assist the City in meeting State-mandated Municipal Stormwater
Permit (MS4) requirements. Project will encourage collaborations among existing stormwater
protection efforts, and neighboring MS4 entities (i.e. CSU Chico, Chico Unified School District, and othe r
local jurisdictions) seeking to align individual stormwater program objectives, share resources, develop
consistent public messaging, and identify cost-saving opportunities.
Coordinate with Public Utilities to achieve sustainable storm water management through low impact
design (LID) approaches that can help mitigate the effects of urbanization on stormwater. Integrate LID
practices (pervious gutter pans and sidewalks, curb cuts to vegetated strips, etc.) into streetscape
improvements (roundabouts, utility improvement projects) to reduce the volumes and peak flows of
stormwater entering the stormwater conveyance system, alleviate flooding, and contribute to
neighborhood greening. Develop conceptual designs for the number, type, location, and size of LI D
features that could reasonably be implemented. Identify collaboration opportunities (Caltrans, etc.).
Goals and Objectives:
The Project goals are to maintain and restore pre-development hydrology at Project sites and improve
water quality in the Sacramento River by managing urban runoff at its source.
Project objectives will:
-Integrate LID practices into drainage improvement projects to demonstrate and educate the
community on the importance of stormwater management and the benefits of LID-based solutions.
-Reduce stormwater volume and pollutant loading in stormwater runoff.
-Link LID project objectives to satisfy MS4 permit requirements and to leverage City funds allocated for
scheduled maintenance and repair to integrate LID practices that would not otherwise be possible.

-Conduct public outreach and training that raises understanding of sources of runoff pollution and use of
BMPs to prevent water pollution.
-Increase employment opportunities for DACs and tribes by providing LID and green infrastructure job
training and certification workshops utilizing LID demo projects as training tools. Coordinate with CCCs
to provide hands-on job training during LID implementation to reduce project costs.
-Link existing citizen monitoring and stormwater / watershed protection efforts with City Stormwater
Management Program objectives to facilitate public involvement, leverage previous State funding for
stormwater projects and programs, utilize existing baseline water quality data, and empower continued
community group involvement by ensuring they have a role in assisting with outreach and education,
project implementation, and project effectiveness monitoring. These groups represent key stakeholders and can facilitate their involvement to improve overall proje ct outcomes. A significant
amount of project match hours can be contributed.
-Improve public health and reduce obesity.
-Improve employment opportunities.
-Improve fish and wildlife and vernal pool and wetland habitat.
Project Elements: (Capture-Retention)
1)Implement a Citywide/Countywide LID project utilizing Landscape planning and design practices and
manuals (Maintaining Green Infrastructure through proper landscape maintenance). Include generic
plans for each type of LID, River Friendly Landscape Guide, Rainscapes and LID Implementation Reward Incentive program. Target DAC neighborhoods (Chapman Mulberry), neighborhoods with flooding and
drainage issues (north Chico and PV drainages) and California Park. Include LID demo projects in each
neighborhood type to provide training opportunities and replicable examples. Include Develop and
provide training for residents, city staff, and landscape professionals. Include LID demo projects to
utilize as training tools.
2)Implement Green Streets Demonstration Projects on City roadways, target Hagen Lane Commercial
Business Park, Cal Park roads and sidewalk strips, DAC neighborhoods (Chapman Mulberry) Dorothy
Johnson Center, Esplanade street improvements, Habitat and CHIP apartment complexes, and
community centers (CARD, Cal Park Pavilion, Elks Lodge, Chico Masonic Lodge, etc). Include Clean Water
Business Partner and residential water-wise landscaping incentive/rebate program.
3)Implement riparian vegetation management to improve habitat and water quality, reduce flooding,
recharge ground water, decrease heat island effects (GHG) and fire hazards (remove Arrundo), increase
recreation potential, and improve public health and well-being (research shows being in nature
improves health and well-being).
4)Implement Chico Trash Reduction program to reduce runoff pollution and trash dumped in
waterways, such as landfill coupons and curbside pick-up of large household items (couches, carpets,
refrigerators, tires, etc), prescription drug and hazardous household waste recycling campaigns, free
yard waste drop-of sites, compost green-waste on-site campaigns, lake and creek clean-ups, etc.
5)Implement Green Jobs in Your Community Training Program (Maintaining Green Infrastructure and
Stormwater Systems Certification Training Program). Target DACs, CCCs and other existing work training
programs and utilize hands-on training workshops to implement LID project elements to save costs.
Integrate Clean Water Business Partners into this effort.
6)Implement a Stormwater Outreach and Education Plan that identifies a role for existing community
groups involved in stormwater and watershed protection efforts. Link this plan with the City's
stormwater program goals and utilize these groups to provide public outreach and educatio n,
stormwater education in schools (combine the efforts of the Clean Creeks in the Classroom and Clean
Water Science Ambassador programs), public involvement in LID project implementation, and to track
project effectiveness. Include a long-term budget plan to continue these efforts beyond this project

including enumeration of community Match hours generated by community groups that can be
associated to the City's stormwater protection efforts.
Project locations:
City of Chico streets
Big Chico, Little Chico Creek watersheds
Title 1 Schools
DAC neighborhoods
Project Approach:
One of the most promising improvements to how we develop land is the implementation of LID
practices to retain as much stormwater as possible on site and disconnect impervious surfaces from
flowing directly into stormwater collections systems providing an opportunity for infiltration, filtration,
and capture and reuse. The Project approach was based on this understanding, and the efficacy of
specific LID practices, which have been documented, in previous studies (EPA, 2000; Coffman, 2002;
NRDC, 1999) to achieve desired Project goals. For example, reducing pesticide runoff is a desired Project
goal, thus an appropriate LID practice (rain gardens/vegetated trenches, downspout disconnects) will be
implemented to slow and redirect flows to infiltration or bioretention cells to allow the vegetation to
trap up to 90% of the pesticide runoff (Moore, 2001). In addition, LID practices that provide other
benefits including preventing erosion and nutrient runoff to improve aquatic habitat were selected.
Consideration regarding the relative ease of integrating the various LID practices into existing urban
landscapes, including residential areas, parking lots, buildings, and streets was also considered.
The Project will implement the following LID practices: pervious pavements and sidewalks, bioswales,
vegetated trenches, infiltration leach fields, rain gardens to allow for infiltration and filtration;
downspout disconnects directing flows to recharge areas, rain gardens, and vegetated buffer strips; rain
barrels to capture and reuse rain water; restoration to restore riparian habitat and stream channel
functions; xeriscape landscaping to reduce water consumption, use of pesticides, and firescaping.
The Southern California Low Impact Development Manual (2008), and the Contra Costa County
Stormwater Guidebook (2006) provided the technical basis for determining the feasibility of the various
LID practices, in regards to existing Project site conditions (topography, soli types, ground water depth).
Cost comparisons, and long-term maintenance issues, were considered, and appropriate LID practices
determined to be best suited for the Chico area were selected. Consultations with the City landscape
Inspector provided feedback on appropriate plant species that match local conditions.
Additionally, Project sites will be selected based on reviewing illicit discharge information noted in the
City outfall survey reports, soils maps, information gathered during visual site inspections, consultations
with City and County staff and construction consultants (Foothill Associates), the feasibility of
implementing LID practices to significantly reduce runoff and pollutant loading, the proximity to an
urban waterway and disadvantaged neighborhood, and the appropriateness of the site location for
educating the public and City staff.

Reference Documents
City’s 2013 MS4 permit, including: E.7, E.8, E.8, E.9, E.10, E.11, E.13, E.15 1) The City of Chico has an
updated General Plan that (BMP) Manual. Through this project LID practices and design standards that
are most cost-effective will be integrated into BMP Manual and any pertinent stormwater ordinances. 2)
The City of Chico Climate Action Plan includes elements to protect water quality and conserve energy
and includes LID practices. 3) An existing citizen-monitoring program maintains 13 years of baseline
water quality data including, habitat, and bioassessment data. Data monitoring stations are also located
appropriately to detect improving water quality associated with implementing LID practices implemented
through this Project. 4) Soils maps, and building plans are available for each Project site, which can be
used to confirm existing site conditions and selection of appropriate LID practices. 5) The City has urban
forest plan being developed, which will reduce greenhouse gas emissions. Additional relative plans City
Plans: General Plan, MS4 Permit, BMP Handbook/Best Practic es Manual, Keep Chico Clean and Storm
Water Management and Education Plan, Post Construction Standards Plan, Erosion and Sediment
Control Plan, Economic Development Plan Residential and Green Building Codes, Parkway, Parkstrip
Conversion Guidelines, Park volunteer program, neighborhood plans (chapman/mulberry, etc), medical
waste and disposal plan, leaf pickup and compost program, Chico Tree Guide, Street Tree Municipal
Code, Tree Preservation regulations and standards, Neighborhood Planting Lists, Bidwell Park Master
Management Plan and EIR, Don't Plant a Pest, Sustainable indicators report, Sustainability/Climate
Action Plan, Urban Forest Plan, and others. State Plans: SWAMP, NSV IRWM, Water Efficient
Landscape Ordinance (AB 1881), CA Green Infrastructure Plan, California Water Code, Prop. 1, and
more. Federal Plans: Clean Water Act and all related plans.

APPENDIX 4B
City of Chico Storm Water Resource Plan—Response to Comments on
Initial Project Screening

November 9, 2017

Project No.: 755-10-17-01.007
SENT VIA: EMAIL

Ms. Angela Spain
City of Chico
411 Main Street
Chico CA 95928
SUBJECT:

City of Chico Storm Water Resource Plan—Response to Comments on Initial
Project Screening

Dear Ms. Spain:
The attached table presents the response to comments received on September 8th, 2017 on the Big
Chico Creek and Little Chico Creek Storm Water Resource Plan (SWRP) Initial Project Screening.
This response to comments should be posted on the City’s SWRP website for review by the public,
the Technical Advisory Committee, and any other interested parties.
DISCLOSURE STATEMENT

Funding has been provided in full or in part through an agreement with the State Water Resources
Control Board, using funds from Proposition 1. The contents of this document do not necessarily
reflect the views and policies of the foregoing, nor does the mention of trade names or commercial
products constitute endorsement or recommendation for use.
This letter is part of the work product for Task 4.5 of Grant Agreement No. D1612613 between
the City of Chico and the California State Water Resource Control Board.
Please contact me at (530) 792-3275 or dmoore@westyost.com with any questions or comments.
Sincerely,
WEST YOST ASSOCIATES
Douglas T. Moore
Engineering Manager
RCE #58122
DTM:lh

2020 Research Park Drive, Suite 100

Davis, CA 95618

Phone 530 756-5905

Fax 530 756-5991

westyost.com

Table 1. Comments and Responses on the Intial Project Screening

Project
Number or
Letter

Title of
Recommended
Project
21st Century
Management
Program: Big Chico
Creek and Mud Creek
Watershed.

1

2

Publicly
Owned Land
Evaluation
(High,
Project Description
Medium, Low)
Medium
The proposed project is to develop and implement a multifaceted, holistic program to manage the flood protection system of diversions
and levees from Five Mile Recreation Area in Chico to the Sacramento River. The goals of the project would be to:
-Ensure the integrity of the flood control system.
-Fully assess the system using modern analysis techniques and increased data, and assure that the system can protect the urban area
while considering possible climatic changes.
-Manage gravel deposition at Five Mile and assure proper gravel migration downstream.
-Develop management strategies that maximize benefits to salmon populations.
-Coordinate with the Bicycle Plan.
-Optimize recreational opportunities.
-Identify opportunities to enhance riparian habitat, with an emphasis on endangered species such as the Sacramento Valley Longhorned Beetle.
-Ensure system provides 200-yr level of protection per State regulations.
-Maximize the use of County Service Area 24 funds.

Teichert Ponds
Reconstruction of inlet to provide capture of trash, suspended solids, hydrocarbons, etc. Reconstruction of outlet to Little Chico Creek
Improvement Project to provide control, accessibility, and maintainability. Vegetation management to eradicate non-native plants and help manage illegal
camping.

Project
Sponsor
Evaluation*
(Yes, No)
Yes, City of
Chico

Estimated
Affordability
Evaluation
High, Medium,
Low
Medium

Implementability
Evaluation
(High, Medium,
Low)
High

Evaluate as a SWRP
Project or Retain as an
Initial Project (note A)
(SWRP or Initial)
SWRP, combined into M

Comments Received from Stream
Team

High

Yes, City of
Chico

Low

Medium

Medium

Yes, City of
Chico

Medium

High

SWRP, combined into N

Big Chico Creek bank The creek bank just a few feet away from CARD's water well on BCC at Hooker Oak Park is eroding. A solution for this problem has
erosion
been designed; implementation could be part of a future storm water grant application.

High

Yes, City of
Chico

Medium

Low

Big Chico Creek storm Create a storm water detention area in Lower Bidwell Park just west of the east most parking area off Peterson Memorial Drive. This
water detention
area has previously flooded (i.e. Scout's Island) and has the capacity to occasionally detain enough water to reduce downstream
flooding without affecting any major infrastructure such as Petersen Dr.

High

No

Low

Medium

SWRP, combined into M, Affordability could be low depending on
includes POEI*
the site. Implementability is High.
Small revegetation projects can be
identified and implemented cheaply by
the public, for example Lost Park.
POEI
SWRP, combined into M Implentability is High. Similar to Project
71.

Medium

No

Medium

Medium

SWRP, combined into O

High

No

Medium

Medium

SWRP, combined into O

Use the city-owned area of upstream of the Madrone bike bridge for storm water infiltration

High

Yes, City of
Chico

Medium

Medium

SWRP, combined into M, Implementability is High
includes POEI*

Re-do access roads into to channel to make it easier to haul out debris from homeless camp cleanups. Identify areas where camping
and associated camp cleanups regularly occur and develop and implement solutions to reduce camping at those locations (e.g.
elevating vegetation, regular monitoring, etc.).

High

No

Medium

High

SWRP, combined into M,
includes POEI*

Medium

No

Medium

Medium

SWRP, combined into N,
includes POEI*

21st Century
Management
Program: Little Chico
Creek to Butte Creek
Diversion.
3

The proposed project is to develop and implement a multifaceted, holistic program to manage the flood protection system of diversions
and levees from Little Chico Creek to Butte Creek. The goals of the project would be to:
- Ensure the integrity of the flood control system.
- Fully assess the system using modern analysis techniques and increased data, and assure that the system can protect the urban
area while considering possible climatic changes.
- Identify improvements required to achieve FEMA certification.
- Coordinate with the Bicycle Plan.
- Optimize recreational opportunities.
- Identify opportunities to enhance riparian habitat, with an emphasis on endangered species such as the Sacramento Valley Longhorned Beetle.
- Ensure system provides 200-yr level of protection per State regulations.

4

SWRP, combined into Q, Duplicate on list under both (Q and I).
Trash filtering component Public land is High.
combined into I, includes
POEI*

Response to Comment

In the original file provided to Stream Team, there was no duplication of Project 2. The Publicly Owned Land rating has now been changed to high.

This project is a bank stabilization project at a specific location. The comment appears to be addressing the project as if the project was general erosion stabilization located at
many undefined locations. Revegetation itself is relatively low cost, but can only occur after high cost stabilization work, so therefore, affordability has been changed to medium
for this specific project at this specific location. Implementability was listed as low because this project will require several permits to be acquired from the CDFW, the USACE,
and the RWQCB. POEI is already listed for this project.

Implementability was listed as medium because these two detention basin projects will require hydrologic and hydraulic modeling to determine the level of flood protection that
would be achieved and to determine if the flood protection justifies the costs of the basins. Also, the basins and the erosion stabilization will require several permits to be acquired
from the CDFW, the USACE, and the RWQCB, and approval from the Bidwell Park and Playground Commission. This project does not appear to be similar to Project 71.

Consider making a small detention basin on the right (north) bank of BCC just downstream of the Vallombrosa Bridge. This is part of
the city-owned Lost Park area. Currently several north side properties closer to the Esplanade Bridge as well as the south side of Lost
Park experience flood water conditions during high water events.

5

Correcting a scour problem at Big Chico Creek's Vallombrosa Bridge is listed in the city's Capital Projects plan. Incorporate this fix into
a grant proposal as an in-kind match.
Comanche Creek flow Develop a plan to remove invasive yellow flag iris from CC. This plant spreads via seeds and rhizomes and, by filling the stream bed
improvements
with plants, widens the stream bed, causing bank erosion and flooding (especially at Paseo Campaneros) The upstream-most
infestation is at Neighborhood Church. Downstream-most location is unknown. Starting area for removal could be at CCG, with
outreach to upstream and downstream property owners to educate them about the problem and provide solutions.
6
Survey CC starting at the Fair St. Detention Basin to identify obstacles in the creek and develop a plan to remove them. Reduce silt
buildup in CC through the residential and business area from the Detention Basin outlet to Midway. Reduce silt entering CC via the
Basin.
Comanche Creek
water quality

Provide better trash filtering at outlet from Fair St. Detention basin into CC. Provide filtering of storm water runoff at northwest outlet
at Midway Bridge and at outlets at Valine and Wrex. Provide filtering of storm water runoff from Hegan Lane Business Park (outlet
into CC is west of CCG, pollutants are probably mostly hydrocarbons from the large amount of impervious surfaces of parking lot and
street parking). Encourage alternative transportation for employees of businesses in this area, as currently all of Otterson Dr. is used
by employee parking for Build.com.
Develop a working relationship with M&T Ranch to coordinate communications about their control of the water level in CC with creek
cleanups and other in-stream activities. Develop a better understanding of when they reduce water flows and plan in-stream activities
based on this information. Provide real-time online information about water flow diversion into Comanche Creek (CC) at Phelan Dam
to help with trash removal efforts downstream, especially at Comanche Creek Greenway (CCG).

7

Convert southwest outlet at Midway Bridge into a bioswale.
Much of CC's trash comes from homeless camps under the Midway Bridge and upstream to the bike bridge. Provide fencing to make
it more difficult for campers to bring large items to their camp sites and consider ways to reduce the desirability of camping under
these bridges and nearby. Eliminate creekside camping sites at CCG wherever possible.

8

Lindo Channel
infiltration
enhancement
Lindo Channel
nonpoint pollution

9

Implementability was changed to medium (rather than high) because construction in the Lindo Channel will require several permits to be acquired from the CDFW, the USACE,
and the RWQCB.

Add trash filter at Chico Nut storm water drain
Add bioswales to storm water outlets from Manzanita to Esplanade, where stream channel is wide enough to accommodate.
Little Chico Creek
flooding problems

Due to the increase in impervious surfaces (e.g. East 8th St road reconstruction project) downstream of the Little Chico Creek (LCC)
diversion into Butte Creek at the Stilson Canyon diversion, the diversion point needs to be recalibrated.
Provide infiltration area on city property just downstream of the diversion. Consider using the city's Linear Parks and Greenways Fund
to purchase the small amount of open space land in this area that's not already owned by the city so that this infiltration area can be
maximized. Look at the many other city-owned properties along the creek for other infiltration opportunities.

10

Consider using the city-owned former RDA property north of the Boucher St. bridge into a storm water infiltration area. The creek bank
is low in that area and the property is already subject to occasional flooding.
LCC's carrying capacity has been reduced by excessive growth of invasive plants and tree-falls that block storm water flows. Develop
a plan in coordination with DWR to identify the worst areas and provide ongoing maintenance to keep them clear. Also, provide a
mechanism for residents to report new problems to the appropriate agency.
Correcting a scour problem at LCC's Walnut St Bridge is listed in the city's Capital Projects plan. Incorporate this fix into a grant
proposal as an in-kind match.
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Project
Number or
Letter

Title of
Recommended
Project
Little Chico Creek
water quality

Project Description
For the last several years, the city has been treating arundo donax on city properties along LCC and removing it using volunteer labor
(1100+ hours of volunteer work so far, plus other donations for associated removal costs). Continue this process, work with other
public agencies that also own LCC creek bank property (e.g. Butte County Housing Authority, Chico Unified School District) to help
remove their arundo and develop a protocol for private property owners who wish to remove their arundo. As needed, work with the
Chico Fire Dept. to develop regulations requiring arundo removal, as a fire hazard. Work with USDA's Natural Resources Conservation
Service, which has offered to help property owners downstream of the Chico city limits also remove their arundo.

Publicly
Owned Land
Evaluation
(High,
Medium, Low)
High

Project
Sponsor
Evaluation*
(Yes, No)
No

Estimated
Affordability
Evaluation
High, Medium,
Low
High

Implementability
Evaluation
(High, Medium,
Low)
Medium

Evaluate as a SWRP
Project or Retain as an
Initial Project (note A)
(SWRP or Initial)
SWRP, combined into N,
includes POEI*

SWRP, combined into M,
includes POEI*

Comments Received from Stream
Team

Response to Comment

Identify areas along LCC where creek bank erosion is a significant problem (e.g. the left bank downstream of the Chestnut St. Bridge)
and develop solutions to reduce future erosion in these areas).
Consider possible future impacts should the Chapmantown annexation result in additional storm water entering LCC.

11

Homeless camps in LCC are likely the largest source of trash within the creek. The longer a camp remains, the more trash and large
items accumulate at the camp, complicating the eventual cleanup. A more transparent system for citizens to report camps is needed
and additional resources to provide the move-out notifications, cleanups and hauling of the trash. Vegetation removal would help
reduce camping in some locations, heavy-duty fencing at bridges is another way to reduce creek access.
Also, because there are so many easy access points along the creek, there's a lot of household trash dumping and of large items such
as mattresses and couches. Love Chapman has helped to alleviate this problem by offering an annual cleanup day, with free hauling
of large items to the pickup location and drop-off of trash, recycling, and vegetation. Other creekside neighborhoods could offer
similar services, with BEC or another NGO being paid to organize events.

12

Mitigating new
There are several large new residential subdivisions to the south of Sycamore Bypass. Improve outdoor recreational opportunities for
impacts to Sycamore these residents by completing the planned bike path along the Bypass to connect to the Floral Ave bike path and by creating wellBypass
designed paths into the Bypass area (instead of letting each user create his/her own path). Provide educational signage and materials
to the homeowners associations to discourage yard waste and trash dumping into the Bypass.

High

Yes, City of
Chico

High

High

High

Yes, City of
Chico

Medium

Medium

SWRP, combined into Q, Implementability is High. Why yes for
includes POEI*
public land instead of High?

Publicly owned land was changed to High. Implementability was changed to medium (rather than high) because construction in at Teichert Ponds will require several permits to
be acquired from the CDFW, the USACE, and the RWQCB.

High

Yes, City of
Chico

High

Medium

SWRP, combined into Q, Implementability is High. Why yes for
Trash filtering component public land instead of High?
combined into I, includes
POEI*

Publicly owned land was changed to High. Implementability was changed to medium (rather than high) because construction in at Teichert Ponds will require several permits to
be acquired from the CDFW, the USACE, and the RWQCB.

Medium

Yes, City of
Chico

Medium

Medium

SWRP, combined into P Why O and not P or M?

This project was not combined into project O. This project was already combined into Project P.

Channel Stabilization Provide structural erosion at outfalls, along bridges and structures, major bends in waterways, revegetate various stream segments,
acquire property along streams to allow for a "buffer" zone. This will meet the Water Quality benefits as well as riparian enhancement.

Medium

Yes, City of
Chico

Medium

Medium

SWRP, combined with 68

Detention Basins on Construct detention basins per the 1997 Amendment to SDMP, but include storm water wetlands, or community parks as appropriate.
Comanche Creek

Medium

Yes, City of
Chico

Low

Low

SWRP, combined into O

Detention Basins on The Project will provide flood control along little Chico Creek per the SDMP, but will have water quality wetlands or community park as
Little Chico Creek appropriate.

Medium

Yes, City of
Chico

Low

Low

SWRP, combined into N

Install grassy swale in Bidwell Park to provide natural treatment and some minor detention, along with infiltration

High

Yes, City of
Chico

Medium

Low

SWRP, combined into M, Not a flood project, Implementability is Flood control was not listed as a benefit of this project. This project includes general implementation of grassy swales in Bidwell Park. It does not identify specific locations where
includes POEI*
High Afforability is low. Project not
grassy swales would be implemented. Consequently, before actual swales are constructed, a plan will need to be developed to select the best and most affordable locations. This
plan.
project was included in Project M because Project M includes LID where feasible. Also, this project will require several permits to be acquired from the CDFW, the USACE, and/or
the RWQCB, and approval from the Bidwell Park and Playground Commission. Consequently, Implementability was listed as low. Affordability was listed as medium because the
planning and permitting will will be expensive, but after the planning and permitting are completed, the grassy swales may be relatively inexpensive.

Street segments and parking lots could be retrofitted into green streets or green parking lots using vegetated swales, vegetated buffer
strips, bioretention planters, and mechanical treatment systems

High

Yes, City of
Chico

Low

Medium

SWRP, combined into P, Combine w/20, 25, 82, 74 (and/or letter This project includes general implementation of Green Street and Green Parking Lots. It does not identify specific locations where Green Streets and Green Parking Lots would be
includes POEI*
N)
implemented. Consequently, before actual Green Streets and Parking Lots would be constructed, a plan will need to be developed to select the best and most affordable
locations. This project was combined with Project P because Project P includes development of a plan to identify the best locations for Green Streets and parking lots. It was not
included in Project N because Project N is only for Little Chico Creek, and this project would evaluate the use of Green Streets and Parking lots on a City-wide basis. It was not
included in Project 20 because this project is Project 20. This project was not included in Project 25 because Project 25 was revised and replaced by Project 81. This project was
not included in Project 82 because Project 82 is four specific projects previously inlcuded in the NSV IRWMP, and this project was not included in the NSV IRWMP.

Make City Corp Yards The City/County Corporation Yards could be evaluated for implementation of best management practices such as grassy swales,
Storm Water Friendly infiltration trenches, rock
infiltration wells and other water quality treatment and low flow/dry weather runoff infiltration facilities.

High

Yes, City of
Chico

Medium

High

SWRP, combined into N
(Includes POEI*)

Outreach and
Establish a stream maintenance inspection and monitoring program, include trash and debris removal, exotic plant eradication,
Maintenance of Parks revegetation and stream bank repair and maintenance. Could lean heavily on volunteers.

High

Yes, City of
Chico

Medium

High

SWRP, combined into P, Implementability is High
includes POEI*

Medium

Yes, City of
Chico

Low

High

SWRP, combined into I,
includes POEI*

Medium

Yes, Stream
Team

Low

Medium

Medium

No

Low

Medium

Teichert Ponds
retention basins
13

14

15

16

Reroute the small east side storm drains so that they don't dump directly into Pond 1.
Remove the silt buildup in the ponds and its associated contaminants.
Separate Pond 1 (freshwater) from Ponds 2-3 and rework Ponds 2 and 3 so that Pond 2 can be periodically drained and cleaned.
Work with the Butte County Mosquito and Vector Control District to develop a plan that will reduce the need for mosquito control.

Teichert Ponds
Remove the major invasive plant species: parrot's feather, tree of heaven, Himalayan blackberry, Chinese tallow tree, pyracantha and
vegetation, trash and arundo (1-2 small stands).
public access
The dirt roadway on the north side floods almost every winter. Solve this problem.
Finish removing the chain link fencing around Pond 1 to improve access for invasive plant control and trash cleanup.
Construct a walking trail on the east side of the Ponds to improve public access and reduce undesirable behavior (camping,
encroachments by east side neighbors, yard waste dumping). Homeless camping is a major problem here; however, most of the
camps are outside of the storm water area so they don 't directly affect the amount of trash going into Little Chico Creek.
Improve trash filtering on major east side storm water inlet and add filter on south inlet.
Bank Slope Reduction Many of the rural roadside ditches and agricultural drainage channels have overly-steep banks, which leads to bank erosion, deposition
and Stabilization
of sediment in the channel, and damage to public roads, maintenance roads and farmland. Bank segments with severe bank erosion
could be identified and evaluated for bank slope reduction. Potential stabilization methods that could be evaluated include slope
reduction, vegetation with deep rooted native California grasses, and/or stabilization with articulated block pavers.

17

18

Grassy Swale in
Bidwell Park
19

Green Streets and
Parking Lots
20

21

Implementability was changed to high because some aspects of this project can easily be implemented. However, stream bank repair and maintenance activities could require
several permits to be acquired from the CDFW, the USACE, and the RWQCB, and for the stream bank repair and maintenance the implementability would be medium.

22

23

24

Trash Capture
Devices

Use City's land use map and storm water system map to locate and size trash capture devices. These trash capture devices can be
implemented along with other modifications to detention basins, including grassy swales, infiltration trenches, rock infiltration wells,
and low flow/dry weather runoff infiltration facilities.
Waterwise and Habitat Project includes:
and River Friendly - Implementation of low impact development techniques and water quality best management practices.
Landscape Program - Public outreach, education, and involvement related to storm water and other issues.
- Citizen based storm water monitoring.
See detailed project description provided in Attachment A.
Chico Green Streets
and Low Impact
Development
Implementation
Project

Project includes:
- Implementation of low impact development techniques and water quality best management practices.
- Public outreach, education, and involvement related to storm water and other issues.
- Citizen based storm water monitoring.
See detailed project description provided in Attachment A.

SWRP, combined into P, Sponsor is yes (Stream Team).
includes POEI*
Affordability is low. Implementability is
High. Why not group as you did with
other projects under a letter (M, N)?
Also has PEOI.

The sponsorship has been changed to Stream Team. The project is already listed with low affordability. Implementability remains medium because the project description is
vague and includes many different objectives and prioritizing the objectives will be needed. Developing specific actions to implement the various objectives will also have to be
developed and evaluated. Each one of the objectives essentially constitutes an entire project/program by itself. This project has now been grouped with Project P, and POEI has
now been added.

Initial

25
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Project
Number or
Letter

26

Title of
Recommended
Project
Bidwell Park and
Greenway Integrated
Storm Water, Ground
Water Recharge, and
Recycled Water
Project
Cal Park Green
Streets Project

Project Description
Project includes:
- Implementation of low impact development techniques and water quality best management practices.
- Public outreach, education, and involvement related to storm water and other issues.
- Citizen based storm water monitoring.
See detailed project description provided in Attachment A.

Publicly
Owned Land
Evaluation
(High,
Medium, Low)
Medium

Project
Sponsor
Evaluation*
(Yes, No)
Yes, City of
Chico

Estimated
Affordability
Evaluation
High, Medium,
Low
Low

Implementability
Evaluation
(High, Medium,
Low)
Medium

Evaluate as a SWRP
Project or Retain as an
Initial Project (note A)
Comments Received from Stream
(SWRP or Initial)
Team
Response to Comment
SWRP, combined with Implementability is High. Combine
Project 26 is now combined with Project 71, and both projects are combined into Project P. Project is not combined with Project M, because Projects 26 and 71 have many
Project 71 into P, includes w/71 and is it P (SW master plan) or M aspects (some listed below) that are beyond what is included in Project M, which is focused on just Big Chico Creek. Implementability remains medium because the project
POEI*
(21st plan)
description is vague and includes many different objectives and prioritizing the objectives will be needed. Developing specific actions to implement the various objectives will also
have to be developed and evaluated. Each one of the objectives essentially constitutes an entire project/program by itself.

Project includes:
- Implementation of low impact development techniques and water quality best management practices.
- Public outreach, education, and involvement related to storm water and other issues.
- Citizen based storm water monitoring.
See detailed project description provided in Attachment A.

Medium

No

Low

Medium

Initial

City of Chico Long- Project includes:
term Trash Reduction - Implementation of low impact development techniques and water quality best management practices.
Project
- Public outreach, education, and involvement related to storm water and other issues.
- Citizen based storm water monitoring.
See detailed project description provided in Attachment A.

Medium

No

Low

Medium

Initial

LID Technical Design Project includes:
Manual and
- Implementation of low impact development techniques and water quality best management practices.
Demonstration Project - Public outreach, education, and involvement related to storm water and other issues.
- Citizen based storm water monitoring.
See detailed project description provided in Attachment A.

Medium

Yes, City of
Chico

Low

Medium

SWRP, combined into P,
includes POEI*

Chico State University
LID Implementation
and Stream Habitat
Enhancement Project

Project includes:
- Implementation of low impact development techniques and water quality best management practices.
- Public outreach, education, and involvement related to storm water and other issues.
- Citizen based storm water monitoring.
See detailed project description provided in Attachment A.

Medium

No

Low

Medium

Initial

Five Mile, Lindo
Channel, and
Sycamore Flood
Diversion Storm
Water Treatment and
Habitat Enhancement
Project

Project includes:
- Implementation of low impact development techniques and water quality best management practices.
- Public outreach, education, and involvement related to storm water and other issues.
- Citizen based storm water monitoring.
See detailed project description provided in Attachment A.

Medium

No

Low

Medium

Initial

Chapman/Mulberry
Neighborhood Green
Infrastructure and
Natural Storm Water
Treatment Project

Project includes:
- Implementation of low impact development techniques and water quality best management practices.
- Public outreach, education, and involvement related to storm water and other issues.
- Citizen based storm water monitoring.
See detailed project description provided in Attachment A.

Medium

No

Low

Medium

Initial

Mud and Rock Creek Project includes:
Flood Protection
- Implementation of low impact development techniques and water quality best management practices.
Project
- Public outreach, education, and involvement related to storm water and other issues.
- Citizen based storm water monitoring.
See detailed project description provided in Attachment A.

Medium

Yes, Stream
Team

Low

Medium

SWRP, includes POEI*

27

28

29

30

31

32

33
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Why is this project not grouped?
Sponsor is yes, as either Mud Creek
Recalamation District (Robin
McCullum?) or Stream Team, or why
not City? How was Affordability and
Implementability evaluated?

This project is a standalone project because the vast majority of Mud and Rock Creek Watersheds are outside the City and the City's Sphere of Influence. The sponsorship has
been changed to Stream Team. Implementability remains medium and affordability remains low because the project description is vague and includes many different objectives
and prioritizing the objectives and will be needed. Developing specific actions to implement the various objectives will also have to be developed and evaluated.

City of Chico
SWRP

Table 1. Comments and Responses on the Intial Project Screening

Project
Number or
Letter

34

Title of
Recommended
Project
Little Chico Creek,
Lindo channel,
Mud/Rock Creek
Arundo/Broom
Removal and LID
Implementation
Project

35

Flood Detention Pond
(Comanche, Fair
Street, Home Depot,
Teichert)
Enhancement and LID
Implementation
Project

Project Description
Project includes:
- Implementation of low impact development techniques and water quality best management practices.
- Public outreach, education, and involvement related to storm water and other issues.
- Citizen based storm water monitoring.
See detailed project description provided in Attachment A.

Publicly
Owned Land
Evaluation
(High,
Medium, Low)
Medium

Project
Sponsor
Evaluation*
(Yes, No)
No

Estimated
Affordability
Evaluation
High, Medium,
Low
Low

Implementability
Evaluation
(High, Medium,
Low)
Medium

Evaluate as a SWRP
Project or Retain as an
Initial Project (note A)
(SWRP or Initial)
Initial

Project includes:
- Implementation of low impact development techniques and water quality best management practices.
- Public outreach, education, and involvement related to storm water and other issues.
- Citizen based storm water monitoring.
See detailed project description provided in Attachment A.

Medium

Yes, City of
Chico

Low

Medium

Low Impact
Development and
Green Infrastructure
Implementation
Program for Butte
County Schools

Project includes:
- Implementation of low impact development techniques and water quality best management practices on specific school sites.
- Public outreach, education, and involvement related to storm water and other issues.
- Citizen based storm water monitoring.
See detailed project description provided in Attachment A.

Medium

Yes, Chico
Unified
School
District

Low

Medium

City of Chico storm
water capture and
reuse project

Project includes:
- Implementation of low impact development techniques and water quality best management practices.
- Public outreach, education, and involvement related to storm water and other issues.
- Citizen based storm water monitoring.
See detailed project description provided in Attachment A.

Medium

Yes, City of
Chico

Low

Medium

Urban Landscape
Water Conservation
and Pesticide
Reduction Project

Project includes:
- Implementation of low impact development techniques and water quality best management practices.
- Public outreach, education, and involvement related to storm water and other issues.
- Citizen based storm water monitoring.
See detailed project description provided in Attachment A.

Medium

No

Low

Medium

Initial

NSV IRWM Projects
(submitted by CA
Urban Streams
Alliance-The Stream
Team)

Project includes:
- Implementation of low impact development techniques and water quality best management practices.
- Public outreach, education, and involvement related to storm water and other issues.
- Citizen based storm water monitoring.
See detailed project description provided in Attachment A.

Medium

No

Low

Medium

Initial

High

Yes, City of
Chico

Medium

High

SWRP, includes POEI*

Comments Received from Stream
Team

SWRP, combined into O, Grouping w/O or R? Similar projects:
Teichert Ponds combined 35, 43, 60
into Project Q, includes
POEI*

Response to Comment

Project is already combined with Project O. Teichert Pond is now combined into Project Q. Project R is specific to the Fair Street Detention Basin, whereas this project includes
several other basins. Projects 43 and 60 are specific to the Fair Street Detention Basin, so they were grouped into Project R.

Initial

36

37

SWRP, combined into P, Why not group under M, N, O, Q? This
includes POEI*
is intended to be an implementation
project (vegetation managmen, LID
demos, trash reduction actions, etc. )
but the update was accidently not
uploaded. Targets Big Chico/Little
Chico creek. Implementability is High.

Project M is specific to Big Chico Creek.
Project N is specific to Little Chico Creek.
Project O is specific to Comanche Creek.
Project Q is specific to Teichert Ponds.
This project includes implementation of LID at unspecified locations, consequently, it was grouped with Project P, which is a City-wide update of storm water planning and policies.
Project P also incudes developing LID implementation, creek clean ups, water quality monitoring, and many other types of projects and programs. This is not an implementation
project because it does not identify specific locations for project implementation. It identified general goals to be achieved throughout the watershed, including LID
implementation, public outreach and training, increasing employment opportunities, green job training, and linking citizen monitoring with the City Storm Water Management
Program. These are mostly programs, not implementation projects. Implementability remains medium because the project description is not specific and includes many different
objectives and prioritizing the objectives will be needed. Developing specific actions to implement the various objectives will also have to be developed and evaluated. Each one
of the objectives essentially constitutes an entire project/program by itself.

38

39

Parking Lot 4
Replacement of existing deteriorated asphalt paving with permeable pavement or pavers.
Rehabilitation #50019
40

Improve Lindo
Channel

Remove vegetation, debris, rock, silt, repair outfalls, and reestablish channel capacity to reduce flooding and erosion of public
infrastructure. Include a bikeway to increase public open space.

High

Yes, City of
Chico

Medium

Medium

SWRP, combined into M, Affordability could be low depending on This project does not identify specific locations or projects. Affordability at specific sites could be low, medium , or high; consequently, Affordability was give a medium rating.
the site. Implementability is High.
Implementability at specific sites could be low, medium , or high; consequently, the Implementability is now changed to medium. POEI is now added.
includes POEI*
Small revegetation projects can be
identified and implemented cheaply by
the public, for example Lost Park.
POEI

Teichert Ponds
Improvement

Remove vegetation, limit illegal encampment to reduce trash buildup, improve paths/roads round the pond. Improve outfall screening
to reducing buildup and flooding.

High

Yes, City of
Chico

Medium

Medium

SWRP, combined into Q, Affordability and impemtability
includes POEI*
rankings, how were they evaluated?

41

42
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The Implementability and Affordability ratings were evaluated relative to other projects. This project received medium ratings because it is for a specific site, but the specific
improvements are not defined. Many of the project elements will require several permits to be acquired from the CDFW, the USACE, and the RWQCB.
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Project
Number or
Letter
43

44

45

46

47

48

49

50

51

Title of
Recommended
Project
Project Description
Fair Street Detention Remove vegetation to limit illegal encampments (trash buildup), improve paths/roads around pond. Improve outfall screening to
Basin Improvements reduce buildup and flooding.

Publicly
Owned Land
Evaluation
(High,
Medium, Low)
High

Project
Sponsor
Evaluation*
(Yes, No)
Yes, City of
Chico

Estimated
Affordability
Evaluation
High, Medium,
Low
Medium

Implementability
Evaluation
(High, Medium,
Low)
Medium

Evaluate as a SWRP
Project or Retain as an
Initial Project (note A)
Comments Received from Stream
(SWRP or Initial)
Team
SWRP, combined into R, Grouping w/O or R? Similar projects:
includes POEI*
35, 43, 60

Response to Comment
Project is already combined with Project R since Project R is specific to the Fair Street Detention Basin. Projects 43 and 60 are specific to the Fair Street Detention Basin, so they
were also grouped into Project R. Project 35 includes several detention basins, is not specific to a single basin, and consequently was grouped into Project O which covers several
detention basins. Many of the project elements will require several permits to be acquired from the CDFW, the USACE, and the RWQCB.

Review effectiveness of current gate settings, adjust as needed. This past year, we visually observed a lot of capacity in
Mud/Sycamore Creek, when Big Chico Creek and Lindo Channel were running so high that localized flooding developed. Balancing of
flows could decrease scour, provide flood protection, and improve habitat.
Evaluate the current capacities of the Big Chico Creek Gates, the Lindo Channel Gates, and the Sycamore Weir in relation to the
Sycamore Pool capacity and water surface elevations. Consider the establishment of a regular sediment removal process and
implementation of a routine maintenance agreement between the City/County and DWR.

High

Yes, City of
Chico

Medium

High

SWRP

High

Yes, City of
Chico

Medium

High

SWRP, combined into M

Establish a long term management plan for Lindo Channel in order to re-establish the channel capacity back to its original design and
to ensure the occurrence of regular maintenance. Consider need for flood control easement for managing vegetation growth and
debris buildup, and limiting flow distribution issues. Study the capacity of Mud Creek to evaluate the potential to re-route flows.

High

Yes, City of
Chico

Medium

High

SWRP, combined into M Implementability is High (plan)

Medical Waste
Providing medical waste drop off points would decrease the amount of leftover medication that gets flushed in toilets and thus
Program for unused discharged to WWTPs. WWTPs struggle to remove these medications so they get discharged in WWTP effluent to the creeks.
medicine

High

No

Medium

High

Sycamore and Mud A combination of sediment and vegetation management projects are needed at various locations throughout Mud and Sycamore
Creek Flood Control Creeks to maintain the existing design capacity of the system: the construction of grade control structures would in theory stabilize the
slope of the channel upstream of Cohasset Road and downstream of the Diversion Channel. The structures could also act as sediment
catchments to allow for the removal of excess sediment and to prevent the transport of additional sediment downstream where it
negatively affects other parts of the system. Benefits include reducing long term O&M costs and reducing adverse environmental
impacts to the system.
Sheep Hollow Off- An off-stream area may provide for the detention of peak flood flows along Sycamore Creek. There may be potential to reduce flood
stream Storage Area risk by removing or notching the right bank levee to allow high water to flow into the right overbank area in the open space area
located just south of the Chico Municipal Airport, behind the right bank levee of Sheep Hollow near the confluence with Sycamore
Creek. This potential enhancement is strictly conceptual at this stage and further evaluation is needed to confirm its feasibility, and to
evaluate whether or not the open space area is needed for interior drainage.
Early Flood Warning Upstream gages to improve upon the availability and reliability of real-time flow data upstream along Big Chico Creek, allowing more
System
lead time for local responders to prepare for and manage a high flow event. The warning system could include water level sensors
and telemeters to transmit flood information so that any abnormally large inflows and/or issues with debris on the gate structures could
be noticed immediately.
Identification and
Groundwater recharge could help with water supply reliability, increase infiltration and provide treatment, and provide habitat
Evaluation of
(depending on how projects are implemented). The ability to recharge groundwater using various methods needs to be investigated.
Groundwater
Recharge

High

Yes, City of
Chico

Low

Low

Low

No

Low

Medium

Initial

Yes

Yes, City of
Chico

High

High

SWRP, combined into M,
includes POEI*

Medium

Yes, City of
Chico

Medium

Medium

SWRP, combined into P Why affordability ranked as low?

Medium

Yes, City of
Chico

Low

Medium

SWRP, combined into M

Yes

Yes, City of
Chico

Medium

Medium

SWRP, combined into M,
includes POEI*

Medium

Yes, City of
Chico

Low

Medium

SWRP, combined into M,
includes POEI*

High

Yes, City of
Chico

High

High

SWRP, combined into M,
includes POEI*

Utilize diversion channels for groundwater recharge/storm water infiltration.
Biofilters before diversion channels drain to creeks (i.e. Little Chico creek diversion to Butte creek)
Public education about watersheds, water systems and water quality.

High

No

Medium

Medium

SWRP, combined into P, Why not grouped? Why not City
includes POEI*
sponsor?

This project has now been grouped into Project P, which is sponsored by the City.

-Major storm water basin restoration (i.e. Teichert Ponds Restoration Project - 2009 ) to mitigate polluted runoff that drains to the
creeks.
-Biofilters before water drains to waterways.
-Public education about watersheds, water systems and water quality.

High

No

Medium

Medium

SWRP, combined into P, Why not grouped? City sponsor?
includes POEI*

This project has now been grouped into Project P, which is sponsored by the City.

Updating the City's Update the City's storm water master plan to make it proactive. This update would include developing computer models of the City's
storm water plan (to drainage system that are capable of modeling water quality. It would include evaluating drainage and flood control, implementation of
make it proactive) low impact development, water quality best management practices, and would include programs like creek clean ups, water quality
monitoring, and habitat enhancement, etc. It would include opportunities to use storm water for landscape irrigation or other uses. It
should have a public education element too. A goal should be to address hydromodification from development.

High

Yes, City of
Chico

Medium

High

SWRP, combined into P, Affordability is low. PEOI?
includes POEI*

Although this is a plan, a City-wide storm water master plan will be expensive to prepare. PEOI was added to the project.

Routine Community This program includes organizing annual community creek clean up events. The events should include a morning of cleaning litter
Creek Clean Up
and trash from the creeks and associated wetland and riparian habitat. After the clean up there should be a community outreach and
Project (Program) education event and barbecue.

High

Yes, City of
Chico

Medium

High

Fair Street Detention Trash Interception at the Fair Street Detention Ponds including BD Ditch Repairs to reduce flooding
Ponds

High

Yes, City of
Chico

Medium

Medium

Improve the Teichert Ponds by removing non-native vegetation and improving the pond hydraulics and water quality.

High

Yes, City of
Chico

Medium

Medium

Trash collection at Meyers Industrial Park and Otterson Business Park to benefit Comanche Creek. Potential to combine this project
with improvement of Comanche Creek bike lanes/paths.

High

Yes, City of
Chico

Medium

Medium

Update the City's development standards to clearly identify what water quality improvements and facilities are needed, how the
improvements should be sized, what process is to be used for achieving approval of the storm water quality improvements and
facilities by the City, and identification of storm water quality development impact fees. The project should also identify what the
annual O&M costs are for the improvements and facilities, estimate the annual O&M costs, and identify a method like establishment of
a water quality zone of benefit or community facilities district that results in monthly storm water fees being paid by new development.
Additionally, regulations and policies for the existing City should be established or updated, and a funding mechanism for generating
storm water funds from the existing City areas should be evaluated, hopefully leading to a secure O&M funding source.

High

Yes, City of
Chico

Low

High

5 Mile and Lindo
Channel Diversion
Structures Study
Big Chico Creek and
Lindo Channel
Diversions Study and
Improvements
Lindo Channel
Management Plan

Upper Watershed

-Ecosystem restoration
-Improving groundwater recharge/storm water infiltration (i.e. wetland enhancement/creation)
-Public education about watersheds, water systems and water quality.

Initial

Why not grouped under M or P? Why
stand-alond SWRP project?

This project could be grouped under Project M. However, this project would address one specific element of the range of potential projects that Project M covers, specifically
improving flood control by adjusting the existing gate settings. There is also a potential funding opportunity through Community Service Area 24. Consequently, this was kept as a
separate project so it could be evaluated independently of the much larger Project M.

Implementability of the study is now rated high.

Why grouped as stand-alone SWRP
This project is not a storm water project and therefore was retained as an Initial Project.
project instead of grouped under M, N,
O, Q, (or P) ? Affordability is Low.

SWRP, combined into M Why was affordability and
implementability ranked as low?

Why not grouped?

The vegetation management portion of the project are relatively affordable and implementable. However, the construction of grade control structures in the creek would be very
difficult to permit and construct (implementation) and would be very expensive.

This project was not grouped because it is a well-defined, specific project.

Affordability is changed to medium.

52
***This project recommendation is the result of a collaborative brains

Urban Riparian
Restoration

53

54

Community Creek Cleanups
Annual Bidwell Park and Chico Creeks Cleanup (September)
Regular neighborhood cleanups
Invasive species removal (i.e. Arundo) in Little Chico Creek.
Removal of anadromous fish migration blockages (i.e.. rouge dams but
Big Chico Creek West -Ecosystem restoration
of Nord Ave.
-Improving groundwater recharge/storm water infiltration (i.e. wetland enhancement/creation)
-Public education about watersheds, water systems and water quality.
***This project recommendation is the result of a collaborative brain

55

Erosion
Upper Park Road erosion control/mitigation
Management/Preventi Biofilters before water enters creeks to reduce sediment in creek due to erosion from cyclists and runners on trails near the creeks.
on
Identify and prioritize erosion hot spots to reduce sediments in creek
Diversion Channels

56

Storm Water
Detention Basins
57

58

59

60

61

62

Teichert Ponds
Project
Meyers Industrial
Park, Otterson
Business Park
Update the City's
storm water policies
and regulations

63
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SWRP, includes POEI*

Why grouped as separate SWRP
project instead of combined like other
projects w/ M (or P)? Affordability is
Low.
SWRP, combined into R, Grouping w/O or R? Similar projects:
Trash Interception
35, 43, 60
component combined into
I, includes POEI*
SWRP, combined into Q, Affordability and impemtability
includes POEI*
rankings, how were they evaluated?
SWRP, combined into O, Why not O w/comanche detention
includes POEI*
basins?
SWRP, combined into P Affordability is low.

5 of 11

The City currently funds this type of program, and keeping it as a separate program allows it to be evaluated independently of the many other elements that are included in the
combined/grouped projects. Keeping it separate allows it to be funded separately from the other aspects of the combined/grouped projects. Affordability is medium because the
project represents a reoccurring annual cost.
Project is already combined with Project R since Project R is specific to the Fair Street Detention Basin. Projects 43 is specific to the Fair Street Detention Basin, so it was also
grouped into Project R. Project 35 includes several detention basins, is not specific to a single basin, and consequently was grouped into Project O which covers several detention
basins.
The Implementability and Affordability ratings were evaluated relative to other projects. This project received medium ratings because it is for a specific site, but the specific
improvements are not defined.
The City-wide trash planning and implementation aspect of this project was changed to be combined into Project O. This Project involves planning and implementation of specific
improvements at the Meyers Industrial Park and Otterson Business Park detention basins and therefore would fit into other projects currently being designed within the Comanche
Creek watershed. The bike paths aspect of this project also fits into Project O.
This project rating was changed to a low affordability because updating the City's storm water policies will be a very extensive update and will be a long process.

City of Chico
SWRP

Table 1. Comments and Responses on the Intial Project Screening

Project
Number or
Letter

64

Title of
Recommended
Project
Upper Park Road
Improvements Erosion Control

Laxson South
Bioswale

65

Project Description
Improvement of Upper Bidwell Park Road to reduce erosion into Big Chico Creek and to improve access to Upper Bidwell Park.

Publicly
Owned Land
Evaluation
(High,
Medium, Low)
High

Project
Sponsor
Evaluation*
(Yes, No)
Yes, City of
Chico

Estimated
Affordability
Evaluation
High, Medium,
Low
Medium

Implementability
Evaluation
(High, Medium,
Low)
Medium

Evaluate as a SWRP
Project or Retain as an
Initial Project (note A)
(SWRP or Initial)
SWRP, combined into M,
includes POEI*

SWRP

Comments Received from Stream
Team

Response to Comment

Why not grouped under letter like other This was kept as an individual project because it is a specific, well defined project. It was submitted and will be funded by CSU Chico. It is a relatively small project, resulting in a
projets? Could also combine with
High Affordability. It will not require significant permitting or generate significant environmental impacts, resulting in a high Implementability.
Project 75 but 75. Why is affordability
and impementability ranked as high?

Medium

Yes, CSU
Chico

High

High

Medium

Yes, City of
Chico

Low

Low

SWRP, combined into P, Implementability is High. Why P
includes POEI*
instead of M? Could go with grassy
swale project and Bidwell Park projects
(71, 19).

This project includes bioswales along all streams where land forms allow, and does not a specify location(s). Implementing this project effectively requires preparation of a plan to
determine bioswale locations and the appropriate sequence for implementing the bioswales. Preparing the plan and implementing bioswales everywhere that land form allows will
be very expensive. Implementability is low because the planning will require time and the implementation of many bioswales will require several permits to be acquired from the
CDFW, the USACE, and the RWQCB. This project was included with Project P because both this project and Project P are City-wide projects, whereas Project M is specific to
Big Chico Creek. Projects 19 and 71 are specific to Bidwell Park, and this is a City-wide project.

High

Yes, City of
Chico

Low

Low

SWRP, combined into Q, Affordability and impemtability
includes POEI*
rankings, how were they evaluated?

The Implementability and Affordability ratings were evaluated relative to other projects. These ratings are now changed to low because the construction aspects of this project will
be expensive and will require several permits to be acquired from the CDFW, the USACE, and/or the RWQCB.

Medium

Yes, City of
Chico

Medium

Medium

SWRP, combined with 16,
includes POEI*

Create channel(s) to intercept peak flows in large basins to mitigate flood risk and erosion as well as enhance recharge and create
wetland for wildlife and public enjoyment.

High

Yes, City of
Chico

Medium

Low

SWRP, combined into N,
includes POEI*

Work with City to develop a plan to prioritize exact locations for channel improvements (city-owned properties and right-of-ways) and
storm drain system improvements (outfall repairs, outfall setbacks w/bioswales, trash reduction structures at outfalls, and inlet filters).
It is also intended to build on the efforts of previous floodplain improvement and stormwater protection grant projects awarded to the
City (Prop. 84, DROPS, Verbena/Bidwell Ave., CUSA) and CUSD (DROPS), including continuing stormwater education, LID
Implementation efforts, and citizen monitoring efforts tracking long-term effects of stormwater management efforts on improving
habitat and water quality. See attachment for more details.

Yes

Yes, City of
Chico

Medium

Low

SWRP, combined into M, Affordability is Medium or could be low Affordability is changed to medium and Implementability is changed to low because project includes construction in the stream channel, which will require several permits to be acquired from the
includes POEI*
depending on site location. PROJECT CDFW, the USACE, and the RWQCB. Project includes general goals, but includes only a few specific project locations. The project includes six suggested project elements with sub elements.
These project elements are general and lack specific locations. Many of the project elements will require several permits to be acquired from the CDFW, the USACE, and the RWQCB. Many of the
has POEI

The proposed project will collect surface runoff from City streets and neighboring parking lots into a bioswale to be constructed at the
N.E. corner of the Arts & Humanities building / S. Laxson Auditorium, where the campus meets the roundabout at W. 1st St. and
Salem St. Currently, the area receives lots of runoff during moderate and heavy rainstorms, which creates flooding of sidewalks. The
flooded areas are safety concerns, and the rainwater has nowhere to go but out into campus. This project would create improved
drainage and catchment for surface runoff, allowing pollutants and fine particulates to settle before entering the storm drain system.
The project will incorporate a bioswale and catchment system into campus to allow for infiltration and filtration of stormwater runoff.
Existing City and Campus storm drain infrastructure will be improved and incorporated to direct water directly into the bioswale, rather
than across sidewalks and into roadways. Shaping & grading of the site for collection of water, along with the installation of boulders,
cobble and appropriate plant material will slow runoff velocity and allow for further infiltration and filtration.

Create Bioswales @ Where there is room between the channel and the borders of the Greenbelt, pull back storm drain outfalls and install Bioswales, with
storm drain outfalls spreading slabs and Energy dissipation before the channel, similar to what was done at Verbena Fields. This can also be done at
locations such as Lost Park.
66

Teichert Ponds
cleansing wetland

Convert some portion of the first pond and the adjacent area to a cleanable settling and trash removing basin and a constructed
wetland to absorb toxins and sediment and to be removed periodically.

Create Hydrologic
Floodplains on
streams

Along streams small floodplains can be constructed and vegetated with natives, as Streaminders has done in the past. Such
opportunities exist along E. Lindo Ave. behind Diamond nut and upstream almost to Mangrove.

67

68

69

Multiple Off-Stream
Detention/Wetland
Basins

Lindo Channel
Stormwater Infiltration
and Floodplain
Enhancement Project

project elements will be expensive to implement. POEI is now added to this project. Because the project is so general and many of the projects elements will be hard to implement and willb be
expensive. The project elements include:
1) Floodplain restoration
a) Hydrologic: reconnect stream to the floodplain and restore natural hydrology;
b) Vegetative: remove invasive species (include herbicide treatment) and replant native plants;
c) Habitat Restoration: reduce bank erosion, improve wildlife habitat, expand width of riparian buffer, strategic grading in channel to form "low flow" channel meander to reduce isolated pools
trapping native fish species and nutrients.
2) Enhance storm drain system
a) Repair damaged outfalls: replace broken conduit, repair pipe seams and gates, stabilize erosion surrounding outfalls
b) Add bioswale areas below outfalls: set outfalls back away from stream banks, realign to allow expanded infiltration areas
c) Re-grade / realign outfalls: to enhance drainage (some outfalls "trap" runoff for long periods of time (weeks/months), accumulating nutrients and pollutants carried to receiving waters during
subsequent rain events.
d) Install trash reduction structures: target "hot spots" (Mangrove to Esplanade), install inlet filters, trash racks, debris cages.
3) Reduce homeless encampmentsa) Increase surveillance
b) Schedule regular creek clean-ups
c) Develop strategy to reduce homeless encampments
4) Reduce urban landscape irrigation runoffa) Provide public education: LID implementation/water conservation and training (target voluntary residential implementation)
b) Clean Water Business Partners: target education and incentive program for businesses located where inlets carry runoff to Lindo Channel (Chico Nut, S&S, LIfescapes, In-Motion Fitness, Nissan,
Holiday Inn, Dennys, etc.) and others where inlets carry water to Lindo Channel.
5) Enhance Recreational Opportunities a) Improve Trails, Bike Paths and Transportation Pathways: Improve existing access points (Manzanita, Madrone, Esplanade, Sheridan, Holly, Esplanade, etc. where rogue trails and access
pathways cause erosion)
b) Improve picnic and sitting areas: Verbena Fields, Madrone, bike path under freeway (cul-de-sacs could allow expanded access).
6) Project Effectiveness Monitoring a) Utilize existing citizen monitoring program to track project effectiveness including water quality and habitat improvements
b) Pre- and post-project trash surveys
c) Pre- and post-project outfall surveys

70

71

Project will implement LID practices designed to improve the capacity of natural drainage areas to infiltrate and treat stormwater runoff
Bidwell Park
throughout Bidwell Park, including green Infrastructure-LIDs, floodplain improvement, and ground water recharge. See attachment for
Stormwater
Management Project more details.
(Green InfrastructureLIDs, Floodplain
Improvement, and
Ground Water
Recharge)

Convert impervious areas into vegetated plots that soak up rainwater to limit urban runoff from entering creeks in disadvantaged
Revised
Chapman/Mulberry communities. See attachment for more details.
Neighborhood Green
Infrastructure and
Natural Stormwater
Treatment Project

High

Yes, City of
Chico

Low

Medium

SWRP, Project 71 is now Implementability is High. Prop 84 grant The project includes 18 suggested project elements. These project elements are general and lack specific locations. Many of the project elements will require several permits to be acquired from the
CDFW, the USACE, and the RWQCB and approval from the Bidwell Park and Playground Commission. Many of the project elements will be very expensive to implement. Because the project is
combined with Project 26, had similar project-low cost, no
so general and many of the projects elements will be hard to implement and expensive. Affordability was rated low and Implementability was rated medium.
and both projects are
environmental permits needed.
combined into Project P,
includes POEI*

Medium

Yes, City of
Chico

Medium

Medium

SWRP, combined into N, Implementability is High Affordability is
includes POEI*
High. Targets DACs, which loweres
match. Also could be combined with
other Mulberry SWRP project.
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This project is general in nature. The project does identify some specific locations as part of a list of many project locations ("Implement LID demonstration projects targeting
Chapman Mulberry neighborhood, the Dorothy Johnson Center, Humboldt Park, Torres and Jesus Center homeless shelters, Chapman Elementary (and 8 other Title I schools),
and other City owned properties"). Identifying the best and most cost effective locations will require preparation of a plan to identify and priortize the locations. Many of the
project elements will be expensive to implement (e.g. day-lighting storm drains through bioswales and pervious piping, outfall setbacks away from creek banks, roadway curb cuts
to vegetated plots and infiltration trenches, pervious sidewalks and gutter pans, downspout disconnects to cisterns for recycling and use by community gardens, integrate safe
walking and biking transportation pathways into LID project designs, etc). Because the project is so general and many of the projects elements will be hard to implement and
expensive, Affordability was rated medium and Implementability was rated medium. The project objectives include:
- Integrate LID practices into Chapman Mulberry Neighborhood
- Reduce stormwater volume and pollutant loading
- Conduct public outreach and training
- Target implementation of LID demonstration projects on City-owned properties within DACs
- Link existing citizen monitoring and stormwater / watershed protection efforts with City Stormwater Management Program
- Implement LID demonstration projects
- Implement vegetation management (Arrundo, Broom, etc.) in waterways
- Implement trash reduction programs
- Implement Green Jobs in Your Community Training Program
- Implement a Stormwater Outreach and Education Plan
This project was not combined with Project 85 because Project 85 is a well defined, specific project that can be evaluated as a stand-alone implementation project.

City of Chico
SWRP

Table 1. Comments and Responses on the Intial Project Screening

Project
Number or
Letter

Title of
Recommended
Project
Project Description
Bidwell/Grape Ave Implement green infrastructure, remove invasive plants, plant native species, bioswales for ground water recharge, stream bank
Stormwater Protection stabilization and reduce bank erosion, restore floodplain functions, and implement green jobs training. See attachment for more
details.
and Restoration
Project

Publicly
Owned Land
Evaluation
(High,
Medium, Low)
High

Estimated
Project
Affordability
Sponsor
Evaluation
Evaluation* High, Medium,
(Yes, No)
Low
Medium
Yes, Grape
Way
Agricultural
Farm.
Brendon
Smith,
916-471-0311

Implementability
Evaluation
(High, Medium,
Low)
High

Evaluate as a SWRP
Project or Retain as an
Initial Project (note A)
(SWRP or Initial)
SWRP

Comments Received from Stream
Team
Implementability is High.
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(Revised) Cal Park Convert impervious areas into vegetated plots that soak up rainwater in Cal Park. See attachment for more details.
Green Streets Project

Medium

Yes, City of
Chico

Medium

Medium

SWRP, combined into N, Why N instead of P or M? Why not
includes POEI*
combine w/project 20?

High

Yes, Stream
Team

Low

Medium

SWRP, combined into M, Why not grouped so it is included as a The CSU Chico TAC member indicated they were going to sponsor Project 65 and would not sponsor this project. Sponsorship was changed to Stream Team. This project
includes POEI*
SWRP project? Spoonsor is yes (ST), description fits the goals of Project M (Big Chico Creek 21st Century Management Plan), so it was changed to be combined into Project M.
and when I talked w/ CSU Chico they
were interested in collaborating.
invasive species remioval and bank
enhacement projects can be
implemented by public, ST, and
students. Implementability is High.
Affordability is low. Could commbine
w/Project 65 or group 65 and 75 under
letter M. Includes PEOI.

Medium

Yes, Stream
Team

Medium

Medium

SWRP, combined into M Why is this not grouped under SWRP
and N
letter (M, N)r? Sponsor is yes (Stream
Team). Affordability is low or medium.
Implementability is Hish.

High

Yes, Chico
Unified
School
District

High

High

High

Yes, Stream
Team

Low

High

Revised Five Mile, This Project will also enhance natural habits and wildlife corridors, and improve the function of an existing flood diversion system in
Lindo Channel, and need of repair to include fully functioning USGS gages, and telemetry. See attachment for more details
Sycamore Flood
Diversion Stormwater
Treatment and Habitat
Enhancement Project

High

Yes, City of
Chico

Medium

Medium

SWRP, combined into M

Revised City of Chico Establish a long-term trash reduction program to achieve outcomes to meet State Trash TMDL and MS4 permit requirements. See
Long-term Trash
attachment for more details
Reduction Project

High

No

Low

Medium

Initial

Revised Chico Green The proposed Project features a long-term approach for integrating LID practices into present and future development design
Streets and Low
standards to assist the City in meeting State-mandated Municipal Stormwater Permit (MS4) requirements. See attachment for details
Impact Development
Implementation
Project

High

Yes, City of
Chico

Low

High

SWRP, combined into P, Why grouped as P (plan) instead of M
includes POEI*
and Q? Implementability is High.
Implementation project not plan (LID
demos, green streets, veg
management, trash reduction
activities). Includes POEI

This project was grouped with P because this project is a City-wide project. Project M is specific to Big Chico Creek. Project Q is specific to Teichert Ponds. Implementability was
changed to high.

The Stream Team Continue existing efforts of The Stream Team to educate and engage community members on how to monitor water quality in local
NSV IRWM Projects watersheds. See attachment for details.

High

Yes, Stream
Team

High

Low

SWRP, combined into P, Why not grouped under SWRP letter?
includes POEI*
Choose M, N. Includes PEOI.
Affordability is low, and
Implementability is High. Sponsor is
yes (Stream Team).

This project includes City-wide education and outreach activities. Consequently, this project has now been grouped into Project P, which covers City-wide activities. Projects M
and N are watershed specific projects, so this project was not grouped under either Project M or N. Affordability has been changed to high. High affordability means the project is
more affordable than low affordability. The sponsorship has been changed to Stream Team.

74

Revised Chico State Implement green infrastructure, remove invasive plants, plan native species, bioswales for stormwater treatment, stream bank
University LID
stabilization and reduce bank erosion, restore floodplain functions, improve walking and biking trails, implement green jobs training,
Implementation and trash reduction structures, outreach and education. See attachment for more details.
Stream Habitat
Enhancement Project
75

76

77

78

79

Revised Little Chico
Creek, Lindo Channel,
Mud/Rock Creek
Arundo/Broom
Removal and LID
Implementation
Project
Revised Low Impact
Development and
Green Infrastructure
Implementation
Program for Butte
County Schools

Removing invasive plants, installing natives, removing debris and deposition. See attachment for additional project details.

Project features a long term approach for integrating LID practices into present and future maintenance and landscape design
standards to assist the CUSD and BCOE schools in meeting existing storm water management goals. In addition, the Project will
integrate a cohesive storm water educational program, targeting after-school programs.

Revised Urban
Project features developing a City wide LID design and BMP Manual, implementing demo LID projects, riparian vegetation
Landscape Water management, trash reduction program, develop green jobs training, develop water wise and habitat guide, rain-scapes reward
Conservation and program. See attachment for more details.
Pesticide Reduction
Project

SWRP, includes POEI*
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Existing Projects
- K-12 Watershed Education and Science Ambassador Program
- Regional K-12 Watershed Education
- North Sac. Valley Regional Water Quality Assessment Project 2016 list
- Drought Response and Outreach Program For Schools including LID Implementation Projects
- North Sac. Valley Regional Water Quality Assessment and Education Project

This project was grouped with Project N because they have many aspects in common, and both projects are targeted at Little Chico Creek. Project P is a City-wide project. Project
M is targeted at Big Chico Creek. This project was not grouped with Project 20 because Project 20 includes only green streets and parking lots. This projects includes many more
types of project and programs, including:
- Develop and implement a Citywide/Countywide LID Design and BMP Manual
- Downspout disconnects to cisterns for recycling and use by community gardens
-Implement vegetation management (remove turf and invasive plants and plant natives)
- Implement Chico Trash Reduction program
- Implement Green Jobs in Your Community Training Program
- Implement a Stormwater Outreach and Education Plan

The orignal project submittal listed the City and County as potential sponsors; but, no definite sponsors were identified. The sponsorship has now been changed to Stream Team.
Affordability is now changed to medium because the project will include construction in creeks. Some project elements will require several permits to be acquired from the CDFW,
the USACE, and the RWQCB. This project is now combined into Projects M and N.

Affordability is Low (grant match
Affordability has been changed to high. High Affordability means the project is more affordable than low affordablity. Implementability has been changed to high.
available and targets DACs w/lowered
match requirements). Implementability
is High

The sponsorhisp has been changed to Stream Team. This project has now been combined into Project P, is now a SWRP project, and POEI has been added. Affordability is low
SWRP, combined into P, Sponsor is yes (Stream Team).
includes POEI*
Affordability is low. Implementability is and Implementability is changed to high. Affordability is changed to low because the project has many elements and action needed to implement the elements will have to be
High. Why not grouped under letter as determined and the elements will have to be priortized.
you did with other projects? Could be
listed with each separate watershed
grouping ore choose M. Also has
PEOI.

80

81

Response to Comment
Implementability was changed to high bacause some elements are highly implementable (like Implement a Stormwater Outreach and Education Plan and Creek clean-up at mouth
of Big Chico Creek near canoe launch and CA State Park access). However, many elements of the project will be very difficult to implement, like:
-Retrofit sections of storm drain conduit with pervious pipe; install bioswales below outfalls (consider realigning piping system to allow longer path of infiltration) and
setback/daylight discharge points away from creek edge; repair damaged outfalls (broken conduit, control gates, housing, undercut banks and erosion around housing); install trash
reduction structures and filters at inlets and outlets (below Nord Avenue)
- Reduce bank erosion. Repair and stabilize creek banks along Big Chico Creek below Nord Avenue and near Grape Way causing erosion and sedimentation.
- Enhance ground water recharge. Install setback levees, and bioswales to increase recharge (target Ag properties near Grape Way, and where houses are falling into creek along
Bidwell Avenue)
- Improve and restore floodplain functions. a) Hydrologic: reconnect stream to the floodplain and restore natural hydrology; b) Vegetative: remove invasive species and replant
native plant communities appropriate to the site and condition.
Please be aware that sponsorship entails a commitment by the sponsoring agency/organization of the needed capital funds and operations and maintenance funds. The
sponsoring agency or organization may be asked to provide evidence of ability to fund the project or a fair share of the project if this project is grouped with other projects.
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Why grouped under I instead of M, N,
O, Q? Affordability is Low.
Implementabilty is High. Includes
PEOI. Project elements are mostly
incentive and educational and not trash
structures: landfill coupons, curbside
pick-up of large household items,
prescription drugs and hazardous
household waste recycling, free yard
waste drop off, compost green-waste
on-site campaigns, creek clean-ups,
monitoring trash levels.

The City has selected Track 1 as their method for meeting the Trash Amendments, and therefore, many of these measures will not be needed to meet the State's Trash
Amendment requirements. Projects M, N, O, and Q may include trash capture as an element within those projects, but trash capture is not the focus of those projects. Affordability
has been changed to low. Implementability remains medium because the project has many elements, the actions needed to implement the elements will have to be determined,
and the elements will have to be priortized.
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Table 1. Comments and Responses on the Intial Project Screening

Project
Number or
Letter

83

84

Publicly
Owned Land
Title of
Evaluation
Recommended
(High,
Project
Project Description
Medium, Low)
High
Teichert Pond Water Implement trash reduction outreach campaign, trash and water quality surveys, install trash reduction structures in the inlets and
Quality Improvement outlets associated with Teichert Pond, initiate invasive plant removal projects and replant appropriate natives, initiate a homeless
Project
encampment reduction plan, collaborate with existing citizen monitoring to track project effectiveness and to provide related public
stormwater education and outreach (target DACs, schools, businesses contributing runoff to Teichert Pond), green job training to assist
with project implementation, develop outreach and education plan with roles for interested community organizations, connect bike
path, initiate outdoor classroom curriculum linked with project objectives, LID implementation and green streets retrofit to reduce runoff
carried to pond, improve wildlife and riparian habitat, recreation opportunities, picnic areas, walking/biking paths, informational
signage, etc.
Comanche Creek
The proposed project is to develop and implement a multifaceted, holistic program to manage the flood protection system along
Flood Control Study Comanche Creek from the Little Chico Creek Diversion Channel to Dayton Road. The goals of the project would be to:
- Ensure the integrity of the flood control system.
- Assess existing runoff flows and mitigate for increased flows due to development
- Fully assess the system using modern analysis techniques and increased data, and ensure that the system can protect the urban and
agricultural areas while considering possible climatic changes.
- Identify improvements required to achieve FEMA certification.
- Coordinate with the Bicycle Plan.
- Optimize recreational opportunities.
- Identify opportunities to enhance riparian habitat.
Chapman Mulberry
Rain Garden

85

This project benefits Little Chico Creek by intercepting nonpoint pollution and infiltrating it in basins mulched with appropriate species
of fungus for mycoremediation. This project hopes to be an anchor project by beautifying the open space (052 zoned) for residents
nearby, as well as serve as a demo garden for water-wise Native landscaping.

Project
Sponsor
Evaluation*
(Yes, No)
Yes, City of
Chico

Estimated
Affordability
Evaluation
High, Medium,
Low
Low

Implementability
Evaluation
(High, Medium,
Low)
Medium

Evaluate as a SWRP
Project or Retain as an
Initial Project (note A)
(SWRP or Initial)
SWRP, combined into Q,
Trash reduction structures
combined into I, includes
POEI*

Medium

Yes, City of
Chico

High

High

SWRP, combined into O

High

Yes,
Earthshed
Solutions

High

High

SWRP

Comments Received from Stream
Team
Implementability is High. Citizen
monitoring program w/equipment and
trained volunteers to conduct
monitoring. Includes PEOI.

Why grouped as stand alone SWRP
instead of grouped under a letter like
other projects? Could combine with
project 72 (project proponants are
willing to collaborate).

Response to Comment
Implementability remains low because 1) this project includes elements that will require several permits to be acquired from the CDFW, the USACE, and the RWQCB (including
installing trash reduction structures in the inlets and outlets associated with Teichert Pond), 2) some project elements are general and lack specific loctions (LID implementation
and green streets retrofit to reduce runoff carried to pond). Many of the project elements will be expensive to implement. Citizens can conduct some elements of the project
(monitoring), but citizens will not be able to conduct many elements of the project, incluidng: install trash reduction structures in the inlets and outlets, initiate a homeless
encampment reduction plan, connect bike path, LID implementation and green streets retrofit, walking/biking paths. The project is already listed with POEI.

This project was grouped as a stand-alone project because it is a well defined specific project. In contrast, Project 72 incudes many diverse, general elements. The project
sponsor should be aware that sponsorship entails a commitment by the sponsoring agency/organization of the needed capital funds and operations and maintenance funds. The
sponsoring agency or organization may be asked to provide evidence of ability to fund the project or a fair share of the project if this project is grouped with other projects.

Consolidated/Grouped Projects
Big Chico Creek and
Mud Creek Watershed
Wide Flood Control,
Urban Drainage,
Habitat, Public Open
Space/Recreation
Management Plan

The proposed project is to develop and implement a multifaceted, holistic program to manage the flood protection system of diversions
and levees from Five Mile Recreation Area in Chico to the Sacramento River. The goals of the project would be to:
- Ensure the integrity of the flood control system.
- Fully assess the system using modern analysis techniques and increased data, and assure that the system can protect the urban area
while considering possible climatic changes.
- Manage gravel deposition at Five Mile and assure proper gravel migration downstream.
- Develop management strategies that maximize benefits to salmon populations.
- Coordinate with the Bicycle Plan.
- Optimize recreational opportunities.
- Identify opportunities to enhance riparian and wetland habitat, with an emphasis on endangered species such as the Sacramento
Valley Long-horned Beetle.
- Ensure system provides 200-yr level of protection per State regulations.
- Maximize the use of County Service Area 24 funds.
- Include LID where feasible.
- Identify and correct erosion problems.
- Install flow gages throughout creek (particularly in the upper watershed) to improve upon the availability and reliability of real-time
flow data allowing more lead time for local responders to prepare for and manage a high flow event. The warning system could
include water level sensors and telemeters to transmit flood information so that any abnormally large inflows and/or issues with debris
on the gate structures would generate a alarm.

Medium

Yes, City of
Chico

Medium

High

SWRP, combined into M Why wasn't this grouped? Why not
This project is similar to Project M. However, Project M was preferred over this project. Nevertheless, this project has now been grouped with Project M. Publicly-owned land was
City sponsor? Affordability is low (plan). changed to medium. Although this is a plan, preparing this plan would be expensive, so Affordability was ranked as medium. Sponsorship was changed to Yes, City of Chico.

Little Chico Creek
Watershed Wide
Flood Control, Urban
Drainage, Habitat,
Public Open
Space/Recreation
Management Plan

The proposed project is to develop and implement a multifaceted, holistic program to manage the flood protection system of diversions
and levees from Little Chico Creek to Butte Creek. The goals of the project would be to:
- Ensure the integrity of the flood control system.
- Fully assess the system using modern analysis techniques and increased data, and assure that the system can protect the urban
area while considering possible climatic changes.
- Identify improvements required to achieve FEMA certification.
- Coordinate with the Bicycle Plan.
- Optimize recreational opportunities.
- Identify opportunities to enhance riparian habitat, with an emphasis on endangered species such as the Sacramento Valley Longhorned Beetle.
- Ensure system provides 200-yr level of protection per State regulations.
- Include LID where feasible.
- Identify and correct erosion problems.
- Install flow gages throughout creek (particularly in the upper watershed) to improve upon the availability and reliability of real-time
flow data allowing more lead time for local responders to prepare for and manage a high flow event. The warning system could
include water level sensors and telemeters to transmit flood information so that any abnormally large inflows and/or issues with debris
on the gate structures would generate a alarm.

Medium

Yes, City of
Chico

Medium

High

SWRP, combined into N, Why wasn't this grouped? Why not
includes POEI*
City sponsor?

Update the Teichert Ponds Restoration Project Plan to evaluation and potential implementation of:
- Reduction of homeless impacts to the ponds
- Vegetation management
- Erosion repairs
- Trash Capture, suspended solids capture, water quality treatment of inflows
- Reconstruct the outlet to be able to manage releases
- Reroute the small east side storm drains so that they don't dump directly into Pond 1.
- Remove the silt buildup in the ponds and its associated contaminants.
- Separate Pond 1 (freshwater) from Ponds 2-3 and rework Ponds 2 and 3 so that Pond 2 can be periodically drained and cleaned.
- Work with the Butte County Mosquito and Vector Control District to develop a plan that will reduce the need for mosquito control.
- Remove the major invasive plant species: parrot's feather, tree of heaven, Himalayan blackberry, Chinese tallow tree, pyracantha
and arundo (1-2 small stands).
- The dirt roadway on the north side floods almost every winter. Solve this problem.
- Finish removing the chain link fencing around Pond 1 to improve access for invasive plant control and trash cleanup.
- Construct a walking trail on the east side of the Ponds to improve public access and reduce undesirable behavior (camping,
encroachments by east side neighbors, yard waste dumping). Homeless camping is a major problem here; however, most of the
camps are outside of the storm water area so they don 't directly affect the amount of trash going into Little Chico Creek.
- Improve trash filtering on major east side storm water inlet and add filter on south inlet.

High

Yes, City of
Chico

Medium

High

SWRP, combined into Q Why is affordability and
Affordability and Implementability evaluate different items, and do not not necessarily have the same rating. Some elements of this project are more affordable than others, but
implementability evaluated differently? the affordability rating evalutes the project as a whole. All the Teichert Pond projects were combined into Project Q, Project Q is sponsored by the City. Nevertheless, Sponsorship
Some of the elements (veg removal)
for this project is now changed to Yes, City of Chico. Implementability for this project was already ranked as high.
seem like affordability would be high.
Why not City as sponsor?

Develop a Creek Bank and Bed Stabilization Plan and specific projects, including:
- Left bank downstream of the Chestnut St. Bridge
- Upper Bidwell Park road where runners and bicyclists cause erosion
- Lindo channel pools

Low

Yes, City of
Chico

Medium

High

SWRP, combined into M Why wasn't this grouped? Why not
and N
City sponsor?

Medium

Yes, City of
Chico

Medium

Medium

High

Yes, City of
Chico

Medium

High

A

B

Teichert Ponds

C

D

Creek Bank and Bed
Stabilization Plan and
Specific Projects,
including:
Homeless Camping
Reduction Program

Develop a program (or continue and improve current efforts) to help reduce storm water impacts from homeless encampment along
creek, detention basins, bridges, and other areas where water quality is impacted.

E

F

Storm Water Public Modify the City's existing outreach program to include storm water education, LID/BMP education, trash clean up events. Include
Outreach, Education, activities that engage and involve the public in storm water events.
and Involvement
Program
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This project is similar to Project N. However, Project N was preferred over this project. Nevertheless, this project has now been grouped with Project N. Publicly-owned land was
changed to medium. Although this is a plan, preparing this plan would be expensive, so Affordability was ranked as medium. Sponsorship was changed to Yes, City of Chico.

This grouped project is focused on identifying and repairing erosion problems. Grouped Project M includes this goal for Big Chico Creek and Mud Creek. Grouped Project N
includes this goal for Little Chico Creek. Consequently this grouped project is now grouped with Projects M and N. Sponsorship is now changed to Yes, City of Chico.

SWRP, combined into M, Why not grouped? Implementability is This grouped project is focused on homeless camping reduction and includes all elements of other projects related to homeless impact reduction. Implementability was rated as
N, O, P, and Q
High (plan). Why is publicly owned land medium because homelessness is a complex problem and will be difficult to resolve. Publicly owned land is now changed to medium. This project is now combined into M, N, O,
not yes or no?
P, and Q.

SWRP, combined into P, Why not grouped? Why not City
includes POEI*
sponsor? PEOI.
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This grouped project is focused on Public Outreach, Education, and Involvement. Grouped Project P includes this goal and associated programs. Consequently, this grouped
project is now grouped with Project P. Sponsorship is now changed to Yes, City of Chico.
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Table 1. Comments and Responses on the Intial Project Screening

Project
Number or
Letter

Title of
Recommended
Project
Project Description
Storm Water
Continue the City's storm water monitoring activities as needed to meet the requirements of the MS4 permit.
Monitoring for
compliance with MS4
permit

Publicly
Owned Land
Evaluation
(High,
Medium, Low)
High

Project
Sponsor
Evaluation*
(Yes, No)
Yes, City of
Chico

Estimated
Affordability
Evaluation
High, Medium,
Low
High

Implementability
Evaluation
(High, Medium,
Low)
High

Evaluate as a SWRP
Project or Retain as an
Initial Project (note A)
(SWRP or Initial)
SWRP

G

Develop a Low Impact Development and Water Quality Best Management Practices Management Plan and Implement Specific
Projects, including:
- Hagen Lane Business Park outlet filtering
- Valine outlet filtering
- Wrex outlet filtering
- Midway Bridge northwest outlet filtering
- RDA property north of the Boucher St. Bridge for storm water infiltration
- Bidwell Park Enhancements
- Green street and parking lot retrofits
- City and County Corp. Yard retrofits
- Demonstration projects for public
- City of Chico LID and BMP Design Manual
- Target LID to disadvantaged communities
The program would identify specific LID projects and activities to be implements over a 25-year time period using a rational approach
that provides the greatest potential benefits and is affordable and fundable by the City.

Medium

Yes, City of
Chico

Low

Medium

Implement specific trash capture projects at Teichert ponds, Fair Street Detention Basin, and Meyers and Otterson Industrial Parks

Medium

Yes, City of
Chico

Low

Medium

Detention Basin
Develop a Detention Basin Implementation and Modification Plan and specific projects including:
Implementation and - Fair Street Detention Basin
Modification Plan

Medium

Yes, City of
Chico

Low

Medium

SWRP, combined into O, Why not grouped with other detention
N, R, includes POEI*
basisn projects? Implementability is
High (plan).

Habitat Improvement Develop a Habitat Improvement Plan and Specific Projects, including:
Plan and Specific
- Remove invasive yellow flag iris from Comanche Creek
Projects
- Arundo removal from Little Chico Creek (develop a management plan and conduct removal projects)

Medium

Yes, City of
Chico

Low

Medium

SWRP, combined into M Why not grouped? Implementability is The goals and project elements from this project were included in Projects M and N. Consequenlty, this project is now grouped with Projects M and N. Sponsorship has been
and N
High (plan). Why is publicly owned land changed to Yes, City of Chico. The Publicly Owned Land rating was change to medium.
not yes or no?

Energy Conservation Develop a program to help reduce energy use and greenhouse gas production. Also includes sequestering greenhouse gases through
and Greenhouse Gas tree planting and other means.
Reduction Program

Medium

No

Low

Medium

Initial

Big Chico Creek 21st The proposed project is to develop and implement a multifaceted, holistic program to manage the flood protection system of diversions
Century Management and levees from Five Mile Recreation Area in Chico to the Sacramento River. The goals of the project would be to:
- Ensure the integrity of the flood control system: Fully assess the system using modern analysis techniques and increased data, and
assure that the system can protect the urban area while considering possible climatic changes; review settings of diversion structures.
Balance flows to decrease scour, improve flood protection, and improve habitat; Ensure system provides 200-yr level of protection per
State regulations; Evaluate expanding floodplain; Install flow gages, water level sensors, and telemeters to transmit flood information
so that any abnormally large inflows and/or issues with debris on the gate structures would generate an alarm.
- Optimize recreational opportunities; Coordinate with the Bicycle Plan; i.e. complete the planned bike path along the Bypass to
connect to the Floral Ave bike path
- Maximize the use of County Service Area 24 funds.
- Include LID where feasible: Improve GW recharge and stormwater infiltration in upper watershed, Infiltration in Lindo Channel,
Bidwell Park SW Management: Infiltration, grassy swales,
- Identify and correct erosion problems: Biofilters before water enters creeks to reduce sediment in creek due to erosion from cyclists
and runners; Improve Upper Bidwell Park Road to reduce erosion in BCC and improve access to the Park; Erosion at Hooker Oak Park
- Detention Basins: Create detention area in Lower Bidwell Park just west of the east most parking area off Peterson Memorial Drive;
Create small detention basin on the right (north) bank of BCC just downstream of the Vallombrosa Bridge (part of the city-owned Lost
Park area).
- Restore ecosystem: Manage gravel and sediment deposition at Five Mile and assure proper gravel migration downstream;
Community Creek cleanups; invasive species removal; removal of fish migration blockages; Identify opportunities to enhance riparian
and wetland habitat, with an emphasis on endangered species such as the Sacramento Valley Long-horned Beetle. Remove invasive
plants, install native plants, and remove debris and deposition.
-Develop a program (or continue and improve current efforts) to help reduce storm water impacts from homeless encampment along
creek, detention basins, bridges, and other areas where water quality is impacted.

Medium

Yes, City of
Chico

Medium

High

SWRP, includes POEI*

Low Impact
Development and
Water Quality Best
Management
Practices
Management Plan and
Specific Projects
H

I

Comments Received from Stream
Team
Response to Comment
Why not grouped under a letter? Why This project is a stand-alone project because it entails monitoring that is necessary for the City MS4 permit compliance. This project is currently funded and is ongoing.
stand alone SWRP project? Why Yes Consequently, grouping this project with other projects is not necessary. The Publicly Owned Land evaluation was changed to High. This on-going program is very affordable in
comparison to other projects. The affordability rating is based on a qualitative assessment of the cost of the project or program relative to the other projects or programs.
instead of High for public land?
Affordability is low/medium (based on
current monitoring requirements). How
were costs ranked (<$50K-low, >
$100K-high, etc.)? Implementability is
High (QAPP /MP exists, and citizen
monitoring program w/equipment and
trained monitors).

Trash Reduction
Master Plan and
Specific Projects,
including:

SWRP, combined into P, Why not grouped? Sponsor is City.
Grouped Project P includes this project's goals and associated program. Consequently, this grouped project is not needed. However, because this project lists several specific
includes POEI*
Affordability is low. Implementability is projects, this project is now grouped with Project P and the sponsor is the City of Chico. Implementability is medium because this project includes development of a plan of how to
High. Public land-yes or no?
implement LID over the next 25 year. Some of the LID projects will likely be difficult to implement. The Publicly Owned Land rating was changed to medium because some of the
LID project may be on private property.

SWRP, includes POEI*

Develop a Trash Reduction Master Plan and Specific Projects: The master plan would identify specific trash reduction projects and
activities to be implemented over a 20-year time period that meets the requirements of the Trash Amendments and uses a rational
approach that provides the greatest potential benefits and is affordable and fundable by the City.

Why listed as stand alone SWRP
This project is not grouped with Project I because this project is Project I. The three projects that are focused primarily on trash capture include Projects 23, 80, and I.
instead of grouped under letter I? Why Affordability is ranked as low for all three of these projects. There are other project that inlcude trash capture as an element of the project, and affordability for those projects was
is affordability ranked low for some
evaluated for the project as a whole, not specifically for the trash capture element of the project.
trash projects and high for others?

J

K

The other detention basin projects were grouped as follows:
- Project O covering Comanche Creek includes detention basin projects 17, 35, and 62.
- Project N covering Little Chico Creek includes detention basin projects 18 and 69.
- Project R covering just the Fair Street Detention Basin includes projects 43 and 60.
Consequently, this project covering the detention basins as a group is now grouped with these other projects as appropriate. Sponsorship was change to Yes, City of Chico.
Implementability for this project was rated as medium because a study will be needed to determine the specific improvements needed at each basin and to priortize the
improvements.

- Restoration projects in the upper watershed
- Restoration projects in the City
Why not grouped? Implementability is Energy conservation and greenhouse gas reduction represent a program that is much larger than just stormwater. Consequently, it would be better for this program to be
High (plan). Why is publicly owned land implemented by another City department, by the County, by the State of California, or by the Federal Government. Therefore, this project was not sponsored by the City, and
not yes or no?
remains an Initial Project. The Publicly Owned Land rating was change to medium.

L

M
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Yes, Stream
Team
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Why grouped as stand alone SWRP
project instead of grouped under a
letter (M, etc.)? How were affordability
and implementability rankings
determined?

This project is not a stand-alone project, it is a grouped project. This project was not grouped with Project M because this project is Project M. Because this project constitutes a
large planning/study project, it was rated as medium for affordability and high for implementability.
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Table 1. Comments and Responses on the Intial Project Screening

Project
Number or
Letter

N

O

P

Publicly
Owned Land
Project
Title of
Evaluation
Sponsor
Recommended
(High,
Evaluation*
Project
Project Description
Medium, Low)
(Yes, No)
Medium
Yes, City of
Little Chico Creek 21st The proposed project is to develop and implement a multifaceted, holistic program to manage the flood protection system of diversions
Chico
Century Management and levees from Little Chico Creek to Butte Creek. The goals of the project would be to:
- Ensure the integrity of the flood control system.
Yes, Stream
- Recalibrate LCC diversions into Butte Creek
Team
- Fully assess the system using modern analysis techniques and increased data, and assure that the system can protect the urban
area while considering possible climatic changes.
- Identify improvements required to achieve FEMA certification.
- Coordinate with the Bicycle Plan.
- Optimize recreational opportunities.
- Identify opportunities to enhance riparian habitat, with an emphasis on endangered species such as the Sacramento Valley Longhorned Beetle.
- Ensure system provides 200-yr level of protection per State regulations.
- Include LID where feasible.
- Evaluate City corp yards
- Evaluate Chaptman/Mulberry neighborhoods
- Cal Park Green Streets
- Identify and correct erosion problems.
- Install flow gages throughout creek (particularly in the upper watershed) to improve upon the availability and reliability of real-time
flow data allowing more lead time for local responders to prepare for and manage a high flow event. The warning system could
include water level sensors and telemeters to transmit flood information so that any abnormally large inflows and/or issues with debris
on the gate structures would generate a alarm.
- Create channel(s) to intercept peak flows in large basins to mitigate flood risk and erosion as well as enhance recharge and create
wetland for wildlife and public enjoyment.
-Develop a program (or continue and improve current efforts) to help reduce storm water impacts from homeless encampment along
creek, detention basins, bridges, and other areas where water quality is impacted.
Comanche Creek
- The proposed project is to develop and implement a multifaceted, holistic program to manage the flood protection system along
Management Program Comanche Creek from the Little Chico Creek Diversion Channel to Dayton Road. The goals of the project would be to:
- Ensure the integrity of the flood control system.
- Assess existing runoff flows and mitigate for increased flows due to development
- Fully assess the system using modern analysis techniques and increased data, and ensure that the system can protect the urban and
agricultural areas while considering possible climatic changes.
- Identify improvements required to achieve FEMA certification.
- Optimize recreational opportunities and Coordinate with the Bicycle Plan.
- Identify opportunities to enhance riparian habitat.
- Identify where LID projects can be implemented, i.e. convert southwest outlet at Midway Bridge into a bioswale.
- Construct detention basins per the 1997 SDMP amendment
- Improve bike paths around Comanche Creeks
- Encourage alternative transportation for employees of businesses in this area, as currently all of Otterson Dr. is used by employee
parking for Build.com.
- Quality
-Provide filtering of stormwater runoff at northwest outlet at Midway Bridge and at outlets at Valine and Wrex.
-Provide filtering of stormwater runoff from Hegan Lane Business Park (outlet into CC is west of CCG, pollutants are probably
mostly hydrocarbons from the large amount of impervious surfaces of parking lot and street parking).
- Remove and reduce trash
- Gain a better understanding of Comanche Creek water levels and operations
-Develop a working relationship with M&T Ranch to coordinate communications about their control of the water level in CC with
creek cleanups and other in-stream activities.
- Develop a better understanding of when they reduce water flows and plan in-stream activities based on this information.
-Provide real-time online information about water flow diversion into Comanche Creek (CC) at Phelan Dam to help with trash
removal efforts downstream, especially at Comanche Creek Greenway (CCG).
-Enhance CC operations
- Remove invasive vegetation
-Reduce silt buildup in CC
- Reduce silt entering CC from Fair Street Detention Basin
-Develop a program (or continue and improve current efforts) to help reduce storm water impacts from homeless encampment
along creek, detention basins, bridges, and other areas where water quality is impacted.
Updating the City's - Update City's SW policies and regulations to include developing computer models of the City's drainage system that are capable of
stormwater planning modeling water quality. It would include evaluating drainage and flood control, implementation of low impact development, water
and policies
quality best management practices, and would include programs like creek clean ups, water quality monitoring, and habitat
enhancement, etc. It would include opportunities to use storm water for landscape irrigation or other uses. It should have a public
education element too. A goal should be to address hydromodification from development.
- Update the City's development standards to clearly identify what water quality improvements and facilities are needed, how the
improvements should be sized, what process is to be used for achieving approval of the storm water quality improvements and
facilities by the City, and identification of storm water quality development impact fees. The project should also identify what the
annual O&M costs are for the improvements and facilities, estimate the annual O&M costs, and identify a method like establishment of
a water quality zone of benefit or community facilities district that results in monthly storm water fees being paid by new development.
Additionally, regulations and policies for the existing City should be established or updated, and a funding mechanism for generating
storm water funds from the existing City areas should be evaluated, hopefully leading to a secure O&M funding source.
- Identify where channel stabilization and riparian habitat enhancement is needed
- Establish a stream maintenance inspection and monitoring program, include trash and debris removal, exotic plant eradication,
revegetation and stream bank repair and maintenance. Could lean heavily on volunteers.
- Develop stormwater capture and reuse plan
- Identify and evaluate groundwater recharge
- Identify street segments and parking lots that can be retrofitted into green streets or green parking lots using vegetated swales,
vegetated buffer strips, bioretention planters, and mechanical treatment systems
- Evaluate where LID is needed, including Bidwell Park
- Where there is room between the channel and the borders of the Greenbelt pull back storm Drain outfalls and install Bioswales, with
spreading slabs and Energy dissipation before the channel.
- Create Hydrologic Floodplains on streams
- Bank Slope Reduction and Stabilization in ag and rural areas
- Develop a water-wise and river-friendly landscape program
-Develop a program (or continue and improve current efforts) to help reduce storm water impacts from homeless encampment along
creek, detention basins, bridges, and other areas where water quality is impacted.
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Estimated
Affordability
Evaluation
High, Medium,
Low
Medium

Implementability
Evaluation
(High, Medium,
Low)
High

Evaluate as a SWRP
Project or Retain as an
Initial Project (note A)
(SWRP or Initial)
SWRP

Comments Received from Stream
Team
Why grouped as stand alone SWRP
project instead of grouped under a
letter (M, etc.)? How were affordability
and implementability rankings
determined?

Response to Comment
This project is not a stand-alone project, it is a grouped project. This project was not grouped with Project M because this project is related to Little Chico Creek and Project M is
related to Big Chico Creek. Because this project constitutes a large planning/study project, it was rated as medium for affordability and high for implementability.

Medium

Yes, City of
Chico

Medium

High

SWRP

Why grouped as stand alone SWRP
project instead of grouped under a
letter (M, etc.)? How were affordability
and implementability rankings
determined?

This project is not a stand-alone project, it is a grouped project. This project was not grouped with Project M because this project is related to City-wide draiange issues and
problems, and Project M is related to Big Chico Creek. Because this project constitutes a large planning/study project, it was rated as medium for affordability and high for
implementability.

Medium

Yes, City of
Chico,

Medium

High

SWRP

Why grouped as stand alone SWRP
project instead of grouped under a
letter (M, etc.)? How were affordability
and implementability rankings
determined?

This project is not a stand-alone project, it is a grouped project. This project was not grouped with Project M because this project is related to City-wide draiange issues and
problems, and Project M is related to Big Chico Creek. Because this project constitutes a large planning/study project, it was rated as medium for affordability and high for
implementability.

Yes, Stream
Team
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Project
Number or
Letter

Q

R

Publicly
Owned Land
Title of
Evaluation
Recommended
(High,
Project
Project Description
Medium, Low)
High
Teichert Ponds
Pond Improvements
Improvement Project Reroute the small east side storm drains so that they don't dump directly into Pond 1.
Remove the silt buildup in the ponds and its associated contaminants.
Separate Pond 1 (freshwater) from Ponds 2-3 and rework Ponds 2 and 3 so that Pond 2 can be periodically drained and cleaned. Work
with the Butte County Mosquito and Vector Control District to develop a plan that will reduce the need for mosquito control.
Remove the major invasive plant species: parrot's feather, tree of heaven, Himalayan blackberry, Chinese tallow tree, pyracantha and
arundo (1-2 small stands).
Improve outfall screening to reducing buildup and flooding.
Convert some portion of the first pond and the adjacent area to a cleanable settling and trash removing basin and a constructed
wetland to absorb toxins and sediment and to be removed periodically.
Site Improvements
The dirt roadway on the north side floods almost every winter. Solve this problem.
Finish removing the chain link fencing around Pond 1 to improve access for invasive plant control and trash cleanup.
Construct a walking trail on the east side of the Ponds to improve public access and reduce undesirable behavior (camping,
encroachments by east side neighbors, yard waste dumping).
limit illegal encampment to reduce trash buildup
connect bike path,
LID implementation and green streets retrofit to reduce runoff carried to pond
Community Outreach/Education
Implement trash reduction outreach campaign and trash and water quality surveys
collaborate with existing citizen monitoring to track project effectiveness and to provide related public stormwater education and
outreach (target DACs, schools, businesses contributing runoff to Teichert Pond),
green job training to assist with project implementation,
develop outreach and education plan with roles for interested community organizations,
initiate outdoor classroom curriculum linked with project objectives
Develop a program (or continue and improve current efforts) to help reduce storm water impacts from homeless encampment along
creek, detention basins, bridges, and other areas where water quality is impacted.
Fair Street Detention Remove vegetation to limit illegal encampments (trash buildup),
Basin Improvement Improve paths/roads around pond.
Project
Improve outfall screening to reduce buildup and flooding.
BD Ditch Repairs to reduce flooding

Note: For "initial" rated projects, see related grouped/consolidated projects at bottom of this table (lettered projects).
* POEI = Public outreach, education, and involvement

High

Project
Sponsor
Evaluation*
(Yes, No)
Yes, City of
Chico

Yes, City of
Chico

Estimated
Affordability
Evaluation
High, Medium,
Low
Low

Implementability
Evaluation
(High, Medium,
Low)
Low

Evaluate as a SWRP
Project or Retain as an
Initial Project (note A)
(SWRP or Initial)
SWRP

Low

Low

SWRP

Comments Received from Stream
Team
Why grouped as stand alone SWRP
project instead of grouped under a
letter (M, etc.)? How were affordability
and implementability rankings
determined?

Why grouped as stand alone SWRP
project instead of grouped under a
letter (M, etc.)? How were affordability
and implementability rankings
determined?

Response to Comment
This project is not a stand-alone project, it is a grouped project. This project was not grouped with Project M because this project is related to Techert Ponds, and Project M is
related to Big Chico Creek. Construction of many project elements will be expensive, so Affordability was rated low. Many of the project elements will require several permits to
be acquired from the CDFW, the USACE, and the RWQCB, so Implementability was rated low.

This project is not a stand-alone project, it is a grouped project. This project was not grouped with Project M because this project is related to the Fair Street Detention Basin, and
Project M is related to Big Chico Creek. This project was rated with a low Affordability because the construction elements of this project will be difficult and expensive to
implement. Because this project will require significant permitting effort (the BD ditch work), it was rated with low Implementability.

Total Number of SWRP Projects
101
Number of Projects Identified as Initial Projects:
14
Number of Projects Identified as SWRP Projects:
87
Number of SWRP Projects when Projects are Combined as Described Above:
18
Projects that Include Public, Outreach, Education, or Involvement:
55
Specific SWRP Projects 16 & 68, 33, 40, 44, 47,

59, 65, 73, 77, 85, G, I,
M, N, O, P, Q, R
*Project sponsorship includes a commitment of the project's required capital and annual operations and maintenance funding.

n\c\755\10-17-01\wp\08\feasibility screening
Last Revised: 10-24-17
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APPENDIX 4C
City of Chico Storm Water Resource Plan—Response to Comments
Received During Initial Project Screening Review Period
11/10/2017 - 12/13/2017. Revised January 8, 2018

January 9, 2018

Project No.: 755-10-17-01.007
SENT VIA: EMAIL

Chico SWRP Technical Advisory Committee
City of Chico
411 Main Street
Chico CA, 95928
SUBJECT:

City of Chico Storm Water Resource Plan — Response to Comments Received During
Initial Project Screening Review Period 11/10/2017- 12/13/2017. Revised
January 8, 2018.

Dear Technical Advisory Committee (TAC):
The attached table presents the response to comments (RTC) on the Initial Project Screening
received during the review period of November 10, 2017 to December 13, 2017. The attached RTC
table presents comments as submitted in the column titled “Comment” and recommendations for
TAC action in the column titled “Staff Recommendations.” The column titled “TAC Action” was
filled in following TAC Meeting 4 on January 4, 2018. All responses in the attached RTC table
were adopted by the TAC at TAC Meeting 4.
Several issues appeared in the comments multiple times, so a more detailed discussion on these
topics is provided below.
STATUS OF SWRP DEVELOPMENT

There are six steps to the SWRP development, as identified below:
1. Prioritize the State-Identified Benefits. Benefits were prioritized by surveying the
TAC and community. These prioritized benefits (water supply, water quality, flood
management, environment, and community) define the goals and objectives for the
SWRP. For example, the highest rated benefit was water quality. This benefit is
essentially the same as a goal or objective of "improving water quality." Projects that
improve water quality will therefore help achieve this goal. In addition, having goals
that support the State's benefits (goals) is beneficial for meeting future
funding requirements.
2. Identify Initial Projects by identifying proposed projects in existing plans and
requesting projects from the public, stakeholders, and TAC.
3. Group, consolidate, and screen Initial Projects using a qualitative process to identify
16 SWRP projects that will be evaluated further.
4. Evaluate the 16 SWRP Projects to estimate the benefits of each project.
5. Prioritize the 16 SWRP Projects based on their benefits and the prioritization of the
State-Identified Benefits.
6. Select three projects for 30% design.
2020 Research Park Drive, Suite 100

Davis, CA 95618

Phone 530 756-5905

Fax 530 756-5991
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Chico SWRP Technical Advisory Committee
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With the TAC adoption of the Initial Project Screening, Step 3 in the SWRP development process
is complete. The screening process was finalized based on the TAC recommendations during TAC
Meeting 4. The next steps in the SWRP development, Steps 4 and 5, include developing more
detailed project descriptions of the 16 SWRP Projects and the evaluation and prioritization of the
16 SWRP projects. The results of the evaluation and prioritization should address many of the
questions contained in the attached RTC table.
DEFINITIONS

Several terms used throughout the RTC log in the “Staff Recommendation” columns are defined
below. The terms used in the “Comment” column do not always follow these definitions.
•

“Implementation Project” - refers to a project that can move quickly into design and
construction, and is potentially eligible for Proposition 1 funding in Summer 2018.

•

“Initial Project” - A project that was submitted during Step 2 (above).

•

“Planning Project” or “Plans” – refers to a project that will take a significant amount
of planning or studies to progress to design and construction, or program
implementation. Plans are not eligible for Proposition 1 funding in Summer 2018.

•

“Program” – refers to an on-going activity, but will not lead to design and
construction of a storm water facility. Programs include projects that are education
and outreach events, monitoring, creek clean-ups, etc.

•

“Project” – a generic term used to refer to a project included in the SWRP.

•

“SWRP Project” – A project that was identified in Step 3 (above) to be evaluated
further in Step 4 (above).

PROJECT GROUPINGS

A total of 85 Initial Projects were submitted by the TAC, public, and stakeholders. However, the
scope of the Contract between the City and the Consultant limits the evaluation to 16 SWRP
Projects. The 85 projects are currently grouped and consolidated into 17 projects, which will be
evaluated further, exceeding the scope of work.
There were several concerns with how projects were grouped. Initial Projects were grouped so that
as many Initial Projects as possible would move forward in the SWRP development and as few
Initial Projects as possible would be excluded from further evaluation. The Initial Projects that
would require a significant amount of planning prior to design or construction were consolidated
into Planning Projects based on the project location, purpose, or intent.
Another concern was with the selection of projects that are eligible for the 30% design in a future
phase of the SWRP development. Only three projects were identified as stand-alone
Implementation Projects. As Implementation Projects are the only types of projects eligible for
moving forward to the 30% design, there were concerns that the TAC had already decided which
projects it wanted to select for the 30% design. Although only three projects have been identified
as standalone Implementation Projects, the TAC can pull Implementation Projects out of the larger
project categories as applicable. There has been no TAC or other decisions on what three projects
will move forward into the 30% design.
2020 Research Park Drive, Suite 100

Davis, CA 95618
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GOALS FOR TAC MEETING 4

There were two goals for TAC Meeting 4. The first goal was for the TAC to select either:
•

Option 1 - Adopt the Initial Project Screening described in Response to Comments on
Initial Project Screening, dated November 9, 2017.

•

Option 2 -Adopt the Initial Project Screening described in Response to Comments on
Initial Project Screening, dated November 9, 2017, but with the minor modifications
identified in the RTC table.

•

Option 3 - Adopt the Initial Project Screening described in Response to Comments on
Initial Project Screening, dated November 9, 2017, but with the other/additional
modifications identified during TAC meeting 4.

•

Option 4 - Direct the SWRP Project Team to revise the Initial Project Screening
based on other groupings and/or screening criteria. In this case, an additional TAC
meeting will be needed to adopt the Initial Project Screening.

The second goal was for the TAC to select either:
•

Option 1 - Adopt the Response to Comments in Table 1.

•

Option 2 -Adopt the Response to Comments in Table 1 with revisions identified
during TAC Meeting 4.

During TAC Meeting 4 on January 4, 2018, the TAC voted to approve Option 2 - Adopt the Initial
Project Screening described in Response to Comments on Initial Project Screening, dated
November 9, 2017, but with the minor modifications identified in the attached response to
comments table (Table 1). The TAC also voted to approve Option 1 - Adopt the Response to
Comments in Table 1.
DISCLOSURE STATEMENT

Funding has been provided in full or in part through an agreement with the State Water Resources
Control Board, using funds from Proposition 1. The contents of this document do not necessarily
reflect the views and policies of the foregoing, nor does the mention of trade names or commercial
products constitute endorsement or recommendation for use.
This letter is part of the work product for Task 4.5 of Grant Agreement No. D1612613 between
the City of Chico and the California State Water Resource Control Board.
Please contact me at (530) 792-3275 or dmoore@westyost.com with any questions or comments.
Sincerely,
WEST YOST ASSOCIATES
Douglas T. Moore
Engineering Manager,
RCE #58122
DTM:lh
2020 Research Park Drive, Suite 100

Davis, CA 95618

Phone 530 756-5905

Fax 530 756-5991

westyost.com

COMMENT

Please prioritize SWRP project #4, #8, and #13.

7

It is recommended that this comment be used by the TAC during the
SWRP Project prioritization process in the next phase of the SWRP
development.

N:\Clients\755 City of Chico\10‐17‐01 SWRP\ENGR\15 Stakeholder and Public (6)\Pub Review Period 2017‐12‐13\Comments Tracking Log_Review Period 12‐13‐17_Revised 2018‐01‐08.xlsx

It is recommended that this comment be used by the TAC during the
Please prioritize the SWRP projects that deal with trash removal from our creeks and
SWRP Project prioritization process in the next phase of the SWRP
waterways.
development.
12

It is recommended that this comment be used by the TAC during the
SWRP Project prioritization process in the next phase of the SWRP
development.

Please prioritize SWRP projects #4, #8, and #13.

Please prioritize the SWRP projects that deal with trash removal from our creeks and It is recommended that this comment be used by the TAC during the
waterways. I am part of the group Chico First, and during our cleanups we see the
SWRP Project prioritization process in the next phase of the SWRP
most appalling amount of trash in our community waterways. The refuse can include development.
dirty needles, human feces, active meth lab equipment (homemade), mattresses and
much more.
It is vital that this egregious situation be addressed as this is a very real healthcare
risk when biohazards are in direct contact with our waterways.
Thanks you.
SWRP Projects 4, 8, and 13 have been identified as SWRP Projects and
therefore, will move forward to the next phase of the SWRP
development, the evaluation and prioritization of projects.

Please prioritize SWRP projects #4, #8, and #13. Thank you.

SWRP Projects 4, 8, and 13 have been identified as SWRP Projects and
therefore, will move forward to the next phase of the SWRP
development, the evaluation and prioritization of projects.

11

10

9

SWRP Projects 4, 8, and 13 have been identified as SWRP Projects and
therefore, will move forward to the next phase of the SWRP
development, the evaluation and prioritization of projects.

It is recommended that this comment be used by the TAC during the
SWRP Project prioritization process in the next phase of the SWRP
development.

SWRP Projects 4, 8, and 13 have been identified as SWRP Projects and
therefore, will move forward to the next phase of the SWRP
development, the evaluation and prioritization of projects.

It is recommended that this comment be used by the TAC during the
SWRP Project prioritization process in the next phase of the SWRP
development.

Concerned citizen here! I would like to encourage you to prioritize SWRP project # 4,
#8 and #13 please!
It is recommended that this comment be used by the TAC during the
SWRP Project prioritization process in the next phase of the SWRP
development.

Please prioritize SWRP project #4, #8, and #13.

8

It is recommended that this comment be used by the TAC during the
SWRP Project prioritization process in the next phase of the SWRP
development.

It is recommended that this comment be used by the TAC during the
SWRP Project prioritization process in the next phase of the SWRP
development.

It is recommended that this comment be used by the TAC during the
Please prioritize the SWRP projects that deal with the trash removal from our creeks
SWRP Project prioritization process in the next phase of the SWRP
& waterways
development.
SWRP Projects 4, 8, and 13 have been identified as SWRP Projects and
therefore, will move forward to the next phase of the SWRP
development, the evaluation and prioritization of SWRP Projects.

Prioritize trash removal, camping, toxic waste in Chico waterways

Please prioritize projects #4, #8 and #13.

Please prioritize the SWRP projects that deal with trash removal from our creeks and It is recommended that this comment be used by the TAC during the
waterways. I help out in documenting various clean up efforts by a group of
SWRP Project prioritization process in the next phase of the SWRP
community volunteers. The problem is immense, ongoing and far beyond our
development.
capabilities based on the number of homeless existing in our community. We need
help to keep our city clean.
Please put this project as a priority.
SWRP Projects 4, 8, and 13 have been identified as SWRP Projects and
therefore, will move forward to the next phase of the SWRP
development, the evaluation and prioritization of projects.

Staff Recommendation
‐SWRP Projects have not yet been prioritized.
‐ Project 59 has been identified as a SWRP Project
After reviewing the potential projects for priority funding, I’d like to see #1 priority
‐The projects that are identified as SWRP Projects during Public
go to:
“Project 59: Routine Community Creek Clean up Project (Program)”
Meeting 3 will move forward to the next phase of the SWRP
development, which is the evaluation and prioritization of projects.
‐SWRP Projects will be evaluated in more detail, and then prioritized.
We need to show all in our community that we take pride and care about our
‐It is recommended that the next phase of the SWRP development be
greenways as a focal part of the quality of life for this town, and involve as many of
the others in the community in the process. Please help empower this community to implemented
take action

12/20/2017, Revised 1/8/2018
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ID

Date:

COMMENT RESPONSE FORM
Client: City of Chico
Project: Chico SWRP
Review Period Ending 12/13/17 on the Response to Comments
Topic:

Response adopted at TAC Meeting 4,
January 4, 2029

Response adopted at TAC Meeting 4,
January 4, 2028

Response adopted at TAC Meeting 4,
January 4, 2027

Response adopted at TAC Meeting 4,
January 4, 2026

Response adopted at TAC Meeting 4,
January 4, 2025

Response adopted at TAC Meeting 4,
January 4, 2024

Response adopted at TAC Meeting 4,
January 4, 2023

Response adopted at TAC Meeting 4,
January 4, 2022

Response adopted at TAC Meeting 4,
January 4, 2021

Response adopted at TAC Meeting 4,
January 4, 2020

Response adopted at TAC Meeting 4,
January 4, 2019

Response adopted at TAC Meeting 4,
January 4, 2018

TAC ACTION
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18

The responses adequately addressed the comments. It is
recommended that additional responses not be prepared.

No financial models or cost benefits analyses were performed on these
Initial Projects yet. The affordability is an estimate of how affordable
Initial Projects are relative to each other. This rating is preliminary and
qualitative. In the next phase of the SWRP development, costs will be
developed and benefits identified, but a formal CBA is not in the scope
of this work. It is recommended that the next phase of SWRP
development be performed.

Initial Project descriptions were submitted by the
public/stakeholders/TAC. They were only edited when they were too
long to fit in an Excel row ‐ and in that case, the reader was directed to
an un‐edited attachment. Many projects do not have a location
specified, so they can't be mapped. In the next phase of the project,
SWRP Projects will be edited in more detail and mapped.

An Excel file can be provided to the TAC prior to TAC meeting 4. No
TAC approval required.

It is recommended that issue of stream gauges be included in SWRP
Project O.

SWRP Project O is a Management Plan for Comanche Creek. As part of
this Plan, an update to the stormwater plan for Comanche Creek
watershed will be prepared.

It is recommended that the Comanche Creek Study be extended
further downstream to a logical terminus.

23
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TAC Request #2 Project 23 ‐ Trash Capture Devices: Please clarify the affordability
and implement ability rating. There is no mention of maintenance and upkeep? Is
low affordability due to purchase of trash capture devices, or cost of operations and
maintenance???

22

Projects have already been grouped in a logical manner. For the
selection of the three projects for 30% design, the TAC can select
individual SWRP Projects, or they can select elements out of SWRP
projects; therefore, it is recommended that the projects not be re‐
grouped.
Affordability is low because of the initial capital cost of trash capture
devices and the cost of operations and maintenance. Implementability
is High because the City is required to do trash capture, so doing this
project would help the City meet State requirements. In addition, many
trash capture devices are not difficult or complex to implement and
use.

Detailed project descriptions will be developed once the TAC has
selected SWRP Projects to be considered further. The detailed project
descriptions will be used in the next phase of the SWRP development
Projects to be considered for by the TAC for further evaluation, ranking, and
prioritization. – Provide entire project proposal so that these tasks can be completed. for evaluation, ranking, and prioritization. It is recommended that the
next phase of SWRP development be performed.

Response to Comment – Additional details are needed regarding all of the contents
related to each response to comments of a proposed project.

TAC Request #1 Combine all trash related projects, regardless of whether they
include education and trash reduction elements and/or full trash capture devices.
Consolidate “I” to include all trash capture and reduction efforts ‐ despite City
selection of Track 1 without public input ‐ (projects 2, 14, 23, 59, 60, 80, 83).

21
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Estimated Affordability Evaluation (High, Medium, Low) – How were these scores
determined? There is no discussion of how these projects’ costs were generated or
evaluated. Financial Models and CBA’s (cost benefit analysis) should be made
available.

Project Description – The descriptions contained in this column should be more
detailed. A map pinpointing the location of the proposed projects should also
accompany this document. Don’t use acronyms, size of project, volume of water to
be treated…

Les is working with DWR to re‐establish gauges on little Chico and Comanche Creeks ‐
would the city like to help?

It is requested that the City complete an update to or prepare a new stormwater
master plan as the existing plan is more than 30 years old.

Why does the Comanche Creek study stop at Dayton Road? The study should
continue all the way to and past Crouch Avenue. The risk of flooding certainly
extends beyond Dayton Road.

As new development occurs in the Comanche Creek watershed, downstream
property owners will continue to see increases in flood flows.

I did not know about the Nov 29 stakeholder meeting. I would have attended. Thank It is recommended that this comment be used by the TAC during the
you for adding the Comanche Creek Flood Control Study to the SWRP. It is very
SWRP Project prioritization process in the next phase of the SWRP
important this is selected and completed. We are flying blind as is the City of Chico
development.
on the potential of flooding from Comanche Creek from all new and upcoming
development.
New development is required to mitigate potenital increased flooding.
[Letter from Les Heringer, 12/13/17, paraphrased below]

Please consider this grant application of highest priority.

Furthermore, the benefits to those working at the Chico Mall and nationhood
residences exceeds that of the already well‐funded Comanche Creek greenway site.
The potential of this "urban oasis" as a nature study area and passive recreation site
is tremendous. The homeless certainly have realized it!

Silting and cattail growth are exacerbating at such an alarming rate that the ponds
are becoming unhealthy bogs. This silting rate is probably equal to that of the One
Mile swimming pool where numerous truckloads of silt were removed last year.

Please provide a better, more readable document, for TAC members to use. A copy
of the EXCEL file would be preferable.

19

Staff Recommendation
It is recommended that this comment be used by the TAC during the
SWRP Project prioritization process in the next phase of the SWRP
development.

It is recommended that this comment be used by the TAC during the
SWRP Project prioritization process in the next phase of the SWRP
After reading today's (12‐13‐'17) Enterprise‐Record article on the various storm
development.
water management plan grant applications, I find none more urgent of completion
than the Teichert Ponds Storm Water Treatment and Restoration Plan. Plans were
completed in 2008 and have since remained on the shelf".
These plans, completed at a cost of nearly done half a million dollars, call for
separation of storm water inflow between ponds number 2 and 3. This would permit
cleaning and removal of contaminants and waste. One pond would function for
water detention while the other would be cleaned.

There are simple and effective means and methods to eliminate or reduce the
referenced waste from the Channel. Please note, all of my comment should be
applied to all other creeks/channels in the watershed. Please add additional
descriptions to the combined list to adequately address the opportunity to advance
further in the review process, as you find necessary. Any help is greatly appreciated.

The amount of waste observed in the short distance between bridges is obviously
NOT under control and in my opinion, an ongoing illicit discharge if it were not
removed. This is one of the worst instances of non‐point source discharge
imaginable with respect to how direct the transport to the Sacramento River during
storm events or including infiltration.

After reviewing the September initial projects descriptions, and combined list, I feel
it’s necessary to include my comment. I live proximate to the south bank of the
Lindo Channel, in the vicinity between 99 bridge and Holley bridge. The past year I
have observed significant quantities (~>100 CY) of solid and liquid waste, both
hazardous and non‐hazardous type, located within the channel, clearly in the
waterline/flowline and abandoned or illegally placed, subject to contact during storm
water events.

COMMENT

17

16

15

14

13

ID

Response adopted at TAC Meeting 4,
January 4, 2040

Response adopted at TAC Meeting 4,
January 4, 2039

Response adopted at TAC Meeting 4,
January 4, 2038

Response adopted at TAC Meeting 4,
January 4, 2037

Response adopted at TAC Meeting 4,
January 4, 2036

Response adopted at TAC Meeting 4,
January 4, 2035

Response adopted at TAC Meeting 4,
January 4, 2034

Response adopted at TAC Meeting 4,
January 4, 2033

Response adopted at TAC Meeting 4,
January 4, 2032

Response adopted at TAC Meeting 4,
January 4, 2031

Response adopted at TAC Meeting 4,
January 4, 2030
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Staff Recommendation

No questions are asked, and no action is requested.

The project was not included as a SWRP Project initially because
the City selected Track 1 for meeting the Trash Amendments
requirements from the State, which does not require education
and outreach. However, education and outreach is not precluded
from being performed, and therefore, it is recommended that
Initial Project 80 be included in Initial Project "I".

The portion of Initial Project 60 that was combined into "I" was
trash interception. The portion of Initial Project 60 that was
combined into "R" was the repair of the BD ditch to reduce
flooding.

It is recommended that "and Implementation Projects" can be
added to project titles.

TAC Request #9: Many “Projects” (almost all of the ones we submitted) have
been combined into the letter categories as “Plans” although they are not
plans at all, and are instead implementation projects. The justification was
given that the concept ideas were too vague, and/or too complicated and will
require further planning. We believe this grouping was not justified, and that
one remedy to this situation could be to include the words “and
Implementation Projects” in the letter category titles and descriptions where
they have been lumped.

However, before many of these projects can be designed and
constructed, significant additional planning work must occur.
Therefore, it is also recommended that these projects still be
evaluated as Plans, but Implementation Projects can be pulled
out for selection of 30% design by the TAC.

It is recommended that this comment be used by the TAC during
the SWRP Project prioritization process.

Projects have already been grouped in a logical manner. For the
selection of the three projects for 30% design, the TAC can select
individual SWRP Projects, or they can select elements out of SWRP
Projects; therefore, it is recommended that the projects not be re‐
grouped.

It is recommended that this comment be used by the TAC during
the SWRP Project prioritization process in the future as well as
during the selection of the projects for 30% design after the
future prioritization process is complete.

The three projects for 30% Designs have not yet been selected.
For the selection of the three projects for 30% design, the TAC
can select individual SWRP Projects, or they can select elements
out of SWRP Projects.

TAC Request #8: Inclusion of action based education and outreach in any and
all stormwater runoff reduction and water quality improvement projects
(cleanups, restoration, LID demonstration/implementation and effectiveness
monitoring)

All concept projects that were submitted that are located in this DAC
neighborhood (Chapman Mulberry) should be combined and an evaluation of
the suggested concept ideas further developed to the 30% design level
including green streets, rain gardens, and other LID demo projects. Projects
85 and 72 combined (and 81, which provided concept ideas that although
were presented to target a City‐wide approach, could be further developed to
target only the Chapman Mulberry neighborhood). There may be others on
the list that target that neighborhood that should also be included in the
evaluation of their merits and in determining which elements would be best
to further develop for a the 30% design phase and Prop. 1 funding cycle. [See
attachment A for further detail.]

3. Projects hat included opportunities for public involvementenefits the City’s
stormwater program goals).Stormwater projects targeting the Big Chico
Creek Watershed
o LID Implementation projects
o Sediment / Erosion control projects
o Flood Management
o Trash Capture and Reduction Projects (beyond the Track I requirements)

2. Chapman Mulberry Projects. [See attachment A for further descriptions.]

1. Public education and outreach elements included in all three projects
selected. [See attachment A for further descriptions.]

TAC Request #7: There are only three projects that will be selected for further
development (30% designs) for possible Prop 1 funding as part of this SWRP
grant project. We would like the TAC to support projects for further
development and the 30% designs that include or target the following project
types and goals including:

The project submittals received at both public meetings 1 and 2
do not include a submittal from Robin McCollum. The one
submittal received at Public Meeting 1 was from Dick Cory on
People attending the public meetings were asked to provide suggestions of
Teichert Ponds. No submittals were received during Public
projects. Did those projects get included in the list? For example, I followed Meeting 2, though an idea was brought up and later submitted
up with Robin McCollum, who suggested two projects during the May
online by Earthshed Solutions. Robin McCollum submitted one
meeting (and possibly again at the July meeting?): 1) Floodplain
project online called "Multiple Off‐Stream Detention/Wetland
Enhancement Project on Little Chico Creek located between Bruce Road and Basins".
99, and 2) Sycamore Bypass Remedial Grade Control and Sediment
Mitigation Project focused on mimicking natural channel functions to reduce It is recommended that no further action is taken.
the need for ongoing maintenance

TAC Request #6: Please include projects mentioned and/or submitted by the
public during public meetings on the SWRP list.

SWRP, combined into Q, Trash reduction structures combined into I, includes POEI*

Project 83 ‐ Teichert Pond Water Quality Improvement Project
Implement trash reduction outreach campaign, trash and water quality surveys, install trash reduction
structures in the inlets and outlets associated with Teichert Pond, initiate invasive plant removal projects
and replant appropriate natives, initiate a homeless
encampment reduction plan, collaborate with existing citizen monitoring to track project effectiveness
and to provide related public stormwater education and outreach (target DACs, schools, businesses
contributing runoff to Teichert Pond), green job training to assist with project implementation, develop
outreach and education plan with roles for interested community organizations, connect bike path,
initiate outdoor classroom curriculum linked with project objectives, LID implementation and green
streets retrofit to reduce runoff carried to pond, improve wildlife and riparian habitat, recreation
opportunities, picnic areas, walking/biking paths, informational signage, etc.

TAC Request #5: Please combine Project 80 in with the other trash related projects.

Why was this project dropped since July?

There was little or no community input in the selection of Track 1 trash amendment
method.

If Track 1, because the City selected Track 1, the SWRP should not exclude all other
trash collection methods or education related efforts such as cleanups, trash
recycling coupons, education, etc. t

Project 80 ‐ Revised City of Chico Long‐term Trash Reduction Project.

TAC Request #4 Project 60 ‐ Fair Street Detention Ponds: Please clarify which
portions of Project 60 were combined in to “I” or “R”

separate SWRP (City provide < $2K support), and BEC supports combining this
project). “The City currently funds this type of program, and keeping it as a separate
program allows it to be evaluated independently of the many other elements that
are included in the combined/grouped projects. Keeping it separate allows it to be
funded separately from the other aspects of the combined/grouped projects.
Affordability is medium because the project represents a reoccurring annual cost”

As mentioned in the comment, this project is already being
TAC Request #3 Project 59 ‐ Routine Community Creek Clean up Project: Please
funded by the City and is an on‐going project. It is kept separate
combine this project in with the other trash related projects. The following is the
from other projects for which funding is not yet available. It is
response the City provided as to why this relatively small project was pulled out as a recommended that this project remain a separate project.

COMMENT
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• Implement LID demo projects in neighborhood types (type refers to
drainage issue‐ Ceres has shallow water table, etc., but there are definite
issues that are specific to certain neighborhoods which could be targeted and
selected based on known problem areas throughout the City) to provide
training opportunities and replicable examples for neighbors to mimic. Target
LID methods that best reduce pesticide and landscape irrigation runoff.
• Implement LID demonstration and Green Streets projects targeting City‐
owned properties and median and sidewalk strips, roadway curb cuts to
vegetated plots and infiltration trenches, pervious sidewalks and gutter pans,
downspout disconnects to cisterns for recycling and use by community
gardens, integrate safe walking and biking transportation pathways into LID
project designs, etc.
• Implement “Green Jobs in Your Community” Training Program coordinating
with existing work training programs (CCC’s, CAVE) and utilize hands‐on
training workshops to implement LID project elements to save costs.
• Include pesticide and overwatering campaigns targeting DACs and
implementation of LID demo projects.

Project 78 Landscape Water Conservation and Pesticide Reduction Project ‐
see attachment for detail on what the project should be combined with:
The concept project idea contained a long list of project ideas. Please
evaluate the project based on the merits of the ideas suggested and refer to
the title for the overall concept idea for a better understanding of the intent
of the project, which was to develop a project to reduce landscape irrigation
and pesticide runoff form occurring.
With a little bit of discussion, exact locations and target neighborhoods could
be easily identified, and demo projects constructed to train residents and
others (landscapers) of the practices they can implement to reduce runoff
pollution. Dry weather outfall monitoring supports the need for reducing
landscape runoff. The affordability should be ranked High (cheap) and
implementability as low (very feasible) based on developing projects that do
not require huge engineering or construction budgets. An example of a
similar project was recently constructed at LID demo projects such as the
16th and D (funded through Prop 84). The smallness or expansiveness of the
ideas presented should be discussed and further evaluated before lumping
the entire idea as a plan.

Specific projects that we believe should not be lumped as plans and could
either be combined with other stand‐alone SWRP projects and/or listed as a
separate SWRP project include:

Project 74 combined with Project 20 combined:
remove all of the project details, which were intended to be concept ideas
that we included in most of our suggested project ideas, and instead focus on
the title of the project , “CAL Park Green Streets Project,” which indicates
what the main focus of the concept project and location referred too, and
could be further developed along with Project 20 to target Cal Park.

Projects 80 combined with Project 85 (projects are definitely related and
would enhance outcomes and the entities have expressed willingness to
combine and/or partner in targeting LID implementation projects for the
Chapman neighborhood)
Specific projects that we believe should not be lumped as plans and could
either be combined with other stand‐alone SWRP projects and/or listed as a
separate SWRP project include:

Specific projects that we believe should not be lumped as plans and could
either be combined with other stand‐alone SWRP projects and/or listed as a
separate SWRP project include:

Initial Projects were evaluated as submitted. It is recommended
that no additional actions implemented.

Projects have already been grouped in a logical manner. For the
selection of the three projects for 30% design, the TAC can select
individual SWRP Projects, or they can select elements out of
SWRP Projects; therefore, it is recommended that the projects
not be re‐grouped.

If these two projects were combined, they would still remain a
Plan since identifying the best and most cost effective locations
will require preparation of a plan. To implement Green Streets,
the City would need a Green Streets Master Plan to guide their
project selection and process. Since Chico does not yet have a
Green Streets Master Plan, developing a plan would be the first
step to getting green streets implemented. Developing a Green
Streets Master Plan is included in SWRP Project P.

Initial Projects were evaluated as submitted.

Initial Project 74 (Cal Park Green Streets Project) and Initial
Project 20 (Green Streets and Parking Lots).

It is recommended that these projects not be combined.

Initial Project 80 is the trash reduction master plan which is not
directly related to Initial Project 85 (Chapman Mulberry Rain
Garden), which is an implementation project at a specific
location.

It is recommended that the next phase of the SWRP
development be implemented.

Project submitters will be contacted as needed in the next phase
of the SWRP development.

Also, Stream Team was provided specific comments on August 4,
2017 with suggestions on how to revise projects. Stream Team
has had opportunities to meet with City staff to discuss projects.
A copy of the guidance/suggestions is provided in Attachment B.

Staff Recommendation

The consultant/City will be contacting people about their SWRP
Projects during the evaluation phase of the SWRP development.
Since this is still only the screening, no contacts have been made.

COMMENT

TAC Request #10: We also request that the lumped projects (that are not
plans) be evaluated as separate projects for further development and for
possible selection of the 30% design phase and Prop 1 funding (either
individually, or in combination with other projects where combining several
project elements would enhance fundability and outcomes). There has been
ample time for the consultant and/or the City to discuss ideas the public
submitted that they found vague, and or confusing, but we have not received
any communications regarding this issue. It was our understanding was that
the ideas submitted were concept ideas only, and there was not format
suggested on length of project description of breadth of activities suggested,
and apologize for the long list of ideas, but contest the ideas should now be
lumped as plans. We would appreciate that the merits of the conceptual
ideas be evaluated. There are many elements that can be easily
implemented and others that could be lumped, but lumping all of the projects
does not seem fair.
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COMMENT

Staff Recommendation

Projects have already been grouped in a logical manner. For the
selection of the three projects for 30% design, the TAC can select
individual SWRP Projects, or they can select elements out of
SWRP Projects; therefore, it is recommended that the projects
not be re‐grouped.

This project was lumped into the Big Chico Creek Management
Plan because 1) it falls under the category of managing flood
flows. These potential locations for detention basins can not be
evaluated without taking into account the system as a whole ‐
and therefore, should be part of the larger Management Plan.
Since constructing detention basins is an expensive undertaking,
the City wants to find the most efficient and cost effective
locations for detention. 2) This project would require a drainage
study to evaluate the size needed for the detention basins.

Projects have already been grouped in a logical manner. For the
selection of the three projects for 30% design, the TAC can select
individual SWRP Projects, or they can select elements out of
SWRP Projects; therefore, it is recommended that the projects
not be re‐grouped.

This project is one of many erosion projects that could possible
be funded. A plan will be used to identify the most cost effective
and efficient locations where erosion control is needed,
therefore, it is recommended that this project remain a plan.

Projects have already been grouped in a logical manner. For the
selection of the three projects for 30% design, the TAC can select
individual SWRP Projects, or they can select elements out of
SWRP Projects; therefore, it is recommended that the projects
not be re‐grouped.

To identify if infiltration is feasible in this location and to identify
and prioritize the best locations for infiltration, a study will be
needed.
Therefore, it is recommended that this project remain a plan,
and not be re‐grouped.
This should be an implementation project:
Planning studies will be needed to determine locations and
Project 9 ‐ Lindo Channel nonpoint pollution
impacts of swales. The trash capture master plan will be used to
identify the most cost effective and efficient locations of trash
Re‐do access roads into to channel to make it easier to haul out debris from
homeless camp cleanups. Identify areas where camping and associated camp capture devices, therefore, it is recommended that this project
remain a Plan.
cleanups regularly occur and develop and implement solutions to reduce
camping at those locations (e.g.
elevating vegetation, regular monitoring, etc.).
Add trash filter at Chico Nut storm water drain
Add bioswales to storm water outlets from Manzanita to Esplanade, where
stream channel is wide enough to accommodate.

This should be an implementation project:
Project 8 ‐ Lindo Channel Infiltration enhancement
Use the city‐owned area of upstream of the Madrone bike bridge for storm
water infiltra on

This should be an implementation project:
Project 5 ‐Big Chico Creek storm water detention
Create a storm water detention area in Lower Bidwell Park just west of the
east most parking area off Peterson Memorial Drive. This area has previously
flooded (i.e. Scout's Island) and has the capacity to occasionally detain
enough water to reduce downstream
flooding without affecting any major infrastructure such as Petersen Dr.
Consider making a small detention basin on the right (north) bank of BCC just
downstream of the Vallombrosa Bridge. This is part of the city‐owned Lost
Park area. Currently several north side properties closer to the Esplanade
Bridge as well as the south side of Lost Park experience flood water
conditions during high water events. Correcting a scour problem at Big Chico
Creek's Vallombrosa Bridge is listed in the city's Capital Projects plan.
Incorporate this fix into a grant proposal as an in‐kind match.
SWRP, combined into M

• Is this a maintenance project, resulting from pumping? Are maintenance
projects eligible for Prop 1 funding?

This should be an implementation project:
Project 4 ‐ Big Chico Creek bank erosion
The creek bank just a few feet away from CARD's water well on BCC at
Hooker Oak Park is eroding. A solution for this problem has been designed;
implementation could be part of a future storm water grant application.
SWRP, combined into M, includes POEI*

Comments on the Projects that should be Implementation Projects are listed
below [in rows 39 ‐ 50]

Separate Projects and Plans included in M ‐ BIG CHICO CREEK and evaluate
each separately even if still grouped as M. Also, please select project group M
for 30% development and select projects for further development based on
the evaluation of the projects that were lumped. Need TO IDENTIFY GOALS
AND OBJECTIVES ^^^^ TO GROUP and evaluate grouped PROJECTS, right?

Initial Project 26: Bidwell Park and Greenway Integrated Storm
Water, Ground Water Recharge, and Recycled Water Project
and Initial Project 71: Bidwell Park Stormwater Management
Project (Green Infrastructure‐LIDs, Floodplain Improvement, and
Project 71 and 26 combined (the project elements do not require permits and Ground Water Recharge)
if selected for further development could be deemed fundable by Prop 1.) We
believe it would be feasible for the City and Parks Department to select one
Initial Projects were evaluated as submitted.
or more exact locations for further developing including at least one of the
stormwater related concept ideas presented in this project and including the These projects will require studies to be able to implement
ed outreach related ideas.
effectively and cost efficiently, therefore, it is recommended they
remain Plans.
List of Conceptal Elements that could be further developed trageting work in
Bidwell Park for SW related projects:
For the selection of the three projects for 30% design, the TAC
[See the attachment A for details.]
can select individual SWRP Projects, or they can select elements
out of SWRP Projects; therefore, it is recommended that the
projects not be re‐grouped.

Specific projects that we believe should not be lumped as plans and could
either be combined with other stand‐alone SWRP projects and/or listed as a
separate SWRP project include:

• Develop a Waterwise and Habitat “River Friendly Landscape Guide” specific
to Butte County including the following principles: install local native species,
nurture the soil (compost on site), reduce yard waste to landfill, conserve
water, conserve energy, protect water quality (decrease pesticide use), and
create wildlife habitat.
• Implement a Rainscapes Reward ‐ Incentive program to provide rebates
implementing green infrastructure and turf removal projects to capture and
treat stormwater onsite.
• Update or integrate existing creek‐side and street tree handbooks.
• Link existing citizen monitoring and stormwater / watershed protection
efforts with City Stormwater Management Program objectives to facilitate
public involvement, leverage previous State funding for stormwater projects
and programs, utilize existing baseline water quality data, and empower
continued community group involvement by ensuring they have a role in
assisting with outreach and education, project implementation, and project
effectiveness monitoring. These groups represent key‐stakeholders and can
facilitate their involvement to improve overall project outcomes.
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COMMENT

Staff Recommendation

Therefore, it is recommended that this project remain a Plan,
and not be re‐grouped.

• Multiple opportunities throughout bidwell park to enhance stormwater
treatment and infiltration using swales, and other strategies without the need
for permits.
This should be an implementation project:
Project 41 ‐ Improve Lindo Channel
Remove vegetation, debris, rock, silt, repair outfalls, and reestablish channel
capacity to reduce flooding and erosion of public infrastructure. Include a
bikeway to increase public open space.

TAC Request #14: Project 44 clarification on “SWRP 3 5 Mile and Lindo
Channel Diversion Study and Improvements”
• Are there any planned modification of channel gravels, soils, or other
depositions affecting current flows to the diversion gates? If so, permitting
may be required, impac ng the project's aﬀordability and implementability

This comment will be taken into account when developing
project descriptions in the next phase of the SWRP development.

As part of the next phase of the SWRP development, it is
recommended that the City/Consultant contact Rock Creek
Reclamation District, DWR, and the County about specific
projects they are planning, designing, and/or implementing.

To identify the most efficient and effective locations for
identifying removal of invasive species and developing a plan to
continue to address invasive species, a study will be needed.
Therefore, it is recommended that these projects remain part of
a Plan, and not be re‐grouped.

This should be an implementation project:
From Project K ‐ Habitat Improvement Plan and Specific Projects
‐ Remove invasive yellow flag iris from Comanche Creek
‐ Arundo removal from Little Chico Creek (develop a management plan and
conduct
TAC Request #13: Project 33 Mud Rock Creek Reclamation Project
Affordability could be high (cheap), depending on the concept idea elements
selected for further development. Implementability could also be High (easy)
depending on the concept ideas selected for further development. I believe it
would be prudent to contact Rock Creek Reclamation District, DWR, or the
County to determine if there are any feasible projects that could be further
developed in the Rock Mud areas. The Rock Creek Reclamation District is
focusing their work from Hwy 99‐ to the river implementing 1‐sides levee
projects diverting water from Nord, and redirects to lands in specific areas so
landowners can grade their lands accordingly to reduce flooding issues.
County is working on a flood control study for Nord (County, DWR, FEMA
study), and a study upstream including Keefir Rd. developments, which could
easily benefit from simple small LID projects. Keefir slough and the capacity to
infilatrate flood waters could be enhanced. County and DWR have a project
to study flood protection needs including Haggenridge Rd and the bifurcation
of Keefir slough and rock.

Therefore, it is recommended that these projects remain part of
a Plan, and not be re‐grouped.

To identify the most efficient and effective locations for
identifying and correcting erosion problems, how to manage
gravel, and where to install flow gauges, multiple studies will be
needed.

Manage gravel deposition at Five Mile and assure proper gravel migration
downstream.
‐ ‐ Identify and correct erosion problems.
‐ Install flow gages throughout creek (particularly in the upper watershed) to
improve upon the availability and reliability of real‐time

This should be an implementation project:
From Project A ‐ Big Chico Creek and Mud Creek Watershed Wide Flood
Control, Urban Drainage, Habitat, Public Open Space/Recreation
Management Plan:

Therefore, it is recommended that these projects remain part of
a Plan, and not be re‐grouped.

Projects were evaluated as submitted. To identify the most
efficient and effective locations for the many project elements
included in this project, multiple studies will be needed.

Therefore, it is recommended that these projects remain part of
a Plan, and not be re‐grouped.

2a) A study will be required to prioritize where repairs and
realignments are needed and to identify hot spots.
3b) This is an Program, not an Implementation Project
4) This is an Program, not an Implementation Project
6) This is an Program, not an Implementation Project

This should be an implementation project:
Project 70 ‐ Lindo Channel Stormwater Infiltration and Floodplain
Enhancement Project ‐ need to separate projects concepts from plan:
2a) Repair damaged outfalls: Add bioswale areas below outfalls: Re‐grade /
realign outfalls: Install trash reduction structures: target "hot spots"
(Mangrove to Esplanade),
3b) Schedule regular creek clean‐up
4) Reduce urban landscape irrigation runoff
6) Project Effectiveness Monitoring
This should be an implementation project:
Project 76 ‐ Revised Little Chico Creek, Lindo Channel, Mud/Rock Creek
Arundo/Broom Removal and LID Implementation Project

A study will be needed to identify locations of fish blockages,
how they should be addressed, and the impacts of removing any
dams/blockages. Therefore, it is recommended that this project
remain a Plan, and not be re‐grouped.

This should be an implementation project:
Project 53 ‐ Urban Riparian Restoration
Community Creek Cleanups
Annual Bidwell Park and Chico Creeks Cleanup (September)
Regular neighborhood cleanups
Invasive species removal (i.e. Arundo) in Little Chico Creek.
Removal of anadromous fish migration blockages (i.e.. rouge dams but

A study will be needed to identify where
vegetation/debris/rocks/silt need to be removed and where
repairs are needed. To re‐establish capacity, a study is needed to
identify how much flooding needs to be reduced, and how that
should be achieved. Therefore, it is recommended that this
project remain a Plan, and not be re‐grouped.

There are many locations where swales could be implemented,
therefore, a study would be required to identify effective and
cost efficient locations, which means a plan will be needed
before design/construction can occur.

The "improving recreational opportunities" element of this
project is not directly storm water related, and therefore, should
be implemented in conjunction with other storm water projects
in the same area. If is recommended that this project should
remain part of M.

This project is related to water quality through the trash
reduction measures mentioned.

This should be an implementation project:
Project 19 ‐ Grassy Swale in Bidwell Park
Install grassy swale in Bidwell Park to provide natural treatment and some
minor detention, along with infiltration

• Is this a water quality project? ‐ “Provide educational signage and materials
to the homeowners associations to discourage yard waste and trash dumping
into the Bypass.” ‐ to Project I (POEI)

This should be an implementation project:
Project 12 ‐ Mitigating new impacts to Sycamore Bypass
There are several large new residential subdivisions to the south of Sycamore
Bypass. Improve outdoor recreational opportunities for these residents by
completing the planned bike path along the Bypass to connect to the Floral
Ave bike path and by creating well designed paths into the Bypass area
(instead of letting each user create his/her own path). Provide educational
signage and materials to the homeowners associations to discourage yard
waste and trash dumping into the Bypass.
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Comment clarification: The comment was regarding the evaluation process
of projects and the way they were “lumped” as “Plans”, sometimes if they
were judged as vague or contained too long of a conceptual list of projects.
Because the directions for submitting projects was unclear on the depth (or
length) of the project descriptions, some concepts submitted were very brief,
while others included a more developed list of concept project elements. All
of the projects with a more developed list of concept project ideas were
lumped as plans, although the ideas are for projects. The concern was that
those implementation project ideas would no longer be considered for
further development, or for separate evaluation and/or selection as one of
the three projects that will be developed for possible Prop. 1 funding. City
staff responded, “bring this up to the TAC”.

Comment clarification: The Stream Team expressed concerns regarding the
lack of public outreach and facilitation being provided by the City to
encourage and assist the public in participating in the development of the
SWRP, and stated that the SWRP will be the guide for the City and entities
interested in stormwater protection efforts, including prioritization of
projects that will be implemented and include public involvement. Matt
Thompson responded, “at least we got three members of the public to
attend, Yuba City only got one”, which was discouraging, and did not address
the issue. I also mentioned that I had contacted the Enterprise Record (ER)
and News and Review (N&R), on the morning of the meeting to see if they
were sending a reporter, and received no response from News and Review,
but the ER said they were not aware of this project at all, and with such short
notice they could not send a reporter to the meeting.

Comment clarification: This point was not discussed at the meeting, but if the
City pre‐screened the list, doesn’t the TAC still need to approve that list
before moving forward with the evaluations? Also, doesn’t the TAC need to
review and consider the comments received during the public review period
before approving the list? How will the TAC identify the projects that have
been lumped? Will the City provide a list of the current project groupings
with all of the various projects listed under that grouping? It is difficult to
refer back to the various pages of the list and the project descriptions have
changed as each version of the list has been updated. Also, the grouped plans
contain on‐the‐ground implementation projects that have been lumped as
plans, which is not correct. The reasoning for grouping projects seems
arbitrary.

Comment clarification: Project 80 was previously grouped into category I, but
has been omitted from that group and instead is listed as an initial project
with the justification that because Track 1 does not require education and
outreach to reduce trash loading it was not grouped. All trash related
projects should be grouped and not be omitted because they include trash
reduction ideas.
Comment clarification: The consultant explained that the City has pre‐
screened all of the submitted projects and has identified the concept ideas as
either “projects” or lumped them into a “plan” under one of the 14 letter
categories. There are 3 projects and 14 plans identified on the pre‐screened
list. Because the current SWRP grant includes funding to further develop only
three of the “projects” to the 30% design level in order to prepare for
applying for Prop. 1 funding, it seemed the decision on which projects to
move forward had been made, since only 3 projects had been identified on
the list. Also, because the other concept ideas submitted were all lumped as
“plans”, there was a concern that they would no longer be evaluated further
in the SWRP process even though they are “projects” and not “plans”.

“SWRP 17 Chapman Mulberry Rain Garden”
Comment clarification: There are 2 or more projects targeting the Chapman
Mulberry neighborhood with related project goals (implementing LIDs and
rain gardens to treat runoff). Combining these projects as other similar
projects have been, would not circumvent either entity from paying for the
project themselves, seeking grant funding on their own, or collaborating.
Also, because the SWRP will only evaluate 17 projects, allowing the two
projects to be combined would facilitate evaluations of the merits of both
concept ideas targeting the Chapman neighborhood. The comment about
“good demo projects” was meant to infer that although small turf removal
projects are valuable, they do not have as great an outcome on water quality
as those that treat runoﬀ from streets and parking lots.

For the selection of the three projects for 30% design, the TAC
can select individual SWRP projects, or they can select elements
out of SWRP projects; therefore, it is recommended that the
projects not be re‐grouped.

When a project contained multiple projects elements that would
require development of plans, the project was considered a Plan.
Suggestions on how to revise projects were communicated to
Steam Team. See Attachment B.

Public/Stakeholder meeting #3 – 11/29/17
‐ Press Release sent out – 11/16/17
‐ Individual and group emails ‐ See Attachment C

Public/Stakeholder meeting #2 – 7/19/17
‐Press Release sent out 6/27/17
‐ Chico News and Review picked up the meeting as an eco event
– week of July 13, 2017
‐ Chico ER wrote an article, 6/29/17
‐ Individual and group emails ‐ See Attachment C

Public/Stakeholder meeting #1 – 5/17/17
‐Chico News and Review ad – week of May 11, 2017
‐ Chico ER ad – 5/10/17
‐ Individual and group emails ‐ See Attachment C

Projects have already been grouped in a logical manner. Projects
that have been lumped into plans will require significant
additional work prior to implementing the projects.
For the selection of the three projects for 30% design, the TAC
can select individual SWRP Projects, or they can select elements
out of SWRP Projects; therefore, it is recommended that the
projects not be re‐grouped.

Project descriptions have not changed. Project descriptions are
taken directly from what was submitted (unless it was too long,
then an attachment is referenced).

The TAC will identify projects that have been lumped using the
table. An updated list could be provided for the grouped plans.

The TAC will be reviewing the comments received during the
review period and will be making decisions on how the
comments will be addressed.

It is recommended that no additional action be taken.

The three projects for 30% design have not yet been selected yet.
Selection of these three projects will be done by the TAC after
the evaluation is complete. For the selection of the three projects
for 30% design, the TAC can select individual SWRP Projects, or
they can select elements out of SWRP Projects.

See comment above in Row 26 ‐ it is recommended that Initial
Project 80 be included in Initial Project "I".

Projects have already been grouped in a logical manner. For the
selection of the three projects for 30% design, the TAC can select
individual SWRP Projects, or they can select elements out of
SWRP Projects; therefore, it is recommended that the projects
not be re‐grouped.

Question? Why does the header on the meeting summary document include There appeared to be an issue with the document. The header on
the City of Vacaville? What other Cities is West Yost assisting in the
the wesbite has been fixed. No TAC approval is required.
preparation of an SWRP? Yuba, Sonoma, Vacaville, and Chico?

Clarifications and suggestions on what projects descriptions
should include were sent to Stream Team when project revisions
were being accepted, see Attachment B.

Project submitters will be contacted during the next phase of the
SWRP development to further develop project descriptions.

Staff Recommendation

Projects have already been rated for affordability and
implementability, and questions and comments on the ratings
have been addressed. It is recommended that projects not be re‐
rated.

COMMENT

TAC Request #15: Please re‐evaluate the current ranking (affordability,
implementabiliy) on the projects we submitted (I will need help from the City,
consultant or TAC to be sure the project numbers we submitted are identified
for this purpose, as the list is confusing and I am unable to ensure I can find all
of the project numbers). As we have tried to express, the projects are
conceptual ideas, and the Project titles best describe the intent for ranking
purposes. Project locations if missing need feedback from City for example
on exact locations the City would support implementing projects in Bidwell
Park, in City neighborhoods, and streets. We have not been contacted by
anyone to clarify ideas we presented that were deemed vague, or to discuss
exact locations, which we thought would occur. This may sound like an
excuse, that I have been unable to provide feedback in a more meaningful
way, but the process has not included any facilitation or discussion of the
specific ideas of most projects that have been submitted, and instead we
have been provided with lists to evaluate, which has been difficult.
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The Contact is clear regarding the process for facilitating public
involvement, and it has been followed.

Facilitate the organization, coordination, and collaboration among
stakeholders including existing storm water programs, the Chico
Unified School District, and disadvantaged communities and provide
opportunities for general public participation and education
throughout development of the SWRP.
6.1.1 Prepare a stakeholder outreach, education, and engagement plan
and submit to the Grant Manager for review and approval. This has
been completed.
6.1 .2 Develop and distribute public media items including press
releases, flyers, maps, and website updates to solicit stakeholder
involvement. Submit public media items, maps, and screen captures of
web pages items to the Grant Manager. This is done every time there
is a public meeting. More advertising has been done than what is
required by the Contact.
6.1.3 Conduct a minimum of two (2) stakeholder meetings and one (1)
public outreach meeting for interested stakeholders over the course of
development of the SWRP. At a minimum, one of the outreach
meetings shall be conducted prior to Item 4.5 and include a request for
stakeholders to propose multi‐benefit storm water management
projects. Three public/stakeholder meetings have been conducted,
and projects have been requested and received from the public.

The Contract with the State says the following regarding public
outreach and involvement:

The City has an old stormwater management plan was prepared
for an MS4 covering the years 2003‐2008. The plan was prepared
based on regulations at the time, and since regulations have
changed, is no longer applicable.

Comment clarification: The City has an existing stormwater management
plan, and the comment was intended to reiterate the SWRP being developed
would be more useful if it supported the City’s stormwater program goals. It
is unclear why the City Council would need to make new policy when the City
already has a stormwater plan in place with required goals and objectives that
need to be met.

Comment clarification: The comment intended to bring up the issue that the
City has received previous stormwater related grants (nearly 4 million), and
that the SWRP and prioritization of implementation projects should build on
those previous efforts including continuing existing stormwater and
watershed protection efforts that are being sustained by The Stream Team,
BEC, and others who are dedicated to assisting the City in meeting their MS4
permit mandates

BEC and Stream Team expressed interest in having their survey
responses be weighted to represent their entire organization
during Public Meeting 2 on 7/19/17. The TAC decided that if
organizations wanted to send the responses to their entire
constituency, they were welcome to do so, but survey responses
would not be weighted. This information was sent out to the
community on 7/26/17. The public review period ended
8/9/2017, which allowed 2 weeks for BEC and Stream Team to
send the survey out to their organizations.

Comment clarification: Concerns regarding the small number of survey
responses and the confusion with the ranking and scoring process were
provided during the July public meeting as well as submitted in writing by
BEC. Both BEC and The Stream Team offered to re‐circulate the survey to the
public via their email lists to gather more responses, but the City decided to
move ahead with the 32 responses, as representing the stormwater values of
nearly 80K residents.

Noted. It is recommended that no additional action be taken.

The City's goals, in the context of the SWRP, for managing
stormwater are being addressed in part by the community
values, as prioritized from the community surveys. These
community values are essentially goals. For example, the highest
rated benefit was water quality. This benefit is essentially the
same as a goal or objective of "improving water quality." Projects
that improve water quality will therefore help achieve this goal.
In addition, having goals that support the State's current benefits
(goals) is beneficial for meeting future funding requirements.

The community and TAC provided input on the overall goals and
objectives through the prioritization of the State‐Identified‐
Benefits, including water quality, water supply, flood
management, environment, and the community.
Additionally, TAC and community members had the opportunity
to identify other benefits that are important to them. A total of
32 TAC and public provided input on the benefits.

Comment clarification: The comment was intended to reiterate that the plan
will not be very useful unless it supports the City’s stormwater program goals
and objectives, which have not been made clear when prioritizing the SWRP
projects.

Comment clarification: Handouts are printed in very small type, subsequent
We apologize for the technical issues with the media. To clarify,
reiterations of the project lists do not group combined projects in sequence, one member of the public suggested moving forward using only
and the responses to comments are not specific and don’t necessarily address the handouts.
the concerns. There were also technical issues with the slide show early in the
meeting presentation, and the public was asked to review the handout,
printed in very small type and was hard to read.

Comment clarification: The grant awarded was very clear regarding the
process that would be used to facilitate public involvement, which has not
been followed.

Staff Recommendation

The amount of budget available for public outreach is $70k. This
budget is being spent per the State Contract.

COMMENT

Comment clarification: This comment was intended to draw attention to the
fact that $400K is being paid to West Yost to develop this plan ($200K
contributed by the City, and $200K from the State Water Board, including
nearly $9OK to facilitate public involvement). There were 2 members of the
public that had not attended a previous meeting this was meant to express
our concern at the amount of money being spent on this plan. It was not
meant to imply that The Stream Team wanted the $400K, but instead that a
substantial amount of money is being spent, and it might have been more
beneficial for protecting water quality to implement solutions instead of just
developing a list to satisfy the requirements for Prop. 1 funding.
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This concern was previously addressed in the follow up response
for Public Meeting 2. "The State Contract with the City of Chico
and the SWRP Guidelines partially define the purpose of the
SWRP as the identification, evaluation, and implementation of
projects....Using the State Contract tasks as a guide, the majority
of the SWRP development effort is to be expended on identifying
and evaluating projects. Additionally, one of the main purposes
of the stakeholder and public outreach (Task 6.1.3 of the State
Contract) is to identify and submit projects for inclusion in the
SWRP. The State’s SWRP Guidelines (2015) also focus primarily
on identifying projects. "
It is recommended that no additional action be taken.

Comment clarification: The SWRP was intended to develop a plan to guide
stormwater management for the entire Big Chico Creek watershed, and was
not intended to be just a list of projects, to satisfy the requirements for Prop
.1 funding.

The TAC will make the selection of the three projects after the
evaluation and prioritization process. For the selection of the
three projects for 30% design, the TAC can select individual
SWRP projects, or they can select elements out of SWRP
projects; therefore, it is recommended that the projects not be
re‐grouped.
Individuals will be contacted during the next phase of the SWRP
development to further develop project descriptions.
It is recommended that no additional action be taken.

It is recommended that no additional action be taken.

Award of past grants does not guarantee the potential for
awards of future grants, nor would it reduce the required match
expenses.
The City's stormwater program goals are defined furst by the
General Plan, and second by the requiremnts of the MS4 and
General Construction Perits. All projects in the SWRP must
conform to the General Plan. Staff places a priority on projects
that that support permit compliance.

It is recommended that the projects not be re‐grouped.

Yes, the TAC may choose to pull smaller project elements out
from SWRP Project 9 for a variety of reasons, including if funding
becomes available.

Projects have already been grouped in a logical manner. For the
selection of the three projects for 30% design, the TAC can select
individual SWRP Projects, or they can select elements out of
SWRP Projects; therefore, it is recommended that the projects
not be re‐grouped.
SWRP Project 3 (5 Mile and Lindo Channel Diversion Study and
Improvements) is a plan that can be completed much more
quickly than SWRP 9. SWRP 3 requires study, then adjustment of
gates. No extensive channel construction or permitting would be
required. SWRP 9 is a large project that includes multiple studies,
implementation of which would require significant
permitting/design/construction efforts.

Smaller implementation projects can be pulled out of the large planning
projects?
Green cell indicates a change is recommended.

“SRWP 15 Parking Lot 4 Rehabilitation #50019.” There may be issues with
Parking Lot 5, a similar project – hopefully these design issues will be
considered during this design.
“SWRP 17 Chapman Mulberry Rain Garden” Will this project only treat the
water that falls on this site? There was a broader project that was suggested
for the Chapman area. The broader project may be a better project because it
includes more elements. Maybe the Chapman area could have multiple
demonstration projects implemented.

The projects have already been grouped in a logical manner. For
the selection of the three projects for 30% design, the TAC can
select individual SWRP Projects, or they can select elements out
of SWRP Projects; therefore, it is recommended that the projects
not be re‐grouped.
The TAC can pull small Implementation Projects out from larger
Planning Projects.

This project will not treat only water that falls on this site. Curb
cuts will allow runoff from the street to enter the site.

It is recommended that this comment be taken into account
during preparation of the project description.

“SWRP 14 Fair Street Detention Basin Improvement Project.” ‐ This project
The involvement of the privately owned land is up to the owners
does not appear to address the input water from the upstream watershed to to decide. Property owners can be consulted at an appropriate
the Fair Street Detention Basin, including the commercial areas, like Walmart point during project development.
and Kohl’s. This project should address the dry weather runoff from irrigation.
Maybe LID can be constructed upstream.

“SWRP 9 Big Chico Creek 21st Century Management.” How is this project
different from SWRP 3? Should SWRP 3 be included within SWRP 9? This
project contains many elements. Can smaller project elements be pulled out
from within this large umbrella project?

“SWRP 7 Storm Water Monitoring for Compliance with MS4 Permit” Can this
be grouped with all the city’s other monitoring projects?

“SWRP 6 Low Impact Development and Green Infrastructure Implementation The School District is the sponsor for this project. The City chose
Program for Butte County Schools” ‐ This project should be a partnership
not to co‐sponsor projects that would be constructed on School
between the school system and the City. There are already demo gardens and District property. It is recommended that no action be taken.
green infrastructure being constructed at schools. The schools have a DROPS
grant. The City and School system should sponsor these projects together.

"SWRP 5 Bidwell and Grape Way Stormwater Protection and Restoration
Project" ‐ Has anyone contacted this landowner? It’s possible that there is a
lot of streambank restoration needed around this area.

"SWRP 2 Mud and Rock Creek Flood Protection Project" ‐ If the TAC wanted
to pull this project out for 30% design, could they do so?

Comment clarification: The intent of the comment was to request that the
City identify the projects submitted that support the City’s stormwater
program goals, that they would continue to support and possibly include in
the projects selected to be further developed for Prop. 1 funding. The Stream
Team’s stormwater efforts have been funded directly by the grants the City
has received to support their stormwater program efforts (nearly $4 million).
Leveraging previous funding and building on work completed through
previous grants would enhance the City’s chances for receiving Prop. 1
funding. This would also reduce the out‐of‐pocket match expenses the City
would need to contribute, while building and supporting existing storm water
efforts.

Comment clarification: We do our best to answer their questions and then
Noted. It is recommended that no additional action be taken.
refer them to the SWRP website and provide them with the City staff contact
info.

It is a goal of staff to combine the SWRP with the Storm Drain
Master Plan and Nexus, MS4 and General Construction Permit
requirements, etc. into an all encompassing document that is full
compliant with the General Plan. In so much as this is major
policy initiative, Council direct staff regarding the timing.

When will this SWRP will be incorporated the City's master plan?

It is recommended that no additional action be taken.

Staff Recommendation

Projects were evaluated as submitted. Many of the concept ideas
were identified as "Plans," not "Implementation Projects"
because they contained multiple project elements that were
vague and would require planning before projects would be
implemented.

COMMENT

Comment clarification: Many projects have been lumped as “plans”, although
the concept ideas suggested are implementation “projects”. Grouping all
projects that have multiple ideas and judging them as “vague” does not
capture the intent of the submittals, and circumvents those projects from
being evaluated. This issue of how the projects were grouped was discussed
at a meeting between BEC, The Stream Team and City staff in July, after
learning that Matt Thompson had grouped the projects himself. Our
concerns were that it would be difficult to evaluate projects if they are now
considered plans, and that we wanted the projects separated for evaluation.
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Attachment A

Attachment A
Date: 12-13-17
From: The Stream Team
Subject: SWRP list review
Dear TAC members,
Please find the list below with questions for the TAC regarding the SWRP list. I apologize for
the organization of our questions. It has been a difficult process to review the projects with zero
facilitation. I did however meet and discuss the list with Natalie (BEC), and we spent 3 hours
during that meeting working out some detailed feedback. Many of the comments and requests
below stem from those discussions. I am unable to attend the TAC meeting to answer any
questions you may have, but please take the time to email me if you can. I will be available by
phone as well through December 27th, and would appreciate the opportunity to clarify further my
comments and questions.
Respectfully,
Timmarie Hamill
530 342-6620
TAC Request #1: Combine all trash related projects, regardless of whether they include
education and trash reduction elements and/or full trash capture devices. Consolidate “I” to
include all trash capture and reduction efforts - despite City selection of Track 1 without
public input - (projects 2, 14, 23, 59, 60, 80, 83).

Category I:
Project I: Trash Reduction Master Plan and Specific Projects, including:
Implement specific trash capture projects at Teichert ponds, Fair Street Detention Basin, and
Meyers and Otterson Industrial Parks
Project 2 - Teichert Ponds Improvement Project
Reconstruction of inlet to provide capture of trash, suspended solids, hydrocarbons, etc.
Reconstruction of outlet to Little Chico Creek to provide control, accessibility, and
maintainability. Vegetation management to eradicate non-native plants and help manage
illegal camping.
SWRP, combined into Q, Trash filtering component combined into I, includes
POEI*
Project 14 - Teichert Ponds vegetation, trash and public access
Remove the major invasive plant species: parrot's feather, tree of heaven, Himalayan
blackberry, Chinese tallow tree, pyracantha and arundo (1-2 small stands).
The dirt roadway on the north side floods almost every winter. Solve this problem.
Finish removing the chain link fencing around Pond 1 to improve access for invasive
plant control and trash cleanup.
Construct a walking trail on the east side of the Ponds to improve public access and
reduce undesirable behavior (camping, encroachments by east side neighbors, yard
waste dumping). Homeless camping is a major problem here; however, most of the
camps are outside of the storm water area so they don 't directly affect the amount of
trash going into Little Chico Creek.
Improve trash filtering on major east side storm water inlet and add filter on south inlet.

SWRP, combined into Q, Trash filtering component combined into I, includes
POEI*
Project 23 - Trash Capture Devices
Use City's land use map and storm water system map to locate and size trash capture
devices. These trash capture devices can be implemented along with other modifications
to detention basins, including grassy swales, infiltration trenches, rock infiltration wells,
and low flow/dry weather runoff infiltration facilities.
LOW - affordability
HIGH – implementability
TAC Request #2: Please clarify the affordability and implement ability rating. There is no
mention of maintenance and upkeep? Is low affordability due to purchase of trash capture
devices, or cost of operations and maintenance???

Project 59
“SWRP 4 Routine Community Creek Clean Up Project.”
This program includes organizing annual community creek clean up events. The events
should include a morning of cleaning litter and trash from the creeks and associated
wetland and riparian habitat. After the clean up there should be a community outreach
and education event and barbecue.
TAC Request #3: Please combine this project in with the other trash related projects. The
following is the response the City provided as to why this relatively small project was pulled out
as a separate SWRP (City provide < $2K support), and BEC supports combining this project).
“The City currently funds this type of program, and keeping it as a separate program allows it to
be evaluated independently of the many other elements that are included in the
combined/grouped projects. Keeping it separate allows it to be funded separately from the other
aspects of the combined/grouped projects. Affordability is medium because the project
represents a reoccurring annual cost”
Project 60 - Fair Street Detention Ponds
Trash Interception at the Fair Street Detention Ponds including BD Ditch Repairs to
reduce flooding
SWRP, combined into R, Trash Interception component combined into I, includes
POEI*
TAC Request # 4: Please clarify which portions of Project 60 were combined in to “I” or
“R” ?
Project 80 PREVIOUSLY PROJECT 28 - Related/Grouped/Consolidated - F,G,H,I,K -

Stakeholder/Public Outreach Meeting #2 - July 19, 2017, now listed as
80 (initial project)
Revised City of Chico Long-term Trash Reduction Project
Project elements are mostly incentive and educational and not trash structures: landfill
coupons, curbside pick-up of large household items, prescription drugs and hazardous
household waste recycling, free yard waste drop off, compost green-waste on-site
campaigns, creek clean-ups, monitoring trash levels.
The City has selected Track 1 as their method for meeting the Trash Amendments,
and therefore, many of these measures will not be needed to meet the State's Trash
Amendment requirements. Projects M, N, O, and Q may include trash capture as an
element within those projects, but trash capture is not the focus of those projects.
Affordability has been changed to low. Implementability remains medium because the
project has many elements, the actions needed to implement the elements will have to
be determined, and the elements will have to be prioritized.





If Track 1, because the City selected Track 1, the SWRP should not
exclude all other trash collection methods or education related efforts
such as cleanups, trash recycling coupons, education, etc. t
There was little or no community input in the selection of Track 1 trash
amendment method.
Why was this project dropped since July?

TAC Request #5: Please combine Project 80 in with the other trash related projects.

Project 83 - Teichert Pond Water Quality Improvement Project
Implement trash reduction outreach campaign, trash and water quality surveys, install
trash reduction structures in the inlets and outlets associated with Teichert Pond, initiate
invasive plant removal projects and replant appropriate natives, initiate a homeless
encampment reduction plan, collaborate with existing citizen monitoring to track project
effectiveness and to provide related public stormwater education and outreach (target
DACs, schools, businesses contributing runoff to Teichert Pond), green job training to
assist with project implementation, develop outreach and education plan with roles for
interested community organizations, connect bike path, initiate outdoor classroom
curriculum linked with project objectives, LID implementation and green streets retrofit to
reduce runoff carried to pond, improve wildlife and riparian habitat, recreation
opportunities, picnic areas, walking/biking paths, informational signage, etc.
SWRP, combined into Q, Trash reduction structures combined into I, includes
POEI*

TAC Request #6: Please include projects mentioned and/or submitted by the public
during public meetings on the SWRP list.
People attending the public meetings were asked to provide suggestions of projects.
Did those projects get included in the list? For example, I followed up with Robin
McCollum, who suggested two projects during the May meeting (and possibly again at
the July meeting?): 1) Floodplain Enhancement Project on Little Chico Creek located
between Bruce Road and 99, and 2) Sycamore Bypass Remedial Grade Control and
Sediment Mitigation Project focused on mimicking natural channel functions to reduce
the need for ongoing maintenance.

TAC Request #7: There are only three projects that will be selected for further
development (30% designs) for possible Prop 1 funding as part of this SWRP grant
project. We would like the TAC to support projects for further development and the 30%
designs that include or target the following project types and goals including:
1. Public education and outreach elements included in all three projects selected. Many
projects were submitted that included education oriented actions and elements, which
could be teased out to fit with any implementation project developed for the 30% design
phase and Prop. 1 funding. This would allow the concept ideas provided by the
community to be included. The list of elements to include could be flushed out during
the evaluation process and further development of the implementation project selected.
The specific ed elements included could be based on how they support the City’s oveall
stormwater efforts, build on the existing and ongoing community efforts that have been
initiated through previous stormwater grants and other related ongoing City efforts, and
that are appropriate to facilitate public involvement in the implementation project being
further developed for Prop. 1 funding. This would not only support our communities
values and involvement in the City’s stormwater efforts, but would also increase the
amount of in-match available to reduce out-of-pocket expenses associated with the
project being further developed. It would also increase public awareness of the benefits

of stormwater management and solutions (BMPs). We would like to see the specific ed
related concepts included to focus on actual actions citizens can implement ( LID
implementation demo projects, habitat enhancements and erosion controls (veg work),
trash reduction related projects, creek clean-ups, water-wise landscaping etc., and
project effectiveness monitoring by existing citizen monitors). The Stream Team and
BEC will commit to providing a suggested list of ed-items teased from the concept
projects that they believe are related once the TAC selects the 3 projects for further
development. They will then facilitate further communications with the public entities
interested in providing related ed elements and provide feedback so the consultant and
City developing the selected projects can determine which ed-items they believe would
be most appropriate.
2.
Chapman Mulberry projects (all concept projects that were submitted that are
located in this DAC neighborhood should be combined and an evaluation of the
suggested concept ideas further developed to the 30% design level including green
streets, rain gardens, and other LID demo projects. Projects 85 and 72 combined (and
81, which provided concept ideas that although were presented to target a City-wide
approach, could be further developed to target only the Chapman Mulberry
neighborhood). There may be others on the list that target that neighborhood that
should also be included in the evaluation of their merits and in determining which
elements would be best to further develop for a the 30% design phase and Prop. 1
funding cycle. There is a real opportunity here for Prop. 1 funding if the concepts
provided in the above mentioned projects (and others as related) were further developed
and the objectives combined into a cohesive project targeting the Chapman/Mulberry
(DAC) neighborhood. Although the suggested project sites included the “triangle
property”, Chapman Elementary neighborhood, Dorothy Johnson Center and Humboldt
Park (and adjacent roads, sidewalks, etc), with the City’s help, additional or alternative
sites within that neighborhood could be determined. A project of this sort could be
developed to specifically target this DAC neighborhood for implementing LID
demonstration projects, which could also support the City’s overall stormwater program
goals (or a few of the specific goals could be identified that this project could achieve),
while also supporting the community groups with the desire and capacity to involve the
public in implementing LID demonstration projects. The 30% design level funding could
assist in developing specific site plans for 3 different project types including easy curb
cuts, and adjacent green street plans to infiltrate street runoff, a rain garden plan for the
triangle project, and plans for LID practices (downspout disconnects, rain gardens,
bioswlaes, etc) using the Dorothy Johnsen Center / or Humboldt Park (and adjacent
street improvements) as the demo site location.
3.
Projects hat included opportunities for public involvementenefits the City’s
stormwater program goals).Stormwater projects targeting the Big Chico Creek
Watershed
o LID Implementation projects
o Sediment / Erosion control projects
o Flood Management
o Trash Capture and Reduction Projects (beyond the Track I requirements)

TAC Request # 8: Inclusion of action based education and outreach in any and all
stormwater runoff reduction and water quality improvement projects (cleanups, restoration,
LID demonstration/implementation and effectiveness monitoring)

TAC Request #9: Many “Projects” (almost all of the ones we submitted) have been
combined into the letter categories as “Plans” although they are not plans at all, and are
instead implementation projects. The justification was given that the concept ideas were too
vague, and/or too complicated and will require further planning. We believe this grouping
was not justified, and that one remedy to this situation could be to include the words “and
Implementation Projects” in the letter category titles and descriptions where they have been
lumped.
TAC Request #10: We also request that the lumped projects t(hat are not plans) be
evaluated as separate projects for further development and for possible selection of the 30%
design phase and Prop 1 funding (either individually, or in combination with other projects
where combining several project elements would enhance fundability and outcomes).
There has been ample time for the consultant and/or the City to discuss ideas the public
submitted that they found vague, and or confusing, but we have not received any
communications regarding this issue. It was our understanding was that the ideas
submitted were concept ideas only, and there was not format suggested on length of project
description of breadth of activities suggested, and apologize for the long list of ideas, but
contest the ideas should now be lumped as plans. We would appreciate that the merits of
the conceptual ideas be evaluated. There are many elements that can be easily
implemented and others that could be lumped, but lumping all of the projects does not seem
fair.
TAC Request # 11:
Specific projects that we believe should not be lumped as plans and could either be
combined with other stand-alone SWRP projects and/or listed as a separate SWRP project
include:
Projects 80 combined with Project 85 (projects are definitely related and would enhance
outcomes and the entities have expressed willingness to combine and/or partner in targeting
LID implementation projects for the Chapman neighborhood).
Project 74 combined with Project 20 combined
remove all of the project details, which were intended to be concept ideas that we
included in most of our suggested project ideas, and instead focus on the title of the
project , “CAL Park Green Streets Project,” which indicates what the main focus of the
concept project and location referred too, and could be further developed along with
Project 20 to target Cal Park.
Project 78 Landscape Water Conservation and Pesticide Reduction Project
The concept project idea contained a long list of project ideas. Please evaluate the
project based on the merits of the ideas suggested and refer to the title for the overall
concept idea for a better understanding of the intent of the project, which was to develop
a project to reduce landscape irrigation and pesticide runoff form occurring. With a little
bit of discussion, exact locations and target neighborhoods could be easily identified,
and demo projects constructed to train residents and others (landscapers) of the
practices they can implement to reduce runoff pollution. Dry weather outfall monitoring
supports the need for reducing landscape runoff. The affordability should be ranked
High (cheap) and implementability as low (very feasible) based on developing projects
that do not require huge engineering or construction budgets. An example of a similar
project was recently constructed at LID demo projects such as the 16th and D (funded

through Prop 84). The smallness or expansiveness of the ideas presented should be
discussed and further evaluated before lumping the entire idea as a plan.
Below is a summary of the concept project ideas we believe should be evaluated:













Implement LID demo projects in neighborhood types (type refers to drainage
issue- Ceres has shallow water table, etc, but there are definite issues that are
specific to certain neighborhoods which could be targeted and selected based on
known problem areas throughout the City) to provide training opportunities and
replicable examples for neighbors to mimic. Target LID methods that best reduce
pesticide and landscape irrigation runoff.
Implement LID demonstration and Green Streets projects targeting City-owned
properties and median and sidewalk strips, roadway curb cuts to vegetated plots
and infiltration trenches, pervious sidewalks and gutter pans, downspout
disconnects to cisterns for recycling and use by community gardens, integrate
safe walking and biking transportation pathways into LID project designs, etc.
Implement “Green Jobs in Your Community” Training Program coordinating with
existing work training programs (CCC’s, CAVE) and utilize hands-on training
workshops to implement LID project elements to save costs.
Include pesticide and overwatering campaigns targeting DACs and
implementation of LID demo projects.
Develop a Waterwise and Habitat “River Friendly Landscape Guide” specific to
Butte County including the following principles: install local native species,
nurture the soil (compost on site), reduce yard waste to landfill, conserve water,
conserve energy, protect water quality (decrease pesticide use), and create
wildlife habitat.
Implement a Rainscapes Reward - Incentive program to provide rebates
implementing green infrastructure and turf removal projects to capture and treat
stormwater onsite.
Update or integrate existing creek-side and street tree handbooks.
Link existing citizen monitoring and stormwater / watershed protection efforts with
City Stormwater Management Program objectives to facilitate public involvement,
leverage previous State funding for stormwater projects and programs, utilize
existing baseline water quality data, and empower continued community group
involvement by ensuring they have a role in assisting with outreach and
education, project implementation, and project effectiveness monitoring. These
groups represent key-stakeholders and can facilitate their involvement to improve
overall project outcomes.

Project 71 and 26 combined (the project elements do not require permits and if selected for
further development could be deemed fundable by Prop 1.) We believe it would be feasible
for the City and Parks Department to select one or more exact locations for further
developing including at least one of the stormwater related concept ideas presented in this
project and including the ed outreach related ideas.
Here is a summary of the laundry list of conceptual elements we included that could be
further developed targeting work in Bidwell Park for stormwater related projects: 1)

Natural drainage improvement and enhancing the capacity of natural drainage

areas to improve stormwater infiltration (conceptual idea was based on the
Prop 84 crister bioaswale and lost park improvements that did not require
permits and were implemented relatively cheaply); 2) Enhance the capacity of
natural drainage channels carrying stormwater runoff to waterways to improve
infiltration and reduce erosion and the pollutants carried with the sediment
ending up in the creek by removing invasive plants, installing natives, removing
debris and deposition, and repairing or resizing culverts (under walking
pathways) Concept project idea based on Prop 84 Crister Bioswale and Lost
Park projects that did not require permits and were implemented cheaply; 3)
Reduce bank erosion where intensive recreational uses (and fallen trees in
channel) are causing erosion and sedimentation (rope swing swim areas, bike
jumps, creek crossings). Install signage to inform the public about the impacts
of their actions on water quality. 4) Improve public transport pathways. Repair
walking and biking trails, and dirt roads adjacent or near waterways to reduce
erosion; 5) Green job training targeting DACs and CCC’s. Integrate training
workshops and work sessions to assist with implementing project elements to
reduce costs and provide hands-on learning to improve employment
opportunities. Include CAVE/ Team Team/Nature Center/CSU Chico internship
collaboration program; 6) Trash reduction structures (full and partial capture)
and trash reduction outreach campaigns; 6) Community engagement and
stormwater education. LID demonstration projects will target participation and
benefits for DACs, tribes, schools, existing community stormwater efforts, and
the City’s Park volunteer program; 7) Opportunities for the public to participate
in LID design, implementation and effectiveness monitoring will be provided.
Include park volunteer/stormwater outreach coordinator position; 8) Stormwater
Education. Combine Clean Water Science Ambassador and Clean Creeks in
the Classroom efforts to offer outdoor stormwater education classrooms (STEM
and NGSS curriculum) in parks and greenways located within walking distance
of most schools.
TAC Request # 12: Separate Projects and Plans included in M - BIG CHICO
CREEK and evaluate each separately even if still grouped as M. Also, please select
project group M for 30% development and select projects for further development
based on the evaluation of the projects that were lumped. Need TO IDENTIFY
GOALS AND OBJECTIVES ^^^^ TO GROUP and evaluate grouped PROJECTS, right?

Below is a summary of the projects lumped into category M: Brown are plans and
green are projects, and questions are in yellow.
PLAN
PROJECT
TAC Question in Yellow
Project 1 - 21st Century - Management Program: Big Chico Creek and Mud Creek
Watershed.

The proposed project is to develop and implement a multifaceted, holistic program to
manage the flood protection system of diversions
and levees from Five Mile Recreation Area in Chico to the Sacramento River.
Project 4 - Big Chico Creek bank erosion
The creek bank just a few feet away from CARD's water well on BCC at Hooker Oak
Park is eroding. A solution for this problem has been designed; implementation could be
part of a future storm water grant application.
SWRP, combined into M, includes POEI*


Is this a maintenance project, resulting from pumping? Are maintenance
projects eligible for Prop 1 funding?

Project 5 -Big Chico Creek storm water detention
Create a storm water detention area in Lower Bidwell Park just west of the east most
parking area off Peterson Memorial Drive. This area has previously flooded (i.e. Scout's
Island) and has the capacity to occasionally detain enough water to reduce downstream
flooding without affecting any major infrastructure such as Petersen Dr. Consider making
a small detention basin on the right (north) bank of BCC just downstream of the
Vallombrosa Bridge. This is part of the city-owned Lost Park area. Currently several
north side properties closer to the Esplanade Bridge as well as the south side of Lost
Park experience flood water conditions during high water events. Correcting a scour
problem at Big Chico Creek's Vallombrosa Bridge is listed in the city's Capital
Projects plan. Incorporate this fix into a grant proposal as an in-kind match.
SWRP, combined into M
Project 8 - Lindo Channel Infiltration enhancement
Use the city-owned area of upstream of the Madrone bike bridge for storm water
infiltration
SWRP, combined into M,includes POEI*
Project 9 - Lindo Channel nonpoint pollution
Re-do access roads into to channel to make it easier to haul out debris from homeless
camp cleanups. Identify areas where camping and associated camp cleanups regularly
occur and develop and implement solutions to reduce camping at those locations (e.g.
elevating vegetation, regular monitoring, etc.).
Add trash filter at Chico Nut storm water drain
Add bioswales to storm water outlets from Manzanita to Esplanade, where stream
channel is wide enough to accommodate.
SWRP, combined into M, includes POEI*
Project 12 - Mitigating new impacts to Sycamore Bypass
There are several large new residential subdivisions to the south of Sycamore Bypass.
Improve outdoor recreational opportunities for these residents by completing the planned
bike path along the Bypass to connect to the Floral Ave bike path and by creating well
designed paths into the Bypass area (instead of letting each user create his/her own
path). Provide educational signage and materials to the homeowners associations to
discourage yard waste and trash dumping into the Bypass.
SWRP, combined into M, includes POEI*



Is this a water quality project? - “Provide educational signage and materials to
the homeowners associations to discourage yard waste and trash dumping into
the Bypass.” - to Project I (POEI)

Project 19 - Grassy Swale in Bidwell Park
Install grassy swale in Bidwell Park to provide natural treatment and some minor
detention, along with infiltration
SWRP, combined into M, includes POEI*
 Multiple opportunities throughout bidwell park to enhance stormwater treatment
and infiltration using swales, and other strategies without the need for permits.
Project 41 - Improve Lindo Channel
Remove vegetation, debris, rock, silt, repair outfalls, and reestablish channel capacity to
reduce flooding and erosion of public infrastructure. Include a bikeway to increase public
open space.
SWRP, combined into M, includes POEI*
Project 45 - Big Chico Creek and Lindo Channel Diversions Study and
Improvements
Project 46 - Lindo Channel Management Plan
Project 48 - Sycamore and Mud Creek Flood Control
A combination of sediment and vegetation management projects are needed at various
locations throughout Mud and Sycamore Creeks to maintain the existing design capacity
of the system: the construction of grade control structures would in theory stabilize the
slope of the channel upstream of Cohasset Road and downstream of the Diversion
Channel.
Project 50 - Early Flood Warning System
Project 52 - Upper Watershed
Project 53 - Urban Riparian Restoration
Community Creek Cleanups
Annual Bidwell Park and Chico Creeks Cleanup (September)
Regular neighborhood cleanups
Invasive species removal (i.e. Arundo) in Little Chico Creek.
Removal of anadromous fish migration blockages (i.e.. rouge dams but
SWRP, combined into M, includes POEI*
Project 54 - Big Chico Creek West of Nord Ave.
Project 55 - Erosion Management/Prevention
Project 64 - Upper Park Road Improvements - Erosion Control
Project 70 - Lindo Channel Stormwater Infiltration and Floodplain Enhancement
Project - need to separate projects concepts from plan
1) Floodplain restoration

2) Enhance storm drain system
a) Repair damaged outfalls: Add bioswale areas below outfalls: Re-grade / realign
outfalls: Install trash reduction structures: target "hot spots" (Mangrove to Esplanade),
3) Reduce homeless encampments b) Schedule regular creek clean-up
4) Reduce urban landscape irrigation runoff
5) Enhance Recreational Opportunities 6) Project Effectiveness Monitoring Project 75 - Revised Chico State University LID Implementation and Stream
Habitat Enhancement Project
Implement green infrastructure, remove invasive plants, plant native species, bioswales
for stormwater treatment, stream bank stabilization and reduce bank erosion, restore
floodplain functions, improve walking and biking trails, implement green jobs training,
trash reduction structures, outreach and education. See attachment for more details.
SWRP, combined into M, includes POEI*
Project 76 - Revised Little Chico Creek, Lindo Channel, Mud/Rock Creek
Arundo/Broom Removal and LID Implementation Project
Project 79 - Revised Five Mile, Lindo Channel, and Sycamore Flood Diversion
Stormwater Treatment and Habitat Enhancement Project
Project A - Big Chico Creek and Mud Creek Watershed Wide Flood Control, Urban
Drainage, Habitat, Public Open Space/Recreation Management Plan
The proposed project is to develop and implement a multifaceted, holistic program to Manage gravel deposition at Five Mile and assure proper gravel migration downstream.
- - Identify and correct erosion problems.
- Install flow gages throughout creek (particularly in the upper watershed) to improve
upon the availability and reliability of real-time
Project D - Creek Bank and Bed Stabilization Plan and Specific Projects,
Project E - Homeless Camping Reduction Program
Develop a program (or continue and improve current efforts) to help reduce storm water
impacts from homeless encampment along
creek, detention basins, bridges, and other areas where water quality is impacted.
SWRP, combined into M, N, O, P, and Q
Project K - Habitat Improvement Plan and Specific Projects
Develop a Habitat Improvement Plan and Specific Projects, including:
- Remove invasive yellow flag iris from Comanche Creek
- Arundo removal from Little Chico Creek (develop a management plan and conduct

TAC Request # 13: Project 33 Mud Rock Creek Reclamation Project
Affordability could be high (cheap), depending on the concept idea elements selected for further
development. Implementability could also be High (easy) depending on the concept ideas
selected for further development. I believe it would be prudent to contact Rock Creek

Reclamation District, DWR, or the County to determine if there are any feasible projects that
could be further developed in the Rock Mud areas. The Rock Creek Reclamation District is
focusing their work from Hwy 99- to the river implementing 1-sides levee projects diverting water
from Nord, and redirects to lands in specific areas so landowners can grade their lands
accordingly to reduce flooding issues. County is working on a flood control study for Nord
(County, DWR, FEMA study), and a study upstream including Keefir Rd. developments, which
could easily benefit from simple small LID projects. Keefir slough and the capacity to infilatrate
flood waters could be enhanced. County and DWR have a project to study flood protection
needs including Haggenridge Rd and the bifurcation of Keefir slough and rock.

TAC Request #14: Project 44 clarification on “SWRP 3 5 Mile and Lindo Channel
Diversion Study and Improvements”
• Are there any planned modification of channel gravels, soils, or other depositions affecting
current flows to the diversion gates? If so, permitting may be required, impacting the project's
affordability and implementability

TAC Request #15: Please re-evaluate the current ranking (affordability, implementabiliy) on the projects we
submitted (I will need help from the City, consultant or TAC to be sure the project numbers we submitted are
identified for this purpose, as the list is confusing and I am unable to ensure I can find all of the project numbers).
As we have tried to express, the projects are conceptual ideas, and the Project titles best describe the intent for
ranking purposes. Project locations if missing need feedback from City for example on exact locations the City
would support implementing projects in Bidwell Park, in City neighborhoods, and streets. We have not been
contacted by anyone to clarify ideas we presented that were deemed vague, or to discuss exact locations, which we
thought would occur. This may sound like an excuse, that I have been unable to provide feedback in a more
meaningful way, but the process has not included any facilitation or discussion of the specific ideas of most projects
that have been submitted, and instead we have been provided with lists to evaluate, which has been difficult.

Attachment B

Attachment B 1
Project Proponent
CA Urban Streams Alliance-The Stream Team
2
Potential
Partners

City of Chico, Park Watch, SWRCB CWT, CSU Chico, Butte and Tehama Counties,
BCAG, River Partners, FOBP, BEC, school districts (CUSD/BCOE), Waterkeepers
Alliance, Cal Park Homeowners Association, CHIP, Habitat for Humanity, Love
Chapman, Market For Green Infrastructure, CA State Parks, Forest Ranch, Butte
Meadows, SPI, Forest Service, Mechoopda, Mosquito Abatement, Health clubs,
Community Event Coordinators, Utilities, Calwater, and others.
Project Title
3
Bidwell Park and Greenway Integrated Stormwater,
Ground Water Recharge, and
Recycled Water Project

Project Description
4
The proposed
roposed Project (Project) will implement
Low Impact Development (LID) practices
designed to improve the capacity of natural drainage areas to reduce urban runoff from
entering Chico’s Creeks and ultimately the Sacramento River.
5
proposed Project will integrate LID practices into park management practices, and
The
State
park infrastructure design standards to assist the City in meeting State-mandated
Municipal Stormwater Permit (MS4) requirements. In addition, the Project will
6
encourage
collaborations among existing stormwater protection efforts, and neighboring
MS4 entities (i.e. CSU Chico, Chico Unified School District, and other local jurisdictions)
seeking to align individual stormwater program objectives, share resources, develop
consistent public messaging, and identify cost-saving opportunities.
7
Stormwater
management, groundwater recharge and recycled water projects integrated
multi
into Bidwell Park and other greenway management efforts will provide a multi-benefit
clean water project that will improve water quality while also restoring natural resources.
Natural channels, riparian habitat and intermittent wetlands (including benefits for
endemic Vernal Pools) will be enhanced or established to improve opportunities for
integrated stormwater management with multi-benefit outcomes.

Goals and Objectives
The Project’s goals are to maintain and restore pre-development hydrology at Project
sites and improve water quality in the Sacramento River by managing urban runoff at its
source.
Project objectives will:

Summary of Comments on Bidwell Park and Greenway LID
Implementation and Groundwater Re charge Project
Page: 1
Number: 1

Author: nmuradian Subject: Text Box

Date: 12/21/2017 9:29:52 AM

Attachment B
Number: 2
Author: dmoore
Subject: Comment on Text Date: 8/3/2017 10:42:59 AM -07'00'
Have any of these potential partners been contacted? Have any agreed to partner on this project? Will they help fund this project. It would be a
much stronger if you can say which have actually agreed to be partners and contribute capital and/or O&M funding.
Number: 3
Author: dmoore
Subject: Comment on Text Date: 8/3/2017 4:17:50 PM -07'00'
To me this sounds like three projects, each of which is a large undertaking in and of itself. For example, a meaningful recycled water project
includes major modifications of the City's wastewater treatment plant, revisions to the City's wastewater permit, major new piping throughout
the City, and a financial evaluation to determine if the capital and O&M investments are appropriate. Implementing recycled water is a huge
effort. What does groundwater recharge mean in this project? Does it mean construction of permanent pools of water within the park? Is is
just a benefit for grassy swales at the storm drain outles?
Number: 4
Author: dmoore
Subject: Comment on Text Date: 8/3/2017 4:42:52 PM -07'00'
This is vague. It will require preparation of a "Park Water Quality Plan" or a Park LID Plan. Somehow it has to be determined where LID practices
will be implemented. Perhaps the project should be "Prepare a Bidwell Park Water Quality Plan" that will identify specific parking lots that could
be retrofit to runoff into a grassy swales and will identify specific storm drains that could be day-lighted. Or even better identify three specific
parking lots and three specific storm drains.
Number: 5
Author: dmoore
Subject: Comment on Text Date: 8/3/2017 4:19:10 PM -07'00'
This could be a single project by itself to revise City's standards to include LID in park management and design standards.
Number: 6
Author: dmoore
Subject: Comment on Text Date: 8/3/2017 4:21:39 PM -07'00'
This is vague. How are these activities encouraged. What specific things will be done. A project needs to be specific enough that a person could
reasonably know what is to be done to implement the project.
Number: 7
Author: dmoore
Subject: Comment on Text Date: 8/3/2017 4:26:08 PM -07'00'
These are benefits of implementation of project elements. But again, this does not describe a specific project.

!
!
!
!
!

!
!
!
!

1
Integrate
LID practices into Bidwell Park and Greenway drainage improvement
projects to demonstr
demonstrate and educate to the community the importance of stormwater
management and the benefits of LID-based solutions.
Reduce stormwater volume and pollutant loading in stormwater runoff.
Implement LID project objectives to satisfy MS4 permit requirements.
2
City funds allocated for scheduled maintenance and repair to integrate LID
Leverage
practices that would not otherwise be possible.
3
Conduct
public outreach and training that raises understanding of sources of runoff
pollution and use of BMPs to prevent water pollution targeting City staff, DACs,
schools, and neighboring MS4 entities. This effort will also compliment and assist
the City’s Park volunteer efforts in leading public work sessions to enhance habitat
and park infrastructure.
4
Link
existing citizen monitoring and storm water efforts with City Stormwater
Management objectives to facilitate public involvement, leve
leverage previous State
funding, and utilize existing
ng baseline water quality data.
5
Improve
public health and reduce obesity.
6
Improve
employment opportunities.
Improve fish and wildlife and vernal pool and wetland habitat.

Purpose and Need:
The water quality in Chico’s Creeks continues to decline as a result of urban
development and increasing stormwater runoff. Known constituents of concern include
trash, nutrients, fecal bacteria, household chemicals, pesticides and herbicides, oil,
grease, and other hydrocarbons, heavy metals, mercury, and landscape irrigation
runoff.
Sources of stormwater contamination are directly related to urbanization and the large
percentage of urban land covered with impervious surfaces (roads, sidewalks,
driveways, and parking lots), which have caused increased volume and velocity of
surface runoff. Applying the methodology for calculating impervious surface coefficients,
23% of Chico’s 21,000 acres are paved (OEHHA, 2010). The Center for Watershed
tection (2003) assumes stream water quality declines when impervious surfaces
Protection
7
exceed ten percent. Thirteen
years of monthly watershed assessment data exists for
Big Chico Creek supporting this claim, indicating aquatic invertebrate species decline,
and elevated bacteria, turbidity, temperature, and trash levels.
Project Elements (Capture-Retention)
1) Storm drain improvement. Retrofit storm drains with pervious pipe, move outfalls
away from the creek and install bioswails to allow a portion of the runoff to leach
into the ground prior to reaching waterways. Currently most outfalls empty
runoff directly into the creeks at the banks edge without no pretreatment.
8
age improvement. Enhance
2) Natural drainage
the capacity of natural drainage
channels carrying stormwater runoff to waterways to improve infiltration and
reduce erosion and the pollutants carried with the sediment ending up in the

Page: 2
Number: 1
Author: dmoore
Subject: Comment on Text Date: 8/3/2017 4:44:18 PM -07'00'
Be specific, how will this be done? For example will signs be added at the parking lots and swales?
Number: 2
Author: dmoore
Subject: Comment on Text Date: 8/4/2017 2:06:09 PM -07'00'
Unless the City has agreed to use its funds for this project, this text should be deleted. It is inappropriate to assume financial support.
Number: 3
Author: dmoore
Subject: Comment on Text
This sounds like a complete second project or program.

Date: 8/3/2017 4:47:21 PM -07'00'

Number: 4
Author: dmoore
Subject: Comment on Text Date: 8/3/2017 4:49:39 PM -07'00'
Tis sounds like a complete third project or program. If this project was sponsored and selected for implementation, what would the
implementing agency do? Would they work toward planning and constructing LID in bidwell parks? Would they work toward outreach and
training? Would they work toward water quality monitoring?
Number: 5
Author: dmoore
Subject: Comment on Text Date: 8/3/2017 4:50:41 PM -07'00'
If this is listed as a benefit, how would it actually be accomplished the the elements of the project?
Number: 6
Author: dmoore
Subject: Comment on Text Date: 8/3/2017 4:56:30 PM -07'00'
Again, how wold this actually be accomplished? Would it be short term construction jobs? Would it require the City to add a new staff position?
Would it require the City to add a new staff position to manage the outreach and monitoring?
Number: 7
Author: dmoore
Subject: Comment on Text Date: 8/3/2017 5:08:01 PM -07'00'
This is good. It helps provide the justification of for implementing LID project in Bidwell Park.
Number: 8
Author: dmoore
Subject: Comment on Text Date: 8/3/2017 5:14:04 PM -07'00'
"Enhance the capacity" seems introduce another major project goal of enlarging natural channels to improve conveyance capacity. Is this a
flood control project. This requires extensive engineering to determine how large channels need to be to achieve the correct design capacity.

3)

4)
5)

6)
7)

8)

9)

creek, 1by removing invasive plants, installi
installing natives, removing debris and
deposition, and repairing or resizing culverts.
2
Reduce
bank erosion. Repair and stabilize creek banks where intensive
recreational uses (and fallen trees in channel) are causing erosion and
sedimentation (rope swing swim areas, bike jumps, creek crossings). Install
signage to inform the public about the impacts of their actions on water quality.
3
Improve
public transport pathways. Repair walking and biking trails, and dirt
roads adjacent or near waterways to reduce erosion.
4
Green
job training targeting DACs and CCC’s. Integrate training workshops and
work sessions to assist with implementing project elements to reduce costs and
provide hands
hands-on
on learning to improve employment opportunities. Include CAVE/
Team Team/Nature Center/CSU
nter/CSU Chico internship collaboration program.
5
Trash reduction structures (full and partial capture) and outreach campaigns.
6
Community
engagement and stormwater education. LID demonstration projects
will target participation and benefits for DACs, tribes, schools, existing community
stormwater efforts, and the City’s Park volunteer program. Opportunities for the
public to participate in LID design, implementation and effectiveness monitoring
will be provided. Include park volunteer/stormwater outreach coordinator position.
7
Stormwater
Education. Combine Clean Water Science Ambassador and Clean
Creeks in the Classroom efforts to offer outdoor stormwater education
classrooms (STEM and NGSS curriculum) in parks and greenways located within
walking distance of most schools.
Implement a Stormwater Outreach and Education Plan that identifies a role for
existing community groups involved in stormwater and watershed protection
efforts. Link this plan with the City’s stormwater program goals and utilize these
groups to provide public outreach and education, stormwater education in
schools (combine the efforts of the Clean Creeks in the Classroom and Clean
Water Science Ambassador programs), public involvement in LID project
implementation, and to track project effectiveness. Include a long-term budget
plan to continue these efforts beyond this project including enumeration of
community Match hours generated by community groups that can be associated
to the City’s stormwater protection efforts.

Treatment Volumes
The Project will implement LID practices to treat and/or reduce stormwater runoff
originating from both residential, commercial, and park landscapes.
The approximate quantity and origin of the stormwater flows to be treated and/or
captured by each Project Area is estimated in the following Table*.
Project Element

Runoff Source

Contributing Treatment
Runoff Area Area

Volume
Treated

Storm drain and
improvements

Parking lots, streets,
sidewalks, residential,

400 acres

80%

TBD

Page: 3
Number: 1
Author: dmoore
Subject: Comment on Text Date: 8/3/2017 5:17:33 PM -07'00'
This sounds like another entire projects and program. Again, this would be a major project by itself. It would require evaluations of where do
you remove invasive plants first, where do you install native plans first, what debris. This all could require years to permit and implement. It is an
entire project/program by itself.
Number: 2
Author: dmoore
Subject: Comment on Text Date: 8/3/2017 5:18:57 PM -07'00'
Yet again, this is an entire program by itself. Could be linked with the item directly above.
Number: 3
Author: dmoore
Subject: Comment on Text
Yet again, this is an entire program by itself.

Date: 8/3/2017 5:19:30 PM -07'00'

Number: 4
Author: dmoore
Subject: Comment on Text Date: 8/3/2017 5:20:40 PM -07'00'
Again, job training is an entire program by itself, and is not a function the City would lead. Who would be the sponsor?
Number: 5
Author: dmoore
Subject: Comment on Text Date: 8/3/2017 5:24:09 PM -07'00'
Again, trash reduction is an entire project/program by itself, and it will require preparation of an entire plan by the City to determine where to
implement trash capture, what facilities to construct, when to construct, etc. Implementing trash capture is very complex and will require time to
develop the right approach. If you have a few specific locations in mind, submit them as a separate initial project, but be specific and don't
include lots of other project elements.
Number: 6
Author: dmoore
Subject: Comment on Text Date: 8/3/2017 5:25:10 PM -07'00'
See comments above. This is vague and does not describe specific items that can be done.
Number: 7
Author: dmoore
Subject: Comment on Text Date: 8/3/2017 5:26:39 PM -07'00'
I think the classroom education could be an entire program by itself.

commercial, dirt roads
and trails
Improve natural Parking lots, streets,
100 acres
TBD
80%
drainage
sidewalks, residential,
channels
commercial, dirt roads
and trails
Reduce bank
Parking lots, streets,
20 miles
TBD
80%
erosion
sidewalks, residential,
commercial, dirt roads
and trails
Improve Public Parking lots, streets,
20 miles
TBD
80%
transport
sidewalks, residential,
pathways
commercial, dirt roads
and trails
Green Jobs
Parking lots, streets,
Entire
TBD
80%
sidewalks, residential, watersheds
commercial, dirt roads
and trails
Trash reduction Parking lots, streets,
Entire
TBD
80%
sidewalks, residential, watersheds
commercial, dirt roads
and trails
Community
Parking lots, streets,
Entire
TBD
80%
engagement
sidewalks, residential, Watersheds
commercial, dirt roads
and trails
STEM and
Parking lots, streets,
Entire
TBD
80%
Stormwater
sidewalks, residential, Watersheds
outdoor
commercial, dirt roads
classroom
and trails
* Drainage areas and treatment volumes will be calculated using the equations
recommended in the California Storm Water Best Management Practices Handbook
and SWRCB LID Sizing Tool for determining the unit basin storage volume to achieve
80 percent or more volume treatment

Project Location
•
•
•
•

Projects are located in Bidwell Park and Greenways within the Big Chico Creek,
Little Chico Creek and Comanche Creek drainage basins.
Projects target DAC neighborhoods and schools.
Demo project locations selected to provide high visibility for public and Green Job
training.
Locations selected to target hot spots for erosion/trash

Project Approach

1
Implement
LID practices to retain as much stormwater as possible on site, disconnect
stormwater collections systems by providing setbacks for outfalls to provide
infiltration/treatment opportunities (pervious pipe, bioswales) prior to delivering runoff to
receiving waters. In addition, LID practices with multiple benefits including preventing
erosion and nutrient runoff to improve aquatic habitat, recreation, employment training
targeting DACs, public health, public education, transport pathways, etc will be included.
Consideration regarding the relative ease of integrating the various LID practices into
existing park landscapes and infrastructure, and targeting benefits for DACs will also be
considered.
2
The
Project will implement the following LID practices: pervious pavements and
sidewalks, bioswales, vegetated trenches, infiltration leach fields, habitat restoration, dirt
road and trail improvements, and restore riparian habitat and stream channel functions
to reduce runoff pollution.

Cost comparisons, and long
long-term maintenance issues will also be considered, and
appropriate LID practices determined to be best suited for the Chico area.
Specific Project site locations will be determined based on reviewing illicit discharge
information noted in the City’s outfall survey reports, soils maps, information gathered
during visual site inspections, consultations with City staff, feasibility of implementing
LID practices to significantly reduce runoff and pollutant loading, the proximity
proxim to an
urban waterway and disadvantaged neighborhood and schools,, and the
appropriateness of the site location to serve as a demo or LID educational tool for
training the public, City staff, and for Green Jobs employment training.

Other Outcomes:
3
flooding
" Reduced
" Increased groundwater recharge
" Increased stormwater capture, treatment, and reuse
" Improved public health
" Increased employment opportunities
" Increased public understanding of benefits of stormwater management and LIDs
" Increased
ased opportunities for schools and stormwater education
" Increased public walking and biking transport pathways (public health)
" Improved natural habitat (endangered fish and wildlife, vernal pools, oak
woodlands, wetlands, springs, seeps)
" Reduced trash and other runoff pollutants
" Increased collaborations amongst community groups and City in stormwater
management
" Improved water quality
" Improved Water Supply
4
More
Implementation project ideas:
" Reduce flooding by reconnecting floodplains (Similar to Verbena Fields project).
" Improve storm drain conveyance system by moving outfalls away from creek

Page: 5
Number: 1
Author: dmoore
Subject: Comment on Text
These are all great goals, but they do not define a specific project.

Date: 8/3/2017 5:31:41 PM -07'00'

Number: 2
Author: dmoore
Subject: Comment on Text Date: 8/3/2017 5:36:25 PM -07'00'
These are great goals, but nothing is specific. It starts to sound like "Do everything, and do it everywhere." A person tasked with implementing
this submitted project would not know where to spend their energy or what their specific goal is.
Number: 3
Author: dmoore
Subject: Comment on Text
Again, this seems to say "Do everything and do it everywhere"

Date: 8/3/2017 5:37:24 PM -07'00'

Number: 4
Author: dmoore
Subject: Comment on Text Date: 8/3/2017 5:44:59 PM -07'00'
All of these are great ideas, but make the project so diverse that it is not a single project is actually many projects and programs. Ask yourself,
"does this project submittal provide enough specific guidance that a person could know how to implement it?

"
"
"
"

"

"
"

"

"
"
"
"

"

"
"

banks and “day-lighting” sections through detention swales, wetlands and
pervious pipe.
Capture or redirecting runoff from park buildings, roads, and other infrastructure
to park landscaping.
Reduce erosion from bike and walking paths by decommissioning or repairing
trails adjacent to waterways.
Replace culverts blocking runoff infiltration pathways to reduce nuisance water,
pathogens and nutrient loading in receiving waters to meet TMDL requirements.
Enhance or restore wetland areas, seeps and springs, to treat runoff. Also, runoff
through meadows making connections to vernal pools. Improve Oak woodland
regeneration by removing turf so trees are not being watered during summer
months or move trails so they are not being trampled.
Implement City-wide (or county-wide) trash reduction plan (install full and partial
capture structures, and implement ed/outreach campaign targeting homeless
camps, public parks, events and centers (require use of recycled materials and
reusable water bottle filling stations).
Install water bottle filling stations in parks, and baseball/soccer fields.
Expand outdoor learning opportunities for schools by identifying and improving
infrastructure for outdoor learning classrooms (beyond the nature center). Link
objectives of Clean Water Ambassador Program, Clean Creeks in the
Classroom, Adopt-a-Picnic-Spot programs to include focused and collaborative
stormwater education utilizing parks as outdoor classrooms.
Provide checklists and training for Park Watch, Stream Team, and other park
volunteers to document trash hot-spots, and wet weather trail and road erosion
(modeled on the Urban Tides Initiative program in SoCal, and SWRCB CWT
rapid trash assessment methodology).
Increase volunteer workforce opportunities to remove invasive plants and plant
natives and to implement and maintain stormwater treatment project areas.
Also integrate Stream Team’s rapid trash assessment.
Integrate Green Jobs training utilizing existing community stormwater groups to
train volunteers in LID implementation and maintenance practices (and project
effectiveness monitoring).
Utilize CCC’s, target DACs, and integrate Clean Water Business Partners and
other existing stormwater training programs into Green Jobs training project.
Utilize stormwater treatment project areas as training tools to provide hands-on
learning work sessions and training events to improve employment opportunities
and reduce project implementation costs.
Improve and add trails to connect transportation corridors between downtown
areas and schools to encourage safe walking and biking pathways between
residential neighborhoods and commercial downtown areas including integrating
sitting areas for relaxing in nature (improved public health).
Repair vita-health exercise circuit in park, and host events and provide maps to
highlight use of this public health improvement infrastructure. Coordinate with
Health Clubs to expand use and offer Yoga, running races, etc.
Reduce pesticide and landscape overwatering by targeting LID workshops for
DAC neighborhoods and schools and offer tours and training for them to learn

about stormwater projects in the parks. Training will include practices they can
implement on their own residential landscapes.
" Reduce runoff pollution by installing stormwater treatment bioswales, wetlands,
and LID practices throughout parks and greenways to capture, reuse, and treat
runoff.
" Reduce pathogens in runoff by implementing LID practices in park and
greenways to protect beneficial uses of receiving waters for water recreation
(swimming).
Consistent project plans
The Project will assist the City in addressing eight key elements of the City’s 2013 MS4
permit, including: E.7, E.8, E.8, E.9, E.10, E.11, E.13, E.15
1
1)
The City of Chico has an updated General Plan that (BMP) Manual. Through this
project LID practices and design standards that are most cost-effective will be
integrated into BMP Manual and any pertinent stormwater ordinances.

2) The City of Chico Climate Action Plan includes elements to protect water quality and
conserve energy and includes LID practices.
3) An existing citizen-monitoring program maintains 13 years of baseline water quality
data including, habitat, and bioassessment data. Data monitoring stations are also
located appropriately to detect improving water quality associated with implementing
LID practices implemented through this Project.
4) Soils maps, and building plans are available for each Project site, which can be used
to confirm existing site conditions and selection of appropriate LID practices.
2
5) The City has urban forest plan being developed, which
will reduce greenhouse gas
emissions.

Additional relative plans
City Plans: General Plan, MS4 Permit, BMP Handbook/Best Practices Manual, Keep
Chico Clean and Storm Water Management and Education Plan, Post Construction
Standards Plan, Erosion and Sediment Control Plan, Economic Development Plan
Residential and Green Building Codes, Parkway, Parkstrip Conversion Guidelines, Park
volunteer program, neighborhood plans (chapman/mulberry, etc), medical waste and
disposal plan, leaf pickup and compost program, Chico Tree Guide, Street Tree
Municipal Code, Tree Preservation regulations and standards, Neighborhood Planting
Lists, Bidwell Park Master Management Plan and EIR, Don't Plant a Pest, Sustainable
indicators report, Sustainability/Climate Action Plan, Urban Forest Plan, and others.
State Plans: SWAMP, NSV IRWM, Water Efficient Landscape Ordinance (AB 1881),
CA Green Infrastructure Plan, California Water Code, Prop. 1, and more.

Page: 7
Number: 1
Author: dmoore
Subject: Comment on Text Date: 8/3/2017 5:47:37 PM -07'00'
Again, this could be a project by itself, called "Update City standards and Regulations to include and promote storm water protection and LID"
Number: 2
Author: dmoore
Subject: Comment on Text Date: 8/3/2017 5:50:03 PM -07'00'
Again, this seems to introduce an entire now program. The City could prepare an entire City -Wide master plan on how to reduce greenhouse
gasses. IT could occupy one or two full time City staff. Implementation could cost millions of dollars.

Federal Plans: Clean Water Act and all related plans.

Attachment C

Outreach for Stakeholder Meeting #1
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Chico News and Review Ad – Ran from 5/11 – 5/17
Chico ER Ad – Ran on 5/10
Website – City of Chico Home Page, Specific SWRP Page, and Storm Water Management Page
Website – Meeting and link to SWRP page on Keepchicoclean.org home page
Flyers – City Hall, Butte County Library – Chico, CARD – Posted 5/8
Emails – Stakeholder List
Email – Love Chapman Group, Butte Housing Authority
E‐Flyer – Chico Unified School District – Sent out to all registered parents of the school system
(5/13/17)
Facebook – City of Chico Public Works Page ‐ Posted on 5/5/17, Pinned to the top of the
Facebook page on 6/13 (should be there until we tell him to unpin it)
Flyers translated to Hmong and Spanish
Hmong and Spanish translators available at meeting as well as whisper mikes.
Handed out flyers at the Saturday Morning Farmer’s Market and the Thursday Night Market
(5/13 and 5/11).
KRCR Community Events Calendar – Added to the Calendar to be on TV.

Outreach for Stakeholder Meeting #2 – July 19th, 2017
1. Press Release – 6/27/17 – Sent to All‐City Emails, All‐ City Council, Media – Chico Enterprise
Record, Chico News & Review, KPAY/KHSL Radio, KNVN/KHSL TV, KALF/KFMF, KIXE/KCHO, KZFR,
KBQB/KCEQ/KRQR/KTHU, and KRCR TV.
2. Chico News and Review insert article – July 13 – July 20, 2017 (pg. 12)
3. Chico News and Review Calendar Submittal – 6/26/17
4. Chico ER Article – 6/29/17
5. Website – City of Chico ‐ Home Page, Specific SWRP Page, and Storm Water Management Page –
Posted 6/16/17
6. Website – Keepchicoclean.org – Meeting and link to SWRP on website home page – 6/16/17
7. Flyers – City Hall, Butte County Library, Chico Natural Foods, S&S Produce – Posted 7/5/17
8. Emails – Stakeholder/Public List – 'tfossum@buttecounty.net'; rperrelli@csuchico.edu;
'jkistle@chicousd.org'; Scott.Zaitz@waterboards.ca.gov; 'pbonacich@calwater.com';
'tracy.mcreynolds@wildlife.ca.gov'; Debbie.Spangler@water.ca.gov;
'natalie.carter@becnet.org'; 'bc‐rcd@carcd.org'; 'timmariehamill@gmail.com';
'ewedemeyer@co.shasta.ca.us'; 'rteubert@tcpw.ca.gov'; 'tzeller@chicorec.com';
'mit@mechoopda‐nsn.gov'; 'sierra@spi‐ind.com'; 'ryansale@sbcglobal.net';
erick.burres@waterboards.ca.gov; 'msmith‐peters@csuchico.edu'; 'dunlaplegal@yahoo.com';
'mcook@riverpartners.org'; 'vince@kkxx.net'; 'jaull@csuchico.edu'; 'loganmeline@gmail.com';
'smason908@gmail.com'; 'rockcreek5556@yahoo.com'; 'gary@hignell.com';
'lesheringer@gmail.com'; 'wcornelius@mechoopda‐nsn.gov'; 'joe.gleason@delallo.com';
'kloeser@northstareng.com'; 'watershed@becnet.org'; 'robinmccollum@sbcglobal.net';
'ubangarang@yahoo.com'; sachiitagaki@kennedyjenks.com; ksicke@ycfcwcd.org;
JenniferLau@kennedyjenks.com; pminasian@minasianlaw.com; NReese@mechoopda‐nsn.gov;
Davison, Brandon@Waterboards <Brandon.Davison@waterboards.ca.gov>;
brin@tehamacountyrcd.org; ryan@tehamacountyrcd.org – 6/23/17
9. Emails – TAC Members – 6/23/17
10. Email – Love Chapman Group, Butte Housing Authority – 6/29/17
11. Email – Forest Ranch Community Center and Forest Ranch Post – 6/27/17
12. Facebook – City of Chico Public Works Page – Posted on 6/28/17 (pinned to the top of the page)
13. NextDoor Event Posted – 6/30/17
14. Flyers translated to Hmong and Spanish
15. Handed out flyers at the Thursday Night Market – 6/29/17, 7/6/17 (available on table 7/13/17)
16. KRCR Community Events Calendar – Added to the Calendar to be on TV – 6/23/17 (request
submitted)

Outreach for Stakeholder Meeting #3 – November 29th, 2017
1. Press Release – 11/16/17 – Sent to All‐City Emails, All‐ City Council, Media – Chico Enterprise
Record, Chico News & Review, KPAY/KHSL Radio, KNVN/KHSL TV, KALF/KFMF, KIXE/KCHO, KZFR,
KBQB/KCEQ/KRQR/KTHU, and KRCR TV.
2. Website – City of Chico ‐ Home Page, Specific SWRP Page, Stakeholder and Public Meeting Page,
SWRP Schedule Page, and Storm Water Management Page – Posted 11/9/17
3. Website – Keepchicoclean.org – Meeting and link to SWRP on website home page – 11/28/17
4. Flyers – City Hall‐ 1st floor, City Hall – Building Counter, City Hall – internal bulletin boards, Butte
County Library, Chico Natural Foods, Butte College – Chico Center, Cal Java, Kona’s, Tin Roof
Bakery, Upper Crust Bakery, Pita Pit – 11/17/17
5. Emails – Stakeholder/Public List – 'tfossum@buttecounty.net'; 'rperrelli@csuchico.edu';
'jkistle@chicousd.org'; 'Scott.Zaitz@waterboards.ca.gov'; 'pbonacich@calwater.com';
'tracy.mcreynolds@wildlife.ca.gov'; 'Debbie.Spangler@water.ca.gov';
'natalie.carter@becnet.org'; 'bc‐rcd@carcd.org'; 'timmariehamill@gmail.com';
'ewedemeyer@co.shasta.ca.us'; 'rteubert@tcpw.ca.gov'; 'tzeller@chicorec.com';
'mit@mechoopda‐nsn.gov'; 'sierra@spi‐ind.com'; 'erick.burres@waterboards.ca.gov'; 'msmith‐
peters@csuchico.edu'; 'dunlaplegal@yahoo.com'; 'mcook@riverpartners.org'; 'vince@kkxx.net';
'jaull@csuchico.edu'; 'loganmeline@gmail.com'; 'smason908@gmail.com';
'rockcreekreclamation@aol.com'; 'gary@hignell.com'; 'lesheringer@gmail.com';
'wcornelius@mechoopda‐nsn.gov'; 'joe.gleason@delallo.com'; 'kloeser@northstareng.com';
'watershed@becnet.org'; 'robinmccollum@sbcglobal.net'; 'ubangarang@yahoo.com';
'sachiitagaki@kennedyjenks.com'; 'ksicke@ycfcwcd.org'; 'JenniferLau@kennedyjenks.com';
'pminasian@minasianlaw.com'; 'clay.slocum@cncement.org'; 'jlowe@northstareng.com';
'ryanrsale@sbcglobal.net'; 'erick.burres@waterboards.ca.gov'; 'bc‐rcd@carcd.org';
'Scott.McReynolds@water.ca.gov'; 'erik.gustafson@chicoca.gov'; 'skyler.lipski@chicoca.gov' –
11/9/17
6. Emails – TAC Members – 11/9/17
7. Email – Love Chapman Group – 11/9/17
8. Email ‐ Butte Housing Authority – 11/20/17
9. Email –Forest Ranch Post – 11/20/17
10. NextDoor Event Posted – 11/17/17
11. KRCR Community Events Calendar – Added to the Calendar to be on TV – 11/9/17 (request
submitted)
12. PeachTree – Chico Unified School District e‐flyer to all registered parents – 11‐17‐17

APPENDIX 5A
Response to Comments on Project Descriptions

COMMENT RESPONSE FORM
Client:
Project:
Submittal:
Prepared By:
Date:
ID

1

REVIEWER

Robin
McCollum

Project

City of Chico
Chico SWRP
Project Description Review Period, Ending 3/30/2018
Natalie Muradian and Doug Moore
3/30/2018
COMMENT

45‐ The 5 Mile Diversion consists of 2 dams and an overflow weir. The gates on the dams are to be fully
open from October 15 until April 15 in accordance with the Operation and Maintenance Manual. The dam
on Big Chico Creek has 4 slide gates that pass a maximum of 1,500 cfs. The dam on Lindo Channel (Sandy
Gulch) has 7 gates and culverts that pass ,6500 cfs. The Ogee Weir passes 8,500 cfs to accommodate the
balance of 16,000 cfs design flow.
In the January 1997 flood event the 5 Mile headworks passed in excess of 20,000 cfs according to the DWR
M (BCC Northern District. Water was observed only 6 inches below the levee top at the Big Chico dam. Any
21st Mgt) operation of the gates not in accordance with the Manual would be unwise.
The dams are usually jammed with logs that should be cleared expeditiously as flows can increase rapidly
due to the flashy characteristics of the watershed when impacted by Atmospheric Rivers. Trash racks
designed to intercept logs and not impede flow, that can be cleaned quickly between storms, should be
built upstream of the dams. Also some arrangement should be made, such as a seasonal lease, so that a
large excavator with a wrist and grapple (like a logging Skidder) can be stationed in advance to clear the
gates during high water.

RESPONSE

ACTION

The plan is recommending evaluation and modeling of the system (gates, dams, weirs)
and working with USACE and DWR to determine if the flows have changed from the Include
Information in
original flows and/or to determine what’s not working currently, and if a new set of
the Project
operations and maintenance directions may be beneficial.
Description
This information will be added to the Project Description in the SWRP for reference.

Additionally, it has been observed that the riparian forest and brush in the stilling basin has intercepted
many logs while ameliorating erosive flows near the levee.
In the mid 1980’s Butte County Public Works undertook major sediment removal in the stilling basin
upstream of the Lindo Channel dam. Gravel was removed daylighting the concrete sill at the head of Lindo
Channel and establishing a continuous grade to the invert of the Lindo dam barrels. This material was
stockpiled with the intent to place it in the gravel starved streams below the dams.
In the 1/1/97 flood a shoal formed mid‐channel above the sill and continuing downstream for 150 yds
reaching an elevation nearly level with the adjacent levee. An NRCS grant funded partial removal of the
shoal to near its current elevation. The sill was not exposed. Removal of this sediment build‐up would be a
cost effective way to move toward the mandated 200 year flood protection.
The levee between Big Chico and Lindo is the most critical flood control infrastructure for Chico. Vegetation
that ameliorates erosive flows and protects the aforementioned levee should continue to be maintained.
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COMMENT RESPONSE FORM
Client:
Project:
Submittal:
Prepared By:
Date:
ID

REVIEWER

Project

City of Chico
Chico SWRP
Project Description Review Period, Ending 3/30/2018
Natalie Muradian and Doug Moore
3/30/2018
COMMENT

RESPONSE
This information will be added to the Project Description in the SWRP for reference.

ACTION

Sycamore Diversion Channel to Cohasset Road Bridge.
From the time it was built Sycamore Diversion Channel (SDC) initial flows eroded all loose material, carried
it downstream and deposited it at the Cohasset Road bridge and in channel just downstream. That deposit
compromised channel capacity so badly that the adjacent left bank levee experienced one of 2 greatest
freeboard incursions in the entire system during the 1997 flood.

2

Robin
McCollum

DWR was/is responsible to maintain flow in the channel and so undertook clearing the sediment. Because
of perennial drainage from nearby development a substantial wetland habitat had grown.
M (BCC Big Chico Creek Watershed Alliance and myself negotiated with DWR to restore the channel to as built
21st Mgt) configuration with design features that move sediment through during low flows. The habitat was restored
for its benefits as well as to prevent scour during high flows.

Include
Information in
the Project
Description

The source of the sediment is up Sycamore Creek where the Sycamore Diversion Channel (10,000 cfs) blasts
perpendicularly into South Sycamore Creek (500 cfs). It’s a flaw in US Army Corps Engineers design, that
they’ve denied, but DWR is left to design a grade control structure that they’ve promised to build. If it is not
done soon the work below Cohasset Rd bridge will be buried as large flows over the Ogee Weir tear through
the sandstone and deliver sand below Cohasset Rd bridge. Non erodible material should be put in the
channel, by some design, to stop the head‐cut originating at the confluence of the Diversion Channel and
South Sycamore Creek.

3

Les
Heringer

4

BEC/
Stream
Team

n\c\755\10‐17‐13\E\08

Project N Project descriptions are fine as is.
and Project Will there be financial assistance available to upgrade the flow gage west of Crouch Ave on Comanche Creek
O
to measure flood flows as part of the study?
It is our understanding that the SWRP project descriptions are intended to provide a summary description
of the seventeen (17) SWRP projects, including enough detail to capture the management elements
described in the projects listed in the final screened initial project list. With regards to the project
descriptions it is important for the project descriptions to capture the full intent, and identify all
implementation projects and strategies identified in each initial project included in the final project
description.
All projects
Please consider expanding the section “Initial Projects Included” for each project description to include a
brief summary, and identify implementation projects for each initial project included (i.e. river friendly
handbook, pesticide and landscape overwatering campaigns, trash surveys, citizen monitoring, etc.). This
would ensure that the details of each submission are more available for review, prioritization and decision
making.

The point of the SWRP is to make projects eligible to compete for grant funding from
the State. If the study is successful at obtaining a grant, then the flow gage would be
included.
The SWRP Project Descriptions are intended to capture the intent of the initial
projects that were submitted, and are not necessarily a summary of every element of
the included Initial Projects.
The full Initial Project Descriptions will be documented and included in the SWRP for
reference.

No action
required

Include full
Initial Project
Description in
the SWRP
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Client:
Project:
Submittal:
Prepared By:
Date:
ID

REVIEWER
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BEC/
Stream
Team

6

BEC/
Stream
Team

7

BEC/
Stream
Team

8

BEC/
Stream
Team

9

BEC/
Stream
Team

n\c\755\10‐17‐13\E\08

Project

City of Chico
Chico SWRP
Project Description Review Period, Ending 3/30/2018
Natalie Muradian and Doug Moore
3/30/2018
COMMENT

RESPONSE
The descriptions, headings, and sections were developed from a single template, but
were customized for each project. The SWRP Project Descriptions are intended to
Please consider creating more uniform descriptions, headings and sections across all project descriptions, as
capture the intent of the initial projects that were submitted, and are not necessarily
All projects well as ensuring that the full intent of the initial projects are captured to allow for effective comparison and
a summary of every element of the included Initial Projects. The full Initial Project
evaluation.
Descriptions will be documented and included in the SWRP for reference.
Please consider revising the “education and outreach” section in each project description to include the
development of an education and outreach plan (and budget) to utilize existing local storm water and
watershed efforts to implement the SWRP project outreach. This will ensure that every effort is made to
keep the community engaged in the City’s efforts to improve local water quality. It will also meet the intent
All projects
of the initial project submissions and ensure that the required public involvement and implementation
components of the SWRP are met.

Please consider revising the “water quality” sections to clearly identify the intent to utilize existing
watershed protection groups, such as Butte Environmental Council, The Stream Team, and others to
provide education and outreach on water quality and utilize existing citizen monitoring efforts to evaluate
All projects
the efficacy of the projects for improving water quality. The current description does not capture the
elements submitted in initial projects to integrate existing water quality efforts (as is required by the SWRP).
The current project descriptions emphasize evaluation rather than utilization.

Include full
Initial Project
Description in
the SWRP

The education and outreach sections that are included for most of the planning
projects will evaluate improvements to existing education and outreach programs.
We will revise the current descriptions to also include the preparation of an education
Revise project
and outreach plan that will utilize existing local storm water organizations (such as
descriptions
BEC and Stream Team), which will include establishing an education and outreach
budget. The plan and budget will be based on the community's needs at the time the
SWRP project is implemented.
Water Quality will be included in education and outreach sections. The water quality
section already includes the use of citizen monitoring to evalute efficacy of projects
for improving water quality, but we will double‐check applicable project descrtipions
and add it in if not.
The full Initial Project Descriptions will be documented and included in the SWRP for
reference when the projects are implemented.

The full Initial Project Descriptions will be documented and included in the SWRP for
Please consider revising the “watershed and locations” section to specifically include locations as described reference.
All projects
in the initial projects (i.e. Dorothy Johnson Center, Lindo Channel by Chico Nut, etc.).

As you prepare to rank, prioritize and select projects for design please consider that the current storm
water values were established using a system that involved rating, rather than ranking community storm
water values. Had participants ranked, rather than rated the values each participant would have had to
All projects weight and truly prioritize storm water values. The data resulting from the values survey that was
conducted does not effectively identify the community’s priorities as many values were assigned equal
ratings by survey participants. The decision to develop these projects further should be made based on
measurable outcomes rather than these value ratings.

ACTION

This issue was addressed in the SWRP Weighting Values letter published 9/7/2017,
including "Concerns were expressed that scoring [versus ranking] does not force
participants to prioritize their values, potentially reducing the statistical significance of
the survey. For example, scoring would allow someone to give every category the
highest (or lowest) score possible. The scoring method was selected to allow
participants to convey their preferences accurately, rather than forcing participants to
select artificial priorities to meet the survey requirements. For example, if a
participant valued stormwater quality and flood control as both very important,
scoring would allow both categories to be scored equally. In addition, ranking does
not allow the participant to communicate how much they value one category over
another. Therefore, the decision was made to use the scoring method."

Revise project
descriptions

Include full
Initial Project
Descriptions in
the SWRP

No action
required
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BEC/
Stream
Team
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BEC/
Stream
Team

12

BEC/
Stream
Team

13

Project

City of Chico
Chico SWRP
Project Description Review Period, Ending 3/30/2018
Natalie Muradian and Doug Moore
3/30/2018
COMMENT

RESPONSE
Generic projects, such as Green Streets and LID demonstration projects, while great
project ideas, require advance planning and therefore are considered planning
Please consider identifying implementation projects submitted in initial projects that were included in the projects.
Project descriptions already include outreach and education programs for pesticides
“Big Chico Creek 21st Century Management Plan”, “Trash Reduction Master Plan and Specific
Implementation Projects”, “Updating the City's Storm Water Planning and Policies and Implementation
and overwatering.
All projects
Projects”, and others for 30% design (i.e. river friendly handbook, green streets project, LID demonstration Trash surveys may or may not be needed for compliance with the Trash Amendments,
but will be implemented if needed.
projects for education and training, pesticide and landscape overwatering campaigns, trash surveys,
Trash cleanups and education campaigns are already included as part of part of
cleanups and education campaigns, etc.).
Project P (which includes Project F ‐ Storm Water Public Outreach, Education, and
Involvement Program).
The full Initial Project Descriptions will be documented and included in the SWRP. The
A number of implementation projects have been included in plans, while others have been identified as
TAC can select individual elements of SWRP projects for the 30% design phase of the
standalone projects. Clearly identifying all implementation projects within each plan would allow for these
SWRP.
All projects projects to be considered for standalone projects or combined with complimentary projects maximizing
potential outcomes. This would also allow for TAC review and consideration of all implementation projects
initially submitted when selecting projects for 30% design.
When selecting projects for 30% design please consider prioritizing implementation projects that include
public involvement, build on partnerships with existing watershed groups and on previous storm water
All projects
efforts that have been established in the community. This will facilitate maximized outcomes from the
SWRP.

This information can be included in the project description, so the information is
The term “holistic” gives me pause because it suggests that some are still considering putting Keefer Slough
available when the SWRP Project is implemented.
flows into Mud Creek. The USACE Flood Control Study (2000) considered this plan and rejected it because
Mud Creek and the Chico Mud and Sycamore system is at or above capacity now. The gravel pit near Dusty
Robin
Project 33 Lane is not available for detention as it fills with hyporheic flows when Mud Creek is full. I can attest to
McCollum
these facts having observed them during my flood fight efforts in the January 1997 flood event.

Regarding Rock Creek and Keefer Slough there are several problems.
1. At Hagenridge Rd., north of Keefer Rd., Keefer Slough originates from Rock Creek. Since the 1997 flood

14

This comment will be provided to the TAC.

Robin
Project 33 event the dominant flow has moved into Keefer Slough where there is insufficient capacity causing frequent
McCollum

flooding along its banks east and west of Hwy 99.
If Hagenridge Rd. was raised as an earthen dam with large culverts the flow split between Keefer Slough and
Rock Creek could apportioned appropriately for the respective channels.

n\c\755\10‐17‐13\E\08

ACTION

No action
required

No action
required

Provide
comment to
TAC

Revise project
description

This information will be included in the project description, so the information is
available when the SWRP Project is implemented.
Revise project
description
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Project

City of Chico
Chico SWRP
Project Description Review Period, Ending 3/30/2018
Natalie Muradian and Doug Moore
3/30/2018

ID

REVIEWER

15

Robin
capacity with 5,000 cfs according to the USACE 2000 study. Further, the study showed that Sand Creek,
Project 33
which joins Rock Creek just above Hwy 99, adds another 5,000 cfs at its peak. It is only coincidence that the
McCollum

COMMENT
Regarding Rock Creek and Keefer Slough there are several problems.

RESPONSE
This information will be included in the project description, so the information is
available when the SWRP Project is implemented.

ACTION

2. Rock Creek cannot contain additional flows from Keefer because the levees downstream in Nord are at

16

17

18

19

20

levees west of Hwy 99 have not received 10,000 cfs, double their capacity, in recent events. There is a
current proposal from Rock Creek Reclamation District to detain flows on Sand Creek to help with this
problem.
Regarding Rock Creek and Keefer Slough there are several problems.
3. Keefer Slough presently carries excess flows from Rock Creek, but there is minor flooding east of Hwy 99
Robin
Project 33 and currently substantial overland flooding through the orchards near Nord.
McCollum
Keefer Slough needs channel improvements including widening, minor levees, increased flood plain access
and off stream detention east of Hwy 99.
Regarding Rock Creek and Keefer Slough there are several problems.
4. West of Hwy 99 the orchards can handle, even benefit from, some short term inundation. Improved and
coordinated small scale multiple channels could be built that would minimize inundation periods and
Robin
prevent excessive depths at critical locations. One such channel, just east of Nord, is partially constructed
Project 33
running south from the confluence of Rock Creek and Keefer Slough. It is a one sided levee intended to
McCollum
carry 2,500 cfs if the Keefer Slough levee were to fail at the confluence or east there of. These flows pond
against the Union Pacific Railroad and then pass through to meet the backwater of the Sacramento River.
Regarding Rock Creek and Keefer Slough there are several problems.
5. Rock Creek left bank levee east of Hwy 99 to Garner Ln. needs to be raised slightly and uniformly
Robin
Project 33 constructed to some reasonable standard. West of Hwy 99 the levees reach capacity more often than every
McCollum
5 years (5‐year event). These should be set back, one side or the other, an additional 50 ft. westward to the
Union Pacific tracks.
Our design has been revised after we finally had the opportunity to conduct a more thorough site
evaluation with designers more experienced with earthworks and managing water. To emphasize, we are
NOT moving water but freeing it to enter the land where it can infiltrate. There is considerable natural
Steve
Project 85 topographical variation and we intend to utilize existing basins (as evidenced through observation and as
Breedlove
indicated by the distribution of Plantago and Rumex species). These existing variations will reduce total
equipment time, and will make an attractive series of basins.

Revise project
description

We will revise the project description to include evaluations of needed channel
improvements including widening, minor levees, increased flood plain access and off
stream detention east of Hwy 99. This information will be included in the project
description, so the information is available when the SWRP Project is implemented.
We will revise the project description to include evaluations of using ag lands as
detention areas, and channels to minimize flooding. This information will be included
in the project description, so the information is available when the SWRP Project is
implemented.

We will revise the project description to include evaluations of modifying the levee
system at Rock Creek to Garner Lane. This information will be included in the project
description, so the information is available when the SWRP Project is implemented.

Revise project
description

Revise project
description

We will revise the project description to include use of the existing topography in the
project description.

We will revise the project description to include five curb cuts.
We would make several (five tentatively, depending on utility pole setbacks) curb cuts in the low spots in
the gutter where water slows and pools and these cuts will only remove the riser and not the curb footing
Steve
Project 85 and can be accomplished using a rotary hammer and concrete saw. To maintain ADA accessibility, our inlets
Breedlove
and outlets will be wide enough to provide a gentle slope and our paths will simply cross this channel.
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City of Chico
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Project Description Review Period, Ending 3/30/2018
Natalie Muradian and Doug Moore
3/30/2018

Project

COMMENT
RESPONSE
These curb cuts would then open to a level sill for further slowing water and allowing solid waste to settle We will revise the project description to include this comment in the project
out before continuing into the basins at a slope no greater than 1%. Based on the high point in the
description.
collection area (the intersection of Mulberry and 12th) and our gentle slope (essential for infiltration and
erosion prevention), we will not need to excavate more than six inches below the lowest curb sill. With the
Steve
Project 85 area available for infiltration and the soils as indicated in the UC Davis Soil Web, we do not expect water to
Breedlove
leave the site, nor fail to infiltrate in 48 hours preventing mosquito issues. However, our series of basins
slowing, spreading and sinking water will connect to a curb cut outlet just above the storm drain on the
Southwest edge of the site to compensate for extreme events.
We will revise the project description to include this comment in the project
Implementing the project will be somewhat straight forward. The entire site design intends to minimize
labor and equipment use taking advantage of existing slopes and topographical variation. We ask the City
description.
waive the cost of lane closure and curb cutting permits and consider making equipment available. We
estimate we will need one day or less to survey and prepare the site. We will need one day with one lane
closed on both Pine and Cypress (we would do this work on a weekend to minimize disruption to the
Steve
arterial road) to make the cuts and run a backhoe and bobcat. After cutting the channels and modifying the
Project 85
existing basins to add capacity, volunteers with hand tools would do sculpting work. The third day would be
Breedlove
planting and mulching. We estimate our total equipment time will be less than 18 hours. Excess soil will be
used to shape the trail and create a level area in the shade of the pine trees on the western edge which can
be used in the future to make a picnic area, and we intend to include space in the rain garden landscape
design to facilitate later installation of public art.
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APPENDIX 5B
Project Descriptions

Channel Stabilization / Create Hydrologic
Floodplains on Streams (SWRP Project 16/68)
General Project Information:

This project includes a plan to manage erosion, stabilization, and hydrologic floodplain creation
in the Chico area waterways including:


Erosion Control: Assess existing erosion by surveying the channels in the Big Chico Creek
watershed and mapping areas of concern, identify the causes of the erosion by using
computer based hydraulic modeling, and prioritize the severity of erosion problems to
identify the order in which solutions should be implemented. Develop solutions to reduce or
eliminate the erosion at outfalls, bridges, major bends in waterways, and other identified
areas of concern. Some solutions include options for revegetation with native species,
property acquisition, floodplain creation, and structural control methods only where
necessary. In addition to reducing erosion, the plan will also include a comprehensive
sediment management evaluation. The
potential for Low Impact Development
(LID) techniques to help reduce sediment
in streams will also be evaluated.



Waterway Analysis: As part of this study,
the potential for improving or expanding
hydrologic floodplains will also be
evaluated. The U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) defines
hydrologic floodplains as the land adjacent
to the baseflow channel residing at or
below bankfull elevation. It is inundated
about two years out of three. Not every
stream corridor has a hydrologic
floodplain. Improving hydrologic
floodplains will help improve habitat,
provide some attenuation for flood flows,
and will help restore natural hydrologic
processes. The hydrologic floodplains will
also be designed to provide infiltration.



Regulatory Consideration: There are
many agencies that exercise jurisdiction
over various components of waterways.
The waterways within City of Chico
boundaries may fall under the jurisdiction
of the following agencies: U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, CA Regional Water Quality
Control Board, CA Dept. of Fish and Wildlife, and the Central Valley Flood Protection
Board. Because acquisition of these permits can add significant time and cost to a project,
part of the site analysis will include looking at where potential work will occur relative to the
various jurisdictional boundaries of the aforementioned agencies. Also, many of these
agencies allow exemptions for restoration work, so attention will also be paid to
opportunities for restorative activities at each site.

16/68-1
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Channel Stabilization / Create Hydrologic
Floodplains on Streams (SWRP Project 16/68)


Education and Outreach: The plan will summarize existing education and outreach
programs and will evaluate improvements to these existing programs to protect watershed
health, including in disadvantaged communities. Examples of existing programs include the
Clean Water Science Ambassadors, Clean Creeks in the Classroom, and the Citizen
Monitoring Program. This plan will involve preparing an education and outreach plan and
budget that includes: 1) opportunities to collaborate with existing watershed protection
groups, such as Butte Environmental Council, Stream Team, Friends of Bidwell Park, etc. 2)
evaluates and monitors the efficacy of the projects for reducing erosion and improving water
quality, and 3) provides public education and outreach events. Some topics for education
include residential landscaping to conserve water, dry weather runoff capture, river-friendly
landscaping, and residential pesticides and fertilizer management.



Employment Opportunities: The plan will evaluate employment opportunities for
Disadvantaged Communities (DACs) and tribes by providing LID and green infrastructure
job training and certification workshops. In addition, the plan will also evaluate ways to
involve the California Conservation Corps to reduce project costs.



Location: The proposed project sites are the streams, creeks, tributaries, and riparian habitats
that are located in the City of Chico.



Watershed Area: 21,268 acres (City extents)

Benefits Resulting from this Project:

When the Channel Stabilization and Creation of Hydrologic Floodplain Plan is fully implemented
the following benefits are expected to occur.


Water Quality: Water quality is expected to be improved because the reduction of erosion
and management of sediment will improve the water quality of streams.



Water Supply: Water supply is expected to be improved because implementing infiltration
areas will allow some flows to recharge groundwater.



Flood Management: Flood management is expected to be moderately improved because
hydrologic floodplains identified in this plan will help attenuate flooding flows.



Environmental: The environment is expected to be improved because implementing this
plan will help manage sediment and erosion and will improve receiving waters. Additionally,
the creation of hydrologic floodplains will create habitat for a wide variety of species.



Community: The community is expected to be improved because the plan includes
opportunities for job creation, especially in DACs.
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Channel Stabilization / Create Hydrologic
Floodplains on Streams (SWRP Project 16/68)
Potential Project Components:

Photo 1. Example of a Bioswale in a parking lot located
in Oregon
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Channel Stabilization / Create Hydrologic
Floodplains on Streams (SWRP Project 16/68)

Photo 2. Open space facing east towards Mangrove Avenue
from East Lindo

Diagram of the composition of a rain garden. MJLARSONSITE 2014.
Porland’s Bioswales Give a New Look to Water Management Practices

Initial Projects:

No other initial projects were included in this plan.
16/68-4
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Mud and Rock Creek Flood Protection Plan
(SWRP Project 33)
General Project Information:

This project includes a plan to manage the Mud and Rock Creek watersheds as a holistic system.
The public will be encouraged to participate in the development of the plan through identification
of problems or be addressed in the plan and providing input on the identified causes and
recommended solutions to the problems. The plan development will be coordinated with the City
of Chico, Butte County, the California Department of Fish and Wildlife, the California Department
of Water Resources, the US Army Corps of Engineers, and other appropriate agencies. The plan
will include at least the following topics:


Flood Control: Assess existing and future (at buildout of the City of Chico) flooding,
identify the causes of the flooding, and develop a solution to reduce or eliminate the
flooding. The flood evaluations will
be performed using modern analysis
techniques such as Geographical
Information System (GIS) land use
mapping, light detection and ranging
(LiDAR) topographic mapping, and
computer based hydrologic and
hydraulic modeling to identify
flooding areas. Other modern
techniques include installation of
stream stage and flow gages with
telemetry to record the flow data.
The flow data can be used for “real
time” management of flood warnings
and flood management operations.
Once the flooding problems have
been identified, solutions will be
evaluated, including options for
regional and local detention basins,
enlargement of undersized channels,
bridges, culverts, and the use of
agricultural land for temporary
storage of flood flows and improving
levees. The City of Nord
Figure 1. Mud Creek and Rock Creek Watershed
occasionally floods, so
recommendations to reduce
flooding in the City of Nord will be evaluated. Flooding issues in some neighborhoods that
cause spillage of raw sewage and prevents access to homes will be evaluated and
improvements identified. As part of this plan, existing infrastructure in need of repair, such
as bridges and levees, will be evaluated and prioritized. The potential for Low Impact
Development (LID) techniques to help reduce flood flows will also be evaluated.



Water Quality: The water quality in Chico’s creeks are declining as a result of urban
development and increasing stormwater runoff. Use of LID techniques can reduce pollutants
and urban runoff entering major waterways. As part of this plan, opportunities for LID
projects will also be identified and prioritized, including in the Airport commercial area,
33-1
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Mud and Rock Creek Flood Protection Plan
(SWRP Project 33)
residential neighborhoods along the Mud and Rock Creeks, Nord School, and disadvantaged
communities (DACs), and LID demonstration projects on public properties within Mud/Rock
Creek watersheds. LID techniques that will be evaluated include pervious pavement,
infiltration trenches, vegetated buffer strips, bioretention, media filters, constructed wetlands,
green streets, etc. Additionally, nonstructural techniques to improve water quality through
public education will be evaluated in the plan, including providing water quality public
education workshops, and the implementation of citizen water monitoring. The plan will also
identify opportunities to collaborate with existing watershed protection groups, including
Butte Environmental Council, The Stream Team, and others to provide education,
incorporate citizen-led monitoring, and to evaluate the efficacy of the projects for improving
water quality. If flood control detention basins are needed, they will be designed to also
provide water quality treatment.


Water Supply: Opportunities to increase groundwater recharge will be evaluated. The
potential for stormwater capture and reuse projects will be identified and evaluated, which
could reduce demands on the potable water system. If flood control detention basins are
needed, they will be designed to also provide infiltration and recharge the groundwater.



Erosion and Sediment Management: The plan will include a comprehensive erosion and
sediment management evaluation. Control of erosion and sediment is critical. Areas of
erosion along the banks and beds of Mud Creek and Rock Creek will be mapped. Solutions
to control the erosion and reduce the sediment in the creek will be developed. Several erosion
areas of concern include agricultural land adjacent to Mud and Rock Creek.



Ecosystem: The plan will also evaluate the ecosystem and floodplain health and identify
ways to restore pre-development hydrology to improve the ecosystem; including adding
buffers between orchards to reduce pesticide runoff and erosion, and riparian habitat
improvements.



Education and Outreach: The plan will summarize existing education and outreach
programs and will evaluate improvements to these existing programs to protect watershed
health, including in disadvantaged communities. Examples of existing programs include the
Clean Water Science Ambassadors, Clean Creeks in the Classroom, and the Citizen
Monitoring Program. This plan will involve preparing an education and outreach plan and
budget that includes: 1) opportunities to collaborate with existing watershed protection
groups, such as Butte Environmental Council, Stream Team, Friends of Bidwell Park, etc. 2)
evaluates and monitors the efficacy of the projects for reducing erosion and improving water
quality, and 3) provides public education and outreach events. Some topics for education
include residential landscaping to conserve water, dry weather runoff capture, river-friendly
landscaping, and residential pesticides and fertilizer management.



Employment Opportunities: The plan will evaluate employment opportunities for DACs
and tribes by providing LID and green infrastructure job training and certification workshops
utilizing LID demonstration projects as training tools. In addition, the plan will also evaluate
ways to involve the California Conservation Corps to reduce project costs.



Watershed and Location: Mud Creek and Rock Creek watersheds near the City of Chico
within Butte County.
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Mud and Rock Creek Flood Protection Plan
(SWRP Project 33)
Benefits Resulting from this Project:

When the Mud and Rock Creek Flood Protection Plan is fully implemented, the following benefits
are expected to occur:


Water Quality: Water quality is expected to be improved because of the implementation of
LID techniques that will capture and reduce stormwater and dry weather runoff and increase
water quality. And through improved public awareness through their involvement in project
implementation and effectiveness monitoring.



Water Supply: Water supply is expected to be improved because implementing infiltration
areas will allow some flows to recharge groundwater.



Flood Management: Flood management is expected to be improved because solutions
identified in this plan will help reduce flooding problems.



Environmental: The environment is expected to be improved because implementing this
plan will help manage sediment and erosion, and other runoff pollutants and will improve
receiving waters.



Community: The community is expected to be improved because the plan evaluates creation
of job opportunities, improves public involvement in implementing plan objectives which
improve a sense of ownership and belonging, especially for DACs.

Potential Project Components:

Photo 1. Rock Creek along Keefer Road,
Chico. Facing east.

Photo 2. 4. HWY 99 bridge over Rock Creek.
Facing south

Other Project Elements:

The following information was received during a public review period.
The USACE Flood Control Study (2000) considered putting Keefer Slough flows into Mud Creek,
but rejected this approach because Mud Creek and the Chico Mud and Sycamore system is at or
above capacity now. The gravel pit near Dusty Lane is not available for detention as it fills with
hyporheic flows when Mud Creek is full. This was observed during the January 1997 flood event.
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(SWRP Project 33)
There are several problems at Rock Creek and Keefer Slough.


At Hagenridge Road., north of Keefer Road., Keefer Slough originates from Rock Creek.
Since the 1997 flood event, the dominant flow has moved into Keefer Slough where there is
insufficient capacity, causing frequent flooding along its banks east and west of Hwy 99. If
Hagenridge Road. was raised as an earthen dam with large culverts the flow split
between Keefer Slough and Rock Creek could be apportioned appropriately for the
respective channels.



Rock Creek cannot contain additional flows from Keefer Slough because the levees
downstream in Nord are at capacity with 5,000 cfs according to the USACE 2000 study.
Further, the study showed that Sand Creek, which joins Rock Creek just above Hwy 99, adds
another 5,000 cfs at its peak. It is only a coincidence that the levees west of Hwy 99 have not
received 10,000 cfs, double their capacity, in recent events. There is a current proposal from
Rock Creek Reclamation District to detain flows on Sand Creek to help with this problem.



Keefer Slough presently carries excess flows from Rock Creek, but there is minor flooding
east of Hwy 99 and currently substantial overland flooding through the orchards near Nord.
Keefer Slough needs channel improvements including widening, minor levees, increased
flood plain access, and off stream detention east of Hwy 99.



West of Hwy 99, the orchards can handle, even benefit from, some short-term inundation.
Improved and coordinated small scale multiple channels could be built that would minimize
inundation periods and prevent excessive depths at critical locations. One such channel, just
east of Nord, is partially constructed running south from the confluence of Rock Creek and
Keefer Slough. It is a one-sided levee intended to carry 2,500 cfs if the Keefer Slough levee
were to fail at the confluence or east there-of. These flows pond against the Union Pacific
Railroad and then pass through to meet the backwater of the Sacramento River.



Rock Creek left bank levee east of Hwy 99 to Garner Ln. needs to be raised slightly and
uniformly constructed to some reasonable standard. West of Hwy 99 the levees reach
capacity more often than every 5 years (5-year event). These should be set back, one side or
the other, an additional 50 ft. westward to the Union Pacific tracks.

Initial Projects:

No other initial projects were included in this plan.
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Parking Lot 4
Rehabilitation (SWRP Project 40)
General Project Information:



Project Description: This project involves rehabilitating the City of Chico’s (City’s) public
Parking Lot 4, as shown on the Project Schematic (page 2). The intent of this project is to
improve the parking lot so it better serves the public, reduce runoff from the project site, and
promote education and outreach for storm water runoff. The rehabilitation work will remove
the existing impervious pavement and replace it with pervious pavement or pavers. The small
existing landscape areas around the parking lot will be lowered and planted with native
California grasses to create six rain gardens; however, the existing trees will be retained. The
existing sidewalks and parking meters will be retained in place. Curb cuts will be added to
drain the street runoff into the rain gardens. A placard that explains how the porous pavement
works and how it helps reduce and treat runoff will be developed and installed.



Watershed: This project is located
in the Big Chico Creek Watershed.



Location: Near the intersection of
West 5th Street and Salem Street.



Tributary Watershed Area and
Impervious Percentage: The area
that drains to this project includes:
Parking Lot 4, the south half of
Salem street between 4th and 5th
street, an adjacent building, and
half of the parking lot at the
intersection of Salem Street and 4th
Street. The total tributary area is
0.84 acres. The current impervious
percentage is 95 percent, and after
implementation of this project the
impervious percentage will be
60 percent.

Project
Watershed

Storm drains
Figure 1. Project Watershed

Benefits Resulting from this Project:







Water Quality: This project will capture 1.15 acre-feet of storm water and dry weather runoff
per year from an urban parking lot. Parking lot runoff is typically high in oils, grease, metals,
and trash.
Water Supply: This project will infiltrate 1.15 acre-feet of runoff per year to the groundwater
table, thereby increasing available groundwater supply.
Flood Management: This project will reduce potential flooding in the lower Little Chico
Creek watershed.
Environmental: The environment is expected to be improved because reducing runoff and
increasing the quality of remaining runoff will help improve habitat.
Community: The community is expected to be improved because this project expands
education and outreach regarding storm water and beautifies the neighborhood.
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Potential Project Components:

Install rain gardens
Remove existing
pavement and replace
with pervious pavement.
Grade site to drain to rain
gardens.

Replace deteriorated asphalt
with pervious pavement.

Imagery: Sept 2017, Google © 2018

Turn existing landscaping
areas into “rain gardens”
by installing
pervious
Imagery: Google © 2018, Map
Data: Google
© 2018
material and underdrains.
Use curb cuts to collect
runoff from the street.
Direct runoff from
parking lot into the
various rain gardens
around the parking lot.
Replace existing drain
inlet with underdrains in
conjunction with high
flow bypass.
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Other Project Elements (describe 3 to 5 other project elements):



Porous Pavement: Describe the specific type of porous pavement and how it works.



Aggregate Base: A layer of aggregate base (crushed rock) will be provided under the porous
pavement. The open volume between rocks provides for storage of the storm water.



Infiltration: This project site has soils with hydrologic group B soils, resulting in a relatively
high infiltration rate. During construction of the project, the existing soil will be ripped to
restore its infiltration capacity and will not be compacted.



Underdrains: The necessity of underdrains will be evaluated to minimize risk of flooding
during large storms.



Rain Gardens: The rain gardens will be planted with the following native California
vegetation.

Initial Projects:

No other initial projects were included in this plan.
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5 Mile and Lindo Channel Diversion Study
(SWRP Project 44)
General Project Information:

The project will identify the ideal gate settings and weir elevations to provide the maximize flood
protection for Big Chico Creek, Lindo Channel, Sycamore Creek, and Mud Creek System
(Creek System).


Flooding: The Sycamore/Mud Creek Flood Diversion System was completed by the US
Army Corps of Engineers (Corps) in 1966, and has helped protect the City of Chico from
flooding from Big Chico Creek for over 50
years. The Sycamore/Mud Creek Flood
Diversion System consists of a set of four
box culverts with slide gates at the
upstream end of the Lindo Channel (see
Photograph 1). These slide gates control
the split of flow between Big Chico Creek,
Lindo Channel, and the Sycamore
Diversion Channel. The flow to the
Diversion channel goes over a weir
(Photograph 2) and then into the Sycamore Photo 1. Lindo Channel Gates
Diversion Channel. The Diversion Channel
flows to Sycamore Creek, which in turn
flows into Mud Creek. At the time the
project was constructed, the design flow
was 16,000 cubic feet per second (cfs).
This flow was intended to be split with
1,500 cfs to Big Chico Creek, 6,000 cfs to
Lindo Channel, and 8,500 cfs to the
Diversion Channel/Sycamore Creek/Mud
Creek. Visual observations of the water
levels during the Winter 2017 storm events
indicate that there was unused capacity in
Sycamore and Mud Creeks when the water
levels in Big Chico Creek and Lindo
Channel were causing localized flooding.
Photo. 2. Sycamore Weir
Also, flow has been observed in the
Sycamore Creek Diversion Channel, while flows in Big Chico Creek are lower than
originally intended. Thus, over time, conditions have changed, and the original flow split
may no longer be correct to optimize the flood control benefits for Big Chico Creek, Lindo
Channel, Sycamore Creek, and Mud Creek.
A hydrologic and hydraulic computer model of the Creek System will be prepared to identify
the ideal gate settings and weir elevations to maximize flood protection for the creek system.
The slide gate settings were established by the Corps, and therefore any changes to operation
of this system will need to be coordinated with and approved by California Department of
Water Resources and the Corps. Changes to the gate settings cannot result in increasing the
flood risk for one area to reduce the risk of another area. Additionally, the study will help
assess scour, erosion, and sediment/gravel transport and deposition. It will also evaluate head
cutting in Sycamore Cannel and identify solutions to reduce head cutting and erosion. During
44-1
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large storms, logs and other debris are conveyed to the slide gates and weir. The logs and
debris can impede the standard operation and damage these systems. Consequently, this
study would also evaluate debris control structures.


Watershed and Location: The diversion structure on Lindo Channel, north of Hooker Oak
Park (see image on page 2), is located in the Big Chico Creek watershed.

Benefits Resulting from this Project:

This project includes the preparation of the 5 Mile and Lindo Channel Diversion Study. When the
Diversion Study is fully implemented, the following benefits are expected to occur:


Water Quality: Water Quality is expected to be improved because reducing scour will
reduce the levels of erosion and suspended sediment in downstream waters.



Water Supply: Water supply is not expected to change.



Flood Management: Flood Management is expected to be improved because flows will be
balanced between Big Chico Creek, Lindo Channel, the Sycamore Diversion Channel, and
Sycamore/Mud Creeks.



Environmental: The environment is expected to be improved because reducing scour and
improving gravel management will reduce negative impacts on habitat and will protect the
creek bed and banks.



Community: The community is not expected to be changed significantly.
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Potential Project Components:

Source: Figure 1-3 from the Sandy Gulch Resources Inventory, sourced from DWR.
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An eroded section of Sycamore Creek, photo by Robert Woodward,
http://www.chicoer.com/article/NA/20160203/NEWS/160209933

Initial Projects Included:

No other initial projects were included in this plan.
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Routine Community Trash Clean-up Program
(SWRP Project 59)
General Project Information:



Existing Program: Butte Environmental Council currently organizes a large community
clean up event once a year. The City currently provides on average $1,800 of monetary
support and $2,000 of in-kind support for this large clean-up event. Additionally, the City
organizes volunteers for creek cleanups every week, estimated at around 45 hours of
volunteer work per week.



Trash Amendments: The California State Water Resources Control Board approved the
Trash Amendments to the Inland Surface Waters and Enclosed Bays and Estuaries on April
7, 2015. The Trash Amendments require the City to install trash full capture devices (over a
10-year period) in the commercial, industrial, high density, and transportation (e.g. bus stops)
land use areas. Full capture devises will capture all trash larger than 5 millimeters in size
(about ¼ inch). The City will soon prepare a Trash Master Plan to determine how best to
comply with this new regulation. The Routine Community Trash Clean-Up Program could be
an important part of the City’s compliance with the Trash Amendments. Even if the Trash
Clean-Up Program is not included in the Trash Master Plan, the Trash Clean-up Program will
result in collection of trash that would otherwise end up in the City’s creeks.



Routine Community Trash Clean-Up Program Summary: This program will continue the
ongoing, weekly community creek clean-ups the City organizes and will continue to cosponsor the large annual community cleanup organized by Butte Environmental Council. The
project will evaluate expanding the City’s current trash removal efforts to include additional
mornings for cleaning litter and trash from Big Chico Creek, Lindo Channel, Sycamore
Creek, Mud Creek, Little Chico Creek, Comanche Creek, and associated wetlands and
riparian habitat. Associated with Butte Environmental Council’s annual event, a community
outreach and education event could be held to teach the public about how trash impacts storm
drains and creeks, and a free afternoon barbecue can be provided to thank the clean-up
participants for their work and to build a sense of community ownership of the creeks. This
plan will involve preparing an education and outreach plan and budget that includes: 1)
opportunities to collaborate with existing watershed protection groups, such as Butte
Environmental Council, Stream Team, Friends of Bidwell Park, etc. 2) evaluates and
monitors the efficacy of the projects for reducing erosion and improving water quality, and 3)
provides public education and outreach events.



Location and Watershed Area: Throughout City of Chico, approximately 21,300 acres.

Benefits Resulting from this Project:

This program includes the continuation of routine community creek cleanups. As the creek cleanups are implemented, the following benefits are expected to occur:


Water Quality: Water Quality is expected to be improved because trash will be removed
from the creeks. Sometimes trash can include toxic and hazardous chemicals that would also
be removed. Additionally, educating the public about trash impacts and building a sense of
community ownership of the creeks will reduce the quantity of trash and other pollutants that
enter the creeks.
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Routine Community Trash Clean-up Program
(SWRP Project 59)


Water Supply: Water supply is not expected to change.



Flood Management: Flood Management will be improved by eliminating trash and debris
from the creeks that can clog culverts and reduce the conveyance capacity.



Environmental: The environment is expected to be highly improved because removing trash
and other pollutants will improve beneficial uses of streams, including enhancing habitat.



Community: The community is expected to be moderately improved because the events will
provide outreach and education to increase knowledge of storm water, watersheds, and pollutants.

Potential Project Components:

Trash site prior to trash collection in Chico. Photo courtesy of Butte
Environmental Council - http://www.becnet.org/bidwell-park-clean-up,
accessed February 2018.
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Routine Community Trash Clean-up Program
(SWRP Project 59)

Trash site prior to trash collection in Lindo Channel (from Chico
Community Watch Facebook Group).

Trash collection in Chico. Photo courtesy of Butte
Environmental Council http://www.becnet.org/bidwell-park-clean-up,
accessed February 2018.
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Trash collection in Chico. Photo courtesy of Butte Environmental Council http://www.becnet.org/bidwell-park-clean-up, accessed February 2018.

Initial Projects:

No other initial projects were included in this plan.
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Laxson South Bioswale
(SWRP Project 65)
General Project Information:



Project Description: The proposed project will collect surface runoff from City streets and
neighboring parking lots into a bioswales where it can be filtered and infiltrated. Currently,
the area receives large amounts of runoff during moderate and heavy rainstorms, which
floods the area between Laxson Auditorium and the humanities building. The flooded areas
are safety concerns and the rainwater has nowhere to go but into campus. The intent of the
project is to alleviate flooding on sidewalks, direct runoff to a bioswale where it can partially
infiltrate, plant the bioswale with
native vegetation, and provide a
demonstration of low impact
development (LID) project to
promote education and outreach for
stormwater runoff. Bioswales will
be integrated along West 1st Street,
so as to capture storm water as it
runs through campus. A new drain
inlet will be installed in the lawn
area at the south side of the Laxson
Auditorium and tied into the
existing drainage to the west. The
new drain inlet will be located
within the proposed bioswale
feature. Minor shaping and grading
of the lawn area at the south side of
the Laxson Auditorium is needed to
create a collection area for runoff not
Source: Imagery: Google © 2018, Map Data: Google © 2018
collected by storm drains. Catch basins
will be installed in the bioswale, upstream of the storm drain inlet to allow more water to
infiltrate into the ground. For academic purposes, two sampling areas would be incorporated.
The first would be up stream of the swale at the outlet of the church parking lot to collect
“before” samples, and the second would be at the end of the bioswale, nearest to the storm
drain inlet to allow for comparison samples which can show the effectiveness of the system.
Boulders, cobble, and appropriate plant material will be incorporated to slow down the flow
of water and to further filter the runoff water prior to entering the storm drain system.
Signage will be included that explains the need to manage stormwater in a responsible
manner, and how bioswales and similar features can be incorporated in commercial and
residential sites to help clean runoff.



Watershed: This project is located in the Big Chico Creek Watershed.



Location: The project site is the lawn area to the south of Laxson Auditorium and northeast
corner of the Arts and Humanities building, adjacent to the roundabout at West 1st Street and
Salem Street.



Tributary Watershed Area and Impervious Percentage: The area that drains to this
project includes the Presbyterian church. The total tributary areas is 2.53 acres. Impervious
percent is not changing.
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Laxson South Bioswale
(SWRP Project 65)
Benefits Resulting from this Project:



Water Quality: This project will capture approximately 5.5 acre-feet of stormwater and dry
weather runoff per year from urban parking lots, sidewalks, and streets. Parking lot and street
runoff is typically high in oils, grease, metals, and trash.



Water Supply: Water supply is expected to be slightly improved because implementing
infiltration areas will allow some flows to recharge groundwater.



Flood Management: Flood management is expected to be highly improved. This project
will reduce potential Street flooding along West 1st Street, and Salem Street or sidewalk
which will improve the walkability of campus.



Environmental: The environment is expected to be improved because implementing this
plan will help manage sediment and erosion and will improve receiving waters.



Community: The community is expected to be improved. In order to reach-out and engage
the campus community and campus visitors, signage would be included that explains the
need to manage stormwater in a responsible manner, and how bioswales and similar
features can be incorporated in commercial and residential sites to help clean runoff before
entering waterways.

Potential Project Components:

Photo 2. Oriented down West 1st Street
towards proposed project area. Facing
west.

Photo 1. Flowing water from the church
parking lot.
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(SWRP Project 65)

Photo 3. Facing south west, overlooking
proposed project area.

Photo 4. Oriented towards project area
facing southwest.

Initial Projects:

No other initial projects were included in this plan.
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Bidwell/Grape Avenue Stormwater Protection
and Restoration Plan (SWRP Project 73)
General Project Information:

The project is a plan to maintain and restore pre-development hydrology and improve water quality
in Big Chico Creek, and consequently, the Sacramento River by managing urban runoff at its
source through the integration of Low Impact Development (LID) practices along Bidwell Avenue,
and Grape Way.


Water quality: The water quality in Big Chico Creeks is declining as a result of urban
development and increasing stormwater runoff. Use of techniques such as LID has been
shown to reduce pollutants and urban
runoff. As part of this plan,
opportunities for low impact
development projects will be identified
and prioritized. LID techniques that
will be evaluated include pervious
pavement, infiltration trenches,
vegetated buffer strips, bioretention,
media filters, constructed wetlands,
green streets, etc. Additional,
nonstructural techniques to improve
water quality through public education
will be evaluated in the plan, including
providing water quality public
education workshops. The plan will
also identify opportunities to
collaborate with existing
Source: Imagery: Google © 2018, Map Data: Google © 2018
watershed protection groups,
including Butte Environmental
Council and The Stream Team, and others to incorporate citizen-led monitoring and to
evaluate the efficacy of the projects for improving water quality.



Erosion and Sediment Management: The plan will include a comprehensive erosion and
sediment management evaluation. Control of erosion and sediment is critical to protect and
improve the quality of habitat. Areas of erosion along the banks and beds of Big Chico Creek
will be mapped from Bidwell Avenue to the terminus of Grape Way. Solutions to control the
erosion and reduce the sediment in the creek will be developed. Several erosion areas of
concern include agricultural land, and residential areas, adjacent to Big Chico Creek.



Water Supply: Opportunities to increase groundwater recharge will be evaluated. The
feasibility of using setback levees to increase floodplain width and provide additional area
for infiltration will be evaluated.



Ecosystem: The plan will also evaluate the ecosystem health and identify ways to improve
the ecosystem; including adding buffers between orchards to reduce pesticide runoff and
erosion and riparian habitat improvements. The setback levees, if appropriate, will also be
evaluated for improving habitat by providing greater connections between the floodplain and
the stream. The plan will identify invasive species and plan to remove invasive species and
plant native vegetation.
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Public Outreach and Education: The plan will summarize existing education and outreach
programs and will evaluate improvements to these existing programs to protect watershed
health, including in disadvantaged communities. Examples of existing programs include the
Clean Water Science Ambassadors, Clean Creeks in the Classroom, and the Citizen
Monitoring Program. This plan will involve preparing an education and outreach plan and
budget that includes: 1) opportunities to collaborate with existing watershed protection
groups, such as Butte Environmental Council, Stream Team, Friends of Bidwell Park, etc. 2)
evaluates and monitors the efficacy of the projects for reducing erosion and improving water
quality, and 3) provides public education and outreach events. Some topics for education
include residential landscaping to conserve water, dry weather runoff capture, river-friendly
landscaping, and residential pesticides and fertilizer management.



Watershed and Location:
— Big Chico Creek downstream (west) of Nord Avenue.
— Residential and agricultural locations along Bidwell Avenue and Grape Way.

Benefits Resulting from this Project:

When the Bidwell/Grape Avenue Stormwater Protection and Restoration Plan is fully
implemented, the following benefits are expected to occur:


Water Quality: Water quality is expected to be improved because of the implementation of
LID techniques that will capture and reduce stormwater and dry weather runoff.



Water Supply: Water supply is expected to be improved because implementing infiltration
areas will allow some flows to recharge groundwater.



Flood Management: Is expected to be improved because solutions identified in this plan
will help reduce flooding problems.



Environmental: The environment is expected to be improved because implementing this
plan will help manage sediment and erosion and will improve receiving waters.



Community: The community is expected to be improved because the plan evaluates creation
of job opportunities, especially for DACs.
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Bidwell/Grape Avenue Stormwater Protection
and Restoration Plan (SWRP Project 73)
Potential Project Components:

Photo 1. Bridge over Big Chico Creek along
Bidwell Avenue

Photo 2. Bank erosion on Big Chico Creek
along Bidwell Avenue

Initial Projects:

No other initial projects were included in this plan.
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Revised Low Impact Development and Green Infrastructure
Implementation Program for Butte County Schools
(SWRP Project 77)
General Project Information:

This project is a plan to identify locations to implement Low Impact Development (LID) practices
that reduce urban runoff on twenty-five school campuses. The plan will evaluate ways to include
LID techniques into present and future landscape design and maintenance standards to assist the
Chico Unified School District (CUSD) and Butte County Office of Education (BCOE) schools in
meeting existing storm water management goals. In addition, the plan will include a cohesive
storm water educational program, targeting after-school programs. Collaborations will be
promoted with neighboring School Districts, community organizations, and municipal storm water
programs seeking to align storm water protection efforts, share resources, identify cost-saving
opportunities, and to develop consistent public messaging and understanding regarding storm
water issues and solutions. This project builds on an existing Drought Response Outreach Program
(DROPS) grant (Prop. 84).


Water Quality: The water quality in Chico’s creeks are declining as a result of urban
development and increasing stormwater runoff. Use of LID techniques can reduce pollutants
and urban runoff entering major waterways. Opportunities for implementing low impact
development techniques at BCOE and CUSD schools will be identified and prioritized. LID
techniques that will be evaluated include pervious pavement, infiltration trenches, vegetated
buffer strips, bioretention, media filters, constructed wetlands, green streets, etc. The plan
will also identify opportunities to collaborate with existing watershed protection groups, such
as Butte Environmental Council, and The Stream Team to provide education and outreach
and to incorporate citizen-led monitoring to evaluate the efficacy of the projects for
improving water quality.



Water Supply: The bioswales will be designed to also provide infiltration.



Education and Outreach: The plan will evaluate how projects will be integrated into
CUSD/BCOE after-school program curriculum and how to include opportunities for students
and their families to participate in projects. Examples of existing programs include the Clean
Water Science Ambassadors, Clean Creeks in the Classroom, and the Citizen Monitoring
Program. This plan will involve preparing an education and outreach plan and budget that
includes: 1) opportunities to collaborate with existing watershed protection groups, such as
Butte Environmental Council, Stream Team, Friends of Bidwell Park, etc. 2) evaluates and
monitors the efficacy of the projects for reducing erosion and improving water quality, and 3)
provides public education and outreach events. Some topics for education include residential
landscaping to conserve water, dry weather runoff capture, and residential pesticides and
fertilizer management.



Employment Opportunities: The plan will evaluate employment opportunities by providing
LID and green infrastructure job training and certification workshops utilizing LID demo
projects as training tools. In addition, the plan will also evaluate ways to involve the
California Conservation Corps to reduce project costs.



Watershed and Location: The Project is located in the Big Chico Creek, Little Chico Creek
watershed areas, and includes 25 schools.



Watershed Area: The Big Chico Creek watershed is approximately 134,159 acres and Little
Chico Creek watershed is approximately 42,091 acres.
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Implementation Program for Butte County Schools
(SWRP Project 77)
Benefits Resulting from this Project:



Water Quality: Water quality is expected to be improved because LID techniques will
reduce stormwater and dry weather runoff and increase water quality. And by raising public
awareness of stormwater BMPs



Water Supply: Water supply is expected to be improved because implementing infiltration
areas will allow some flows to recharge groundwater.



Flood Management: Flood management is expected to be improved because solutions
identified in this plan can help reduce localized flooding problems.



Environmental: The environment is expected to be improved because implementing this
plan will help manage sediment and erosion and will improve receiving waters.



Community: The community is expected to be improved because this plan will incorporate
outreach events and education signage within school districts and classrooms.

Potential Project Components:

Photo 1. McManus Elementary School

Photo 2. Chapman Elementary School

Initial Projects:

No other initial projects were included in this plan.
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Chapman Mulberry Rain Garden
(SWRP Project 85)
General Project Information:

The proposed project involves the construction of a series of rain gardens that can benefit Little
Chico Creek by intercepting nonpoint pollution from street stormwater and infiltrating it into
basins mulched with arbor chips to promote bioremediation. This project is intended to capture
and treat stormwater and dry weather runoff, beautify the open space for nearby residents, and
serve as a demonstration garden for water-wise native landscaping. The first phase of the project
will be earthwork and curb cuts, while the second phase of the project will be to construct
pathways and plant California native vegetation. This project description is conceptual and has
the capacity to be scaled up or down based on available funding.
Phase I:

The project will include several
(probably five) curb cuts along
Cypress and Pine Streets.
Existing turf within the rain
garden boundaries (shaded with
blue in the figure) will be
removed at the depth of the “Ohorizon” (the soil layer with a
high percentage of organic
matter) to allow street runoff to
enter the site, as well as to capture
the fertility and microbiota
therein to accommodate native
plantings, allowing for more
water to infiltrate. In general, the
natural topographic variation in
Imagery: Google © 2018, Map Data: Google © 2018
the site will be utilized for basins,
variation of habitat types, and to
reduce equipment use. The site will be mulched appropriately to facilitate a healthy soil biology.
Wood or arbor chips could be used due to the low cost of obtaining the material.
Phase II:

The area will be planted with water wise, California-native vegetation in appropriate areas and
irrigated for 1-3 years utilizing the city water supply. Existing trees will be protected in place.
Landscape design will include areas for installations of public art. Excess soil, stone, or woodchips
will be used to shape an Americans with Disabilities Act-compliant trail and create a level area in
the shade of the pine trees on the western edge which will facilitate future picnic areas. The
pervious walking path will run the perimeter of the proposed rain garden. Educational signs will
be installed along the walking path to educate residents and visitors of stormwater runoff pollution
and bioremediation as well as water wise landscaping. Volunteers will help install site grading,
curb cuts, mulching, planting of vegetation, irrigation, and concepts for educational signs for the
project. Using citizen monitoring, water data will be collected and compared to show the
effectiveness of the rain garden in conjunction with soil bioremediation.
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•

Watershed and Location: The proposed project is located on the Little Chico Creek
watershed in an open space area at East 12th Street between Cypress Street and Pine Street.

•

Tributary Watershed Area: The approximate area of the tributaries flowing into the project
area is 2.74 acres.

Benefits Resulting from this Project:

•

Flood Management: Flood management is expected to be improved because directing street
runoff into this area for infiltration will help reduce street flooding.

•

Water Quality: Water quality is expected to be improved because directing runoff into an
area for infiltration and remediation via soil biology is expected help reduce stormwater
volume and pollutant loading by pre-treating water prior to entering storm drains and Little
Chico Creek. The water quality in Chico’s creeks are declining because of urban
development and increasing stormwater runoff. Use of infiltration and passive treatment
techniques can reduce pollutants such as sediment, organic material, trash, nutrients,
pathogens, heavy metals, and other toxic substances, as well as urban runoff entering major
waterways.

•

Water Supply: Water supply is expected to be improved because implementing infiltration
areas will allow some flows to recharge groundwater. Planting native vegetation will require
irrigation for approximately one to three years while plantings become established, but no
permanent water supply will be needed.

•

Environmental: The environment will be improved because project implementation will
help improve receiving waters. Urban stormwater is a leading cause of pollution to fresh and
brackish receiving waters. This project will reduce and filter street runoff, improving
receiving water quality. Control of sediment and erosion is critical. The development of the
project will reduce sediment from entering storm drains. Additionally, the project will
include a demonstration garden with native landscaping which will provide quality habitat
for a number of species.

•

Community: The community is expected to be improved because implementation of the
project will create educational and community engagement opportunities for area residents
since the project will serve as a demonstration garden where area residents can learn about
low impact development techniques and their benefits, the importance of stormwater
management, and landscaping with native species.
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Potential Project Components:

Photo 1. Facing south
overlooking proposed project
area

Photo 2. Proposed project site,
viewed from the corner of
Cypress Street and Mulberry
Street

Photo 3. Facing east
overlooking proposed project
area along Cypress Street

Additional Project Information:

The following information was received during the public comment period.
To emphasize, the intent of this project is NOT move water but free it to enter the land where it
can infiltrate. There is considerable natural topographical variation and we intend to utilize existing
basins (as evidenced through observation and as indicated by the distribution of Plantago and
Rumex species). These existing variations will reduce total equipment time, and will make an
attractive series of basins.
We would make several (five tentatively, depending on utility pole setbacks) curb cuts in the low
spots in the gutter where water slows and pools and these cuts will only remove the riser and not
the curb footing and can be accomplished using a rotary hammer and concrete saw. To maintain
ADA accessibility, our inlets and outlets will be wide enough to provide a gentle slope and our
paths will simply cross this channel.
These curb cuts would then open to a level sill for further slowing water and allowing solid waste
to settle out before continuing into the basins at a slope no greater than 1%. Based on the high
point in the collection area (the intersection of Mulberry and 12th) and our gentle slope (essential
for infiltration and erosion prevention), we will not need to excavate more than six inches below
the lowest curb sill. With the area available for infiltration and the soils as indicated in the UC
Davis Soil Web, we do not expect water to leave the site, nor fail to infiltrate in 48 hours preventing
mosquito issues. However, our series of basins slowing, spreading and sinking water will connect
to a curb cut outlet just above the storm drain on the Southwest edge of the site to compensate for
extreme events.
Implementing the project will be somewhat straight forward. The entire site design intends to
minimize labor and equipment use taking advantage of existing slopes and topographical variation.
We ask the city to waive the cost of lane closure and curb cutting permits and consider making
equipment available. We estimate we will need one day or less to survey and prepare the site. We
will need one day with one lane closed on both Pine and Cypress (we would do this work on a
weekend to minimize disruption to the arterial road) to make the cuts and run a backhoe and bobcat.
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After cutting the channels and modifying the existing basins to add capacity, volunteers with hand
tools would do sculpting work. The third day would be planting and mulching. We estimate our
total equipment time will be less than 18 hours. Excess soil will be used to shape the trail and
create a level area in the shade of the pine trees on the western edge which can be used in the future
to make a picnic area, and we intend to include space in the rain garden landscape design to
facilitate later installation of public art.
Initial Projects:

No other initial projects were included in this plan.
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Storm Water Monitoring for Compliance with MS4 Permit
(SWRP Project G)
General Project Information:

This project includes continuing the storm water monitoring activities as needed to meet the
requirements of the City’s Municipal Separate Storm Sewer System (MS4) permit.


Current Monitoring Plan: The City’s MS4 Permit requires some monitoring of
water quality. The City is currently monitoring three low impact development (LID)
demonstration projects for efficacy in reducing pollutants, and measures water quality
parameters such as sediment, dissolved oxygen, temperature, bacteria, and nutrients.
The monitoring project also includes assessments of physical habitat characteristics
and aquatic life bioassessments. The three LID demonstration projects include the
City’s Municipal Parking Lot 5, where approximately 4,800 square feet of pervious
pavers were installed along with two rain gardens, three bioswales, downspout
disconnects, and three vegetated strips. Lost Park where 400 square feet of pervious
surfaces were installed along with a rain garden and approximately 600 square feet of
riparian restoration, and the Crister Bioswale where a natural swale was improved
and two vegetated trenches were installed. The monitoring program includes three
stationary sampling points within the City, one upstream of all the LID demonstration
projects, one between the Crister Bioswale and the Lost Park and Municipal Parking
Lot 5 projects, and the third downstream of all three projects. Additionally, the
monitoring program includes the analysis of all data collected and comparisons to
pre-project data, as well as reporting to the City’s website. The City currently spends
approximately $32,000 per year on monitoring water quality.

Benefits Resulting from this Project:

Storm water monitoring activities required by the City’s MS4 permit are anticipated to provide
the following benefits:


Water Quality: Water quality is expected to be improved because the implementation of
water quality monitoring identifies a project’s efficacy. The monitoring program will
identify potential storm water issues, reduce storm water and dry weather runoff, and
increase water quality.



Water Supply: Water supply is not expected to change due to monitoring
requirements.



Flood Management: Flood management is not expected to change due to monitoring
requirements.



Environmental: The environment is expected to be improved because implementing
this project will help reduce pollutants and urban runoff entering area waterways and
receiving waters by drawing attention to projects that effectively reduce pollutants.



Community: The community is expected to be improved due to the monitoring data.
The data can be used in outreach and education for the community on the benefits of
reducing pollutants in receiving water.
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(SWRP Project G)
Potential Project Components:

Photo 1. City of Chico LID at Lost Park

Photo 2. City of Chico LID at Municipal Parking Lot 5

Initial Projects:

No other initial projects were included in this plan.
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Trash Reduction Master Plan and Specific
Implementation Projects (SWRP Project I)
General Project Information:



Project Description: This project is a plan to reduce trash entering receiving waters
throughout Chico. The intent of this plan is to meet the State’s Trash Amendments, clean-up
the community, and enhance beneficial uses of receiving waters by improving water quality
and aquatic habitat. The master plan will identify specific trash reduction projects and
activities to be implemented over a time period that meets the requirements of the Trash
Amendments and is affordable and fundable by the City. This project includes:
— Devices that meet full trash capture requirements (such as hydrodynamic separators,
outfall nets, and pipe screens) will be identified and located.
— Projects that provide multiple benefits will also be evaluated, such as projects that meet
the State’s full capture requirements but also provide infiltration or reduce runoff (such as
detention basins, infiltration trenches, and bioretention).
— The desirability of switching to Track 2 as well as the City’s current efforts to reduce
trash (i.e. street sweeping, community clean-ups) will also be explored. Some options for
expanding public outreach include:




Develop an education and outreach plan that builds on existing community efforts,
such as “Block Parties for a Purpose”, and on-going community clean-up events.
Develop an incentive program to reduce residential trash being dumped into creeks
(E-recycling, trash coupons for large household items, medical waste recycling, etc.)
Develop a way for Park Watch and other related community groups to track trash hot spots.

Specific projects have already been identified where trash control would have a large beneficial
impact and these areas will be evaluated in more depth in the plan:
— The Meyers Street Industrial Park and Otterson Drive Industrial Park are both considered
high trash generating areas and discharge to Comanche Creek. An installation of a trash
capture device that meets full trash capture requirements may be installed on the storm
drain prior to discharge. The existing storm drain for Otterson Drive can be daylighted to
a grassy swale prior to discharge to the creek to promote infiltration.
— The Crouch Ditch watershed includes high priority land uses and discharges to
Comanche Creek just downstream of the Meyers Street Industrial Park. An installation of
a trash capture device that meets full trash capture requirements may be installed on the
storm drain prior to discharge.
— The Teichert Ponds and Fair Street detention basin could be modified at a relatively low
cost to provide trash capture at inlets or outlets to meets the Trash Amendment
requirements.
— The 190-acre watershed for the storm drain that discharges into Lindo Channel behind
Chico Nut includes high trash generating land uses as well as illegal encampments. A
trash capture device on the storm drain outfall could help reduce trash in Lindo Channel.
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Trash Reduction Master Plan and Specific
Implementation Projects (SWRP Project I)


Location: Throughout the City of Chico, with projects already identified at two business
parks and two of the City’s detention basins.



Tributary Watershed Area: 21,268 acres (City extents).

Benefits Resulting from this Project:

This project includes the preparation of the Trash Capture Master Plan. When the Trash Capture
Master Plan is fully implemented, the following benefits are expected to occur:


Water Quality: Water Quality is expected to be improved because there will be a reduction
of trash/pollutants in receiving waters.



Water Supply: Water supply is not expected to change.



Flood Management: Flood Management is not expected improve.



Environmental: The environment is expected to be improved because a reduction of trash in
the receiving waters will improve the beneficial uses of receiving waters (i.e. habitat,
recreational uses, fishing).



Community: The community is expected to be improved because trash capture and
reduction enhances the community.

Potential Project Components:

Install a trash capture device,
potentially a connector pipe screen
or hydrodynamic separator.
Potential configuration of trash capture device at Meyers Street Industrial Park

Option 1: Install an in-line or end-of- pipe trash capture device
and daylight storm drain to promote infiltration.

Option 2: Install a connector pipe
screen or hydrodynamic separator.
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Trash Reduction Master Plan and Specific
Implementation Projects (SWRP Project I)
Potential configuration of trash capture device at Otterson Drive Industrial Park

Option 1: Install an in-line or end-of- pipe trash capture
device and daylight storm drain to promote infiltration.

Potential configuration of trash capture device behind Chico Nut Company

Purple outline shows the upper watershed
for Crouch Ditch. Green shading shows the
high priority land uses in the watershed.

Install an in-line trash capture
device along Crouch Ditch.

Potential configuration of trash capture device in Crouch Ditch

Initial Projects:

This project includes the following Initial Projects in whole or in part:


SWRP 2 – Teichert Ponds Improvement Project



SWRP 7 – Comanche Creek water quality



SWRP 9 – Lindo Channel Non-Point Pollution
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Trash Reduction Master Plan and Specific
Implementation Projects (SWRP Project I)


SWRP 11 – Little Chico Creek Water Quality



SWRP 12 – Mitigating New Impacts to Sycamore Bypass



SWRP 14 – Teichert Ponds Vegetation, Trash and Public Access



SWRP 22 – Outreach and Maintenance of Parks



SWRP 23 – Trash Capture Devices



SWRP 80 – Revised City of Chico Long-term Trash Reduction Project



SWRP 83 – Teichert Pond Water Quality Improvement Project



SWRP C – Teichert Pond
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General Project Information:


Project Description: This project includes a plan to manage the Big Chico Creek watershed
as a holistic system with opportunities to leverage funds from County Service Area 24. The
public will be encouraged to participate in the development of the plan through identification
of problems to be addressed in the plan and providing input on the identified causes and
recommended solutions to the problems. The plan development will be coordinated with the
City of Chico, Butte County, the California Department of Fish and Wildlife, the California
of Water Resources, the US Army Corps of Engineers, and other appropriate agencies. The
plan will include at least the following topics:



Flooding: Assess existing and future (at buildout of the City of Chico) flooding, identify the
causes of the flooding, and develop a solution to reduce or eliminate the flooding. The flood
evaluations will be performed using modern analysis techniques such as Geographical
Information Systems land use mapping, topographic mapping, and hydrologic and hydraulic
modeling to identify flooding areas. Other modern techniques include installation of stream
stage and flow gages with telemetry to
record the flow data. The flow data can be
used for “real time” management of flood
warnings and flood management
operations. Once the flooding problems
have been identified, solutions will be
evaluated, including options for regional
and local detention basins and enlargement
of undersized channels, bridges, and
culverts. Potential locations for detention
basins include downstream of Vallombrosa
Bridge and Lower Bidwell Park just west of
the most eastern parking area off
Petersen Memorial Drive. The potential for
Low Impact Development (LID) techniques
to help reduce flood flows will also
be evaluated.



Water Quality: Opportunities for
implementing LID techniques will be
identified, including adding bioswales or
biofilters to storm water outlets from
Big Chico Creek Watershed
Manzanita Avenue to Esplanade, in
Bidwell Park, and in Upper Park. Other
LID techniques that will be evaluated include pervious pavement, infiltration trenches,
vegetated buffer strips, bioretention, media filters, constructed wetlands, and green streets.
Additional, nonstructural techniques to improve water quality through public education will
be evaluated in the plan, including providing swim diaper dispensing machines at swimming
holes, pet waste bags, improving the Sycamore Pool cleaning procedures, and providing
water quality public education workshops. The plan will also identify opportunities to
collaborate with existing watershed protection groups, such as Butte Environmental Council,
M-1
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Stream Team, Friends of Bidwell Park, etc., to incorporate citizen-led monitoring and to
evaluate the efficacy of the projects for improving water quality. If flood control detention
basins are needed, they will be designed to also provide water quality treatment such as
treatment swales and wetlands in the bottom of the basins.


Water Supply: Opportunities to increase groundwater recharge will be evaluated. Several
open space areas for increasing infiltration have been identified as potential infiltration sites,
including city property just upstream of the Madrone bike bridge in Lindo Channel and areas
in Bidwell Park and Greenways. The potential for storm water capture and reuse projects will
be identified and evaluated, which could reduce demands on the potable water system. If
flood control detention basins are needed, they will be designed to also optimize infiltration.



Recreation: Recreation opportunities will be identified, such as pedestrian and bike trails,
parks, and sports fields located in or adjacent to detention basins or LID projects, outdoor
exercise courses, fishing, swimming, and wildlife viewing. The plan will emphasize
community input on recreational opportunities.



Gravel, Erosion, and Sediment Management: The plan will include a comprehensive
gravel, erosion, and sediment management evaluation. Management of gravel, erosion, and
sediment, is critical to protect and improve the quality of the Big Chico Creek habitat. Areas
of erosion along the banks and bed of Big Chico Creek will be mapped. Solutions to control
the erosion and reduce the sediment in the creek will be developed. Several erosion and
sediment buildup areas of concern have already been identified, including near Hooker Oak
Park, near Sycamore Channel Diversion Weir, Upper Park Road, and Vallombrosa Bridge.



Ecosystem: The plan will also evaluate the ecosystem health and identify ways to improve
the ecosystem; including removal of fish migration blockages (such as the fish ladder at Iron
Canyon), evaluation of the health of floodplain habitats, protection of endangered species
such as the Valley Elderberry Longhorn Beetle and spring run salmon, and removal of
invasive plants and installation of native plants. The water quality impacts and management
approaches of illegal camping (such as disposal of human waste, sharps, and other
biohazards) along waterways will be identified. The plan will identify approaches for
long-term monitoring of ecosystem health using citizen monitoring and involvement
where appropriate.



Public Outreach and Education: The plan will summarize existing education and outreach
programs and will evaluate improvements to these existing programs to protect watershed
health, including in disadvantaged communities. Examples of existing programs include the
Clean Water Science Ambassadors, Clean Creeks in the Classroom, and the Citizen
Monitoring Program. This plan will involve preparing an education and outreach plan and
budget that includes: 1) opportunities to collaborate with existing watershed protection
groups, such as Butte Environmental Council, Stream Team, Friends of Bidwell Park, etc. 2)
evaluates and monitors the efficacy of the projects for reducing erosion and improving water
quality, and 3) provides public education and outreach events. Some topics for education
include residential landscaping to conserve water, dry weather runoff capture, river-friendly
landscaping, and residential pesticides and fertilizer management.



Funding: Existing storm water programs will be integrated into the projects where
applicable, and where appropriate grant program local match funding requirements can be
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met by volunteer hours. The plan will also identify specific project elements and programs
that can be implemented relatively easily and at relatively low cost.


Watershed and Location: This project includes the entire Big Chico Creek Watershed;
approximately 134,159 acres.

Benefits Resulting from this Project:
This project includes the preparation of the Big Chico Creek 21st Century Management Plan. When
the Big Chico Creek 21st Century Management Plan is fully implemented, the following benefits
are expected to occur:


Water Quality: Water quality is expected to improve because implementing LID, reducing
urban runoff, improving riparian habitat, and minimizing erosion and scour will reduce the
amount of sediment and other pollutants in receiving waters.



Water Supply: Water supply is expected to improve because implementing infiltration areas
will allow some flows to recharge groundwater. Additionally, the use of drought-tolerant
plants, efficient irrigation methods, and capture and reuse in LIDs will also conserve water.



Flood Management: Flood management is expected to improve because solutions identified
in this plan will help reduce flooding problems.



Environmental: The environment is expected to improve because implementing this plan
will help remove invasive species, plant native species, and improve aquatic and
riparian habitat.



Community: The community is expected to improve because the plan enhances recreational
opportunities and expands education and outreach regarding storm water.
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Potential Project Components:

Flooding in Big Chico Creek

Initial Projects:
This project includes the following Initial Projects in whole or in part:


SWRP 1 – 21st Century Management Program: Big Chico Creek and Mud Creek Watershed



SWRP 4 – Big Chico Creek bank erosion



SWRP 5 – Big Chico Creek storm water detention



SWRP 8 – Lindo Channel infiltration enhancement



SWRP 9 – Lindo Channel nonpoint pollution



SWRP 12 – Mitigating new impacts to Sycamore Bypass



SWRP 19 – Grassy Swale in Bidwell Park



SWRP 41 – Improve Lindo Channel



SWRP 45 – Big Chico Creek and Lindo Channel Diversions Study and Improvements



SWRP 46 – Lindo Channel Management Plan



SWRP 48 – Sycamore and Mud Creek Flood Control



SWRP 50 – Early Flood Warning System
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SWRP 52 – Upper Watershed



SWRP 53 – Urban Riparian Restoration



SWRP 54 – Big Chico Creek West of Nord Avenue



SWRP 55 – Erosion Management/Prevention



SWRP 64 – Upper Park Road Improvements - Erosion Control



SWRP 70 – Lindo Channel Storm Water Infiltration and Floodplain Enhancement Project



SWRP 75 – Revised Chico State University LID Implementation and Stream Habitat
Enhancement Project



SWRP 76 – Revised Little Chico Creek, Lindo Channel, Mud/Rock Creek Arundo/Broom
Removal and LID Implementation Project



SWRP 79 – Revised Five Mile, Lindo Channel, and Sycamore Flood Diversion Storm Water
Treatment and Habitat Enhancement Project



SWRP A – Big Chico Creek and Mud Creek Watershed Wide Flood Control, Urban
Drainage, Habitat, Public Open Space/Recreation Management Plan



SWRP D – Creek Bank and Bed Stabilization Plan and Specific Projects, including:



SWRP E – Homeless Camping Reduction Program

Additional Project Information:
The following information was received during the public review period.
The 5 Mile Diversion consists of 2 dams and an overflow weir. The gates on the dams are to be
fully open from October 15 until April 15 in accordance with the Operation and Maintenance
Manual. The dam on Big Chico Creek has 4 slide gates that pass a maximum of 1,500 cfs. The
dam on Lindo Channel (Sandy Gulch) has 7 gates and culverts that pass, 6,500 cfs. The Ogee Weir
passes 8,500 cfs to accommodate the balance of the 16,000 cfs design flow.
In the January 1997 flood event, the 5 Mile headworks passed greater than 20,000 cfs, according
to the DWR Northern District. Water was observed only 6 inches below the levee top at the Big
Chico dam. Any operation of the gates not in accordance with the Manual would be unwise.
The dams are usually jammed with logs that should be cleared expeditiously as flows can increase
rapidly due to the flashy characteristics of the watershed when impacted by Atmospheric Rivers.
Trash racks designed to intercept logs and not impede flow, that can be cleaned quickly between
storms, should be built upstream of the dams. Also, some arrangement should be made, such as a
seasonal lease, so that a large excavator with a wrist and grapple (like a logging Skidder) can be
stationed in advance to clear the gates during high water.
Additionally, it has been observed that the riparian forest and brush in the stilling basin has
intercepted many logs while ameliorating erosive flows near the levee.
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In the mid 1980’s Butte County Public Works undertook major sediment removal in the stilling
basin upstream of the Lindo Channel dam. Gravel was removed daylighting the concrete sill at the
head of Lindo Channel and establishing a continuous grade to the invert of the Lindo dam barrels.
This material was stockpiled with the intent to place it in the gravel starved streams below the dams.
In the 1/1/97 flood a shoal formed mid-channel above the sill and continuing downstream for 150-yds
reaching an elevation nearly level with the adjacent levee. An NRCS grant funded partial removal of
the shoal to near its current elevation. The sill was not exposed. Removal of this sediment build-up
would be a cost-effective way to move toward the mandated 200-year flood protection.
The levee between Big Chico and Lindo is the most critical flood control infrastructure for Chico.
Vegetation that ameliorates erosive flows and protects the aforementioned levee should continue
to be maintained.
From the time it was built, Sycamore Diversion Channel (SDC) flows eroded all loose material,
carried it downstream, and deposited it at the Cohasset Road bridge and in channel just
downstream. That deposit compromised channel capacity so badly that the adjacent left bank levee
experienced one of 2 greatest freeboard incursions in the entire system during the 1997 flood.
DWR was/is responsible to maintain flow in the channel and so undertook clearing the sediment.
Because of perennial drainage from nearby development a substantial wetland habitat had grown.
Big Chico Creek Watershed Alliance and Butte County Flood Control District negotiated with
DWR to restore the channel to as built configuration with design features that move sediment
through during low flows. The habitat was restored for its benefits as well as to prevent scour
during high flows.
The source of the sediment is up Sycamore Creek where the Sycamore Diversion Channel
(10,000 cfs) blasts perpendicularly into South Sycamore Creek (500 cfs). It’s a flaw in US Army
Corps Engineers design, that they’ve denied, but DWR is left to design a grade control structure
that they’ve promised to build. If it is not done soon the work below Cohasset Rd bridge will be
buried as large flows over the Ogee Weir tear through the sandstone and deliver sand below
Cohasset Rd bridge. Non-erodible material should be put in the channel, by some design, to stop
the head-cut originating at the confluence of the Diversion Channel and South Sycamore Creek.
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General Project Information:



Project Description: This project includes a plan to manage the Little Chico Creek
watershed as a holistic system. The public will be encouraged to participate in the
development of the plan through identification of problems to be addressed in the plan and
providing input on the identified causes/and recommended solutions to the problems. The
plan development will be coordinated with the City of Chico (City), Butte County, the
California Department of Fish and Wildlife, California Department of Water Resources, the
US Army Corps of Engineers, and other appropriate agencies. The plan will include at least
the following topics:



Flooding: The plan will assess existing and buildout flooding, identify the causes of the
flooding, and develop solutions to reduce or eliminate the flooding. Surveying, geographical
information system mapping, and topographic mapping will be used to collect data for existing
conditions. The study will cover Little Chico Creek from upstream of the City through the City
to River Road or Ord Ferry Road. The study will identify capacities of culverts, bridges, levees,
and other conveyance facilities and will compare the capacities with the design storm flows to
identify flood risks along Little Chico Creek. Computer-based hydrologic and hydraulic
modeling will be used to evaluate one historical storm event and the 2-year, 10-year, and 100year storm design storm events. Flows and water surface elevations will be identified and the
current floodplain will be delineated for each design storm. Stage and flow gages with
telemetry can be used to record actual flow data and an existing stream gage can be improved
to measure flood flows. The flood flow data can be used for “real-time” management of flood
warnings and flood management operations. There is currently a flood flow gaging station on
Little Chico Creek at Taffee Avenue that was recently upgraded and will be used by DWR to
collect data for one year. After one year, another organization will need to operate the gage.
Additionally, M&T Ranch has flow data for Little Chico Creek dating back to the 1990s. This
flood flow data will be used for the hydraulic model calibration and for planning and sizing
flood control improvements.
Future land uses based on the City’s then-current general plan will be incorporated into the
model without mitigation to document the impacts of future growth on Little Chico Creek
through and downstream of the City. Flood control improvements such as detention basins;
enlargement of channels, floodplain restoration, bridges, and culverts; low impact development
(LID) techniques; and other structural and non-structural approaches will be identified. The
flood control improvements will prevent increased flooding through and downstream of the
City. The flood control improvements will ensure that the flood flows are not simply conveyed
through the City and onto downstream properties. Flows and water surface elevations will be
identified and the floodplain will be delineated for each design storm for buildout land uses.
Cost estimates will be prepared for the recommended flood control improvements that could
serve as a basis for a Capital Improvement Plan and development impact fees to ensure the
flood control improvements can be funded and constructed. Some possible solutions include
evaluating and adjusting the gates at the diversion from Little Chico Creek into Butte Creek
at Stilson Canyon Road. The potential for LID techniques to help reduce flood flows will
also be specifically evaluated.
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Water Quality: Opportunities for LID techniques will be identified, including in the
Chapman/Mulberry neighborhood, Cal Park, and elsewhere. Other LID techniques that will be
evaluated include pervious pavement, infiltration trenches, vegetated buffer strips, bioretention,
media filters, constructed wetlands, and green streets. LID will improve water quality by
reducing pollutants and runoff entering Little Chico Creek. Additional, nonstructural
techniques to improve water quality through public education will be evaluated in the plan,
including providing water quality public education workshops. The plan will also identify
opportunities to collaborate with existing watershed protection groups, such as Butte
Environmental Council, Stream Team, Friends of Bidwell Park etc., to incorporate citizen-led
monitoring and to evaluate the efficacy of the projects for improving water quality. If flood
control detention basins are needed, they will be designed to also provide water quality
treatment.



Water Supply: Opportunities to increase groundwater recharge will be evaluated. Several
open space areas have been identified as potential infiltration sites, including city property just
downstream of the diversion into Butte Creek at Stilson Canyon and at the property north of
the Boucher Street Bridge. The potential for storm water capture and reuse projects will be
identified and evaluated, which could reduce demands on the potable water system. For
example, enlarging the existing 12-inch culvert under Highway 99 to flowing to Dead Horse
Slough (between Humboldt Ave and East 10th Street) would allow more flow to reach Dead
Horse Slough, where the flow could infiltrate and recharge groundwater. Similarly, this
enlarged pipe would reduce the flow that reaches Little Chico Creek, contributing to reduced
flood potential along Little Chico Creek downstream of highway 99. If flood control detention
basins are needed, they will be designed to also provide infiltration.



Recreation: Recreation opportunities will be identified; such as pedestrian and bike trails, parks
and sports fields located in or adjacent to detention basins or LID projects, paths along the creek,
and wildlife viewing. The plan will emphasize community input on recreational opportunities.



Gravel, Erosion, and Sediment Management:
The plan will include a comprehensive gravel,
erosion, and sediment management evaluation.
Management of gravel, erosion, and sediment is
critical to protect and improve the quality of the
Little Chico Creek habitat. Areas of erosion
along the banks and bed of Little Chico Creek
will be mapped. Solutions to control the erosion
and reduce the sediment in the creek will be
developed. Several erosion areas of concern
include the Walnut Street Bridge and
downstream of the Chestnut St. Bridge.
Ecosystem: The plan will also evaluate the
ecosystem health and identify ways to improve
the ecosystem; including management of gravel
and sediment deposition, evaluation of the health
of floodplain habitats, removal of invasive plants
(such as Arundo donax), planting of native
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plants, and protection of endangered species such as the Valley Elderberry Long-horned Beetle.
The water quality impacts and management approaches of illegal camping (such as disposal of
human waste, sharps, and other biohazards) along waterways will be identified. The plan will
identify approaches for long-term monitoring of ecosystem health using citizen monitoring and
involvement where appropriate.


Public Outreach and Education: The plan will summarize existing education and outreach
programs and will evaluate improvements to these existing programs to protect watershed
health, including in disadvantaged communities. Examples of existing programs include the
Clean Water Science Ambassadors, Clean Creeks in the Classroom, and the Citizen
Monitoring Program. This plan will involve preparing an education and outreach plan and
budget that includes: 1) opportunities to collaborate with existing watershed protection groups,
such as Butte Environmental Council, Stream Team, Friends of Bidwell Park, etc. 2) evaluates
and monitors the efficacy of the projects for reducing erosion and improving water quality, and
3) provides public education and outreach events. Some topics for education include residential
landscaping to conserve water, dry weather runoff capture, river-friendly landscaping, and
residential pesticides and fertilizer management.



Funding: Existing storm water programs will be integrated into the projects where applicable,
and where appropriate, grant program local match funding requirements can be met by
volunteer hours. The plan will also identify specific project elements and programs that can be
implemented relatively easily and at relatively low cost.



Watershed and Location: This project includes the entire Little Chico Creek Watershed.



Watershed Area: Little Chico Creek watershed is approximately 42,091 acres.

Benefits Resulting from this Project:

When the Little Chico Creek 21st Century Management Plan is fully implemented, the following
benefits are expected to occur:


Water Quality: Water Quality is expected to be improved because implementing LID and
minimizing erosion and scour will reduce the amount of sediment and other pollutants in
receiving waters.



Water Supply: Water supply is expected to be improved because implementing infiltration
areas will allow some flows to recharge groundwater.



Flood Management: Flood Management is expected to be improved because solutions
identified in this plan will help reduce flooding problems.



Environmental: The environment is expected to be improved because implementing this plan
will help manage sediment and gravel, remove invasive species, plant native species, and
improve aquatic habitat.



Community: The community is expected to be improved because the plan enhances
recreational opportunities and expands education and outreach opportunities regarding
storm water.
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Potential Project Components:

Source: Imagery: Sept 2017, Google © 2018

The Chestnut Street Bridge at Little Chico Creek has been identified as an area with erosion
problems. The plan will identify why erosion occurs and solutions to reduce erosion and scour.

Diversion gates from Little Chico
Creek to Butte Creek needs to be
adjusted to optimize flood
protection.

Source: Imagery: Google © 2018, Map Data: Google © 2018

Initial Projects:

This project includes the following Initial Projects in whole or in part:


SWRP 3 – 21st Century Management Program: Little Chico Creek to Butte Creek Diversion



SWRP 10 – Little Chico Creek Flooding Problems
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SWRP 11 – Little Chico Creek Water Quality



SWRP 18 – Detention Basins on Little Chico Creek



SWRP 21 – Make City Corp Yards Storm Water Friendly



SWRP 69 – Multiple Off-Stream Detention/Wetland Basins



SWRP 72 – Revised Chapman/Mulberry Neighborhood Green Infrastructure and Natural
Storm Water Treatment Project



SWRP 74 – (Revised) Cal Park Green Streets Project



SWRP 76 – Revised Little Chico Creek, Lindo Channel, Mud/Rock Creek Arundo/Broom
Removal and LID Implementation Project



SWRP B – Little Chico Creek Watershed Wide Flood Control, Urban Drainage, Habitat,
Public Open Space/Recreation Management Plan



SWRP D – Creek Bank and Bed Stabilization Plan and Specific Projects



SWRP E – Homeless Camping Reduction Program



SWRP J – Detention Basin Implementation and Modification Plan



SWRP K – Habitat Improvement Plan and Specific Projects
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Project Description: This project includes a plan to manage the Comanche Creek watershed
as a holistic system. The public will be encouraged to participate in the development of the
plan through identification of problems to be addressed in the plan, providing input on the
identified causes, and recommended solutions to the problems. The plan development will be
coordinated with the City of Chico, Butte County, the California Department of Fish and
Wildlife, the California Department of Water Resources, the US Army Corps of Engineers,
and other appropriate agencies. The plan will include at least the following topics:



Flooding: The plan will assess existing and
buildout flooding, identify the causes of the
flooding, and develop solutions to reduce or
eliminate the flooding. Surveying,
geographical information system (GIS)
mapping, and light detection and ranging
(LiDAR) topographic mapping will be used
to collect data for existing conditions. The
study will cover Comanche Creek from
upstream of the City through the City to at
least Ord Ferry Road. The study will
identify capacities of culverts, bridges,
levees, and other conveyance facilities and
will compare the capacities with the design
Comanche Creek Watershed
storm flows to identify flood risks along
Comanche Creek. Computer-based
hydrologic and hydraulic modeling will be used to evaluate one historical storm event and
the 2-year, 10-year, and 100-year storm design storm events. Flows and water surface
elevations will be identified and the current floodplain will be delineated for each design
storm. Existing areas of concern include several bridges west of Chico where flows from
recent, small storms have reached bridge decks.
Future land uses based on the City’s then-current general plan will be incorporated into the
model without mitigation to document the impacts of future growth on Comanche Creek
through and downstream of the City. Flood control improvements such as detention basins;
enlargement of channels, floodplain restoration, bridges, and culverts; low impact development
(LID) techniques; and other structural and non-structural approaches will be identified. The
diversion to Butte Creek will also be evaluated to optimize the overall system level of flood
protection. The flood control improvements will prevent increased flooding through and
downstream of the City. The flood control improvements will ensure that the flood flows are
not simply conveyed through the City and onto downstream properties. Flows and water
surface elevations will be identified and the floodplain will be delineated for each design storm
for buildout land uses. Cost estimates will be prepared for the recommended flood control
improvements that could serve as a basis for a Capital Improvement Plan and development
impact fees to ensure the flood control improvements can be funded and constructed.
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Future climate change related to frequency and intensity of design storms will be addressed.
Stage and flow gages with telemetry can be used to record actual flow data and an existing
stream gage can be improved to measure flood flows. The flood flow data can be used for
“real-time” management of flood warnings and flood management operations. There is
currently a low-flow gaging station on Comanche Creek just west of Crouch Avenue that
may soon be improved so it will also measure flood flows. When available, this flood flow
data will be used for the hydraulic model calibration and for planning and sizing flood
control improvements.


Water Quality: Opportunities for LID techniques will be identified, including modifying the
southwest outlet at Midway Bridge to discharge to a bioswale, and providing passive
treatment (such as filtration) of storm water runoff at the northwest outlet at Midway Bridge,
Valine Lane, and Wrex Court. Other LID techniques that will be evaluated include pervious
pavement, infiltration trenches, vegetated buffer strips, bioretention, media filters,
constructed wetlands, and green streets. Additionally, nonstructural techniques to improve
water quality through public education will be evaluated in the plan, including pet waste bags
and providing water quality public education workshops. The plan will also identify
opportunities to collaborate with existing watershed protection groups, such as Butte
Environmental Council, Stream Team, Friends of Bidwell Park, etc., to incorporate citizenled monitoring and to evaluate the efficacy of the projects for improving water quality. If
flood control detention basins are needed, they will be designed to also provide water quality
treatment such as treatment swales and wetlands in the bottom of basins.



Water Supply: Opportunities to increase groundwater recharge will be evaluated. The
potential for storm water capture and reuse projects will be identified and evaluated, which
could reduce demands on the potable water system. If flood control detention basins are
needed, they will be designed to also provide infiltration.



Recreation: Recreation opportunities will be identified, such as pedestrian and bike trails, parks,
and sports fields located in or adjacent to detention basins or LID projects, paths along the creek,
and wildlife viewing. The plan will emphasize community input on recreational opportunities.



Gravel, Erosion, and Sediment Management: The plan will include a comprehensive
gravel, erosion, and sediment management evaluation. Management of gravel, erosion, and
sediment is critical to protect and improve the quality of the Comanche Creek habitat. Areas
of erosion along the banks and bed of Comanche Creek will be mapped. Solutions to control
the erosion and reduce the sediment in the creek will be developed.



Ecosystem: The plan will also evaluate the ecosystem health and identify ways to improve
the ecosystem; including management of gravel and sediment deposition, evaluation of the
health of floodplain habitats, removal of invasive plants (such as yellow flag iris), installation
of native plants, and protection of endangered species such as the Sacramento Valley
Long-horned Beetle. The water quality impacts and management approaches of illegal
camping (such as disposal of human waste, sharps, and other biohazards) along waterways
will be identified. The plan will identify approaches for long-term monitoring of ecosystem
health using citizen monitoring and involvement where appropriate.
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Public Outreach and Education: The plan will summarize existing education and outreach
programs and will evaluate improvements to these existing programs to protect watershed
health, including in disadvantaged communities. Examples of existing programs include the
Clean Water Science Ambassadors, Clean Creeks in the Classroom, and the Citizen
Monitoring Program. This plan will involve preparing an education and outreach plan and
budget that includes: 1) opportunities to collaborate with existing watershed protection
groups, such as Butte Environmental Council, Stream Team, Friends of Bidwell Park, etc. 2)
evaluates and monitors the efficacy of the projects for reducing erosion and improving water
quality, and 3) provides public education and outreach events. Some topics for education
include residential landscaping to conserve water, dry weather runoff capture, river-friendly
landscaping, and residential pesticides and fertilizer management.



Funding: Existing storm water programs and projects will be integrated in the projects
where applicable, and where appropriate grant program local match funding requirements
can be met by volunteer hours. The plan will also identify specific project elements and
programs that can be implemented relatively easily and at relatively low cost.



Watershed and Location: This project includes the Comanche Creek Watershed.



Watershed Area: Comanche Creek watershed is approximately 12,008 acres.

Benefits Resulting from this Project:

When the Comanche Creek 21st Century Management Plan is fully implemented, the following
benefits are expected to occur:


Water Quality: Water Quality is expected to be improved because implementing LID and
minimizing erosion and scour will reduce the amount of sediment and other pollutants in
receiving waters.



Water Supply: Water supply is expected to be improved because implementing infiltration
areas will allow some flows to recharge groundwater.



Flood Management: Flood Management is expected to be improved because solutions
identified in this plan will help reduce flooding problems.



Environmental: The environment is expected to be improved because implementing this
plan will help remove invasive species, plant native species, and improve aquatic habitat.



Community: The community is expected to be improved because the plan enhances
recreational opportunities and expands education and outreach regarding storm water.
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Comanche Creek Management Plan
(SWRP Project O)
Potential Project Components:

Photo 1. Comanche Creek

Photo 2. Comanche Creek Greenway
O-4
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Comanche Creek Management Plan
(SWRP Project O)

Photo 3. Bike path along Comanche Creek

Photo 4. Bridge over Comanche Creek
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Comanche Creek Management Plan
(SWRP Project O)
Initial Projects:

This project includes the following Initial Projects in whole or in part:


SWRP 6 – Comanche Creek Flow Improvements



SWRP 7 – Comanche Creek Water Quality



SWRP 17 – Detention Basins on Comanche Creek



SWRP 35 – Flood Detention Pond (Comanche, Fair Street, Home Depot, Teichert)
Enhancement and LID Implementation Project



SWRP 62 – Meyers Industrial Park, Otterson Business Park



SWRP 84 – Comanche Creek Flood Control Study



SWRP E – Homeless Camping Reduction Program



SWRP J – Detention Basin Implementation and Modification Plan
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Updating the City’s Storm Water Planning
and Policies and Implementation Projects
(SWRP Project P)
General Project Information:
This plan is an update to the City's existing storm water (SW) policies and regulations, to include:




Water Quality:
— Developing computer models of the City's
storm drain piping systems, detention basins,
and other drainage system that are capable of
modeling water quality.
— Evaluating implementation of low impact
development (LID) for both demonstration
sites and new development.
— Addressing hydromodification from
development by identifying street segments
and parking lots that can be retrofitted into
green streets or green parking lots using
vegetated swales, vegetated buffer strips,
bioretention planters, and mechanical
treatment systems.
— Developing water quality best management
practices and water quality monitoring to
improve storm water reuse opportunities and
public education.
— Updating the City’s development standards to
clearly identify what water quality
improvements and facilities are needed, and
how the improvements should be sized.
— Identifying a clear process of review and
approval for storm water improvements and facilities by the City.
— Develop a program and budget that will utilize existing local storm water organizations (such as
Butte Environmental Council, Stream Team, Friends of Bidwell Park, etc.) to incorporate citizenled monitoring and help monitor project efficacy and water quality and provide public outreach
and education events.
— Developing a program for water-wise and river friendly landscaping and pesticide reduction.
— Developing a program (or enhancing current efforts) to help reduce storm water, and
environmental impacts from homeless encampment that leave trash, fecal waste along
area waterways.
— Develop a program (or enhance current efforts) and budget to utilize citizen monitoring to
evaluate project effectiveness, perform MS4 permit monitoring as appropriate, and monitor
receiving waters to track cumulative effects of implementation projects for improving
water quality.
Flood Control: Evaluating drainage and flood control through an update of the City’s Storm
Drainage Master Plan.



Environment: Identifying and developing standards to be used for improving channel stabilization
and riparian habitat.



Water Supply: Evaluating opportunities for groundwater recharge and developing standards for
when groundwater recharge should be implemented.
P-1
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Updating the City’s Storm Water Planning
and Policies and Implementation Projects
(SWRP Project P)






Funding:
— Identifying and estimating annual operations and maintenance (O&M) costs for the storm water
improvements and facilities. Additionally, identifying and quantifying in-kind contributions
associated with community group involvement and recommending city sponsorship as
appropriate to promote community group activity and involvement.
— Identifying methods for collecting both capital and O&M costs, like the establishment of water
quality zones of benefit or a community facilities district, that results in monthly storm water fees
being paid by new development and existing City areas.
Public Outreach and Education: The plan will summarize existing education and outreach
programs and will evaluate improvements to these existing programs to protect watershed health,
including in disadvantaged communities. Examples of existing programs include the Clean Water
Science Ambassadors, Clean Creeks in the Classroom, and the Citizen Monitoring Program. This
plan will involve preparing an education and outreach plan and budget that includes: 1) opportunities
to collaborate with existing watershed protection groups, such as Butte Environmental Council,
Stream Team, Friends of Bidwell Park, etc. 2) evaluates and monitors the efficacy of the projects for
reducing erosion and improving water quality, and 3) provides public education and outreach events.
Some topics for education include residential landscaping to conserve water, dry weather runoff
capture, river-friendly landscaping, and residential pesticides and fertilizer management.
Watershed Area: The Big Chico Creek watershed is approximately 134,159 acres and Little Chico
Creek Watershed is approximately 42,091 acres.

Benefits Resulting from this Project:


Water Quality: Water quality is expected to be improved because creating and implementing low
impact development techniques will reduce storm water and dry weather runoff, as well as increase
filtration and treatment of storm water runoff that will enhance water quality. Increased public
awareness through their involvement in implementing storm water BMPs and effective monitoring
will also result in improved water quality, and reduce overwater and pesticide runoff.



Water Supply: Water supply is expected to be improved because updating or crating standards for
and implementing infiltration areas will allow some flows to recharge groundwater, increasing water
supply reliability. The implementation of natural water drainage and treatment, as well as educating
the public on water conservation will aid in the conservation of water.



Flood Management: Flood management is expected to be improved because the updated standards
will result in reduced flooding problems by re-establishing natural hydrographs.



Environmental: The environment is expected to be improved because creating and implementing
revised standards will help reduce sediment and erosion, which will improve the receiving waters.
Additionally, implementation of the updated standards will create/improve in-stream flows,
streamside habitat, wetlands, and riparian habitat.



Community: Community is expected to be improved as the proposed project is anticipated to include
a public education component. The creation of recreation and public use areas will also improve the
community by including existing storm water education efforts to raise public awareness of sources
of pollution and use of BMPs including training to facilitate their participation in storm water project
implementation.



Outreach and Education: Identify existing education and outreach programs and will improve these
existing programs to protect watershed health, including in disadvantaged communities. Examples of
existing programs include the Clean Water Science Ambassadors, Clean Creeks in the Classroom,
P-2
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Updating the City’s Storm Water Planning
and Policies and Implementation Projects
(SWRP Project P)
and the Citizen Monitoring Program. Some topics for education include residential landscaping to
conserve water, dry weather runoff capture, and residential pesticides and fertilizer management.
Potential Project Components:

Photo 1. Potential for a green street project
area. Corner of Salem Street and West 5th
Street facing northwest.

Photo 2. Bank erosion on Big Chico Creek
along Bidwell Avenue. Facing south.
Possible site for adding erosion control and
bank stabilization.

Photo 3. Example of a bioswale in
an Oregon parking lot.
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Updating the City’s Storm Water Planning
and Policies and Implementation Projects
(SWRP Project P)

Diagram of the cosition of a rain garden. MJLARSONSITE 2014 (Porland’s Bioswales Give a New
Look to Water Management Practices)

Initial Projects:

This project includes the following initial projects in whole or in part:


SWRP 15 – Bank Slope Reduction and Stabilization



SWRP 20 – Green Streets and Parking Lots



SWRP 22 – Outreach and Maintenance of Parks



SWRP 24 – Waterwise and Habitat and River Friendly Landscape Program



SWRP 26 – Bidwell Park and Greenway Integrated Storm Water, Ground Water Recharge,
and Recycled Water Project



SWRP 29 – LID Technical Design Manual and Demonstration Project



SWRP 37 – City of Chico Storm Water Capture and Reuse Project



SWRP 51 – Identification and Evaluation of Groundwater Recharge



SWRP 56 – Diversion Channels



SWRP 57 – Storm Water Detention Basins



SWRP 58 – Updating the City’s Storm Water Plan (to Make it Proactive)



SWRP 63 – Update the City’s Storm Water Policies and Regulations



SWRP 66 – Create Bioswales at Strom Drain Outfalls



SWRP 71 – Bidwell Park Storm Water Management Project (Green Infrastructure LIDs,
Floodplain Improvement, and Ground Water Recharge)
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Updating the City’s Storm Water Planning
and Policies and Implementation Projects
(SWRP Project P)


SWRP 78 – Revised Urban Landscape Water Conservation and Pesticide Reduction Project



SWRP 81 – Revised Chico Green Streets and Low Impact Development Implementation
Project



SWRP 82 – The Stream Team NSV IRWM Projects



SWRP F – Storm Water Public Outreach, Education, and Involvement Program
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Tiechert Ponds Improvement Project
(SWRP Project Q)
General Project Information:

This project is a plan to improve Teichert Ponds
(Photo 1). The Teichert Ponds (Ponds) currently
function as detention basins for a watershed that
includes high density residential, commercial, and
some open space. In addition to providing storm
drainage detention, the Ponds provide habitat for
local water fowl and other aquatic species, and
provide recreational uses such as fishing and nature
viewing. A restoration project for the Ponds was
developed in 2008, and the habitat restoration plan
set is linked here. The restoration sheet from the plan
set is provided at the end of this project description.
Project elements from this restoration plan could be
updated and incorporated into this project. A
Photo 1. Teichert Ponds
mitigated Negative Declaration and Initial Study was
prepared for the Restoration Plan in 2009. Improving the Ponds will involve many aspects, all of
which will need to be evaluated further in a revised restoration plan before construction can
occur. The goal of the revised plan will be to improve water quality, ecosystem health, and
maintenance activities. The revised plan will evaluate the following:


Operations and Maintenance: The plan will evaluate improvements to the operations and
maintenance of the Ponds to help improve both the pond hydraulics and water quality. A
study of the Ponds’ existing operations and maintenance issues will be evaluated, factors that
affect water quality will be identified, and solutions recommended.
— The plan will evaluate various efforts to improve water quality, including a study to
assess water quality entering and leaving the ponds to identify potential issues, sources,
and solutions for water quality impairments; installing a settling basin (possibly by
modifying the existing concrete inlet channel) and/or a constructed wetlands that help
reduce sedimentation, trash, and other pollutants in the ponds; re-routing smaller storm
drains so they don’t discharge directly into Pond 1, identifying pollutants in silt and
removing silt buildup in the ponds; separating Pond 1 from Ponds 2 and 3; modifying
Ponds 2 and 3 so that Ponds 2 and 3 can be periodically drained and cleaned; and
developing a plan in conjunction with Butte County Mosquito and Vector Control
District to reduce the need for pesticide mosquito control.
— The plan will evaluate maintenance improvement options, including reconstruction of the
existing outlet to provide greater hydraulic control and reduce the desirability for beavers
to build dams that block pond outflow, installation of new outlets, reduction of flooding
on the access road to facilitate maintenance, removal of chain link fencing around Pond 1
to improve access for vegetation control and trash removal, and preparation of an
operations and maintenance plan.
— The plan will evaluate the effectiveness and feasibility of source reduction for trash and
pollutants, including locations in the Teichert Ponds watershed where low impact
development (LID) could be installed to help improve water quality and reduce runoff.
— The plan will include an ecological and biological assessment to evaluate ecosystem health.
Q-1
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Tiechert Ponds Improvement Project
(SWRP Project Q)


Trash: The plan will identify ways to reduce trash (both floating and sinking trash) entering
and leaving the Ponds, such as trash racks on the pond inlets or outlet. A trash reduction
campaign will also be evaluated for reducing trash entering the ponds, such as an increase in
trash receptacles, increase in street sweeping, installation of trash capture devices in upstream
drain inlets, and ways to limit illegal camping in the pond areas. This program will include
education/outreach to citizens. It will include coordination with Caltrans, the upstream
commercial areas, and organizations that already perform trash cleanups (such as Butte
Environmental Council).



Habitat: The plan will identify ways to improve the existing wildlife and riparian habitat at
the Ponds. The Pond and habitat health could be monitored by citizen organizations,
including water quality testing. Habitat will also be considered in the development of
solutions that are needed to improve water quality and maintenance.



Vegetation Management: The plan will identify invasive aquatic and terrestrial plants and
various solutions for treating invasive species; including use of herbicides where necessary,
professional removal services, and a program to coordinate City efforts with interested
community organizations to remove invasive plants and plant native species.



Public Access, Education, and Recreation: The Ponds will provide education
opportunities, including school field trips and walking paths with educational signage. The
plan will evaluate how to limit illegal camping and illegal dumping in the area, identify
where walking paths, education, signage, and picnic areas could be constructed and
incorporated into the Chico Bike Path. It will identify community groups to lead volunteer
educational/outreach efforts. This plan will involve preparing an education and outreach plan
and budget that includes: 1) opportunities to collaborate with existing watershed protection
groups, such as Butte Environmental Council, Stream Team, Friends of Bidwell Park, etc. 2)
evaluates and monitors the efficacy of the projects for reducing erosion and improving water
quality using citizen-led monitoring programs, and 3) provides public education and outreach
events. Green jobs training could be evaluated for implementation of construction projects
and vegetation management.



Project Effectiveness Monitoring: The plan will also evaluate methods to monitor program
effectiveness. Ideas for collaboration with existing monitoring programs and ways to provide
public storm water education and outreach will be included.
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Tiechert Ponds Improvement Project
(SWRP Project Q)


Bruce Road

Watershed and
Location: This
project includes
the entire
Teichert Ponds
Watershed
(approximately
400 acres).

Teichert Ponds
Watershed

E

20th

Benefits Resulting from this Project:

This project includes the preparation of the Teichert Ponds Improvement Plan. When the Teichert
Ponds Improvement Plan is fully implemented, the following benefits are expected to occur:


Water Quality: Water Quality is expected to be improved because solutions will be
implemented that reduce the amount of trash and pollutants entering and leaving the ponds.



Water Supply: Water Supply is not expected to change.



Flood Management: Flood Management is expected to be improved because the operations
of the pond will be improved.



Environmental: The Environment is expected to be improved because habitat and
vegetation management will be improved.



Community: The Community is expected to be improved because education and outreach
opportunities will be provided to schools and recreational opportunities will be enhanced.
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Tiechert Ponds Improvement Project
(SWRP Project Q)
Potential Project Components:

Two 54” storm water

One 36” storm water

The concrete-lined storm water ditch
located on the south side of Pond 2
conveys storm water from the surrounding
community into Pond 2.

Parrot’s feather, a highly problematic weed
that can prohibit the free movement of
water, is shown here covering a large area
of Pond 2.

Initial Projects:

This project includes the following initial projects in whole or in part:


SWRP 2 – Teichert Ponds Improvement Project



SWRP 13 – Teichert Ponds Retention Basins



SWRP 14 – Teichert Ponds Vegetation, Trash, and Public Access



SWRP 42 – Teichert Ponds Improvement



SWRP 61 – Teichert Ponds Project



SWRP 67 – Teichert Ponds Cleansing Wetland



SWRP 83 – Teichert Pond Water Quality Improvement Project



SWRP C – Teichert Ponds



SWRP E – Homeless Camping Reduction Program
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Fair Street Detention Basin Improvement Plan
(SWRP Project R)
General Project Information:

This project is a plan to improve the Fair Street Detention Basins (Basins). The intent of the Fair
Street Detention Basin Project is to improve the Basins and the operations of the Basins to
reduce potential flooding issues, improve habitat, and improve public health. The Basins
function as detention basins for a 550-acre watershed that includes high and low density
residential, commercial, industrial, and open space land uses. The Basins drain into Comanche
Creek. The Basins also provide aquatic and riparian habitat. The plan will evaluate the following:


Repairs to BD ditch to reduce flooding. A storm drainage computer model will be prepared
to identify the causes of flooding and recommended flood control improvements.



Prevent trash from entering the Basins and Comanche Creek to improve habitat around those
areas. The Fair Street Detention Basin watershed contains many high trash-generating land
uses. Installation of trash racks that meet the requirements of the State’s Trash Amendments
will be evaluated.



A plan will be developed to remove invasive vegetation and replant with native vegetation.



Cooridinate with Butte County Mosquito and Vector Control District to determine if vector
control needs to be improved.



Improve community recreation by
updating the wildlife viewing area.



Watershed Area: 550 acres

E 20th St

Benefits Resulting from this Project:
Fair Street Detention
Basin Subshed

When the Fair Street Detention Basin
Improvement Plan is fully
implemented, the following benefits
are expected to occur:


Water Quality: Water quality is
expected to be improved because
removing trash will remove
pollutants.

Skyway
Fair Street Detention Basins



Water Supply: Water supply is not expected to change.



Flood Management: Flood management is expected to be improved because flooding will
be reduced on the BD ditch and the detention storage will be optimized.



Environmental: The environment is expected to be improved because invasive species will
be replaced with native vegetation and removing trash will help protect the habitat.



Community: The community is expected to be improved because improving vector control
will promote public health.
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Fair Street Detention Basin Improvement Plan
(SWRP Project R)
Potential Project Components:

The following photographs are of the Fair Street Detention Basin Area.

Initial Projects:

This project includes the following Initial Projects in whole or in part:


SWRP 43 – Fair Street Detention Basin Improvements



SWRP 60 – Fair Street Detention Ponds



SWRP J – Detention Basin Implementation and Modification Plan
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APPENDIX 5C
City of Chico SWRP — Multiple Benefits Evaluation Methodology
Technical Memorandum, March 16, 2018

TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM

DATE:

March 16, 2018

Project No.: 755-10-17-01
SENT VIA: EMAIL

TO:

Angela Spain, City of Chico

FROM:

Natalie Muradian, PE, RCE #84895

REVIEWED BY: Doug Moore, PE, RCE #58122
SUBJECT:

City of Chico SWRP — Multiple Benefits Evaluation Methodology

This Technical Memorandum (TM) presents the Big Chico Creek (BCC) and Little Chico Creek
(LCC) Storm Water Resource Plan (SWRP) multiple benefits evaluation methodology.
This TM includes the following sections:
x

Planning Area Watershed

x

Quantitative Evaluation Methodology

x

Ranking and Prioritizing Projects

PLANNING AREA WATERSHED

The planning area watershed (PAW) for this study was defined by West Yost Associates in the
Stormwater Resource Plan Planning Area Description, Map, and Boundaries letter to Angela
Spain, dated November 28, 2017. Figure 1 of that letter defined the planning area, and it is
reproduced as Figure 1 of this TM.
QUANTITATIVE EVALUATION METHODOLOGY

Projects will be evaluated both quantitatively and qualitatively for how well they meet the State’s
Benefit Categories. The State-identified benefit categories are defined in Table 4 of the
California State Water Resource Control Board’s Storm Water Resource Plan Guidelines
(December 15, 2015), and include:
x

Water Quality

x

Water Supply

x

Flood Management

x

Environmental

x

Community

2020 Research Park Drive, Suite 100

Davis, CA 95618

Phone 530 756-5905

Fax 530 756-5991

westyost.com

Technical Memorandum
March 16, 2018
Page 2
The Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) and the public prioritized the State’s Benefit
Categories for the PAW watershed and identified additional categories that were considered
important in the watershed. The prioritization of both the State- and community-identified benefits
are shown in Table 1; with higher scores meaning the benefit is more important and lower scores
meaning the benefit is less important. This prioritization was used to establish the maximum points
possible for each evaluation criteria.
Table 1. Maximum Points for each Benefit Category
Categories

Prioritization of Category (Maximum Points Possible)

State Identified Benefits
Water Quality

8.8

Water Supply

8.3

Flood Management

7.8

Environment

8.0

Community

6.7

Community Identified Benefits
Sediment (management and erosion control)

8.3

Public education, outreach, and involvement

7.7

Water quality monitoring and assessment

7.6

Create/Improve wetland/riparian habitat

7.0

Mosquito and vector control

5.5

Housing for homeless

5.6

All projects will be evaluated using Table 2. Table 2 has yellow, white, and grey rows. All projects
will be evaluated qualitatively with the yellow rows. Qualitative ratings of high, medium, low, or
none will be allocated points based on the Maximum Point Possible from Table 1. The justification
for this qualitative rating (high, medium, low, none) will be provided in the text of each
project’s evaluation.
All projects that can be evaluated in more detail will have quantitative results and points shown in
the white rows of Table 2. Each of the evaluation criteria in the white rows will be allocated points
relative to the quantitative results of the other projects, based on the Maximum Points Possible from
Table 1 for that evaluation criteria.
All the points from both the qualitative and quantitative evaluation criteria will be summed within
each category, then normalized to a score of 100 to calculate the Normalized Score (shown in the
light grey rows). Lastly, the Normalized Scores for each category will be summed to calculate the
Total Normalized Score of each project, shown in the dark grey row at the very bottom of Table 2.
The Evaluation Criteria listed in Table 2 will be evaluated based on the methods provided in Table 3.
Table 3 describes both qualitative and quantitative methods for analyzing each Evaluation Criteria.
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Table 2. SWRP Project Evaluations

Evaluation
Points

Evaluation
Result

Evaluation
Points

Evaluation
Result

Evaluation
Points

Evaluation
Result

Evaluation
Points

Evaluation
Result

Evaluation
Points

Evaluation
Result

Evaluation
Points

Evaluation
Result

Evaluation
Points

Evaluation
Result

Evaluation
Points

8.80
8.80
8.80
8.80
8.30

8.80

8.80

8.80

8.80

acre-feet/year

8.80

None, Low,
Medium, High

7.60

Total Points
Normalized Score
None, Low
Water Supply
Medium, High
Benefit Category
None, Low,
- Water supply
Medium, High
reliability
Not Improved,
- Conjunctive Use
Improved
- Groundwater
acre-feet/year
Recharge
- Water
acre-feet/year
Conservation
- Recycled Water
acre-feet/year
Use
- Storm Water
Used, not used
Runoff Direct Use

165.50
100.00

Total Score
Normalized Score

58.10
100.00
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Evaluation
Result

Oxygen
Demanding
Substances
Increased
Infiltration
Water quality
monitoring and
assessment

Evaluation
Points

8.80

8.80

Total Phosphorus

R: Fair Street
Detention Basin
Improvement
Project

8.80

Oils and grease
(polyaromatic
hydrocarbons)
Total Nitrogen

Q: Teichert Ponds
Improvement
Project

8.80

8.80

lb/year of
Nitrogen
removed
lb/year of
Phosphorus
removed
lbs/year of
sediment (TSS)
removed

G: Storm Water
Monitoring for
compliance with
MS4 permit

P: Updating the
I: Trash Reduction M: Big Chico Creek
N: Little Chico
O: Comanche Creek City's Stormwater
Master Plan and
21st Century
Creek 21st Century
Management
Planning and
Specific
Management and Management Plan
Program and
Policies and
Implementation
Implementation
and Implementation Implementa-tion
Implementa-tion
Projects
Projects
Projects
Projects
Projects

8.80

Heavy Metals
lbs/year of heavy
(cadmium, copper,
metals removed
lead, and zinc)
lb/year of PAHs
removed

85: Chapman
Mulberry Rain
Garden
Evaluation
Result

Pathogens and
bacteria

Evaluation
Point Score

Sediment

77: Revised LID
and Green
Infrastructure
Implementa-tion
Program for Butte
County Schools
Evaluation
Result

Trash

Evaluation
Point Score

PCBs (303(d) List
Pollutant)
Chlorpyrifos (MS4
Pollutant)
Diazinon (MS4
Pollutant)

73: Bidwell/Grape
Ave Stormwater
Protection and
Restoration Project
Evaluation
Result

Dieldrin (303(d)
List Pollutant)

Evaluation
Points

DDT (303(d) List
Pollutant)

65: Laxson South
Bioswale
Evaluation
Result

Diuron (303(d) List
Pollutant)

lbs/year of
sediment (TSS)
removed
None, Medium,
High
lbs/year of
sediment (TSS)
removed
lbs/year of
sediment (TSS)
removed
lb/year of PCBs
removed
None, Low,
Medium, High
None, Low,
Medium, High
lbs/year of trash
removed
lbs/year of
sediment (TSS)
removed
MPN/year of
fecal coliform
removed

Evaluation
Points

Mercury (303(d)
List Pollutant)

Evaluation
Result

8.80

Evaluation
Points

None, Low,
Medium, High

44: 5 Mile and
Lindo Channel
59: Routine
Diversion Structures Community Creek
Study
Clean Up Project
Evaluation
Result

Improve Aquatic
Organism Health
(Bioassessment)

Evaluation
Points

8.80

40: Parking Lot 4
Rehabilitation
#50019
Evaluation
Result

None, Low
Medium, High

Evaluation
Points

Water Quality
Benefit Category (All
projects evaluated)

33: Mud and Rock
Creek Flood
Protection Project
Evaluation
Result

(from Table 2
of Weighting
Values Letter,
9/7/2017)

Evaluation
Points

Evaluation Criteria

Evaluation Result
Units or Rating

Evaluation
Result

Maximum
Points
Possible

16 and 68: Channel
Stabilization and
Hydrologic
Floodplains on
Streams

8.30
8.30
8.30
8.30
8.30
8.30
8.30
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Table 2. SWRP Project Evaluations

G: Storm Water
Monitoring for
compliance with
MS4 permit

Q: Teichert Ponds
Improvement
Project

R: Fair Street
Detention Basin
Improvement
Project
Evaluation
Points

Evaluation
Result

Evaluation
Points

Evaluation
Result

Evaluation
Points

Evaluation
Result

Evaluation
Points

Evaluation
Result

Evaluation
Points

Evaluation
Result

Evaluation
Points

Evaluation
Result

Evaluation
Points

Evaluation
Result

Evaluation
Points

Evaluation
Result

Evaluation
Points

Evaluation
Result

Evaluation
Point Score

Evaluation
Result

Evaluation
Point Score

Evaluation
Result

Evaluation
Points

Evaluation
Result

Evaluation
Points

Evaluation
Result

7.80

7.80

7.80
39.00
100.00
8.00
7.70

7.70

8.00

8.00

8.00
8.00
8.00
63.40
100.00
6.70
6.70
6.70
6.70

5.50

6.70

6.70

6.70

7.70

- Housing
homeless

Impacted, no
change,
improved

5.60

Decrease, no
change, increase

6.70

Total Score
Normalized Score

72.40
100.00
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85: Chapman
Mulberry Rain
Garden

P: Updating the
I: Trash Reduction M: Big Chico Creek
N: Little Chico
O: Comanche Creek City's Stormwater
Master Plan and
21st Century
Creek 21st Century
Management
Planning and
Specific
Management and Management Plan
Program and
Policies and
Implementation
Implementation
and Implementation Implementa-tion
Implementa-tion
Projects
Projects
Projects
Projects
Projects

7.80

None, Low,
Medium, High

Total Normalized Score

65: Laxson South
Bioswale

73: Bidwell/Grape
Ave Stormwater
Protection and
Restoration Project

77: Revised LID
and Green
Infrastructure
Implementa-tion
Program for Butte
County Schools

7.80

- Public education,
outreach, and
involvement

- Neighborhood
beautification

Evaluation
Points

- Public health

44: 5 Mile and
Lindo Channel
59: Routine
Diversion Structures Community Creek
Study
Clean Up Project
Evaluation
Result

- Disadvantaged
communities

Evaluation
Points

- Environmental
justice

40: Parking Lot 4
Rehabilitation
#50019
Evaluation
Result

- Mosquitoes and
vectors

Increase, no
change,
decrease
Impacted, no
change,
improved
Impacted, no
change,
improved
Impacted, no
change,
improved

Evaluation
Points

Decrease, no
change, increase

33: Mud and Rock
Creek Flood
Protection Project
Evaluation
Result

- Employment
opportunities

(from Table 2
of Weighting
Values Letter,
9/7/2017)

Evaluation
Points

Evaluation Result
Evaluation Criteria
Units or Rating
Flood Management
None, Low
Benefit Category
Medium, High
number of
- Improved flood
houses/business
protection
es protected
- Reduction of
None, Low,
flood risk-life and
Medium, High
safety
acres of urban
- Sanitary sewer
floodplain
overflow reduction
reduction
- Enhance natural
Degraded, no
floodplain for
change,
improved
enhanced
conveyance
Total Score
Normalized Score
Environmental
None, Low
Benefit Category
Medium, High
- Created
acres
wetland/riparian
habitat
- Improved
acres
wetland/riparian
habitat
- Environmental
Decrease, no
flow (Instream
change, increase
Flow)
Increase, no
- Energy use
change,
decrease
Increase, no
- Greenhouse Gas
change,
decrease
- Restore natural
degrade, no
hydrograph
change, restore
Increase, no
- Water
change,
temperature
decrease
Total Score
Normalized Score
Community Benefit
None, Low
Category
Medium, High
- Public use /
None, low,
recreation
medium, high
- Community
None, low,
involvement
medium, high

Evaluation
Result

Maximum
Points
Possible

16 and 68: Channel
Stabilization and
Hydrologic
Floodplains on
Streams

500
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City of Chico
SWRP

0 to 10 points based on estimated load
reduction relative to the maximum load
reduction for all 16 SWRP Projects.

Dieldrin was banned in 1985. Very persistent and thus likely
present in soils. Organochlorine levels are declining in
environment as a whole.
Projects that remove sediment may also remove Dieldrin
- See sediment description

lbs/year of sediment
(TSS) removed

lb/year of PCBs removed

Dieldrin (303(d) List Pollutant)

PCBs (303(d) List Pollutant)

0 to 10 points based on estimated trash
removal relative to total range of estimated
trash removals for all 16 SWRP Projects.
0 to 10 points based on estimated sediment
removal relative to total range of estimated
sediment removals for all 16 SWRP
Projects.

- Calculate flow per year to project within drainage watershed
- Calculateulate loading to project per year, using average trash
generation rate in Table 7.
- Assume full capture equivalency trash systems will be
implemented.
- Calculate flow per year to project within drainage watershed
- Calculateulate loading to project per year, using average inflow
concentration in Table 6.
- Use average precent removal for pollutant in Table 6.

lbs/year of trash removed

lbs/year of sediment
(TSS) removed

n\c\755\10-17-01\wp\07\MB
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Water quality monitoring and assessment

Increased Infiltration

1 of 2

City of Chico
SWRP

None = no monitoring
Low = 1 monitoring locations sampled 1-2/year for multiple years
Medium = 1-2 monitoring locations sampled betweeen 2-4/year for None (0 pts), Low (3 pts), Medium (6 pts),
None, Low, Medium, High
multiple years
High (10 pts)
High = >2 monitoring locations sampled more than 4/ year for
multiple years

0 to 10 points based on estimated infiltration
volume relative to total range of estimated
infiltration volume for all 16 SWRP Projects.

Oxygen Demanding Substances

-Estimate the amount of flow to the project
- Estimate the amount of infiltration based on BMP design rates
or estimated groundwater recharge rates

The Effectiveness Evaluation of BMPs in Portland Oregon (2005)
uses TSS as a surrogate for oxygen demand, including biocehcial 0 to 10 points based on estimated load
oxygen demand, chemical oxygen demand, and total organic
reduction relative to the maximum load
carbon.
reduction for all 16 SWRP Projects.
- See Sediment (TSS)
lbs/year of sediment
(TSS) removed

acre-feet/year

- Calculate flow per year to project within drainage watershed
0 to 10 points based on estimated load
- Calculateulate loading to project per year, using average inflow
reduction relative to the maximum load
concentration in Table 6.
reduction for all 16 SWRP Projects.
- Use average precent removal for pollutant in Table 6.
lb/year of Phosphorus
removed

Total Nitrogen

Total Phosphorus

0 to 10 points based on estimated load
reduction relative to the maximum load
reduction for all 16 SWRP Projects.
- Calculate flow per year to project within drainage watershed
0 to 10 points based on estimated load
- Calculateulate loading to project per year, using average inflow
reduction relative to the maximum load
concentration in Table 6.
reduction for all 16 SWRP Projects.
- Use average precent removal for pollutant in Table 6.

lb/year of PAHs removed

Oils and grease (polyaromatic hydrocarbons)

- Calculate flow per year to project within drainage watershed
- Calculateulate loading to project per year, using average inflow
concentration in Table 6.
- Use average precent removal for pollutant in Table 6.

0 to 10 points based on estimated load
reduction relative to the maximum load
- Calculate flow per year to project within drainage watershed
reduction for all 16 SWRP Projects.
- Calculateulate loading to project per year, using average inflow
concentration in Table 6.
- Use average precent removal for pollutant in Table 6.

These metals are detected in nearly all of urban SW samples and
excced aquatic life standards. Typical sources include roofing,
brake pads, tire wear, and vehicle emissions.

lb/year of Nitrogen
removed

lbs/year of heavy metals
removed

MPN/year of fecal
coliform removed

Heavy Metals (cadmium, copper, lead, and zinc)

Pathogens and bacteria

Sediment

Trash

- Calculate flow per year to project within drainage watershed
0 to 10 points based on estimated load
- Calculateulate loading to project per year, using average inflow
reduction relative to the maximum load
concentration in Table 6.
reduction for all 16 SWRP Projects.
- Use average precent removal for pollutant in Table 6.

None (0 pts), Low (3 pts), Medium (6 pts),
High (10 pts)

Restricted use pesticide
None = No change in pesticide use
Medium = Reduces use of pesticides
High = Eliminates use of pesticides
None, Low, Medium, High

Diazinon (MS4 Pollutant)

None (0 pts), Low (3 pts), Medium (6 pts),
High (10 pts)

None, Low, Medium, High

Chlorpyrifos (MS4 Pollutant)

Restricted use pesticide
None = No change in pesticide use
Medium = Reduces use of pesticides
High = Eliminates use of pesticides

PCBs can enter a watershed through transformers, atmospheric
deposition, and eroded or re-suspended particles. PCBs tend to
behave like sediment, and can be settled out. BMPs that remove
PCBs will need to be maintained with special handling and
0 to 10 points based on estimated load
disposal.
reduction relative to the maximum load
reduction for all 16 SWRP Projects.
- Calculate flow per year to project within drainage watershed
- Calculateulate loading to project per year, using average inflow
concentration in Table 6.
- Use average precent removal for pollutant in Table 6.

0 to 10 points based on estimated load
reduction relative to the maximum load
reduction for all 16 SWRP Projects.

lbs/year of sediment
(TSS) removed

DDT (303(d) List Pollutant)

Diuron (303(d) List Pollutant)

Urban SW preliminary data summary found that DDT in urban
storm water exceeded health criteria of DDT in water. Even
though DDT was banned in 1970s, it's very persistent and thus
likely present in soils. Organochlorine levels are declining in
environment as a whole.
Projects that remove sediment may also remove DDT
- See sediment description

None, Medium, High

- Mercury concentrations associated with sediment
concentrations, so projects that remove sediment will also remove
0 to 10 points based on estimated load
mercury.
reduction relative to the maximum load
-Constructed wetlands enhance mercury methylation
-The amount of flow treated is relative to the mercury removed. reduction for all 16 SWRP Projects.
- See sediment (TSS) description (1)

None (0 pts), Low (3 pts), Medium (6 pts),
High (10 pts)

Point Allocation

None (0 pts), Medium (5 pts), High (10 pts)

lbs/year of sediment
(TSS) removed

Method of Analysis

High = increases in-stream flows, increases shade, and reduces
pollutants to creeks
None, Low, Medium, High Medium = 2 out of 3 listed above
Low = 1 out of 3 listed above
None = none of the above

Qualitative Evaluation
Criteria (Metric)

Table 3. Methodology for Analyzing Evaluation Criteria

Diuron (Non-banned pesticide)
None = No change in pesticide use
Medium = Reduces use of pesticides
High = Eliminates use of pesticides

Mercury (303(d) List Pollutant)

Improve Aquatic Organism Health
(Bioassessment)

Water Quality Benefit Category

Evaluation Criteria

Quantitative Evaluation
Criteria (Metric)

acre-feet/year

Recycled Water Use

Project specific evaluation

Increase, no change,
decrease

Greenhouse Gas

Increase (0 pts), no change (5 pts),
decrease (10 pts)

Impacted (0 pts), no change (5 pts),
improved (10 pts)

Impacted (0 pts), no change (5 pts),
improved (10 pts)

Decrease = decrease in moquitoes
No change = No change in mosquitoes
Increase = Increase in mosquitos
Impacted = Project will negatively impact DACs
No change = DAC's are not negatively impacted through
installation of project
Improved = urban runoff capture projects are implemented in
DACs
Impacted = Project will negatively impact DACs
No change = DAC's are not negatively impacted through
installation of project
Improved = urban runoff capture projects are implemented in
DACs
Project specific evaluation

Decrease, no change,
increase

Increase, no change,
decrease

Impacted, no change,
improved

Impacted, no change,
improved

Impacted, no change,
improved

Employment opportunities

Mosquitoes and vectors control

Environmental justice/ disadvantaged
communities

Disadvantaged communities

Public health

n\c\755\10-17-01\wp\07\MB
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Italics represent background information
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Project specific evaluation

Decrease, no change,
increase
Neighborhood beautification
(1)

Impacted = decreases low impact housing
No change = no change in housing
Improved = creates low income housing
Impacted, no change,
improved
Housing homeless

Public education, outreach, and involvement

Decrease (0 pts), no change (5 pts),
Increase (10 pts)

Decrease = Project will eliminate jobs
No change = project will not impact change
Increase = project will create or expand job opportunities (i.e.
increase in maintenance)

None, low, medium, high

Community involvement

(Education signs, educational programs, Media reports)
None = uses 0 out of 3
None, Low, Medium, High Low = 1 out of 3
Medium = 2 out of 3
High = 3 out of 3

None (0 pts) Low (3 pts), medium (6 pts),
high (10 pts)

None = project will not involve community at all
Low = project will have educational signs
Medium = project will have outreach programs to educate
community on how project works
High = community will help implement project

City of Chico
SWRP

Decrease (0 pts), no change (5 pts),
Improved (10 pts)

Impacted (0 pts), No change (5 pts),
Improved (10 pts)

None (0 pts), Low (3 pts), Medium (6 pts),
High (10 pts)

Impacted (0 pts), no change (5 pts),
improved (10 pts)

0 to 10 points based on estimated acreage
relative to total range of estimated acreages
for all 16 SWRP Projects.

Increase (0 pts), no change (5 pts),
decrease (10 pts)

Project specific evaluation

Decrease = riparian trees are removed, hardscapes are added
No change
Increase = plant trees along creeks for shade or remove dark
colored hardscapes to decrease heat islands

None, low, medium, high

Increase, no change,
decrease

degrade (0 pts), no change (5 pts), restore
(10 pts)

Increase (0 pts), no change (5 pts),
decrease (10 pts)

Increase (0 pts), no change (5 pts),
decrease (10 pts)

Public use / recreation

Community Benefit Category

Water temperature

Degrade = less infiltration is allowed
degrade, no change, restore No change = project does not change infiltration
Restore = project provides increase in infiltration.

Project specific evaluation

Increase, no change,
decrease

Decrease (0 pts), no change (5 pts),
increase (10 pts)

Energy use

0 to 10 points based on estimated acreage
relative to total range of estimated acreages
for all 16 SWRP Projects.
Estimate amount of acres improved.

0 to 10 points based on estimated acreage
relative to total range of estimated acreages
for all 16 SWRP Projects.

Degraded (0 pts), no change (5 pts),
enhanced (10 pts)

Degraded = flood plain is constricted, levees are added
No change = flood plain stays the same
Enhanced = floodplain is widened, natural vegetation is
encouraged

Estimate amount of acres created

0 to 10 points based on estimated acreage
reduce relative to total range of acreaged
reduced for all 16 SWRP Projects.

None (0 pts), Low (3 pts), Medium (6 pts),
High (10 pts)

None = project does not impact flooding
Low = reduces other flooding
Medium = reduce street flooding
High = protect houses and businesses
Estimate how many acres are removed from the floodplain

0 to 10 points based on estimated number
protected relative to total range of estimated
numbers protected for all 16 SWRP
Projects.

Estimate how many buildings are removed from the floodplain

Used (10 pts), not used (0 pts)

0 to 10 points based on estimated volume
relative to total range of estimated volumes
for all 16 SWRP Projects.

- Estimate the amount of water this project may create or utilize
recycled water
Stormwater used for direct use or not

0 to 10 points based on estimated volume
relative to total range of estimated volumes
for all 16 SWRP Projects.

- Estimate the amount of water this project may conserve

0 to 10 points based on estimated volume
- Estimate the amount of infiltration based on BMP design rates or
relative to total range of estimated volumes
estimated groundwater recharge rates
for all 16 SWRP Projects.

Increase = increase environmental flows.
Decrease = Decrease environmental flows through reduction in
runoff

Restore natural hydrograph

None (0 pts), Low (3 pts), Medium (6 pts),
High (10 pts)

Point Allocation

Improved = Stormwater used as an additional or alternative water
Not Improved (0 pts), Improved (10 pts)
supply

Decrease, no change,
increase

acres

Improved wetland/riparian habitat

Degraded, no change,
enhanced

None, Low, Medium, High

Used, not used

Not Improved, Improved

Environmental flow (Instream Flow)

acres

Method of Analysis

High = augments a water supply, replaces a water supply, and
reduces dependence on imported water
None, Low, Medium, High Medium = does 2 out of the 3
Low = does 1 out of the 3
None = does 0 out of the 3

Qualitative Evaluation
Criteria (Metric)

Table 3. Methodology for Analyzing Evaluation Criteria

acres of urban floodplain
reduction

Created wetland/riparian habitat

Environmental Benefit Category

Enhance natural floodplain for improved
conveyance

Sanitary sewer overflow reduction

Reduction of flood risk-life and safety

Improved flood protection

Flood Management Benefit Category
number of
houses/businesses
protected

acre-feet/year

Water Conservation

Storm Water Runoff Direct Use

acre-feet/year

Groundwater Recharge

Conjunctive Use

Water supply reliability

Evaluation Criteria
Water Supply Benefit Category

Quantitative Evaluation
Criteria (Metric)
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Storm Water Quality Evaluation Criteria for Implementation Projects

The Evaluation Criteria listed in Table 3 are analyzed using either qualitative or quantitative
methods. The qualitative water quality evaluation criteria methods are explained below:
To calculate the annual runoff volume to each project requires the following steps:
1. Delineate a tributary watershed to the SWRP implementation project using the City’s
storm drain mapping or site visits.
2. Estimate impervious and pervious areas of a tributary watershed based on the
tributary land uses. The City’s land uses are shown on Figure 2A and Figure 2B. The
impervious coverage for each City land use type is presented in Table 4.
3. Estimate the annual runoff volume based on the annual runoff depth per year, shown
in Table 5.
To calculate pollutant loading and removal for each project requires the following steps:
1. Estimate the pollutant load using the typical pollutant concentration shown in Table 6
multiplied by the annual runoff volume.
2. Estimate the volume of infiltration for each BMP using saturated hydraulic
conductivity of the underlying soil and estimate the percent of pollutant removed
through infiltration, shown in Table 6.
3. Estimate the volume of flow through each project (by subtracting out the infiltration
volume) and estimate the pollutant load reduction for each project by multiplying the
pollutant load by its associated removal percentage, shown in Table 6.
4. For trash removal load reduction calculations: The trash load rates are available by
land use type, and are independent of the runoff volume. Consequently, the trash load
is estimated by multiplying the area of the tributary land uses by the trash generation
rates. Table 7 has trash generation rates by land use.
Land Uses and Impervious Percent

Subsheds and the percent of the subshed that is impervious and pervious will be delineated for
each project tributary watershed and project site. Typical impervious percentages for various land
uses are provided in Table 4. Figure 2A shows regional land uses and Figure 2B shows land uses
in the City.

n\c\755\10-17-01\wp\07 wqmp tm\mb
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Table 4. Typical Impervious Percent for Land Uses
Land Use

Impervious Percent

Commercial and Services

90

Industrial/Manufacturing

85

High Density Residential

70

Public, Government Facilities, K-12 Schools, Mixed Use

50

Low Density Residential

40

Urban Parks

5

Agriculture/Open space/Vacant

2

Annual Runoff Volume to Project Site

The runoff depth to a project site per year will be estimated using the mean annual precipitation
depth and subtracting out the infiltration and depression storage. The annual runoff depth for
impervious areas depends on depression storage. A depression storage value of 0.1 inch per storm
was used for impervious surfaces. The annual runoff depth for pervious areas depends on both the
depression storage and infiltration. A depression storage value of 0.35 inch per storm was used for
pervious surfaces. Infiltration capacity depends on the hydrologic soil group (HSG) in the
watershed, so a different runoff depth was estimated for each HSG. Figure 3 shows HSG for
the PAW.
Table 5 shows the annual runoff depth for each HSG and impervious areas. This runoff volume
will be used in conjunction with the inflow concentrations in Table 6 to estimate a pollutant loading
to the site.
Table 5. Annual runoff depths and parameters
Impervious
Area

Pervious Area,
HSG A

Mean Annual
Precipitation,
in/year
Depression
Storage, in

Pervious Area,
HSG B

Pervious Area,
HSG C

Pervious Area,
HSG D

22.5
0.1

0.35

0.35

0.35

0.35

Infiltration rate,
in/hr

Not applicable

0.35

0.19

0.11

0.08

Annual Runoff
Depth, in/year

20.15

0.08

0.6

2.6

4.4

Pollutant Concentrations

Table 6 has pollutant concentrations found in urban stormwater runoff averaged from a variety of
land uses that are used to estimate the benefit the SWRP projects will have on water quality.

n\c\755\10-17-01\wp\07 wqmp tm\mb
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Table 6. Average Inflow Concentrations for Urban Stormwater Runoff Pollutants and
Percent Removals for LID
Average
Inflow
Concentration

Bioretention

Swales

Wet
Basins

Dry
Basins

Infiltration

47.0

67%

16%

78%

67%

90%

Fecal
Coliform,
MPN/100 mL

4857.1

89%

10%

70%

76%

90%(b)

Heavy
Metals(a),
ug/L

725.7

66%

21%

59%

36%

76%

WE&RF, 2016
CWP, 2007

Total
Nitrogen,
mg/L

1.3

46%

30%

27%

10%

42%

CASQA, 2003

Total
Phosphorus,
mg/L

0.2

5%

38%

60%

19%

65%

CASQA, 2003

Polychlorinat
ed biphenyls
(PCBs), ng/L

14.5

67%(b)

16%(b)

78%(b)

50%

90%(b)

CSN, 2015

Polyaromatic
Hydrocarbon
s (PAHs),
ng/L

9600.0

87%

62%

78%

22%

90%(b)

CSN, 2015
NSCEP, 1999

Storm Water
Contaminant
Sediment –
TSS, mg/L

(a)
(b)

Average Percent Removal for BMPs

Source
WE&RF, 2016
CWP, 2007
WE&RF, 2016
Hathaway, et. Al,
2009

Heavy metals include total cadmium, total copper, total lead, and total zinc.
Values for this percent removal were not found in literature, and therefore were assumed to act like sediment.

The averages for each of the inflow concentrations and percent removals were derived from a highly
variable data set. Using averages is sufficient for the SWRP as the point of this study is to compare
relative performance to develop a prioritization of the SWRP projects relative to each other.
Trash will be evaluated using averages of the BASMAA (2014) trash generation rates. See Table 7
for trash generation rates in urban stormwater runoff.
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Table 7. Trash Generation Rates by Land Use (Adapted from BASMAA, 2014)
Land Use
Commercial and Services
Commercial/Services in areas with a median household income of
under $50,000/year(a)
Industrial
High Density Residential, Multi-Family Residential, and Mobile
Homes

Average for this study, gal/acre
6.2
114.1
8.4
47.7

Low Density Residential

8.7

Public/Government Facilities

6.2

Urban Parks

5.0

(a)

Chico has disadvantaged communities with median household incomes of under $50,000/year. These are shown in Figure
2B as hatched areas.

RANKING AND PRIORITIZING PROJECTS

The SWRP Projects from Table 2 will be prioritized based on the Total Normalized Score, with
higher scores being better than lower scores.
DISCLOSURE STATEMENT

Funding has been provided in full or in part through an agreement with the State Water Resources
Control Board, using funds from Proposition 1. The contents of this document do not necessarily
reflect the views and policies of the foregoing, nor does the mention of trade names or commercial
products constitute endorsement or recommendation for use.
This work product is part of Task 4.4 of Grant Agreement No. D1612613 between the City of
Chico and the California State Water Resource Control Board.
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APPENDIX 5D
Detailed Project Costs

Appendix 5D, Table 1, Projects 16 and 68: Channel Stabilization and Create Hydrologic Floodplains on Streams
West Yost Associates

PE/PS/PG II AE/AS/AG II
$240
$192

ESG I
$145

PE/PS/PG I
$226

PROJECT: Prj 16/68 - Channel Stabilization

P Engineer

Eng 1

Surveyor

Task 1

Water Quality
1.01 Data Collection
1.02 LID
1.03 Nonstructural BMPs
1.04 Structural BMPs
1.05 Public Outreach and Involvement

Task 3

10%

Total
Costs

4

29

$

5,424

$

325

$

5,749

88

$

16,136

$

968

$

17,104

8

72

$

13,124

$

787

$

13,911

4

52

$

10,180

$

611

$

10,791

36

$

6,564

$

394

$

6,958

70

$

12,168

$

730

$

12,898

4

40

20

4

16

12

4

16

12

4

2

40

16

4

8

4

8

5,280

200
$

38,400

114
$

16,530

1

8

8

4

24

12

4

24

4

16

0

2,544

44
$

0

8,712

16
$

$

19,732

$

1,184

$

20,916

67

$

13,658

$

819

$

14,477

48

520
$

96,986

$

5,819

$

102,805

48

1,792

$

11,520

$

8,592

21

$

3,728

$

224

$

3,952

$

11,324

$

679

$

12,003
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8

48

$

8,892

$

534

$

9,426
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36

$

6,564

$

394

$

6,958
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8
8

1
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2

20

124
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$
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$
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24
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16

23,808

3,616
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24

4

2

$
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$

24
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4

4,800

16

4

4
0

8,990

4
$

0
848

8

36
$

0

7,128

8
$

896

$

34

$

6,248

$

375

$

6,623

40
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6,880

$

413

$

7,293

$

12,890

$

773

$

13,663

$

56,526

$

3,392

$
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13,608

$

816
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14,424
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$

737

$

13,013
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24
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5,760

$

4,296
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3.03 Evaluates Causes of Flooding
3.04 Develop Solution Alternatives
3.05 Identify Recommended Project

2

4

8

8

8

4

34

$
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$

386

$

6,818

2

4

8

8

8

4

34

$

6,432

$

386

$

6,818

3.08 Report Chapter
3.09 Task Management
Subtotal, Task 3 (hours)
Subtotal, Task 3 ($)

$

Environmental Benefits
4.01 Data Collection
4.02 Gravel / Erosion Plan

16

16

2

4

8

8

8

4

34

$

6,432

$

386

$

6,818

4

8

8

16
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4
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$

10,912

$
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$

11,567

2

8

8

8

4

4

8

8

8

8

8

16
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36

88

100

8,640

$

16,896

$

14,500

16
$

3,616

$

12

8

4

76

28

17,808

$

14,592

8

24

16

160

4.03 Biological Improvements
4.04 Public Outreach and Involvement

8

16

4

4

20

20

4.05 Cost Estimates
4.06 Report Chapter

2

8

16

16

4

4

24

24

Subtotal, Task 4 ($)

$

Community Benefits
5.01 Data Collection
5.02 Community Outreach Plan

12

24

42

80

10,080

$

15,360

2

8

8

16

4

84

4

4.07 Task Management

4

16

8

Subtotal, Task 4 (hours)

Task 5

6%

City
City
Management Management

Costs
Other
Direct

Flood Management
3.01 Data Collection
3.02 Hydraulic Models

3.06 Public Outreach and Involvement
3.07 Cost Estimates

Task 4

Sub.
w/ markup

16

22

$

Technology
& Admin

8

2

Subtotal, Task 2 ($)

Labor
Fee

4

20

Subtotal, Task 2 (hours)

Administrative

Hours

8

24

2.06 Report Chapter
2.07 Task Management

Recreation
Specialist

AE/AS/AG I
$179

24

16

2.03 Stormwater Capture and Reuse
2.04 Public Outreach and Involvement
2.05 Cost Estimates

GIS

PE/PS/PG II
$240

8

2

Water Supply
2.01 Data Collection
2.02 Groundwater Recharge

ADM III
$112

40

1
$

Biologist

PE/PS/PG I
$226

1

1.08 Task Management
Subtotal, Task 1 (hours)

Geomorphologist

SGISA
$198

4

1.06 Cost Estimates
1.07 Report Chapter

Subtotal, Task 1 ($)
Task 2

Assoc Eng

SE/SS/SG II AE/AS/AG II
$212
$192

$

24
0

5,544

24
$

2,688

$

12
$

0

1,740

$

16

16
260

55,120

$

49,920

$

792

16
$

1,792

$

338

$

5,978

$

622

$

10,990

$

22,240

$

1,334

$

23,574

$

94,340

$

5,660

$

100,000

12,924

24

112
500

5,760

$

4,296

16
0

$

10,368

24

4

4

5,640

$

24

24

260

$

24

160
12

30
64

60

$

12,192

$

732

$

184

$

38,912

$

2,335

$

41,247

184

$

35,712

$

2,143

$

37,855

64

$

12,340

$

740

$

13,080

42

$

8,480

$

509

$

8,989

72

$

13,216

$

793

$

14,009

$

30,712

$

1,843

$

32,555

$

151,564

$

9,094

$

160,658

40

40

148

40

40

754

9,600

$

7,160

10

$

2,016

$

121

$

2,137

80

104

$

23,072

$

1,384

$

24,456
8,395

5.03 Public Outreach and Involvement
5.04 Cost Estimates
5.05 Report Chapter

4

8

24

36

$

7,920

$

475

$

2

8

16

26

$

5,632

$

338

$

5,970

4

8

24

52

$

9,712

$

583

$

10,295

5.06 Task Management

12

20

$

23,744

$

1,425

$

25,169

32

68

$

72,096

$

4,326

$

76,422

$

471,512

$

28,291

$

499,803

Subtotal, Task 5 (hours)
Subtotal, Task 5 ($)

$

7,680

$

16

16
0

0

0

0

0

13,056

160
$

36,160

16
$

1,792

$

32

32

112

32

32

340

7,680

$

5,728

Task 6
0

6.01
Subtotal, Task 6 (hours)

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

152

560

288

32

360

336

112

160

80

168

168

2,416

Subtotal, Task 6 ($)
TOTAL (hours)
TOTAL ($)

$
Legend:
Role
PE/PS/PG II
AE/AS/AG II
ESG I
PE/PS/PG I
SE/SS/SG II
AE/AS/AG II
SGISA
PE/PS/PG I
ADM III
PE/PS/PG II
AE/AS/AG I

Principal Engineer/Scientist/Geologist II
Associate Engineer/Scientist/Geologist II
Engineer/Scientist/Geologist I
Principal Engineer/Scientist/Geologist I
Senior Engineer/Scientist/Geologist II
Associate Engineer/Scientist/Geologist II
Senior GIS Analyst
Principal Engineer/Scientist/Geologist I
Administrative III
Principal Engineer/Scientist/Geologist II
Associate Engineer/Scientist/Geologist I

36,480

$

107,520

Name
P Engineer
Assoc Eng
Eng 1
Surveyor
Geomorph-ologist
Biologist
GIS
Recreation Specialist
Administra-tive
City Management
City Management

$

41,760

$

7,232

$

76,320

$

64,512

$

22,176

$

36,160

$

8,960

$

40,320

$

30,072

Appendix 5D, Table 2, Project 33: Mud and Rock Creek Flood Protection Project
West Yost Associates

PE/PS/PG II AE/AS/AG II
$240
$192

ESG I
$145

PE/PS/PG I
$226

PROJECT: Prj 33 - Mud & Rock Creek Flood Protection PLN

P Engineer

Eng 1

Surveyor

Task 1

Water Quality
1.01 Data Collection
1.02 LID

GIS

Recreation
Specialist

Administrative

PE/PS/PG II
$240

8
20

1.03 Nonstructural BMPs
1.04 Structural BMPs

4

40

20

4

16

12

1.05 Public Outreach and Involvement
1.06 Cost Estimates

4

16

12

2

40

16

4

8

1.07 Report Chapter
1.08 Task Management

2

24

16

4

8

24
24

16

48

$

Water Supply
2.01 Data Collection
2.02 Groundwater Recharge

Subtotal, Task 2 (hours)
Subtotal, Task 2 ($)

$

Flood Management
3.01 Data Collection
3.02 Revise Models from Project 44
3.03 Evaluates Causes of Flooding
3.04 Develop Solution Alternatives
3.05 Identify Recommended Project
3.06 Public Outreach and Involvement
3.07 Cost Estimates
3.08 Report Chapter
3.09 Task Management

Subtotal, Task 3 (hours)
Subtotal, Task 3 ($)

$

Environmental Benefits
4.01 Data Collection
4.02 Gravel / Sediment Plan

1

12

2

22

196

106

5,280

$

37,632

$

15,370

1

8

8

4

24

12

4

24

4

16

1,808

$

0
$

16,489

8

72

$

13,124

$

787

$

13,911

4

44

$

8,372

$

502

$

8,874

4

36

$

6,564

$

394

$

6,958

0

8,712

$

1,792

$

11,520

70

$

12,168

$

730

$

12,898

102

$

19,152

$

1,149

$

20,301

24

63

$

12,890

$

773

$

13,663

48

492
$

91,554

$

5,493

$

97,047

24

$

8,592

4,766

$

12,003

12

8

48

$

8,892

$

534

$

9,426

12

4

36

$

6,564

$

394

$

6,958

8

1

12

2

20

124

62

4
0

8,990

1

8

8

16

80

40

4
$

4
848

$

16

8

36
768

$

16

0

7,128

8
$

896

$

34

$

6,248

$

375

$

6,623

40

$

6,880

$

413

$

7,293

$

12,890

$

773

$

13,663

$

57,294

$

3,438

$

60,732

53

$

10,192

$

612

$

10,804

160

$

30,424

$

1,825

$

32,249

24

24

63

24

24

306

5,760

$

4,296

4

24

16

80

80

24

24

16

240

$

43,664

$

2,620

$

46,284

12

40

60

24

24

16

176

$

32,124

$

1,927

$

34,051

8

24

40

8

8

8

96

$

17,144

$

1,029

$

18,173

24

40

16

8

8

16

112

$

22,160

$

1,330

$

23,490

16

40

40

8

8

24

40

40

16

16

40

40

40

157

392

364

37,680

$

75,264

$

52,780

24
$

5,424

$

16

16

8

120

92

25,440

$

23,040

16
4

2

8

16

16

4.06 Report Chapter
4.07 Task Management

4

4

24

24

8

16

36

68

8,640

$

13,056

2

4

8

16

24

120

4

$

24
0

18,216

24
$

2,688

$

12
$

0

1,740

$

16

8

8

232

240

49,184

$

46,080

$

792

16
$

1,792

$

1,233

$

21,785

1,989

$

35,133

$

64,648

$

3,879

$

68,527

$

274,052

$

16,443

$

290,495

80

320
1453

19,200

$

14,320

16
0

$
$

80

4

4

20,552
33,144

80

16

16

$
$

80

160
12

112
184

30

$

6,016

$

361

$

6,377

184

$

38,912

$

2,335

$

41,247

184

$

35,712

$

2,143

$

37,855

56

$

10,724

$

643

$

11,367

42

$

8,480

$

509

$

8,989

72

$

13,216

$

793

$

14,009

$

24,984

$

1,499

$

26,483

$

138,044

$

8,283

$

146,327

40

40

120

40

40

688

9,600

$

7,160

60

6

$

1,248

$

75

$

1,323

84

$

18,552

$

1,113

$

19,665

4

4

16

24

$

5,344

$

321

$

5,665

2

8

16

26

$

5,632

$

338

$

5,970

4

4

24

8

16

8

28
$

3,952

$

$

8

Subtotal, Task 5 ($)

$

933

270

4.03 Biological Improvements
4.04 Public Outreach and Involvement
4.05 Cost Estimates

Subtotal, Task 5 (hours)

224

$

679

8

5.06 Task Management

$

15,556

$

160

5.03 Public Outreach and Involvement
5.04 Cost Estimates
5.05 Report Chapter

3,728

$

$

4

Community Benefits
5.01 Data Collection
5.02 Community Outreach Plan

$

4,496

16

$

21
84

11,324

2

Subtotal, Task 4 ($)

4

$

4

8

Subtotal, Task 4 (hours)

10%

Total
Costs

$

8

4

6%

Costs
Other
Direct

16

44

848

Sub.
w/ markup

25

24

$

$

4

Technology
& Admin

60

16

23,808

8

Labor
Fee

4

2

$

8

Hours

16

4

4,800

4

AE/AS/AG I
$179

City
City
Management Management

8

2.06 Report Chapter
2.07 Task Management

Task 5

ADM III
$112

40

2.03 Stormwater Capture and Reuse
2.04 Public Outreach and Involvement
2.05 Cost Estimates

Task 4

Biologist

PE/PS/PG I
$226

1

Subtotal, Task 1 ($)

Task 3

Geomorphologist

SGISA
$198

4

Subtotal, Task 1 (hours)

Task 2

Assoc Eng

SE/SS/SG II AE/AS/AG II
$212
$192

6,720

52
$

0

0

0

0

0

9,984

12
40

124
$

28,024

12
$

1,344

40
$

9,600

$

44

$

8,496

$

510

$

9,006

40

112

$

23,560

$

1,414

$

24,974

40

296
$

62,832

$

3,770

$

66,602

$

623,776

$

37,427

$

661,203

7,160

Task 6
0

6.01
Subtotal, Task 6 (hours)

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

263

832

544

32

360

364

176

124

76

232

232

3,235

Subtotal, Task 6 ($)
TOTAL (hours)
TOTAL ($)

$
Legend:
Role
PE/PS/PG II
AE/AS/AG II
ESG I
PE/PS/PG I
SE/SS/SG II
AE/AS/AG II
SGISA
PE/PS/PG I
ADM III
PE/PS/PG II
AE/AS/AG I

Principal Engineer/Scientist/Geologist II
Associate Engineer/Scientist/Geologist II
Engineer/Scientist/Geologist I
Principal Engineer/Scientist/Geologist I
Senior Engineer/Scientist/Geologist II
Associate Engineer/Scientist/Geologist II
Senior GIS Analyst
Principal Engineer/Scientist/Geologist I
Administrative III
Principal Engineer/Scientist/Geologist II
Associate Engineer/Scientist/Geologist I

63,120

$

159,744

Name
P Engineer
Assoc Eng
Eng 1
Surveyor
Geomorph-ologist
Biologist
GIS
Recreation Specialist
Administra-tive
City Management
City Management

$

78,880

$

7,232

$

76,320

$

69,888

$

34,848

$

28,024

$

8,512

$

55,680

$

41,528

Appendix 5D, Table 3A. Cost Estimate for SWRP Project 40 - Parking Lot 4 Rehabilitation
Number

Bid Item

Bio-Retention Basin
1 Drip Irrigation
2 Protect/Wrap Utilities
3 New Irrigation Main Line
4 Aggregate Storage Layer
Excavation, Off Haul & Disposal for
5 Bioretention Planters
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Concrete for Planter Walls, Lateral Bracing,
Modified Curb & Gutters & Splash Pads
Bioretention Soil (18" Depth)
Wood Mulch (Matting Variety 3" Depth)
Drain Rock
Vegetation - 1 Gallon Pots
Vegetation - 4" Pots
Backflow Units & Associated Cages
New Solar Powered Controllers

Permeable Pavement
14 8" Thick Pervious Concrete Pavement
15 Protect/Wrap Utilities

Units

Quantity

Unit Price

Total Price

SF
LF
LF
CY

231
14
60
17

$19.35
$8.37
$90.00
$144.00

$4,500
$120
$5,400
$2,500

CY

34

$50.00

$1,700

CY
CY
CY
CY
EA
EA
EA
EA

6
13
2
2
12
25
1
1

$1,566.00
$120.00
$126.00
$315.00
$45.00
$39.15
$5,400.00
$4,500.00

$9,300
$1,500
$300
$630
$540
$1,000
$5,400
$4,500

Subtotal

$37,390

SF
LF

19162
429

$13.50
$8.37

$258,700
$3,600

Excavation, Off Haul & Disposal for
16 Permeable pavement

CY

710

$50.00

$35,500

AASHTO No. 57 Aggregate for Permeable
17 Pavement Bedding (8")

CY

473

$144.00

$68,100

Subtotal

$365,900

---

$20,200
$121,000

General Construction
18 Mobilization/Demobilization & Insurance (5%) LS
19 Construction Contingency (30%)
LS

1
1

Construction Costs
Engineering and Design Fees
-1
20 Engineering, Administrating, Permitting (25%) LS
Total Estimated Capital Project Cost

$544,490
$120,987
$665,500

Appendix 5D, Table 3B. Cost Estimate for Annual O&M for SWRP Project 40 - Parking Lot 4
Rehabilitation
Item No
Item Description
Units
Quantity
Unit Cost
Bioretention Maintenance - Frequency: 12 times per year (excluding 90-day plant establishment)
1
2 Person Maintenance Crew
hr
12
$100
Permeable Pavement - Frequency: Varies
2 Person Maintenance Crew - Frequency: 6
2
times a year
3
Vac Truck - Frequency: 2 times a year

n\c\755\10-17-01\wp\11\ch5\app5DProject40
Last Revised: 05-17-18

hr
hr

Total Cost
$1,200

8
$150
4
$100
Total Estimated Project Cost

$1,200
$400
$2,800

City of Chico
SWRP Implementation Plan

Appendix 5D, Table 4, Project 44: 5 Mile and Lindo Channel Diversion Structures Study
West Yost Associates

PROJECT: Prj 44 - Lindo Channel Diversion Study

Task 1

PE/PS/PG II
$240

AE/AS/AG II
$192

ESG I
$145

PE/PS/PG I
$226

SE/SS/SG II
$212

AE/AS/AG II
$192

SGISA
$198

PE/PS/PG I
$226

ADM III
$112

P Engineer

Assoc Eng

Eng 1

Surveyor

Geomorphologist

Biologist

GIS

Recreation
Specialist

Administrative

24

Flood Management
1.01 Data collection
1.02 Coordinate with agencies

AE/AS/AG I
$179

Hours

Labor
Fee

Technology
& Admin

Sub.
w/ markup

6%

10%

City
City
Management Management

Total
Costs

1

8

8

45

$

9,152

$

549

$

9,701

8

8

24

$

4,616

$

277

$

4,893

8

12

24

44

$

7,704

$

462

$

8,166

8

8

16

32

$

5,776

$

347

$

6,123

1.05 Assess scour, erosion, sediment transport
1.06 Identify recommended project

12

30

10

52

$

10,090

$

605

$

10,695

4

24

10

46

$

8,602

$

516

$

9,118

1.07 Cost Estimates
1.08 Technical Memorandum

1

12

4

17

$

3,124

$

187

$

3,311

4

12

1

8

29

$

5,441

$

326

$

5,767

1.09 Task Management

10

5

1

8

80

184

$

38,609

$

2,317

$

40,926

80

473
$

93,114

$

5,587

$

98,701

$

93,114

$

5,587

$

98,701

Subtotal, Task 1 (hours)
Subtotal, Task 1 ($)

56
$

TOTAL (hours)

13,440

119
$

56
$

13,440

22,848

119
$

22,848

8

82
$

11,890

24
$

82
$

11,890

4

Costs
Other
Direct

8

1.03 Prepare model
1.04 Evaluate gate operation levels and debris control structures

TOTAL ($)

PE/PS/PG II
$240

24
$

0

0

5,424

5,424

28
$

0

0

80
0

5,544

28
$

4

5,544

4
$

0

80
448

$

4
$

19,200

$

80
448

$

19,200

14,320

80
$

14,320

473

Appendix 5D, Table 5, Project 59: Routine Community Creek Clean Up Project
West Yost Associates

PE/PS/PG II
$240

AE/AS/AG II
$192

ESG I
$145

PE/PS/PG I
$226

SE/SS/SG II
$212

AE/AS/AG II
$192

SGISA
$198

PE/PS/PG I
$226

ADM III
$112

PROJECT: Prj 59 - Routine Community Cleanups

P Engineer

Assoc Eng

Eng 1

Surveyor

Geomorphologist

Biologist

GIS

Recreation
Specialist

Administrative

Task 1

PE/PS/PG II
$240

AE/AS/AG I
$179

ADM III
$112

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Subtotal, Task 1 ($)

$

TOTAL (hours)

0

0

TOTAL ($)

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Principal Engineer/Scientist/Geologist II
Associate Engineer/Scientist/Geologist II
Engineer/Scientist/Geologist I
Principal Engineer/Scientist/Geologist I
Senior Engineer/Scientist/Geologist II
Associate Engineer/Scientist/Geologist II
Senior GIS Analyst
Principal Engineer/Scientist/Geologist I
Administrative III
Principal Engineer/Scientist/Geologist II
Associate Engineer/Scientist/Geologist I
Administrative III

Name
P Engineer
Assoc Eng
Eng 1
Surveyor
Geomorph-ologist
Biologist
GIS
Recreation Specialist
Administra-tive
City Management
City Management
City Management

Technology
& Admin

Sub.
w/ markup

6%

10%

Costs
Other
Direct

Total
Costs

25

25

$

2,800

$

168

$

2,968

25

25

$

2,800

$

168

$

2,968

50

50
$

5,600

$

336

$

5,936

$

5,600

$

336

$

5,936

5,600

50
$

Legend:
Role
PE/PS/PG II
AE/AS/AG II
ESG I
PE/PS/PG I
SE/SS/SG II
AE/AS/AG II
SGISA
PE/PS/PG I
ADM III
PE/PS/PG II
AE/AS/AG I
ADM III

Labor
Fee

City
City
City
Management Management Management

Cleanup Program Expansion
1.01 Outreach/Media
1.02 Weekly Cleanup In-Kind Expenses

Subtotal, Task 1 (hours)

Hours

5,600

50

Appendix 5D, Table 6A. Cost Esimate for SWRP Project 65 - Laxson South Bioswale
Number

Bid Item

Units

Quantity

Unit Price

Total Price

Bioswale
1
2
3
5
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Storm Drain Drop Inlet
Tie Into Existing Storm Drain Line
Storm Drain Line
Excavation, Off Haul & Grading
Bioretention Soil (18" Depth)
Wood Mulch (Matting Variety 3" Depth)
Drain Rock
Vegetation - 1 Gallon Pots
Vegetation - 4" Pots
Sample Area
Signage

General Construction
18 Mobilization/Demobilization & Insurance (5%)
19 Construction Contingency (30%)
Engineering and Design Fees
20 Engineering, Administratin, Permitting (25%)

EA
EA
LF
CY
CY
CY
CY
EA
EA
EA
LS

LS
LS

1
1
50
400
400
35
70
15
30
2
1

1
1

$3,000.00
$1,500.00
$35.00
$50.00
$120.00
$126.00
$315.00
$45.00
$40.00
$2,500.00
$5,000.00

$3,000
$1,500
$1,800
$20,000
$48,000
$4,400
$22,050
$680
$1,200
$5,000
$5,000

Subtotal

$112,630

---

$5,600
$34,000

Construction Costs

$152,230

-LS
1
Total Estimated Capital Project Cost

$33,789
$186,000

Appendix 5D, Table 6B. Cost Estimate for Annual O&M for SWRP Project 65 - Laxson South Bioswale
Item No
Item Description
Bioswale
1
2 Person Maintenance Crew
2
Administration
3
Sample (Lab Cost)

n\c\755\10-17-01\wp\11\ch5\app5DProject40
Last Revised: 04-13-18

Units
HR
HR
EA

Quantity

Unit Cost

100
$100
80
$140
5
$1,000
Total Estimated Project Cost

Total Cost
$10,000
$11,200
$5,000
$26,200

City of Chico
SWRP Implementation Plan

Appendix 5D, Table 7, Project 73: Bidwell/Grape Avenue Storm Water Protection and Restoration Project
West Yost Associates

PE/PS/PG II
$240

AE/AS/AG II
$192

ESG I
$145

PE/PS/PG I
$226

SE/SS/SG II
$212

AE/AS/AG II
$192

SGISA
$198

PE/PS/PG I
$226

ADM III
$112

PROJECT: Prj 73 -Bidwell/Grape Ave Stormwater Protection/ Restoration Plan

P Engineer

Assoc Eng

Eng 1

Surveyor

Geomorphologist

Biologist

GIS

Recreation
Specialist

Administrative

Task 1

Water Quality
1.01 Data Collection
1.02 LID
1.03 Nonstructural BMPs
1.04 Structural BMPs
1.05 Public Outreach and Involvement
1.06 Cost Estimates
1.07 Report Chapter
1.08 Task Management

Subtotal, Task 1 (hours)
Subtotal, Task 1 ($)
Task 2

$

Water Supply
2.01 Data Collection
2.02 Groundwater Recharge
2.03 Stormwater Capture and Reuse
2.04 Public Outreach and Involvement
2.05 Cost Estimates
2.06 Report Chapter
2.07 Task Management

Subtotal, Task 2 (hours)
Subtotal, Task 2 ($)
Task 3

$

Flood Management
3.01 Data Collection
3.02 Revise Models from Project 44
3.03 Evaluates Causes of Flooding
3.04 Develop Solution Alternatives
3.05 Identify Recommended Project
3.06 Public Outreach and Involvement
3.07 Cost Estimates
3.08 Report Chapter
3.09 Task Management

Subtotal, Task 3 (hours)
Subtotal, Task 3 ($)
Task 4

$

8

8

30

10

4

30

10

4

10

10

4

10

13

4
4
10

4,766
12,917
10,339

8

52

$

9,754

$

585

$

4

38

$

7,382

$

443

$

7,825

4

31

$

5,557

$

333

$

5,890

24
16

48

5,280

$

31,488

$

12,325

1

8

8

4

24

12

$

2,260

4
$

4
848

$

44
768

$

4

0

8,712

$

1,792

$

11,520

70

$

12,168

$

730

$

12,898

102

$

19,152

$

1,149

$

20,301

24

63

$

12,890

$

773

$

13,663

48

445
$

83,585

$

5,015

$

88,600

24

$

8,592

4

21

$

3,728

$

224

$

3,952

16

60

$

11,324

$

679

$

12,003

4

24

12

8

48

$

8,892

$

534

$

9,426

4

16

12

4

36

$

6,564

$

394

$

6,958

2

24

8

34

$

6,248

$

375

$

6,623

4

16

8

40

$

6,880

$

413

$

7,293

$

12,890

$

773

$

13,663

$

56,526

$

3,392

$

59,918

53

$

10,192

$

612

$

10,804

54

$

10,749

$

645

$

11,394

1

12

2

20

124

62

4,800

$

23,808

$

4
0

8,990

1

8

8

12

12

15

4
$

0
848

36
$

16

8

16

0

7,128

8
$

896

$

24

24

63

24

24

302

5,760

$

4,296

4

15

10

65

65

18

18

15

191

$

34,547

$

2,073

$

36,620

10

40

60

24

24

16

174

$

31,644

$

1,899

$

33,543

8

24

40

8

8

8

96

$

17,144

$

1,029

$

18,173

24

40

16

8

8

16

112

$

22,160

$

1,330

$

23,490

16

40

40

8

8

24

40

40

16

16

40

40

40

145

309

324

34,800

$

59,328

$

46,980

15
$

3,390

$

16

16

8

114

91

24,168

8
160

4.03 Biological Improvements
4.04 Public Outreach and Involvement
4.05 Cost Estimates

8

16

4

4

$

21,888

16

16

8

16

16

4

24

24

16
68

8,640

$

13,056

0

18,018

24
$

2,688

$

12
$

0

1,740

$

8

8

232

230

49,184

$

44,160

$

792

16
$

1,792

$

20,552

$

1,233

$

21,785

33,144

$

1,989

$

35,133

$

64,648

$

3,879

$

68,527

$

244,780

$

14,687

$

259,467

80

320

80

1296

19,200

$

14,320

16
0

$
$

80

4

4

112
184
80

150
12

2
8

$

24

16

4
36

24

114

4

Community Benefits
5.01 Data Collection
5.02 Community Outreach Plan

$
$

24

16

$

270
731

8

8

Subtotal, Task 4 ($)

$
$

8

2

Subtotal, Task 4 (hours)

4,496
12,186

4

10

10%

Total
Costs

$

4

2

6%

Costs
Other
Direct

$

16

85

Sub.
w/ markup

64

16

12

Technology
& Admin

25

40

164

Labor
Fee

4

24

1

Hours

16

2

22

AE/AS/AG I
$179

City
City
Management Management

2

Environmental Benefits
4.01 Data Collection
4.02 Gravel / Sediment Plan

4.06 Report Chapter
4.07 Task Management

Task 5

1
4

PE/PS/PG II
$240

30

$

6,016

$

361

$

6,377

184

$

38,912

$

2,335

$

41,247

174

$

33,792

$

2,028

$

35,820

56

$

10,724

$

643

$

11,367

42

$

8,480

$

509

$

8,989

72

$

13,216

$

793

$

14,009

$

24,984

$

1,499

$

26,483

$

136,124

$

8,167

$

144,291

40

40

120

40

40

678

9,600

$

7,160

2

4

6

$

1,248

$

75

$

1,323

8

16

80

104

$

23,072

$

1,384

$

24,456

5.03 Public Outreach and Involvement
5.04 Cost Estimates

4

4

16

24

$

5,344

$

321

$

5,665

2

8

16

26

$

5,632

$

338

$

5,970

5.05 Report Chapter
5.06 Task Management

4

4

24

44

$

8,496

$

510

$

9,006

8

16

8

40

112

$

23,560

$

1,414

$

24,974

40

316
$

67,352

$

4,041

$

71,393

$

588,367

$

35,302

$

623,669

Subtotal, Task 5 (hours)
Subtotal, Task 5 ($)

28
$

6,720

52
$

0

0

0

0

0

9,984

12
40

144
$

32,544

12
$

1,344

40
$

9,600

$

7,160

Task 6
0

6.01
Subtotal, Task 6 (hours)

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

251

717

483

25

354

348

175

144

76

232

232

3,037

Subtotal, Task 6 ($)

TOTAL (hours)
TOTAL ($)

$

60,240

$

137,664

$

70,035

$

5,650

$

75,048

$

66,816

$

34,650

$

32,544

$

8,512

$

55,680

$

41,528

Appendix 5D, Table 8. Cost Estimate for SWRP Project 77 - LID and Green Infrastructure Implementation
Program for Butte County Schools
Number

Bid Item

Project Planning (per school)
1 Site Review (2 Person)
2 Topographic Survey
3 Design
Estimated Construction Cost (per school)
1 Design
Project Planning (25 schools)
1 Total Cost
Estimated Construction Cost (25 schools)
1 Total Construction Cost

Units
HR
DAY
HR

EA

EA

EA

Quantity
4
1
100

4

25

25

Unit Price
$280
$3,150
$200

$1,100
$3,150
$20,000

Subtotal

$24,250

$24,250

$97,000

Subtotal

$97,000

$24,250

$606,300

Subtotal

$606,300

$97,000

$2,425,000

Subtotal

$2,425,000
$3,031,300

Total Estimated Project Cost

n\c\755\10-17-01\wp\11\ch5\app5DProject77
Last Revised: 04-13-18

Total Price

City of Chico
SWRP Implementation Plan

Appendix 5D, Table 9A. Cost Estimate for SWRP Project 85 - Chapman Mulberry Rain Garden
Number

Bid Item

Rain Garden
1 Volunteer Labor
2 Equipment
3 Lane Closure (by City)
General Construction
4 Mobilization/Demobilization & Insurance (5%)
5 Construction Contingency (30%)
Engineering and Design Fees
6 Engineering (Assistance), Administration, Permitting (25%)

Units
DAY
DAY
HR

Quantity
0
3
12

Unit Price

Total Price

$0
$2,400
$140

$0
$7,200
$1,680

Subtotal

$8,880

-1
-1
Construction Costs

$400
$3,000
$12,280

-LS
1
Total Estimated Capital Project Cost

$2,664
$15,000

LS
LS

Appendix 5D, Table 9B. Cost Estimate for Annual O&M for SWRP Project 85 - Chapman Mulberry Rain Garden
Item No
Item Description
Rain Garden
1
2 Person Maintenance Crew- Frequency: 1 time per year
2
3
4
5

Sampling (Volunteer)
Program Administration Time (Lab Cost for Samples)
Inspections (Watch/Oversee Program)
Program Oversites

n\c\755\10-17-01\wp\11\ch5\app5DProject40
Last Revised: 04-13-18

Units
HR
HR
EA
HR
HR

Quantity

Unit Cost

Total Cost

8
$100
0
$0
2
$1,000
20
$140
40
$140
Total Estimated Project Cost

$800
$0
$2,000
$2,800
$5,600
$11,200

City of Chico
SWRP Implementation Plan

Appendix 5D, Table 10A, Project I: Trash Reduction Master Plan and Specific Implementation Projects
West Yost Associates

PE/PS/PG II AE/AS/AG II
$240
$192

ESG I
$145

PE/PS/PG I
$226

PROJECT: Prj I - Trash Reduction Master Plan

P Engineer

Assoc Eng

Eng 1

Surveyor

5

20

1

3

16

40

10

40

4

24

40

8

62

108

Task 1

Trash Capture Study
1.01 Review and revise jurisdictional maps
1.02 Update map for proposed FCS
1.03 Implementation Plan
1.04 Compliance Track O&M Program
1.05 Submit to SMARTS
1.06 Task Management

Task 2

$

$

20,736

2

4

2.03 Publich Outreach

12

16

GIS

PE/PS/PG I
ADM III
PE/PS/PG II AE/AS/AG I Hours
$226
$112
$240
$179
Recreation
City
City
Administrative
Specialist
Management Management

14

40

$

$

TOTAL (hours)

3,360

$

76
$

18,240

7,680

$

28,416

6%

10%

Costs
Other
Direct

Total
Costs

$

5,185

$

311

$

5,496

$

9,928

$

596

$

10,524

60

6

116

$

19,452

$

1,167

$

20,619

40

4

72

$

11,816

$

709

$

12,525

0

0

0

0

0

20,735

10

13
$

1,456

0

0

0

0

0

$

0

1,450

153
$

Sub.
w/ markup

62

2

$

290

$

17

$

307

24

24

96

$

21,192

$

1,272

$

22,464

24

24

374
$

67,863

$

4,072

$

71,935

$

2,448

$

147

$

2,595

5,760

$

4,296

11

10

148

Technology
& Admin

26

5

$

Labor
Fee

3

143

20

Subtotal, Task 2 (hours)

TOTAL ($)

14,880

Evaluate Trash Reduction Strategies
2.01 Evaluate existing approaches
2.02 Evaluate recommendations

Subtotal, Task 2 ($)

SGISA
$198

2

Subtotal, Task 1 (hours)
Subtotal, Task 1 ($)

SE/SS/SG II AE/AS/AG II
$212
$192
GeomorphBiologist
ologist

22,185

$

0

0

0

0

0

13
$

1,456

30

$

5,290

$

317

$

5,607

20

20

68

$

14,332

$

860

$

15,192

25

20

109
$

22,070

$

1,324

$

23,394

$

89,933

$

5,396

$

95,329

6,000

$

49
$

11,760

3,580

44
$

7,876

483

Appendix 5D, Table 10B. Cost Estimate for Trash Capture Device at Meyers Street
Item No
Item Description
Trash Capture Device
1
In-Line Trash Capture Basket - 30" Pipe
2
Concrete Vault
3
Access Hatch
General Items
4
Mobilization/Demobilization & Insurance (10%)
Construction Contingency (30%)
5
6

Engineering, Administration, Permitting & CM (25%)

Units

Quantity

Unit Cost

Total Cost

ea
cy
ea

1
5.48
2

$10,000
$1,000
$10,000

$10,000
$5,476
$20,000

LS
LS

1
1

$3,600
$11,800

$3,600
$11,800

Construction Costs
LS
1
$9,800
Total Estimated Capital Project Cost

$50,900
$9,800
$60,700

Appendix 5D, Table 10C. Cost Estimate for Annual O&M on Trash Capture Device at Meyers Street
Item No
Item Description
Units
Trash Capture Maintenance - Frequency: 4 times per year, 4 hours per device
1
Vac Truck
hr
2
2 Person Maintenance Crew
hr

Quantity

Unit Cost

16
$150
16
$100
Total Estimated Project Cost

n\c\755\10-17-01\wp\11\ch5\App5d\ProjectCots_Chico
Last Revised: 04-13-17

Total Cost
$2,400
$1,600
$4,000

City of Chico
SWRP Implementation Plan

Appendix 5D, Table 10D. Cost Estimate for Trash Capture Device at Otterson Drive
Item No
Item Description
Trash Capture Device
1
In-Line Trash Capture Basket - 54" Pipe
2
Concrete Vault
3
Access Hatch
General Items
4
Mobilization/Demobilization & Insurance (10%)
Construction Contingency (30%)
5
6

Engineering, Administration, Permitting & CM (25%)

Units

Quantity

Unit Cost

Total Cost

ea
cy
ea

1
7.07
2

$10,000
$1,000
$10,000

$10,000
$7,066
$20,000

LS
LS

1
1

$3,800
$12,300

$3,800
$12,300

Construction Costs
LS
1
$10,300
Total Estimated Capital Project Cost

$53,200
$10,300
$63,500

Appendix 5D, Table 10E. Cost Estimate for Annual O&M for Trash Capture Device at Otterson Drive
Item No
Item Description
Units
Trash Capture Maintenance - Frequency: 4 times per year, 4 hours per device
1
Vac Truck
hr
2
2 Person Maintenance Crew
hr

Quantity

Unit Cost

16
$150
16
$100
Total Estimated Project Cost

n\c\755\10-17-01\wp\11\ch5\App5d\ProjectCots_Chico
Last Revised: 04-13-17

Total Cost
$2,400
$1,600
$4,000

City of Chico
SWRP Implementation Plan

Appendix 5D, Table 11, Project M: Big Chico Creek 21st Century Management Plan
West Yost Associates
PROJECT: Prj M - BCC 21st Century Mgmt Plan

Task 1

PE/PS/PG II AE/AS/AG II
$240
$192
P Engineer

Water Quality
1.01 Data Collection
1.02 LID

8

8
20

1.03 Nonstructural BMPs
1.04 Structural BMPs

4

40

20

4

16

12

1.05 Public Outreach and Involvement
1.06 Cost Estimates

4

16

2

1.07 Report Chapter
1.08 Task Management
$

Water Supply
2.01 Data Collection
2.02 Groundwater Recharge

Geomorphologist

Biologist

SGISA
$198

PE/PS/PG I
$226

ADM III
$112

GIS

Recreation
Specialist

Administrative

PE/PS/PG II
$240

AE/AS/AG I
$179

Hours

Labor
Fee

Technology
& Admin

Sub.
w/ markup

6%

10%

City
City
Management Management

Costs
Other
Direct

Total
Costs

4

21

$

3,728

$

224

$

3,952

84

$

15,556

$

933

$

16,489

8

72

$

13,124

$

787

$

13,911

4

44

$

8,372

$

502

$

8,874

12

4

36

$

6,564

$

394

$

6,958

40

16

4

8

70

$

12,168

$

730

$

12,898

2

24

16

4

8

1

12

2

22

196

106

5,280

$

37,632

$

15,370

1

8

8

24

12

2.03 Stormwater Capture and Reuse
2.04 Public Outreach and Involvement

4

24

4

16

2.05 Cost Estimates
2.06 Report Chapter

2

24

8

4

16

8

2.07 Task Management

1

12

2

20
$

SE/SS/SG II AE/AS/AG II
$212
$192

16

4

Subtotal, Task 2 ($)

4,800

124
$

23,808

4
8

8
$

$

0
848

44
$

0

8,712

16
$

1,792

$

24

102

$

19,152

$

1,149

$

20,301

24

24

63

$

12,890

$

773

$

13,663

48

48

492
$

91,554

$

5,493

$

97,047

11,520

$

8,592

4

21

$

3,728

$

224

$

3,952

16

60

$

11,324

$

679

$

12,003

12

8

48

$

8,892

$

534

$

9,426

12

4

36

$

6,564

$

394

$

6,958

34

$

6,248

$

375

$

6,623

4

4

8
24

62
$

1,808

4

24

0

8,990

4
$

0
848

36
$

0

7,128

8
$

24
896

$

5,760

$

40

$

6,880

$

413

$

7,293

24

63

$

12,890

$

773

$

13,663

24

302
$

56,526

$

3,392

$

59,918

53

$

10,192

$

612

$

10,804

160

$

30,424

$

1,825

$

32,249
46,284

4,296

Flood Management
3.01 Data Collection
3.02 Revise Models from Project 44

1

8

8

16

80

40

3.03 Evaluates Causes of Flooding
3.04 Develop Solution Alternatives

16

80

80

24

24

16

240

$

43,664

$

2,620

$

12

40

60

24

24

16

176

$

32,124

$

1,927

$

34,051

8

24

40

8

8

8

96

$

17,144

$

1,029

$

18,173

24

16

112

$

22,160

$

1,330

$

23,490

112

$

20,552

$

1,233

$

21,785

3.05 Identify Recommended Project
3.06 Public Outreach and Involvement

16

16

4

24

40

16

8

8

3.07 Cost Estimates
3.08 Report Chapter

16

40

40

8

8

24

40

40

16

16

24

3.09 Task Management

40

40

40

16

16

8

157

392

364

120

120

92

Subtotal, Task 3 (hours)
Subtotal, Task 3 ($)

$

37,680

$

75,264

$

52,780

24
$

5,424

$

25,440

Environmental Benefits
4.01 Data Collection
4.02 Gravel / Sediment Plan

2

4

8

8

16

160

4.03 Biological Improvements
4.04 Public Outreach and Involvement
4.05 Cost Estimates

8

16

4

4

2
4
8

16

36

68

4.06 Report Chapter
4.07 Task Management
Subtotal, Task 4 (hours)
Subtotal, Task 4 ($)
Task 5

Surveyor

40

Subtotal, Task 2 (hours)

Task 4

Eng 1

4

Subtotal, Task 1 ($)

Task 3

PE/PS/PG I
$226

1

Subtotal, Task 1 (hours)

Task 2

Assoc Eng

ESG I
$145

$

Community Benefits
5.01 Data Collection
5.02 Recreation Plan Plan

8,640

$

$

23,040

0

18,216

24
$

2,688

$

184

$

33,144

$

1,989

$

35,133

80

80

320

$

64,648

$

3,879

$

68,527

80

80

1453
$

274,052

$

16,443

$

290,495

19,200

$

14,320

16
160

16

16

8

16

16

4

24

24

13,056

$

24

12

12
$

0

1,740

$

8

8

232

240

49,184

$

46,080

4
16
4
$

0
792

16
$

1,792

$

30

$

6,016

$

361

$

6,377

184

$

38,912

$

2,335

$

41,247

184

$

35,712

$

2,143

$

37,855

56

$

10,724

$

643

$

11,367

42

$

8,480

$

509

$

8,989

72

$

13,216

$

793

$

14,009

$

24,984

$

1,499

$

26,483

$

138,044

$

8,283

$

146,327

40

40

120

40

40

688

9,600

$

7,160

2

4

6

$

1,248

$

75

$

1,323

8

16

160

184

$

41,152

$

2,469

$

43,621

5.03 Public Outreach and Involvement
5.04 Cost Estimates

4

4

16

24

$

5,344

$

321

$

5,665

2

8

16

26

$

5,632

$

338

$

5,970

5.05 Report Chapter
5.06 Task Management

4

4

24

44

$

8,496

$

510

$

9,006

8

16

8

40

112

$

23,560

$

1,414

$

24,974

40

396
$

85,432

$

5,126

$

90,558

$

645,608

$

38,737

$

684,344

Subtotal, Task 5 (hours)
Subtotal, Task 5 ($)

28
$

6,720

52
$

0

0

0

0

0

9,984

12
40

224
$

50,624

12
$

1,344

40
$

9,600

$

7,160

Task 6
0

6.01
Subtotal, Task 6 (hours)

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

263

832

544

32

360

360

176

224

76

232

232

3,331

Subtotal, Task 6 ($)

TOTAL (hours)
TOTAL ($)

$

63,120

$

159,744

$

78,880

$

7,232

$

76,320

$

69,120

$

34,848

$

50,624

$

8,512

$

55,680

$

41,528

Appendix 5D, Table 12, Project N: Little Chico Creek 21st Century Management Plan
West Yost Associates

PE/PS/PG II
$240

AE/AS/AG II
$192

ESG I
$145

PE/PS/PG I
$226

SE/SS/SG II
$212

AE/AS/AG II
$192

SGISA
$198

PE/PS/PG I
$226

ADM III
$112

PROJECT: Prj N - LCC 21st Century Mgmt Plan

P Engineer

Assoc Eng

Eng 1

Surveyor

Geomorphologist

Biologist

GIS

Recreation
Specialist

Administrative

Task 1

Water Quality
1.01 Data Collection
1.02 LID

1

8

8

4

12

12

1.03 Nonstructural BMPs
1.04 Structural BMPs
1.05 Public Outreach and Involvement

4

12

12

4

12

8

4

16

12

4

2

20

12

4

8

4

8

1.06 Cost Estimates
1.07 Report Chapter

2

20

16

1.08 Task Management

1

12

2

22

112

82

Subtotal, Task 1 (hours)
Subtotal, Task 1 ($)
Task 2

$

Water Supply
2.01 Data Collection
2.02 Groundwater Recharge
2.03 Stormwater Capture and Reuse
2.04 Public Outreach and Involvement
2.05 Cost Estimates
2.06 Report Chapter
2.07 Task Management

Subtotal, Task 2 (hours)
Subtotal, Task 2 ($)
Task 3

$

Flood Management
3.01 Data Collection
3.02 Revise Models from Project 44

21,504

$

11,890

1

4

8

4

16

8

8
$

1,808

4
$

0
848

4

Labor
Fee

Technology
& Admin

Sub.
w/ markup

6%

10%

City
City
Management Management

Costs
Other
Direct

Total
Costs

4

21

$

3,728

$

224

$

3,952

16

48

$

9,020

$

541

$

9,561

8

36

$

6,588

$

395

$

6,983

4

36

$

7,024

$

421

$

7,445

44
$

Hours

0

8,712

16
$

1,792

$

36

$

6,564

$

394

$

6,958

46

$

7,748

$

465

$

8,213

12

12

74

$

13,356

$

801

$

14,157

12

12

39

$

7,862

$

472

$

8,334

24

24

336
$

61,890

$

3,713

$

65,603

5,760

$

4,296

4

17

$

2,960

$

178

$

3,138

12

44

$

8,416

$

505

$

8,921

4

16

8

8

36

$

6,776

$

407

$

7,183

4

12

8

4

28

$

5,216

$

313

$

5,529

2

16

8

26

$

4,712

$

283

$

4,995

4

16

8

40

$

6,880

$

413

$

7,293

$

9,538

$

572

$

10,110

$

44,498

$

2,670

$

47,168

53

$

10,192

$

612

$

10,804

108

$

20,624

$

1,237

$

21,861

1

12

2

20

92

50

4,800

$

17,664

$

4
0

7,250

1

8

8

12

40

32

4
$

0
848

32
$

16

8

16

0

6,336

8
$

896

$

16

16

47

16

16

238

3,840

$

2,864

4

24

12

40

40

16

16

16

140

$

25,992

$

1,560

$

27,552

8

32

40

16

16

16

128

$

23,496

$

1,410

$

24,906

8

24

40

8

8

8

96

$

17,144

$

1,029

$

18,173

3.06 Public Outreach and Involvement
3.07 Cost Estimates

20

24

12

8

8

16

88

$

17,548

$

1,053

$

18,601

12

24

32

8

8

3.08 Report Chapter
3.09 Task Management

20

24

32

16

16

Subtotal, Task 3 ($)

$

32

24

24

125

240

260

30,000

$

46,080

$

37,700

24
$

5,424

$

16

16

8

104

92

22,048

2

4

8

8

16

100

4.03 Biological Improvements
4.04 Public Outreach and Involvement
4.05 Cost Estimates

8

16

4

4

2
4

Subtotal, Task 4 (hours)
Subtotal, Task 4 ($)

$

Community Benefits
5.01 Data Collection
5.02 Recreation Plan Plan

12

4

16

16

13,056

0

18,216

24
$

2,688

$

12

12
$

0

1,740

$

8

8

156

164

33,072

$

31,488

$

792

16
$

1,792

$

15,360

$

922

$

16,282

27,952

$

1,677

$

29,629

$

48,956

$

2,937

$

51,893

$

207,264

$

12,436

$

219,700

60

240

60

1093

14,400

$

10,740

16
0

$
$

60

4

4

84
156
60

100
12

16

$

24

16

8

68
$

19,968

12

8

8,640

$

12

36

24

104

Environmental Benefits
4.01 Data Collection
4.02 Gravel / Sediment Plan

4.06 Report Chapter
4.07 Task Management

Task 5

$

8

AE/AS/AG I
$179

3.03 Evaluates Causes of Flooding
3.04 Develop Solution Alternatives
3.05 Identify Recommended Project

Subtotal, Task 3 (hours)

Task 4

5,280

4

PE/PS/PG II
$240

30

$

6,016

$

361

$

6,377

124

$

26,192

$

1,572

$

27,764

124

$

24,192

$

1,452

$

25,644

48

$

9,108

$

546

$

9,654

34

$

6,864

$

412

$

7,276

56

$

9,984

$

599

$

10,583

$

21,632

$

1,298

$

22,930

$

103,988

$

6,239

$

110,227

32

32

104

32

32

520

7,680

$

5,728

2

4

6

$

1,248

$

75

$

1,323

8

12

120

140

$

31,344

$

1,881

$

33,225

5.03 Public Outreach and Involvement
5.04 Cost Estimates

4

4

12

20

$

4,440

$

266

$

4,706

2

8

12

22

$

4,728

$

284

$

5,012

5.05 Report Chapter
5.06 Task Management

4

4

20

40

$

7,592

$

456

$

8,048

8

12

8

32

92

$

19,440

$

1,166

$

20,606

32

320
$

68,792

$

4,128

$

72,920

$

486,432

$

29,186

$

515,618

Subtotal, Task 5 (hours)
Subtotal, Task 5 ($)

28
$

6,720

44
$

0

0

0

0

0

8,448

12
32

172
$

38,872

12
$

1,344

32
$

7,680

$

5,728

Task 6
0

6.01
Subtotal, Task 6 (hours)

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

231

556

404

32

268

268

172

172

76

164

164

2,507

Subtotal, Task 6 ($)

TOTAL (hours)
TOTAL ($)

$

55,440

$

106,752

$

58,580

$

7,232

$

56,816

$

51,456

$

34,056

$

38,872

$

8,512

$

39,360

$

29,356

Appendix 5D, Table 13A, Project O: Comanche Creek Management Plan
West Yost Associates
PROJECT: Prj O - Comanche Crk Mgmt Plan
Task 1

PE/PS/PG II AE/AS/AG II
$240
$192

8

8

4

8

12

SE/SS/SG II AE/AS/AG II
$212
$192
GeomorphBiologist
ologist

SGISA
$198
GIS

4

PE/PS/PG I
$226
Recreation
Specialist

ADM III
$112
Administrative

PE/PS/PG II AE/AS/AG I Hours
$240
$179
City
City
Management Management

$

3,728

$

224

$

3,952

8,252

$

495

$

8,747

8

32

$

5,820

$

349

$

6,169

4

36

$

7,024

$

421

$

7,445

28

$

5,216

$

313

$

5,529

38

$

6,400

$

384

$

6,784

66

$

12,008

$

720

$

12,728

$

7,862

$

472

$

8,334

$

56,310

$

3,379

$

59,689

12
8

1.05 Public Outreach and Involvement
1.06 Cost Estimates

4

12

8

4

2

16

8

4

8

1.07 Report Chapter
1.08 Task Management

2

16

12

4

8

12

1

12

2

12

12

39

22

92

70

16

24

24

304

$

Water Supply
2.01 Data Collection
2.02 Groundwater Recharge

5,280

$

17,664

$

10,150

1

4

8

4

12

8

2.03 Stormwater Capture and Reuse
2.04 Public Outreach and Involvement

4

12

4

12

2.05 Cost Estimates
2.06 Report Chapter

2

12

8

4

12

8

2.07 Task Management

1

8

2

20

72

50

$

Flood Management
3.01 Data Collection
3.02 Revise Models from Project 44
3.03 Evaluates Causes of Flooding
3.04 Develop Solution Alternatives
3.05 Identify Recommended Project
3.06 Public Outreach and Involvement
3.07 Cost Estimates
3.08 Report Chapter
3.09 Task Management

Subtotal, Task 3 (hours)
Subtotal, Task 3 ($)

$

Environmental Benefits
4.01 Data Collection
4.02 Gravel / Sediment Plan
4.03 Biological Improvements
4.04 Public Outreach and Involvement
4.05 Cost Estimates
4.06 Report Chapter
4.07 Task Management

Subtotal, Task 4 (hours)
Subtotal, Task 4 ($)

4,800

$

Community Benefits
5.01 Data Collection
5.02 Recreation Plan Plan

$

1,808

$

848

44
$

0

8,712

$

1,792

$

5,760

12

$

4,296

4

17

$

2,960

$

178

$

3,138

12

40

$

7,648

$

459

$

8,107

8

8

32

$

6,008

$

360

$

6,368

8

4

28

$

5,216

$

313

$

5,529

22

$

3,944

$

237

$

4,181

4

4
0

7,250

1

8

8

12

32

32

4
$

0
848

32
$

12

8

12

0

6,336

8
$

896

$

36

$

6,112

$

367

$

6,479

16

16

43

$

8,770

$

526

$

9,296

16

16

218
$

40,658

$

2,439

$

43,097

3,840

$

2,864

4

24

45

$

8,576

$

515

$

9,091

100

$

19,088

$

1,145

$

20,233

12

32

32

12

12

12

112

$

20,888

$

1,253

$

22,141

8

32

32

12

12

12

108

$

19,928

$

1,196

$

21,124

8

24

32

8

8

8

88

$

15,984

$

959

$

16,943

20

24

12

8

8

12

84

$

16,756

$

1,005

$

17,761

12

24

24

8

8

20

24

24

16

16

16

16

8

92

92

72

24

24

24

117

224

220

28,080

$

43,008

$

31,900

24
$

5,424

$

19,504

2

4

8

8

16

60

8

16

4

4

2

$

17,664

8

12

12

4

4

12

12

8

12

8

8

12

64
$

12,288

$

24
0

14,256

24
$

2,688

$

12
$

0

1,740

112
$

23,744

22,272

0
792

12
$

1,344

852

$

15,052

$

1,512

$

26,720

$

47,036

$

2,822

$

49,858

$

187,664

$

11,260

$

198,924

232
985

14,400

$

24
$

$

25,208

60

24
4

14,200

$

60

10,740

5,760

$

26

$

5,248

$

315

$

5,563

84

$

17,712

$

1,063

$

18,775

84

$

16,512

$

991

$

17,503

48

$

9,108

$

546

$

9,654

34

$

6,864

$

412

$

7,276

44

$

7,920

$

475

$

8,395

24

84

$

17,512

$

1,051

$

18,563

24

404
$

80,876

$

4,853

$

85,729

12

$

$

60

4

116
$

76
140
60

60
12

8,640

16

12

12

36
$

13,824

$

10%

Total
Costs

$

8

0

6%

Costs
Other
Direct

44

12

4

Sub.
w/ markup

21

4

8

Technology
& Admin

4

4

8

Labor
Fee

16

1.03 Nonstructural BMPs
1.04 Structural BMPs

Subtotal, Task 2 ($)

Task 5

Surveyor

1

Subtotal, Task 2 (hours)

Task 4

Eng 1

Assoc Eng

Water Quality
1.01 Data Collection
1.02 LID

Subtotal, Task 1 ($)

Task 3

PE/PS/PG I
$226

P Engineer

Subtotal, Task 1 (hours)

Task 2

ESG I
$145

4,296

2

4

6

$

1,248

$

75

$

1,323

8

8

80

96

$

21,536

$

1,292

$

22,828

5.03 Public Outreach and Involvement
5.04 Cost Estimates

4

4

12

20

$

4,440

$

266

$

4,706

2

8

12

22

$

4,728

$

284

$

5,012

5.05 Report Chapter
5.06 Task Management

4

4

16

36

$

6,688

$

401

$

7,089

8

8

8

24

72

$

15,320

$

919

$

16,239

24

252
$

53,960

$

3,238

$

57,198

$

419,468

$

25,168

$

444,636

Subtotal, Task 5 (hours)
Subtotal, Task 5 ($)

28
$

6,720

36
$

0

0

0

0

0

6,912

12
24

128
$

28,928

12
$

1,344

24
$

5,760

$

4,296

Task 6
0

6.01
Subtotal, Task 6 (hours)

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

223

488

352

32

212

208

152

128

72

148

148

2,163

Subtotal, Task 6 ($)

TOTAL (hours)
TOTAL ($)

$

53,520

$

93,696

$

51,040

$

7,232

$

44,944

$

39,936

$

30,096

$

28,928

$

8,064

$

35,520

$

26,492

Appendix 5D, Table 13B. Cost Estimate for Trash Capture Device at Crouch Ditch
Item No
Item Description
Trash Capture Device
1
Trash Capture Net - 48" Outlet
2
Precast Concrete Headwall
General Items
3
Mobilization/Demobilization & Insurance (10%)
Construction
Contingency (30%)
4
5

Engineering, Administration, Permitting & CM (25%)

Units

Quantity

Unit Cost

Total Cost

LS
ea

1
1

$10,000
$12,000

$10,000
$12,000

LS
LS

1
1

$2,200
$7,300

$2,200
$7,300

Construction Costs
LS
1
$6,100
Total Estimated Capital Project Cost

$31,500
$6,100
$37,600

Appendix 5D, Table 13C. Cost Estimate for Annual O&M for Trash Capture Device at Crouch Ditch
Item No
Item Description
Units
Quantity Unit Cost
Trash Capture Maintenance - Frequency: 4 times per year, 2 hours per device
1
Vac Truck
hr
8
$150
2
2 Person Maintenance Crew
hr
8
$100
Total Estimated Project Cost

n\c\755\10-17-01\wp\11\ch5\App5d\ProjectCots_Chico
Last Revised: 04-13-17

Total Cost
$1,200
$800
$2,000

City of Chico
SWRP Implementation Plan

Appendix 5D, Table 14, Project P: Updating City’s Storm Drain Master Plan
West Yost Associates

PROJECT: Prj P - Storm Water Planning and Policies

Task 1

PE/PS/PG II AE/AS/AG II
$240
$192
P Engineer

Water Quality
1.01 Data Collection
1.02 LID

8

8
20

1.03 Nonstructural BMPs
1.04 Structural BMPs

4

40

20

4

16

12

1.05 Public Outreach and Involvement
1.06 Cost Estimates

4

16

2

1.07 Report Chapter
1.08 Task Management
$

Water Supply
2.01 Data Collection
2.02 Groundwater Recharge

ADM III
$112

PE/PS/PG II
$240

AE/AS/AG I
$179

Hours

Labor
Fee

Technology
& Admin

Sub.
w/ markup

6%

10%

City
City
Recreation
Administrative
Management Management
Specialist

GIS

Costs
Other
Direct

Total
Costs

$

3,728

$

224

$

3,952

84

$

15,556

$

933

$

16,489

8

72

$

13,124

$

787

$

13,911

4

44

$

8,372

$

502

$

8,874

12

4

36

$

6,564

$

394

$

6,958

40

16

4

8

70

$

12,168

$

730

$

12,898

2

24

16

4

8

1

12

2

22

196

106

5,280

$

37,632

$

8
12

2.03 Stormwater Capture and Reuse
2.04 Public Outreach and Involvement

4

24

4

16

2.05 Cost Estimates
2.06 Report Chapter

2

24

8

4

16

8

1,808

$

0
848

44
$

0

8,712

16
$

1,792

$

102

$

19,152

$

1,149

$

20,301

24

63

$

12,890

$

773

$

13,663

48

48

492
$

91,554

$

5,493

$

97,047

11,520

$

8,592

21

$

3,728

$

224

$

3,952

$

11,324

$

679

$

12,003

12

8

48

$

8,892

$

534

$

9,426

12

4

36

$

6,564

$

394

$

6,958

34

$

6,248

$

375

$

6,623

40

$

6,880

$

413

$

7,293

$

12,890

$

773

$

13,663

$

56,526

$

3,392

$

59,918

28

$

5,268

$

316

$

5,584

30

$

5,268

$

316

$

5,584

12

2
62
$

$

4

24

24

60

124
23,808

8

24

4

1

$

8

16

20
4,800

4

15,370

8

Flood Management
3.01 Data Collection
3.02 Revise Models from Project 44

Biologist

PE/PS/PG I
$226

21

24

$

Geomorphologist

SGISA
$198

4

1

Subtotal, Task 2 ($)

SE/SS/SG II AE/AS/AG II
$212
$192

16

4

2.07 Task Management

4

4
0

4

8,990

$

0
848

8

36
$

7,128

8
$

896

$

24

24

63

24

24

302

5,760

$

4,296

8

8

4

8

16

3.03 Evaluates Causes of Flooding
3.04 Develop Solution Alternatives

4

8

8

8

4

32

$

6,144

$

369

$

6,513

8

8

16

8

4

44

$

8,264

$

496

$

8,760

3.05 Identify Recommended Project
3.06 Public Outreach and Involvement

4

4

8

4

4

24

$

4,528

$

272

$

4,800

4

8

4

8

2

26

$

5,168

$

310

$

5,478

3.07 Cost Estimates
3.08 Report Chapter

1

4

4

4

13

$

2,436

$

146

$

2,582

2

4

4

16

4

3.09 Task Management

2

4

4

4

2

Subtotal, Task 3 ($)

31
$

7,440

56
$

10,752

Environmental Benefits
4.01 Data Collection
4.02 Gravel / Sediment Plan

2

4.03 Biological Improvements
4.04 Public Outreach and Involvement
4.05 Cost Estimates

8

8

4

4

2

72
$

2

2

2

10,440

$

60
452

$

4

0

12,720

32

22
$

8

24
0

4,356

24
$

2,688

32
$

7,680

$

54

$

8,700

$

522

$

9,222

32

80

$

16,480

$

989

$

17,469

32

331
$

62,256

$

3,735

$

65,991

$

6,016

$

361

$

6,377

5,728

16

30
0

4.06 Report Chapter
4.07 Task Management
Subtotal, Task 4 (hours)
Subtotal, Task 4 ($)

8

0

2

Subtotal, Task 3 (hours)

Task 5

Surveyor

40

Subtotal, Task 2 (hours)

Task 4

Eng 1

4

Subtotal, Task 1 ($)

Task 3

PE/PS/PG I
$226

1

Subtotal, Task 1 (hours)

Task 2

Assoc Eng

ESG I
$145

8

8

8

8

8

4

4

12

16

8

8

8

12

28
$

Community Benefits
5.01 Data Collection
5.02 Community Outreach Plan

60

6,720

4

36
$

2

6,912

4
$

0
580

44
$

9,328

23,040

$

14,976

$

899

$

15,875

$

6,332

$

380

$

6,712

26

$

5,248

$

315

$

5,563

52

$

9,136

$

548

$

9,684

24

84

$

17,512

$

1,051

$

18,563

24

300
$

59,220

$

3,553

$

62,773

$

1,248

$

75

$

1,323

16
24

120
$

76
32

4

4
$

0
792

16
$

1,792

24
$

5,760

$

4,296

4

6
0

5.03 Public Outreach and Involvement
5.04 Cost Estimates
5.05 Report Chapter

4

4

16

24

$

5,344

$

321

$

5,665

2

8

16

26

$

5,632

$

338

$

5,970

4

4

16

36

$

6,688

$

401

$

7,089

5.06 Task Management

8

16

8

40

112

$

23,560

$

1,414

$

24,974

40

204
$

42,472

$

2,548

$

45,020

$

312,028

$

18,722

$

330,750

Subtotal, Task 5 (hours)
Subtotal, Task 5 ($)

20
$

4,800

36
$

0

0

0

0

0

6,912

12
40

56
$

12,656

12
$

1,344

40
$

9,600

$

7,160

Task 6
0

6.01
Subtotal, Task 6 (hours)

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

121

448

244

10

112

120

106

56

76

168

168

1,629

Subtotal, Task 6 ($)

TOTAL (hours)
TOTAL ($)

$

29,040

$

86,016

$

35,380

$

2,260

$

23,744

$

23,040

$

20,988

$

12,656

$

8,512

$

40,320

$

30,072

Appendix 5D, Table 15A, Project Q: Teichert Ponds Improvement Project
West Yost Associates

PE/PS/PG II AE/AS/AG II
$240
$192

ESG I
$145

PE/PS/PG I
$226

PROJECT: Prj Q - Teichert Ponds Imrovement Plan

P Engineer

Assoc Eng

Eng 1

Surveyor

1

16

16

16

1.02 Develop water quality and hydraulic model
1.03 Evaluate solutions

4

40

4

40

1.04 Assess upstream LID
1.05 Assess affects on habitat

4

Task 1

Operations and Maintenance
1.01 Data Collection

Labor
Fee

Technology
& Admin

Sub.
w/ markup

6%

10%

Costs
Other
Direct

Total
Costs

10,040

$

602

$

10,642

20

8

72

$

13,124

$

787

$

13,911

20

4

68

$

12,332

$

740

$

13,072

20

8

4

48

$

9,144

$

549

$

9,693

4

8

8

4

24

$

4,448

$

267

$

4,715

1.06 Update design plans
1.07 Cost Estimates

4

50

80

134

$

22,160

$

1,330

$

23,490

2

24

8

4

8

46

$

7,936

$

476

$

8,412

1.08 Report Chapter
1.09 Task Management

2

24

16

4

8

54

$

9,096

$

546

$

9,642

1

12

2

24

63

$

12,890

$

773

$

13,663

32

562
$

101,170

$

6,070

$

107,240

26
$

Trash Capture Study
2.01 Data Collection
2.02 Select device and location

234

6,240

$

$

8

$

0

0

3,616

32
$

0

6,336

16
$

28

1,792

$

6,720

$

5,728

1

4

4

4

13

$

2,380

$

143

$

2,523

4

8

4

2

18

$

3,472

$

208

$

3,680

20

$

3,654

$

219

$

3,873

24

$

3,996

$

240

$

4,236

24

55

$

11,354

$

681

$

12,035

24

130
$

24,856

$

1,491

$

26,347

12

6

4

4

4

2.05 Task Management

1

4

2

12

Habitat/Vegetation
3.01 Data Collection
3.02 Ecological and biologial assessment

16

25,810

2

$

4

24

178

44,928

2.03 Cost Estimates
2.04 Report Chapter
Subtotal, Task 2 (hours)

32

2,880

$

1

4

20

6,144

$

1

8
24

0

0

0

2,900

10
$

1

16

0

1,980

8
$

24
896

$

5,760

$

4,296

23

$

4,441

$

266

$

4,707

40

40

$

7,680

$

461

$

8,141

3.03 Propose habitat improvements
3.04 Vegegation management improvements

20

20

$

3,840

$

230

$

4,070

20

20

$

3,840

$

230

$

4,070

3.05 Public Outreach and Involvement
3.06 Cost Estimates

16

40

$

7,856

$

471

$

8,327

12

$

2,304

$

138

$

2,442

16

$

2,432

$

146

$

2,578

$

7,768

$

466

$

8,234

$

40,161

$

2,410

$

42,571

8

8

16

8

8

Subtotal, Task 3 (hours)
Subtotal, Task 3 ($)

4

12

3.07 Report Chapter
3.08 Task Management
1
$

1
240

$

1
192

$

0

0

145

140
$

26,880

4
$

0
792

8
$

Community Benefits
4.01 Data Collection
4.02 Evaluate outreach opportunities

896

$

20

8

36

28

24

207

6,720

$

4,296

8

8

$

1,808

$

108

$

1,916

16

16

$

3,616

$

217

$

3,833

4.03 Evaluate recreational opportunities
4.04 Evaluate limitations to illegal camping

16

16

$

3,616

$

217

$

3,833

48

$

10,096

$

606

$

10,702

4.05 Evaluate green jobs training
4.06 Public Outreach and Involvement

32

32

$

7,232

$

434

$

7,666

40

$

8,400

$

504

$

8,904

4.07 Cost Estimates
4.08 Report Chapter

12

12

$

2,712

$

163

$

2,875

14

$

2,708

$

162

$

2,870

4.09 Task Management

10

22

$

5,140

$

308

$

5,448

$

45,328

$

2,720

$

48,048

$

211,515

$

12,691

$

224,206

32

16

16

8

10

Subtotal, Task 4 (hours)

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Subtotal, Task 4 ($)

39
$

9,360

267
$

51,264

199
$

28,855

16
$

3,616

0

140
$

26,880

46
$

9,108

34,352

12
4
$

152
$

34,352

16

4

152
$

TOTAL (hours)
TOTAL ($)

ADM III
PE/PS/PG II AE/AS/AG I Hours
$112
$240
$179
AdministraCity
City
tive
Management Management

$

Subtotal, Task 2 ($)

Task 4

GIS

PE/PS/PG I
$226
Recreation
Specialist

53

Subtotal, Task 1 (hours)

Task 3

SGISA
$198

4

Subtotal, Task 1 ($)
Task 2

SE/SS/SG II AE/AS/AG II
$212
$192
GeomorphBiologist
ologist

20
448

$

36
$

4,032

4,800

32
$

100
$

24,000

5,728

112
$

208

20,048

1,107

Appendix 5D, Table 15B. Cost Estimate for Trash Capture Device at Teichert Ponds
Item No
Item Description
Trash Capture Device
1
In-Line Rigid Basket Trash Capture Device
General Items
2
Mobilization/Demobilization & Insurance (10%)
Construction Contingency (30%)
3
4

Engineering, Administration, Permitting & CM (25%)

Units

Quantity

Unit Cost

Total Cost

LS

1

$96,000

$96,000

LS
LS

1
1

$9,600
$31,700

$9,600
$31,700

Construction Costs
LS
1
$26,400
Total Estimated Capital Project Cost

$137,300
$26,400
$163,700

Appendix 5D, Table 15C. Cost Estimate for Annual O&M for Trash Capture Device at Teichert Ponds
Item No
Item Description
Units
Quantity Unit Cost
Trash Capture Maintenance - Frequency: 6 times per year, 4 hours per device
1
Vac Truck
hr
24
$150
2
2 Person Maintenance Crew
hr
24
$100
Total Estimated Project Cost

n\c\755\10-17-01\wp\11\ch5\App5d\ProjectCots_Chico
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Appendix 5D, Table 16A, Project R: Fair Street
Labor
Fee

Costs
Other
Direct

West Yost Associates

PE/PS/PG II AE/AS/AG II
$240
$192

ESG I
$145

PE/PS/PG I
$226

PROJECT: Prj R - Fair Street Detention Basin

P Engineer

Assoc Eng

Eng 1

Surveyor

1

8

16

8

4

37

$

6,696

$

402

$

7,098

4

40

20

8

72

$

13,124

$

787

$

13,911

1.03 Evaluate causes of flooding
1.04 Propose solutions to flooding

4

20

8

4

36

$

6,752

$

405

$

7,157

4

40

20

4

68

$

12,332

$

740

$

13,072

1.05 Coorinate with Vector Control Agencies
1.06 Public Outreach and Involvement

4

4

4

4,982

4

16

12

4

1.07 Cost Estimates
1.08 Report Chapter

2

40

16

4

8

2

24

16

4

8

1.09 Task Management

1

12

2

26

204

114

Task 1

Ditch and Basin Hydraulic Study
1.01 Data Collection for BD Ditch and Basin
1.02 Model ditch and basin

Subtotal, Task 1 (hours)
Subtotal, Task 1 ($)
Task 2

$

Trash Capture Study
2.01 Data Collection
2.02 Select device and location

$

39,168

$

8
$

0

0

1,808

$

6,336

16
$

1,792

$

10%

24

$

4,700

$

282

$

36

$

6,564

$

394

$

6,958

70

$

12,168

$

730

$

12,898

24

24

102

$

19,152

$

1,149

$

20,301

24

24

63

$

12,890

$

773

$

13,663

52

56

508
$

94,378

$

5,663

$

100,041

12,480

$

10,024

6

4

17

$

3,054

$

183

$

3,237

2

26

$

5,008

$

300

$

5,308

20

$

3,654

$

219

$

3,873

34

$

5,728

$

344

$

6,072

24

57

$

11,738

$

704

$

12,442

24

154
$

29,182

$

1,751

$

30,933

23

$

4,441

$

266

$

4,707

8

$

1,536

$

92

$

1,628

16

$

2,864

$

172

$

3,036

8

$

1,536

$

92

$

1,628

32

$

4,224

$

253

$

4,477

$

7,768

$

466

$

8,234

$

22,369

$

1,342

$

23,711

10

8

2.05 Task Management

1

6

2

12

50

2,880

$

1

4

24

26

9,600

$

1

8

0

0

0

3,770

10
$

1

16

0

1,980

8
$

24
896

$

5,760

$

4,296

4

8
16
8

3.05 Report Chapter
3.06 Task Management

8

24

8

Subtotal, Task 3 (hours)

6%

Total
Costs

4

3.03 Public Outreach and Involvement
3.04 Cost Estimates

Task 4

0

Sub.
w/ markup

6

4

Subtotal, Task 3 ($)

32

8

Technology
& Admin

16

6

Landscape Plan
3.01 Data Collection
3.02 Prepare vegetation recommendations

ADM III
PE/PS/PG II AE/AS/AG I Hours
$112
$240
$179
AdministraCity
City
tive
Management Management

1

12

$

GIS

PE/PS/PG I
$226
Recreation
Specialist

4
2

Subtotal, Task 2 (hours)

SGISA
$198

4

16,530

2.03 Cost Estimates
2.04 Report Chapter

Subtotal, Task 2 ($)
Task 3

6,240

SE/SS/SG II AE/AS/AG II
$212
$192
GeomorphBiologist
ologist

1
$

1
240

$

1
192

$

0

0

145

48
$

9,216

4
$

0
792

$

Community Viewing Area
4.01 Data Collection
4.02 Recommendation
4.03 Biological Improvements
4.04 Public Outreach and Involvement

24
2,688

$

20

8

36

20

24

123

4,800

$

4,296

8

8

$

1,808

$

108

$

1,916

8

8

$

1,808

$

108

$

1,916

36

$

7,272

$

436

$

7,708

8

$

1,808

$

108

$

1,916

24

$

3,600

$

216

$

3,816

12

$

2,880

$

173

$

3,053

$

19,176

$

1,151

$

20,327

$

165,105

$

9,906

$

175,011

0
4

16

4.05 Cost Estimates
4.06 Report Chapter

16

8
8

16

4.07 Task Management

12

Subtotal, Task 4 (hours)

0

0

0

0

0

0

Subtotal, Task 4 ($)

4
$

48
792

$

10,848

16
$

1,792

12
$

2,880

16
$

96

2,864

Task 5
0

5.01
Subtotal, Task 5 (hours)

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

39

255

141

8

0

48

50

48

64

108

120

881

Subtotal, Task 5 ($)

TOTAL (hours)
TOTAL ($)

$

9,360

$

48,960

$

20,445

$

1,808

$

9,216

$

9,900

$

10,848

$

7,168

$

25,920

$

21,480

Appendix 5D, Table 16B. Cost Estimate for Trash Capture Device at Fair Street Detention Basin
Item No
Item Description
Trash Capture Device
1
Rigid Basket Trash Capture Device - 2 - 54" Outlets
General Items
2
Mobilization/Demobilization & Insurance (10%)
Construction Contingency (30%)
3
4

Engineering, Administration, Permitting & CM (25%)

Units

Quantity

Unit Cost

Total Cost

LS

1

$54,000

$54,000

LS
LS

1
1

$5,400
$17,900

$5,400
$17,900

Construction Costs
LS
1
$14,900
Total Estimated Capital Project Cost

$77,300
$14,900
$92,200

Appendix 5D, Table 16C. Cost Estimate for Annual O&M for Trash Capture Device at
Fair Street Detention Basin
Item No
Item Description
Units
Quantity Unit Cost
Trash Capture Maintenance - Frequency: 6 times per year, 4 hours per device
1
Vac Truck
hr
24
$150
2
2 Person Maintenance Crew
hr
24
$100
Total Estimated Project Cost
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Total Cost
$3,600
$2,400
$6,000
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APPENDIX 5E
Weighting Values

September 7, 2017

Project No.: 755-10-17-01.007
SENT VIA: EMAIL

Ms. Angela Spain
City of Chico
411 Main Street
Chico CA 95928
SUBJECT:

City of Chico Storm Water Resource Plan—SWRP Project Evaluation Criteria
Weighting Values

Dear Ms. Spain:
This letter presents West Yost Associates’ (West Yost) Big Chico Creek (BCC) and Little Chico
Creek (LCC) Storm Water Resource Plan (SWRP) Project Evaluation Criteria Weighting Values,
including the following sections.


Introduction



Summary of Public and Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) Input on
Weighting Values



Resolution of Weighting Value Issues and Questions

INTRODUCTION

As part of the development of the SWRP, we have requested input from the public and the TAC
members related to their storm water values; in other words, how much do they value the various
types of benefits that could result from the storm water projects identified and developed in the
SWRP. This valuation of benefits is a relative ranking of benefits relative to other benefits. These
values will be used in prioritizing and ranking the SWRP projects in a later phase of the
SWRP development.
SUMMARY OF PUBLIC AND TAC INPUT ON WEIGHTING VALUES

Input on storm water values was requested from the public and stakeholders at Public and
Stakeholders Meeting 1 on May 17, 2017. A copy of the original values scoring forms are provided
as Attachment 1. Seven completed forms were received at Public and Stakeholder Meeting 1. The
form was modified based on the input received from the public, and the modified form was
provided to the TAC members at TAC Meeting 2 on May 24 (Attachment 2). Four completed
forms were received at TAC Meeting 2. Additionally, one form was emailed to West Yost and one
email was received that summarized the respondent’s values without using the form. All this input
is summarized in Table 1.

2020 Research Park Drive, Suite 100

Davis, CA 95618

Phone 530 756-5905

Fax 530 756-5991

westyost.com

Ms. Angela Spain
September 7, 2017
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The upper section of Table 1 summarizes each respondent’s valuation of the main benefit
categories identified in the California State Water Resources Control Board Storm Water Resource
Plan Guidelines (December 15, 2015). Of these broad categories, storm water quality was valued
the highest at 8.7 out of a possible score of 10. Water supply was valued the lowest at 6.7 out of a
possible score of 10.
The lower part of Table 1 summarizes the input from the public, stakeholders, and TAC members
on the additional benefits that were identified during Public Meeting 1 and TAC Meeting 2. Some
of the suggested benefits are duplicative of others and some appear to actually be potential projects
rather than benefits. Also, because the public/stakeholder suggested benefits have been provided
over time since May 17, 2017 not all respondents were able to provide value scores for
each benefit.
The benefits are listed in the left column of Table 1. The text in parentheses in the left column
explains our question or uncertainty of what was intended by the person providing the information.
The value scores (how important each benefit is to the respondent) are provided in the center of
the table. Also, an average of the value scores is calculated.
RESOLUTION OF WEIGHTING VALUE ISSUES AND QUESTIONS

The proposed resolution of the questions or issues in the left column of Table 1 are summarized
in the right column of Table 1. The results of the proposed resolutions are summarized in the
right-most column of Table 1, and discussed below:


State Guideline Main Benefits – The average value score of these main benefit
categories will be used for weighting the evaluation criteria that will be used for each
of the 16 SWRP projects. However, if there is a specific public or stakeholder benefit
identified in Table 2, that specific average value score will be used.



Public, Stakeholder, and TAC-Suggested Benefits – In some cases, suggested benefits
were similar to each other, and these similar benefits have been grouped into a single
benefit, and an average value score was calculated for the grouped benefit. The
average value score of these specific benefits will be used for weighting the
evaluation criteria that will be used for each of the 16 SWRP projects.



Create Initial Projects – These suggested benefits seem to actually represent potential
initial storm water projects rather than benefits. For each of these, an initial project
was submitted via the City’s SWRP website.

At TAC Meeting 3, the list of benefits and weighting values were discussed. The TAC and public
attendees were concerned that not enough public opinion had been collected to fully adopt the
weighting values. The TAC decided to continue to make the weighting values open for public
input, so the weighting values form was posted online (see Attachment 3) and was available at
Public Meeting 2. Weighting value survey forms were accepted until August 9, 2017, for three
weeks following Public Meeting 2.
During Public Meeting 2, several concerns regarding the weighting value survey were discussed:
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The first concern was that the survey asked the public to score their priorities, rather
than rank their priorities.



The second concern was that an organization wished to submit one survey, but have
that one survey be weighted to represent the organization’s entire constituency.

Scoring versus Ranking

Concerns were expressed that scoring does not force participants to prioritize their values,
potentially reducing the statistical significance of the survey. For example, scoring would allow
someone to give every category the highest (or lowest) score possible. The scoring method was
selected to allow participants to convey their preferences accurately, rather than forcing
participants to select artificial priorities to meet the survey requirements. For example, if a
participant valued stormwater quality and flood control as both very important, scoring would
allow both categories to be scored equally. In addition, ranking does not allow the participant to
communicate how much they value one category over another. Therefore, the decision was made
to move forward with the scoring method.
A related concern involved the wording used on the original survey form. The original survey form
used the terminology rank rather than score when asking participants for their feedback. The
survey that replaced the original survey used the terminology score. Every respondent, except for
one survey, scored values rather than ranked values. The person that ranked their values was
invited to submit a new form to score their values.
Weighting Survey Results

Attendees of Public Meeting 2 asked if organizations that represent multiple people can submit
one survey and have that survey be given more weighting than an individual person’s survey based
on the number of members in that organization.
This question was presented to the TAC members by email. The following bullets summarize the
TAC’s responses:


Membership verification – we would need to determine and verify how many people
each survey submitted represents. This would greatly complicate the survey process.



Fairness would demand that the City, the County, the University, and other
organizations all be weighted according to their constituency. For example, if a
City Council member (an elected official) filled out the survey, would their form be
weighted as representing the entire City population (estimated at about 91,000
in 2016)?



It would make more sense for the organization to contact their members and have
them complete the survey individually.

Consequently, no weighting of forms was included in the evaluation of Community Storm Water
Values. Organizations were encouraged to have their members submit individual forms.
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Summary of Survey Values Submitted Between TAC 3 and August 9, 2017

Between TAC Meeting 3 and August 9, 2017, the following additional surveys were submitted
and are included in the results in Table 2:


Nine survey forms were received between TAC 3 and August 9, 2017 from the
SWRP website.



Four survey forms were received from Public Meeting 2.



Seven survey forms were hand delivered to City staff between TAC 3 and
August 9, 2017.

CONCLUSION

The final community storm water values are shown in Table 2. The TAC submitted five surveys
and the public submitted 27 surveys, for a total of 32 surveys. One public member submitted two
signed surveys at different meetings, so their original submittal was superseded by their
final submittal.
DISCLOSURE STATEMENT

Funding has been provided in full or in part through an agreement with the State Water Resources
Control Board, using funds from Proposition 1. The contents of this document do not necessarily
reflect the views and policies of the foregoing, nor does the mention of trade names or commercial
products constitute endorsement or recommendation for use.
This work product is part of Task 4.5.3 of Grant Agreement No. D1612613 between the City of
Chico and the California State Water Resource Control Board.
Please contact me at (530) 792-3275 or dmoore@westyost.com with any questions or comments.
Sincerely,
WEST YOST ASSOCIATES
Douglas T. Moore
Engineering Manager
RCE #58122
DTM:lh
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Table 1. Summary of SWRP Benefit Weighting Values for Project Ranking
Benefits / Values
State Guideline Main Benefits
1. Community
2. Environment
3. Flood Management
4. Storm Water Quality
5. Water Supply
Public, Stakeholder, and TAC Suggested Benefits
A. Public awareness of storm water BMPs (a value
and/or a program?)
B. Public process in developing SWRP &
implementing projects

Values by Respondent
8
8
10
8
6

8
10
6
8
5

8
9
7
10
9

9

5

6

7

7.4

10

4

7

0

5.3

C. Collaboration with existing storm water efforts

10

2

0

7

D. Links to citizen monitoring efforts & other
watershed protection efforts for E & O (education and
outreach?) & monitoring project effectiveness

10

5

10

7

4

10

8

NV

7

0

10

5.7

Convert to an initial project

NV

8

9

5

7.3

Convert to an initial project (program)

7

9

5

7.0

Include as an evaluation criteria under the Community category

8

7

4

6.0

Include as an evaluation criteria under the Community category

5

9

8

8.0

F. Updating the City's plan to make it proactive (a
project?)
G. Regular cleanups (a value and/or a
project/program?)
H. Housing homeless (a value and/or a
project/program?)
I. Mosquito & vector control
J. Native study area (benefit is native habitat) Teichert Ponds (a project?)

10
10
3
7
4

7
10
6
9
8

7
8
6
7
5

10
10
6
10
5

10
10
9
10
9

5
7
6
10
8

10

NV

9

7
10

6
7
9
10
8

4
8
3
6
5

Resolution of TAC and Public Values Input

2
2
10
10
8

E. Public education (a value and/or a project?)

6
10
9
8
7

Average

5

7.0
8.4
6.9
8.7
6.7

4.8

8.0

7

4

7.6

K. Sediment & erosion control/stream bank
stabilization (a value and /or project/program?)

8

10

9

9

9.0

L. Neighborhood beautification

8

9

8

8

8.3

M. Policies and Regulations

2

2.0

N. Assessment and Monitoring

1

1.0

Combine into "Public education, outreach, and involvement"
under each State Category
Combine into "Public education, outreach, and involvement"
under each State Category
Combine into "Public education, outreach, and involvement"
under each State Category
Combine education and outreach part of this into "Public
education, outreach, and involvement" under each State
Category. Create "Water Quality Monitoring and Assessment"
Evaluation Criteria under the Storm Water Quality State category.
Add a "Storm Water Monitoring and Assessment" initial
project/program.
Combine into "Public education, outreach, and involvement"
under each State Category

Evaluate native habitat under the wetlands and riparian habitat
ECs under the Environment category. Include Teichert Ponds as
in initial project.
Include "Sediment and Erosion" as an Evaluation Criteria in the
Quality category
Include "Neighborhood Beautification" as an Evaluation Criteria in
the Quality category
Convert to a project to update the City's storm water policies and
regulations
Combine with the monitoring part of Item D above

NV: No value provided by the respondent.
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Table 2. Revised and Recommended SWRP Benefit Weighting Values for Project Ranking
Benefits / Values
State Guideline Main Benefits
1. Community
2. Environment
3. Flood Management
4. Storm Water Quality
5. Water Supply
Public, Stakeholder, and TAC Suggested Benefits
A. Public awareness of storm water BMPs (a value and/or a program?)
B. Public process in developing SWRP & implementing projects
C. Collaboration with existing storm water efforts
E. Public education and outreach
Public education, outreach, and involvement (average of four above)
D2. Links to citizen monitoring efforts & other watershed protection efforts for education
and outreach
N. Assessment and Monitoring
Water quality monitoring and assessment (average of two above)
H. Housing homeless
I. Mosquito & vector control
K. Sediment & erosion control/stream bank stabilization
L. Neighborhood beautification
J1. Native habitat (include in wetland and riparian habitat ECs)

Average

Values by Respondent
6
10
9
8
7

10
10
3
7
4
10
10
10
10
10

7
10
6
9
8

7
8
6
7
5

10
10
6
10
5

10
10
9
10
9

5
7
6
10
8

2
2
10
10
8
9

NV

9
9

10

9

8
8
10
8
6

7
8
8
10

8
9
7
10
9

5
6
7
4
7
0
2
0
7
4.5 10 7.5
3.88 5.75 5.38
5

10

8
10
6
8
5

10

6
7
9
10
8

4
8
3
6
5

5
9
10
6
9

7
7
3
10
10

5
3
5
9
7

8
9
6
10
10

10
10
9
10
10

1
7
10
10
7

3
2
10
2
7

3
4
10
8
10

8
8
6
10
10

8
7
4
10
10

7
7

NV
NV
5
7
6

NV
NV
10
10
10

NV
NV
3
2
2.5

NV
NV
10
10
10

5
7
5
9
6.5

3
6
5
3
4.25

7
5
10
2
6

3
4
5
3
3.75

NV
NV
10
10
10

NV
NV
10
10
10

10
6
10
6
8
5
9
8
9.25 6.25

NV
NV
10
9
9.5

1
1

7
9
8

10
10
10

2
5
3.5

10
10
10

6
5
5.5

7
NV
7

2
2
2

4
4
4

10
10
10

10
10
10

10
7
8.5

8
7
7.5

10
7
8.5

7
5
6

10
9
9.5

5
5
5
9
10

6
0
6
6
6

1
10
7
3
6

6
1
6
6
6

7
NV
10
8
10

2
6
10
5
10

0
10
10
2
1

0
8
9
1
2

3
0
7
3
8

6
2
6
6
6

10
5
10
8
7

7
9
9
7
10

9
10
9
10
10

5
9
9
9
10

9
8
9
9
10

5
5

7

5

10

7

7
8
10
9
5

9
7
9
8
9

5
4
9
8
8

4

10
8
8
8
10

7
10
10
10
10

9
10
10
9
10

7
10
10
10
10

5
10
10
10
10

9
10
10
10
10

9
10
10
10
10

7
7
3
10
10

9
10
10
10
10

7
7
2
10
10

6.7
8.0
7.8
8.8
8.3

10
10
10
10
10

NV
NV
10
10
10

NV
NV
10
10
10

NV
NV
10
10
10

7.3
6.7
7.5
8.0
7.7

9
9
9

6
8
7

10
10
10

10
10
10

10
10
10

7.9
7.4
7.6

9
0
9
8
9

8
7
10
7
10

7
2
8
5
8

1
10
9
9
10

6
0
6
6
6

5.6
5.5
8.3
6.7
7.7

10
9
9
9
NV
9
9
10
9
7
10
10
8.75 9.67 9.25

NV: No value provided by the respondent.
Create Initial Projects
F. Updating the City's stormwater plan (to make it proactive)
G. Routine Community Creek Clean Up Project (Program)
D3. Storm Water Monitoring and Assessment Project (program)
J2. Teichert Ponds Project
M. Update the City's storm water policies and regulations
This survey was submitted by an individual who submitted a new form later in the process, so this form was not included in the average calculations.
NV: The respondent acknowledged the existence of the category, but did not provide a value.
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Attachment 1
Community Stormwater Values

City of Chico
Stormwater Resource Plan
Public and Stakeholder Meeting No. 1
May 17, 2017, 6:00 – 8:00 pm
City Council Chambers, Room 1, 421 Main Street Chico, CA

Please Share and Rank Your Stormwater Values
Ranking (1 to 10)
Stormwater Values

1 = Least Important

(listed alphabetically)

10 = Most Important

Community
(Examples: Recreation, Employment Opportunities)
Environment
(Examples: Wetlands, Riparian, Open Space, Greenhouse Gases)
Flood Management
(Examples: Reduce Flood Risk, Improve Stormwater Drainage)
Stormwater Quality
(Examples: Trash Removal, Reduce Pesticide/Herbicide Pollution)
Water Supply
(Examples: Groundwater Recharge, Reuse Stormwater for Landscape
Irrigation)
Other Stormwater Values and Benefits
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

n:\clients\755 city of chico\10-17-01 swrp\engr\15 stakeholder and public (6)\public-stakeholder meeting 1\city of chico swrp psh meeting 1 values form.docx

Attachment 2
Community Storm Water Values

City of Chico
Storm Water Resource Plan
TAC Meeting No. 2
May 24, 2017, 61:30 to 3:30 pm
City Council Chambers, Room 2, 421 Main Street Chico, CA

Please Share and Rank Your Storm Water Values
Storm Water Values
(listed alphabetically)

Ranking (1 to 10)
1 = Least Important
10 = Most Important

Community
(Examples: recreation, employment opportunities)
Environment
(Examples: wetlands, riparian, open space, energy use, greenhouse
gases)
Flood Management
(Examples: reduce flood risk, improve storm water drainage)
Storm Water Quality
(Examples: trash removal, reduce pesticide/herbicide pollution)
Water Supply
(Examples: groundwater recharge, reuse storm water for landscape
irrigation)
Other Storm Water Values and Benefits
A. Public awareness of storm water BMPs (a value and a program)
B. Public process in developing SWRP & implementing projects
C. Collaboration with existing storm water efforts
D. Links to citizen monitoring efforts & other watershed protection
efforts for E & O & monitoring project effectiveness
E. Public education (a value and a project)
F. Updating the City's stormwater plan to make it proactive (a project)
G. Regular cleanups (a value and a project/program)
H. Housing homeless (a value and a project/program)
I. Mosquito & vector control (a value and a project/program)
J.Native study area (benefit is native habitat) - Teichert Ponds (a
project)
K. Sediment & erosion control/stream bank stabilization (a value and
project/program)
L. Neighborhood beautification
M.
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Attachment 3
Community Storm Water Values
City of Chico Storm Water Resource Plan
Please only submit survey once
Please share your storm water values by providing a score for each benefit.
Storm Water Benefits

Scoring
Not
important
0

1

Very
Important
2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

State Guidline Main Benefits
Community
(Examples: recreation, employment opportunities)
Environment
(Examples: wetlands, riparian, open space, energy
use, greenhouse gases)
Flood Management
(Examples: reduce flood risk, improve storm water
drainage)
Storm Water Quality
(Examples: trash removal, reduce pesticide/herbicide
pollution)
Water Supply
(Examples: groundwater recharge, reuse storm water
for landscape irrigation)
Public, Stakeholder, and TAC Suggested Benefits
Public awareness of storm water BMPs
Public process in developing SWRP & implementing
projects
Collaboration with existing storm water efforts
Public education and outreach
Links to citizen monitoring efforts & other watershed
protection efforts for education and outreach
Assessment and monitoring
Housing homeless
Mosquito & vector control
Sediment & erosion control/stream bank stabilization
Neighborhood beautification
Native habitat (including wetlands and riparian habitat)

Please email your completed form to swrp@chicoca.gov
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APPENDIX 8A
Summary of Comments: Administrative Draft SWRP

TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM

DATE:

June 21, 2018

Project No.: 755-10-17-01
SENT VIA: EMAIL

TO:

Angela Spain

CC:

Brandon Davison

FROM:

Natalie Muradian, PE, RCE #84895

REVIEWED BY: Doug Moore, PE, RCE #58122
SUBJECT:

City of Chico (Big and Little Chico Creeks) SWRP – Response to Comments
on Administrative Draft of SWRP

This Technical Memorandum presents the response to comments received on the Administrative Draft
of the City of Chico (Big and Little Chico Creeks) Storm Water Resource Plan (SWRP). Comments
were requested from the City, Technical Advisory Committee (TAC), and the State Grant Manager.
Comments received from the City and the TAC are included in Table 1. Comments received from the
State Grant Manager are included in Attachment A.
Funding has been provided in full or in part through an agreement with the State Water Resources
Control Board using funds from Proposition 1. The contents of this document do not necessarily
reflect the views and policies of the foregoing, nor does the mention of trade names or commercial
products constitute endorsement or recommendation for use.
This document is the work product for Task 4.6 of Grant Agreement No. D1612613 between the
City of Chico and the California State Water Resource Control Board.

2020 Research Park Drive, Suite 100

Davis, CA 95618

Phone 530 756-5905

Fax 530 756-5991

westyost.com

Table 1. Response to Comments on Administrative Draft SWRP(a)
No.

Name

Comment

Response

1

Angela Spain

1. Pg. ES-5:
The outreach summary makes it seem like we
did each item for every public meeting. It
wasn’t possible to advertise for each meeting at
the Silver Dollar Fair and the Thursday Night
Markets. Just need to add clarification
language.

A sentence was added to ES-5 to convey that
not each media outlet was contacted for each
meeting.

2

Angela Spain

2. Pg. ES-15 (vs. pg. 6-5 – doesn’t seem like
these match up)
Project 77 – Butte County Schools. 7 of these
projects are delayed until 2038. This
information isn’t included in the pg. 6-5.

Section 6.4, Table 6-7, Section 6.8, and Section
ES.6.2 were edited to be consistent and to
convey that although the project description
includes 25 projects, the school district has
identified 6 high priority projects that could be
completed within the next 3 years. The rest of
the projects were assumed to be implemented
at one campus per year.

3

Angela Spain

3. Pg. 1-2 – 1.3 Agencies within the Watershed
Dayton Irrigation District provides water to a
small area southwest of the City. I couldn’t find
verification of this on LAFCo’s website. Can
you verify where this information came from?

We removed this bullet. This information came
from a GIS shapefile that was from the State
and may be out of date. We also checked
LAFCo's website and didn't see it either.

4

Angela Spain

4. ES 1-4 – NPDES Phase I MS4 Permit
The monitoring performed for this program …
locations before and after the LID projects are
implemented”. The Special Studies Program
started monitoring after the LID projects were
installed. That program did not monitor before
the LID projects were implemented.

"Before and" were removed from Section
1.4.1.1.2. There is no Section ES 1-4 nor a
page ES 1-4.

5

Angela Spain

5. Pg. 1-14 – 1.7.4 Habitat
The LCC … agriculture). The bracket needs to
be removed.

Removed bracket.

6

Angela Spain

6. Pg. 2-1 – 2.1 Stakeholder Outreach
Plan identifies … local ratepayers. Who are
these ratepayers?

Deleted "local ratepayers, developers, locally
regulated commercial and industrial
stakeholders" because they are not included in
the outreach plan. "Agencies" were added into
Section 2.1.

7

Matt Thompson

Section 1.3 Agencies within the Watershed:
Butte County owns and maintains storm drain
facilities within the study area but outside city
jurisdiction.

This sentence about Butte County was added
to the second bullet in Section 1.3.

8

Matt Thompson

Section ES1. Introduction and description of
watershed and subwatersheds: Watershed
defined by State

The following sentence was added to ES.1:
"…as defined by the National Hydrography
Dataset and selected based on local knowledge
of the drainage and creek systems"

(a) Administrative Draft was reviewed by the City, Technical Advisory Committee, and the State Grant Manager.
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ATTACHMENT A
Grant Manager Comments

SWRP Review

SWRP Title: City of Chico SWRP
Applicant: City of Chico
FAAST PIN: 35525
Date Submitted: 5/23/2018
Rating

3 ‐ Meets the requirements, Plan element is fully addressed and supported by well‐presented documentation and logical rationale.
2 ‐ Moderately meets requirements. Plan element is addressed and some backup is provided. Needs some improvements.
1 ‐ Plan element partially addressed and little to no documentation and/or rationale is presented. Needs substantial improvements.
0 ‐ Does not meet requirements (missing information).

Reviewer Name
Brandon Davison

SWB Division Review Date
DFA

Concurrence Finding

5/30/2018

Brandon Davison
Guidelines Sections
WATERSHED IDENTIFICATION
(GUIDELINES SECTION VI.A)

WATERSHED IDENTIFICATION
(GUIDELINES SECTION VI.A)

WATERSHED IDENTIFICATION
(GUIDELINES SECTION VI.A)

Water Code
Section
10565(c)
10562(b)(1)
10565(c)

Required
by Water
Code
Y

N

N

WATERSHED IDENTIFICATION
(GUIDELINES SECTION VI.A)
N

WATERSHED IDENTIFICATION
(GUIDELINES SECTION VI.A)

N

Plan Element
1. Plan identifies watershed and subwatershed(s) for storm water resource
planning.

2. Plan is developed on a watershed basis, using boundaries as delineated by USGS, CalWater, USGS
Hydrologic Unit designations, or an applicable integrated regional water management group, and
includes a description and boundary map of each watershed and sub‐watershed applicable to the
Plan.
3. Plan includes an explanation of why the watershed(s) and sub‐watershed(s) are appropriate for
storm water management with a multiple‐benefit watershed approach;

4. Plan describes the internal boundaries within the watershed (boundaries of municipalities; service
areas of individual water, wastewater, and land use agencies, including those not involved in the Plan;
groundwater basin boundaries, etc.; preferably provided in a geographic information system shape
file);

5. Plan describes the water quality priorities within the watershed based on, at a minimum,
applicable TMDLs and consideration of water body‐pollutant combinations listed on the State’s Clean
Water Act Section 303(d) list of water quality limited segments (a.k.a impaired waters list);
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Rating

Comments

West Yost
Response to Comments

HUC 10 watersheds
3
Complete
3
Complete
3
If applicable: Those entities not involved are not
called out.
2

Agencies in the watershed that did not
participate in the development of the SWRP have
been identified in Section 1.3. Additionally, Table
2‐1 was added to the Checklist. Table 2‐1
identifies agencies and organizations that were
identified and invited to participate but were not
involved.

Complete
3
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Brandon Davison
Guidelines Sections

Water Code
Section

WATERSHED IDENTIFICATION
(GUIDELINES SECTION VI.A)

Required
by Water
Code
N

WATERSHED IDENTIFICATION
(GUIDELINES SECTION VI.A)

N

WATERSHED IDENTIFICATION
(GUIDELINES SECTION VI.A)

N

WATERSHED IDENTIFICATION
(GUIDELINES SECTION VI.A)
N

WATER QUALITY COMPLIANCE
(GUIDELINES SECTION V)

WATER QUALITY COMPLIANCE
(GUIDELINES SECTION V)

WATER QUALITY COMPLIANCE
(GUIDELINES SECTION V)

ORGANIZATION,
COORDINATION,
COLLABORATION
(GUIDELINES SECTION VI.B)
ORGANIZATION,
COORDINATION,
COLLABORATION
(GUIDELINES SECTION VI.B)
ORGANIZATION,
COORDINATION,
COLLABORATION
(GUIDELINES SECTION VI.B)

10562(d)(7)

10562(b)(5)

10562(b)(6)

Y

Y

Y

Rating

Plan Element
6. Plan describes the general quality and identification of surface and ground water resources within
the watershed (preferably provided in a geographic information system shape file);

7. Plan describes the local entity or entities that provide potable water supplies and the estimated
volume of potable water provided by the water suppliers;

8. Plan includes map(s) showing location of native habitats, creeks, lakes, rivers, parks, and other
natural or open space within the sub‐watershed boundaries; and

9. Plan identifies (quantitative, if possible) the natural watershed processes that occur within the sub‐
watershed and a description of how those natural watershed processes have been disrupted within
the sub‐watershed (e.g., high levels of imperviousness convert the watershed processes of infiltration
and interflow to surface runoff increasing runoff volumes; development commonly covers natural
surfaces and often introduces non‐native vegetation, preventing the natural supply of sediment from
reaching receiving waters).
10. Plan identifies activities that generate or contribute to the pollution of storm water or dry
weather runoff, or that impair the effective beneficial use of storm water or dry weather runoff.

11. Plan describes how it is consistent with and assists in, compliance with total maximum daily load
implementation plans and applicable national pollutant discharge elimination system permits.

12. Plan identifies applicable permits and describes how it meets all applicable waste discharge
permit requirements.

Y

3
Complete
3
Map provided
3
Complete but not quantified.

2

3
Complete
3
Complete
3
Complete; should maybe add reference to
Section 2 since it might apply here.

Added Section 2.3 to Item 13 in the Checklist.

3

Complete

Y

N

Section 1.7 has been revised to include the
quantification. The quantification includes
breaking the PAW into 3 sections (east of the
City, City, and west of the City). Each section has
a discussion on the overall impervious percent
and its corresponding percentage of the PAW.

Complete

14. Community participation was provided for in Plan development.
10562(b)(4)

Response to Comments

Complete

13. Local agencies and nongovernmental organizations were consulted in Plan
development.
10565(a)

Comments

West Yost

3
15. Plan includes description of the existing integrated regional water management group(s)
implementing an integrated regional water management plan.

Page 2

Complete
3
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Brandon Davison
Guidelines Sections
ORGANIZATION,
COORDINATION,
COLLABORATION
(GUIDELINES SECTION VI.B)
ORGANIZATION,
COORDINATION,
COLLABORATION
(GUIDELINES SECTION VI.B)
ORGANIZATION,
COORDINATION,
COLLABORATION
(GUIDELINES SECTION VI.B)
ORGANIZATION,
COORDINATION,
COLLABORATION
(GUIDELINES SECTION VI.B)
ORGANIZATION,
COORDINATION,
COLLABORATION
(GUIDELINES SECTION VI.B)
ORGANIZATION,
COORDINATION,
COLLABORATION
(GUIDELINES SECTION VI.B)
ORGANIZATION,
COORDINATION,
COLLABORATION
(GUIDELINES SECTION VI.B)
QUANTITATIVE METHODS
(GUIDELINES SECTION VI.C)

Water Code
Section

Required
by Water
Code

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

QUANTITATIVE METHODS
(GUIDELINES SECTION VI.C)
N

Rating

Plan Element
16. Plan includes identification of and coordination with agencies and organizations (including, but
not limited to public agencies, nonprofit organizations, and privately owned water utilities) that need
to participate and implement their own authorities and mandates in order to address the storm
water and dry weather runoff management objectives of the Plan for the targeted watershed.
17. Plan includes identification of nonprofit organizations working on storm water and dry weather
resource planning or management in the watershed.

18. Plan includes identification and discussion of public engagement efforts and community
participation in Plan development.

19. Plan includes identification of required decisions that must be made by local, state or federal
regulatory agencies for Plan implementation and coordinated watershed‐based or regional
monitoring and visualization
20. Plan describes planning and coordination of existing local governmental agencies, including where
necessary new or altered governance structures to support collaboration among two or more lead
local agencies responsible for plan implementation.
21. Plan describes the relationship of the Plan to other existing planning documents, ordinances, and
programs established by local agencies.

22. (If applicable)Plan explains why individual agency participation in various isolated efforts is
appropriate.

23. For all analyses:
Plan includes an integrated metrics‐based analysis to demonstrate that the Plan’s proposed storm
water and dry weather capture projects and programs will satisfy the Plan’s identified water
management objectives and multiple benefits.
24. For water quality project analysis (section VI.C.2.a)
Plan includes an analysis of how each project and program complies with or is consistent with an
applicable NPDES permit. The analysis should simulate the proposed watershed‐based outcomes
using modeling, calculations, pollutant mass balances, water volume balances, and/or other methods
of analysis. Describes how each project or program will contribute to the preservation, restoration, or
enhancement of watershed processes (as described in Guidelines section VI.C.2.a)

Page 3

Comments

West Yost
Response to Comments

Complete
3

Complete
3
Complete
3
Complete
3
Complete
3
Complete
3
N/A
3
Complete
3

NPDES okay, but revise to page 5‐45 (not 5‐42),
quantitative methods provided in Appendix 5C.

Updated the page number to 5‐45 and added
Appendix 5C to Checklist.

3
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Brandon Davison
Guidelines Sections

Water Code
Section

QUANTITATIVE METHODS
(GUIDELINES SECTION VI.C)

Required
by Water
Code
N

QUANTITATIVE METHODS
(GUIDELINES SECTION VI.C)

N

QUANTITATIVE METHODS
(GUIDELINES SECTION VI.C)

N

QUANTITATIVE METHODS
(GUIDELINES SECTION VI.C)
N

IDENTIFICATION AND
PRIORITIZATION OF PROJECTS
(GUIDELINES SECTION VI.D)

IDENTIFICATION AND
PRIORITIZATION OF PROJECTS
(GUIDELINES SECTION VI.D)

IDENTIFICATION AND
PRIORITIZATION OF PROJECTS
(GUIDELINES SECTION VI.D)

Rating

Plan Element
25. For storm water capture and use project analysis (section VI.C.2.b):
Plan includes an analysis of how collectively the projects and programs in the watershed will capture
and use the proposed amount of storm water and dry weather runoff.
26. For water supply and flood management project analysis (section VI.C.2.c):
Plan includes an analysis of how each project and program will maximize and/or augment water
supply.
27. For environmental and community benefit analysis (section VI.C.2.d):
Plan includes a narrative of how each project and program will benefit the environment and/or
community, with some type of quantitative measurement.
28. Data management (section VI.C.3):
Plan describes data collection and management, including: a) mechanisms by which data will be
managed and stored; b) how data will be accessed by stakeholders and the public; c) how existing
water quality and water quality monitoring will be assessed; d) frequency at which data will be
updated; and e) how data gaps will be identified.

Y

3

3

3

3

Provided
3

30. Plan identifies opportunities for source control for both pollution and dry weather runoff volume,
onsite and local infiltration, and use of storm water and dry weather runoff.
10562(d)(2)

Y

Provided
3

31. Plan identifies projects that reestablish natural water drainage treatment and infiltration systems,
or mimic natural system functions to the maximum extent feasible.
10562(d)(3)

IDENTIFICATION AND
PRIORITIZATION OF PROJECTS
(GUIDELINES SECTION VI.D)

10562(d)(4)

IDENTIFICATION AND
PRIORITIZATION OF PROJECTS
(GUIDELINES SECTION VI.D)

10562(d)(5),
10562(b)(8)

Y

Y

Y

Response to Comments

Okay

29. Plan identifies opportunities to augment local water supply through groundwater recharge or
storage for beneficial use of storm water and dry weather runoff.
10562(d)(1)

Comments

West Yost

Provided
3

32. Plan identifies opportunities to develop, restore, or enhance habitat and open
space through storm water and dry weather runoff management, including wetlands, riverside
habitats, parkways, and parks.

33. Plan identifies opportunities to use existing publicly owned lands and easements, including, but
not limited to, parks, public open space, community gardens, farm and agricultural preserves, school
sites, and government office buildings and complexes, to capture, clean, store, and use storm water
and dry weather runoff either onsite or offsite.

Page 4

Provided
3

Provided
3
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Brandon Davison
Guidelines Sections
IDENTIFICATION AND
PRIORITIZATION OF PROJECTS
(GUIDELINES SECTION VI.D)

IDENTIFICATION AND
PRIORITIZATION OF PROJECTS
(GUIDELINES SECTION VI.D)

Water Code
Section

10562(d)(6)

10562(b)(2)

IDENTIFICATION AND
PRIORITIZATION OF PROJECTS
(GUIDELINES SECTION VI.D)

Y

N

IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGY
AND SCHEDULE
(GUIDELINES SECTION VI.E)

IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGY
AND SCHEDULE
(GUIDELINES SECTION VI.E)

Y

N

IDENTIFICATION AND
PRIORITIZATION OF PROJECTS
(GUIDELINES SECTION VI.D)

IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGY
AND SCHEDULE
(GUIDELINES SECTION VI.E)

Required
by Water
Code

N

Rating

Plan Element
34. For new development and redevelopments (if applicable): Plan identifies design criteria and best
management practices to prevent storm water and dry weather runoff pollution and increase
effective storm water and dry weather runoff management for new and upgraded infrastructure and
residential, commercial, industrial, and public development.

35. Plan uses appropriate quantitative methods for prioritization of projects. (This should be
accomplished by using a metrics‐based and integrated evaluation and analysis of multiple benefits to
maximize water supply, water quality, flood management, environmental, and other community
benefits within the watershed.)

36. Overall:
Plan prioritizes projects and programs using a metric‐driven approach and a geospatial analysis of
multiple benefits to maximize water supply, water quality, flood management, environmental, and
community benefits within the watershed.

37. Multiple benefits:
Each project in accordance with the Plan contributes to at least two or more Main Benefits and the
maximum number of Additional Benefits as listed in Table 4 of the Guidelines. (Benefits are not
counted twice if they apply to more than one category.)

38. Plan identifies resources for Plan implementation, including: 1) projection of additional funding
needs and sources for administration and implementation needs; and 2) schedule for arranging and
securing Plan implementation financing.

2

Y

We revised the Checklist to include the page
number referencing the Post‐Construction
Standards Plan in Section 2 and added a
reference to Section 3.2.7.

3

Complete
3

Complete
3

Complete
3

Provided
3

40. The Plan identifies the development of appropriate decision support tools and
the data necessary to use the decision support tools.
10562(d)(8)

Please add reference to The City’s Post‐
Construction Standards Plan since it gets a
mention here.

Response to Comments

Complete

39. Plan projects and programs are identified to ensure the effective implementation of the storm
water resource plan pursuant to this part and achieve multiple benefits.
10562(d)(8)

Comments

West Yost

Y

Are there more tools that can be considered?
2

Page 5

We have added a discussion to Section 6.11.1 on
a GIS Decision Support Tool for identifying and
tracking SWRP projects.
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Brandon Davison
Guidelines Sections

Water Code
Section

Required
by Water
Code

IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGY
AND SCHEDULE
(GUIDELINES SECTION VI.E)
N

IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGY
AND SCHEDULE
(GUIDELINES SECTION VI.E)

10562(b)(7)

IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGY
AND SCHEDULE
(GUIDELINES SECTION VI.E)

EDUCATION, OUTREACH, PUBLIC
PARTICIPATION
(GUIDELINES SECTION VI.F)

EDUCATION, OUTREACH, PUBLIC
PARTICIPATION
(GUIDELINES SECTION VI.F)

EDUCATION, OUTREACH, PUBLIC
PARTICIPATION
(GUIDELINES SECTION VI.F)
EDUCATION, OUTREACH, PUBLIC
PARTICIPATION
(GUIDELINES SECTION VI.F)
EDUCATION, OUTREACH, PUBLIC
PARTICIPATION
(GUIDELINES SECTION VI.F)
EDUCATION, OUTREACH, PUBLIC
PARTICIPATION
(GUIDELINES SECTION VI.F)

Y

Rating

Plan Element
41. Plan describes implementation strategy, including:
a) Timeline for submitting Plan into existing plans, as applicable;
b) Specific actions by which Plan will be implemented;
c) All entities responsible for project implementation;
d) Description of community participation strategy;
e) Procedures to track status of each project;
f) Timelines for all active or planned projects;
g) Procedures for ongoing review, updates, and adaptive management of the Plan; and
h) A strategy and timeline for obtaining necessary federal, state, and local permits.
42. Applicable IRWM plan:
The Plan will be submitted, upon development, to the applicable integrated regional water
management (IRWM) group for incorporation into the IRWM plan.

3

Will be submitted
3

Provided
3

44. Outreach and Scoping:
Community participation is provided for in Plan implementation.
10562(b)(4)

Okay but could likely use more info. Perhaps
reference more of Section 2 as a whole?

Y

2

45. Plan describes public education and public participation opportunities to engage the public when
considering major technical and policy issues related to the development and implementation.
N

N

Okay
2

46. Plan describes mechanisms, processes, and milestones that have been or will be used to facilitate
public participation and communication during development and implementation of the Plan.

Okay
2

47. Plan describes mechanisms to engage communities in project design and implementation.
N

N

N

Response to Comments

Provided

43. Plan describes how implementation performance measures will be tracked.
N

Comments

West Yost

Okay
2

48. Plan identifies specific audiences including local ratepayers, developers, locally regulated
commercial and industrial stakeholders, nonprofit organizations, and the general public.

49. Plan describes strategies to engage disadvantaged and climate vulnerable communities within the
Plan boundaries and ongoing tracking of their involvement in the planning process.

Page 6

We originally only had Section 2.4 (TAC) listed, so
we added a reference to Section 2.5 (Public
Outreach) and Section 2.2 (Summary of Public
Engagement Efforts and Community
Participation).
We originally only had Section 2.4 (TAC) listed, so
we added a reference to Section 2.5 (Public
Outreach), Section 5.4 (to discuss the community
participation in prioritizing stormwater values),
and Section 6.11.5 (Community Participation
Strategy).
We originally only had Section 2.4 (TAC) listed, so
we added a reference to Section 2.5 (Public
Outreach) and Section 6.11.5 (Community
Participation Strategy).
We originally only had Section 2.4 (TAC) listed, so
we added a reference to Section 2.5 (Public
Outreach) and Section 6.11.5 (Community
Participation Strategy).

Discussed
3
Discussed
3
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Brandon Davison
Guidelines Sections
EDUCATION, OUTREACH, PUBLIC
PARTICIPATION
(GUIDELINES SECTION VI.F)
EDUCATION, OUTREACH, PUBLIC
PARTICIPATION
(GUIDELINES SECTION VI.F)

Water Code
Section

Required
by Water
Code
N

Plan Element

Rating

50. Plan describes efforts to identify and address environmental injustice needs and issues within the
watershed.

3

Response to Comments

Discussed

51. Plan includes a schedule for initial public engagement and education.
N

Comments

West Yost

Provided
3
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APPENDIX 8B
Summary of Comments: Public Draft SWRP

TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM

DATE:

July 24, 2018

Project No.: 755-10-17-01
SENT VIA: EMAIL

TO:

Angela Spain

CC:

Brandon Davison

FROM:

Doug Moore, PE, RCE #58122

REVIEWED BY: Natalie Muradian, PE, RCE #84895
SUBJECT:

City of Chico (Big and Little Chico Creeks) SWRP – Response to Comments
on Public Draft of SWRP

This Technical Memorandum presents the summary of the review/comment solicitation and the
responses to comments received on the Public Draft of the City of Chico (City) Big Chico Creek
and Little Chico Creek Storm Water Resource Plan (SWRP).
REVIEW/COMMENT SOLICITATION

The Public Draft SWRP was made available for review from June 21, 2018 to July 12, 2018 to the
public, Technical Advisory Committee (TAC), and Stakeholders through the City’s SWRP
website, and a paper copy was available at the City Hall’s front desk. The website was:
http://www.chico.ca.us/building_development_services/sewer/SWRPWorkProducts.asp
The solicitation included:
•

An email to the SWRP interested public and stakeholders, the SWRP TAC, and the
City’s contact with the Regional Water Board were sent June 21, 2018.

•

Notification was posted on the Keepchicoclean.org website with a link to the SWRP
website home page on June 21, 2018.

•

Press Release was sent to All-City Emails, All-City Council, Media – Chico Enterprise
Record, Chico News & Review, KPAY/KHSL Radio, KNVN/KHSL TV, KALF/KFMF,
KIXE/KCHO, KZFR, KBQB/KCEQ/KRQR/KTHU, and KRCR TV, and Butte College
Facilities on June 21, 2018.

2020 Research Park Drive, Suite 100

Davis, CA 95618

Phone 530 756-5905

Fax 530 756-5991

westyost.com

Technical Memorandum
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•

Flyers were distributed and posted at City Hall – 1st Floor, City Hall – Building
Counter, City Hall – internal bulletin boards, Butte County Library, Chico Natural
Foods, Butte College – Chico Center, Cal Java, Kona’s, Tin Roof Bakery, Upper
Crust Bakery, and Pita Pit on June 21, 2018.

•

A post on the City’s Facebook page on June 21, 2018.

•

A post on NextDoor on June 21, 2018.

•

An email to the Chico and Butte County representatives on the North Sacramento
Valley Integrated Regional Watershed Management Plan, sent on June 27, 2018.

•

A front-page article in the Chico Enterprise Record, published on July 10, 2018.

•

An interview with Channels 12 and 24, local news stations, aired July 11, 2018.

RESPONSES TO COMMENTS

Table 1 presents the comments received and the responses to the comments.
DISCLAIMER STATEMENT

Funding has been provided in full or in part through an agreement with the State Water Resources
Control Board using funds from Proposition 1. The contents of this document do not necessarily
reflect the views and policies of the foregoing, nor does the mention of trade names or commercial
products constitute endorsement or recommendation for use.
This document is the work product for Task 4.9 of Grant Agreement No. D1612613 between the
City of Chico and the California State Water Resource Control Board.
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1

2

3

4

5

Name

Comment

Response

Patti P.

I cannot comment on this lengthy book of words that only make
sense to those who wrote it.

The document length is a result of providing sufficient information
to meet multiple State requirements. The executive summary of
the document was written to provide a relatively concise summary
of the key aspects of the SWRP. The executive summary also
was organized to direct the reader to the related section in the
body of the report, if the reader is interested in more detail.

Eric Ginney

As related to Appendix 5C. Under Evaluation Criteria: “Flood
Mgt. Benefit Category”, “Enhance natural floodplain for
improved conveyance” – Including only “conveyance” limits
these criteria, and the ecosystem category similarly misses
other benefits in those criteria. Recommend that this criteria be
expanded to include floodplain storage of floodwater and other
related ecosystem benefits of floodplain attenuation.
Recommended wording: “Enhance natural channels and
floodplains for improved conveyance, storage, and other
natural ecosystem functions” (Note, these functions include
generation of food for the aquatic foodweb and creation of
rearing habitat for juvenile fish, specifically threatened and/or
endangered salmonids).

The Flood Management Benefit Category includes evaluation
criteria that are specific to flood management only, which is why
the criteria “Enhance natural floodplain for improved conveyance”
is specific to conveyance. Ecosystem benefits that result from
floodplain attenuation were included under the Environment
Benefit Category. The criteria “Improved wetland/riparian habitat”
was used to recognize the improvements in habitat that result
from the project.

Eric Ginney

Eric Ginney

Eric Ginney

[As related to Appendix 5C.] Under Evaluation Criteria: “Flood
Mgt. Benefit Category” - recommend the addition of a criteria
that addresses flood system operations and maintenance.
Recommended wording: “Reduce flood O&M and/or integrates
multiple-benefit opportunities for ecosystem enhancement
and resiliency.”

[As related to Appendix 5C.] Under Evaluation Criteria:
“Environmental Benefit Category”,- Recommend the addition of
a criteria that reads “Creates or enhances natural channel
and/or floodplain functions.” The purpose is to include criteria
for benefits other than just instream flow and riparian/wetland
habitats. Many project opportunities may provide such benefits
but would not be represented without this added criteria.
[As related to the above comments:] Metrics, methods for
analysis, and other details to support these recommended
edits and additions in the final plan can be found in the 2017
CVFPP Conservation Strategy
https://water.ca.gov/Programs/Flood-Management/FloodPlanning-and-Studies/Conservation-Strategy and by using the
HQTs found here:

These evaluation criteria were provided to the TAC on February 2,
2018 and it is not possible to incorporate additional criteria at this
time. These recommendations could be considered in a future
update of the SWRP.
Reducing flooding infrastructure O&M would be a helpful
evaluation criterion.
Ecosystem benefits that result from floodplain attenuation were
included under the Environment Benefit Category. The criteria
“Improved wetland/riparian habitat” was used to recognize the
improvements in habitat that result from the project.
These evaluation criteria were provided to the TAC on February 2,
2018 and it is not possible to incorporate additional criteria at this
time. These recommendations could be considered in a future
update of the SWRP.

Thank you for providing links to these resources.

https://www.edf.org/sites/default/files/hqt_california-central-valley.pdf

As related to the “5 MILE AND LINDO CHANNEL DIVERSION
STUDY (SWRP PROJECT 44) Project:

6

Eric Ginney

While I understand the comment period for the specific projects
has closed, I want to point out that under the “Benefits
Resulting from this Project” section, the existing project
description is missing a key benefit from revised management
of Big Chico Creek’s (BCC) distributary system: increased
aquifer recharge. Because BCC and Lindo Channel flow
across a relatively-porous alluvial fan, and because local
groundwater conditions are conducive to infiltration, flow
across these stream channels can be a source of managed
aquifer recharge. Thus, Water Supply would be expected to
change, and change positively. Indeed, this should be a key
multiple benefit for any such project.
[As related to the “5 MILE AND LINDO CHANNEL DIVERSION
STUDY (SWRP PROJECT 44) Project:]

7

Eric Ginney

The benefits stated for “Environmental” and “Water Quality”,
related to sediment, are not entirely accurate and conflate
problems that to my knowledge are not well defined or even
identified as problems. In fact, a systematic examination of
flow, sediment supply and erosion has never been completed.
A comprehensive understanding of this would inform such a
study, as proposed, and should be included. Recommend that
any such study be more-accurately scoped.

Project 44 was assessed to not result in significant groundwater
recharge because: 1) This project would only result in changed
flow conditions during large, infrequent flow events, since the
primary purpose of this study is to optimize operations to prevent
flooding. 2) Both currently and with this project, during the large
flow events, there will be significant flow in all the flood control
channels, and the project will only result in a change in the ratio of
the total flow that is conveyed by the individual channels. Thus,
the project is unlikely to result in significant change in groundwater
recharge.

The scope of Project 44 includes only adjusting the settings of the
Lindo channel gates. The scope of Project 44 was established by
the project proponent when the project was submitted and did not
include an evaluation of sediment and scour.
However, the Lindo Channel Diversion is located in the Big Chico
Creek watershed. Project M, the Big Chico Creek Management
Plan, includes a comprehensive gravel, erosion, and sediment
management evaluation for the Big Chico Creek watershed.
Similar evaluations are included in for the Little Chico Creek
(Project O) and Comanche Creek (Project P) watersheds. These
studies will help provide the comprehensive understanding of flow,
sediment supply, and erosion.

[As related to the “5 MILE AND LINDO CHANNEL DIVERSION
STUDY (SWRP PROJECT 44) Project:]

8

Eric Ginney
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I note that SWRP Project 8, related to Lindo Channel
infiltration---a full description of which is not easily found on the
website but is referenced in appendices and the draft plan---is:
1) limited in geographic scope as currently described, although
the concept could be applied across larger areas, increasing
the benefits and magnitude of benefits; and 2) is directly
related to this study/project and should be considered and
coordinated accordingly. Further, the ranking of Projects 8 and
44 seem biased by the erroneous omission of key benefits that
coordinated flood and stormwater management opportunities
hold for managed aquifer recharge and commensurate water
quality and habitat improvements.

Project 8, Lindo Channel Infiltration Enhancement, was not ranked
individually, but was included into Project M, the Big Chico Creek
Management Plan. Project M includes evaluation of implementing
groundwater recharge, not just at Lindo Channel, but throughout
the Big Chico Creek watershed. Project M scored a Medium for
water supply.

City of Chico
Response to Public Comments TM

Table 1. Response to Comments on Public Draft SWRP
No.

9

Name
Eric Ginney,
ESA
Associates

Comment

Response

These comments are on specific instances, as referenced and
noted above [in comments 2-8]. The intention and implications
of these comments are for those referenced instances but are
also intended to be translated throughout the plan itself, as
applicable.

The Technical Advisory Committee has already adopted the
project descriptions and has reviewed the evaluation criteria for
this SWRP, and these revisions can’t be addressed at this time.
However, these recommendations could be considered in a future
update of the SWRP.

Page ES-7
10

Susan Mason

ES.4.1

The text was changed to 17.

Shouldn't it be 17 grouped/consolidated projects, not 18
Page I-3
1st paragraph
11

Susan Mason

Only the portion of Little Chico Creek that is diverted into a
bypass to Butte Creek at Stilson Canyon flows into the
Sacramento River.
Page I-5

12

Susan Mason

1.4.1.1.4
The flashboard dam at Sycamore Pool was replaced by an
inflatable dam about 10 years ago.
Page I-13

13

Susan Mason

City of Chico responsibility for Lindo Channel maintenance
ends about 400' downstream of H32, not at H32.

The first paragraph on page 1-3 will be replaced with the
following:
“Rock Creek, Mud Creek, and Big Chico Creek all flow into the
Sacramento River just west of the City. The water from Little
Chico Creek and Comanche Creek flow into poorly defined
channels/sloughs that wind southwest through miles of agricultural
land southwest of the City.”
The text has been added to Section 1.4.1.1.4
“…..with a flashboard dam, which was replaced with an inflatable
dam around 2008.”
The text has been added to page 1-13:
“…to 400 feet downstream of Highway 32.”

Today's Enterprise-Record ([7/10/18]) mentioned several
proposals being considered. Although the swales and water
retention gardens and a picnic area have merit, I believe the
Teichert Ponds Restoration and management would be of
greater need and value for storm water management.
Following the Bureau of Land Management credo, "the
greatest good for the greatest number without doing harm."
Teichert Ponds stands above the rest.
Need and value should be the determinants.
14

Dick Corey

As I have noted before, the cattails overgrowing pond # 2 and
3 will soon clog the ponds with plants and dirt, further
restricting healthy flow. These two ponds are becoming
stagnant water bogs.

The Teichert Ponds project is included in the SWRP, and
therefore it is eligible for grant funding from the State in the future.
The TAC selected the three highest ranked projects for 30%
design (Teichert Ponds was ranked 10th); but, this does not
preclude the Teichert Ponds project from moving forward in the
future.

Huell Houser in a recent California Gold TV program showed
the value of cattails in absorbing pollutants in an L.A. area
pond. Floating barges containing clumps of this plant provided
"islands" of rest while cleaning the water.
I can't deny that this might be of value if located in pond #1, if
the plants were not allowed to proliferate as the cattails have
next to the freeway. This might complement the master plan for
the ponds adopted in 2008.
I couldn’t get your link to your plan to work if there was one there.

15

Brian Adams

I would say keep in mind that these areas that you intend to
use for bio swales and detention/retention/infiltration etc. when
they exceed their respective maximum for infiltration you will
have run off and these areas will be deep enough that folks
won’t want to walk or use these areas. And they will exceed
those maximums during heavy prolonged rain events and
possibly stay soggy for quite some time. So maybe not so
appropriate for schools and play areas. Infiltration vaults have
been used successfully. Infiltration basins are also good, but
you need the space and you have to expect they will be full of
water sometimes, however, built correctly they can remove a
lot of fine material which could be cleaned out with a front end
loader. I see many housing developments that have included
some of these ideas. Some food for thought.

Thank you for your input. Your concerns will be addressed as
projects progress through design and implementation.

Initial and total capital cost estimates for each project are provided
in Chapter 5. For the implementation projects, annual operation
and maintenance cost estimates were also provide in Chapter 5.

16

Cathleen
Coolidge

These changes will likely produce some benefits, but at what
cost? Where is the estimated costs of these projects, not just
to the city, but to all taxpayers?

Project funding will likely come from two potential sources,
including the City and grant funding from the State. City funding of
these projects will be through the City’s normal budgeting
process, in which the funding and benefits of these projects will be
weighed against the various other needs of the City.
Potential State grant funding would be through a competitive grant
application process. The States competitive grant process should
ensure the best projects are funded at a State-wide level.
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Name

Comment

Response
Unfortunately, the State’s grant contract has very tight timeline for
completing the SWRP, so an additional public meeting cannot be
provided. The public draft SWRP was available for public review
from June 21, 2018 to July 12, 2018.

17

BEC

I would like to request that a Public Meeting is held to review
the SWRP before the document is finalized and presented to
City Council to allow for greater public understanding and offer
additional opportunities for feedback.

Also, three public meetings were held during the development of
the SWRP to inform the public and stakeholders about the SWRP
and receive public and stakeholder input. Five TAC meetings
were also held during the SWRP development, and at each of the
TAC meetings the public was provided an opportunity to provide
input for TAC consideration. Also, all work products leading to the
Public Draft SWRP were available for public review and comment.
Public and stakeholder input could also be provided throughout
the SWRP development via the SWRP website and via email or
phone calls.
The State’s grant contract required specific opportunities for public
involvement and the contract requirements have been met and
exceeded.

18

19

20

BEC was considered a stakeholder, and therefore was listed in
Table 2-3.

BEC

Butte Environmental Council (BEC) is not listed in Table 2-4,
but BEC did receive and distribute notice of Public Meetings for
the SWRP.

BEC

In Chapter 2 the Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) is
described as having 11 members, however in reality the TAC
only consisted of 8 members, as Mike Alonzo replaced Richard
Perrelli, and two of the listed members never committed to,
responded about, or participated on the TAC. Individuals whom
did not commit or participate should not be listed as
TAC members.

The text in Section 2.2 was revised to say, “An eight-member TAC
was formed…”

Project ranking and prioritization did not provide an opportunity
for all implementation projects included in the SWRP to be
evaluated equally. Grouping of project submissions allowed for
inclusion of all project submissions but did not allow for each
project's benefits to be compared. For example, in the initial
project submissions projects 4 and 5 address specific water
quality and flooding issues, but the benefits of these projects
were not compared to the Projects considered in the ranking
and prioritization process, because they were combined in a
larger planning project. Please consider evaluation of all
implementation projects to identify and prioritize the projects
that have the greatest value to the community.

A total of 84 initial projects were submitted by the public,
stakeholders, and TAC members. The funding for the SWRP
development allowed for a screening evaluation of up to 50 initial
projects, but all 84 projects were screened any way. The funding
for the SWRP development allowed for a more detailed evaluation
of up to 16 “SWRP” projects. To ensure that 68 of the initial
projects were not eliminated from further evaluation, the TAC
elected to group 72 of the projects into a total of 17 SWRP
Projects. The Projects that were not grouped were either
duplications of other projects or lacked a sponsor. All 17 of the
SWRP Projects were evaluated. Although the individual benefits
of initial projects that were grouped into the SWRP Projects are
not individually evaluated, the benefits of the initial projects were
included in the evaluations of the 17 grouped SWRP Projects.
Additional project evaluations are beyond the scope of the SWRP
development and cannot be performed at this time. However,
additional evaluations of projects could be implements during a
future update of the SWRP.

BEC

Table 2-4 was revised to not include individuals or organizations
that are included in Table 2-3.

Page 18
ES-5

21

Stream Team

Please consider adding language to the bullet list at top of
page to recognize the few dedicated stakeholder organizations
(BEC, The Stream Team, and a few others on email and signin sheets) that volunteered many hours of their time to
participate in the development process. Could be listed as a
separate bullet as watershed stakeholder groups, or combined
into one of the existing bullet groupings? Might also be great to
give some sort of recognition in this document regarding The
Stream Team’s volunteer work promoting and landing the grant
that funded the SWRP development. We need recognition that
the projects/grants we help promote are valued by the entities
that we help land funding, so that the organizations that
provide small amounts organizational support (Rose
Foundation, SWRCB, etc.) understand that our efforts provide
useful services to our community.
Page 18
ES-5

22

Stream Team

The 2nd to last paragraph starts with, “Despite this extensive
outreach….”. Please include the real reasons why the public
expressed concern…. 1) less then 1 week notice provided for
initial outreach meeting in May; 2) there was no meeting
materials posted or provided prior to the first public meeting,
which limited the ability of the public to participate in a
meaningful way. In addition to requesting more public outreach
then originally planned, we requested SWRP information be
posted on the City’s website and an announcement be
distributed to let the public know where to access the info.

We added a bullet that says: “Non-profit organizations, such as
Butte Environment Council and The Stream Team, provided
valuable input and support for the development of this SWRP and
distributed meeting flyers and project updates to their members.
Additionally, the Stream Team was instrumental in securing the
grant funding used for the preparation of this SWRP.”

Public meeting 1 was on 5/17/17. Public outreach started on
5/8/17 and continued through a variety of media outlets until the
5/17/17, so 11 days of notice was provided for Public Meeting 1.
For Public Meeting 1, the meeting materials were not published
prior to the meeting to avoid possible confusion about the
materials until the SWRP development process had been
introduced to the public at Public Meeting 1. For every subsequent
meeting, meeting materials were published before the meeting.
After public meeting 1, SWRP information was provided on the
City’s website and emailed to the SWRP email list.
The discussion of Public Meeting 1 will be revised to include the
information above.

Page 20

23

Stream Team
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ES-4.1 A google form is mentioned, which infers that it could
be accessed and filled out on-line, to guide and encourage
public participation, which I don’t believe occurred. Although
the form is now a working google form, at the time it was
originally posted, I believe it had to be printed, and submitted
via email.

Originally, the form was a paper form for use at Public Meeting 1.
After Public Meeting 1, the form was converted into a working
Google Form that could be accessed and submitted online via the
SWRP web site.
No revisions to the SWRP were made in response to this comment.
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No.

24

Name

Stream Team

Comment

Pages 21, 22
ES-9 The tables are hard to read- print is very small.

Response
Assuming this comment refers to Tables ES-2 (following page ES9) or ES-10, the small font was needed to fit these tables on two
pages. The SWRP is available electronically on the City’s SWRP
web site, and the tables can be enlarged on-screen to make them
easier to read.
No revisions to the SWRP were made in response to this comment.

Page 25

25

Stream Team

ES-12 The first paragraph mentions the prioritization process
used to rank the State’s benefit categories. Please include the
number of inputs that were used to prioritize the issues of
greatest concern to the public and the TAC. I believe there
were less than 20 forms (how many from public, and how
many from TAC?).

Page 26
26

Stream Team

Last paragraph is confusing and mentions that project 77 is a
planning project, which was not the intent of the project as
submitted. Please change plan to implementation project, as is
required for Prop. 1 funding.

The following text was added to both page ES-12 and page 5-2.
“The TAC submitted five surveys and the public submitted 27
surveys, for a total of 32 surveys. The resulting values were
averaged for the prioritization of both State and communityidentified benefits….”
Appendix 5E (the letter describing the survey process and results)
was added to Chapter 5.
Project 77, as submitted, included multiple, varied elements and
projects on 25 different campuses. In order to effectively and cost
efficiently implement such an extensive project, as submitted,
would require planning and prioritization of the LID improvements
at the various campuses. Consequently, Project 77 was
categorized as a planning project.
Nevertheless, LID improvements for three campuses were
selected by the TAC for preparation of 30 percent designs, and
these three LID projects are implementation projects.
No revisions to the SWRP were made in response to this
comment.

Page 27
27

Stream Team

Project 77 costs seem high. Please consider including the
figures discussed at the last TAC meeting and/or previous
emails regarding this point.

The cost estimate for project 77 was based on the project
description. The estimated costs are based on what the project
includes, not on what the sponsor potentially has available.
However, the cost estimate does not include savings that could
result from use of volunteer labor. The figures discussed at the
last TAC meeting were funds the sponsor potentially has
available.
No revisions to the SWRP were made in response to this
comment.

Page 28
ES-6.2

28

Stream Team

Please remove language from bullet #1 suggesting that project
44 “should be completed prior to Project M”. The TAC
confirmed the timeline is arbitrary, and based mostly on the
City’s capital and O & M projections for the projects they would
like to pursue. This language is confusing and suggests that
the timeline is binding, which may limit support for projects
pursued by entities other than the City.
Please also add an additional bullet describing that projects
that were lumped into plans may seek funding as it becomes
available and do not have to wait until the plan they were
lumped into is developed.
Page 28
ES-6.2

29

Stream Team

Also, the 2nd to last paragraph contains quite a lot of detail
about the implementation schedule for Project 77, which
should be removed, and the paragraph language kept more
general and not specific to project 77.

The TAC did not confirm that the timeline is arbitrary. However,
the schedule is not binding, it is only a plan based on the factors
discussed in Chapter 6.
Following the project interdependencies increases efficiency and
effectiveness. The project interdependencies do not have to be
followed, but represent a logical progression of project
implementation.
The following text was added to section ES6.2 and Section 6.8:
“Funding for individual project elements that were grouped into
larger planning projects may pursued at any time, and do not have
to wait until the plan is complete.”
The following text was added to Section 6.10: “Following project
interdependencies is not essential but increases cost
effectiveness and efficiency. Development of the project schedule
assumed project interdependencies were followed.”
The point of including that detail on Project 77 was because it had
a more complicated schedule than the other projects. This text
explains the assumptions used in developing the Project 77
funding schedule. The current text also explains that there is
flexibility in the timing and grouping of the implementation of the
LID projects at the various campuses. The text remains, but has
become a separate paragraph.

Page 28
ES-6.2

30

Stream Team
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Last paragraph states that Project 33 was not included in the
SWRP, as The Stream Team would not sponsor the
development of the plan that the original project idea was
lumped. We missed understanding that this decision was
made, and request that Project 33 be included in the SWRP. It
could be lumped under Project M (as the sub-watersheds are
tributary to Bid Chico). The project ideas submitted was
intended to be a place holder for Rock Creek Reclamation
District and others that may want to pursue stormwater related
funding in those watersheds. Why not include Mud and Rock
Creek projects in the SWRP, since those watersheds are listed
in the SWRP as main surface water bodies. Projects pursued
in those sub-watersheds could also improve runoff issues near
the municipal airport.

Project 33 was not included in the Implementation Plan, but still
remains in the SWRP. Similar to the other projects that were
grouped but were not evaluated individually, the project can be
implemented once funding becomes available and is not
dependent on being included in the implementation schedule.
No revisions to the SWRP were made in response to this
comment.
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31

Name

Stream Team

Comment
Page 31 Implementation Schedule- The schedule was
discussed at the last TAC meeting, as basically an arbitrary
wish list, and minor changes were suggested, one of which
was to provide a more reasonable timeline for developing the
Big Chico Creek 21st Management Plan (which we believe
could be developed in phases targeting implementation
projects that address specific issues (such as trash, landscape
overwatering), easily and cheaply, and that there are diverse
sources of funding that can be pursued, and the timeline
should not be limiting or based on the City’s mandates and
capital and O&M projections. One of the main frustrations we
expressed many, many times, had to do with the arbitrary
lumping of implementation projects that were submitted into
plans, with a blanket response from the City indicating they did
so in order to ensure all projects submitted were included in
the SWRP (and the consultant determined they would need
significant planning, which is a false assumption as many of
the ideas have been implemented in other communities and
plans already exist that can be easily adapted, and because
they did not have a sponsor, which is also invalid). Lumping
implementation projects into plans has virtually buried all of the
ideas submitted by The Stream Team, and the implementation
schedule further delays opportunities for these projects to be
implemented by suggesting that projects can’t be implemented
until after the plans they were lumped into are developed
(2028-10 years from now, which does not support existing and
ongoing stormwater efforts in the SWRP watershed).

Response

The following text was added to the section ES.6 and 6.8:
“The implementation schedule discussed below is not binding, but
offers an efficient/logical way to implement the projects per the
project descriptions. The proposed project schedule is not binding
and if funding for a specific project or project element becomes
available prior to its scheduled timeline, then either the project can
be implemented out of sequence with the schedule or the
schedule can be updated.”

Please consider changing the timeline for all of the projects
and plans to have an arbitrary start date of 2019-???, with a
tentative date where possible, and explain that the timeline is
not binding (as the TAC confirmed), and is at best a wish-list
and no funding has yet been confirmed. This will allow all
project proponents (even those where their project ideas were
lumped into plans) to pursue funding for projects that support
their existing stomwater protection efforts that are focused to
reduce the impacts of stormwater pollution in the SWRP
watershed beyond the City’s efforts. The SWRP was intended
to guide all stormwater work in the entire watershed beyond
what the City is willing to support, and the timeline should not
limit potential work by others, should funding become
available.
Page 35

32

Stream Team

First Bullet on page 35 talks about SWRP effectiveness
monitoring. It seems the language referring to comparing to
implementation schedule should be removed, as the timeline is
a wish list and the language infers the timeline is binding. Also,
specific language about monitoring trash was included, and we
request that you also include language to include water quality
data available from existing citizen monitoring and stormwater
protection efforts. The City has received funding since 2004 to
support citizen monitoring efforts, and the SWRP it seems
should reflect a commitment to continue building on these
efforts including the use of data documenting water quality
trends. The SWRP is ultimately all about protecting water
quality, and the use of citizen monitoring data should be
valued. Additionally there are existing stormwater outreach and
education efforts that are ongoing and beyond the City’s efforts
that have an additive impact on preventing pollution that should
also be evaluated, utilized, valued, and mentioned in this
section.
Page 39

33

Stream Team
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1.3 Please add a bullet listing the NGO entities that focus on
water that are located within the watershed.

The bullet on page ES-23 was changed to read: “To assess the
effectiveness of SWRP implementation on a watershed basis,
implementation of projects and various project elements should be
monitored and documented annually. The amount of trash
collected by the projects should be monitored and documented,
along with other water quality data. Organizations that provide
storm water outreach and education can self-monitor their
activities and submit the self-monitoring results for inclusion in a
future revision of the SWRP.”

The purpose of Section 1.3 is to identify the agencies within the
watershed that own/maintain water infrastructure, water suppliers,
and water users. NGOs are listed in Chapter 2, specifically
Section 2.3 and Table 2-1.
No revisions to the SWRP were made in response to this
comment.
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Comment
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Page 40

34

Stream Team

Please include a mention of the citizen monitoring efforts that
exist in the SWRP watershed, and the useful water quality data
that has been collected in association with many restoration
and stormwater protection project grants previously awarded to
the City. The data is currently being quality control checked
and will be uploaded to CDEN very soon. Again, the City has
received lots of funding to support citizen monitoring efforts,
which provided the effectiveness monitoring for the grants the
City received that were intended to reduce stormwater impacts
and improve riparian habitat. It seems that the water quality
monitoring conducted through these efforts should be
mentioned and the plan should explain how it will build on
these existing efforts including how the water quality data
collected through these efforts will be utilized. The intent of all
the previous funding the City received was provided to
continue and build the efficacy of citizen efforts to assist the
City in meeting their stormwater mandates. Please include
language in the water quality section that recognizes the value
of existing citizen monitoring efforts, how the data collected will
be used, and how citizen monitoring efforts will be utilized to
assist with SWRP effectiveness monitoring. There is no doubt
regarding the additive impact on the outcomes of the City’s
stormwater and resource protection efforts the citizen
monitoring efforts have had, and the SWRP should utilize this
effort as appropriate to track SWRP project effectiveness, and
state a commitment to supporting and utilizing citizen
monitoring efforts as appropriate.
Page 64

35

Stream Team

2.1 Please include the names of the watershed groups that
participated including BEC, The Stream Team, and the few
others.
Page 69

36

Stream Team
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Table 2-4 should include The Stream Team and BEC under
the organization column.

The following was added to the SWRP
“1.4.1.3 Stream Team has organized and conducted citizen-based
surface water quality monitoring for several years. When the data
has been successfully reviewed and the data quality confirmed,
this water quality data could be used to help plan and design
storm water projects”
Additionally, the Stream Team’s past and anticipated future
contributions to the improving storm water quality in the PAW
were recognized in Section 6.7 of the SWRP.

The watershed groups that participated in the SWRP development
process were already included in Section 2.5, Table 2-3.
No revisions to the SWRP were made in response to this
comment.
The Stream Team and BEC were considered stakeholders, and
consequently were listed in Table 2-3.
No revisions to the SWRP were made in response to this
comment.
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TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM

DATE:

August 21, 2018

Project No.: 755-10-17-01
SENT VIA: EMAIL

TO:

Angela Spain

CC:

Brandon Davison

FROM:

Natalie Muradian, PE, RCE #84895

REVIEWED BY: Doug Moore, PE, RCE #58122
SUBJECT:

City of Chico (Big and Little Chico Creeks) SWRP – Response to Comments
on Final Draft of SWRP

The Final Draft of the City of Chico (Big and Little Chico Creeks) Storm Water Resource Plan
(SWRP) was provided to the City, Technical Advisory Committee, and the State Grant Manager on
August 1, 2018. Comments were due on August 15, 2018. No comments were received.
Funding has been provided in full or in part through an agreement with the State Water Resources
Control Board using funds from Proposition 1. The contents of this document do not necessarily
reflect the views and policies of the foregoing, nor does the mention of trade names or commercial
products constitute endorsement or recommendation for use.
This document is the work product for Task 4.10 of Grant Agreement No. D1612613 between the
City of Chico and the California State Water Resource Control Board.
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